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Preface
We	are	pleased	and	delighted	to	offer	the	fourth	edition	of	our	textbook	on	chemical	process	safety.	It	is	amazing	to
us	 that	 our	 original	 concept	 from	 the	 late	 1980s—to	 produce	 a	 process	 safety	 textbook	 for	 undergraduates	 that
reflects	industrial	practice—still	endures	and	is	just	as	valuable	today	as	when	we	first	envisioned	this	resource.
For	 most	 traditional	 chemical	 engineering	 courses—such	 as	 stoichiometry	 or	 thermodynamics—the	 technical
content	 has	 been	 well	 established	 for	 many	 years.	 This	 is	 not	 the	 case	 for	 process	 safety,	 which	 remains	 a
dynamically	evolving	 field.	This	ever-changing	nature	presented	an	enormous	challenge	to	us	when	we	sought	 to
update	our	text	to	match	current	technology	and	industrial	practice.
All	textbooks	have	several	requirements.	First,	the	content	must	be	of	value	to	the	student	or	reader	and	must	be
presented	in	a	clear	and	well-organized	fashion.	Second,	the	content	must	develop	progressively,	working	from	what
the	 student	 knows	 to	 what	 the	 student	 doesn’t	 know.	 Third,	 the	 content	 must	 be	 active,	 with	 lots	 of	 worked
examples,	 figures,	and	tables.	 In	our	case,	 the	 textbook	must	also	reflect	 industrial	practice.	These	requirements
are	not	easy	to	achieve,	but	we	have	strived	to	meet	them	in	all	editions	of	our	text.
The	first	edition	of	our	text	was	published	in	1990.	The	main	effort	with	the	first	edition	was	to	develop	a	workable
outline—which	took	a	considerable	effort	because	what	we	proposed	had	never	been	done	before.	Once	the	outline
was	developed,	we	then	needed	to	collect	the	technical	content	from	industry	and	modify	and	organize	it	for	student
instruction.
The	second	edition	was	published	 in	2002.	This	 text	was	primarily	an	 incremental	edition	with	content	additions
that	we	realized	were	missing	in	the	first	edition.	In	particular,	we	added	new	content	on	flammability,	primarily	on
the	use	of	the	flammability	triangle	diagrams	and	how	they	are	applied	to	estimate	target	concentrations.
The	 third	 edition	 was	 published	 in	 2011.	 This	 edition	 added	 a	 new	 chapter	 on	 chemical	 reactivity—which	 really
should	have	been	included	in	the	first	edition.	The	major	development	here	was	to	recast	the	theoretical	model	into
dimensionless	form	to	simplify	the	equations	for	student	manageability.	We	also	continued	our	efforts	to	update	the
text	to	current	industry	practice.
The	 fourth	 edition	 was	 a	 major	 challenge.	 Process	 safety	 technology	 and	 industrial	 practice	 had	 changed
substantially	since	the	publication	of	the	third	edition.	This	resulted	in	a	major	overhaul	of	the	entire	text.	Several
chapters	were	completely	rewritten,	and	all	chapters	had	major	modifications.	We	also	removed	some	content	that
we	deemed	to	be	of	lesser	value	since	we	wanted	to	reduce	the	page	count.	This	removed	content	is	still	available
for	 instructors	 on	 the	 Pearson	 Instructor	 Resource	 Center	 (https://www.pearson.com/us/higher-education/subject-
catalog/download-instructor-resources.html).
In	 the	 first	 three	editions,	we	developed	new	homework	problems	 for	each	edition,	with	 the	result	 that	 the	 third
edition	contained	more	than	100	pages	of	homework.	We	decided	to	reduce	the	homework	content	significantly	with
the	fourth	edition,	since	homework	appears	to	have	less	value	in	today’s	teaching	environment.	The	100	pages	of
homework	 from	 previous	 editions	 remains	 available	 for	 instructors	 on	 the	 Pearson	 Instructor	 Resource	 Center
(https://www.pearson.com/us/higher-education/subject-catalog/download-instructor-resources.html).
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Nomenclature
a velocity	of	sound	(length/time)
A area	(length2)	or	Helmholtz	free	energy	(energy/mole);	or	process	component	availability;	or	arrhenius	

reaction	rate	pre-exponential	constant	(time−1)
At tank	cross	sectional	area	(length2)
ΔA change	in	Helmoltz	free	energy	(energy/mole)
AEGL acute	exposure	guidance	level
B adiabatic	reactor	temperature	increase	(dimensionless)
C mass	concentration	(mass/volume)	or	capacitance	(Farads)
C0 discharge	coefficient	(unitless),	or	concentration	at	the	source

(mass/volume)
C1 concentration	at	a	specified	time	(mass/volume)
Cp heat	capacity	at	constant	pressure	(energy/mass	deg)
Cppm concentration	in	parts	per	million	by	volume
CV heat	capacity	at	constant	volume	(energy/mass	deg)
Cvent deflagration	vent	constant	(pressure1/2)
Cx concentration	at	location	x	downwind	from	the	source	(mass/volume)
〈C〉 average	or	mean	mass	concentration	(mass/volume)
d diameter	(length)
dp particle	diameter	(length)
df diameter	of	flare	stack	(length)
D diffusion	coefficient	(area/time),	or	diameter	(length)
D0 reference	diffusion	coefficient	(area/time)
Dm molecular	diffusivity	(area/time)
Dtid total	integrated	dose	due	to	a	passing	puff	of	vapor	(mass	time/volume)
Ea activation	energy	(energy/mole)
ERPG emergency	response	planning	guideline	(see	Table	5-4)
EEGL emergency	exposure	guidance	levels	(see	Section	5-5)
f Fanning	friction	factor	(unitless)	or	frequency	(1/time)
f(t) failure	density	function
fv mass	fraction	of	vapor	(unitless)
F frictional	fluid	flow	loss	term	(energy	mass)	or	force	or	environment	factor
FAR fatal	accident	rate	(fatalities/108	hours)
FEV forced	expired	volume	(liters/sec)
FVC forced	vital	capacity	(liters)
g gravitational	acceleration	(length/time2)
gc gravitational	constant	(mass	length/force	time2)
G Gibbs	free	energy	(energy/mole)	or	mass	flux	(mass/area	time)
GT mass	flux	during	relief	(mass/area	time)
ΔG change	in	Gibbs	free	energy	(energy/mole)
h specific	enthalpy	(energy/mass),	or	height	(length)
hL fluid	level	above	leak	in	tank	(length)
hL initial	fluid	level	above	leak	in	tank	(length)
hs leak	height	above	ground	level	(length)
H enthalpy	(energy/mole)	or	height	(length)
Hf flare	height	(length)
Hr effective	release	height	in	plume	model	(length)
ΔH change	in	enthalpy	(energy/mole)
ΔHc heat	of	combustion	(energy/mass)
ΔHv enthalpy	of	vaporization	(energy/mass)
I sound	intensity	(decibels)
ID pipe	internal	diameter	(length)
IDLH immediately	dangerous	to	life	and	health	(see	Section	5-5)



I0 reference	sound	intensity	(decibels)
Is streaming	current	(amps)
ISOC in-service	oxygen	concentration	(volume	percent	oxygen)
j number	of	inerting	purge	cycles	(unitless)
J electrical	work	(energy)
k non-ideal	mixing	factor	for	ventilation	(unitless),	or	reaction	rate	(concentration1-m/time)
k1,	k2 constants	in	probit	a	equations
ks thermal	conductivity	of	soil	(energy/length	time	deg)
K mass	transfer	coefficient	(length/time)
Kb backpressure	correction	for	relief	sizing	(unitless)
Kf excess	head	loss	for	fluid	flow	(dimensionless)
Ki,	K∞ constants	in	excess	head	loss,	given	by	Equation	4-38
KG explosion	constant	for	vapors	(length	pressure/time)
Kj eddy	diffusivity	in	x,	y,	or	z	direction	(area/time)
KP overpressure	correction	for	relief	sizing	(unitless)
KSt explosion	constant	for	dusts	(length	pressure/time)
KV viscosity	correction	for	relief	sizing	(unitless)
K0 reference	mass	transfer	coefficient	(length/time)
L length
LEL lower	explosion	limit	(volume	%	fuel	in	air)
LFL	=	
LEL

lower	flammability	limit	(volume	%	fuel	in	air)

LOC limiting	oxygen	concentration	(volume	percent	oxygen)
LOL lower	flammable	limit	in	pure	oxygen	(volume	%	fuel	in	oxygen)
m mass
mf mass	fraction
m0 total	mass	contained	in	reactor	vessel	(mass)
mLR mass	of	limiting	reactant	in	Equation	(8-36)	(mass)
mTNT mass	of	TNT
mv mass	of	vapor
M molecular	weight	(mass/mole)
M0 reference	molecular	weight	(mass/mole)
Ma Mach	number	(unitless)
MOC,	
MSOC

Minimum	oxygen	concentration	or	maximum	safe	oxygen	concentration.	See	LOC

MTBC mean	time	between	coincidence	(time)
MTBF mean	time	between	failure	(time)
n number	of	moles	or	reaction	order
OSFC out	of	service	fuel	concentration	(volume	percent	fuel)
p partial	pressure	(force/area)
pd number	of	dangerous	process	episodes
ps scaled	overpressure	for	explosions	(unitless)

P total	pressure	or	probability
Pb backpressure	for	relief	sizing	(psig)
PEL permissable	exposure	level	(see	Section	2-8)
PFD probability	of	failure	on	demand
Pg gauge	pressure	(force/area)
Pmax maximum	pressure	for	relief	sizing	(psig)
Ps set	pressure	for	relief	sizing	(psig)

Psat saturation	vapor	pressure
q heat	(energy/mass)	or	heat	intensity	(energy/area	time)
qf heat	intensity	of	flare	(energy/time	area)
qg heat	flux	from	ground	(energy/area	time)
qs specific	energy	release	rate	at	set	pressure	during	reactor	relief

(energy/mass)



Q heat	(energy)	or	electrical	charge	(coulombs)
Qm mass	discharge	rate	(mass/time)
Qm* instantaneous	mass	release	(mass)
Qv ventilation	rate	(volume/time)
r radius	(length)
R electrical	resistance	(ohms)	or	reliability
R− Sachs	scaled	distance,	defined	by	Equation	6-31	(unitless)
Rd release	duration	for	heavy	gas	releases	(time)
rf vessel	filling	rate	(time−1)
Rg ideal	gas	constant	(pressure	volume/mole	deg)
Re Reynolds	number	(unitless)
S entropy	(energy/mole	deg)	or	stress	(force/area)
Sm material	strength	(force/area)
SPEGL short	term	public	exposure	guideline	(see	Section	5-5)
t time
td positive	phase	duration	of	a	blast	(time)
te emptying	time
tp time	to	form	a	puff	of	vapor
tv vessel	wall	thickness	(length)
tw worker	shift	time
Δtv venting	time	for	reactor	relief
T temperature	(deg)
Ti time	interval
TLV threshold	limit	value	(ppm	or	mg/m3	by	volume)
Tm maximum	temperature	during	reactor	relief	(deg)
TMEF target	mitigated	event	frequency	(1/year)
TQ threshold	quantity	(mass)
Ts saturation	temperature	at	set	pressure	during	reactor	relief	(deg)
TWA time	weighted	average	(ppm	or	mg/m3	by	volume)
u velocity	(length/time)
ud dropout	velocity	of	a	particle	(length/time)
ū average	velocity	(length/time)
〈u〉 mean	or	average	velocity	(length/time)
U internal	energy	(energy/mole)	or	overall	heat	transfer	coefficient

(energy/area	deg	time)	or	process	component	unavailability
UEL upper	explosion	limit	(volume	%	fuel	in	air)
UFL	=	
UEL

upper	flammability	limit	(volume	%	fuel	in	air)

UOL upper	flammable	limit	in	pure	oxygen	(volume	%	fuel	in	oxygen)
v specific	volume	(volume/mass)
vf specific	volume	of	liquid	(volume/mass)

vg specific	volume	of	vapor	(volume/mass)
vfg specific	volume	change	with	liquid	vaporization	(volume/mass)
V total	volume	or	electrical	potential	(volts)
Vc container	volume
W width	(length)
We expansion	work	(energy)
Ws shaft	work	(energy)
x mole	fraction	or	Cartesian	coordinate	(length),	or	reactor	conversion	(dimensionless),	or	distance	from	the	

source	(length)
Xf distance	from	flare	at	grade	(length)
y mole	fraction	of	vapor	(unitless)	or	Cartesian	coordinate	(length)
Y probit	variable	(unitless)
YG gas	expansion	factor	(unitless)
z height	above	datum	(length)	or	Cartesian	coordinate	(length)	or	compressibility	(unitless)
ze scaled	distance	for	explosions	(length/mass1/3)



Greek	Letters
α velocity	correction	factor	(unitless)	or	thermal	diffusivity	(area/time)
β thermal	expansion	coefficient	(deg−1)
δ double	layer	thickness	(length)
ε pipe	roughness	(length)	or	emissivity	(unitless)
εr relative	dielectric	constant	(unitless)
ε0 permittivity	constant	for	free	space	(charge2/force	length2)
η explosion	efficiency	(unitless)
Φ nonideal	filling	factor	(unitless),	or	phi-factor	for	calorimeter	thermal	inertia	(dimensionless)
γ heat	capacity	ratio	(unitless)
γc conductivity	(mho/cm)
Γ dimensionless	activation	energy
χ function	defined	by	Equation	10-10
λ frequency	of	dangerous	episodes
λd average	frequency	of	dangerous	episodes
μ viscosity	(mass/length/time),	or	mean	value,	or	failure	rate	(faults/time)
μV vapor	viscosity	(mass/length/time)
ψ overall	discharge	coefficient	used	in	Equation	10-14	(unitless)
ρ density	(mass/volume)
ρL liquid	density	(mass/volume)
ρref reference	density	for	specific	gravity	(mass/volume)
ρV vapor	density	(mass/volume)
σ standard	deviation	(unitless)
σx,	σy,	σz dispersion	coefficient	(length)
τ relaxation	time,	or	dimensionless	reaction	time
τi inspection	period	for	unrevealed	failures
τ0 operation	period	for	a	process	component
τr period	required	to	repair	a	component
τu period	of	unavailability	for	unrevealed	failures
ζ zeta	potential	(volts)

Subscripts
a ambient
ad adiabatic
c combustion
f formation	or	liquid
g vapor	or	gas
H higher	pressure
i initiating	event
j purges
L lower	pressure
m maximum
s set	pressure
o initial	or	reference

Superscripts
° standard
′ stochastic	or	random	variable



Chapter	1.	Introduction
Safety	is	a	common	denominator	across	all	aspects	of	life;	hence	knowledge	should	always	be	shared.	It	is	not	a
matter	for	industry—it	is	a	matter	for	humanity.

—Doug	Bourne

We	believe	that	the	traits	required	to	achieve	excellence	in	safety	are	the	same	as	those	required	to	achieve
outstanding	results	in	all	other	aspects	of	our	business.

—Ralph	Herbert,	Vice	President	of	Engineering,	ExxonMobil

The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are:

1.	 Understand	the	common	definitions	used	for	process	safety.
2.	 Explore	myths	about	process	safety.
3.	 Identify	components	of	a	safety	culture.
4.	 Discuss	individual	risk,	societal	risk,	and	risk	populations.
5.	 Distinguish	between	voluntary	risk	and	involuntary	risk.
6.	 Describe	safety	metrics.
7.	 Summarize	accident	and	loss	statistics.
8.	 Create	a	risk	tolerance/acceptance	and	risk	matrix.
9.	 Discuss	codes,	standards,	and	regulations	related	to	process	safety.

10.	 Explore	safeguards	related	to	chemical	process	safety.
11.	 Explain	risk-based	process	safety	(RBPS).
12.	 Describe	inherently	safer	design.
13.	 Describe	the	Bhopal,	India,	tragedy.

The	 Aluminum	 Company	 of	 America—otherwise	 known	 as	 Alcoa—was	 founded	 in	 1888	 by	 Charles	Martin,	 who
discovered	an	affordable	way	to	produce	aluminum	via	electrolysis.	The	company	 is	headquartered	in	Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.	In	1889,	Alcoa	developed	the	first	aluminum	tea	kettle;	in	1910,	it	 introduced	aluminum	foil.	Today,
Alcoa	is	the	largest	supplier	of	aluminum	in	the	world.
In	1987,	however,	Alcoa	was	faltering.	Its	revenues	and	profits	had	fallen,	several	product	lines	had	failed,	and	the
company	had	 large	 inventories	of	unsold	product.	Many	 investors	considered	Alcoa	 to	be	a	“Rust	Belt”	company,
associating	it	with	the	failing	steel	companies	located	in	Pittsburgh	and	elsewhere	in	the	United	States.	In	addition,
both	the	employees	and	unions	were	unhappy	with	the	company.
As	is	the	case	with	most	companies	facing	this	kind	of	situation,	Alcoa’s	board	of	directors	decided	to	hire	a	new
chief	executive	officer	(CEO).	They	tapped	Paul	O’Neill,	formerly	of	International	Paper,	to	lead	the	company.
In	October	1987,	O’Neill	held	his	first	press	conference	in	a	swanky	hotel	in	Manhattan,	attended	by	members	of
the	 media,	 investors,	 and	 investment	 managers.	 All	 attendees	 expected	 O’Neill	 to	 announce	 a	 new	 financial
management	strategy	for	the	company.	Instead,	O’Neill	came	to	the	podium	and	said,	“I	want	to	talk	to	you	about
worker	safety.	I	intend	to	make	Alcoa	the	safest	company	in	America.	I	intend	to	go	to	zero	injuries.”	At	this	time,
Alcoa	already	had	an	industry	leading	safety	program.
One	investment	manager	ran	out	of	 the	press	conference	declaring,	“The	board	put	a	crazy	hippie	 in	charge	and
he’s	going	to	kill	the	company!	I	called	my	clients	and	told	them	to	sell	their	stock!”
But	six	months	later,	a	tragedy	occurred.	A	young	employee	in	an	Arizona	plant	jumped	over	a	yellow	safety	wall	to
repair	a	piece	of	equipment	and	was	crushed	when	the	equipment	was	unexpectedly	activated.	O’Neill	immediately
called	an	emergency	meeting	of	 the	plant’s	 executives.	He	 stated	bluntly:	 “We	killed	 this	man.	 It’s	my	 failure	of
leadership.	I	caused	his	death.	And	it’s	the	failure	of	all	of	you	in	the	chain	of	command.”
O’Neill	 sent	 a	 note	 to	 all	 workers	 telling	 them	 to	 call	 him	 at	 home	 if	 managers	 didn’t	 follow	 up	 on	 safety
suggestions.	He	received	lots	of	calls	about	safety,	but	he	also	heard	a	lot	of	suggestions	for	other	improvements—
many	of	which	would	substantially	reduce	costs.
What	were	the	results	of	O’Neill’s	safety	leadership?	In	1986,	Alcoa	recorded	$264	million	in	net	income	on	sales	of
$4.6	billion.	When	O’Neill	retired	at	the	end	of	2000,	Alcoa	boasted	record	profits	of	$1.5	billion	on	sales	of	$22.9
billion.	Alcoa’s	lost	work	days	rate	per	100	employees	dropped	from	1.86	to	0.2	by	the	end	of	O’Neill’s	tenure.	In
March	2016,	that	rate	was	a	mere	0.055.
When	asked	later	about	the	secret	to	his	success,	O’Neill	stated,	“I	knew	I	had	to	transform	Alcoa.	But	you	can’t
order	people	to	change.	So	I	decided	I	was	going	to	start	by	focusing	on	one	thing.	If	I	could	start	disrupting	the
habits	around	one	thing,	it	would	spread	throughout	the	entire	company.”	O’Neill’s	important	realization	was	that
safety	 performance	 and	 economic	 performance	 were,	 in	 his	 words,	 “glued	 together”—with	 outstanding	 safety
performance	resulting	in	outstanding	economic	performance.	When	O’Neill	started	at	Alcoa,	he	wasn’t	sure	if	this
approach	would	work	perfectly,	but	it	did.
Safety,	in	general,	is	defined	as	“a	strategy	for	accident	prevention.”	Process	safety	is	safety	applied	to	processes,
including	chemical	processes.	Table	1-1	provides	a	more	complete	definition	of	process	safety,	along	with	several
important	 definitions	 provided	 by	 the	 American	 Institute	 for	 Chemical	 Engineers	 (AICHE)	 Center	 for	 Chemical



Process	Safety	(CCPS).	Another	common	term	used	in	the	safety	realm	is	loss	prevention,	which	is	defined	as	the
prevention	of	incidents	that	cause	losses	due	to	death,	injury,	damage	to	the	environment,	or	even	loss	of	production
or	inventory.

Table	1-1	AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety	Definitions	Related	to	Process	Safety

Te
r
m

Definition Example

Ac
cid
en
t

An	unplanned	event	or	sequence	of	events	that	results	in	an	undesirable	
consequence.	The	scope	of	the	accident	description	is	arbitrary.

A	leak	in	a	pressurized	
vessel	containing	500	kg	of	
ammonia.

Co
nd
iti
on
al	
mo
dif
ier

A	fractional	probability	that	a	particular	event	occurs. The	probability	of	a	
flammable	release	being	
ignited	is	0.10.

Co
ns
eq
ue
nc
e

A	measure	of	the	expected	effects	of	a	specific	incident	outcome	case. A	10	kg/s	ammonia	leak	
results	in	a	toxic	cloud	
downwind.

En
abl
in
g	
co
nd
iti
on

A	fractional	probability	that	a	particular	circumstance	exists.	It	accounts	for	the	
time-at-risk.

The	probability	of	the	
ambient	temperature	
being	low	enough	to	cause	
a	water	line	to	freeze	is	
0.10.

Ha
za
rd

An	inherent	chemical	or	physical	characteristic	that	has	the	potential	for	
causing	damage	to	people,	the	environment,	or	property.

A	pressurized	tank	
containing	500	kg	of	
ammonia.

Ha
za
rd	
ev
alu
ati
on
/a
nal
ysi
s

Determination	of	the	mechanisms	causing	a	potential	incident	and	evaluation	of	
the	incident	outcomes	or	consequences.

A	Hazard	and	Operability	
(HAZOP)	study	was	
completed	on	the	
distillation	column.

Ha
za
rd	
ide
nti
fic
ati
on

Identification	of	material,	process,	and	plant	characteristics	that	can	produce	
undesirable	consequences	through	the	occurrence	of	an	incident.

The	chemicals	in	the	
process	are	toxic	and	
flammable	hazards.

Im
pa
ct

A	measure	of	the	ultimate	loss	and	harm	of	an	incident. A	10	kg/s	ammonia	leak	
produces	a	downwind	toxic	
vapor	cloud	resulting	in	
local	evacuations,	an	
emergency	response,	plant	
downtime,	and	loss	of	
community	support.

In
cid
en
t

The	basic	description	of	an	event	or	series	of	events,resulting	in	one	or	more	
undesirable	consequences,	such	as	harm	to	people,	damage	to	the	environment,	
or	asset/business	losses.	In	general,	it	is	caused	by	loss	of	containment	or	
control	of	material	or	energy.	For	chemicals	plants,	this	includes	fires/explosions	
and	releases	of	toxic	or	harmful	substances.	Not	all	events	propagate	to	an	
incident.

A	plant	incident	involves	a	
leak	of	10	kg/s	of	ammonia	
producing	a	toxic	vapor	
cloud.

In The	description	of	the	physical	manifestation	of	the	incident.	This	could	include	 A	leak	in	an	ammonia	



cid
en
t	
ou
tco
me

toxic	release,	fire,	explosion,	and	so	on. pipeline	results	in	a	toxic	
release.

Inci
den
t	
outc
ome	
case

An	incident	with	more	than	one	outcome. A	chemical	release	results	
in	both	a	toxic	release	and	
an	environmental	impact.

In
div
id
ual	
ris
k

The	risk	to	a	person	in	the	vicinity	of	a	hazard.	This	includes	the	nature	of	the	
injury	to	the	individual,	the	likelihood	of	the	injury	occurring,	and	the	time	
period	over	which	the	injury	might	occur.

The	likelihood	of	operator	
burns	due	to	a	butane	leak	
is	estimated	at	once	in	5	
years.

Li
kel
iho
od

A	measure	of	the	expected	probability	or	frequency	of	occurrence	of	an	event.	
For	chemical	plants,	the	frequency	is	most	commonly	used.

The	frequency	of	an	
operator	error	for	the	
process	is	estimated	at	
once	per	month.

Pr
oc
es
s	
saf
ety

A	disciplined	framework	for	managing	the	integrity	of	operating	systems	and	
processes	handling	hazardous	substances	by	applying	good	design	principles,	
engineering,	and	operating	practices.	It	deals	with	the	prevention	and	control	of	
incidents	that	have	the	potential	to	release	hazardous	materials	or	energy.	Such	
incidents	can	cause	toxic	effects,	fires,	or	explosions,	and	could	ultimately	result	
in	serious	injuries,	property	damage,	lost	production,	and	environmental	impact.

After	the	incident,	the	
company	made	a	
considerable	effort	to	
improve	corporate	process	
safety.

Ri
sk

A	measure	of	human	injury,	environmental	damage,	or	economic	loss	in	terms	of	
both	the	incident	likelihood	and	the	magnitude	of	the	loss	or	injury.

The	major	risk	in	the	
process	was	a	chemical	
spill	into	the	adjacent	river	
with	environmental	
damage.

Ri
sk	
an
aly
sis

Quantitatively	combining	risk	estimates	from	a	variety	of	scenarios	using	
engineering	evaluation	and	mathematical	techniques	to	arrive	at	an	overall	risk	
estimate.

A	detailed	fault	tree	and	
event	tree	analysis	of	the	
process	resulted	in	an	
overall	risk	estimate.

Ri
sk	
as
se
ss
me
nt

Applying	the	results	of	a	risk	analysis	to	make	decisions. The	plant	added	additional	
fire	protection	after	
completion	of	the	risk	
analysis.

Ri
sk	
tol
er
an
ce

The	maximum	willingness	of	a	company,	and	society	as	a	whole,	to	live	with	a	
risk	to	secure	the	resulting	benefits.

The	plant	decided	after	
completion	of	the	risk	
analysis	that	the	risk	is	
below	their	acceptable	risk	
criteria.

Sa
fe
gu
ar
d

Design	features,	equipment,	procedures,	and	other	resources	in	place	to	
decrease	the	probability	of	an	initiating	cause	or	mitigate	the	severity	of	a	loss	
impact.

An	additional	interlock	was	
added	to	prevent	overflow	
of	the	storage	vessel.

Sa
fet
y	
cul
tur
e

The	common	set	of	values,	behaviors,	and	norms	at	all	levels	in	a	facility	or	in	
the	wider	organization	that	affect	process	safety.

After	the	incident,	the	
company	decided	to	
improve	the	corporate	
safety	culture.

Sc
en
ari
o

A	detailed	description	of	an	unplanned	event	or	incident	sequence	that	results	in	
a	loss	event	and	its	associated	impacts.	The	scope	of	a	scenario	is	arbitrary.

A	forklift	impacts	an	
ammonia	pipeline,	
resulting	in	an	ammonia	
leak	that	forms	a	vapor	
cloud	downwind.

So
cie
tal	

A	measure	of	risk	to	a	group	of	people.	It	is	most	often	expressed	in	terms	of	the	
frequency	distribution	of	multiple	casualty	events.

The	societal	risk	to	the	
plant’s	adjacent	
community	is	deemed	



ris
k

unacceptable.

Source:	 Adapted	 from	AICHE/CCPS	 online	 glossary.	 https://www.aiche.org/ccps/resources/glossary.	 Accessed	 July
2018;	 and	 AICHE/CCPS,	 Guidelines	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Quantitative	 Risk	 Analysis,	 2nd	 ed.	 (New	 York,	 NY:
American	Institute	for	Chemical	Engineers,	2000).
A	 hazard,	 in	 general,	 is	 anything	 that	 can	 cause	 an	 accident.	 Table	1-1	 provides	 a	more	 precise	 definition	 for	 a
hazard	 that	 is	 more	 suitable	 for	 process	 safety	 usage.	 Hazards	 can	 arise	 due	 to	 materials,	 energy,	 physical
situations,	 equipment	 design,	 and	 even	 procedures.	 In	 addition,	 hazards	 may	 be	 continuously	 present	 or
intermittent.	For	instance,	electricity	in	a	room	represents	a	continuous	hazard	to	the	room	occupants.	An	electrical
cord	run	across	the	floor	of	a	 lecture	hall	 is	also	a	physical	tripping	hazard	that	may	not	be	present	all	 the	time.
Note	that	something	needs	to	occur	for	the	hazard	to	result	in	an	accident.
An	accident	is,	in	general,	an	undesirable	consequence	that	occurs	with	an	activity.	A	process	safety	incident	has	a
more	specific	definition,	being	 limited	 to	an	accident	 that	occurs	 in	a	process	or,	more	specifically,	 in	a	chemical
plant.	 It	 includes	 undesirable	 outcomes,	 such	 as	 harm	 to	 people,	 damage	 to	 the	 environment,	 or	 asset/business
losses.	In	general,	a	chemical	plant	incident	is	caused	by	loss	of	containment	of	chemicals	or	control	of	material	or
energy.	 An	 example	 of	 an	 incident	 would	 be	 a	 leak	 of	 ammonia	 from	 the	 connecting	 pipeline	 to	 a	 pressurized
ammonia	tank.
Typical	hazards	that	occur	in	chemical	plants	include	chemicals	that	are	toxic,	flammable,	or	reactive;	high	and	low
pressures	and	temperatures;	and	hazards	due	to	 the	process	design,	maintenance,	operations,	control,	and	many
other	factors.	An	example	of	a	hazard	would	be	a	pressurized	tank	containing	1000	kg	of	ammonia.
Hazard	analysis/evaluation	includes	the	identification	of	the	hazard	as	well	as	the	determination	of	how	that	hazard
could	 result	 in	 a	 consequence.	 An	 example	 of	 a	 hazard	 analysis	 would	 be	 the	 identification	 of	 ammonia	 in	 a
pressurized	tank	as	a	hazard	and	the	identification	of	a	leak	in	the	connecting	pipe	due	to	corrosion	as	a	possible
incident.	 Estimation	 of	 the	 downwind	 airborne	 concentrations	 of	 ammonia	 would	 provide	 information	 on	 the
consequences	of	such	an	incident.
The	 more	 information	 and	 knowledge	 one	 has	 about	 a	 process,	 the	 more	 thorough	 and	 valuable	 the	 hazard
analysis/evaluation	will	be.	Key	process	information	required	for	chemical	plant	hazard	analysis/evaluation	includes
the	following	items:

1.	 Chemical-related	properties,	including	hazardous	properties,	physical	properties,	and	more
2.	 Process	conditions,	including	temperature	and	pressure,	flow	rates,	concentrations,	and	other	factors
3.	 Equipment	design	parameters,	 including	equipment	capacity,	operating	 limits	 for	 temperature	and	pressure,

materials	of	construction,	and	pipe	wall	thicknesses,	among	others
4.	 Site	and	plant	layout,	including	equipment	spacing,	control	room	location,	and	other	considerations
5.	 Procedures	and	policies,	including	startup,	operating,	shutdown,	maintenance	procedures,	and	others
6.	 Location	and	nature	of	adjacent	communities	and	sensitive	locations,	such	as	schools

Other	 information	 might	 also	 be	 important	 depending	 on	 the	 particular	 process.	 The	 quality	 of	 any	 hazard
analysis/evaluation	is	directly	related	to	the	quality	of	the	information	available	to	the	analysis	team.
Risk	 is	 another	 important	 definition	 in	 the	 process	 safety	 arena.	 Risk	 is	 a	 function	 of	 both	 likelihood	 and
consequence,	where	 likelihood	considers	either	probability	or	 frequency.	 It	 is	 essential	 to	 include	both	 likelihood
and	 consequence	 in	 the	 assessment	 of	 risk.	 As	 an	 example,	 consider	 the	 risk	 assessment	 for	 seat	 belt	 usage	 in
automobiles.	Many	people	argue	against	seat	belt	usage	by	noting	that	the	likelihood	of	an	accident	is	small—many
people	drive	their	entire	lifetime	without	ever	having	an	accident.	However,	seat	belts	are	worn	entirely	to	reduce
the	consequences	of	an	accident	and	have	no	effect	on	the	likelihood.
Risk	 analysis	 involves	 a	 more	 detailed	 mathematical	 analysis	 to	 combine	 the	 consequences	 and	 likelihood	 from
multiple	 hazards.	 By	 comparison,	 risk	 assessment	 involves	 the	 evaluation	 of	 the	 risk	 analysis	 so	 as	 to	 make
decisions—for	example,	decisions	about	which	chemicals	to	use,	the	design	of	the	plant,	materials	of	construction,
operating	conditions,	and	so	on.

1-1	Engineering	Ethics
The	AICHE	expects	all	of	its	members,	including	student	members,	to	exhibit	professional	conduct,	as	defined	in	its
Code	 of	 Ethics	 for	 Engineers	 from	 the	National	 Society	 of	 Professional	 Engineers.	 Every	 AICHE	 applicant	must
attest	 to	knowledge	of	 the	Code	of	Ethics	and	willingness	 to	comply	with	 it	when	signing	his	or	her	membership
application.	As	shown	in	Table	1-2,	the	first	item	in	the	Code	of	Ethics	states	that	the	“safety,	health,	and	welfare	of
the	 public”	must	 be	 held	 “paramount	 in	 the	 performance	 of	 their	 professional	 duties.”	 Item	 2	 is	 also	 related	 to
process	safety—chemical	engineers	have	a	responsibility	to	report	activities	that	will	“adversely	affect	the	present
and	future	health	or	safety	of	their	colleagues	and	the	public.”	Engineers	have	a	responsibility	to	themselves,	fellow
workers,	family,	community,	and	the	engineering	profession.

Table	1-2	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers’	Code	of	Professional	Ethics

Members	of	the	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers	shall	uphold	and	advance	the	integrity,	honor,	and	
dignity	of	the	engineering	profession	by:	being	honest	and	impartial	and	serving	with	fidelity	their	employers,	
their	clients,	and	the	public;	striving	to	increase	the	competence	and	prestige	of	the	engineering	profession;	and	
using	their	knowledge	and	skill	for	the	enhancement	of	human	welfare.	To	achieve	these	goals,	members	shall:



1.	 Hold	paramount	the	safety,	health,	and	welfare	of	the	public	and	protect	the	environment	in	performance	of	
their	professional	duties.

2.	 Formally	advise	their	employers	or	clients	(and	consider	further	disclosure,	if	warranted)	if	they	perceive	that	
a	consequence	of	their	duties	will	adversely	affect	the	present	or	future	health	or	safety	of	their	colleagues	or	
the	public.

3.	 Accept	responsibility	for	their	actions,	seek	and	heed	critical	review	of	their	work,	and	offer	objective	criticism	
of	the	work	of	others.

4.	 Issue	statements	or	present	information	only	in	an	objective	and	truthful	manner.

5.	 Act	in	professional	matters	for	each	employer	or	client	as	faithful	agents	or	trustees,	avoiding	conflicts	of	
interest	and	never	breaching	confidentiality.

6.	 Treat	all	colleagues	and	coworkers	fairly	and	respectfully,	recognizing	their	unique	contributions	and	
capabilities	by	fostering	an	environment	of	equity,	diversity,	and	inclusion.

7.	 Perform	professional	services	only	in	areas	of	their	competence.

8.	 Build	their	professional	reputations	on	the	merits	of	their	services.

9.	 Continue	their	professional	development	throughout	their	careers,	and	provide	opportunities	for	the	
professional	development	of	those	under	their	supervision.

10.	 Never	tolerate	harassment.

11.	 Conduct	themselves	in	a	fair,	honorable,	and	respectful	manner.

Approved	by	the	AICHE	Board	in	November	2015.

1-2	Myths	about	Process	Safety
A	number	 of	myths	 about	 process	 safety	 have	 emerged	 over	 the	 years.	 It	 is	 important	 to	 understand	why	 these
myths	are	false,	as	they	can	lead	to	disregard	for	key	tenets	of	process	safety.

Myth	1:	Process	safety	costs	a	lot	of	money	and	has	a	negative	impact	on	the	company’s
bottom	line.
The	story	of	Alcoa	presented	earlier	in	this	chapter	readily	dispels	Myth	1.	Although	safety	programs	do	cost	money
and	 there	may	 be	 startup	 costs,	 the	 reduction	 in	 costly	 accidents	 and	 the	 improvements	 in	 all	 business	 aspects
results	in	even	greater	cost	savings	and	a	net	improvement	in	profits.

Myth	2:	Process	safety	is	the	same	as	personal	or	even	laboratory	safety.
Figure	1-1	 falsifies	Myth	 2	 by	 illustrating	 the	 difference	 between	 personal	 and	 process	 safety.	 Personal	 safety—
which	includes	laboratory	safety—applies	to	accidents	involving	individuals,	such	as	slips	and	falls,	cuts,	and	other
injuries.	These	events	tend	to	have	a	higher	frequency	but	lower	consequences.	In	contrast,	process	safety	applies
to	events	with	a	lower	frequency	but	higher	consequences.	The	process	safety	and	personal/lab	safety	domains	are
likely	to	overlap	to	some	extent,	as	shown	in	Figure	1-1.





Figure	1-1	Personal	safety	versus	process	safety.	Personal	safety	consists	of	more	frequent,	but	lower
consequence	incidents.	(Source:	Dow	Chemical	Faculty	Workshop,	June	2017,	AICHE.)	

Myth	3:	Process	safety	is	no	more	than	following	rules	and	regulations.
Myth	3	is	falsified	by	Table	1-3,	which	shows	the	hierarchy	of	safety	programs.	The	hierarchy	ranges	from	level	0
(lowest	level)	to	level	5	(highest	level).	The	safety	program	must	work	its	way	through	the	levels	from	the	bottom	to
the	top:	No	levels	can	be	skipped.	Thus,	level	5	includes	all	of	the	levels	below	it:

Level	0	consists	of	no	safety	program	and	maybe	even	disdain	for	safety.	Such	a	program	is	destined	to
have	continuous	accidents,	maybe	even	accidents	that	are	repeated.	No	improvement	is	ever	achieved.

Level	1	is	a	safety	program	that	reacts	to	accidents	as	they	occur.	Accidents	do	result	in	changes,	but
only	on	a	reactive	basis,	rather	than	the	organization	taking	a	proactive	stance.	Accidents	continue	to
occur,	although	specific	accidents	are	not	likely	to	be	repeated.

Level	2	is	a	safety	program	that	consists	of	complying	with	rules	and	regulations.	Rules	and	regulations
can	never	be	complete,	however,	and	can	never	handle	all	situations.	Regulations	have	legal	authority
and	generally	set	a	minimum	standard	for	industrial	operations.

Level	3	introduces	management	systems	to	assess	hazards	and	provide	procedures	to	manage	hazards.
A	 variety	 of	management	 systems	 can	 be	 used	 to	 achieve	 this	 level,	 including	 job	 safety	 assessment
(JSA),	 lock-out/tag-out	 (LOTO),	 management	 of	 change	 (MOC),	 and	 other	 means	 to	 control	 hazards
during	operations.	Written	management	systems	provide	documentation	 to	 train	operators	and	others
and	to	ensure	consistency	in	operating	practices.

Table	1-3	Hierarchy	of	Safety	Programs

Highest	5:	Adapting:	Safety	is	a	core	value	of	the	organization	and	a	primary	driver	for	a	successful	enterprise.

4:	Performance:	Monitoring	using	statistics	to	drive	continuous	improvement.

3:	Management	systems:	Based	on	job	safety	assessment	(JSA),	lock-out/tag-out	(LOTO),	or	another	
approach.

2:	Complying:	Focuses	on	adhering	to	rules	and	regulations.

1:	Reacting:	To	accidents	as	they	occur.

Lowest	0:	No	safety—maybe	even	disdain	for	safety.

Note:	The	hierarchy	must	be	worked	from	bottom	to	top	without	skipping	any	levels.

Level	 4	 uses	 monitoring	 to	 obtain	 statistics	 on	 how	 well	 the	 safety	 program	 is	 performing.	 The
performance	monitoring	 identifies	problems	and	corrects	 them.	For	 instance,	performance	monitoring
might	 indicate	 a	 large	 number	 of	 ladder	 incidents,	which	might	 be	 resolved	 by	 additional	 training	 in
ladder	safety.

Level	5	is	the	highest	level,	at	which	the	safety	program	is	dynamic	and	adapting.	Safety	is	a	core	value
for	everything	that	is	done	and	the	primary	driving	force	for	a	successful	enterprise.

The	hierarchy	of	safety	programs	shown	in	Table	1-3	addresses	Myth	3,	since	rules	and	regulations	are	only	at	level
2.	Note	that	 the	safety	program	developed	at	Alcoa	was	at	 level	5—the	 level	 that	most	chemical	companies	must



achieve	to	have	an	effective	safety	program.

Myth	4:	Process	safety	is	a	soft	science—no	more	than	hard	hats	or	safety	shoes—not
engineering	science.
Myth	 4	 is	 easily	 falsified	 by	 examining	 the	 contents	 of	 this	 text—notice	 the	 large	 number	 of	 equations.	 Process
safety	 is	 based	 on	 engineering	 science	 and	 is	 just	 as	 fundamentally	 rigorous	 as	 any	 other	 academic	 courses	 in
chemical	engineering,	relying	heavily	on	other	core	concepts	such	as	mass	and	energy	balances,	thermodynamics,
fluid	flow,	and	reaction	engineering,	among	others.

Myth	5:	Process	safety	applies	only	to	the	petrochemical	industry.
Myth	 5	 is	 falsified	 by	 realizing	 that	 all	 companies	 require	 process	 safety,	 including	warehouses,	 foundries,	 food
processing,	power	plants,	and	so	 forth.	For	example,	a	 leading	 ice	cream	manufacturer	has	a	process	safety	vice
president	due	to	the	large	quantities	of	ammonia	used	in	refrigeration.

Myth	6:	Industry	should	train	graduates	in	process	safety;	this	topic	should	not	be	a	part
of	the	undergraduate	engineering	curriculum.
Myth	 6,	 which	 deals	 with	 the	 training	 of	 professionals	 in	 safety,	 was	 debunked	 long	 ago.	 As	 early	 as	 1918,	 L.
DeBlois,	Dupont	Safety	Manager,	stated:

[S]safety	engineering,	with	its	interests	in	design,	equipment,	organization,	supervision,	and	education	…	bears
as	well	a	very	definite	and	important	relation	to	all	other	branches	of	engineering.	This	relation	is	so	close,	and
its	need	so	urgent,	that	I	am	convinced	that	some	instruction	in	the	fundamentals	of	safety	engineering	should
be	given	a	place	in	the	training	of	every	young	engineer.	He	should	be	taught	to	think	in	terms	of	safety	as	he
now	 thinks	 in	 terms	 of	 efficiency.	Conservation	 of	 life	 should	 surely	 not	 be	 rated	 below	 the	 conservation	 of
energy.	Yet,	few	of	our	technical	schools	and	universities	offer	instruction	in	this	subject,	and	the	graduates	go
out	to	their	profession	with	only	vague	surmises	on	“what	all	this	talk	on	safety	is	about.”

Companies	 that	 hire	 chemical	 engineering	 graduates	 believe	 that	 including	 process	 safety	 in	 the	 undergraduate
curriculum	has	enormous	added-value,	particularly	in	helping	companies	achieve	level	5	in	the	safety	hierarchy	(see
Table	1-3).	If	a	graduate	is	hired	by	a	smaller	company,	it	is	possible	that	the	undergraduate	curriculum	is	the	only
place	where	the	individual	will	receive	instruction	in	process	safety	topics.	All	chemical	engineering	undergraduates
need	 process	 safety	 knowledge,	 whether	 they	 work	 for	 major	 chemical	 companies,	 refineries,	 small	 chemical
companies,	government	labs	and	institutes,	warehouses,	ice	cream	companies,	or	even	academia.

Myth	7:	Process	safety	does	not	include	product	safety.
Myth	7	is	falsified	by	realizing	that	all	companies	are	responsible	for	their	products,	no	matter	who	purchases	the
product	 and	 how	 it	 is	 used.	 All	 companies,	 including	 chemical	 companies,	 must	 ensure	 that	 their	 products	 are
shipped	safely	and	are	used	safely	by	whoever	purchases	the	product.

1-3	Safety	Culture
A	 safety	 culture	 is	 an	 essential	 part	 of	 any	 safety	 program,	 including	 process	 safety,	 laboratory	 safety,	 personal
safety,	 or	 any	 safety	 program.	 Table	 1-1	 provides	 the	 CCPS’s	 definition	 of	 process	 safety	 culture.	 Almost	 all
accidents,	whether	large	or	small,	can	be	attributed	to	a	failure	of	safety	culture,	since	the	safety	culture	is	such	an
essential	and	over-reaching	part	of	any	safety	program.
Klein	and	Vaughen1	provide	a	very	extensive	discussion	of	safety	culture.	They	define	safety	culture	as	“the	normal
way	things	are	done	at	a	facility,	company,	or	organization,	reflecting	expected	organizational	values,	beliefs,	and
behaviors,	that	set	the	priority,	commitment	and	resource	levels	for	safety	programs	and	performance.”	The	same
authors	also	provide	a	list	of	essential	features	for	safety	culture,	as	derived	from	the	CCPS	sources;	these	features
are	shown	in	Table	1-4.
1James	A.	Klein	and	Bruce	K.	Vaughen.	Process	Safety:	Key	Concepts	and	Practical	Approaches.	Boca	Raton,	FL:	CRC	Press,	Taylor	&	Francis
Group,	2017.

Mannan	et	al.2	 found	 the	 following	 important	elements	of	a	best-in-class	safety	program:	 leadership;	culture	and
values;	 goals,	 policies,	 and	 initiative;	 organization	 and	 structure;	 employee	 engagement	 and	 behaviors;	 resource
allocation	 and	 performance	management;	 systems,	 standards,	 and	 processes;	 metrics	 and	 reporting;	 continuous
learning;	and	verification	and	auditing.	These	elements	are	similar	to	those	provided	in	Table	1-4.
2M.	 S.	Mannan,	 R.	 A.	Mentzer,	 and	 J.	 Zhang.	 “Framework	 for	 Creating	 a	 Best-in-Class	 Safety	 Culture,”	 Journal	 of	 Loss	 Prevention	 in	 the
Process	Industries,	26,	no.	6	(2013):	1423–1432.

Table	1-4	Essential	Features	of	Safety	Culture

Establish	process	safety	as	a	core	value.

Core	values	are	deeply	held	beliefs	that	are	beyond	compromise.



Establish	process	safety	as	a	core	value	in	vision	and	mission	statements,	by	clear	and	constant	
communication.

Implement	cultural	activities	that	reinforce	desired	beliefs	and	behaviors,	such	as	beginning	all	meetings	with	
a	safety	moment.

Provide	strong	leadership.

Strong	process	safety	leadership	must	be	based	on:

Understanding	and	valuing	process	safety.

Sharing	personal	commitment	with	others	by	displaying	desired	behaviors.

Providing	resources.

Involving	and	supporting	safety	personnel.

Consistently	considering	risk	management	in	day-to-day	decision	making.

Establish	and	enforce	high	standards	of	performance.

Provide	clear	and	consistent	expectations,	including	in	annual	individual	performance	reviews.

Follow	safety	systems	and	operating	procedures	without	tolerating	intentional	shortcuts	or	other	violations	of	
requirements.

Document	the	process	safety	culture	emphasis	and	approach.

Document	safety	culture	core	values,	expectations,	responsibilities,	and	accountabilities,	including	
mechanisms	for	periodically	evaluating	and	sustaining	a	strong	culture.

Maintain	a	sense	of	vulnerability.

Provide	systems	and	training	to:

Develop	awareness	and	respect	for	process	hazards	and	potential	process	incidents	to	prevent	complacency.

Ensure	appropriate	sensitivity	to	operations,	including	recognition	of	possible	warning	signs.

Ensure	effective	incident	investigations.

Provide	records	of	historical	incidents.

Empower	individuals	to	successfully	fulfill	their	responsibilities.

Ensure	personnel	are	trained	in	all	aspects	of	their	roles.

Provide	personnel	with	appropriate	resources	so	they	can	complete	their	work	correctly	and	safely.

Empower	personnel	to	stop	the	work	if	they	are	concerned	about	safety.

Defer	to	expertise.

Create	leadership	positions	where	knowledgeable	safety	personnel	have	access	to	and	credible	input	for	
decision-making	processes.



Involve	other	safety	professionals	as	appropriate.

Ensure	open	and	effective	communications.

Communicate	consistently	and	clearly	on	process	safety	goals,	activities,	and	accomplishments.

Provide	systems	for	reporting	of	safety-related	issues	requiring	timely	response.

Establish	a	questioning/learning	environment.

Provide	risk	management	systems	to:

Identify	process	hazards	and	prevent	process	incidents.

Include	mechanisms	for	learning	from	experience.

Ensure	input	from	all	personnel.

Maintain	critical	knowledge.

Foster	mutual	trust.

Create	an	environment	based	on	consistent	management	principles	where	personnel	are	comfortable:

Participating	in	activities.

Communicating	with	leadership	and	with	each	other	honestly.

Reporting	mistakes.

Making	decisions	without	fear.

Provide	timely	response	to	process	safety	issues	and	concerns.

Provide	systems	for:

Reporting	process	safety	concerns.

Following	up	and	completing	action	items	in	a	timely	manner.

Communicating	action	resolutions	to	demonstrate	consistent	application	of	process	safety	principles	to	
avoid	credibility	problems.

Provide	continuous	monitoring	of	performance.

Develop	key	performance	indicators	for	process	safety	and	safety	culture.

Periodically	review	and	evaluate	performance	indicators	to	identify	continuous	improvement	opportunities.

Share	results	with	affected	personnel.

Sources:	 AICHE	 Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety.	Guidelines	 for	 Risk	 Based	 Process	 Safety	 (New	 York,	 NY:
Wiley/AICHE,	2007);	W.	L.	Frank.	“Process	Safety	Culture	in	the	CCPS	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	Model.”	Process
Safety	 Progress,	 26	 (2007):	 203–208;	 James	 A.	 Klein	 and	 Bruce	 K.	 Vaughen.	 Process	 Safety:	 Key	 Concepts	 and
Practical	Approaches	(Boca	Raton,	FL:	CRC	Press,	Taylor	&	Francis	Group,	2017).
In	November	2010,	Rex	Tillerson,	Chairman	and	CEO	of	ExxonMobil,	testified	before	the	National	Commission	on
the	disastrous	BP	Deepwater	oil	spill.	He	stated:

A	commitment	to	safety	therefore	should	not	be	a	priority	but	a	value—a	value	that	shapes	decision	making	all



the	time,	at	every	 level.	Every	company	desires	safe	operations—but	the	challenge	 is	to	translate	this	desire
into	 action.	 The	 answer	 is	 not	 found	 only	 in	 written	 rules,	 standards,	 and	 procedures.	 While	 these	 are
important	and	necessary,	they	alone	are	not	enough.	The	answer	is	ultimately	found	in	a	company’s	culture—
the	unwritten	standards	and	norms	that	shape	mindsets,	attitudes,	and	behaviors.	Companies	must	develop	a
culture	in	which	the	value	of	safety	is	embedded	in	every	level	of	the	workforce,	reinforced	at	every	turn,	and
upheld	 above	 all	 other	 considerations.	 …	 [A]	 culture	 of	 safety	 has	 to	 be	 born	 within	 the	 organization.	 You
cannot	buy	culture.	You	have	to	make	it	yourself.	…	[M]ake	no	mistake:	Creating	a	strong	sustainable	culture	is
a	long	process.

1-4	Individual	Risk,	Societal	Risk,	and	Risk	Populations
Risk	 can	 be	 addressed	 from	many	 different	 angles.	With	 individual	 risk,	 one	 person	 is	 exposed	 to	 one	 or	more
hazards,	 as	 shown	 in	 Figure	 1-2.	 Individual	 risk	 calculations	 are	 normally	 performed	 when	 considering	 a	 plant
employee	 exposed	 to	 plant	 hazards.	 In	 contrast,	with	 societal	 risk,	 a	 group	 of	 people	 is	 exposed	 to	 one	 or	more
hazards.	Societal	risk	calculations	are	normally	performed	when	considering	the	risks	to	a	community	surrounding
a	chemical	plant	and	exposed	 to	multiple	plant	hazards.	Methods	 to	calculate	and	display	 individual	and	societal
risk	are	discussed	in	depth	in	Chapter	12,	“Risk	Assessment.”



Figure	1-2	Individual	versus	societal	risk.	

For	 every	 accident,	 there	 are	 potentially	 many	 people	 and	 different	 populations	 at	 risk—the	 so-called	 risk
populations.	For	 an	 incident	 in	 a	 chemical	 plant,	 for	 example,	 risk	populations	would	 include	 the	workers	 in	 the
plant,	workers	 in	adjacent	plants,	and	 the	people	 living	nearby	 in	 the	surrounding	community	since	 they	may	be
seriously	affected	by	a	plant	incident.	The	plant	and	community	will	likely	also	suffer	physical	damage,	leading	to	a
financial	 impact.	 The	 company’s	 stockholders	 are	 also	 at	 risk	 since	 the	 company’s	 reputation	will	 be	 negatively
impacted	and	its	stock	value	will	decline.	In	addition,	the	insurance	companies	for	the	plant	and	the	community	will
suffer	losses	and	are	another	risk	population.	The	entire	chemical	industry,	in	general,	will	be	at	risk	as	well,	since
its	reputation	will	be	diminished.	Other	risk	populations	are	also	possible.
The	primary	risk	population	can	be	defined	as	those	who	suffer	immediate	injury	or	death.

1-5	Voluntary	and	Involuntary	Risk
Chemical	plant	employees	are	aware	of	and	trained	to	handle	the	risks	that	are	found	in	their	work	environment—
this	 is	 a	 legal	 requirement	 in	 the	 United	 States	 and	 most	 countries	 worldwide.	 In	 contrast,	 people	 in	 the
surrounding	community	may	not	be	fully	aware	of	these	risks	or	may	not	understand	the	risks	and	the	associated
probabilities	and	consequences.	This	difference	in	understanding	can	arise	because	the	plant	may	not	have	properly
communicated	these	risks	to	the	community,	new	risks	may	have	been	introduced	in	the	plant	over	time,	or	people
may	have	moved	into	the	community	without	any	understanding	of	the	risk.
People	 are	more	willing	 to	 accept	 risks	 if	 these	 are	 carefully	 explained	 to	 them—including	 the	 probabilities	 and
potential	consequences.	Certainly,	most	car	drivers	understand	the	risks	of	driving	a	car.	However,	people	become
outraged	when	an	 industrial	accident	occurs	 that	 involves	 risks	of	which	 they	were	not	 fully	aware	or	 risks	with
higher	actual	likelihoods	and/or	consequences	than	perceived.
As	an	example,	suppose	you	purchase	a	house	for	your	family.	Ten	years	later,	you	learn	that	the	house	was	built	on
top	of	a	toxic	waste	dump.	The	consequences	are	the	adverse	effects	to	the	health	of	your	family	and	a	dramatic
reduction	in	the	value	of	your	house.	Certainly,	you	would	be	outraged.
A	voluntary	risk	is	“risk	that	is	consciously	tolerated	by	someone	seeking	to	obtain	the	benefits	of	the	activity	that
poses	the	risk.”3	An	example	of	a	voluntary	risk	is	driving	or	riding	in	a	car:	Most	people	are	aware	that	automobile
accidents	occur	and	accept	this	risk.	An	involuntary	risk	is	“risk	that	is	imposed	on	someone	who	does	not	directly
benefit	 from	 the	activity	 that	poses	 the	 risk.”4	Examples	of	 involuntary	 risk	 include	 riding	an	airplane,	visiting	a
mall,	 and	 walking	 down	 the	 street.	 Living	 near	 a	 chemical	 plant	 or	 other	 manufacturing	 facility	 is	 also	 an
involuntary	risk.	 Individuals	are	typically	willing	to	accept	more	voluntary	risk	(by	a	factor	of	10	or	more)	versus
involuntary	risk.
3AICHE/CCPS	glossary,	accessed	December	2017.

4AICHE/CCPS	glossary,	accessed	December	2017.

A	community	outreach	program	 is	a	very	 important	part	of	any	process	safety	program	for	a	company	and	plant
site.	The	plant	officials	must	carefully	explain	the	risks—including	both	the	probabilities	and	the	consequences—to
any	community	that	may	be	impacted	by	these	risks.	This	effort	is	part	of	stakeholder	outreach—where	the	set	of



stakeholders	 includes	 the	 employees,	 contractors,	 neighboring	 communities,	 neighboring	 companies,	 suppliers,
customers,	company	stockholders,	and	other	possible	communities.	The	public	considers	chemical	plants	to	pose	a
higher	risk	than	is	actually	the	case,	so	chemical	plants	must	make	a	better	effort	to	communicate	these	risks.

1-6	Safety	Metrics
A	 very	 important	 part	 of	 any	 safety	 program	 is	measuring	 the	 safety	 program	 effectiveness.	 This	 is	 done	 using
safety	metrics.	 Each	 company	must	 identify	 metrics	 that	 are	 effective	 for	 its	 operations.	 These	metrics	 are	 not
universal,	will	change	between	companies	and	even	plant	sites,	and	will	change	with	time.
Metrics	are	usually	measured	over	a	period	of	time	and	at	multiple	plant	sites	to	identify	any	important	changes	or
trends.	Adverse	changes	in	the	metrics	will	trigger	a	management	review,	with	resulting	recommended	changes	for
improvement.
Figure	1-3	shows	the	accident	pyramid	demonstrating	the	relationship	between	various	levels	of	accidents	based	on
severity.	 The	 severity	 level	 increases	 toward	 the	 top	 of	 the	 pyramid.	 Accidents	 of	 lower	 severity	 occur	 more
frequently.	 Indeed,	 for	every	fatality,	 there	are	orders	of	magnitude	more	accidents	of	 lesser	magnitude	and	even
more	near	misses.	A	near	miss	 is	an	accident	with	no	consequences	 that	might	have	resulted	 in	a	catastrophe	 if
conditions	 had	 been	 slightly	 different.	 Accidents	 of	 smaller	 magnitude	 and	 higher	 frequency,	 in	 particular	 near
misses,	 provide	many	 opportunities	 to	 recognize	 problems	 and	make	 improvements—and,	 one	 hopes,	 to	 prevent
more	consequential	accidents.



Figure	1-3	The	accident	pyramid	showing	the	relationships	between	various	levels	of	accidents.	Metrics	near
the	top	are	more	leading;	metrics	toward	the	bottom	are	more	lagging.	

The	 problem	with	 the	 accident	 pyramid	 is	 that	 the	 items	 listed	 are	 all	 lagging	 indicators.	 That	 is,	 the	 accident
pyramid	is	based	on	incident	outcome	metrics	derived	after	an	accident	or	near	miss	has	already	occurred.	It	would
be	 preferable	 to	 have	 leading	 indicators—that	 is,	 metrics	 that	 measure	 activities	 prior	 to	 the	 occurrence	 of	 an
accident.	Lagging	metrics	have	historically	been	used	more	often	than	leading	metrics	because	they	are	easier	to
identify	 and	 interpret,	 and	 typically	must	 be	 reported	 to	 various	 regulators.	 By	 comparison,	 leading	metrics	 are
more	difficult	to	identify	and	interpret.
Table	1-5	lists	examples	of	leading	and	lagging	metrics	suitable	for	a	chemical	plant.	The	metrics	at	the	top	of	Table
1-5	are	leading	indicators,	while	the	ones	at	the	bottom	are	lagging	indicators.	Notice	that	process	safety	culture—a
leading	metric—is	 at	 the	 very	 top	 of	 the	 table,	 while	 serious	 injuries	 and	 fatalities—lagging	metrics—are	 at	 the
bottom.

Table	1-5	Example	Leading	and	Lagging	Metrics	for	a	Chemical	Plant

Leading	metrics	-	towards	top	of	table
Process	safety	culture:

Number	of	monthly	process	safety	suggestions

Response	time	for	process	safety	suggestions	to	be	addressed

Number	of	open	recommendations

Process	safety	budget	reduction

Number	of	meetings	addressing	process	safety

Time	to	complete	an	incident	investigation	and	issue	a	report

Attendance	at	required	safety	meetings

Signs	of	worker	fatigue



Training:

Percentage	of	workers	who	require	remedial	training

Percentage	of	near-miss	incidents	with	training	root	causes

Change	in	training	budget

Number	of	workers	with	overdue	training

Training	sessions	canceled	or	postponed

Operating	procedures:

No	system	to	gauge	whether	procedures	have	been	followed

Number	of	operating	procedures	updated	per	year

Number	of	incident	investigations	that	recommend	changes	to	procedures

Percentage	of	procedures	that	are	annotated	in	the	field

Tolerance	of	failure	to	follow	operating	procedures

Fraction	of	operators	who	believe	that	procedures	are	current	and	accurate

Number	of	procedures	that	are	past	due	for	review

Operators	appear	unfamiliar	with	procedures	or	how	to	use	them

Maintenance	procedures:

Number	of	overdue	maintenance	tasks

Number	of	unplanned	repair	work	orders	each	month

Work	order	backlog

Change	in	maintenance	budget

Number	of	work	orders	that	apply	to	equipment	that	no	longer	exists	at	the	site

Number	of	maintenance	employees	who	hold	required	certification

Number	of	management	of	change	(MOC)	requests

Follow-up	time	on	recommended	actions

Inspection	frequency
Safety	system	demands
Inspections	with	results	outside	limits
Excursions	on	safe	operating	limits
Near	misses
Number	of	incidents
Property	damage
Community	response	actions
Loss	of	primary	containment	(LOPC)	incidents
First	aid	incidents
Minor	injuries
Serious	injuries
Fatalities
Lagging	metrics	-	towards	bottom	of	table

1-7	Accident	and	Loss	Statistics



Accident	statistics	are	one	metric	to	determine	the	effectiveness	of	any	safety	program.	However,	accident	statistics
are	lagging	indicators	and	are	usually	more	indicative	of	personal	safety	rather	than	process	safety.
Several	methods	may	be	used	to	calculate	accident	and	loss	statistics.	All	of	these	methods	must	be	used	carefully,
because	 each	 method	 has	 strengths	 and	 weaknesses	 and	 no	 single	 method	 is	 capable	 of	 measuring	 all	 of	 the
required	aspects.	The	methods	most	commonly	used	to	measure	accident	statistics	are	as	follows:

Total	number	of	fatalities	or	injuries/illnesses.
Fatality	rate,	or	deaths	per	person	per	year
Fatal	injury	rate	based	on	total	hours	or	total	workers
Incidence	rate

All	of	these	measures	are	lagging	indicators,	since	they	are	tabulated	after	an	accident	has	occurred.
The	 U.S.	 Occupational	 Safety	 and	 Health	 Administration	 (OSHA;	 www.osha.gov)	 has	 legal	 authority	 over	 U.S.
workplace	 safety.	 OSHA	 is	 responsible	 for	 ensuring	 that	 U.S.	 workers	 are	 provided	 with	 a	 safe	 working
environment.	Many	countries	have	government	organizations	similar	to	OSHA.
All	U.S.	workplaces	are	required	by	law	to	report	to	OSHA	all	occupational	deaths,	illnesses,	and	injuries.	An	injury
includes	medical	 treatment	 (other	 than	 first	aid),	 loss	of	consciousness,	 restriction	of	work	or	motion,	or	 injuries
causing	 a	 transfer	 to	 another	 job.	 These	 accident	 statistics	 are	 tabulated	 by	 the	U.S.	 Bureau	 of	 Labor	 Statistics
(BLS;	www.bsl.gov)	and	are	made	available	to	the	public—albeit	usually	more	than	a	year	after	the	calendar	year
the	data	were	collected.	Table	1-6	provides	sources	for	accident	statistics;	please	refer	to	these	sources	for	more
updated	statistics	than	presented	here.

Table	1-6	Sources	of	Accident	Statistics

United	States

1.	 U.S.	Department	of	Labor,	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics	(BLS),	Washington,	DC	www.bls.gov/iif/

This	is	an	excellent,	free	source	on	occupational	accident	statistics	in	the	United	States.

Data	are	typically	two	years	behind.

2.	 National	Safety	Council	(NSC),	Itasca,	IL	www.nsc.org

Injury	Facts—an	excellent	source	of	information	on	work	and	nonwork	injuries	in	the	United	States.

The	National	Safety	Council	is	a	nonprofit	organization	dedicated	to	preventing	accidents	at	work	and	at	
home.

3.	 The	100	Largest	Losses	1974—2015,	24th	ed.,	Marsh	and	McLennen	Companies,	March	2016

This	provides	an	excellent	analysis	of	worldwide	accidents	in	the	hydrocarbon	industry,	including	a	brief	
description	and	financial	loss	for	each	accident.

United	Kingdom
Health	and	Safety	Executive	(HSE)

www.hse.gov.uk/statistics

This	is	the	equivalent	of	OSHA	in	the	United	Kingdom.

The	 total	 number	 of	 fatalities	 is	most	 commonly	 used	 as	 a	 lagging	 indicator,	 but	 does	 not	 take	 into	 account	 the
number	of	people	working	in	a	particular	occupation.	For	instance,	many	more	auto-related	fatalities	occur	in	a	big
state	like	Texas	than	in	a	small	state	like	Vermont.
The	 total	number	of	 injuries/illnesses	 is	also	dependent	on	 the	number	of	workers.	However,	 it	has	an	additional
problem	since	it	requires	a	definition	of	an	injury	or	illness.
The	fatality	rate,	or	deaths	per	person	per	year,	is	independent	of	the	number	of	hours	exposed	to	the	hazard	and
reports	only	the	fatalities	expected	per	person	per	year.	The	exposed	population	may	be	carefully	defined	to	ensure
that	it	includes	only	those	exposed	to	the	hazard.	This	approach	is	useful	for	performing	calculations	on	the	general
population.	Fatality	rate	is	calculated	as	follows:

Fatality	rate=Number	of	fatalities	per	yearTotal	number	of	people	in	applicable	population(1-1)
The	fatal	injury	rate	is	defined	in	two	different	ways.	The	first	approach	is	in	terms	of	the	number	of	fatalities	per



100,000	 full-time	 equivalent	 workers	 employed.	 Thus,	 the	 worker-based	 fatal	 injury	 rate	 is	 calculated	 using	 the
following	equation:

Worker-
based	fatal	injury	rate=Total	number	of	fatalites	during	periodTotal	number	of	employees×100,000 workers(1-2)

A	 similar	 approach	 can	 be	 applied	 to	 a	 general	 population.	 This	 fatal	 injury	 rate	 is	 defined	 in	 terms	 of	 100,000
people	and	applied	to	a	general,	exposed	population.	It	is	calculated	using	the	following	equation:
Deaths	per	100,000	people=Total	number	of	deaths	during	periodTotal	people	in	exposed	population×100,000 wor

kers(1-3)
A	work-related	fatal	 injury	rate	can	be	defined	in	terms	of	the	total	hours	worked	by	100,000	full-time	equivalent
workers.	For	100,000	workers	working	40	hours	per	week	and	50	weeks	per	year,	this	results	in	(100,000	workers	×
40	hours/week	×	50	weeks/year)	=	200,000,000	hours.	 Thus,	 the	 hours-based	 fatal	 injury	 rate	 is	 defined	 by	 the
following	equation:

Hours-
based	fatal	injury	rate=Total	number	of	fatalities	during	periodTotal	hours	worked	by	all	employees×200,000,000	

hours(1-4)
Hours-based	 fatal	 injury	 rates	 (Equation	 1-4)	 are	 generally	 considered	more	 applicable	 than	 worker-based	 fatal
injury	rates	(Equation	1-2).	Hours-based	rates	use	the	total	number	of	employees	at	work	and	the	total	hours	each
employee	 works.	 Worker-based	 rates	 will	 be	 similar	 for	 groups	 of	 workers	 who	 tend	 to	 work	 full	 time,	 but
differences	will	be	observed	for	worker	groups	who	tend	to	include	a	high	percentage	of	part-time	workers.
The	incidence	rate	is	based	on	the	cases	per	100	workers.	A	worker	year	is	assumed	to	contain	2000	hours	(50	work
weeks/year	×	40	hours/week).	The	 incidence	 rate,	 therefore,	 is	based	on	200,000	hours	of	worker	exposure	 to	a
hazard	(100	worker	years	×	2000	hours/year).	The	incidence	rate	 is	calculated	from	the	number	of	 incidents	and
the	 total	 number	 of	 hours	worked	 during	 the	 applicable	 period.	 The	 following	 equation	 is	 used	 to	 calculate	 the
incidence	rate:

Incidence	rate=Number	of	incidents	during	periodTotal	hours	worked	by	all	employees×200,000	hours(1-5)
The	incidence	rate	is	typically	used	for	accidents	involving	injuries	or	illnesses,	although	it	was	used	for	fatalities	in
the	past.	The	hours-based	fatal	 injury	rate	is	commonly	used	for	fatalities,	whereas	the	incidence	rate	is	used	for
injuries	since	fatalities	occur	much	 less	 frequently	 than	 injuries.	Using	a	different	number	of	hours	 for	these	two
rates	brings	both	rates	within	comparable	numerical	values.
OSHA	 also	 uses	 the	 incidence	 rate	 for	 illnesses;	 days	 away	 from	 work	 (DAW);	 and	 days	 away	 from	 work,	 job
restriction,	 or	 job	 transfer	 (DART).	 Table	 1-7	 defines	 these	 terms	 in	 relation	 to	 occupational	 injuries.	 There	 are
many	other	ways	 to	present	accident	 statistics	depend-ing	on	what	 you	wish	 to	achieve.	For	 instance,	 for	airline
transportation,	the	usual	method	is	to	report	fatalities	per	million	miles	traveled.

Table	1-7	U.	S.	OSHA	Definitions	for	Occupational	Injuries

Name Definition
Fatality Injuries	or	illnesses	that	result	in	death,	regardless	of	the	time	between	the	injury	and	death	or	

the	length	of	the	illness.
Injury Any	injury,	such	as	a	cut,	fracture,	sprain,	amputation,	and	so	forth,	that	results	from	a	work-

related	event	or	from	a	single	instantaneous	exposure	in	the	work	environment.
Illness Any	abnormal	condition	or	disorder	caused	by	exposure	to	factors	associated	with	employment,	

other	than	those	resulting	from	an	instantaneous	event	or	exposure.	This	includes	acute	and	
chronic	illnesses	or	diseases.

Days	away	from	
work	(DAW)

Cases	that	result	in	days	away	from	work	(beyond	the	day	of	injury	or	onset	of	illness).	The	
number	of	days	away	from	work	for	these	cases	is	determined	according	to	the	number	of	
calendar	days	(not	workdays)	that	an	employee	was	unable	to	work,	even	if	the	employee	was	
not	scheduled	to	work	those	days.

Job	transfer	or	
restriction

Any	case	that	results	only	in	job	transfer	or	restricted	work	activity.	Workers	who	continue	
working	after	incurring	an	injury	or	illness	during	their	regularly	scheduled	shift	but	produce	
fewer	goods	or	services	are	not	considered	to	be	in	restricted	activity	status.

Days	away	from	
work,	job	
restriction,	or	job	
transfer	(DART)

Any	case	involving	days	away	from	work	(beyond	the	day	of	injury	or	onset	of	illness),	or	days	
of	job	restriction	or	days	of	job	transfer.

Lost	time	injury	
(LTI)

The	injured	worker	is	unable	to	perform	regular	job	duties,	takes	time	off	for	recovery,	or	is	
assigned	modified	work	duties	while	recovering.

Recordable	
injury

Death,	days	away	from	work,	restricted	work	or	transfer	to	another	job,	medical	treatment	
beyond	first	aid,	or	loss	of	consciousness.

Other	recordable	
cases

Injuries	or	illnesses	that	do	not	result	in	any	days	away	from	work,	a	job	restriction,	or	
restriction.	This	includes	cases	involving	medical	attention.

Source:	www.osha.gov.
Table	1-8	provides	OSHA	statistics	on	the	total	number	of	fatalities,	the	hours-based	fatal	injury	rates,	and	the	total
recordable	incidence	rates	for	the	United	States	in	2015,	ordered	from	the	highest	number	of	fatalities	to	lowest.	In
2015,	a	total	of	4836	occupational	fatalities	occurred.	The	peak	number	of	fatalities	was	5840	deaths	recorded	in
2006;	 the	 low	was	 4551	 fatalities	 in	 2009,	 primarily	 due	 to	 the	 recession	 of	 2008—fewer	workers	means	 fewer
fatalities.	The	total	number	of	fatalities	has	been	increasing	slowly	over	the	past	few	years	(4821	in	2014)	due	to	an



increase	in	the	number	of	workers,	but	 likely	at	a	diminished	pace	owing	to	 improvements	 in	occupational	safety
programs.

Table	1-8	 2015	U.S.	Occupational	 Statistics	 for	 Selected	 Industries,	Ranked	 from	Highest	 to	 Lowest	Number	 of
Fatalities

Industry Total	
fatalities

Hours-based	fatal	injury	
ratea

Total	recordable	incidence	
rateb

All	Industries 4836 3.4 3.3
Construction	(overall) 937 10.1 3.5
Transportation	and	warehousing 765 13.8 4.5
Agriculture,	forestry,	fishing,	and	hunting 570 22.8 5.7
Truck	transportation 546 25.2 4.3
Professional	and	business	services 477 3.0 1.4
Manufacturing 353 2.3 3.8
Government	(state	and	local) 338 2.2 5.1
Retail	trade 269 1.8 3.5
Leisure	and	hospitality 225 2.0 3.5
Wholesale	trade 175 4.7 3.1
Government,	federal 118 1.3
Restaurants	and	other	food	services 100 1.4 3.0
Police	and	sheriff’s	patrol	officers 85 11.7 5.8
Financial	activities 83 0.9 1.1
Carpenters 83 6.7 	
Electricians 83 10.7 2.8
Professional,	scientific,	and	technical	
services

76 0.8 0.9

Roofers 75 39.7 5.6
Taxi	drivers	and	chauffeurs 54 13.4 2.4
Information 42 1.5 1.3
Fire	fighters 29 4.3 9.2
Mining	(except	oil	and	gas) 28 12.4 2.6
Chemical	manufacturing 28 2.0 2.1
Fishing,	hunting,	and	trapping 23 54.8 4.4
Utilities 22 2.2 2.2
Hospitals 21 0.4 8.1
Colleges,	universities,	and	professional	
schools

17 	 1.8

Plastics	and	rubber	products	
manufacturing

17 3.3 4.3

Oil	and	gas	extraction 6 	 0.7
Chemical	and	allied	products	merchant	
wholesalers

3 	 2.2

a	Rate	per	100,000	full-time	equivalent	workers	based	on	exposure	hours.	See	Equation	1-4	and	Table	1-7.
b	Rate	per	100	worker	years	=	200,000	hours.	See	Equation	1-5	and	Table	1-7.	This	includes	all	recordable	cases.

Source:	U.S.	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics,	www.bls.gov/iif/.
Several	conclusions	can	be	reached	from	Table	1-8.	Construction	(overall)	has	the	highest	number	of	fatalities	(937),
but	fishing,	hunting,	and	trapping	has	the	highest	hours-based	fatal	 injury	rate	(54.8).	The	difference	depends	on
the	number	of	workers	employed	in	each	area.	Construction	has	a	larger	number	of	workers	than	fishing,	hunting,
and	 trapping,	 resulting	 in	 the	 total	 fatalities	 for	 construction	 being	 higher	 and	 the	 hours-based	 fatal	 injury	 rate
being	 lower.	 Interestingly,	 hospitals	 have	 the	 second	 highest	 total	 recordable	 incidence	 rate	 (8.1),	 followed	 by
agriculture,	 forestry,	 fishing,	 and	 hunting	 (5.7).	 Table	 1-8	 also	 shows	 that	 the	 traditional	 chemical	 engineering
industries	 are	 near	 the	 bottom	 in	 terms	 of	 occu-pational	 injuries	 and	 fatalities.	 This	 group	 includes	 chemical
manufacturing	(28	fatalities),	plastics	and	rubber	products	manufacturing	(17	fatalities),	oil	and	gas	extraction	(6
fatalities),	and	chemical	and	allied	products	merchant	wholesalers	(3	fatalities).	The	hours-based	fatal	injury	rates
and	total	recordable	incidence	rates	for	these	industries	are	lower	than	those	of	many	other	occupational	activities
that	are	commonly	considered	as	safer.	For	example,	colleges,	universities,	and	professional	schools	had	a	total	of
17	 fatalities	 in	 2015.	Many	 specific	 chemical	 companies	 achieve	 total	 recordable	 incidence	 rates	 as	 low	 as	 0.2,
compared	to	the	industry	average	for	chemical	manufacturing	of	2.1.
Table	1-9	provides	details	on	 the	nature	of	 the	 fatalities.	Clearly,	 transportation	accidents	account	 for	 the	 largest
number	of	fatalities	in	the	workplace	(2054	fatalities).	This	is	followed	by	falls,	slips,	and	trips	(800	fatalities).	With
respect	to	the	nature	of	the	fatal	injury,	most	of	the	injuries	are	due	to	multiple	traumatic	injuries	and	disorders—
occupational	 fatalities	 usually	 involve	 widespread	 injury	 to	 many	 areas	 in	 the	 human	 body.	With	 respect	 to	 the
worker	activity	 involved	with	the	fatality,	 transportation	accounts	for	the	 largest	number	of	 fatalities,	 followed	by



constructing,	repairing,	and	cleaning	and	using	or	operating	tools	or	machinery.

Table	1-9	Details	on	the	Nature	of	Occupational	Fatalities	in	2015

Total	occupational	fatalities	for	2015:	4836
Event	or	exposure

Transportation	accidents 2054
Falls,	slips,	and	trips 800
Contact	with	objects	and	equipment 722
Violence	and	other	injuries	by	persons	or	animalsa 703
Exposure	to	harmful	substances	or	environments 424
Fires	and	explosions 121

Primary	sourceb

Vehicles 2195
Persons,	plants,	animals,	and	minerals 900
Structures	and	surfaces 568
Machinery 358
Chemicals	and	chemical	products 233
Parts	and	materials 192
Tools,	instruments,	and	equipment 192
Containers,	furniture,	and	fixtures 95

Nature	of	fatal	injury
Multiple	traumatic	injuries	and	disorders 1855
Other	traumatic	injuries	and	disorders 1293
Intracranial	injuries 803
Open	wounds 558
Traumatic	injuries	to	bones,	nerves,	and	spinal	cord 180
Burns	and	corrosions 78
Effects	of	environmental	conditions 41
Traumatic	injuries	to	muscles,	tendons,	ligaments,	joints,	etc. 18
Surface	wounds	and	bruises 3

Worker	activity
Vehicular	and	transportation	operations 2121
Constructing,	repairing,	cleaning 968
Using	or	operating	tools	or	machinery 405
Other	activities 374
Physical	activities 308
Materials	handling	operations 215
Protective	service	operations 110
aIncludes	417	homicides	and	229	suicides.
bThe	primary	source	is	the	object,	substance,	person,	bodily	motion,	or	exposure	that	most	directly	led	to,	produced,	or	inflicted	the
injury.

Source:	U.S.	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics,	www.bls.gov/iif/.
Note	under	the	“Primary	Source”	heading	in	Table	1-9	that	233	fatalities	occurred	due	to	exposure	to	chemicals	and
chemical	products.	However,	if	you	look	further	into	the	U.S.	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics	data,	you	find	that	only	5	of
these	 deaths	 occurred	 in	 the	 chemical	 manufacturing	 industry	 and	 only	 1	 in	 operations	 of	 chemical	 and	 allied
products	merchant	 wholesalers.	 One	 can	 easily	 conclude	 that	 few	 fatalities	 in	 the	 chemical	 industry	 are	 due	 to
chemical	exposures;	instead,	most	of	the	chemical	fatalities	occur	in	industries	that	are	not	considered	chemical	in
nature.
Table	1-10	provides	more	details	on	fatalities	in	the	chemical	industry.	Surprisingly,	retail	gasoline	stations	account
for	 the	 largest	 number	 of	 fatalities	 (39	 fatalities—due	 mostly	 to	 robberies).	 Within	 chemical	 manufacturing,
fertilizer	manufacturing	(6	fatalities)	and	basic	chemical	manufacturing	(5	fatalities)	account	for	the	largest	number
of	fatalities.	Petroleum	refineries	had	4	fatalities	in	2015,	while	crude	petroleum	and	natural	gas	extraction	had	6
fatalities.

Table	1-10	2015	Fatal	Occupational	Injuries	Related	to	the	U.S.	Chemical	Industry

Chemical	industry Fatalities
Gasoline	Stations	(Retail) 39
Chemical	Manufacturing 28

Fertilizer	manufacturing 6



Basic	chemical	manufacturing 5
Soap,	cleaning	compound,	and	toilet	prep	manufacturing 4
Pharmaceutical	and	medicine	manufacturing 3
Paint,	coating,	and	adhesive	manufacturing 2
Industrial	gas	manufacturing 1
All	other	chemical	manufacturing 7
Plastics	Manufacturing 13
Petroleum	and	Coal	Products	Manufacturing 12
Asphalt	paving	mixture	and	block	manufacturing 5
Petroleum	refineries 4
Asphalt	shingle	and	coating	materials	manufacturing 3
Petroleum	and	Petroleum	Products	Merchant	Wholesalers 9
Crude	Petroleum	and	Natural	Gas	Extraction 6
Rubber	Product	Manufacturing 4
Chemical	and	Allied	Products	Merchant	Wholesalers 3

Source:	U.S.	Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics,	www.bls.gov/iif/.
The	Marsh	 and	McLennan	 companies	 annually	 publish	 a	 report	 entitled	100	Largest	 Losses	 in	 the	Hydrocarbon
Industry.5	The	most	recent	report	tabulates	losses	from	1974	to	2015	and	is	based	only	on	the	property	value	losses
from	 the	 ground	 up.	 It	 does	 not	 include	 the	 financial	 losses	 due	 to	 fatalities/injuries,	 environmental	 factors,
lawsuits,	 fines,	 or	 business	 interruption—these	 additional	 losses	 could	 easily	multiply	 the	 losses	 by	many	 times.
Table	1-11	shows	the	percentage	of	losses	by	industry	sector	and	Table	1-12	shows	the	total	property	damage	losses
by	 event	 type.	 Reviewing	 these	 data,	 the	 first	 conclusion	 is	 that	 these	 losses	 are	 huge—totaling	more	 than	 $33
billion,	an	amount	that	does	not	include	losses	to	human	life	and	environmental	losses.	Second,	87%	of	the	losses
occurred	in	upstream	oil	and	gas	production,	refining,	and	petrochemicals.	Finally,	$25	billion	in	losses—75%	of	the
total	dollar	losses—are	from	explosions	and	fires.
5	100	Largest	Losses	in	the	Hydrocarbon	Industry	(New	York,	NY:	Marsh	and	McLennan	Companies,	2015).

Table	1-11	Percentage	of	Property	Damage	by	Industry	Sector

Industry	sector Percentage	of	total	losses
Upstream	production	of	oil	and	gas 33%
Refining 29%
Petrochemicals 25%
Gas	processing 8%
Terminals	and	distribution 5%

Source:	The	 100	 Largest	 Losses	 1974–2015,	 24th	 ed.	 (New	 York,	 NY:	Marsh	 and	McLennan	 Companies,	March
2016),	p.	10.

Table	1-12	Property	Damage	Values	Based	on	Event	Type

Event	type Property	damage	($U.S.	billions,	adjusted	to	December	2015	$)
Explosion $21.19
Fire $4.36
Blowout $2.54
Storm $2.00
Collision $1.32
Earthquake $1.23
Sinking $0.61
Release $0.23
Mechanical	damage $0.27
Total $33.75

Source:	The	 100	 Largest	 Losses	 1974–2015,	 24th	 ed.	 (New	 York,	 NY:	Marsh	 and	McLennan	 Companies,	March
2016),	p.	10.
Table	1-13	 is	 a	 list	 of	non-occupational	 fatalities	 in	 the	United	States	 for	 the	year	2014	 ranked	 from	 the	highest
number	of	fatalities	to	lowest.	Also	shown	is	the	deaths	per	100,000	people,	as	defined	by	Equation	1-3.	 In	2014,
there	 were	 136,053	 non-occupational	 fatalities	 due	 to	 unintended	 injuries—compared	 to	 4836	 occupational
fatalities.	Poisoning	accounted	for	the	highest	number	of	fatalities,	although	this	includes	38,718	poisoning	deaths
by	 drug	 overdose.	 This	 alarmingly	 large	 number	 of	 fatalities	 is	 dramatically	 increasing	 each	 year.	Motor	 vehicle
deaths	numbered	35,398—a	total	 that	has	been	 increasing	slowly	 for	 the	past	 few	years.	 In	1972,	 the	number	of
motor	vehicle	fatalities	reached	a	peak	of	56,278.	In	2014,	58	people	died	from	electrocution	by	exposure	to	electric
transmission	lines,	while	25	died	from	lightning.

Table	1-13	Non-Occupational	Fatalities	in	the	United	States	Due	to	Unintentional	Injuries,	2014



Injury	class Total	fatalities Deaths	per	100,000	people
All	deaths	(occupational	and	non-occupational) 136,053a 42.7
Poisoning 42,032a 13.2
Motor	vehicle 35,398 11.2
Falls 31,959 10.0
Choking 4816 1.5
Drowning 3406 1.1
Fires,	flames,	and	smoke 2701 0.4
Exposure	to	excessive	natural	cold 930

	
Firearm	discharge 270 0.2
Exposure	to	excessive	natural	heat 244
Exposure	to	electric	transmission	lines 58
Lightning 25
Flood 8
aIncludes	38,718	fatalities	due	to	drug	overdose.

Source:	Injury	Facts	(Itasca,	IL:	National	Safety	Council,	Itasca,	IL,	2015),	www.nsc.org.
Comparing	Table	1-13	with	Table	1-8	shows	that	the	total	number	of	fatalities	in	the	workplace	is	much	lower	than
the	non-occupational	fatalities	 in	the	general	population:	The	number	of	workplace	fatalities	 is	comparable	to	the
number	of	deaths	by	choking.	Choking,	falls,	motor	vehicle	deaths,	and	poisonings	all	exceed	the	total	number	of
workplace	fatalities	by	a	large	margin.	Also	note	that	the	general	population	is	much	larger	than	the	total	number	of
workers	 in	 the	general	population.	Nevertheless,	 this	comparison	does	provide	an	 indication	of	 the	magnitude	of
workplace	deaths	compared	to	non-occupational	deaths.
In	summary,	accident	statistics	show	that:

The	 chemical	 industry	 has	 much	 lower	 fatalities	 and	 hours-based	 fatal	 injury	 rates	 than	 many	 other
occupational	activities	that	are	commonly	considered	to	be	safer.
The	numbers	of	transportation	and	motor	vehicle	fatalities	are	high	in	both	occupational	and	non-occupational
environments.
Chemical	industry	incidents,	although	infrequent,	can	result	in	huge	property	losses.

The	chemical	industry	includes	chemical	plants,	refineries,	and	other	industrial	sites	using	chemicals.	Despite	the
relatively	 small	 number	 of	 fatalities	 that	 occur	 in	 the	 chemical	 industry,	 the	 potential	 always	 exists	 for	 a	major
incident—though	 such	 an	 event	 remains	 unlikely.	 Clearly,	 no	 unintended	 injury	 or	 fatality	 is	 acceptable	 in	 the
workplace	or	elsewhere.	All	safety	programs	must	drive	toward	zero	injuries.

Example	1-1
A	company	employs	1000	 full-time	employees.	 If	 the	 company	has	one	 fatality	 over	a	one-year	 time	period,
calculate	(a)	the	worker-based	fatal	injury	rate	and	(b)	the	hours-based	fatal	injury	rate.If	the	company	has	one
recordable	 injury	 rate	 in	 that	 same	 year,	 calculate	 (c)	 the	 total	 recordable	 incidence	 rate.	 Compare	 the
answers	for	parts	(b)	and	(c)	to	the	numbers	for	chemical	manufacturing	in	Table	1-8.

Solution

a.	 From	Equation	1-2:
Worker-

based	fatal	injury	rate=Total	number	of	fatalities	during	periodTotal	number	of	employees×100,000	work
ers=11000 workers×100,000	workers=100

b.	 From	Equation	1-4:
Hours-

based	fatal	injury	rate=Total	number	of	fatalities	during	periodTotal	hours	worked	by	all	employees×200,
000,000	hours=1	fatality(1000	employees)(50	weeks/yr)

(40	hours/wk)×200,000,000	hours=200,000,000	hours2,000,000	hours=100
c.	 From	Equation	1-5:

Recordable	incidence	rate=Number	of	incidents	during	periodTotal	hours	worked	by	all	employees×200,
000	hours=1	recordable	incident2,000,000	hours×200,000	hours=0.10

The	part	(b)	answer	compares	to	a	chemical	manufacturing	value	of	2.0	and	the	part	(c)	answer	compares	to	a
chemical	manufacturing	value	of	2.1.	The	part	(b)	answer	is	well	above	the	chemical	industry	value	while	the
part	(c)	answer	is	well	below	it.

1-8	Risk	Perception



People	 perceive	 risks	 in	 different	 ways,	 though	 their	 perceptions	 might	 not	 always	 be	 supported	 by	 the	 actual
statistics.	The	actual	risk	associated	with	the	chemical	 industry	is	generally	much	less	than	that	perceived	by	the
public.	 Thus,	 the	 chemical	 industry	 is	 held	 to	 a	 higher	 safety	 standard	 than	 other	 industries.	 This	 requires
continuous	improvement	in	chemical	industry	safety	programs	to	achieve	the	necessary	public	trust,	credibility,	and
license	to	operate.

1-9	Risk	Tolerance/Acceptance	and	Risk	Matrix
Risk	tolerance	or	acceptance	is	defined	as	“the	maximum	level	of	risk	of	a	particular	technical	process	or	activity
that	an	individual	or	organization	accepts	to	acquire	the	benefits	of	the	process	or	activity.”6	We	cannot	eliminate
risk	 entirely—all	 activities	 inevitably	 involve	 risk.	 Indeed,	 people	 accept	 risks	 many	 times	 during	 their	 daily
activities.	For	instance,	simply	crossing	the	street	involves	a	risk	assessment	as	to	where	and	when	to	cross.	People
accept	risks	based	on	their	perceived	risk—which	may	or	may	not	be	the	actual	risk.	The	risk	accepted	is	voluntary
based	on	the	perceived	risk,	while	any	additional	actual	risk	not	perceived	will	be	involuntary.
6AICHE/CCPS	Glossary,	accessed	September	2017.

Engineers	must	make	every	effort	to	minimize	risks	within	reasonable	constraints.	No	engineer	should	ever	design
a	process	that	he	or	she	knows	will	result	in	certain	human	loss	or	injury.	For	a	chemical	plant,	at	some	point	in	the
design	stage	or	at	every	point	in	the	operation	of	the	plant,	the	corporation	(this	decision	involves	both	the	workers
and	management)	must	determine	whether	the	risks	are	acceptable.	The	risk	acceptance	must	be	based	on	more
than	just	perceived	risks.
Risk	tolerance	may	also	change	with	time	as	society,	regulatory	agencies,	and	individuals	come	to	expect	more	from
the	 chemical	 industry.	 As	 a	 consequence,	 a	 risk	 that	 was	 considered	 tolerable	 years	 ago	 may	 now	 be	 deemed
unacceptable.
A	risk	matrix	is	a	semi-quantitative	method	to	represent	risk	and	to	help	companies	make	risk	acceptance	decisions.
A	typical	risk	matrix	is	shown	in	Table	1-14.	The	consequence	or	severity	of	the	incident	is	found	in	columns	1,	2,
and	3,	and	the	likelihood	of	that	incident	occurring	appears	in	columns	4	through	7.	The	incident	severity	is	used	to
estimate	the	severity	category	and	the	safety	severity	level.	The	likelihood	level	is	selected	based	on	the	frequency
of	the	incident,	as	shown	in	columns	4	through	7.	The	combination	of	the	severity	category	row	and	the	likelihood
column	is	used	to	determine	the	risk	level,	A	through	D.

Table	1-14	Risk	Matrix	for	Semi-Quantitative	Classification	of	Incidents

Risk	Matrix

1.	 Select	the	severity	from	the	
highest	box	in	either	of	columns	
1,	2,	or	3.	Read	the	Category	
and	Safety	Severity	Level	from	
the	same	row.

2.	 Select	the	likelihood	from	
columns	4	through	7.

3.	 Read	the	Risk	Level	from	the	
intersection	of	the	severity	row	
and	the	likelihood	column.

TMEF:	Target	mitigated	event	
frequency	(yr–1).

TQ:	Threshold	quantity—see	Table	
1-15.
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fatality	
possible,	

major	injury	
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$1	
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likelya
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$1	
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3	×	
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Risk	level	C Risk	level	D Negligible	risk Negligible	risk

Risk	level	A:	Unacceptable	risk;	additional	safeguards	must	be	implemented	immediately.

Risk	level	B:	Undesirable	risk;	additional	safeguards	must	be	implemented	within	3	months.

Risk	level	C:	Acceptable	risk,	but	only	if	existing	safeguards	reduces	the	risk	to	as	low	as	reasonably	practicable	
(ALARP)	levels.

Risk	level	D:	Acceptable	risk,	no	additional	safeguards	required.
aLost	 time	 injury	 (LTI):	 The	 injured	 worker	 is	 unable	 to	 perform	 regular	 job	 duties,	 takes	 time	 off	 for	 recovery,	 or	 is	 assigned
modified	work	duties	while	recovering.
bRecordable	injury:	Death,	days	away	from	work	(DAW),	restricted	work	or	transfer	to	another	job,	medical	treatment	beyond	first
aid,	or	loss	of	consciousness.
The	severity	levels	are	listed	under	columns	1,	2,	and	3	in	Table	1-14.	They	 include	human	health	 impacts;	direct
costs	of	 fire	and	explosion	 in	dollars;	and	chemical	 impacts.	The	chemical	 impact	 is	based	on	a	chemical	 release
quantity	called	a	threshold	quantity	(TQ).	Table	1-15	lists	TQs	for	a	number	of	common	chemicals.

Table	1-15	Threshold	Quantities	(TQ)	for	a	Variety	of	Chemicals

2000	kg	=	4400	lbm 1000	kg	=	2200	lbm 500	kg	=	1100	lbm
Acrylamide Acetic	anhydride Acetaldehyde
Ammonium	nitrate	fertilizer Acetone Acrylonitrile
Amyl	acetate Acetonitrile Calcium	cyanide
Amyl	nitrate Aldol Carbon	disulfide
Bromobenzene Ammonium	perchlorate Cyclobutane
Calcium	oxide Aniline Diethyl	ether	or	ethyl	ether
Carbon	dioxide Arsenic Ethane
Carbon,	activated Barium Ethylamine
Chloroform Benzene Ethylene
Copper	chloride Benzidine Furan
Kerosene Butyraldehyde Hydrazine,	anhydrous
Maleic	anhydride Carbon	tetrachloride Hydrogen,	compressed
n-Decane Copper	chlorate Lithium
Nitroethane Copper	cyanide Methylamine,	anhydrous
Nitrogen,	compressed Cycloheptane Potassium
Nitrous	oxide Cycloheptene Potassium	cyanide
Nonanes Cyclohexene Propylene	oxide
Oxygen,	compressed Dioxane Silane



Paraldehyde Epichlorohydrin Sodium
Phosphoric	acid Ethyl	acetate Sodium	cyanide
Potassium	fluoride Ethyl	benzene Sodium	peroxide
Potassium	nitrate Ethylenediamine Trichlorosilane
Sulfur Formic	acid 	
Tetrachloroethylene Heptane 100	kg	=	220	lbm
Undecane Hexane Hydrogen	bromide,	anhydrous
	 Methacrylic	acid Hydrogen	chloride,	anhydrous
200	kg	=	440	lbm Methyl	acetate Hydrogen	fluoride,	anhydrous
Ammonia,	anhydrous n-Heptene Methyl	bromide
Carbon	monoxide Nitrobenzene Methyl	mercaptan
	 Nitromethane Sulfur	dioxide
5	kg	=	11	lbm Octanes 	
Acrolein Phenol,	molten	or	solid 25	kg	=	55	lbm
Arsine Propylamine Chlorine
Diborane Pyridine Cyanogen
Dinitrogen	tetroxide Silver	nitrate Germane
Methyl	isocyanate Sodium	permanganate	Tetrahydrofuran Hydrogen	sulfide
Nitric	oxide,	compressed Tetrahydrofuran Nitric	acid,	red	fuming
Nitrogen	trioxide Toluene Sulfuric	acid,	fuming
Phosgene Triethylamine 	
Phosphine Vinyl	acetate 	
Stibine Zinc	peroxide 	

Source:	AICHE/CCPS.	Details	on	how	to	compute	the	TQ	are	available	from	AICHE/CCPS	Process	Safety	Metrics:
Guide	 for	 Selecting	 Leading	 and	 Lagging	 Indicators	 (New	 York,	 NY:	 American	 Institute	 of	 Chemical	 Engineers,
2018).
The	target	mitigated	event	frequency	(TMEF)	listed	with	the	safety	severity	 level	 is	the	minimum	frequency	level
desired	for	this	level	of	severity.	It	defines	the	frequency	for	acceptable	risk.
Some	risk	matrixes	include	a	severity	column	based	on	environmental	impacts.	However,	the	environmental	impact
is	 implicitly	 related	 to	 the	 quantity	 of	 chemical	 released:	 The	 greater	 the	 chemical	 release,	 the	 greater	 the
environmental	impact.	Thus,	environmental	impact	is	implicit	in	this	risk	matrix.
The	procedure	for	using	the	risk	matrix	of	Table	1-14	is	as	follows:

1.	 Select	the	severity	levels	from	columns	1,	2,	and	3	and	select	the	highest	level	from	any	of	these	columns.
2.	 Read	the	Risk	Category	and	Safety	Severity	Level	from	the	highest	row.
3.	 Select	the	likelihood	from	columns	4	through	7.
4.	 Read	the	risk	level	from	the	intersection	of	the	Safety	Severity	Level	row	and	the	Likelihood	column.

The	risk	levels	are	identified	just	below	the	table	and	define	the	risk	and	the	required	response.	The	Safety	Severity
Level	contains	the	TMEF.	The	TMEF	will	be	useful	for	the	layer	of	protection	analysis	(LOPA)	method	presented	in
Chapter	11.

Example	1-2
A	risk	analysis	is	performed	on	an	incident	involving	a	hole	in	a	storage	vessel	containing	a	specific	chemical.
The	 chemical	 has	 a	 TQ	 of	 5	 lbm.	 Calculations	 for	 this	 hole	 release	 estimate	 a	 total	 release	 of	 50	 lbm	 of
chemical.	 An	 employee	 fatality	 is	 possible	 with	 such	 a	 release,	 and	 the	 fire	 and	 explosion	 direct	 cost	 is
estimated	at	$150,000.	This	incident	is	expected	to	occur	once	over	the	life	of	the	plant.	Use	the	risk	matrix	in
Table	1-14	to	determine	the	risk	category,	safety	severity	level,	TMEF,	and	risk	level.

Solution
Using	Table	1-14,	the	following	severity	levels	are	selected	under	columns	1,	2,	and	3:

Human	Health	Impact:	Employee	fatality	possible
Fire,	Explosion	Direct	Cost:	$100,000	to	<	$1	million.
Chemical	Impact:	9×	to	<	20×	TQ

Selecting	these	three	levels	under	columns	1,	2,	and	3,	respectively,	results	in	the	highest	severity	category	of
“Very	 serious,”	 with	 a	 safety	 severity	 level	 of	 3	 and	 a	 TMEF	 of	 1	 ×	 10−5.	 The	 likelihood	 is	 selected	 from
column	5,	since	this	is	expected	once	over	the	lifetime	of	the	plant.
Combining	the	Severity	Category	row	of	“Very	serious”	with	Likelihood	column	5	gives	a	risk	level	of	B.	Risk
level	B	is	defined	as	an	“Undesirable	risk;	additional	safeguards	must	be	implemented	within	3	months.”
Note	that	if	we	could	drop	the	severity	level	or	decrease	the	likelihood,	we	can	reduce	the	risk	level.	The	LOPA
method	presented	in	Chapter	11	is	a	formalized	method	to	add	more	safeguards	to	reduce	the	risk	level	to	the



TMEF.

The	risk	matrix	provided	in	Table	1-14	is	one	specific	example;	that	is,	most	companies	customize	the	risk	matrix	to
work	 for	 their	 particular	 situation.	 Additional	methods	 for	 determining	 risk	 are	 presented	 in	Chapter	12	 on	 risk
assessment.

1-10	Codes,	Standards,	and	Regulations
Codes,	standards,	and	regulations	are	an	important	part	of	chemical	process	safety.

A	code	is	a	set	of	recommendations	developed	by	a	team	of	knowledgeable	people,	who	are	most	likely	to	be
associated	with	 an	 industrial	 professional	 organization.	Codes	 do	 not	 have	 legal	 authority,	 but	 governments
might	adopt	one	by	turning	it	into	law.
A	standard	is	more	elaborate,	explaining	in	a	lot	more	detail	how	to	meet	the	code.	That	is,	codes	tell	you	what
you	need	to	do,	and	standards	tell	you	how	to	do	it.	Standards	do	not	carry	the	weight	of	legal	authority,	but
governments	might	adopt	them	by	turning	them	into	laws.
A	regulation	 is	developed	by	a	government	and	has	 legal	authority.	 It	may	be	based	on	a	code	or	 standard.
Violations	of	regulations	could	result	in	fines	and/or	jail	time.

Table	1-16	lists	a	number	of	regulations,	codes,	and	standards	important	to	process	safety	in	the	United	States.

Table	1-16	Selected	Regulations,	Codes,	and	Standards	That	Apply	to	the	Chemical	Industry

Regulations

U.S.	Occupational	Safety	and	Health	Administration	(OSHA),	www.osha.gov

29	CFRa	1910.119	Process	Safety	Management	of	Highly	Hazardous	Materials

This	applies	to	manufacturing	sites	when	on-site	inventories	of	chemicals	exceed	the	threshold	values	provided	
in	the	regulation.	A	prevention	program	involving	14	elements	must	be	maintained.

U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency	(EPA),	www.epa.gov

40	CFR	68	Risk	Management	Programs	(RMP)

This	applies	to	releases	of	toxic	or	flammable	materials	that	could	have	off-site	impacts.	If	chemicals	exceed	
threshold	quantities,	a	consequence	analysis	must	be	completed	to	estimate	off-site	impacts.A	prevention	
program	involving	11	elements	must	be	maintained.

U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security	(DHS),	www.dhs.gov

6	CFR	27	Chemical	Facility	Anti-Terrorism	Standards	(CFATS)

This	establishes	risk-based	performance	standards	for	the	security	of	chemical	facilities.	An	online	Chemical	
Security	Assessment	Tool	must	be	completed	to	identify	the	company’s	security	tier.	Each	tier	has	chemical	
security	requirements.

Codes

National	Fire	Protection	Association	(NFPA),	www.nfpa.org

NFPA	70:	National	Electrical	Code	(NEC)

NFPA	101:	Life	Safety	Code

American	Society	of	Mechanical	Engineers	(ASME),	www.asme.org

ASME	Boiler	and	Pressure	Vessel	Code

Standards

National	Fire	Protection	Association	(NFPA),	www.nfpa.org

NFPA	45:	Standard	on	Fire	Protection	for	Laboratories	Using	Chemicals

NFPA	68:	Standard	on	Explosion	Venting	by	Deflagration	Venting

NFPA	69:	Standard	on	Explosion	Prevention	Systems



NFPA	652:	Standard	on	the	Fundamentals	of	Dust	Explosions

American	Society	for	Testing	and	Materials	(ASTM),	www.astm.org

ASTM	D93:	Standard	Test	Methods	for	Flash	Point	by	Pensky-Martens	Closed	Cup	Tester

ASTM	E681-09	Standard	Test	Method	for	Concentration	Limits	of	Flammability	of	Chemicals	(Gases	and	Vapors)

American	Petroleum	Institute	(API),	www.api.org

API	Recommended	Practice	521:	Selection	and	Installation	of	Pressure	Relieving	Devices	in	Refineries

API	Recommended	Practice	754:	Process	Safety	Performance	Indicators	for	the	Refining	and	Petrochemical	
Industries

International	Electrochemical	Commission	(IEC),	www.iec.ch

IEC	61511:	Safety	Instrumented	Systems	for	the	Process	Industry	Sector
aCode	of	Federal	Regulations.
Codes,	standards,	and	regulations	vary	considerably	between	countries	around	the	world.	This	creates	challenges
for	engineers	in	one	country	who	are	designing	a	plant	to	operate	in	another	country,	or	even	for	shipping	chemicals
from	one	country	to	another.	Codes,	standards,	and	regulations	also	change	with	time.
In	the	United	States,	OSHA	and	EPA	use	the	codes	and	standards	as	a	basis	for	Recognized	and	Generally	Accepted
Good	Engineering	Practices	(RAGAGEP).	RAGAGEP	means	that	each	plant	site	must	keep	its	facility	up	to	date	with
respect	 to	 codes	 and	 standards	 that	 apply	 to	 that	 plant,	 even	 though	 these	 codes	 and	 standards	 do	 not	 have
regulatory	authority.	RAGAGEP	is	a	complex	regulatory	and	legal	issue,	well	beyond	the	scope	of	this	book.

1-11	Safeguards
Figure	1-4	shows	the	sequence	of	events	in	an	incident.	The	hazard	is	shown	on	the	left	side	of	the	figure,	and	the
consequences	are	shown	on	the	right	side.	The	initiating	event,	or	cause,	may	be	“a	device	failure,	system	failure,
external	event,	or	 improper	human	inaction	that	begins	a	sequence	of	events	 leading	to	one	or	more	undesirable
outcomes.”7	It	is	usually	caused	by	internal	plant	events	such	as	operational	problems,	equipment	failures,	human
error,	 and	 design	 deficiencies,	 to	 name	 a	 few	 possibilities.	 The	 initiating	 event	 may	 also	 be	 caused	 by	 events
external	to	the	plant,	including	natural	phenomena	such	as	lightning	strikes,	floods,	tornadoes,	or	other	influences
outside	the	plant	boundaries.
7Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety,	Guidelines	for	Initiating	Events	and	Independent	Protection	Layers	in	Layer	of	Protection	Analysis	(New
York,	NY:	Wiley,	2015).



Figure	1-4	The	sequence	of	events	causing	a	hazard	to	result	in	an	incident	with	consequences.	

The	enabling	conditions	are	“operating	conditions	necessary	for	an	initiating	cause	to	propagate	into	a	hazardous
event.	 Enabling	 conditions	 do	 not	 independently	 cause	 the	 incident,	 but	 must	 be	 present	 or	 active	 for	 it	 to
proceed.”8	An	enabling	condition	makes	the	beginning	of	the	scenario	possible.	Such	conditions	are	represented	as
probabilities—for	 example,	 the	 probability	 of	 a	 unit	 being	 in	 a	 particular	 state	 of	 operation	 (e.g.,	 recycle	mode,
startup),	 the	 probability	 that	 a	 particular	 raw	material	 or	 catalyst	 is	 in	 the	 process,	 or	 the	 probability	 that	 the
temperature	or	pressure	is	within	high	or	low	values.
8Ibid.

Conditional	modifiers	are	conditions	that	occur	after	initiation	and	impact	a	step	in	the	sequence	either	before	or
after	 the	 incident	 has	 occurred.	 They	 could	 include	weather	 conditions	 (wind	 direction	 and	 speed),	 presence	 of
people,	and	probability	of	ignition,	among	other	factors.
Chemical	plants	use	several	types	of	safeguards	to	prevent	incidents	or	to	reduce	the	impact	of	an	incident.	Once	an
initiating	event	has	occurred,	safeguards	come	into	play,	as	shown	in	Figure	1-4.	A	safeguard	is	a	design	feature,
equipment,	procedure,	or	even	 software	 that	 is	 in	place	 to	prevent	or	mitigate	 the	consequences	of	 an	 initiating
event.	Two	types	of	safeguards	are	distinguished:	preventive	and	mitigative.	A	preventive	safeguard	(also	called	a
protection	layer)	intervenes	after	the	initiating	event	to	stop	the	event	from	developing	further	into	an	incident.	A
mitigative	safeguard	is	a	safeguard	that	reduces	the	consequences	after	an	incident	has	occurred.	Thus,	preventive
safeguards	 stop	 the	 propagation	 of	 the	 initiating	 event	 to	 an	 incident	 while	 mitigative	 safeguards	 reduce	 the
consequences	 after	 an	 incident	 has	 occurred.	 Table	 1-17	 lists	 a	 variety	 of	 common	 preventive	 and	 mitigative



safeguards	used	in	the	chemical	industry.

Table	1-17	Common	Preventive	and	Mitigative	Safeguards	Used	in	the	Chemical	Industry

Preventive	Safeguards:	Prevents	an	initiating	event	from	proceeding	to	a	defined,	undesirable	incident;	also	
called	a	protection	layer.

Basic	process	control	system	(BPCS)

Safety	instrumented	functions	(SIF)

Safety	instrumented	systems	(SIS)

Alarm	systems

Operator	response	to	an	alarm	or	process	conditions

Pressure	relief	system	with	containment	(may	also	be	considered	mitigative)

Procedures

Maintenance

Interlocks

Emergency	shutoff	valves

Flame/detonation	arresters

Inhibitor	addition	to	reactor

Emergency	cooling	systems

Vapor	inerting	and	purging	to	prevent	flammable	mixtures

Grounding	and	bonding	to	prevent	static	accumulation

Normal	testing	and	inspection

Mitigative	Safeguards:	Reduce	the	consequences	after	an	incident	has	occurred.

Active	fire	protection,	including	sprinklers,	sprays,	foams,	and	deluges

Emergency	fire	water	system

Passive	fire	protection	including	insulation

Flammable	vapor	detectors

Emergency	response,	including	on-site	and	off-site



Plant	and	equipment	layout	and	spacing

Diking	around	storage	areas/processes

Emergency	power

Blast	walls

Water	curtains	to	disperse	vapors

Blast	resistant	control	rooms

Explosion	blow-out	panels	on	process	vessels

Source:	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety,	AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety	(Wiley,	NY),	2007.
In	reality,	not	all	safeguards	are	100%	effective	or	are	working	all	the	time.	Figure	1-5	shows	these	safeguards	as
slices	of	Swiss	cheese,	where	the	holes	represent	defects	in	the	safeguards.	These	kinds	of	defects	in	safeguards	are
dynamic	and	can	come	and	go—that	is,	the	“hole”	size	can	change	with	time	and	even	move	around	on	the	Swiss
cheese.	Only	a	few	Swiss	cheese	safeguards	are	shown	in	Figure	1-5	to	simplify	the	figure—the	actual	number	of
safeguards	depends	on	the	magnitude	of	the	hazard.



Figure	1-5	Swiss	cheese	model	showing	defects	in	the	safeguards.	If	the	defects	line	up,	an	incident	will	occur
with	resulting	consequences.	

Preventive	maintenance	of	equipment	at	specified	frequencies	is	designed	to	ensure	that	safeguards	work	properly,
even	 as	 equipment	 ages.	 Only	 one	 preventive	 safeguard	must	 work	 successfully	 for	 the	 incident	 to	 be	 stopped.
Since	multiple	safeguards	are	present,	if	one	safeguard	has	a	defect,	the	initiating	event	will	propagate	through	the
defective	 safeguard	 but	 will	 be	 stopped	 by	 another	 safeguard.	 If	 the	 defects	 or	 “holes”	 in	 all	 the	 preventive
safeguards	line	up,	however,	then	the	initiating	event	will	propagate	to	an	incident.	Many	well-known	catastrophic
incidents	have	occurred	with	many	safeguards	in	place.
Once	 an	 incident	 has	 occurred,	 consequences	 are	 expected,	 although	 they	 might	 be	 minimal	 at	 this	 point.	 If
mitigative	safeguards	are	lacking,	it	is	possible	that	the	incident	could	expand	in	scope.	For	instance,	the	incident
might	be	the	leak	of	a	flammable	liquid	from	the	process	to	the	surroundings.	If	the	flammable	liquid	ignites,	then	a
fire	or	explosion	might	occur,	greatly	expanding	the	consequences.	Thus,	the	mitigative	safeguards,	in	this	case,	are
intended	 to	prevent	 the	 ignition	of	 the	released	 flammable	 liquid	and	 the	expansion	of	 the	consequences.	 In	 this
example,	 the	 mitigative	 safeguards	 might	 be	 foam,	 water	 sprays,	 or	 other	 fire	 protection	 methods	 to	 prevent
ignition.
It	is	possible	that	the	mitigative	safeguards	could	completely	contain	the	incident	and	prevent	it	from	increasing	in
scope	 and	 consequences.	 However,	 if	 some	 of	 the	 mitigative	 safeguards	 are	 not	 working	 or	 not	 effective,	 then
additional	consequences	are	expected.
Mitigative	safeguards	may	be	effective	 for	only	a	specific	 incident	outcome.	For	 instance,	safeguards	designed	to
reduce	the	probability	of	ignition	of	a	flammable	material	may	not	be	effective	in	reducing	the	toxicity	of	the	vapor
if	it	does	not	ignite.
To	see	how	preventive	and	mitigative	safeguards	work	together,	consider	the	following	example:	A	chemical	reactor
vessel	 can	 be	 damaged	 by	 the	 effects	 of	 high	 pressure,	maybe	 even	 resulting	 in	 the	 destructive	 bursting	 of	 the
reactor	 vessel.	 The	 basic	 process	 control	 system	 (BPCS)	 controls	 the	 operation	 of	 the	 reactor	 to	 prevent	 high
pressure.	However,	high	pressure	can	arise	from	many	sources—almost	too	numerous	to	completely	prevent	using
the	BPCS.	 Thus,	 reactor	 vessels	 are	 also	 equipped	with	 relief	 devices	 in	 the	 form	of	 spring-operated	 valves	 that
open	 with	 high	 pressure,	 discharging	 the	 reactor	 contents	 to	 reduce	 the	 pressure.	 The	 BPCS	 is	 a	 preventive
safeguard	since	it	prevents	the	buildup	of	pressure	in	the	reactor—but	it	cannot	be	expected	to	work	all	the	time	or
to	handle	all	possible	situations.	The	relief	device	is	a	mitigative	safeguard	since	it	operates	after	the	high-pressure
incident	has	occurred	and	reduces	the	consequences	of	the	incident.	As	a	result	of	the	relief	device’s	actions,	the



consequences	 of	 the	 high	 pressure	 incident	 are	 loss	 of	 product	 from	 the	 reactor	 and	 a	 clean-up	 of	 the	 relief
discharge.	Without	the	relief	device,	the	consequences	of	the	high-pressure	incident	might	be	permanent	pressure
damage	to	the	reactor	vessel	or	maybe	even	destructive	bursting	of	the	vessel,	leading	to	substantial	damage	to	the
surrounding	equipment	and	workers.	Since	there	are	many	ways	for	high	pressure	to	build	up	in	a	reactor	vessel,
many	preventive	and	mitigative	safeguards	are	usually	present.

1-12	The	CCPS	20	Elements	of	Risk-Based	Process	Safety
In	2007,	the	AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety	published	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety.9	The
risk-based	process	safety	(RBPS)	approach
9Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety,	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	(New	York,	NY:	Wiley,	2007).

recognizes	 that	 all	 hazards	 and	 risks	 in	 an	 operation	 or	 facility	 are	 not	 equal;	 consequently,	 apportioning
resources	in	a	manner	that	focuses	effort	on	greater	hazards	and	higher	hazards	is	appropriate.	…	The	RBPS
system	may	encompass	all	process	safety	issues	for	all	operations	involving	the	manufacture,	use,	storage,	or
handling	of	hazardous	substances	or	energy.	However,	each	organization	must	determine	which	physical	areas
and	phases	of	the	process	 life	cycle	should	be	included	in	 its	 formal	management	systems,	based	on	its	own
risk	tolerance	considerations,	available	resources,	and	process	safety	culture.	…	The	RBPS	elements	are	meant
to	apply	for	the	entire	process	life	cycle.

The	20	elements	of	RBPS	are	listed	in	Table	1-18.	These	elements	are	organized	in	four	major	foundational	blocks:
(1)	commit	to	process	safety,	(2)	understand	hazards	and	risks,(3)	manage	risk,	and	(4)	learn	from	experience.

Table	1-18	The	20	Elements	of	Risk-Based	Process	Safety

Foundational	Block:	Commit	to	Process	Safety

1.	Process	safety	culture

2.	Compliance	with	standards

3.	Process	safety	competency

4.	Workforce	involvement

5.	Stakeholder	outreach

Foundational	Block:	Understand	Hazards	and	Risks

6.	Process	knowledge	management

7.	Hazard	identification	and	risk	analysis	(HIRA)

Foundational	Block:	Manage	Risk

8.	Operating	procedures

9.	Safe	work	practices

10.	Asset	integrity	and	reliability

11.	Contractor	management

12.	Training	and	performance	assurance



13.	Management	of	change

14.	Operational	readiness

15.	Conduct	of	operations

16.	Emergency	management

Foundational	Block:	Learn	from	Experience

17.	Incident	investigation

18.	Measurements	and	metrics

19.	Auditing

20.	Management	review	and	continuous	improvement

Source:	AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety,	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	 (Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley
Interscience,	2007).
OSHA	 has	 a	 similar	 set	 of	 14	 elements	 that	 are	 included	 as	 part	 of	 29	 CFR	 1910.119	 on	 process	 safety
management.10	 The	 OSHA	 elements	 of	 this	 regulation	 are	 (1)	 employee	 participation,	 (2)	 process	 safety
information,	 (3)	 process	 hazards	 analysis,	 (4)	 operating	 procedures,(5)	 training,	 (6)	 contractors,	 (7)	 pre-startup
safety	 review,	 (8)	 mechanical	 integrity,	 (9)	 hot	 work	 permits,	 (10)	 management	 of	 change,	 (11)	 incident
investigation,	(12)	emergency	planning	and	response,	(13)	audits,	and	(14)	trade	secrets.	While	these	14	elements
are	contained	within	the	CCPS	20	elements,	the	OSHA	regulation	has	legal	authority.
10OSHA	1919.119,	Process	Safety	Management	(1992).	www.osha.gov.

The	20	CCPS	RBPS	elements	are	described	here:11

11AICHE/CCPS	online	glossary,	www.aiche.org,	accessed	October	27,	2017.

Element	 1—Process	 Safety	 Culture:	 A	 positive	 environment	 in	 which	 employees	 at	 all	 levels	 are
committed	 to	process	safety.	This	starts	at	 the	highest	 levels	of	 the	organization	and	 is	 shared	by	all.
Process	safety	leaders	nurture	this	process.	(See	Section	1-3,	“Safety	Culture.”)

Element	 2—Compliance	 with	 Standards:	 Applicable	 regulations,	 standards,	 codes,	 and	 other
requirements	 issued	 by	 national,	 state/provincial,	 and	 local	 governments;	 consensus	 standards
organizations;	 and	 the	 company	 itself.	 Interpretation	 and	 implementation	 of	 these	 requirements.
Includes	development	activities	for	corporate,	consensus,	and	governmental	standards.	(See	Section	1-
10,	“Codes,	Standards,	and	Regulations.”)

Element	 3—Process	 Safety	 Competency:	 Skills	 and	 resources	 that	 the	 company	 needs	 to	 have	 in	 the
right	places	 to	manage	 its	process	hazards.	Verification	 that	 the	company	collectively	has	 these	skills
and	resources.	Application	of	this	information	in	succession	planning	and	management	of	organizational
change.

Element	 4—Workforce	 Involvement:	 Broad	 involvement	 of	 operating	 and	 maintenance	 personnel	 in
process	 safety	 activities,	 to	make	 sure	 that	 lessons	 learned	 by	 the	 people	 closest	 to	 the	 process	 are
considered	and	addressed.

Element	 5—Stakeholder	 Outreach:	 A	 process	 for	 identifying,	 engaging,	 and	 maintaining	 good
relationships	 with	 appropriate	 external	 stakeholder	 groups.	 This	 would	 include	 the	 surrounding
community,	 suppliers	 of	 raw	materials,	 customers,	 government	 agencies	 and	 regulators,	 professional
societies,	contractors,	and	more.

Element	6—Process	Knowledge	Management:	The	assembly	and	management	of	all	information	needed
to	perform	process	safety	activities.	Verification	of	 the	accuracy	of	 this	 information.	Confirmation	that
this	information	is	correct	and	up-to-date.	This	information	must	be	readily	available	to	those	who	need
it	to	safely	perform	their	jobs.

Element	7—Hazard	 Identification	and	Risk	Analysis:	 Identification	of	process	safety	hazards	and	 their



potential	 consequences.	Definition	of	 the	 risks	posed	by	 these	hazard	 scenarios.	Recommendations	 to
reduce	 or	 eliminate	 hazards,	 reduce	 potential	 consequences,	 and	 reduce	 frequency	 of	 occurrence.
Analysis	may	be	qualitative	or	quantitative,	depending	on	the	level	of	risk.

Element	 8—Operating	 Procedures:	Written	 instructions	 for	 a	 manufacturing	 operation	 that	 describes
how	the	operation	is	to	be	carried	out	safely,	explaining	the	consequences	of	deviation	from	procedures,
describing	key	safeguards,	and	addressing	special	situations	and	emergencies.

Element	9—Safe	Work	Practices:	Procedures	to	safely	maintain	and	repair	equipment,	such	as	permits
to	work,	line	breaking,	and	hot	work	permits.	This	applies	to	nonroutine	operations.

Element	 10—Asset	 Integrity	 and	 Reliability:	 Activities	 to	 ensure	 that	 important	 equipment	 remains
suitable	 for	 its	 intended	 purpose	 throughout	 its	 service.	 Includes	 proper	 selection	 of	 materials	 of
construction;	inspection,	testing,	and	preventive	maintenance;	and	design	for	maintainability.

Element	11—Contractor	Management:	Practices	to	ensure	that	contract	workers	can	perform	their	jobs
safely,	and	that	contracted	services	do	not	add	to	or	increase	facility	operational	risks.

Element	 12—Training	 and	Performance	Assurance:	 Practical	 instruction	 in	 job	 and	 task	 requirements
and	 methods	 for	 operation	 and	 maintenance	 workers,	 supervisors,	 engineers,	 leaders,	 and	 process
safety	professionals.	Verification	that	the	trained	skills	are	being	practiced	proficiently.

Element	13—Management	of	Change:	Process	of	reviewing	and	authorizing	proposed	changes	to	facility
design,	operations,	organization,	or	activities	prior	to	implementing	them,	and	ensuring	that	the	process
safety	information	is	updated	accordingly.

Element	14—Operational	Readiness:	Evaluation	of	 the	process	before	 startup	or	 restart	 to	ensure	 the
process	can	be	safely	started.	Applies	 to	restart	of	 facilities	after	being	shut	down	or	 idled	as	well	as
after	process	changes	and	maintenance.	Also	applies	to	startup	of	new	facilities.

Element	15—Conduct	of	Operations:	Means	by	which	the	management	and	operational	 tasks	required
for	 process	 safety	 are	 carried	 out	 in	 a	 deliberate,	 faithful,	 and	 structured	manner.	Managers	 ensure
workers	carry	out	the	required	tasks	and	prevent	deviations	from	expected	performance.

Element	 16—Emergency	 Management:	 Plans	 for	 possible	 emergencies	 that	 define	 actions	 in	 an
emergency;	 resources	 to	 execute	 those	 actions;	 practice	 drills;	 continuous	 improvement;	 training	 or
informing	 employees,	 contractors,	 neighbors,	 and	 local	 authorities;	 and	 communications	 with
stakeholders	in	the	event	that	an	incident	does	occur.

Element	17—Incident	Investigation:	Process	of	reporting,	tracking,	and	investigating	incidents	and	near
misses	to	identify	root	causes;	taking	corrective	actions;	evaluating	incident	trends;	and	communicating
lessons	learned.

Element	18—Measurement	and	Metrics:	Leading	and	lagging	indicators	of	process	safety	performance,
including	 incident	 and	 near-miss	 rates	 as	 well	 as	 metrics	 that	 show	 how	 well	 key	 process	 safety
elements	 are	 being	performed.	 This	 information	 is	 used	 to	 drive	 improvement	 in	 process	 safety.	 (See
Section	1-6,	“Safety	Metrics.”)

Element	 19—Auditing:	 Periodic	 critical	 review	 of	 process	 safety	management	 system	 performance	 by
auditors	 not	 assigned	 to	 the	 site	 to	 identify	 gaps	 in	 performance	 and	 identify	 improvement
opportunities,	and	track	closure	of	these	gaps	to	completion.

Element	20—Management	Review	and	Continuous	Improvement:	The	practice	of	managers	at	all	levels
of	 setting	 process	 safety	 expectations	 and	 goals	 with	 their	 staff	 and	 reviewing	 performance	 and
progress	toward	those	goals.	May	take	place	in	a	staff	or	“leadership	team”	meeting	or	on	a	one-on-one
basis.	May	be	facilitated	by	process	safety	leader	but	is	owned	by	the	line	manager.

Table	1-19	presents	common	chemical	plant	activities	associated	with	each	of	 the	20	elements.	When	a	chemical
plant	incident	occurs,	the	incident	investigation	usually	finds	deficiencies	in	many	of	the	elements.	The	20	elements
provide	 a	 comprehensive	 management	 system	 to	 handle	 risks|in	 chemical	 plants	 and	 other	 facilities.	 All	 of	 the
elements	 are	 important,	 and	 all	 must	 be	 given	 adequate	 consideration.	 Chemical	 engineers	 are	 involved	 in	 all
aspects	of	the	20	elements.

Table	1-19	Typical	Activities	Associated	with	the	20	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	(RBPS)	Elements

1.	 Process	safety	culture

Develop	or	deploy	corporate	process	safety	culture	programs.

Identify	process	safety	culture	issues	and	influence	corporate	changes.

Maintain	a	strong	process	safety	culture	among	team	members.



Conduct	formal	assessments	to	identify	gaps	and	recommend	improvements	in	the	process	safety	culture.

2.	 Compliance	with	standards

Interpret	or	apply	standards	for	internal	use.

Participate	in	standards	development.

Develop	a	system	to	identify	standards	and	uniformly	administer	and	maintain	the	information.

3.	 Process	safety	competency

Develop	a	training	program	to	increase	workers’	level	of	competency.

Develop	competency	profiles	for	critical	process	safety	positions.

Evaluate	a	unit	to	determine	gaps	in	competency.

4.	 Workforce	involvement

Develop,	lead,	or	participate	in	organizing	workforce	involvement	efforts	at	the	corporate,	business,	plant,	or	
unit	level.

As	a	supervisor,	regularly	lead	discussions	around	process	safety	concerns	or	issues	with	operating	
personnel.

As	a	worker,	provide	constructive	feedback	aimed	at	improving	process	safety	and	track	feedback	to	
resolution.

5.	 Stakeholder	outreach

Lead	community	action	panel	(CAP)	meetings.

Work	with	the	local	community	to	create	an	area	CAP	and	facilitate	meetings.

Develop	site	or	corporate	practices	or	standards	to	coordinate	and	manage	major	off-site	accident	risks,	to	
include	communications	with	stakeholders.

Coordinate	an	emergency	response	simulation	or	drill	in	the	community.

6.	 Process	knowledge	management

Validate	existing	Process	and	Instrument	Diagrams	(P&IDs)	with	actual	plant	configuration.

Develop	safe	operating	limits	and	consequences	of	deviations	for	a	process	unit.

Update	process	safety	knowledge	following	management	of	change	(MOC).

Write	internal	standards	for	the	company.

Develop	a	database	of	relief	devices.

7.	 Hazard	identification	and	risk	analysis

Develop	and/or	implement	corporate	methods	and	procedures	for	hazards	analysis	and	risk	assessment.

Develop	consequence	assessment	simulations.

Lead	or	participate	in	process	hazards	analysis	(PHA).

8.	 Operating	procedures



Write	or	revise	operating	procedures	to	make	them	clearer	and	more	usable.

Review	and	update	operational	procedures	for	a	site.

Identify	safe	operating	limits	for	a	process.

9.	 Safe	work	practices

Participate	in	confined-space	operations.

Certify	confined-space	operations	attendants.

Participate	in	or	develop	and	audit	line	breaking	and/or	lock-out/tag-out	(LOTO)	procedures.

Develop	a	corporate	work	permit	policy.

Audit	and/or	improve	safe	work	practices.

10.	 Asset	integrity	and	reliability

Review	and	assess	data	from	inspections;	draw	conclusions	and	make	recommendations.

Develop	or	implement	practices,	procedures,	and	strategies	to	manage	the	integrity	in	a	facility,	site,	or	
company.

Research	published	corrosion	rates	to	provide	general	guidance	for	developing	specifications.

11.	 Contractor	management

Audit	contractors	for	safety.

Develop	recommendations	and	actions	to	improve	contractor	performance.

Develop	process	safety	requirements	for	hiring	new	site	contractors.

12.	 Training	and	performance	assurance

Develop	process	safety	training	programs.

Provide	oversight	of	corporate	or	site	process	safety	training	program.

Give	or	receive	process	safety	training.

13.	 Management	of	change	(MOC)

Develop	corporate	procedures	for	change	management.

Participate	in	management	of	change	reviews.

Author	MOC	documentation.

Identify	a	site	MOC	coordinator.

14.	 Operational	readiness

Lead	and/or	participate	in	pre-startup	safety	reviews	(PSSR).

Develop	commissioning	and	startup	plans.

Identify	critical	process	safety	information	(PSI)	required	to	operate	safely.

Start	up	a	process	that	is	ready	to	operate.



15.	 Conduct	of	operations

Implement	practices	intended	to	maintain	the	operational	discipline	at	a	facility.

As	a	front-line	worker,	cooperate	with	peers	to	ensure	that	performed	tasks	are	done	exactly	as	prescribed	
over	a	long	period	of	time.

Actively	monitor	and	make	corrective	action	plans	related	to	the	performance	of	process	safety	operating	
tasks.

16.	 Emergency	management

Set	up	or	participate	in	emergency	response	drills	with	community	responders.

Work	with	corporate	officials	to	perform	emergency	drills	or	table-top	drills.

Participate	in	planning	and	addressing	potential	plant	emergencies.

17.	 Incident	investigation

Participate	in	an	accident	investigation.

Manage	accident	investigation	action	items.

Develop	and	implement	corporate	procedures	for	incident	investigation.

18.	 Measurements	and	metrics

Act	as	the	site	lead	for	or	participate	in	collecting	and	reporting	metrics.

Prepare	reports	on	process	safety	metrics.

Develop	and	implement	site	or	company	metrics.

19.	 Auditing

Participate	in	process	safety	audits,	either	as	an	auditor	or	an	audited	party.

Develop	process	safety	audit	methods.

Manage	audit	recommendations	to	ensure	they	are	implemented.

20.	 Management	review	and	continuous	improvement

Participate	in	management	reviews.

Evaluate	results	from	management	reviews	and	proposed/reviewed	recommendations	for	improvement.

Engage	management	to	follow	up	and	close	out	actions	derived	from	management	reviews.

Example	1-3
A	valve	in	a	chemical	plant	is	replaced	by	a	valve	from	the	warehouse.	Unfortunately,	the	warehouse	valve	was
not	constructed	of	 the	same	material	as	 the	original	and	within	a	 few	months	corrosion	caused	the	valve	 to
leak,	causing	a	release	of	toxic	material.	Which	element	of	RBPS	applies	to	this	scenario?

Solution
The	element	most	directly	impacted	is	Element	13,	management	of	change.	Whenever	equipment	is	replaced,
steps	must	be	taken	to	ensure	that	the	replacement	part	has	the	identical	function	as	the	original	part.	Other
elements	 that	 might	 also	 be	 involved	 are	 Element	 1,	 process	 safety	 culture;	 Element	 3,	 process	 safety



competency;	Element	6,	process	knowledge	management;	Element	9,	safe	work	practices;	Element	10,	asset
integrity	 and	 reliability;	 Element	 12,	 training	 and	 performance	 assurance;	 and	 Element	 15,	 conduct	 of
operations.	Can	you	identify	how	all	of	these	other	elements	are	involved?	This	type	of	 incident	would	likely
invoke	a	management	review(Element	20)	to	identify	the	cause	and	take	corrective	action	to	prevent	this	type
of	incident	from	occurring	again.

1-13	Inherently	Safer	Design
Section	1-11,	“Protecting	Against	Hazards:	Safeguards,”	described	how	hazards	are	protected	with	safeguards	 to
prevent	 initiating	events	 from	propagating	 into	more	serious	 incidents	with	consequences.	These	safeguards	add
considerable	 cost	 to	 the	 process	 and	 also	 require	 testing	 and	 maintenance—and	 even	 with	 these	 actions,	 the
safeguards	can	still	fail.
If	we	could	design	a	process	with	fewer	hazards,	then	the	process	would	be	simplified,	and	the	safeguards	reduced.
This	 is	 the	 essence	 of	 inherently	 safer	 design—to	 eliminate	 hazards	 rather	 than	 to	 provide	 complex	 safeguard
hierarchies	 around	 the	 hazards.	 An	 inherently	 safer	 plant	 uses	 the	 elimination	 of	 hazards	 to	 prevent	 accidents
rather	than	depending	on	control	systems,	interlocks,	redundancy,	special	management	systems,	complex	operating
instructions,	or	elaborate	procedures.	Inherently	safer	plants	are	tolerant	of	errors;	are	generally	cost-effective;	and
are	simpler,	easier	to	operate,	and	more	reliable.
Table	1-20	provides	 examples	 of	 the	 four	 inherently	 safer	 design	 strategies:	minimize,	 substitute,	moderate,	 and
simplify.	 Other	 references12	 provide	 more	 detailed	 strategies,	 but	 many	 of	 these	 additional	 strategies	 can	 be
included	in	the	four	shown	in	the	table.	The	four	strategies	listed	in	Table	1-20	are	the	traditional	strategies,	though
they	might	go	by	other	names	(shown	in	parentheses	in	the	table).
12Trevor	Kletz	and	Paul	Amyotte.	Process	Plants:	A	Handbook	for	Inherently	Safer	Design,	2nd	ed.	(Boca	Raton,	FL:	CRC	Press,	2010).

Table	1-20	Inherently	Safer	Design	Strategies

Type Example	applications
Minimize	(intensification) Replace	a	large	batch	reactor	with	a	smaller	continuous	reactor.

Reduce	storage	inventory	of	raw	materials.

Improve	management	and	control	to	reduce	inventory	of	hazardous	
intermediate	chemicals.

Reduce	process	hold-up.
Substitute	(substitution) Use	mechanical	pump	seals	instead	of	packing.

Use	a	welded	pipe	rather	than	a	flanged	pipe.

Use	solvents	that	are	less	hazardous.

Use	chemicals	with	higher	flash	point	temperatures,	boiling	points,	and	
other	less	hazardous	properties.

Use	water	as	a	heat	transfer	fluid	instead	of	hot	oil.
Moderate	(attenuation	and	
limitation	of	effects)

Reduce	process	temperatures	and	pressure.

Use	a	vacuum	to	reduce	the	boiling-point	temperature.

Refrigerate	storage	vessels	to	reduce	the	vapor	pressure	of	liquids.

Dissolve	hazardous	material	in	a	nonhazardous	solvent.

Operate	at	conditions	where	reactor	runaway	is	not	possible.

Locate	control	rooms	remotely	from	the	process	to	reduce	impacts	of	
accidents.

Provide	adequate	separation	distance	from	process	units	to	reduce	impacts	
of	accidents.

Provide	barriers	to	reduce	impacts	of	explosions.

Provide	water	curtains	to	reduce	downwind	concentrations.
Simplify	(simplification	and	error	
tolerance)

Reduce	piping	lengths,	valves,	and	fittings.

Simplify	piping	systems	and	improve	ability	to	follow	the	pipes	within	them.



Design	equipment	layout	for	easy	and	safe	operation	and	maintenance.

Select	equipment	that	requires	less	maintenance.

Select	equipment	with	higher	reliability.

Label	process	equipment—including	pipelines—for	easy	identification	and	
understanding.

Design	control	panels	and	displays	that	are	easy	to	comprehend.

Design	alarm	systems	to	provide	the	operators	with	critical	information.

The	minimize	 strategy	 entails	 reducing	 the	 hazards	 by	 using	 smaller	 quantities	 of	 hazardous	 materials	 in	 the
process.	When	possible,	hazardous	materials	should	be	produced	and	consumed	on	site—this	minimizes	the	storage
and	transportation	of	hazardous	raw	materials	and	intermediates.
The	 substitute	 strategy	 entails	 replacing	 hazardous	 materials	 with	 less	 hazardous	 materials.	 For	 example,	 a
nonflammable	solvent	could	replace	a	flammable	solvent.
The	moderate	strategy	entails	using	hazardous	materials	under	less	hazardous	conditions.	This	includes	using	these
materials	 at	 lower	 temperatures	 and	 pressures.	 Other	 approaches	 include	 (1)	 refrigeration	 to	 lower	 vapor
pressures,	(2)	diluting	solutions	to	a	lower	concentration,	and	(3)	using	larger	particle-sized	solids	to	reduce	dust
explosions,	to	name	a	few.
The	 simplify	 strategy	 is	 based	 on	 the	 fact	 that	 simpler	 plants	 are	 friendlier	 than	 complex	 plants,	 because	 they
provide	fewer	opportunities	for	error	and	because	they	contain	less	equipment	that	can	cause	problems.	Often,	the
complexity	 in	 a	 process	 is	 driven	 by	 the	 need	 to	 add	 equipment	 and	 automation	 to	 control	 the	 hazards.
Simplification	reduces	the	opportunities	for	errors	and	mis-operation.
In	 the	 strictest	 sense,	 inherently	 safer	 design	 applies	 only	 to	 the	 elimination	 of	 hazards.	 Some	 of	 the	 inherently
safer	design	strategies	shown	in	Table	1-20	treat	hazards	by	making	the	hazard	less	intense	or	less	likely	to	occur.
For	instance,	simplifying	a	complex	piping	system	reduces	the	frequency	of	leaks	and	operator	error,	but	does	not
completely	 eliminate	 the	 hazard—the	 remaining	 pipes	 and	 valves	 can	 still	 leak.	 The	 inherently	 safer	 design
strategies	that	eliminate	the	hazard	are	called	first-order	strategies,	whereas	strategies	that	make	the	hazard	less
intense	or	less	likely	to	occur	are	called	second-order	strategies.
Although	 inherently	 safer	design	 should	be	applied	at	 every	point	 in	a	process	 life	 cycle,	 the	potential	 for	major
improvements	is	the	greatest	at	the	earliest	stages	of	process	development.	At	these	early	stages,	process	engineers
and	chemists	have	the	maximum	degree	of	freedom	in	the	selection	of	the	reaction,	chemicals,	process	technology,
and	plant	design	and	process	specifications.
Inherently	safer	design	can	significantly	reduce	the	hazards	in	a	process,	but	it	can	go	only	so	far.	Many	chemicals
and	products	are	used	precisely	because	of	their	hazardous	properties.	For	instance,	if	gasoline	is	the	product,	then
flammability	is	the	necessary	hazardous	property	for	this	product—this	hazard	cannot	be	eliminated.
After	we	have	applied	inherently	safer	design	as	much	as	possible,	we	can	use	a	hierarchy	of	management	systems
to	 control	 the	 remaining	 hazards,	 as	 shown	 in	 Table	 1-21.	 Inherently	 safer	 design	 appears	 at	 the	 top	 of	 the
hierarchy	and	should	be	the	first	approach,	 followed	by	passive,	active,	and	procedural	strategies.	The	strategies
closer	to	the	top	of	Table	1-21	are	more	robust	than	the	lower	strategies	and	should	be	preferred.

Table	 1-21	 Hierarchy	 of	 Process	 Risk	Management	 Strategies.	 The	 strategies	 at	 the	 top	 of	 the	 table	 are	more
robust
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Emphasis Examples

In
he
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nt

See	Table	1-20. Minimize	(intensification).

Substitute	(substitution).

Moderate	(attenuation	and	limitation	of	
effects).

Simplify	(simplification	and	error	tolerance).
Pa
ssi
ve

Minimizes	the	hazard	through	process	and	equipment	
design	features	that	reduce	either	the	frequency	or	the	
consequence	without	the	active	functioning	of	any	device.

Using	equipment	with	a	higher	pressure	
rating	than	the	maximum	possible	pressure.

Blast	walls	around	process	equipment	to	
reduce	blast	overpressures.

Dikes	around	storage	vessels	to	contain	spills.

Separation	of	equipment	from	occupied	
buildings	and	other	locations	where	personnel	
may	be	present.

Ac
tiv

Requires	an	active	response.	These	systems	are	commonly	
referred	to	as	engineering	controls,	although	human	

Alarms,	with	operator	response.



tiv
e

referred	to	as	engineering	controls,	although	human	
intervention	is	also	included. Process	control	system,	including	basic	

process	control	systems,	safety	instrumented	
systems,	and	safety	instrumented	functions.

Sprinklers	and	water	deluge	systems.

Pressure	relief	devices.

Inerting	and	purging	systems.

Water	curtains	to	knock	down	gas	releases.

Flares.
Pr
oc
ed
ur
al

Based	on	an	established	or	official	way	of	doing	something.	
These	are	commonly	referred	to	as	administrative	controls.

Policies.

Operating	procedures.

Safe	work	practices,	such	as	lock-out/tag-out,	
vessel	entry,	and	hot	work.

Emergency	response	procedures.

Training.

Active	safeguards	require	 the	physical	motion	or	activity	 in	 the	performance	of	 the	equipment’s	 function;	a	valve
opening	or	 closing	 is	 an	example.	A	passive	 safeguard	 is	hardware	 that	 is	not	physically	 actuated	 to	perform	 its
function;	 dikes	 around	 storage	 vessels	 are	 an	 example.	 Procedural	 safeguards,	 often	 called	 administrative
safeguards,	 are	 administrative	 or	 management	 safeguards	 that	 do	 not	 directly	 involve	 hardware;	 an	 operating
procedure	is	an	example.
One	potential	problem	with	 inherently	safer	design	 is	 risk	shifting.	That	 is,	application	of	 inherently	safer	design
strategies	 might	 shift	 the	 risk	 from	 one	 population	 to	 another.	 For	 example,	 one	 company	 used	 a	 highly	 toxic
chemical	as	a	catalyst	 in	a	process.	The	chemical	was	highly	effective	and	was	 recycled	with	 little	make-up.	The
company	decided	to	replace	the	highly	toxic	catalyst	with	one	that	was	considerably	less	toxic—an	inherently	safer
approach	by	substitution.	The	 less	 toxic	catalyst	required	a	substantial	amount	of	make-up,	necessitating	regular
and	substantial	truck	shipments.	While	the	risk	to	the	company’s	employees	was	reduced,	the	risk	to	the	community
was	increased	due	to	the	truck	shipments	along	municipal	roads.
Environmental	 impacts	 should	 also	 be	 considered	 in	 inherently	 safer	 designs.	 A	 classic	 example	 of	 this	 is
refrigeration	systems.	In	the	very	early	days	of	refrigeration,	ammonia	was	used	as	a	refrigerant.	Ammonia	is	toxic,
and	 leaks	 of	 this	 gas	 can	 affect	 both	 employees	 and	 the	 surrounding	 communities.	 Later,	 chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs)	were	developed	to	replace	ammonia.	Since	these	refrigerants	are	not	toxic,	CFCs	were	inherently	safer	than
ammonia.	However,	in	the	1970s,	CFCs	were	found	to	deplete	the	ozone	layer.	Hydrochlorofluorocarbons	(HCFCs)
were	used	 for	a	 short	period	 since	 these	had	 less	 impact	on	 the	environment.	More	 recently,	many	 refrigeration
systems	have	returned	to	ammonia	as	a	preferred	refrigerant	primarily	to	reduce	environmental	impacts.

Example	1-4
Carbon	tetrachloride	was	originally	used	as	a	dry-cleaning	fluid	and	was	very	effective.	In	the	1950s,	carbon
tetrachloride	was	 phased	 out	 and	 replaced	 by	 perchloroethylene	 (PERC).	 Today,	 other	 alternatives,	 such	 as
carbon	dioxide,	are	being	considered.	Why?

Solution
Carbon	tetrachloride	worked	very	well	as	a	dry-cleaning	fluid.	However,	it	has	high	toxicity	and	can	damage
the	liver,	kidneys,	and	central	nervous	system.	It	is	a	possible	carcinogen,	and	repeated	exposure	to	the	vapors
by	the	dry-cleaning	workers	and	customers	resulted	in	adverse	health	effects.
PERC	is	also	a	possible	carcinogen	and	can	affect	the	liver	and	kidneys.	It	can	result	in	adverse	health	effects,
albeit	not	as	severe	as	the	effects	associated	with	carbon	tetrachloride.
Other	dry-cleaning	alternatives,	 such	as	 carbon	dioxide,	 silicones,	 and	propylene	glycol	 ethers,	 are	possible
replacements,	but	they	have	higher	costs.	Their	use	demonstrates	inherently	safer	design	by	substitution	of	a
hazardous	material	with	one	less	hazardous.

1-14	The	Worst	Chemical	Plant	Tragedy:	Bhopal,	India,	198413
13John	F.	Murphy,	Dennis	Hendershot,	Scott	Berger,	Angela	E.	Summers,	and	Ronald	J.	Willey.	“Bhopal	Revisited.”	Process	Safety	Progress,	33,
no.	4	(2014):	310–313.

The	Bhopal,	 India,	 tragedy	 occurred	 on	December	 3,	 1984,	 in	 a	 pesticide	 plant	 jointly	 owned	 by	Union	Carbide
(USA)	and	 its	affiliate	Union	Carbide	India	Limited	(UCIL).	More	than	2500	 lives	were	 lost	due	to	 inhalation	and
exposure	to	methyl	isocyanate	(MIC)	vapor	released	from	the	plant.	Another	200,000	people	suffered	various	levels
of	 exposure,	with	 the	 adverse	 effects	 ranging	 from	blindness	 to	 nausea.	Many	 people	who	 survived	 the	 incident
suffered	from	severe	health	effects	for	the	rest	of	their	lives.



MIC	 was	 used	 as	 an	 intermediate	 chemical	 in	 pesticide	 production	 and	 was	 stored	 on-site.	 This	 compound	 is
reactive,	toxic,	volatile,	and	flammable.	The	maximum	exposure	concentration	of	MIC	for	workers	over	an	8-hour
period	is	0.02	ppm	(parts	per	million).	Individuals	exposed	to	concentrations	greater	than	21	ppm	experience	severe
irritation	of	the	nose	and	throat.	Death	at	larger	concentrations	of	MIC	vapor	is	due	to	respiratory	distress.
MIC	demonstrates	a	number	of	other	hazardous	physical	properties.	Its	boiling	point	at	atmospheric	conditions	is
39.1°C,	and	its	vapor	pressure	is	348	mm	Hg	at	20°C.	The	vapor	is	about	twice	as	heavy	as	air,	meaning	that	the
vapors	 stay	 close	 to	 the	 ground	 once	 released.	 In	 addition,	MIC	 reacts	 exothermically	with	water.	 Although	 the
reaction	 rate	 is	 slow,	with	 inadequate	 cooling	 the	 temperature	will	 increase	and	 the	MIC	will	 begin	 to	boil.	MIC
storage	tanks	are	typically	refrigerated	to	prevent	this.
At	the	time	of	the	MIC	release,	the	Bhopal	plant	was	under	extreme	financial	pressure.	It	was	able	to	sell	only	about
one-third	of	 its	design	capacity	on	 the	 Indian	market.	 In	 June	1984,	 the	plant’s	managers	decided	to	 turn	off	 the
refrigeration	system	on	the	15,000-gallon	liquid	MIC	storage	tank	in	an	effort	to	reduce	costs.	A	flare	system	was
also	present	to	burn	any	MIC	vapors	from	the	storage	tank,	but	the	flare	was	taken	out	of	service	several	weeks
prior	to	the	incident	due	to	a	corroded	pipeline.	A	sodium	hydroxide	(NaOH)	scrubber	system	was	also	present	to
handle	small	releases,	but	it	had	been	taken	out	of	service	for	cost	savings.	With	the	shutdown	of	the	refrigeration
system,	 flare,	 and	 scrubber,	 no	mitigative	 safeguards	 remained	 between	 the	MIC	 storage	 tank	 and	 the	 external
environment.
The	 area	 around	 the	 plant	was	 zoned	 for	 industrial	 use.	However,	 the	 siting	 of	 a	major	 chemical	manufacturing
plant	at	the	city’s	edge	created	a	large	opportunity	for	employment.	Several	shanty	towns	were	built	immediately
adjacent	 to	 the	plant	and	were	 inhabited	by	more	 than	30,000	people.	Zoning	 laws	were	 in	place	 to	prevent	 the
establishment	of	 such	 shanty	 towns,	but	 local	politicians	 looked	 the	other	way	 regarding	 the	enforcement	of	 the
zoning	laws.
The	incident	was	initiated	by	water	contamination	of	the	15,000-gallon	liquid	MIC	storage	tank.	Many	theories	have
been	proposed	 to	explain	how	this	happened,	but	 there	 is	no	publicly	available	evidence	confirming	any	of	 these
theories.	The	water	caused	the	MIC	to	heat	up	and	boil.	The	pressure	in	the	storage	tank	increased	until	the	relief
system	 opened,	 discharging	 the	MIC	 vapors	 directly	 into	 the	 air.	 The	 temperature	 of	 the	MIC	 in	 the	 vessel	was
reported	to	reach	100°C—well	above	its	boiling	point.	An	estimated	25	tons	of	toxic	MIC	vapor	was	released.	The
incident	occurred	during	the	night	when	most	residents	in	the	adjacent	shanty	towns	were	asleep.	The	toxic	cloud
dispersed	into	the	shanty	town	areas,	with	tragic	consequences:	The	residents	of	the	shanty	towns	suffered	many	of
the	deaths	and	the	severest	of	injuries	during	the	MIC	release.
Prior	to	the	incident,	Union	Carbide	was	viewed	as	a	large,	well-respected,	high-tech	American	company.	In	1980,
its	annual	sales	totaled	$9	billion.	The	company	had	116,000	employees	at	500	sites.	It	had	successfully	operated
the	Oak	Ridge	National	Lab	 for	40	 years—a	very	 important	 facility	 for	 the	U.S.	nuclear	program.	Union	Carbide
produced	many	well-recognized	consumer	products,	 including	Eveready	batteries,	Prestone	antifreeze,	and	Linde
gases.	Graduating	chemical	engineers	considered	Union	Carbide	a	“must	interview”	company	and	a	very	desirable
employer.
Before	the	incident,	Union	Carbide	stock	traded	for	a	price	between	$50	and	$58.	In	early	1985,	after	the	Bhopal
incident,	the	stock	price	dropped	to	$32	to	$40.	Union	Carbide	also	became	the	target	of	a	hostile	takeover	by	GAF
Corporation.	 To	 repel	 this	 takeover,	 Union	 Carbide	 was	 forced	 to	 sell	 its	 consumer	 products	 division—its	 most
profitable	division.	In	1986,	the	company	sold	assets	worth	$3.3	billion	to	repurchase	38.3	million	shares	of	stock	in
an	effort	to	protect	the	company	from	further	takeovers.	It	was	able	to	retain	its	commodity	chemicals	division.
In	February	1989,	 the	Supreme	Court	of	 India	mediated	payment	of	$470	million	 from	Union	Carbide	and	Union
Carbide	India.	Union	Carbide	paid	the	settlement	within	10	days	of	the	order.
The	downward	spiral	of	Union	Carbide	continued	until	 the	remaining	assets	were	purchased	by	Dow	Chemical	 in
1999.	The	Bhopal	incident	was	the	beginning	of	the	end	for	Union	Carbide.
In	March	1985,	the	AICHE,	responding	to	industry	concerns	about	the	Bhopal	 incident	and	chemical	plant	safety,
established	the	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	According	to	the	Center,	CCPS	is	“dedicated	to	improving	the
ability	of	engineers	to	deal	with	process	hazards.”	Today,	CCPS	is	a	world	leader	in	chemical	process	safety.
The	 Bhopal	 incident	 also	 resulted	 in	 a	 considerable	 number	 of	 industry	 initiatives	 and	 government	 regulations
related	to	process	safety.	Clearly,	incidents	have	a	lasting	impact	on	the	reputation	of	the	chemical	industry	and	can
change	the	practice	of	chemical	engineering	forever.
Root	causes	are	defined	as	“failures	…	that	lead	to	an	unsafe	act	or	condition	resulting	in	[an]	accident.”14	For	any
accident,	there	are	typically	multiple	root	causes.	If	any	of	those	root	causes	did	not	occur,	then	the	accident	would
not	have	occurred.	For	the	Bhopal	incident,	the	immediate	root	cause	of	the	incident	was	the	presence	of	water	in
the	MIC	storage	tank.Several	other	root	causes	occurred,	including	turning	off	the	refrigeration	system,	the	flare,
and	the	NaOH	scrubber	system.	If	a	detailed	incident	report	were	publicly	available,	other	root	causes	would	likely
be	identified.	Although	no	official,	publicly	available,	and	detailed	report	of	the	Bhopal	incident	was	ever	published,
publicly	 available	 information	 suggests	 almost	 all	 of	 the	 20	 elements	 of	 RBPS,	 as	 shown	 in	 Table	 1-18,	 were
involved.
14AICHE/CCPS	glossary,	accessed	November	27,	2017.

Example	1-5
For	the	Bhopal	incident,	identify	the	hazard(s),	the	initiating	event,	enabling	conditions,	conditional	modifiers,
and	safeguards.	Also	determine	whether	the	safeguards	were	preventive	or	mitigative.

Solution
The	 hazard	 of	 the	 Bhopal	 incident	 was	 the	 large	 quantity	 of	 toxic	MIC	 present	 in	 the	 storage	 vessel.	 The
initiating	event	 for	 the	 incident	was	 the	 introduction	of	water	 into	 the	MIC	storage	 tank,	which	caused	 the
temperature	of	the	MIC	to	increase	to	its	boiling	point.	The	enabling	condition	was	the	large	quantity	of	MIC
in	the	storage	vessel.
There	were	many	conditional	modifiers,	 including	 the	presence	of	 the	shanty	 town	around	 the	plant	and	 its



large	population.	Also,	the	incident	occurred	at	night	when	everyone	was	asleep,	and	the	weather	conditions
were	such	that	 there	was	 little	wind	to	rapidly	 transport	and	disperse	 the	vapors.	Emergency	response	was
nonexistent,	 including	 emergency	 response	 in	 the	 community.	 These	 conditional	 modifiers	 did	 not	 directly
cause	the	incident,	but	they	resulted	in	increased	consequences	of	the	incident.
The	safeguards	were	the	refrigeration	unit,	flare,	and	scrubber.	None	of	these	were	functioning	at	the	time	of
the	 incident.	 The	 refrigeration	 unit	 was	 designed	 to	 keep	 the	MIC	 cool	 and	 below	 its	 normal	 boiling	 point
under	normal	storage	conditions.	It	is	not	known	if	it	had	adequate	capacity	to	handle	the	exothermic	reaction
due	 to	 the	presence	of	water.	Under	normal	 circumstances,	 the	 refrigeration	unit	was	preventive.	The	 flare
was	designed	to	handle	the	vapors	from	the	storage	vessel;	it	was	mitigative.	It	is	not	clear	if	it	could	handle
the	 full	 vapors	 from	 the	 boiling	MIC.	 The	NaOH	 scrubber	was	 designed	 only	 for	 routine	 releases	 from	 the
storage	 vessel—most	 likely	due	 to	 filling	of	 the	 vessel	 and	 thermal	 expansion	of	 the	 liquid.	 It	was	probably
mitigative.

1-15	Overview	of	Chemical	Process	Safety
Process	 safety	 includes	 hazard	 identification	 and	 evaluation,	 as	well	 as	 risk	 analysis.	 It	 can	 be	 simplified	 to	 the
following	questions:

1.	 What	are	the	hazards?
2.	 What	can	go	wrong	and	how?
3.	 How	bad	can	it	be?
4.	 How	often	can	it	happen?
5.	 What	is	the	risk?
6.	 How	do	we	control	and	manage	this?

Question	1	is	discussed	in	Chapter	2,	Toxicology;	Chapter	3,	Industrial	Hygiene;	Chapter	6,	Fires	and	Explosions;
Chapter	8,	Chemical	Reactivity;	and	Chapter	11,	Hazards	Identification.	Questions	2	and	3	are	discussed	in	Chapter
4,	Source	Models;	Chapter	5,	Toxic	Release	and	Dispersion	Models;	Chapter	6,	Fires	and	Explosions;	and	Chapter
12,	Risk	Assessment.	Questions	4,	5,	6,	and	7	are	discussed	in	Chapter	12,	Risk	Assessment.
Chapters	7,	9,	10,	and	13	focus	on	systems	designed	to	prevent	specific	types	of	incidents.	Chapter	7,	Concepts	to
Prevent	Fires	and	Explosions,	discusses	common	fire	and	explosion	prevention	methods.	Chapter	9,	Introduction	to
Reliefs,	and	Chapter	10,	Relief	Sizing,	discuss	the	primary	method	to	protect	process	systems	from	the	damaging
effects	 of	 high	 pressure.	 Chapter	 13,	 Safety	 Procedures	 and	 Designs,	 presents	 incident	 prevention	 systems	 in
general.
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Problems
1-1.	Engineering	ethics:	Write	an	essay	on	why	you	think	safety	(and	process	safety)	is	an	important	part	of	any
engineering	ethics	statement.
1-2.	Classify	the	following	from	0	to	5	based	on	the	hierarchy	of	safety	programs	provided	in	Table	1-3.	Explain
why.

a.	 The	company	and	plant	executive	teams	are	very	receptive	to	any	safety	suggestions	and	the	suggestions	are
reviewed	and	implemented	on	a	timely	basis.

b.	 A	change	is	made	in	a	laboratory	apparatus	after	a	valve	has	leaked.
c.	 A	change	is	made	in	a	laboratory	apparatus	after	a	JSA	review	is	completed.
d.	 The	faculty	member	in	charge	of	a	laboratory	has	very	little	knowledge	about	safety.
e.	 The	faculty	member	in	charge	of	a	laboratory	states	that	“Safety	is	very	important!”	but	does	nothing	after	a

small	accident.
f.	 The	company	uses	several	leading	safety	metrics	to	assess	its	safety	program.
g.	 The	laboratory	meets	all	the	rules	in	the	safety	manual.
h.	 The	faculty	member	in	charge	of	a	laboratory	states	that	the	safety	program	is	interfering	with	the	research

efforts.
i.	 The	laboratory	is	a	mess.
1-3.	Safety	culture:	Classify	the	following	activities	as	either	strengthening	or	weakening	process	safety
culture.	Explain	why.

a.	 The	plant	manager	 schedules	an	 important	 safety	meeting	 that	everyone	must	attend.	At	 the	meeting,	 the
plant	manager	 introduces	 a	 person	 from	 corporate	 safety	 and	 then	 excuses	 himself,	 stating	 that	 he	 has	 a
more	important	meeting	to	attend	elsewhere.

b.	 The	 faculty	member	 in	 charge	 of	 a	 research	 lab	 states	 that	 not	 everyone	 in	 the	 laboratory	 needs	 to	wear
safety	 glasses—only	 people	who	 are	 doing	 hazardous	 operations.	 Visitors	 also	 do	 not	 need	 to	wear	 safety
glasses.

c.	 The	faculty	member	in	charge	of	a	research	laboratory	states	that	“No	work	is	ever	done	in	a	clean	lab!”
d.	 The	faculty	member	in	charge	of	a	research	laboratory	states	that	his	students—not	him—are	in	charge	of	the

safety	program	and	does	little	else.
e.	 The	plant	manager	institutes	a	suggestion	box	for	safety	ideas,	and	these	ideas	are	discussed	and	resolved	at

the	required	safety	meeting.
f.	 A	suggestion	box	for	safety	ideas	is	implemented,	but	it	takes	the	plant	management	many	months	to	respond

to	the	suggestions.
g.	 A	 research	 laboratory	 requires	 safety	 glasses,	 but	 the	workers	 in	 the	 lab	must	 purchase	 their	 own	 safety

glasses.
h.	 A	 research	 laboratory	 requires	 safety	 glasses.	 The	 safety	 glasses	 are	 provided	 but	 are	 available	 only	 in	 a

room	down	the	hallway.
i.	 The	laboratory	safety	manual	has	not	been	reviewed	or	updated	in	many	years.
j.	 The	faculty	member	in	charge	of	a	teaching	lab	tells	the	students	that	they	have	primary	responsibility	for

safety,	 and	 the	 faculty	member	 provides	 the	 training,	 resources,	management	 and	 continuous	 auditing	 to
ensure	that	the	students	are	successful.

1-4.	Individual	and	societal	risk:	For	the	following	cases,	identify	the	primary	risk	population,	classify	the	case
as	involving	individual	risk	and/or	societal	risk,	and	identify	the	risk	as	voluntary	or	involuntary.

a.	 A	worker	does	not	wear	the	required	personal	protective	equipment	for	the	chemicals	being	used.
b.	 A	large	butane	storage	facility	is	built	next	to	a	congested	neighborhood.
c.	 A	person	drives	a	car	from	New	York	to	Los	Angeles.
d.	 A	person	drives	a	car	without	wearing	the	seat	belt.
e.	 A	person	drives	a	car	while	intoxicated.
f.	 An	airplane	is	produced	with	a	manufacturing	defect.
g.	 A	tank	truck	containing	gasoline	is	driven	from	the	refinery	to	the	gas	station	for	unloading.
h.	 An	underground	pipeline	is	routed	through	a	residential	area.
i.	 A	person	climbs	a	cliff	face	solo.
1-5.	Safety	metrics:	Classify	the	following	as	either	leading	or	lagging	safety	metrics.	Explain	why.

a.	 Number	of	reports	of	unsafe	activities	in	a	plant



b.	 Number	of	near-miss	incidents
c.	 Money	spent	on	insurance	claims
d.	 Number	of	visits	to	the	plant	first	aid	facility
e.	 Number	of	process	alarms	that	were	managed	without	incident
f.	 Time	duration	to	complete	maintenance
1-6.	Accident	and	loss	statistics:	Return	to	Example	1-1.	For	parts	(b)	and	(c),	the	length	of	time	for	both	the
hours-based	fatal	injury	rate	and	the	recordable	incidence	rate	was	1	year.	What	time	period	is	required	for	the
hours-based	fatal	injury	rate	and	the	recordable	incidence	rate	to	be	equal	to	the	chemical	manufacturing
rates?
1-7.	Accident	and	loss	statistics:	If	the	U.S.	population	in	2014	was	325	million	people,	calculate	the	deaths	per
100,000	people	from	lightning	strikes	using	the	total	fatalities	from	lightning	in	Table	1-13.	Also	calculate	the
fatality	rate.
1-8.	Use	the	risk	matrix	in	Table	1-14	to	determine	the	risk	level	for	the	Bhopal	incident.	Estimate	the	severity
category,	the	safety	severity	level,	the	likelihood,	and	the	risk	level.
1-9.	Codes,	standards,	and	regulations:	Go	to	the	www.osha.gov	web	site	and	look	up	the	OSHA	regulation	CFR
1910.119:	Process	Safety	Management	of	Highly	Hazardous	Chemicals.	Use	Appendix	A	to	determine	the
threshold	quantities	for	the	following	chemicals.	If	your	plant	site	exceeds	this	threshold	quantity,	then	this
standard	applies.

a.	 Ammonia,	anhydrous
b.	 Chlorine
c.	 Hydrogen	fluoride
d.	 Propylene	oxide
1-10.	Safeguards:	Classify	the	following	safeguards	as	either	preventive	or	mitigative.
a.	 A	safety	instrumented	system	to	shut	down	a	process	if	an	unsafe	operating	condition	occurs.
b.	 A	foam	system	to	reduce	evaporation	from	a	pool	of	leaked	hydrocarbon.
c.	 A	dike	around	a	storage	vessel.
d.	 A	 flow	 limiter	 is	 installed	 on	 a	 feed	 line	 to	 a	 chemical	 reactor	 to	 ensure	 that	 the	 reaction	 rate	 does	 not

exceed	a	maximum	value.
e.	 Covers	are	placed	over	pipe	flanges	to	prevent	liquid	spraying.
f.	 A	containment	pond	is	built	to	collect	any	liquid	runoff	from	a	plant.
g.	 A	relief	device	is	installed	on	a	chemical	reactor	to	protect	the	reactor	vessel	from	the	damaging	effects	of

high	pressure.
h.	 A	containment	system	is	installed	to	collect	the	effluent	from	a	relief	device.
i.	 The	basic	process	control	system.
j.	 An	emergency	alarm	system.
k.	 An	alarm	system	to	notify	the	operator	of	out-of-limits	process	conditions.
l.	 A	gas	chromatograph	is	installed	to	confirm	chemical	concentrations	in	a	process.

m.	 All	plant	operations	personnel	are	given	yearly	emergency	response	training.
1-11.	CCPS	elements:	Classify	the	following	activities	as	being	most	directly	related	to	one	of	the	20	elements
of	RBPS.	Although	many	elements	may	be	involved,	list	only	the	single	most	applicable	element.	An	element
may	be	used	more	than	once.
a.	 The	plant	has	an	open	house	for	the	local	community.
b.	 A	plant-wide	emergency	response	drill	is	completed	once	each	quarter.
c.	 A	wide	selection	of	courses	on	process	safety	are	made	available	to	the	employees,	and	they	are	given	the

time	and	the	motivation	to	enroll	and	complete	the	courses.
d.	 The	plant	manager	demonstrates	a	shared	responsibility	for	the	plant	safety.
e.	 All	contractors	on	site	are	required	to	watch	a	video	with	an	overview	of	the	plant	process	safety	and	may	be

required	to	complete	additional	safety	training	depending	on	the	type	of	work.
f.	 Participation	in	monthly	safety	meetings	is	required	of	all	workers.
g.	 A	 small	 incident	 is	 investigated	 by	 the	 safety	 committee,	 with	 a	 final	 report	 being	 issued	 with

recommendations	and	follow-through.
h.	 A	permit	system	is	developed	to	ensure	that	no	welding	or	open	flames	are	present	when	flammable	liquids

are	handled.
i.	 Critical	safety	instrumentation	is	calibrated	on	a	regular	basis	by	the	instrumentation	personnel.
j.	 The	plant	site	is	audited	on	a	regular	basis	by	the	corporate	safety	personnel.
k.	 Plant	operating	procedures	are	reviewed	and	updated	to	ensure	that	they	conform	to	actual	practice.
l.	 A	management	system	is	developed	to	ensure	that	all	replacement	equipment	is	identical	in	function	to	the



original	equipment.
m.	 When	 the	electrical	 code	changes,	 the	plant	 staff	 reviews	 the	changes	 to	ensure	 that	 the	plant	meets	 the

revised	codes.
n.	 A	hazard	identification	procedure	is	implemented	for	all	existing	processes.
o.	 Technical	documents,	engineering	drawings	and	calculations,	and	equipment	specifications	are	placed	online

for	all	workers	to	use.
p.	 A	shutdown	process	is	verified	to	be	in	a	safe	condition	for	restart.
q.	 A	documented	operations	program	is	established	to	maintain	reliable	worker	performance.
r.	 Leading	and	lagging	metrics	are	established	to	gauge	process	safety	performance.
s.	 An	annual	evaluation	is	developed	to	determine	if	management	systems	are	performing	as	intended.
t.	 Appropriate	information	is	made	available	to	people	who	need	it.
1-12.	Inherently	safer	design:	Which	inherently	safer	design	strategy	applies	to	each	of	the	following?
a.	 A	 flammable	 solvent	 is	 used	 to	 control	 the	 temperature	 in	 a	 reactor.	 The	 solvent	 is	 replaced	 by	 a

nonflammable	solvent.
b.	 A	valve	that	requires	10	turns	to	close	is	replaced	by	a	quarter-turn	valve.
c.	 The	equipment	in	a	process	can	withstand	10	bar	gauge	(barg)	of	pressure	even	though	the	actual	process

operates	normally	at	5	barg.	The	pressure	relief	valve	opening	pressure	is	reduced	from	10	barg	to	8	barg.
d.	 A	 plant	 stores	 a	 large	 quantity	 of	 a	 hazardous	 intermediate	 chemical	 to	 keep	 the	 plant	 operating	 during

upsets	 in	 the	 upstream	 process.	 The	 intermediate	 storage	 is	 eliminated	 and	 the	 process	 reliability	 is
improved	to	prevent	upsets	and	downtime.

e.	 An	alternative	reaction	pathway	is	used	that	involves	less	hazardous	raw	materials.
f.	 The	trays	on	a	distillation	column	are	replaced	by	structured	packing,	which	operates	over	a	wider	range	of

operating	conditions.

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	2.	Toxicology
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are:

1.	 Learn	how	toxicants	enter	and	are	eliminated	from	the	body.
2.	 Understand	effects	of	toxicants,	including	response	to	dose.
3.	 Use	probit	equations	to	determine	response	to	dose.
4.	 Understand	exposure	limits,	such	as	threshold	limit	value	(TLV)	and	permissible	exposure	level	(PEL).

Many	 years	 ago,	 toxicology	was	 defined	 as	 the	 science	 of	 poisons.	 Unfortunately,	 the	word	poison	 could	 not	 be
defined	 adequately.	 Paracelsus,	 an	 early	 investigator	 of	 toxicology	 during	 the	 1500s,	 stated	 the	 problem:	 “All
substances	are	poisons;	there	is	none	which	is	not	a	poison.	The	right	dose	differentiates	a	poison	and	a	remedy.”
Harmless	substances,	such	as	water,	can	become	fatal	if	delivered	to	the	biological	organism	in	large	enough	doses.
A	fundamental	principle	of	toxicology	is	there	are	no	harmless	substances,	only	harmless	ways	of	using	substances.
Today,	 toxicology	 is	 more	 adequately	 defined	 as	 the	 qualitative	 and	 quantitative	 study	 of	 the	 adverse	 effects	 of
toxicants	on	biological	organisms.	A	toxicant	can	be	a	chemical	or	physical	agent,	including	dusts,	fibers,	noise,	and
radiation.	A	good	example	of	a	physical	agent	is	asbestos	fiber,	a	known	cause	of	lung	damage	and	cancer.
The	toxicity	of	a	chemical	or	physical	agent	is	a	property	of	the	agent	describing	its	effect	on	biological	organisms.
The	term	toxic	hazard	describes	the	likelihood	of	damage	to	biological	organisms	based	on	exposure	resulting	from
transport	and	other	physical	factors	of	usage.	The	toxic	hazard	of	a	substance	can	be	reduced	by	the	application	of
appropriate	industrial	hygiene	techniques	(see	Chapter	3).	The	toxicity,	however,	cannot	be	changed.
The	AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety	(CCPS)1	has	more	detailed	definitions	of	these	two	terms:
1AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety	(CCPS)	online	glossary,	www.aiche.org/ccps/resources/glossary.

Toxicity:	 The	 quality,	 state,	 or	 degree	 to	which	 a	 substance	 is	 poisonous	 and/or	may	 chemically	 produce	 an
injurious	or	deadly	effect	upon	introduction	into	a	living	organism.
Toxic	hazard:	A	measure	of	the	danger	posed	to	living	organisms	by	a	toxic	agent,	determined	not	only	by	the
toxicity	of	 the	agent	 itself,	but	also	by	 the	means	by	which	 it	may	be	 introduced	 into	 the	subject	organisms
under	prevailing	conditions.

2-1	How	Toxicants	Enter	the	Body
For	 higher-order	 organisms,	 the	 path	 of	 the	 chemical	 agent	 through	 the	 body	 is	well	 defined.	 After	 the	 toxicant
enters	the	organism,	it	moves	into	the	bloodstream.	From	there,	it	is	either	eventually	eliminated	or	transported	to
the	target	organ.	The	damage	is	exerted	at	the	target	organ.	A	common	misconception	is	that	damage	occurs	in	the
organ	where	the	toxicant	is	most	concentrated.	Lead,	for	instance,	is	stored	in	humans	mostly	in	the	bone	structure,
but	 the	damage	occurs	 in	many	organs.	For	corrosive	chemicals,	 the	damage	 to	 the	organism	can	occur	without
absorption	or	transport	through	the	bloodstream.
Toxicants	enter	biological	organisms	by	the	following	routes:

Ingestion:	through	the	mouth	into	the	stomach
Inhalation:	through	the	mouth	or	nose	into	the	lungs
Injection:	through	cuts	in	the	skin
Dermal	absorption:	through	the	skin	membrane

All	these	entry	routes	can	be	controlled	by	the	application	of	proper	industrial	hygiene	techniques,	summarized	in
Table	2-1.	These	control	 techniques	are	discussed	 in	more	detail	 in	Chapter	3	 on	 industrial	 hygiene.	Of	 the	 four
routes	of	entry,	 the	 inhalation	and	dermal	routes	are	 the	most	significant	 to	 industrial	 facilities.	 Inhalation	 is	 the
easiest	to	quantify	by	the	direct	measurement	of	airborne	concentrations;	the	usual	exposure	is	by	vapor,	but	small
solid	and	liquid	particles	can	also	contribute.

Table	2-1	Entry	Routes	for	Toxicants	and	Methods	for	Control

Entry	route Entry	organ Method	for	control
Ingestion Mouth	or	stomach Enforcement	of	rules	on	eating,	drinking,	and	smoking
Inhalation Mouth	or	nose Ventilation,	respirators,	hoods,	and	other	personal	protection	equipment
Injection Cuts	in	skin Proper	protective	clothing
Dermal	absorption Skin Proper	protective	clothing

Injection,	 inhalation,	 and	 dermal	 absorption	 generally	 result	 in	 the	 toxicant	 entering	 the	 bloodstream	unaltered.
Toxicants	entering	through	ingestion	are	frequently	modified	or	excreted	in	bile.	Toxicants	that	enter	by	injection
and	dermal	absorption	are	difficult	to	measure	and	quantify.	Some	toxicants	are	absorbed	rapidly	through	the	skin.
Figure	2-1	shows	the	expected	blood-level	concentration	as	a	 function	of	 time	and	route	of	entry.	The	blood-level
concentration	depends	on	a	wide	range	of	parameters,	so	large	variations	in	this	behavior	are	expected.	Injection
usually	results	in	the	highest	blood-level	concentration,	followed	by	inhalation,	ingestion,	and	absorption.	The	peak
concentration	generally	occurs	earliest	with	injection,	followed	by	inhalation,	ingestion,	and	absorption.





Figure	2-1	Toxic	blood-level	concentration	as	a	function	of	route	of	exposure.	Wide	variations	are	expected	as
a	result	of	rate	and	extent	of	absorption,	distribution,	biotransformation,	and	excretion.	

The	gastrointestinal	 (GI)	 tract,	 the	skin,	and	the	respiratory	system	play	significant	roles	 in	 the	various	routes	of
entry.

Gastrointestinal	Tract
The	GI	tract	plays	the	most	significant	role	in	toxicants	entering	the	body	through	ingestion.	Food	or	drink	is	the
usual	mechanism	of	exposure.	Airborne	particles	(either	solid	or	 liquid)	can	also	 lodge	in	the	mucus	of	the	upper
respiratory	tract	and	be	swallowed.
The	 rate	 and	 selectivity	 of	 absorption	 by	 the	 GI	 tract	 are	 highly	 dependent	 on	 many	 conditions.	 The	 type	 of
chemical,	its	molecular	weight,	molecule	size	and	shape,	acidity,	susceptibility	to	attack	by	intestinal	flora,	rate	of
movement	through	the	GI	tract,	and	many	other	factors	affect	the	rate	of	absorption.

Skin
The	skin	plays	important	roles	in	both	the	dermal	absorption	and	injection	routes	of	entry.	Injection	includes	both
entry	by	absorption	through	cuts	and	mechanical	injection	with	hypodermic	needles.	Mechanical	injection	can	occur
as	a	result	of	improper	hypodermic	needle	storage	in	a	laboratory	drawer.
The	skin’s	outer	layer—called	the	stratum	corneum—consists	of	dead,	dried	cells	that	are	resistant	to	permeation	by
toxicants.	Absorption	also	occurs	 through	 the	hair	 follicles	and	sweat	glands,	but	 this	 is	normally	negligible.	The
absorption	properties	of	the	skin	vary	as	a	function	of	location	and	the	degree	of	hydration.	The	presence	of	water
increases	the	skin	hydration	and	results	in	increased	permeability	and	absorption.
Most	 chemicals	 are	 not	 absorbed	 readily	 by	 the	 skin.	 A	 few	 chemicals,	 however,	 do	 show	 remarkable	 skin
permeability.	Phenol,	for	example,	requires	only	a	small	area	of	skin	for	the	body	to	absorb	an	adequate	amount	to
result	in	death.
Skin	absorption	varies	by	skin	location	on	the	body.	For	males,	if	we	define	the	foot	skin	as	1×	absorption,	then	the
palm	and	ankle	are	5×,	the	back	and	forearm	are	10×,	and	the	forehead	and	scalp	are	34×.

Respiratory	System
The	respiratory	system	plays	a	significant	role	in	toxicants	entering	the	body	through	inhalation.	The	main	function
of	 the	 respiratory	 system	 is	 to	 exchange	 oxygen	 and	 carbon	 dioxide	 between	 the	 blood	 and	 the	 inhaled	 air.
Approximately	8	L	of	air	is	breathed	per	minute,	but	only	a	fraction	of	the	total	air	within	the	lung	is	exchanged	with
each	breath.	These	demands	increase	significantly	with	physical	exertion.
The	respiratory	system	is	divided	 into	 two	areas:	 the	upper	respiratory	system	and	the	 lower	respiratory	system.
The	upper	respiratory	system	is	composed	of	the	nose,	sinuses,	mouth,	pharynx	(the	section	between	the	mouth	and
the	esophagus),	larynx	(the	voice	box),	and	the	trachea	(the	windpipe).	The	lower	respiratory	system	consists	of	the
lungs	and	its	smaller	structures,	including	the	bronchi	and	the	alveoli.	The	bronchial	tubes	carry	fresh	air	from	the
trachea	 through	 a	 series	 of	 branching	 tubes	 to	 the	 alveoli.	 The	 alveoli	 are	 small,	 blind	 air	 sacs	 where	 the	 gas
exchange	 with	 the	 blood	 occurs.	 An	 estimated	 700	 million	 alveoli	 are	 found	 in	 a	 normal	 lung.	 These	 alveoli
contribute	a	total	surface	area	of	approximately	75	m2.	Small	capillaries	found	in	the	walls	of	the	alveoli	transport
the	 blood;	 an	 estimated	 100	mL	 of	 blood	 is	 in	 the	 capillaries	 at	 any	moment.	More	 detailed	 information	 on	 the
respiratory	system	is	provided	at	the	Gikipedia	website.2
2Respiratory	System,	http://gikipedia.org/wiki/the+respiratory+system+facts.

The	 upper	 respiratory	 tract	 is	 responsible	 for	 filtering,	 heating,	 and	 humidifying	 the	 air.	 Fresh	 air	 brought	 in
through	the	nose	is	completely	saturated	with	water	and	regulated	to	the	proper	temperature	by	the	time	it	reaches



the	larynx.	The	mucus	lining	in	the	upper	respiratory	tract	assists	in	filtering	out	solid	contaminants	in	the	air.
The	upper	and	lower	respiratory	tracts	respond	differently	to	the	presence	of	toxicants.	The	upper	respiratory	tract
is	affected	mostly	by	water-soluble	 toxicants.	These	materials	either	react	or	dissolve	 in	 the	mucus	to	 form	acids
and	bases.	Toxicants	in	the	lower	respiratory	tract	affect	the	alveoli	by	physically	blocking	the	transfer	of	gases	(as
with	insoluble	dusts)	or	reacting	with	the	wall	of	the	alveoli	to	produce	corrosive	or	toxic	substances.	Phosgene	gas,
for	example,	reacts	with	the	water	on	the	alveoli	wall	to	produce	hydrochloric	acid	(HCl)	and	carbon	dioxide.
Upper	 respiratory	 toxicants	 include	 hydrogen	 halides	 (hydrogen	 chloride,	 hydrogen	 bromide),	 oxides	 (nitrogen
oxides,	 sulfur	 oxides,	 sodium	 oxide),	 and	 hydroxides	 (ammonium	 hydroxide,	 sodium	 dusts,	 and	 potassium
hydroxides).	 Lower	 respiratory	 toxicants	 include	 monomers	 (such	 as	 acrylonitrile),	 halides	 (fluorine,	 chlorine,
bromine),	 and	 other	 miscellaneous	 substances	 such	 as	 hydrogen	 sulfide,	 phosgene,	 methyl	 cyanide,	 acrolein,
asbestos	dust,	silica,	and	soot.
Dusts	and	other	insoluble	materials	present	a	particular	difficulty	to	the	lungs.	Particles	that	enter	the	alveoli	are
removed	slowly.	For	dusts,	the	following	simple	rule	usually	applies:	The	smaller	the	dust	particles,	the	farther	they
penetrate	 into	 the	 respiratory	 system.	 Particles	 greater	 than	 5	 μm	 in	 diameter	 are	 usually	 filtered	 by	 the	 upper
respiratory	system,	whereas	particles	with	diameters	between	2	and	5	μm	generally	 reach	 the	bronchial	 system.
Particles	smaller	than	0.2	μm	settle	out	too	slowly	and	are	mostly	exhaled	with	the	air.

2-2	How	Toxicants	Are	Eliminated	from	the	Body
Toxicants	are	eliminated	or	rendered	inactive	by	the	following	routes:

Excretion:	through	the	kidneys,	liver,	lungs,	or	other	organs
Detoxification:	by	changing	the	chemical	into	something	less	harmful	by	biotransformation
Storage:	in	the	fatty	tissue

The	kidneys	are	the	dominant	means	of	excretion	in	the	human	body.	They	eliminate	substances	that	enter	the	body
by	 ingestion,	 inhalation,	 injection,	 and	 dermal	 absorption.	 The	 toxicants	 are	 extracted	 by	 the	 kidneys	 from	 the
bloodstream	and	are	excreted	in	the	urine.
Toxicants	 that	 are	 ingested	 into	 the	 digestive	 tract	 are	 frequently	 excreted	 by	 the	 liver.	 In	 general,	 chemical
compounds	with	molecular	weights	 greater	 than	 about	 300	 are	 excreted	 by	 the	 liver	 into	 bile.	 Compounds	with
lower	 molecular	 weights	 enter	 the	 bloodstream	 and	 are	 excreted	 by	 the	 kidneys.	 The	 digestive	 tract	 tends	 to
selectively	 detoxify	 certain	 agents,	 whereas	 substances	 that	 enter	 through	 inhalation,	 injection,	 or	 dermal
absorption	generally	arrive	in	the	bloodstream	unchanged.
The	 lungs	 are	 also	 a	 means	 for	 elimination	 of	 substances,	 particularly	 those	 that	 are	 volatile.	 Chloroform	 and
alcohol,	for	example,	are	excreted	partially	by	this	route.
Other	routes	of	excretion	are	the	skin	(by	means	of	sweat),	hair,	and	nails.	These	routes	usually	play	minor	roles
compared	to	the	excretion	processes	of	the	kidneys,	liver,	and	lungs.
The	 liver	 is	 the	 dominant	 organ	 in	 the	 detoxification	 process.	 In	 this	 organ,	 detoxification	 occurs	 by
biotransformation,	 in	which	the	chemical	agents	are	transformed	by	reaction	into	either	harmless	or	less	harmful
substances.	Biotransformation	reactions	can	also	occur	in	the	blood,	intestinal	tract	wall,	skin,	kidneys,	and	other
organs.
The	final	mechanism	for	elimination	is	storage.	This	process	involves	depositing	the	chemical	agent	mostly	 in	the
fatty	areas	of	the	organism,	but	also	in	the	bones,	blood,	liver,	and	kidney.	Storage	can	create	a	future	problem	if
the	organism’s	 food	supply	 is	reduced	and	the	 fatty	deposits	are	metabolized;	 the	stored	chemical	agents	will	be
released	into	the	bloodstream,	resulting	in	possible	damage.
For	massive	exposures	to	chemical	agents,	damage	can	occur	to	the	kidneys,	liver,	or	lungs,	significantly	reducing
the	organism’s	ability	to	excrete	the	substance.

2-3	Effects	of	Toxicants	on	the	Body
Table	 2-2	 lists	 some	 of	 the	 effects	 or	 responses	 from	 toxic	 exposure.	 The	 challenge	 is	 to	 determine	 whether
exposures	have	occurred	before	 substantial	 symptoms	appear.	This	 is	 accomplished	 through	a	variety	of	medical
tests.	The	results	from	these	tests	must	be	compared	to	a	medical	baseline	study,	performed	before	any	exposure.

Table	2-2	Various	Responses	to	Toxicants

Effects	that	are	irreversible:

Carcinogen—causes	cancer

Mutagen—causes	chromosome	damage

Reproductive	hazard—causes	damage	to	reproductive	system

Teratogen—causes	birth	defects

Effects	that	may	or	may	not	be	reversible:

Dermatotoxic—affects	skin



Hemotoxic—affects	blood

Hepatotoxic—affects	liver

Nephrotoxic—affects	kidneys

Neurotoxic—affects	nervous	system

Pulmonotoxic—affects	lungs

Respiratory	problems	are	diagnosed	using	a	spirometer.	The	patient	exhales	as	hard	and	as	fast	as	possible	into	the
device.	The	spirometer	measures	(1)	the	total	volume	exhaled,	called	the	forced	vital	capacity	(FVC),	with	units	in
liters;	 (2)	 the	 forced	expired	volume	measured	at	1	second	(FEV1),	with	units	 in	 liters	per	second;	 (3)	 the	 forced
expiratory	flow	in	the	middle	range	of	the	vital	capacity	(FEV	25–75%),	measured	in	liters	per	second;	and	(4)	the
ratio	of	the	observed	FEV1	to	FVC	×	100	(FEV1/FVC%).
Reductions	in	expiration	flow	rate	are	indicative	of	bronchial	disease,	such	as	asthma	or	bronchitis.	Reductions	in
FVC	are	due	to	reduction	in	the	lung	or	chest	volume,	possibly	as	a	result	of	fibrosis	(an	increase	in	the	interstitial
fibrous	 tissue	 in	 the	 lung).	 The	 air	 remaining	 in	 the	 lung	after	 exhalation	 is	 called	 the	 residual	 volume	 (RV).	An
increase	in	the	RV	is	indicative	of	deterioration	of	the	alveoli,	possibly	because	of	emphysema.	The	RV	measurement
requires	a	specialized	tracer	test	with	helium.
Nervous	 system	disorders	 are	diagnosed	by	 examining	 the	patient’s	mental	 status,	 cranial	 nerve	 function,	motor
system	 reflexes,	 and	 sensory	 systems.	 An	 electroencephalogram	 (EEG)	 tests	 higher	 brain	 and	 nervous	 system
functions.
Changes	 in	 skin	 texture,	 pigmentation,	 vascularity,	 and	 hair	 and	 nail	 appearance	 are	 indicative	 of	 possible	 toxic
exposures.
Blood	 counts	 are	 also	 used	 to	 determine	 toxic	 exposures.	 Measurements	 of	 the	 red	 and	 white	 blood	 cells,
hemoglobin	 content,	 and	 platelet	 count	 are	 performed	 easily	 and	 inexpensively.	 However,	 blood	 counts	 are
frequently	insensitive	to	toxic	exposure;	marked	changes	are	seen	only	after	substantial	exposure	and	damage.
Kidney	function	is	determined	through	a	variety	of	tests	that	measure	the	chemical	content	and	quantity	of	urine.
With	early	kidney	damage,	proteins	or	sugars	are	found	in	the	urine.
Liver	function	is	determined	through	a	variety	of	chemical	tests	on	the	blood	and	urine.

2-4	Toxicological	Studies
A	major	objective	of	a	 toxicological	 study	 is	 to	quantify	 the	effects	of	 the	 suspect	 toxicant	on	a	 target	organism.
Animals	 are	 used	 in	 most	 toxicological	 studies,	 usually	 with	 the	 hope	 that	 the	 results	 can	 be	 extrapolated	 to
humans.	Once	the	effects	of	a	suspect	agent	have	been	quantified,	appropriate	procedures	are	established	to	ensure
that	the	agent	is	handled	properly.
Before	undertaking	a	toxicological	study,	the	following	items	must	be	identified:

The	toxicant
The	target	or	test	organism
The	effect	or	response	to	be	monitored
The	dose	range
The	period	of	the	test

The	 toxicant	 must	 be	 identified	 with	 respect	 to	 its	 chemical	 composition	 and	 its	 physical	 state.	 For	 example,
benzene	can	exist	 in	either	 liquid	or	vapor	form.	Each	physical	state	preferentially	enters	the	body	by	a	different
route	and	requires	a	different	toxicological	study.
The	test	organism	can	range	from	a	simple	single	cell	to	higher	animals.	The	selection	of	this	organism	depends	on
the	effects	considered	and	other	factors	such	as	the	cost	and	availability	of	the	test	organism.	For	studies	of	genetic
effects,	single-cell	organisms	might	be	satisfactory.	For	studies	determining	the	effects	on	specific	organs	such	as
the	lungs,	kidneys,	or	liver,	higher	organisms	are	a	necessity.
The	dose	units	depend	on	the	method	of	delivery.	For	substances	delivered	directly	into	the	organism	(by	ingestion
or	 injection),	 the	dose	 is	measured	 in	milligrams	of	agent	per	kilogram	of	body	weight.	This	 relationship	enables
researchers	to	apply	the	results	obtained	from	small	animals	such	as	mice	(fractions	of	a	kilogram	in	body	weight)
to	humans	(about	70	kg	for	males	and	60	kg	for	females).	For	gaseous	airborne	substances,	the	dose	is	measured	in
either	 parts	 per	 million	 (ppm)	 by	 volume	 or	 milligrams	 of	 agent	 per	 cubic	 meter	 of	 air	 (mg/m3).	 For	 airborne
particulates,	the	dose	is	measured	in	milligrams	of	agent	per	cubic	meter	of	air	(mg/m3)	or	millions	of	particles	per
cubic	foot	(mppcf).
The	period	of	the	test	depends	on	whether	long-term	or	short-term	effects	are	of	interest.	Acute	toxicity	is	the	effect
of	a	single	exposure	or	a	series	of	exposures	that	occur	close	together	in	a	short	period	of	time.	Chronic	toxicity	is
the	 effect	 of	 multiple	 exposures	 occurring	 over	 a	 long	 period	 of	 time.	 Chronic	 toxicity	 studies	 are	 difficult	 to
perform	because	of	the	time	involved;	most	toxicological	studies	are	based	on	acute	exposures.	Toxicological	studies
can	sometimes	be	complicated	by	latency,	an	exposure	that	results	in	a	delayed	response.

2-5	Dose	versus	Response



Biological	organisms	respond	differently	to	the	same	dose	of	a	toxicant.	These	differences	are	a	result	of	age,	sex,
weight,	diet,	general	health,	and	other	factors.	For	example,	consider	the	effects	of	an	irritant	vapor	on	human	eyes.
Given	the	same	dose	of	vapors,	some	individuals	will	barely	notice	any	irritation	(weak	or	low	response),	whereas
other	individuals	will	be	severely	irritated	(high	response).
Consider	a	toxicological	test	run	on	a	large	number	of	individuals.	Each	individual	is	exposed	to	the	same	dose	and
the	 response	 is	 recorded.	 A	 plot	 of	 the	 type	 shown	 in	 Figure	 2-2	 is	 prepared	 with	 the	 data.	 The	 fraction	 or
percentage	of	 individuals	experiencing	a	specific	response	is	plotted.	Curves	of	the	form	shown	in	Figure	2-2	are
frequently	represented	by	a	normal	or	Gaussian	distribution,	given	by	the	equation



Figure	2-2	A	Gaussian	or	normal	distribution	representing	the	biological	response	to	exposure	to	a	toxicant.

f(x)=1σ2πe−12(x−μσ)2(2-1)
where
f	(x)	is	the	probability	(or	fraction)	of	individuals	experiencing	a	specific	response,
x	is	the	response,
σ	is	the	standard	deviation,	and
μ	is	the	mean.
The	 standard	 deviation	 and	 mean	 characterize	 the	 shape	 and	 the	 location	 of	 the	 normal	 distribution	 curve,
respectively.	They	are	computed	from	the	original	data	f	(xi)	using	the	equations

μ=∑i=1nxif(xi)∑i=1nf(xi)(2-2)
σ2=∑i=1n(xi−μ)2f(xi)∑i=1nf(xi)(2-3)

where	n	is	the	number	of	data	points.	The	quantity	σ	2	is	called	the	variance.
The	mean	determines	the	location	of	the	curve	with	respect	to	the	x	axis,	and	the	standard	deviation	determines	the
shape.	Figure	2-3	shows	the	effect	of	the	standard	deviation	on	the	shape.	As	the	standard	deviation	decreases,	the
distribution	curve	becomes	more	pronounced	around	the	mean	value.





Figure	2-3	Effect	of	the	standard	deviation	on	a	normal	distribution	with	a	mean	of	0.	The	distribution
becomes	more	pronounced	around	the	mean	as	the	standard	deviation	decreases.	

The	area	under	the	curve	of	Figure	2-2	represents	the	percentage	of	 individuals	affected	for	a	specified	response
interval.	 In	 particular,	 the	 response	 interval	 within	 1	 standard	 deviation	 of	 the	 mean	 represents	 68.2%	 of	 the
individuals,	 as	 shown	 in	Figure	2-4a.	 A	 response	 interval	 of	 2	 standard	 deviations	 represents	 95.5%	 of	 the	 total
individuals	(Figure	2-4b).	The	area	under	the	entire	curve	represents	100%	of	the	individuals.



Figure	2-4	Percentage	of	individuals	affected	based	on	a	response	between	1	and	2	standard	deviations	of	the
mean.	

Example	2-1
Seventy-five	people	are	tested	for	skin	 irritation	due	to	of	a	specific	dose	of	a	substance.	The	responses	are
recorded	on	a	scale	from	0	to	10,	with	0	indicating	no	response	and	10	indicating	a	high	response.	The	number
of	individuals	exhibiting	a	specific	response	is	given	in	the	following	table:
Response Number	of	individuals	affected
0 0
1 5
2 10
3 13



4 13
5 11
6 9
7 6
8 3
9 3
10 2

Total	75

a.	 Plot	a	histogram	of	the	number	of	individuals	affected	versus	the	response.
b.	 Determine	the	mean	and	the	standard	deviation.
c.	 Plot	the	normal	distribution	on	the	histogram	of	the	original	data.

Solution

a.	 The	histogram	is	shown	in	Figure	2-5.	The	number	of	individuals	affected	is	plotted	versus	the	response.
An	alternative	method	is	to	plot	the	percentage	of	individuals	versus	the	response.



Figure	2-5	Number	of	individuals	affected	based	on	response.	

b.	 The	mean	is	computed	using	Equation	2-2:
μ=(0×0)+(1×5)+(2×10)+(3×13)+(4×13)+(5×11)+(6×9)+(7×6)+(8×3)+(9×3)+(10×2)75=33875=4.51

The	standard	deviation	is	computed	using	Equation	2-3:
σ2=[(1−4.51)2(5)+(2−4.51)2(10)+(3−4.51)2(13)							+(4−4.51)2(13)+(5−4.51)2(11)+(6−4.51)2(9)							+

(7−4.51)2(6)+(8−4.51)2(3)+(9−4.51)2(3)							+(10−4.51)2(2)]/75=374.7/75=5.00σ=σ2=5.00=2.24
c.	 The	normal	distribution	is	determined	using	Equation	2-1.	Substituting	the	mean	and	standard	deviations,

we	find

f(x)=1(2.24)6.28  e−12(x−4.512.24)2=0.178e−0.100(x−4.51)2
The	distribution	is	converted	to	a	function	representing	the	number	of	individuals	affected	by	multiplying	by
the	total	number	of	individuals,	in	this	case	75.	The	corresponding	values	are	shown	in	Table	2-3	and	Figure	2-
5.

Table	2-3	Theoretical	Frequency	and	Number	of	People	Affected	for	Each	Response	for	Example	2-1

X f(X) 75f(X)

0

1

2

3

0.0232

0.0519

0.0948

0.1417

1.74

3.89

7.11

10.6



4

4.51

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.173

0.178

0.174

0.143

0.096

0.0527

0.0237

0.00874

13.0

13.3

13.0

10.7

7.18

3.95

1.78

0.655

The	toxicological	experiment	is	repeated	for	a	number	of	different	doses,	and	normal	curves	similar	to	Figure	2-5
are	 drawn.	 The	 standard	 deviation	 and	mean	 response	 are	 determined	 from	 the	 data	 for	 each	 dose.	 A	 complete
dose–response	curve	is	produced	by	plotting	the	cumulative	mean	response	at	each	dose.	Error	bars	are	drawn	at
±σ	around	the	mean.	A	typical	result	is	shown	in	Figure	2-6.



Figure	2-6	Dose–response	curve.	The	bars	around	the	data	points	represent	the	standard	deviation	in
response	to	a	specific	dose.	

For	 convenience,	 the	 response	 is	 plotted	 versus	 the	 logarithm	 of	 the	 dose,	 as	 shown	 in	 Figure	 2-7.	 This	 form
provides	a	much	straighter	line	in	the	middle	of	the	response	curve	than	the	simple	response	versus	dose	form	of
Figure	2-6.



Figure	2-7	Response	versus	log	dose	curve.	This	form	presents	a	much	straighter	function	than	the	one	shown



in	Figure	2-6.	

If	the	response	of	interest	is	death	or	lethality,	the	response	versus	log	dose	curve	of	Figure	2-7	 is	called	a	 lethal
dose	(LD)	curve.	The	dose	that	results	in	the	death	of	50%	of	the	subjects	is	called	the	LD50	dose	(lethal	dose	for
50%	of	the	subjects).	Other	values	such	as	LD10	or	LD90	are	sometimes	also	reported.	If	the	LD	is	used	for	oral	or
dermal	exposures,	the	concentration	units	are	expressed	as	mg/kg	of	body	weight.
The	lethal	concentration	(LC)	is	used	for	inhalation	exposures	of	gas,	vapor,	or	dust/mist	expressed	as	ppm	or	mg/L.
With	this	measure,	LC50	 is	the	lethal	concentration	for	50%	of	the	exposed	subjects.	Values	for	inhalation	toxicity
are	based	on	4-hour	tests	with	laboratory	animals.
If	 the	 response	 to	 the	chemical	or	agent	 is	minor	and	 reversible	 (such	as	minor	eye	 irritation),	 the	 response–log
dose	curve	is	called	the	effective	dose	(ED)	curve.	Values	for	ED50,	ED10,	and	so	forth	are	also	used.
Finally,	if	the	response	to	the	agent	is	toxic	(an	undesirable	response	that	is	not	lethal	but	is	irreversible,	such	as
liver	or	lung	damage),	the	response–log	dose	curve	is	called	the	toxic	dose	(TD)	curve.
The	relationships	among	the	various	types	of	response–log	dose	curves	are	shown	in	Figure	2-8.



Figure	2-8	The	various	types	of	response	versus	log	dose	curves	are	ED	for	effective	dose,	TD	for	toxic	dose,
and	LD	for	lethal	dose.	For	inhalation	exposure,	the	LC	curve	expresses	the	lethal	concentration	of	gases,
vapors,	or	dusts/mists.	

Most	 often,	 response–dose	 curves	 are	 developed	 using	 acute	 toxicity	 data.	 Chronic	 toxicity	 data	 are	 usually
considerably	 different.	 Furthermore,	 the	 data	 are	 complicated	 by	 differences	 in	 group	 age,	 sex,	 and	 method	 of
delivery.	If	several	chemicals	are	involved,	the	toxicants	might	interact	additively	(the	combined	effect	is	the	sum	of
the	individual	effects),	synergistically	(the	combined	effect	is	more	than	the	individual	effects),	as	potentiators	(the
presence	 of	 one	 chemical	 increases	 the	 effect	 of	 the	 other),	 or	 antagonistically	 (both	 chemicals	 counteract	 each
other).

2-6	Dose	and	Response	Using	Probit	Equation
Response	versus	dose	curves	can	be	drawn	for	a	wide	variety	of	exposures,	 including	exposure	to	heat,	pressure,
radiation,	 impact,	 and	 sound.	 For	 computational	 purposes,	 the	 response	 versus	 dose	 curve	 is	 not	 convenient;
instead,	an	analytical	equation	is	preferred.
Many	methods	exist	for	representing	the	response–dose	curve.3	For	single	exposures,	the	probit	(probability	unit)
method	 is	 particularly	 well	 suited,	 providing	 a	 straight-line	 equivalent	 to	 the	 response–dose	 curve.	 The	 probit
variable	Y	is	related	to	the	probability	P	by	the	following	equation:4
3Phillip	L.	Williams,	Robert	C.	James,	and	Stephen	M.	Roberts,	eds.	The	Principles	of	Toxicology:	Environmental	and	Industrial	Applications,
2nd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	John	Wiley	&	Sons,	2000).
4D.	J.	Finney.	Probit	Analysis	(Cambridge,	UK:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1971),	p.	23.

P=1(2π)1/2∫−∞Y−5exp(−u22)du(2-4)
Equation	2-4	provides	a	relationship	between	the	probability	P	and	the	probit	variable	Y.	This	relationship	is	plotted
in	Figure	2-9	and	tabulated	in	Table	2-4.





Figure	2-9	The	relationship	between	percentages	and	probits.	(Source:	D.	J.	Finney.	Probit	Analysis,	3rd	ed.
(Cambridge,	UK:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1971),	p.	23.)	

Table	2-4	Transformation	from	Percentages	to	Probits.	Computed	from	%	=	5	+	NORM.S.INV(%)

% 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 – 3.72 4.16 4.48 4.75 5.00 5.25 5.52 5.84 6.28
1 2.67 3.77 4.19 4.50 4.77 5.03 5.28 5.55 5.88 6.34
2 2.95 3.83 4.23 4.53 4.80 5.05 5.31 5.58 5.92 6.41
3 3.12 3.87 4.26 4.56 4.82 5.08 5.33 5.61 5.95 6.48
4 3.25 3.92 4.29 4.59 4.85 5.10 5.36 5.64 5.99 6.55
5 3.36 3.96 4.33 4.61 4.87 5.13 5.39 5.67 6.04 6.64
6 3.45 4.01 4.36 4.64 4.90 5.15 5.41 5.71 6.08 6.75
7 3.52 4.05 4.39 4.67 4.92 5.18 5.44 5.74 6.13 6.88
8 3.59 4.08 4.42 4.69 4.95 5.20 5.47 5.77 6.17 7.05
9 3.66 4.12 4.45 4.72 4.97 5.23 5.50 5.81 6.23 7.33
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
% 99.1 99.2 99.3 99.4 99.5 99.6 99.7 99.8 99.9 	
	 7.37 7.41 7.46 7.51 7.58 7.65 7.75 7.88 8.09 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
% 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 	
	 1.91 2.12 2.25 2.35 2.42 2.49 2.54 2.59 2.63 	

The	probit	relationship	of	Equation	2-4	transforms	the	sigmoid	shape	of	the	normal	response	versus	dose	curve	into
a	straight	line	when	plotted	using	a	linear	probit	scale,	as	shown	in	Figure	2-10.	Standard	curve-fitting	techniques
are	used	to	determine	the	best-fitting	straight	line.





Figure	2-10	The	probit	transformation	converts	the	sigmoidal	response	versus	log	dose	curve	into	a	straight
line	when	plotted	on	a	linear	probit	scale.

Table	2-5	lists	a	variety	of	probit	equations	for	several	different	types	of	exposures.	The	causative	factor	represents
the	dose	V.	The	probit	variable	Y	is	computed	from

Table	2-5	Probit	Correlations	for	a	Variety	of	Exposures	(The	causative	variable	is	representative	of	the	magnitude
of	the	exposure)

	 	 	 Probit	parameters
Type	of	injury	or	damage Causative	variable 	k1 	k2

Firea 	 	 	
	 Burn	death	from	flash	fire teIe4/3/104 –14.9 2.56

	 Burn	death	from	pool	burning tI4/3/104 –14.9 2.56

Explosiona 	 	 	
	 Death	from	lung	hemorrhage po –77.1 6.91
	 Eardrum	rupture po –15.6 1.93
	 Death	from	impact J –46.1 4.82
	 Injury	from	impact J –39.1 4.45
	 Injury	from	flying	fragments J –27.1 4.26
	 Structural	damage po –23.8 2.92
	 Glass	breakage po –18.1 2.79

Toxic	releaseb 	 	 	
	 Ammonia	death Σ	C	2.0T –35.9 1.85
	 Carbon	monoxide	death Σ	C	1.0T –37.98 3.7
	 Chlorine	death Σ	C	2.0T –8.29 0.92
	 Ethylene	oxide	deathc Σ	C	1.0T –6.19 1.0
	 Hydrogen	chloride	death Σ	C	1.0T –16.85 2.0
	 Nitrogen	dioxide	death Σ	C	2.0T –13.79 1.4
	 Phosgene	death Σ	C	1.0T –19.27 3.69
	 Propylene	oxide	death Σ	C	2.0T –7.42 0.51
	 Sulfur	dioxide	death Σ	C	1.0T –15.67 1.0
	 Toluene	death Σ	C	2.5T –6.79 0.41

te:	effective	time	duration	(s)

Ie:	effective	radiation	intensity	(W/m2)

t:	time	duration	of	pool	burning	(s)

I:	radiation	intensity	from	pool	burning	(W/m2)

po:	peak	overpressure	(N/m2)

J:	impulse	(N	s/m2)
C:	concentration	(ppm)
T:	time	interval	(min)
aSelected	from	Frank	P.	Lees.	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	(London,	UK:	Butterworths,	1986),	p.	208.
bCenter	for	Chemical	Process	Safety	(CCPS).	Guidelines	for	Consequence	Analysis	of	Chemical	Releases	(New	York,	NY:	American
Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	2000),	p.	254.
cRichard	W.	Prugh.	“Quantitative	Evaluation	of	Inhalation	Toxicity	Hazards,”	in	Proceedings	of	the	29th	Loss	Prevention	Symposium
(American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	July	31,	1995).

Y=k1+k2ln V(2-5)
Note	that	the	results	computed	using	the	probit	equations	in	Table	2-5	are	highly	sensitive	to	the	exponent	in	the
causative	variable:	A	small	change	in	the	exponent	will	change	the	results	dramatically.
For	spreadsheet	computations,	a	more	useful	expression	for	performing	the	conversion	from	probits	to	percentage
is	given	by

P=50[1+Y−5|Y−5|erf(|Y−5|2)](2-6)
where	erf	is	the	error	function.	Using	Microsoft	Excel,	the	probit	function	is	given	by	P	=	5	+	NORM.S.INV(%)	and
the	inverse	from	the	probit	to	probability	is	given	by	100*NORM.S.Dist(Y-5,	True).

Example	2-2



Determine	the	percentage	of	people	who	will	die	as	a	result	of	burns	from	pool	burning	if	the	probit	variable	Y
is	4.39.	Compare	results	from	Table	2-4	and	Equation	2-6.

Solution
The	percentage	from	Table	2-4	is	27%.	The	same	percentage	can	be	computed	using	Equation	2-6,	as	follows:

P=50[1+4.39−5|4.39−5|erf(|4.39−5|2)]P=50[1−erf(0.612)]=50[1−erf(0.4314)]P=50[1−0.458]=27.1
where	the	error	function	is	a	mathematical	function	found	in	spreadsheets	and	software	programs.

Example	2-3
Eisenberg5	reported	the	following	data	on	the	effect	of	explosion	peak	overpressures	on	eardrum	rupture	in
humans:

5N.	A.	Eisenberg.	Vulnerability	Model:	A	Simulation	System	for	Assessing	Damage	Resulting	from	-Marine	Spills,	NTIS	Report	AD-A015-
245	(Springfield,	VA:	National	Technical	Information	Service,	1975).

Percentage	affected Peak	overpressure	(N/m2)
1 16,500
10 19,300
50 43,500
90 84,300

Confirm	the	probit	correlation	for	this	type	of	exposure,	as	shown	in	Table	2-5.

Solution
The	percentage	is	converted	to	a	probit	variable	using	Table	2-4.	The	results	are:

Percentage Probit
1 2.67
10 3.72
50 5.00
90 6.28

Figure	2-11	 is	 a	 plot	 of	 the	 percentage	 affected	 versus	 the	 natural	 logarithm	of	 the	 peak	 overpressure.	 This
demonstrates	 the	classical	 sigmoid	 shape	of	 the	 response	versus	 log	dose	curve.	Figure	2-12	 is	 a	plot	 of	 the
probit	variable	(with	a	linear	probit	scale)	versus	the	natural	logarithm	of	the	peak	overpressure.	The	straight
line	verifies	the	values	reported	 in	Table	2-5.	The	sigmoid	curve	of	Figure	2-11	 is	drawn	after	converting	 the
probit	correlation	back	to	percentages.



Figure	2-11	Percentage	affected	versus	the	natural	logarithm	of	the	peak	overpressure	for	Example	2-3.	





Figure	2-12	Probit	versus	the	natural	logarithm	of	the	peak	overpressure	for	Example	2-3.	

2-7	Relative	Toxicity
Toxicants	 are	 compared	 for	 relative	 toxicity	 based	 on	 the	 LD,	 ED,	 or	 TD	 curve.	 If	 the	 response–dose	 curve	 for
chemical	A	 is	to	the	 left	of	 the	response–dose	curve	for	chemical	B,	then	chemical	A	 is	more	toxic.	Care	must	be
taken	when	comparing	two	response–dose	curves	when	partial	data	are	available.	If	the	slopes	of	the	curves	differ
substantially,	 the	situation	shown	 in	Figure	2-13	might	occur.	 If	only	a	single	data	point	 is	available	 in	 the	upper
part	 of	 the	 curves,	 it	 might	 appear	 that	 chemical	 A	 is	 always	 more	 toxic	 than	 chemical	 B.	 The	 complete	 data,
however,	show	that	chemical	B	is	more	toxic	at	lower	doses	and	chemical	A	is	more	toxic	at	higher	doses.



Figure	2-13	Two	toxicants	with	differing	relative	toxicities	at	different	doses.	Toxicant	A	is	more	toxic	at	high
doses,	whereas	toxicant	B	is	more	toxic	at	low	doses.	

2-8	Threshold	Limit	Values
The	lowest	value	on	the	response	versus	dose	curve	is	called	the	threshold	dose.	Below	this	dose,	the	body	is	able	to
detoxify	 and	 eliminate	 the	 agent	without	 any	 detectable	 effects.	 In	 reality,	 the	 response	 is	 only	 identical	 to	 zero
when	the	dose	is	zero,	but	for	small	doses	the	response	is	not	detectable.
The	American	Conference	of	Governmental	 Industrial	Hygienists	 (ACGIH)	has	established	threshold	doses,	called



threshold	limit	values	(TLVs),	for	a	large	number	of	chemical	agents.	The	TLV	refers	to	airborne	concentration	that
corresponds	to	the	conditions	under	which	no	adverse	effects	are	normally	expected	during	a	worker’s	lifetime.	The
exposure	 occurs	 only	 during	 normal	 working	 hours,	 eight	 hours	 per	 day	 and	 five	 days	 per	 week.	 The	 TLV	 was
formerly	called	the	maximum	allowable	concentration	(MAC).
Three	types	of	TLVs	(TLV-TWA,	TLV-STEL,	and	TLV-C)	are	distinguished,	as	defined	in	Table	2-6.	More	TLV-TWA	data
are	available	compared	to	TWA-STEL	or	TLV-C	data.

Table	2-6	Definitions	for	Threshold	Limit	Values	(TLVs)

T
L
V	
ty
p
e

Definition

T
L
V-
T
W
A

Threshold	limit	value—time-weighted	average

	 The	concentration	for	a	conventional	8-hour	workday	and	a	40-hour	workweek,	to	which	it	is	believed	that	
nearly	all	workers	may	be	repeatedly	exposed,	day	after	day,	for	a	working	lifetime	without	adverse	effect.

T
L
V-
S
T
E
L

Threshold	limit	value—short-term	exposure	limit

	 A	15-minute	TWA	exposure	that	should	not	be	exceeded	at	any	time	during	a	workday,	even	if	the	8-hour	TWA	
is	within	the	TLV-TWA.	The	TLV-STEL	is	the	concentration	to	which	it	is	believed	that	workers	can	be	exposed	
continuously	for	a	short	period	of	time	without	suffering	(1)	irritation,	(2)	chronic	or	irreversible	tissue	
damage,	(3)	dose-rate–dependent	toxic	effects,	or	(4)	narcosis	of	sufficient	degree	to	increase	the	likelihood	of	
accidental	injury,	impaired	self-rescue,	or	materially	reduced	work	efficiency.	Exposures	above	the	TLV-TWA	
up	to	the	TLV-STEL	should	be	less	than	15	minutes,	should	occur	no	more	than	four	times	per	day,	and	there	
should	be	at	least	60	minutes	between	successive	exposures	in	this	range.

T
L
V-
C

Threshold	limit	value—ceiling

	 The	concentration	that	should	not	be	exceeded	during	any	part	of	the	working	exposure.

Source:	 American	 Conference	 of	 Governmental	 Industrial	 Hygienists.	 2018	 TLVs	 and	 BEIs	 (Cincinnati,	 OH:
American	Conference	of	Governmental	Industrial	Hygienists,	2018).
The	TLVs	are	 “intended	 for	use	only	as	guidelines	or	 recommendations	 to	assist	 in	 the	evaluation	and	control	of
potential	workplace	health	hazards	and	for	no	other	use	(e.g.,	neither	for	evaluating	or	controlling	community	air
pollution;	 nor	 for	 estimating	 the	 toxic	 potential	 of	 continuous,	 uninterrupted	 exposures	 or	 other	 extended	 work
periods;	nor	for	proving	or	disproving	an	existing	disease	or	physical	condition	 in	an	individual).”6	Further,	 these
values	are	not	fine	lines	between	safe	and	dangerous	conditions.
6American	Conference	of	Governmental	 Industrial	Hygienists.,	2018	TLVs	and	BEIs	 (Cincinnati,	OH:	American	Conference	of	Governmental
Industrial	Hygienists,	2018).

The	 U.S.	 Occupational	 Safety	 and	 Health	 Administration	 (OSHA)	 has	 defined	 its	 own	 threshold	 dose,	 called	 a
permissible	exposure	level	(PEL).	However,	the	PEL	values	are	not	as	numerous	and	are	not	updated	as	frequently
as	the	TLVs.	PELs	have	legal	authority	and	may	result	in	fines	if	exceeded.	TLVs	are	promulgated	by	a	professional
society	and	do	not	have	legal	authority.
For	some	toxicants	(particularly	carcinogens),	exposures	at	any	level	are	not	permitted.	These	toxicants	have	zero
thresholds.
Another	 quantity	 frequently	 reported	 is	 the	 amount	 that	 is	 “immediately	 dangerous	 to	 life	 and	 health”	 (IDLH).
Exposures	to	this	quantity	and	greater	should	be	avoided	under	any	circumstances.
TLVs	are	reported	using	ppm	(parts	per	million	by	volume),	mg/m3	(milligrams	of	vapor	per	cubic	meter	of	air),	or,
for	dusts,	mg/m3	or	mppcf	(millions	of	particles	per	cubic	foot	of	air).	For	vapors,	mg/m3	is	converted	to	ppm	using
the	equation

Cppm=Concentration	in	ppm	=	22.4M(T273)(1P) (mg/m3)=0.08205(TPM)(mg/m3)(2-7)
where
T	is	the	temperature	in	degrees	K,
P	is	the	absolute	pressure	in	atm,	and
M	is	the	molecular	weight	in	g/g-mole.

TLV	and	PEL	values	for	a	variety	of	toxicants	are	provided	in	Appendix	E.	Note	that	even	though	the	PELs	are	legal
limits	and	the	TLVs	are	guidelines,	every	effort	should	be	made	to	reduce	the	workplace	exposure	concentrations	as



much	as	possible.

Online	Resources
American	Conference	of	Governmental	Industrial	Hygienists	(ACGIH),	www.acgih.org.

NIOSH	Pocket	Guide	to	Chemical	Hazards.	This	is	a	free	database	of	chemical	hazards.	www.cdc.gov/niosh/npg/.

Society	 of	 Toxicology.	 This	 is	 a	 professional	 organization	 of	 scientists	 from	 academic	 institutions,	 government,	 and	 industry
representing	toxicologists.	www.toxicology.org.

TOXNET,	Toxicology	Data	Network	provided	by	the	U.S.	National	Library	of	Medicine.	This	includes	free	databases	on	toxicology,
hazardous	chemicals,	environmental	health,	and	toxic	releases.	www.toxnet.nlm.nih.gov.

U.S.	 Department	 of	 Labor,	 Occupational	 Safety	 and	 Health	 Administration.	 This	 includes	 all	 regulations	 and	 PEL	 values.
www.osha.gov.

Suggested	Reading
American	 Conference	 of	 Governmental	 Industrial	 Hygienists.	 2018	 TLVs	 and	 BEIs	 (Cincinnati,	 OH:	 American	 Conference	 of
Governmental	Industrial	Hygienists,	2018).

American	 Conference	 of	 Governmental	 Industrial	 Hygienists.	 Documentation	 of	 the	 Threshold	 Limit	 Values	 and	 Biological
Exposure	Indices,	7th	ed.	(Cincinnati,	OH:	American	Conference	of	Governmental	Industrial	Hygienists,	2018).

Eula	Bingham,	Barbara	Cohrssen,	 and	Charles	H.	 Powell,	 eds.	Patty’s	Toxicology,	 6th	 ed.	 (New	York,	NY:	 John	Wiley	&	 Sons,
2012).

D.	J.	Finney.	Probit	Analysis	(Cambridge,	UK:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1971).

Curtis	D.	Klassen,	ed.	Casarett	and	Doull’s	Toxicology:	The	Basic	Science	of	Poisons,	8th	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	2013).

Richard	J.	Lewis,	Sr.,	ed.	Sax’s	Dangerous	Properties	of	Industrial	Materials,	12th	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	Wiley	Interscience,	2012).

Sam	Mannan,	ed.,	Lees’	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries,	4th	ed.	(Amsterdam:	Elsevier,	2012),	Chapter	18.

Problems
2-1.	Using	the	data	provided	in	Example	2-1,	determine	(a)	the	mean	and	variance,	(b)	the	frequency	as	a
function	of	the	response,	and	(c)	the	number	affected	as	a	function	of	the	response.	Also,	(d)	show	graphs	for
the	frequency	and	number	affected.
2-2.	Using	the	data	provided	in	Example	2-1,	determine	the	accumulated	frequency	(a)	between	minus	infinity
and	infinity	(using	Equation	2-1),	(b)	between	the	mean	and	infinity	(using	Equation	2-10),	and	(c)	between	the
mean	plus	the	two	standard	deviations	and	infinity	(Equation	2-1).	State	any	conclusions.
2-3.	Using	Equation	2-6,	determine	the	probability	for	probits	of	4.39,	5.25,	and	6.23.
2-4.	A	blast	produces	a	peak	overpressure	of	47,000	N/m2.
a.	 What	fraction	of	structures	will	be	damaged	by	exposure	to	this	overpressure?
b.	 What	fraction	of	people	exposed	will	die	as	a	result	of	lung	hemorrhage?
c.	 What	fraction	of	people	exposed	will	have	their	eardrums	ruptured?
d.	 What	conclusions	about	the	effects	of	this	blast	can	be	drawn?

e.	 Repeat	this	problem	with	30,000,	80,000,	and	100,000	N/m2.

2-5.	A	volatile	substance	evaporates	from	an	open	container	into	a	room	of	volume	28.3	m3.	The	evaporation
rate	is	100	mg/min.	If	the	air	in	the	room	is	assumed	to	be	well	mixed,	how	many	m3/min	of	fresh	air	must	be
supplied	to	ensure	that	the	concentration	of	the	volatile	is	maintained	below	its	TLV	of	100	ppm?	The
temperature	is	25°C,	and	the	pressure	is	1	atm.	The	volatile	molecular	weight	is	100	g/g-mole.	Under	most
circumstances,	the	air	in	a	room	cannot	be	assumed	to	be	well	mixed.	How	would	poor	mixing	affect	the
quantity	of	air	required?
2-6.	If	500	workers	in	a	plant	are	exposed	to	the	following	concentrations	of	ammonia	for	the	given	number	of
hours,	how	many	deaths	will	be	expected?
a.	 1000	ppm	for	1	hour
b.	 2000	ppm	for	2	hours
c.	 300	ppm	for	3	hours
d.	 150	ppm	for	2	hours
e.	 Repeat	this	problem	with	the	concentrations	given	in	parts	(a)	through	(d),	but	assume	the	times	are	2,	4,	6,

and	2	hours,	respectively.

2-7.	Using	TLV	data	from	Appendix	E,	convert	TLV	in	ppm	to	mg/m3	for	the	following	compounds.	Assume	a
temperature	of	25°C	and	a	pressure	of	1	atm.
a.	 benzene
b.	 chlorine



c.	 cyclohexanol
d.	 ethylene	oxide
2-8.	Estimate	four	exposure	concentrations	in	ppm	that	will	result	in	fatalities	for	80%	of	the	exposed
individuals	if	they	are	exposed	to	chlorine	for	2,	4,	6,	and	8	minutes.
2-9.	Determine	the	deaths	resulting	from	the	following	exposures	to	chlorine:
a.	 200	ppm	for	150	min
b.	 100	ppm	for	50	min
c.	 50	ppm	for	20	min
2-10.	The	peak	overpressure	expected	as	a	result	of	the	explosion	of	a	tank	in	a	plant	facility	is	approximated
by	the	equation:

logP=7.1094−1.8  log r

where	P	 is	 the	 overpressure	 in	N/m2	 and	 r	 is	 the	 distance	 from	 the	 blast	 in	meters.	 The	 plant	 employs	 500
people	who	work	in	an	area	from	3	to	150	m	from	the	potential	blast	site.	Estimate	the	number	of	fatalities	due
to	lung	hemorrhage	as	a	result	of	this	blast.	Assume	there	are	5	shells	around	the	center	and	the	people	are
evenly	distributed	through	the	area.
2-11.	Use	Appendix	E	to	determine	the	hazardous	properties	of	ammonia—that	is,	TLV-TWA,	TLV-STEL,	TLV-C,
and	PEL.
2-12.	At	what	overpressure	(Pa	and	psi)	would	50%	of	structures	be	damaged?
2-13.	For	methane	in	air	at	1	atm	and	298	K,	how	many	ppm	is	100	mg/m3?
2-14.	Humans	breathe	about	500	mL	of	air	per	breath	and	take	about	12	breaths	per	minute	during	normal
activities.	If	a	person	is	exposed	to	an	atmosphere	containing	benzene	at	a	concentration	of	10	ppm	(by
volume),	how	many	grams	of	benzene	will	be	deposited	in	the	lungs	during	an	8-hour	shift	if	all	the	benzene
that	enters	remains	in	the	lungs?	How	many	drops	of	liquid	is	this?	A	drop	of	liquid	contains	about	0.05	cm3.
The	specific	gravity	of	benzene	is	0.879.	If	you	were	the	worker,	would	this	exposure	level	be	acceptable?

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	3.	Industrial	Hygiene
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are:

1.	 Learn	the	four	steps	in	an	industrial	hygiene	study.
2.	 Learn	the	Globally	Harmonized	System	(GHS)	for	Safety	Data	Sheets	(SDS)	and	labels.
3.	 Evaluate	the	magnitude	of	exposures	and	responses.
4.	 Develop	and	evaluate	control	techniques	to	prevent	exposures.
5.	 Learn	to	use	the	National	Fire	Protection	Association	(NFPA)	diamond.

Industrial	hygiene	is	the	science	devoted	to	the	anticipation,	identification,	evaluation,	and	control	of	occupational
conditions	 that	 cause	 sickness	 and	 injury.	 Such	 exposures	 may	 involve	 chemicals,	 dusts,	 noise,	 and	 thermal
radiation,	to	name	a	few	possible	conditions.
Typical	 projects	 involving	 industrial	 hygiene	 are	 monitoring	 toxic	 airborne	 vapor	 concentrations,	 reducing	 toxic
airborne	 vapors	 through	 the	 use	 of	 ventilation,	 selecting	 proper	 personal	 protective	 equipment,	 developing
procedures	 for	 the	handling	of	hazardous	materials,	 and	monitoring	and	 reducing	noise,	heat,	 thermal	 radiation,
and	other	physical	factors	to	ensure	that	workers	are	not	exposed	to	harmful	levels.
Chemical	process	technology	is	so	complex	that	preventing	hazardous	workplace	exposures	requires	the	concerted
efforts	 of	 industrial	 hygienists,	 engineers,	 process	 designers,	 operators,	 laboratory	 personnel,	 and	management.
The	 industrial	 hygienist	 works	 closely	 with	 these	 personnel	 as	 an	 integral	 part	 of	 a	 safety	 and	 loss	 prevention
program.	Engineers	are	very	 likely	to	work	with	 industrial	hygienists	so	they	must	have	a	basic	understanding	of
industrial	hygiene	to	be	an	effective	member	of	the	team.
After	 identifying	and	evaluating	 the	hazards,	 the	 industrial	hygienist	makes	 recommendations	 relevant	 to	control
methods.	 The	 industrial	 hygienist	 and	 plant	 personnel	 work	 together	 to	 ensure	 that	 the	 control	 measures	 are
applied	and	maintained.
The	major	responsibility	of	the	industrial	hygienist	is	to	prevent	hazardous	workplace	exposures.	This	is	done	using
four	traditional	steps	in	an	industrial	hygiene	study:

Anticipation:	expectation	of	the	presence	of	workplace	hazards	and	worker	exposures
Identification:	determination	of	the	presence	of	worker	exposures
Evaluation:	determination	of	the	magnitude	of	the	exposure
Control:	application	of	appropriate	technology	to	reduce	workplace	exposures	to	acceptable	levels

3-1	Anticipating	and	Identifying	Hazardous	Workplace
Exposures
Anticipating	 potential	 exposures	 takes	 into	 account	 potential	 hazards,	 entry	 modes	 of	 toxicants	 into	 the	 human
body,	and	potential	human	injury.	Table	3-1	lists	some	of	these	potential	hazards;	note	that	it	is	not	inclusive.

Table	3-1	Identification	of	Some	Potential	Hazards

Potential	hazards
Toxicity Flammability
Chemical	reactivity Noise
Thermal	radiation Ionizing	radiation
Mechanical Temperature,	either	high	or	low
Entry	mode	of	toxicants
Inhalation Ingestion
Skin	absorption Injection
Potential	human	injury
Lungs Skin
Ears Eyes
Nervous	system Liver
Kidneys Reproductive	organs
Circulatory	system Other	organs

Industrial	 hygiene	 studies	 are	 only	 as	 good	 as	 the	 information	 available.	 Table	 3-2	 provides	 a	 list	 of	 potential
information	that	would	be	valuable	for	an	industrial	hygiene	study.	Of	course,	this	information	must	be	up	to	date
and	reliable.	Other	information	will	likely	be	required	depending	on	the	specific	situation.

Table	3-2	Data	Useful	for	an	Industrial	Hygiene	Study

Chemicals



Physical	state:	solid,	liquid,	or	gas

Threshold	limit	values	(TLVs),	permissible	exposure	levels	(PELs)

Odor	threshold	for	vapors

Vapor	pressure	of	liquids
Chemical	reactions
Reaction	rate

Heat	of	reaction

Hazardous	properties	of	by-products

Reactivity	with	other	chemicals

Thermal	stability

Sensitivity	of	chemical	to	temperature	or	impact
Flammability
Flammability	limits

Flash	point	temperature

Auto-ignition	temperature	(AIT)

Minimum	explosible	concentration	(MEC)	for	dusts

Minimum	ignition	energy	(MIE)
Physical	conditions
Noise

Heat

Humidity

Thermal	radiation

Ionizing	radiation
Equipment
Mechanical	hazards

Operating	limits

Design	specifications

Plant	layout

Materials	of	construction

Note:	This	list	will	vary	based	on	the	particular	situation.
The	anticipation	step	 involves	understanding	the	potential	hazards	that	may	exist	 in	 the	workplace.	For	example,
the	industrial	hygienist	could	develop	a	list	of	all	chemicals	used	in	a	plant.	However,	only	some	of	these	chemicals
will	 have	 hazardous	 properties,	 and	 even	 fewer	will	 be	 handled	 or	 used	 in	 such	 a	way	 to	 result	 in	 a	 hazardous
exposure.
The	identification	step	determines	whether	hazardous	exposures	actually	exist.	These	hazards	are	numerous,	and
they	can	also	act	in	combination.	Table	3-1	provides	a	list	of	some	potential	hazards	that	are	commonly	found	during
the	identification	step	of	industrial	hygiene	projects.
One	approach	 to	 identify	 the	presence	of	 chemical	 vapors	 in	 the	workplace	 is	 to	 list	 the	odor	 thresholds	 for	 the
chemicals	present	 (Table	3-3).	 Individuals	 vary	 greatly	with	 respect	 to	 odor	 detection	 so	 variability	 in	 the	 actual
levels	 is	 expected.	 Also,	 some	 chemicals,	 such	 as	 methyl	 ethyl	 ketone,	 anesthetize	 the	 olfactory	 organs	 with
continued	exposure,	reducing	the	ability	to	detect	the	odor.	In	many	cases,	the	odor	threshold	is	below	the	threshold
limit	value	(TLV).	For	instance,	chlorine	has	an	odor	threshold	of	0.05	ppm,	while	its	TLV	is	0.5	ppm	(see	Appendix
E).	In	this	case,	the	odor	is	noticed	at	a	concentration	well	below	the	TLV.	For	other	chemicals,	the	reverse	case	is
true:	Ethylene	oxide	has	an	odor	threshold	of	851	ppm,	while	its	TLV	is	1	ppm.	In	this	case,	by	the	time	the	odor	is
detected,	the	exposure	limit	has	been	greatly	exceeded.



Table	3-3	Odor	Thresholds	for	Selected	Chemicals

Chemical	species Odor	threshold	(ppm)
Acetaldehyde 				0.186
Acetic	acid 				0.016
Acrolein 				0.174
Acrylic	acid 				0.4
Acrylonitrile 		16.6
Ammonia 				5.75
Aniline 				0.676
Bromine 				0.066
Butane 204
Butyraldehyde 				0.009
Camphor 				0.051
Chlorine 				0.05
Chloroform 		11.7
Cumene 				0.024
Diethylamine 				0.186
Ethyl	alcohol 				0.136
Ethylamine 				0.324
Ethylene	oxide 851
Ethyl	ether 				2.29
Ethyl	mercaptan 				0.001
Fluorine 				0.126
Hydrogen	chloride 				0.77
Hydrogen	sulfide 				0.0005
Isopropyl	ether 				0.055
Methyl	alcohol 141
Methylene	chloride 				0.912
Methyl	ethyl	ketone	(MEK) 				0.27
Methyl	isocyanate 				2.1
Methyl	mercaptan 				0.001
Ozone 				0.061
Phenol 				0.011
Phosgene 				0.55
Styrene 				3.44
Toluene 				0.16
Trichloroethylene 				1.36
Vinyl	acetate 				0.603
Vinyl	chloride 				0.253

Source:	Data	from	3M	Respirator	Selection	Guide	(St.	Paul,	MN:	3M	Corporation,	2010).
The	 evaluation	 step	 obtains	 actual	 data	 to	 characterize	 the	 exposure.	 This	 could	 include	 chemical	 vapor
concentrations,	noise	 levels,	 temperatures,	and	 thermal	 radiation	 levels,	 among	other	 information.	The	 industrial
hygienist	is	invaluable	in	helping	with	these	measurements.	The	evaluation	step	is	discussed	in	detail	in	Section	3-3.
Control	 is	 the	 final	 step	 in	 industrial	 hygiene	 studies.	 This	 step	 is	 undertaken	 after	 potential	 health	 hazards	 are
identified	and	evaluated,	and	then	appropriate	control	techniques	are	developed	and	installed	to	reduce	workplace
exposures.	The	control	step	is	discussed	in	detail	in	Section	3-4.

3-2	Globally	Harmonized	System
The	Globally	Harmonized	System	(GHS)1	is	an	international	system	that	the	United	Nations	created	for	the	unified
development	of	Safety	Data	Sheets	(GHS	SDS)	and	for	unified	label	development	for	substances	and	mixtures	(GHS
label).	The	GHS	is	intended	to	be	a	worldwide	system	that	all	countries	can	use	to	identify	the	hazardous	properties
of	chemicals	and	to	provide	unified	labeling	to	facilitate	shipping	chemicals	between	countries.
1	 Globally	 Harmonized	 System	 of	 Classification	 and	 Labelling	 of	 Chemicals	 (GHS),	 7th	 rev.	 ed.,	 Part	 1,	 2017.
www.unece.org/trans/danger/publi/ghs/ghs_rev07/07files_e0.html.

In	2013,	 the	U.S.	Occupational	Safety	 and	Health	Administration	 (OSHA)	adopted	 the	GHS	 for	 classification	and
labeling	of	chemicals.2	The	new	GHS	requirements	are	as	follows:
2	 A	 Guide	 to	 The	 Globally	 Harmonized	 System	 of	 Classification	 and	 Labeling	 of	 Chemicals	 (GHS)	 (The	 Purple	 Book),	 pp.	 40,	 47.
www.osha.gov/dsg/hazcom/ghsguideoct05.pdf.



Hazard	classification:	The	standard	requires	chemical	manufacturers	and	importers	to	determine	the	hazards
associated	with	the	chemicals	they	produce	or	import.	Information	on	the	specific	health	and	physical	hazards
of	these	chemicals	must	be	provided	to	the	consumer.
GHS	SDS:	The	standard	requires	SDSs	to	have	16	specific	sections,	ensuring	consistency	in	the	presentation	of
important	safety	information	about	a	chemical.
GHS	 labels:	 Chemical	 labels	 must	 include	 the	 name	 of	 the	 chemical	 as	 well	 as	 a	 signal	 word,	 pictograms,
hazard	statements,	and	precautionary	statements	that	describe	the	hazards	associated	with	the	chemical.

Globally	Harmonized	System	for	Safety	Data	Sheets
The	SDS	has	16	sections	that	give	a	clear	description	of	the	hazards—that	is,	classify	the	hazards	of	substances	and
mixtures	according	to	their	health,	environmental,	and	physical	hazards.	The	sections	of	the	SDS	are	as	follows:

1.	 Identification
2.	 Hazard	identification
3.	 Composition/information	on	ingredients
4.	 First	aid	measure
5.	 Firefighting	measures
6.	 Accidental	release	measures
7.	 Handling	and	storage
8.	 Exposure	controls/personal	protection
9.	 Physical	and	chemical	properties	and	safety	characteristics
10.	 Stability	and	reactivity
11.	 Toxicological	information
12.	 Ecological	information
13.	 Disposal	consideration
14.	 Transport	information
15.	 Regulatory	information
16.	 Other	informatio.

Sections	1	through	8	provide	general	information	about	the	chemical.	This	includes	the	chemical’s	name,	hazards,
composition,	 safe	 handling	 practices,	 and	 emergency	 response	 measures.	 These	 first	 eight	 sections	 are	 helpful
when	information	is	required	quickly	in	an	emergency	situation.
Sections	 9	 through	 11	 and	 section	 16	 contain	 other	 technical	 and	 scientific	 information,	 such	 as	 the	 chemical’s
physical	and	chemical	properties,	information	about	the	chemical’s	stability	and	reactivity,	toxicological	information,
and	the	date	the	safety	data	sheet	was	prepared	or	last	revised.
Sections	12	through	15	contain	information	related	to	the	chemical’s	effect	on	the	environment,	its	proper	disposal,
transport	 of	 the	 chemical,	 and	 additional	 regulations	 governing	 its	 use.	 These	 sections	 are	 considered
“nonmandatory”	by	OSHA	because	the	content	of	these	sections	is	enforced	by	other	federal	and	state	government
agencies.
The	 minimum	 required	 information	 for	 the	 16	 sections	 of	 the	 GHS	 SDS	 is	 identified	 in	 the	 “Purple	 Book.”3	 A
detailed	description	of	the	GHS	SDS	and	actual	SDSs	for	chemicals	are	readily	available	on	the	Internet.
3Occupational	Safety	and	Health	Administration.	“Purple	Book”	www.osha.gov/dsg/hazcom/ghsguideoct05.pdf.

The	GHS	 includes	nine	pictograms	and	29	hazard	classes,	 as	 shown	 in	Table	3-4.	 The	 hazard	 classes	 include	 17
physical	hazard	classes,	10	health	hazard	classes	and	2	environmental	hazard	classes.

Table	3-4	GHS	Pictograms	and	Hazard	Classes

Group	pictograms
Health	Hazard Flammability Compressed	Gas

Corrosive Explosive Oxidizers



Environmental Acute	Toxicity Other	Hazards

Hazard	classes	–	www.un.org	for	specific	details	on	each	class.
Physical	Hazards	(17	
classes)

Explosives

Flammable	gases

Flammable	liquids	–	see	
Table	3-5

Flammable	solids

Aerosols

Gases	under	pressure

Self-reactive	substances

Pyrophoric	liquids

Pyrophoric	solids

Self-heating	substances

Substances	which,	in	contact	with	water	emit	
flammable	gases

Oxidizing	gases

Oxidizing	liquids

Oxidizing	solids

Organic	peroxides

Corrosive	to	metals

Desensitized	explosives

Health	Hazards	(10	classes) Acute	toxicity	(oral	/	dermal	/	inhalation)	–	see	Table	3-6

Skin	corrosion	/	irritation

Serious	eye	damage	/	eye	irritation

Respiratory	or	skin	sensitization

Germ	cell	mutagenicity

Carcinogenicity

Reproductive	toxicology

Target	organ	systemic	toxicity	–	single	exposure

Target	organ	systemic	toxicity	–	repeated	exposure

Aspiration	toxicity
Environmental	Hazards	(2	
classes)

Hazardous	to	aquatic	environment	(acute	/	chronic)

Hazardous	to	ozone	layer

Each	of	 the	29	hazard	 classes	has	a	detailed	 specification	 for	 that	 class.	Table	3-5	provides	 the	 specification	 for
flammable	liquids	and	Table	3-6	provides	the	specification	for	acute	toxicity	–	inhalation.	Refer	to	the	Purple	Book
for	specifications	on	the	other	hazard	classes.

Table	3-5	GHS	SDS	Information	for	One	Hazard	Class:	Flammable	Liquid

Signal	
word GHS	hazard	statement/criteria GHS	hazard	

category
pictogra

m
Danger Extremely	flammable	liquid	and	vapor	Flash	point	<	23°C,	boiling	

point	<	35°C
1



Danger Highly	flammable	liquid	and	vapor	Flash	point	<	23°C,	boiling	point	
>	35°C

2 	

Warning Flammable	liquid	and	vapor	23°C	<	Flash	point	<	60°C 3 	
Warning Combustible	liquid	60°C	<Flash	point	<	93°C 4 No	symbol

Table	3-6	GHS	SDS	Information	for	Hazard	Class:	Acute	Toxicity	–	Inhalation

Signal	word GHS	hazard	statement/criteria GHS	hazard	category pictogram
Danger Fatal	If	Inhaled:

Dusts	and	mists:	LC50	<	0.05	mg/L

Gases:	LC50	<	100	ppm

Vapors:	LC50	<	0.5	mg/L

1

Danger Fatal	If	Inhaled:

Dusts	and	mists:	0.05	mg/L	<	LC50	<	0.5	mg/L

Gases:	100	ppm	<	LC50	<	500	ppm

Vapors:	0.5	mg/L	<	LC50	<	2	mg/L

2 	

Danger Toxic	If	Inhaled:

Dusts	and	mists:	0.5	mg/L	<	LC50	<	1	mg/L

Gases:	500	ppm	<	LC50	<	2500	ppm

Vapors:	2	mg/L	<	LC50	<	10	mg/L

3 	

Warning Harmful	If	Inhaled:

Dusts	and	mists:	1	mg/L	<	LC50	<	5	mg/L

Gases:	2500	ppm	<	LC50	<	5000	ppm

Vapors:	2	mg/L	<	LC50	<	10	mg/L

4

Warning No	Specified	Label	Elements:

Dusts	and	mists:	LC50	>	5	mg/L

Gases:	LC50	>	5000	ppm

Vapors:	LC50	>	20	mg/L

5 No	symbol

LC50	50%	lethal	concentration

Each	hazard	 class	 specification	has	 four	 elements:	 signal	word,	 classification,	 hazard	number,	 and	pictogram,	 as
shown	in	Figures	3-4	and	3-5.	The	hazard	classes	are	numbered	from	1	to	4	or	5,	with	the	number	1	denoting	the
most	severe	hazard.	As	an	example,	gasoline	has	a	signal	word	of	“Danger”	and	a	GHS	hazard	category	of	2,	while
diesel	fuel	has	a	signal	word	of	“Warning”	and	a	GHS	hazard	category	of	4	(see	Table	3-5).

Example	3-1
A	survey	of	a	laboratory	identifies	the	following	chemical	species:	sodium	chloride,	sodium	hydroxide	(0.5M),
and	phenol.	Using	online	GHS	SDSs,	 identify	 for	 each	 chemical:	 (a)	 two	hazard	 classes	with	 corresponding
categories,	 (b)	 signal	 words,	 (c)	 two	 hazard	 statements,	 (d)	 two	 precautionary	 statements,	 and	 (e)	 the
manufacturer’s	information.	Note	that	a	chemical	may	have	more	than	two	hazard	classes.

Solution
SDS	information	for	each	chemical	can	be	found	on	the	Internet.	The	following	table	summarizes	the	results:

Chemica
l Description	and	potential	hazard

Sodium	
chloride

a.	 Not	dangerous



b.	 None

c.	 May	be	harmful	if	swallowed	and	may	be	harmful	if	inhaled

d.	 None

e.	 BioLabs,	800-623-5227

Sodium	
hydroxid
e	(0.5M)

a.	 Health	hazard:	serious	eye	damage	/	eye	irritation,	Category	1;	and	Physical	hazard:	corrosive	
to	metals,	Category	1

b.	 Danger

c.	 May	be	corrosive	to	metals,	and	causes	severe	skin	burns	and	eye	damage

d.	 When	calling	for	medical	assistance,	have	the	label	in	hand,	and	keep	out	of	reach	of	children

e.	 Fisher	Science	Education,	800-535-5053

Phenol

a.	 Health	Hazard:	Acute	toxicity:	oral	/dermal/	inhalation,	Category	3;	and	Health	Hazard:	skin	
corrosion	/	irritation—1B,	where	1B	is	a	subcategory	for	exposure	<	1	hour,	and	Health	
Hazard:	serious	eye	damage	/	irritation,	Category	1

b.	 Danger

c.	 Toxic	if	swallowed,	and	toxic	in	contact	with	skin

d.	 When	calling	for	medical	assistance,	have	the	label	in	hand,	and	keep	out	of	reach	of	children

e.	 Fisher	Science	Education,	800-535-5053

Globally	Harmonized	System	for	Labeling
The	GHS	label	has	six	elements,	as	shown	in	Figure	3-1.	The	label	format	is	not	specified	in	the	GHS;	however,	it	is
recommended	that	the	product	name	or	identifier,	signal	word,	and	the	GHS	pictograms	should	be	located	together
on	the	label.4-7





Figure	3-1	Sample	GHS	label	showing	all	the	six	required	elements.	

4A	 Guide	 to	 The	 Globally	 Harmonized	 System	 of	 Classification	 and	 Labeling	 of	 Chemicals	 (GHS)	 (The	 Purple	 Book),	 pp.	 33–38.
www.osha.gov/dsg/hazcom/ghsguideoct05.pdf.

5Occupational	Safety	and	Health	Administration.	“Labels.”	www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3636.pdf.
6“Six	Elements	of	GHS	Label.”	www.bradyid.com/en-us/applications/ghs-labeling-requirements.
7U.S.	 Department	 of	 Transportation.	 “Hazardous	 Materials	 Regulations.”
https://hazmatonline.phmsa.dot.gov/services/publication_documents/howtouse0507.pdf.

Six	Elements	of	the	GHS	Label
Although	the	SDS	is	the	major	source	of	information	about	the	hazardous	properties	of	the	chemical,	the	GHS	label
is	designed	to	give	the	worker	the	most	important	information	related	to	safe	handling	of	the	chemical.	Each	GHS
label	includes	six	elements:

1.	 Product	 name	 or	 identifier.	 This	 provides	 information	 on	 the	 chemical	 substance,	 or	mixture,	 that	 is	 in	 the
container.

2.	 Signal	word.	There	are	only	two	words	used	as	signal	words:	“Danger”	and	“Warning.”	“Danger”	is	used	for
the	most	severe	circumstances,	and	“warning”	for	less	severe	conditions

3.	 GHS	pictograms.	Refer	to	Table	3-4
4.	 Hazards	 statements.	 These	 phrases	 describe	 the	 nature	 of	 the	 hazardous	 material	 and	 the	 degree	 of	 the

hazard.	Hazardous	 statements	 include	 “highly	 flammable	 liquid	 and	 vapor,”	 “may	be	 fatal	 if	 swallowed	 and
enters	airways,”	“causes	skin	 irritation,”	“causes	serious	eye	 irritation,”	and	“may	cause	cancer,”	 to	name	a
few.

5.	 Precautionary	statements/first	aid.	These	instructions	(and/or	pictograms)	are	intended	to	prevent	or	minimize
the	effects	of	exposure	to	the	hazardous	product.	Examples	include	special	 instructions	(from	manufacturer)
before	use—for	example,	“do	not	handle	until	all	safety	precautions	have	been	read	and	understood,”	“keep
away	 from	 heat/sparks/open	 flames/hot	 surfaces,”	 “no	 smoking	 in	 the	 area,”	 “wear	 protective	 gloves/eye
protection/face	protection,”	and	“if	swallowed—immediately	call	a	poison	center	or	doctor.”

6.	 Manufacturer	information.	This	element	identifies	the	manufacturer’s	company	name,	address,	and	telephone
number.

Additional	label	regulations	apply	when	shipping	materials	by	ground,	air,	or	water	transportation.8
8U.S.	 Department	 of	 Transportation.	 “Hazardous	 Materials	 Regulations.”
https://hazmatonline.phmsa.dot.gov/services/publication_documents/howtouse0507.pdf.

Primary	and	Secondary	Containers
Primary	 containers	 are	 the	 bags,	 barrels,	 bottles,	 and	 cans	 that	 are	 received	 from	 the	 manufacturer.	 These
containers	should	have	GHS	labels.	The	supplier	labels	cannot	be	removed,	altered,	or	defaced.	If	the	label	needs	to
be	replaced,	then	the	new	label	must	contain	the	same	information	as	the	original.
Secondary	 containers	 are	 usually	 smaller	 than	 primary	 containers;	 for	 example,	 they	may	 include	 spray	 bottles,
jugs,	 and	 jars.	 These	 containers	 hold	 the	material	 taken	 from	 the	 primary	 container.	 Secondary	 containers	must
comply	with	the	GHS	label	requirements	except	when	the	following	criteria	are	met:	(1)	the	material	is	used	within
the	work	shift	of	the	person	making	the	transfer,	(2)	the	worker	making	the	transfer	remains	in	the	work	area	the
entire	time	during	use,	and	(3)	the	container	stays	within	the	work	area	and	in	the	possession	of	the	worker	who
filled	 the	 container.	 These	 requirements	 are	 so	 rigorous	 that	 labeling	 of	 all	 chemicals	 at	 all	 times	 is	 the	 best
approach.



3-3	Evaluate	the	Magnitude	of	Exposures	and	Responses
The	industrial	hygiene	evaluation	phase	determines	the	extent	and	degree	of	employee	exposure	to	toxicants	and
physical	 hazards	 in	 the	 workplace	 environment.	 The	 various	 types	 of	 existing	 control	 measures	 and	 their
effectiveness	are	also	studied	during	this	phase.	(The	industrial	hygiene	control	techniques	are	presented	in	more
detail	in	Section	3-4.)
During	the	evaluation	study,	the	likelihood	of	large	and	small	leaks	must	be	considered.	Sudden	exposures	to	high
concentrations,	through	large	leaks,	may	lead	to	immediate	acute	effects,	such	as	unconsciousness,	burning	eyes,	or
fits	of	coughing.	There	is	rarely	lasting	damage	to	individuals	if	they	are	removed	promptly	from	the	contaminated
area.	In	this	case,	ready	access	to	a	clean	environment	is	important.
Chronic	 effects,	 however,	 arise	 from	 repeated	 exposures	 to	 low	 concentrations,	 mostly	 by	 small	 leaks	 or
volatilization	 of	 solid	 or	 liquid	 chemicals.	 Many	 toxic	 chemical	 vapors	 are	 colorless	 and	 odorless	 (or	 the	 toxic
concentration	might	be	below	the	odor	threshold).	Small	 leaks	of	these	substances	might	not	become	obvious	for
months	or	even	years,	but	such	exposures	may	lead	to	permanent	and	serious	impairments.	Special	attention	must
be	 directed	 toward	 preventing	 and	 controlling	 low	 concentrations	 of	 toxic	 gases.	 In	 these	 circumstances,	 some
provision	for	continuous	evaluation	is	necessary;	that	 is,	continuous	or	frequent	periodic	sampling	and	analysis	 is
important.
To	 establish	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 existing	 controls,	 samples	 are	 taken	 to	 determine	 the	 workers’	 exposure	 to
conditions	 that	may	 be	 harmful.	 If	 problems	 are	 evident,	 controls	must	 be	 implemented	 immediately;	 temporary
controls	such	as	personal	protective	equipment	can	be	used	 in	 these	circumstances.	Longer-term	and	permanent
controls,	however,	must	be	subsequently	developed.
After	the	exposure	data	are	obtained,	it	is	necessary	to	compare	actual	exposure	levels	to	acceptable	occupational
health	 standards,	 such	 as	 TLVs,	 PELs,	 or	 IDLH	 concentrations.	 These	 standards,	 together	 with	 the	 actual
concentrations,	are	used	to	identify	the	potential	hazards	requiring	improved	or	additional	control	measures.

Evaluating	Exposures	to	Volatile	Toxicants	by	Monitoring
A	direct	method	for	determining	worker	exposures	is	continuous	monitoring	of	the	air	concentrations	of	toxicants
online	 in	 a	 work	 environment.	 For	 continuous	 concentration	 data	 C(t),	 the	 TWA	 (time-weighted	 average)
concentration	is	computed	using	the	equation

TWA=18∫0twC(t)dt(3-1)
where
C(t)	is	the	concentration	(in	ppm	or	mg/m3)	of	the	chemical	in	the	air	and
tw	is	the	worker’s	shift	time	in	hours.
The	integral	is	always	divided	by	8	hours,	independent	of	the	length	of	time	actually	worked	in	the	shift.	Thus,	if	a
worker	is	exposed	for	12	hours	to	a	concentration	of	chemical	equal	to	the	TLV-TWA,	then	the	TLV-TWA	has	been
exceeded,	because	the	computation	is	normalized	to	8	hours.
Continuous	monitoring	is	rarely	performed	because	most	facilities	do	not	have	the	necessary	equipment	available.
Instead,	 intermittent	samples	are	typically	obtained,	representing	worker	exposures	at	 fixed	points	 in	 time.	 If	we
assume	 that	 the	 concentration	 Ci	 is	 fixed	 (or	 averaged)	 over	 the	 period	 of	 time	 ti,	 the	 TWA	 concentration	 is
computed	by

TWA=C1t1+C2t2+…+Cntn8	hours(3-2)
All	 chemical	 monitoring	 methods	 have	 drawbacks	 because	 (1)	 the	 workers	 move	 in	 and	 out	 of	 the	 exposed
workplace,	 (2)	 the	 concentration	 of	 toxicants	 may	 vary	 at	 different	 locations	 in	 the	 work	 area,	 and	 (3)	 the
concentrations	will	change	with	time	depending	on	work	activities.	Industrial	hygienists	play	an	important	role	in
the	selection	and	placement	of	workplace	monitoring	equipment	and	the	interpretation	of	the	data.
If	more	than	one	chemical	is	present	in	the	workplace,	one	procedure	is	to	assume	that	the	effects	of	the	toxicants
are	additive	(unless	other	information	to	the	contrary	is	available).	The	combined	exposures	from	multiple	toxicants
with	different	TLV-TWAs	is	determined	with	the	equation

Σi=1nCi(TLV-TWA)i(3-3)
where
n	is	the	total	number	of	toxicants,
Ci	is	the	concentration	of	chemical	i	with	respect	to	the	other	toxicants,	and	(TLV-TWA)i	is	the	TLV-TWA	for	chemical
species	i.
If	the	sum	in	Equation	3-3	exceeds	1,	then	the	workers	are	overexposed.
The	mixture	TLV-TWA	can	be	computed	with	the	equation

(TLV-TWA)mix=Σi=1nCiΣi=1nCi(TLV-TWA)i(3-4)
If	 the	 sum	 of	 the	 concentrations	 of	 the	 toxicants	 in	 the	 mixture	 exceeds	 this	 amount,	 then	 the	 workers	 are
overexposed.
For	mixtures	of	toxicants	with	different	effects	(such	as	an	acid	vapor	mixed	with	lead	fumes),	the	TLVs	cannot	be
assumed	to	be	additive.

Example	3-2
Air	contains	5	ppm	of	diethyl	amine	(TLV-TWA	of	5	ppm),	20	ppm	of	cyclohexanol	(TLV-TWA	of	50	ppm),	and	10
ppm	of	propylene	oxide	(TLV-TWA	of	2	ppm).	What	is	the	mixture’s	TLV-TWA,	and	has	this	level	been	exceeded?

Solution
From	Equation	3-4,



(TLV-TWA))mix=Σi=1nCiΣi=1nCi(TLV-TWA)i=5+20+1055+2050+102=5.5	ppm
The	 total	 mixture	 concentration	 is	 5	 +	 20	 +	 10	 =	 35	 ppm.	 The	 workers	 are	 overexposed	 under	 these
circumstances.
An	alternative	approach	is	to	use	Equation	3-3:

∑i=13Ci(TLV−TWA)i=55+2050+102=6.4
Because	this	quantity	is	greater	than	1,	the	TLV-TWA	has	been	exceeded.

Example	3-3
Determine	the	8-hour	TWA	worker	exposure	if	the	worker	is	exposed	to	toluene	vapors	as	follows:

Duration	of	exposure	(hr) Measured	concentration	(ppm)
2 110
2 330
4 090

Solution
Using	Equation	3-2,

TWA	=C1T1	+	C2T2	+	C3T38										=(110)(2)	+	(330)(2)	+	(90)(4)8=155	ppm
Because	the	TLV	for	toluene	is	20	ppm	(Appendix	E),	the	worker	is	overexposed.	Additional	control	measures
must	be	developed.	On	a	temporary	and	immediate	basis,	all	employees	working	in	this	environment	need	to
wear	the	appropriate	respirators.

Example	3-4
Determine	the	mixture	TLV	at	25°C	and	1	atm	pressure	of	a	mixture	derived	from	the	following	liquid:

Component Mole	percent Species	TLV	(ppm)
Heptane 50 400
Toluene 50 20

Solution
The	 solution	 requires	 the	concentrations	of	 the	heptane	and	 toluene	 in	 the	vapor	phase.	Assuming	 that	 the
composition	 of	 the	 liquid	does	not	 change	as	 it	 evaporates	 (the	quantity	 is	 large),	 the	 vapor	 composition	 is
computed	 using	 standard	 vapor–liquid	 equilibrium	 calculations.	 Assuming	 that	 Raoult’s	 and	 Dalton’s	 laws
apply	to	this	system	under	these	conditions,	the	vapor	composition	is	determined	directly	from	the	saturation
vapor	 pressures	 of	 the	 pure	 components.	 Saturation	 vapor	 pressure	 equations	 are	 provided	 in	Appendix	 C.
From	these	equations	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	is	calculated	at	25°C:

Pheptanesat=46.4		mm	HgPtoluenesat=28.2		mm	Hg
Using	Raoult’s	law,	the	partial	pressures	in	the	vapor	are	determined:

pi=xiPtsatpheptane=(0.5)(46.4	mm	Hg)=23.2	mm	Hgptoluene=(0.5)(28.2	mm	Hg)=14.1 mm	Hg
The	total	pressure	of	the	toxicants	is	(23.2+14.1)	=	37.3	mm	Hg.	From	Dalton’s	law,	the	mole	fractions	on	a
toxicant	basis	are

yheptane=23.2		mm	Hg37.3		mm	Hg=0.622ytoluene=1−0.622=0.378
The	mixture’s	TLV	is	computed	using	Equation	3-4:

TLVmix=Σi=1nCiΣi=1nCi(TLV-TWA)i=10.622400+0.37820=48.9	ppm
The	TLVs	for	the	individual	species	in	the	mixture	are

TLVheptane=(0.622)(48.9  ppm)=30.4  ppmTLVtoluene=(0.378)(48.9  ppm)=18.5  ppm
If	the	actual	species	concentrations	exceed	these	levels,	more	control	measures	will	be	needed.

Evaluating	Worker	Exposures	to	Dusts
Dusts	are	also	a	contaminant	that	may	cause	health	exposures.	According	to	toxicological	theory,	the	dust	particles
that	present	the	greatest	hazard	to	the	lungs	are	normally	in	the	respirable	particle	size	range	between	2	and	5	μm
(see	Chapter	2).	Particles	larger	than	5	μm	are	usually	unable	to	reach	the	lungs,	whereas	those	smaller	than	0.2
μm	settle	out	too	slowly	and	are	mostly	exhaled	with	the	air.
The	main	reason	for	sampling	for	atmospheric	particulates	 is	to	estimate	the	concentrations	that	are	 inhaled	and
deposited	 in	the	 lungs.	Sampling	methods	and	the	 interpretation	of	data	relevant	to	health	hazards	are	relatively
complex;	industrial	hygienists,	who	are	specialists	in	this	technology,	should	be	consulted	when	confronted	with	this
type	of	problem.
Dust	evaluation	calculations	are	performed	in	a	manner	identical	to	that	used	for	volatile	vapors.	Instead	of	using
ppm	as	a	concentration	unit,	mg/m3	or	mppcf	(millions	of	particles	per	cubic	foot)	is	more	convenient.



Example	3-5
Determine	the	TLV	for	a	uniform	mixture	of	dusts	containing	the	following	particles:

Type	of	dust Concentration	(wt.%) TLV	(mppcf)
Dust	A 70 20
Dust	B 30 2.7

Solution
From	Equation	3-4:

TLV	of	mixture	=	1C1TLV1+C2TLV2														=	10.7020+0.302.7													=	6.8	mppcf
Special	control	measures	will	be	 required	when	 the	actual	particle	count	 (of	 the	size	 range	specified	 in	 the
standards	or	by	an	industrial	hygienist)	exceeds	6.8	mppcf.

Evaluating	Worker	Exposures	to	Noise
Noise	problems	are	common	in	chemical	plants;	this	type	of	problem	is	also	evaluated	by	industrial	hygienists.	If	a
noise	problem	is	suspected,	the	industrial	hygienist	should	immediately	make	the	appropriate	noise	measurements
and	develop	recommendations.
Noise	levels	are	measured	in	decibels.	A	decibel	(dB)	is	a	relative	logarithmic	scale	used	to	compare	the	intensities
of	 two	sounds.	 If	one	sound	 is	at	 intensity	 I	 and	another	sound	 is	at	 intensity	 Io,	 then	 the	difference	 in	 intensity
levels	in	decibels	is	given	by

Noise	intensity(dB)	=	10⋅log10(II0)(3-5)
Thus,	a	sound	10	times	as	intense	as	another	has	an	intensity	level	10	dB.
An	 absolute	 sound	 scale	 (in	 dBA	 for	 absolute	 decibels)	 is	 defined	 by	 establishing	 an	 intensity	 reference.	 For
convenience,	the	hearing	threshold	is	set	at	0	dBA.	Table	3-7	contains	dBA	levels	for	a	variety	of	common	activities.

Table	3-7	Sound	Intensity	Levels	for	a	Variety	of	Common	Activities

Source	of	noise Sound	intensity	level	(dB)
Riveting	(painful) 120
Punch	press 110
Passing	truck 100
Factory 		90
Noisy	office 		80
Conventional	speech 		60
Private	office 		50
Average	residence 		40
Recording	studio 		30
Whisper 		20
Threshold	of	good	hearing 		10
Threshold	of	excellent	youthful	hearing 				0

Permissible	 noise	 exposure	 levels	 for	 single	 sources	 are	 provided	 in	 Table	3-8.	Noise	 evaluation	 calculations	 are
performed	identically	to	calculations	for	vapors,	except	that	dBA	is	used	instead	of	ppm	and	hours	of	exposure	is
used	instead	of	concentration.

Table	3-8	Permissible	Noise	Exposures

Sound	level	(dBA) Maximum	exposure	(hr/day)
		85 16
		88 			10.5
		90 8
		91 7
		92 6
		94 			4.8
		95 4
		97 3
100 2
102 			1.5
105 1
110 			0.5
115 				0.25



Source:	 “Permissible	 Noise	 Exposures,”	 www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?
p_table=standards&p_id=9735.

Example	3-6
Determine	whether	the	following	noise	level	is	permissible	with	no	additional	controls:

Noise	level	(dBA) Duration	(hr) Maximum	allowed	(hr)
		85 3.6 16
		95 3.0 		4
110 0.5 					0.5

Solution
From	Equation	3-3:

∑i=13Ci(TLV−TWA)i=3.616+34+0.50.5=1.97
Because	 the	 sum	 exceeds	 1.0,	 employees	 in	 this	 environment	 are	 immediately	 required	 to	 don	 hearing
protection.	 On	 a	 longer-term	 basis,	 noise	 reduction	 control	 methods	 should	 be	 developed	 for	 the	 specific
pieces	of	equipment	producing	excessive	noise	levels.

Evaluating	Worker	Exposures	to	Thermal	Radiation
Thermal	 radiation	 also	 impacts	workers.	 In	 this	 case,	 the	 effect	 on	 the	worker	 is	 a	 function	 of	 both	 the	 thermal
radiation	intensity	and	the	time	of	the	exposure.	Table	3-9	shows	the	effects	on	workers	and	Table	3-10	shows	the
effects	on	various	materials.	The	effects	may	vary	considerably	depending	on	actual	circumstances.

Table	3-9	Effects	of	Thermal	Radiation	on	Workers

Thermal	radiation	intensity	(kW/m2) Time	for	severe	pain	(s) Time	for	second-degree	burn	(s)
		1 115 663
		2 		45 187
		3 		27 		92
		4 		18 		57
		5 		13 		40
		6 		11 		30
		8 				7 		20
10 				5 		14
12 				4 		11

Source:	Handbook	of	Chemical	Hazard	Analysis	Procedures	(Washington,	DC:	U.S.	Federal	Emergency	Management
Agency,	U.S.	Department	of	Transportation,	and	U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency,	1988).

Table	3-10	Effects	of	Thermal	Radiation	on	Materials

Thermal	radiation	intensity	(kW/m2) Effects
								4 Glass	ruined
						12 Plastic	melting
						15 Wood	firing,	when	there	is	an	ignition	source
18-20 Destruction	of	thermal	insulation
						25 Automatic	firing	of	wood
						37.5 Damage	to	process	equipment
		100 Damage	and	breaking	of	steel.

Sources:	F.	P.	Lees,	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	(Oxford,	UK:	Butterworth-Heinemann,	1980);
Methods	 for	 the	Determination	of	Possible	Damage	 to	People	and	Objects	Resulting	 from	Releases	of	Hazardous
Materials,	1st	ed.	(Radarweg,	Netherlands:	TNO,	1992).
First-degree	burns	are	the	 least	severe.	With	these	burns,	 the	skin	 is	red	and	painful	and	swells	slightly.	Second-
degree	burns	have	blisters	and	are	painful.	Third-degree	burns	damage	all	the	layers	of	the	skin	and	the	skin	looks
white	or	charred;	these	burns	may	cause	little	or	no	pain	if	the	nerves	are	damaged.

Example	3-7
Flares	are	used	to	burn	off	vapors	from	a	plant.	The	flare	burns	the	vapors	using	a	flame	at	the	top	of	a	stack.
One	design	criterion	for	a	flare	is	that	the	thermal	radiation	intensity	in	the	vicinity	of	the	flare	on	the	ground
should	not	exceed	1500	BTU/hr	ft2.	What	thermal	effect	will	this	have	on	the	workers?

Solution



First	convert	to	metric	units:
(1500	BTU/hr	ft2)(2.930×10−4	kW	hr1	BTU)  (1	ft0.3048	m)2=4.73 kW/m

From	Table	3-9,	this	will	cause	second-degree	burns	in	about	40	s,	with	severe	pain	occurring	in	13	s.	Access
to	the	ground	area	around	the	flare	must	be	controlled	to	prevent	burns.

Estimating	Worker	Exposures	to	Toxic	Vapors
The	 best	 procedure	 to	 determine	 exposures	 to	 toxic	 vapors	 is	 to	measure	 the	 vapor	 concentrations	 directly.	 For
design	 purposes,	 estimates	 of	 vapor	 concentrations	 are	 frequently	 required	 in	 enclosed	 spaces,	 above	 open
containers,	where	drums	are	filled,	and	in	the	area	of	spills.
Consider	 the	 enclosed	 volume	 shown	 in	 Figure	 3-2.	 This	 enclosure	 is	 ventilated	 by	 a	 constant-volume	 airflow.
Volatile	vapors	are	evolved	within	the	enclosure.	An	estimate	of	the	concentration	of	volatile	in	the	air	is	required.



Figure	3-2	Mass	balance	for	volatile	vapor	in	an	enclosure.	

Where
C	is	the	concentration	of	volatile	vapor	in	the	enclosure	(mass/volume),
V	is	the	volume	of	the	enclosure	(volume),
Qv	is	the	ventilation	rate	(volume/time),
k	is	the	nonideal	mixing	factor	(unitless),	and
Qm	is	the	evolution	rate	of	volatile	material	(mass/time).
The	nonideal	mixing	factor	k	accounts	for	conditions	in	the	enclosure	that	are	less	than	well	mixed.	It	follows	that:
Total	mass	of	volatile	in	volume	=VC
Accumulation	of	mass	of	volatile	=d(VC)dt=VdCdt
Mass	rate	of	volatile	material	resulting	from	evolution	=Qm
Mass	rate	of	volatile	material	out	=	k	QVC
Because	accumulation	equals	mass-in	minus	mass-out,	the	dynamic	mass	balance	on	the	volatile	species	is

VdCdt=Qm−kQvC(3-6)
At	steady	state,	the	accumulation	term	is	0,	and	Equation	3-6	is	solved	for	C:

C=Qmk⋅QV(3-7)
Equation	3-7	is	converted	to	the	more	convenient	concentration	units	of	ppm	by	direct	application	of	the	ideal	gas
law.	Let	m	represent	mass,	ρ	represent	mass	density,	and	the	subscripts	v	and	b	denote	the	volatile	and	bulk	gas
species,	respectively.	Then

Cppm=VvVb×106=(mv/ρvVb)  ×106=(mvVb) (RgTPM)  ×106(3-8)
where
Rg	is	the	ideal	gas	constant,
T	is	the	absolute	ambient	temperature,
P	is	the	absolute	pressure,	and
M	is	the	molecular	weight	of	the	volatile	species.
	
The	term	mv/Vb	is	identical	to	the	concentration	of	volatile	computed	using	Equation	3-7.	Substituting	Equation	3-7
into	Equation	3-8	yields

Cppm=QmRgTkQPvM×106(3-9)
Equation	3-9	is	used	to	determine	the	average	concentration	(in	ppm)	of	any	volatile	species	in	an	enclosure	given	a
source	term	Qm	and	a	ventilation	rate	Qv.	It	can	be	applied	to	the	following	types	of	exposures:	a	worker	standing
near	a	pool	of	volatile	 liquid,	a	worker	standing	near	an	opening	to	a	storage	tank,	or	a	worker	standing	near	an
open	container	of	volatile	liquid.
Equation	3-9	includes	the	following	important	assumptions:



The	calculated	concentration	is	an	average	concentration	in	the	enclosure.	Localized	conditions	could	result	in
significantly	 higher	 concentrations;	 workers	 directly	 above	 an	 open	 container	 might	 be	 exposed	 to	 higher
concentrations.
A	steady-state	condition	is	assumed;	that	is,	the	accumulation	term	in	the	mass	balance	is	zero.

The	nonideal	mixing	factor	varies	from	0.1	to	0.5	for	most	practical	situations.9	For	perfect	mixing,	k	=	1.
9R.	Craig	Matthiessen.	“Estimating	Chemical	Exposure	Levels	in	the	Workplace.”	Chemical	Engineering	Progress	(April	1986):	30.

Example	3-8
An	 open	 toluene	 container	 in	 an	 enclosure	 is	weighed	 as	 a	 function	 of	 time,	 and	 it	 is	 determined	 that	 the
average	evaporation	 rate	 is	0.1	g/min.	The	ventilation	 rate	 is	100	 ft3/min.	The	 temperature	 is	80°F	and	 the
pressure	is	1	atm.	Estimate	the	concentration	of	toluene	vapor	in	the	enclosure	and	compare	your	answer	to
the	TLV	for	toluene	of	20	ppm.

Solution
Because	the	value	of	k	is	not	known	directly,	it	must	be	used	as	a	parameter.	From	Equation	3-9,

kCppm=QmRgTQvPM×106
From	the	data	provided

Qm=0.1	g/min=2.20×10−41bm/minRg=0.7302	ft3atm/lb-
moleoRT=80οF=540οRQv=100	ft3/minM=92	lbm/1b-moleP=1	atm

Substituting	into	the	equation	for	kC	ppm:
kCppm=QmRgTQvPM×106=(2.20×10−41bm/min)(0.7302	ft3atm/1b-moleoR)(540oR)(100	ft3/min)(1	atm)

(92	1bm/1b-mole)×106=9.43	ppm
Because	k	 varies	 from	0.1	 to	0.5,	 the	concentration	 is	expected	 to	vary	 from	18.9	ppm	 to	94.3	ppm.	Actual
vapor	sampling	is	recommended	to	ensure	that	the	TLV	of	20	ppm	is	not	exceeded.

Estimating	the	Vaporization	Rate	of	a	Liquid
Liquids	with	high	saturation	vapor	pressures	evaporate	more	rapidly.	As	a	result,	the	evaporation	rate	(mass/time)
is	a	function	of	the	saturation	vapor	pressure.	In	reality,	for	vaporization	into	stagnant	air,	the	vaporization	rate	is
proportional	to	the	difference	between	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	and	the	partial	pressure	of	the	vapor	 in	the
stagnant	air;	that	is,

Qm∝(Psat−p)(3-10)
where
Psat	is	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	of	the	pure	liquid	at	the	temperature	of	the	liquid	and
p	is	the	partial	pressure	of	the	vapor	in	the	bulk	stagnant	gas	above	the	liquid.
A	more	generalized	expression	for	the	vaporization	rate	is	available:10

10Steven	R.	Hanna	and	Peter	J.	Drivas.	Guidelines	for	the	Use	of	Vapor	Cloud	Dispersion	Models,	2nd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	1996).

Qm=MKA(Psat−p)RgTL(3-11)
where
Qm	is	the	evaporation	rate	(mass/time),
M	is	the	molecular	weight	of	the	volatile	substance,
K	is	a	mass	transfer	coefficient	(length/time)	for	an	area	A,
Rg	is	the	ideal	gas	constant,	and
TL	is	the	absolute	temperature	of	the	liquid.
For	many	situations	Psat>>p,	and	Equation	3-11	is	simplified	to

Qm=MKAPsatRgTL(3-12)
Equation	3-12	is	used	to	estimate	the	vaporization	rate	of	a	volatile	from	an	open	vessel	or	from	a	spill	of	liquid.
The	vaporization	 rate	or	 source	 term,	Qm,	 determined	by	Equation	3-12,	 is	used	 in	Equation	3-9	 to	 estimate	 the
concentration	(in	ppm)	of	a	volatile	in	a	ventilated	enclosure	resulting	from	evaporation	of	a	liquid:

Cppm=KATPsatkQvPTL×106(3-13)
For	most	situations,	T	=	TL	and	Equation	3-13	is	simplified	to

Cppm=KAPsatkQ vP×106(3-14)
As	defined	previously,	P	is	the	absolute	pressure.
The	gas	mass	transfer	coefficient	is	estimated	using	the	relationship11
11Louis	J.	Thibodeaux.	Environmental	Chemodynamics,	2nd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	Wiley,	1996),	p.	85.

K=aD2/3(3-15)
where
a	is	a	constant	and
D	is	the	gas-phase	diffusion	coefficient.



Equation	3-15	is	used	to	determine	the	ratio	of	the	mass	transfer	coefficients	between	the	species	of	interest	K	and
a	reference	species	Ko:

KK0=(DD0)2/3(3-16)

The	gas-phase	diffusion	coefficients	are	estimated	from	the	molecular	weights	M	of	the	species:12

12Gordon	M.	Barrow.	Physical	Chemistry,	2nd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	1966),	p.	19.

DD0=M0M(3-17)
Equation	3-17	is	combined	with	Equation	3-16,	giving

K=K0(M0M)1/3(3-18)

Water	is	most	frequently	used	as	a	reference	substance;	it	has	a	mass	transfer	coefficient13	of	0.83	cm/s.
13R.	Craig	Matthiessen.	“Estimating	Chemical	Exposure	Levels	in	the	Workplace.”	Chemical	Engineering	Progress	(April	1986):	33.

Example	3-9
A	tank	with	a	1.5-m	diameter	opening	contains	 toluene,	C7H8.	Estimate	 the	evaporation	rate	 from	this	 tank
assuming	a	 temperature	of	25°C	and	a	pressure	of	1	atm.	 If	 the	ventilation	rate	 is	85	m3/min,	estimate	 the
concentration	of	toluene	in	this	workplace	enclosure.

Solution
The	molecular	weight	of	 toluene	 is	92.	The	mass	 transfer	coefficient	 is	estimated	 from	Equation	3-18	 using
water	as	a	reference:

K=K0(M0M)1/3=(0.83	cm/s)(1892)1/3=	0.482	cm/s	=	0.289 	m/min
The	saturation	vapor	pressure	is	given	in	Example	3-4:

Pto1uenesat=28.2	mm	Hg=0.0371	atm
The	pool	area	is

A=πd24=(3.14)(1.5	m)24=1.77	m2
The	evaporation	rate	is	computed	using	Equation	3-12:

	Qm=MKAPsatRgTL=(92	kg/kg-mole)(0.289	m/min)(1.77	m2)(0.0371	atm)(0.082057	m3atm/kg-moleoK)
(298oK)						=0.0714	kg/min

The	concentration	is	estimated	using	Equation	3-14	with	k	as	a	parameter:
kCppm  =  KAPsatQPv×106									  =  (0.289	m/min)(1.77	m2)(0.0371	atm)(85	m3/min)(1	atm)×106									  =  223 

	ppm
The	concentration	will	 range	 from	446	ppm	to	2230	ppm,	depending	on	 the	value	of	k	 (ranging	 from	0.1	 to
0.5).	Because	the	TLV	for	toluene	is	20	ppm,	additional	ventilation	is	recommended,	or	the	amount	of	exposed
surface	area	should	be	 reduced.	The	amount	of	ventilation	 required	 to	 reduce	 the	worst-case	concentration
(2230	ppm)	to	20	ppm	is

Qv= (85	m3/min)(2230	ppm20	ppm)	=	9480	m3/min
This	 represents	 an	 impractical	 level	 of	 general	 ventilation.	 Potential	 solutions	 to	 this	 problem	 include
containing	the	toluene	in	a	closed	vessel	or	using	local	ventilation	at	the	vessel	opening.

Estimating	Worker	Exposures	during	Vessel	Filling	Operations
For	vessels	being	filled	with	liquid,	volatile	emissions	are	generated	from	two	sources,	as	shown	in	Figure	3-3:

Evaporation	of	the	liquid,	represented	by	Equation	3-14
Displacement	of	the	vapor	in	the	vapor	space	by	the	liquid	filling	the	vessel





Figure	3-3	Evaporation	and	displacement	from	a	filling	vessel.	

The	net	generation	of	volatile	is	the	sum	of	the	two	sources:
Qm=(Qm)1+(Qm)2(3-19)

where
(Qm)1	represents	the	source	resulting	from	evaporation	and
(Qm)2	represents	the	source	resulting	from	displacement.
The	 source	 term	 (Qm)1	 is	 computed	 using	 Equation	 3-12.	 (Qm)2	 is	 determined	 by	 assuming	 that	 the	 vapor	 is
completely	saturated	with	the	volatile.	An	adjustment	is	introduced	later	for	less	than	saturated	conditions.
Define
Vc	as	the	volume	of	the	container	(volume),
rf	as	the	constant	filling	rate	of	the	vessel	(time−1),
Psat	as	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	of	the	volatile	liquid,	and
TL	as	the	absolute	temperature	of	the	container	and	liquid.
It	follows	that	rfVc	is	the	volumetric	rate	of	bulk	vapor	being	displaced	from	the	drum	(volume/time).	Also,	if	ρv	 is
the	density	of	the	volatile	vapor,	then	rfVc	ρv	is	the	mass	rate	of	volatile	displaced	from	the	container	(mass/time).
Using	the	ideal	gas	law,

ρV=MPsatRgTL(3-20)
and	it	follows	that

(Qm)2=MPsatRgTLrfVC(3-21)
Equation	3-21	can	be	modified	 for	container	vapors	 that	are	not	saturated	with	 the	volatile.	Let	φ	 represent	 this
adjustment	factor;	then,

(Qm)2=MPsatRgTLϕrfVC(3-22)
For	splash	filling	(filling	from	the	top	of	a	container	with	the	liquid	splashing	to	the	bottom),	φ	=	1.	For	subsurface
filling14	(by	a	dip	leg	to	the	bottom	of	the	tank),	φ	=	0.5.
14R.	Craig	Matthiessen.	“Estimating	Chemical	Exposure	Levels	in	the	Workplace.”	Chemical	Engineering	Progress	(April	1986):	33.

The	net	source	term	resulting	from	filling	is	derived	by	combining	Equations	3-12	and	3-22	with	Equation	3-19:
Qm=(Qm)1+(Qm)2=MPsatRgTL(ϕrfVc+KA)(3-23)

This	 source	 term	 is	 substituted	 into	 Equation	 3-9	 to	 compute	 the	 vapor	 concentration	 (in	 ppm)	 in	 an	 enclosure
resulting	from	a	filling	operation.	The	assumption	that	T	=	TL	is	also	invoked.	The	result	is

CPPm=PsatkQvP(ϕrfVc+KA)×106(3-24)
For	many	practical	 situations,	 the	 evaporation	 term	KA	 is	much	 smaller	 than	 the	 displacement	 term	and	 can	 be
neglected.

Example	3-10
Railroad	cars	are	being	splash-filled	with	toluene.	The	10,000-gal	cars	are	being	filled	at	the	rate	of	one	every
8	hours.	The	filling	hole	in	the	tank	car	is	4	inches	in	diameter.	Estimate	the	concentration	of	toluene	vapor	as
a	result	of	this	filling	operation.	The	ventilation	rate	is	estimated	at	3000	ft3/min.	The	temperature	is	77°F	and
the	pressure	is	1	atm.



Solution
The	concentration	 is	estimated	using	Equation	3-24.	From	Example	3-9,	K	=	0.949	 ft/min	and	Psat	=	0.0371
atm.	The	area	of	the	filling	hole	is

A=πd24=(3.14)(4	in)2(4)(144	in2/ft2)=0.0872	ft2
Thus

KA=(0.949	ft/min)(0.0872		ft2)=0.0827	ft3/min
The	filling	rate	rf

rf=(18	hr)(1	hr60	min)=0.00208	min−1
For	splash	filling,	the	nonideal	filling	factor	ϕ	is	1.0.	The	displacement	term	in	Equation	3-24	is

ϕrfVc=(1.0)(0.00208	min-1)(10,000	gal)(ft37.48ga1)=2.78	ft3/min
As	expected,	the	evaporation	term	is	small	compared	to	the	displacement	term.	The	concentration	is	computed
from	Equation	3-24,	using	k	as	a	parameter:

kCppm=PsatϕrfVcQvP=(0.0371	atm)(2.78	ft3/min)(3000	ft3/min)(1	atm)×106
=34.4		ppm

The	 actual	 concentration	 could	 range	 from	 69	 ppm	 to	 344	 ppm,	 depending	 on	 the	 value	 of	k.	 Sampling	 to
ensure	 that	 the	 concentration	 is	 below	 20	 ppm	 is	 recommended.	 For	 subsurface	 filling,	 ϕ	 =	 0.5,	 and	 the
concentration	range	is	reduced	to	35–172	ppm.
With	 splash	 filling	 or	 filling	with	 a	 dip	 pipe,	 if	 the	 addition	 rate	 is	 low,	 then	 the	 evaporation	 rate	 could	 be
higher	than	the	displacement	rate.

3-4	Develop	and	Evaluate	Control	Techniques	to	Prevent
Exposures
After	potential	 industrial	hygiene	health	hazards	are	 identified	and	evaluated,	 the	appropriate	control	 techniques
must	be	developed	and	 installed.	This	 requires	 the	application	of	appropriate	 technology	 for	 reducing	workplace
exposures.	The	types	of	control	techniques	used	in	the	chemical	industry	are	described	in	Table	3-11.

Table	3-11	Industrial	Hygiene	Control	Methods

Type	and	explanation Typical	control	techniques
Inherently	safer 	
Eliminate	or	reduce	hazard Eliminate	chemical	entirely.

Reduce	chemical	inventories,	including	raw	materials,	intermediates,	
and	products.

Replace	chemical	with	less	hazardous	chemical.

Decrease	temperature	and	pressure	of	chemical.

Reduce	pipeline	size	to	reduce	hold-up	inventory.
Enclosures
Enclose	room	or	equipment	and	place	
under	negative	pressure.

Enclose	hazardous	operations	such	as	sample	points.

Seal	rooms,	sewers,	ventilation,	and	the	like.

Use	analyzers	and	instruments	to	observe	inside	equipment.

Shield	high-temperature	surfaces.
Local	ventilation 	
Contain	and	exhaust	hazardous	
substances.

Use	properly	designed	hoods.

Use	hoods	for	charging	and	discharging.

Keep	exhaust	systems	under	negative	pressure.

Use	ventilation	at	drumming	station.

Use	local	exhaust	at	sample	points.

Dilution	ventilation 	
Design	ventilation	systems	to	control	



low-level	toxics. Design	locker	rooms	with	good	ventilation	and	special	areas	or	
enclosures	for	contaminated	clothing.

Design	filter	press	rooms	with	directional	ventilation.

Design	ventilation	to	isolate	operations	from	rooms	and	offices.
Wet	methods 	
Use	wet	methods	to	minimize	
contamination	with	dusts.

Clean	vessels	chemically	versus	sandblasting.

Use	water	sprays	for	cleaning.

Use	water	sprays	to	shield	trenches	or	pump	seals.

Clean	areas	frequently.
Good	housekeeping 	
Keep	toxicants	and	dusts	contained. Use	dikes	around	tanks	and	pumps.

Provide	water	and	steam	connections	for	area	washing.

Provide	lines	for	flushing	and	cleaning.

Provide	well-designed	sewer	system	with	emergency	containment.
Personal	protection 	
As	last	line	of	defense Use	aprons,	arm	shields,	and	space	suits.

Use	safety	glasses	and	face	shields.

Wear	appropriate	respirators;	airline	respirators	are	required	when	
oxygen	concentration	is	less	than	19.5%.

Designing	 control	methods	 is	 an	 important	 and	 creative	 task.	During	 the	design	process,	 the	 engineer	must	 pay
particular	attention	to	ensure	that	the	newly	designed	control	technique	provides	the	desired	control	and	that	the
new	 control	 technique	 itself	 does	 not	 create	 another	 hazard,	 sometimes	 even	more	 hazardous	 than	 the	 original
problem.
The	 two	 major	 control	 techniques	 are	 environmental	 controls	 and	 personal	 protection.	 Environmental	 control
reduces	 exposure	 by	 reducing	 the	 concentration	 of	 toxicants	 in	 the	 workplace	 environment.	 This	 includes
enclosures,	local	ventilation,	dilution	ventilation,	wet	methods,	and	good	housekeeping,	as	discussed	previously.
Personal	protection	prevents	 or	 reduces	exposure	by	providing	a	barrier	between	 the	worker	and	 the	workplace
environment.	 This	 barrier	 is	 usually	 worn	 by	 the	 worker—hence	 the	 designation	 “personal.”	 Typical	 types	 of
personal	protective	equipment	(PPE)	are	listed	in	Table	3-12.	The	major	problem	with	personal	protection	is	that	it
frequently	 compromises	 the	workers’	 abilities	 to	move	 and	 is	 frequently	 uncomfortable.	 As	 a	 result,	 PPE	 should
always	be	considered	as	a	last	line	of	defense.

Table	3-12	Personal	Protective	Equipment,	Not	Including	Respirators

Type Description
Hard	hat Protects	head	from	falling	equipment	and	bumps
Safety	glasses Impact-resistant	lenses	with	side	shields
Chemical	splash	goggles,	gas-tight Suitable	for	liquids	and	fumes
Steel-toed	safety	shoes Protects	feet	against	dropped	equipment
Wraparound	face	shield Provides	additional	face	protection.	Resistant	to	most	chemicals
Vinyl	apron Resists	most	chemicals
Splash	suit Viton	or	butyl	rubber	for	nonflammable	exposures
Umbilical	cord	suit Used	with	external	air	supply
Rubber	gloves	over	sleeves Protects	forearms
PVC-coated	gloves Resists	acids	and	bases
PVC	and	nitrile	knee	boots Resists	acids,	oils,	and	greases
Ear	plugs Protects	against	high	noise	levels

Respirators
Respirators	 are	 routinely	 found	 in	 chemical	 laboratories	 and	 plants.	 Respirators	 should	 be	 used	 only	 under	 the
following	conditions:

On	a	temporary	basis,	until	regular	control	methods	can	be	implemented
As	emergency	response	equipment,	to	ensure	worker	safety	in	the	event	of	an	incident
As	 a	 last	 resort,	 in	 the	 event	 that	 environmental	 control	 techniques	 are	 unable	 to	 provide	 satisfactory



protection

Respirators	always	compromise	worker	ability,	so	that	a	worker	with	a	respirator	is	unable	to	perform	or	respond	as
well	as	a	worker	without	one.	Various	types	of	respirators	are	listed	in	Table	3-13.

Table	3-13	Respirators	Useful	to	the	Chemical	Industry

Exposure Type Limitations
Dust Mouth	and	nose	dust	mask

For	dusts,	fumes,	and	mists

Not	for	chemicals

Oxygen	>	19.5%

Replace	when	discolored	or	clogged

Chemical	vapors Mouth	and	nose	with	chemical	
cartridge

Concentrations	less	than	IDLH

Specified	concentrations	must	not	be	exceeded

Oxygen	>	19.5%

10	times	exposure	limit

Exposure	limits	must	be	known	for	chemicals

Chemical	vapors Full	face	mask	with	chemical	
cartridge

Concentrations	less	than	IDLH

Specified	concentrations	must	not	be	exceeded

Oxygen	>	19.5	%

50	times	exposure	limit

Exposure	limits	must	be	known	for	chemicals

Chemical	vapors	
and	dusts

Self-contained	breathing	
apparatus	(SCBA)

Used	for:	chemical,	biological,	radiological,	and	
nuclear	exposures

Can	be	used	for	concentrations	greater	than	IDLH	
and	oxygen	<	19.5	%

Limited	time	use	depending	on	air	tank	capacity

Source:	Information	from	following	and	National	Institute	for	Occupational	Safety	and	Health.	“Respirator	Selection
Logic.”	2004.	www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2005-100/
Selection	guide:	https://multimedia.3m.com/mws/media/639110O/3m-respirator-selection-guide.pdf
General	 information	 about	 masks:	 www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?
p_table=standards&p_id=12716
Gas	mask	description:	www.osha.gov/dts/shib/respiratory_protection_bulletin_2011.html
Gas	mask	limitations:	wwwn.cdc.gov/NIOSH-CEL/Limitations/G14#14G_1
Respirators	 can	 be	 used	 improperly	 and	 can	 be	 damaged	 to	 the	 extent	 that	 they	 do	 not	 provide	 the	 needed
protection.	OSHA	and	National	Institute	for	Occupational	Safety	and	Health	(NIOSH)	have	developed	standards	for
using	respirators,15	including	fit	testing	(to	ensure	that	the	device	does	not	leak	excessively),	periodic	inspections
(to	ensure	that	the	equipment	works	properly),	specified	use	applications	(to	ensure	that	the	equipment	is	used	for
the	 correct	 job),	 training	 (to	 ensure	 that	 it	 is	used	properly),	 and	 record	keeping	 (to	 ensure	 that	 the	program	 is
operating	 efficiently).	 All	 industrial	 users	 of	 respirators	 are	 legally	 bound	 to	 understand	 and	 fulfill	 these	 OSHA



requirements.	All	respirators	require	training.	Annual	respirator	medical	exams	are	also	required.
15National	Institute	for	Occupational	Safety	and	Health.	“Respirator	Selection	Logic.”	2004.	www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2005-100/.

Ventilation
For	 environmental	 control	 of	 airborne	 toxic	 material,	 the	most	 common	method	 is	 ventilation,	 for	 the	 following
reasons:

Ventilation	can	quickly	remove	dangerous	concentrations	of	flammable	and	toxic	materials.
Ventilation	can	be	highly	localized,	reducing	the	quantity	of	air	moved	and	the	equipment	size.
Ventilation	equipment	is	readily	available	and	can	be	easily	installed.
Ventilation	equipment	can	be	added	to	an	existing	facility.

The	major	disadvantage	of	ventilation	 is	 the	operating	cost.	Substantial	electrical	energy	may	be	needed	to	drive
the	potentially	large	fans,	and	the	cost	to	heat	or	cool	the	large	quantities	of	fresh	air	can	be	large.	These	operating
costs	need	to	be	considered	when	evaluating	alternatives.
Ventilation	is	based	on	two	principles:	(1)	dilute	the	contaminant	below	the	target	concentration,	and	(2)	remove	the
contaminant	 before	 workers	 are	 exposed.	 Thus,	 ventilation	 systems	 are	 composed	 of	 fans	 and	 ducts.	 The	 fans
produce	a	small	pressure	drop	(less	than	0.1	psi)	that	moves	the	air.	The	best	system	is	a	negative-pressure	system,
in	which	the	fans	are	located	at	the	exhaust	end	of	the	system,	pulling	air	out.	This	ensures	that	leaks	in	the	dust
system	draw	air	in	from	the	workplace	rather	than	expel	contaminated	air	from	the	ducts	into	the	workplace.	This
arrangement	is	shown	in	Figure	3-4.



Figure	3-4	The	difference	between	a	positive-pressure	and	a	negative-pressure	ventilation	system.	The
negative-pressure	system	ensures	that	contaminants	do	not	leak	into	workplace	environments.	

Two	types	of	ventilation	techniques	are	used:	local	and	dilution	ventilation.

Local	Ventilation
The	most	common	example	of	local	ventilation	is	the	hood.	A	hood	is	a	device	that	either	completely	encloses	the
source	of	contaminant	or	moves	the	air	in	such	a	fashion	as	to	carry	the	contaminant	to	an	exhaust	device.	Several
types	of	hoods	are	available:

An	enclosed	hood	completely	contains	the	source	of	contaminant.
An	exterior	hood	continuously	draws	contaminants	into	an	exhaust	from	some	distance	away.
A	receiving	hood	is	an	exterior	hood	that	uses	the	discharge	motion	of	the	contaminant	for	collection.
A	push–pull	hood	uses	a	stream	of	air	from	a	supply	to	push	contaminants	toward	an	exhaust	system.

The	most	widely	encountered	enclosed	hood	is	the	laboratory	hood,	like	the	standard	laboratory	utility	hood	shown
in	Figure	3-5.	Fresh	air	is	drawn	through	the	window	area	of	the	hood	and	is	removed	out	the	top	through	a	duct.
The	airflow	profiles	within	the	hood	are	highly	dependent	on	the	location	of	the	window	sash.	It	is	important	to	keep
the	sash	open	a	few	inches,	at	a	minimum,	to	ensure	adequate	fresh	air.	However,	the	sash	should	never	be	fully
opened	because	contaminants	might	escape.	The	baffle,	which	may	be	present	at	the	rear	of	the	hood,	ensures	that
contaminants	are	removed	from	the	working	surface	and	the	rear	lower	corner.





Figure	3-5	Standard	utility	laboratory	hood.	Air	flow	patterns	and	control	velocity	are	dependent	on	sash
height.	(Source:	Adapted	from	N.	Irving	Sax.	Dangerous	Properties	of	Industrial	Materials,	4th	ed.	(New	York,
NY:	Van	Nostrand	Reinhold,	1975),	p.	74.)	

Another	 type	 of	 laboratory	 hood	 is	 the	 bypass	 hood,	 shown	 in	 Figure	 3-6.	 In	 this	 design,	 bypass	 air	 is	 supplied
through	a	grille	at	the	top	of	the	hood.	This	ensures	the	availability	of	fresh	air	to	sweep	out	contaminants	in	the
hood.	The	bypass	air	supply	is	reduced	as	the	hood	sash	is	opened.



Figure	3-6	Standard	bypass	laboratory	hood.	The	bypass	air	is	controlled	by	the	height	of	the	sash.	(Source:
Adapted	from	N.	Irving	Sax.	Dangerous	Properties	of	Industrial	Materials,	4th	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	Van	Nostrand
Reinhold,	1975),	p.	75.)	

Enclosed	hoods	offer	the	following	advantages:

Completely	eliminate	exposure	to	workers
Require	minimal	airflow
Provide	a	containment	device	in	the	event	of	fire	or	explosion
Provide	a	shield	to	the	worker	by	means	of	a	sliding	door	on	the	hood

However,	hoods	also	have	some	disadvantages:

Limit	the	workspace	available
Can	be	used	only	for	small,	bench-scale	or	pilot	plant	equipment

Most	 hood	 calculations	 assume	 plug	 flow.	 For	 a	 duct	 of	 cross-sectional	 area	 A	 and	 average	 air	 velocity	 ū
(distance/time),	the	volume	of	air	moved	per	unit	time	Qv	is	computed	as

Qv=Au¯(3-25)



For	a	rectangular	duct	of	width	W	and	length	L,	Qv	is	determined	using	the	equation

Qv=LWu¯(3-26)
Consider	the	simple	box-type	enclosed	hood	shown	in	Figure	3-7.	The	design	strategy	is	to	provide	a	fixed	velocity
of	 air	 at	 the	 opening	 of	 the	 hood.	 This	 face	 or	 control	 velocity	 (referring	 to	 the	 face	 of	 the	 hood)	 ensures	 that
contaminants	do	not	exit	from	the	hood.



Figure	3-7	Determining	the	total	volumetric	airflow	rate	for	a	box-type	hood.	For	general	operation,	a	control
velocity	of	between	80	and	120	feet	per	minute	(fpm)	is	desired.	

The	required	control	velocity	depends	on	the	toxicity	of	the	material,	the	depth	of	the	hood,	and	the	evolution	rate
of	the	contaminant.	Shallower	hoods	need	higher	control	velocities	to	prevent	contaminants	from	exiting	the	front.
However,	experience	has	shown	that	higher	velocities	can	lead	to	the	formation	of	a	turbulent	eddy	from	the	bottom
of	the	sash;	backflow	of	contaminated	air	is	possible.	For	general	operation,	a	control	velocity	between	80	and	120
feet	per	minute	(fpm)—that	is,	24.4	to	36.6	m3/min—	is	suggested.
The	airflow	velocity	is	a	function	of	the	sash	height	and	the	blower	speed.	Arrows	are	frequently	used	to	indicate
the	 proper	 sash	 height	 to	 ensure	 a	 specified	 face	 velocity.	 Instruments	 are	 available	 for	 measuring	 the	 airflow
velocity	 at	 specific	 points	 of	 the	 hood	window	 opening.	 Testing	 of	 this	 velocity	 is	 an	OSHA	 requirement.	Design
equations	are	available	for	a	wide	variety	of	hood	and	duct	shapes.16
16Industrial	 Ventilation:	 A	Manual	 of	 Recommended	 Practice,	 27th	 ed.	 (Cincinnati,	 OH:	 American	 Conference	 of	 Governmental	 Industrial
Hygienists,	2010).

Other	 types	 of	 local	 ventilation	methods	 include	 “elephant	 trunks”	 and	 free-hanging	 canopies	 and	 plenums.	 The
elephant	trunk	is	simply	a	flexible	vent	duct	with	a	diameter	of	10	cm	or	more	that	is	positioned	near	a	source	of
contaminant.	 It	 is	most	 frequently	used	 for	 loading	and	unloading	 toxic	materials	 from	drums	and	vessels.	Free-
hanging	canopies	and	plenums	can	be	either	 fixed	 in	position	or	attached	to	a	 flexible	duct	 to	enable	movement.
These	methods	will	most	likely	expose	workers	to	toxicants,	but	in	diluted	amounts.

Dilution	Ventilation
If	 the	contaminant	cannot	be	placed	 in	a	hood	and	must	be	used	 in	an	open	area	or	room,	dilution	ventilation	 is
necessary.	Unlike	hood	ventilation,	where	the	airflow	prevents	worker	exposure,	dilution	ventilation	always	exposes
the	worker	to	the	chemical,	but	 in	amounts	diluted	by	fresh	air.	Dilution	ventilation	always	requires	more	airflow
than	local	ventilation,	so	the	operating	expenses	for	such	a	system	can	be	substantial.
Equations	3-9,	3-12,	and	3-14	are	used	to	compute	the	ventilation	rates	required.	Table	3-14	1ists	values	for	k,	the
nonideal	mixing	factor	used	with	these	equations.

Table	3-14	Nonideal	Mixing	Factor,	k,	for	Various	Dilution	Ventilation	Conditions

	 Vapor	concentration	(ppm)
Ventilation	condition 0–100 101–500 More	than	500
Poor 1/11 1/8 1/7
Average 1/8 1/5 1/4
Good 1/7 1/4 1/3
Excellent 1/6 1/3 1/2

For	exposures	 to	multiple	sources,	 the	dilution	air	 requirement	 is	computed	 for	each	 individual	source.	The	 total
dilution	requirement	is	the	sum	of	the	individual	dilution	requirements.
The	following	restrictions	should	be	considered	before	implementing	dilution	ventilation:



The	contaminant	must	not	be	highly	toxic.
The	contaminant	must	be	evolved	at	a	uniform	rate.
Workers	must	remain	a	suitable	distance	from	the	source	to	ensure	proper	dilution	of	the	contaminant.
Scrubbing	systems	must	not	be	required	to	treat	the	air	before	exhaust	into	the	environment.

Example	3-11
Xylene	is	used	as	a	solvent	in	paint.	A	certain	painting	operation	evaporates	an	estimated	10	liters	of	xylene	in
an	8-hour	shift.	The	ventilation	quality	 is	rated	as	average.	Determine	the	quantity	of	dilution	ventilation	air
required	to	maintain	the	xylene	concentration	below	100	ppm,	the	TLV-TWA.	Also,	compute	the	air	required	if
the	operation	is	carried	out	in	an	enclosed	hood	with	an	opening	of	5	m2	and	a	face	velocity	of	30	m/min.	The
temperature	 is	 25°C	 and	 the	 pressure	 is	 1	 atm.	 The	 specific	 gravity	 of	 xylene	 is	 0.864,	 and	 its	 molecular
weight	is	106.

Solution
The	evaporation	rate	of	xylene	is

Qm=(0.01	m38	hr)  (1	hr60	min)  (864	kgm3)					= 0.0180	kg/min
From	 Table	 3-14,	 for	 average	 ventilation	 and	 a	 vapor	 concentration	 of	 100	 ppm,	 k	 =	 1/8	 =	 0.125.	 Using
Equation	3-9,	we	solve	for	Qv:

Qv=QmRgTkCppmPM×106=(0.0180	kg/min)(0.082057	m3  atm/kg-mole	K)(298	K)(0.125)(100)(1	atm)
(106	kg/kg-mole)×106				=334	m3/min

For	a	hood	with	an	open	area	of	5	m2,	using	Equation	3-25	and	assuming	a	 required	 control	 velocity	 of	 30
m/min,	we	get

Qv=Au¯=(5	m2)(30	m3/min)=150	m3/min
The	hood	requires	significantly	less	airflow	than	dilution	ventilation	and	prevents	worker	exposure	completely.

3-5	National	Fire	Protection	Association	Diamond
Another	method	that	is	used	to	characterize	the	hazardous	properties	of	chemicals	is	the	National	Fire	Protection
Association	(NFPA)	diamond.	The	NFPA	is	a	professional	society	that	was	established	in	1896	to	reduce	worldwide
fatalities	 and	 injuries	 due	 to	 fires	 and	 other	 hazards.	 Its	 primary	 function	 is	 to	 promote	 consensus	 codes	 and
standards,	including	the	National	Electrical	Code	(NEC).
The	 NFPA	 diamond	 frequently	 appears	 on	 chemical	 containers	 and	 storage	 vessels.	 The	 main	 purpose	 of	 the
diamond	is	to	provide	a	quick	means	for	emergency	response	personnel	to	recognize	the	chemical	hazards	that	they
may	 face	 during	 a	 fire	 or	 other	 emergency.	 However,	 it	 is	 also	 useful	 for	 routine	 operations	 where	 hazards
recognition	is	important.	NFPA	diamonds	are	frequently	found	on	chemical	containers	and	process	storage	vessels.
The	NFPA	diamond	consists	of	four	separate	areas,	as	shown	in	Figure	3-8.	These	areas	correspond	to	health,	fire,
stability,	and	special	hazards.	In	the	past,	the	word	“reactivity”	was	used	instead	of	“stability,”	but	chemical	stability
is	a	more	accurate	description	of	the	hazard	facing	emergency	response	personnel	during	a	fire	incident.



Figure	3-8	The	NFPA	704	diamond	used	to	identify	chemical	hazards.	(Source:	Reprinted	with	permission
from	NFPA	704-2017,	System	for	the	Identification	of	the	Hazards	of	Materials	for	Emergency	Response,



Copyright	©	2016,	National	Fire	Protection	Association.)	

The	simplicity	of	the	NFPA	diamond	is	that	the	respective	hazards	are	indicated	by	a	number,	with	the	number	0
representing	 minimal	 hazard	 and	 the	 number	 4	 representing	 the	 greatest	 hazard.	 Figure	 3-8	 shows	 how	 the
numbers	are	assigned.	Note	that	the	NFPA	hazard	numbers	are	the	reverse	of	the	GHS	system.	Appendix	E	contains
NFPA	numbers	for	a	variety	of	common	chemicals.

Online	Resources
National	Institute	for	Occupational	Safety	and	Health	(NIOSH),	www.cdc.gov/niosh.
U.S.	Code	of	Federal	Regulations,	www.gpoaccess.gov.
U.S.	Occupational	Safety	and	Health	Administration	(OSHA),	www.osha.gov.
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Problems
3-1.	Search	the	Internet	and
a.	 Print	a	GHS	label	for	phenol.	If	you	are	unable	to	find	a	label,	then	develop	your	own	label.
b.	 Develop	a	few	conclusions	concerning	the	process	of	finding	labels.
3-2.	Copy	the	GHS	label	pictograms	for	(a)	oxidizers,	(b)	flammables,	(c)	explosives,	(d)	acute	toxicity,	(e)
corrosives,	and	(f)	carcinogens.
3-3.	An	air	mixture	contains	4	ppm	of	carbon	tetrachloride,	25	ppm	of	1,1-dichloroethane,	5	ppm	of	diethyl
amine,	20	ppm	of	cyclohexanol,	and	10	ppm	of	propylene	oxide.	Determine	the	mixture	TLV	and	determine	if
this	TLV	has	been	exceeded.
3-4.	An	open	container	was	monitored	and	found	to	have	a	toluene	evaporation	rate	of	0.1	g/min.	The
ventilation	rate	is	2.84	m3/min,	the	temperature	is	27°C,	and	the	pressure	is	1	atm.	Estimate	the	concentration
of	toluene	vapor	in	the	enclosure	and	compare	it	to	the	TLV	of	50	ppm.	Perform	the	calculation	for	a	k	of	1.0
and	0.1.
3-5.	An	ideal	liquid	mixture	of	benzene	and	toluene	(50%	by	volume	each)	is	used	in	a	plant	at	27°C	and	1	atm.
Determine	(a)	the	mixture	TLV,	(b)	the	evaporation	rate	per	unit	area	for	this	mixture,	and	(c)	the	ventilation
rate	required	to	keep	the	concentration	below	the	TLV	if	the	liquid	is	contained	in	a	drum	with	a	bung	diameter
of	5.1	cm.	Assume	the	ventilation	quality	within	the	vicinity	is	average.

3-6.	A	drum	contains	0.16	m3	of	toluene.	If	the	lid	is	left	open	(lid	diameter	is	0.92	m),	determine	the
a.	 Time	required	to	evaporate	all	of	the	toluene.

b.	 Concentration	 of	 toluene	 (in	 ppm)	 near	 the	 drum	 if	 the	 local	 ventilation	 rate	 is	 28.34	 m3/min.	 The
temperature	is	30°C	and	the	pressure	is	1	atm.

3-7.	A	railcar	is	being	splash	filled	with	toluene.	The	car	is	38	m3	in	volume,	and	the	filling	hole	is	0.10	m	in
diameter.	It	takes	30	min	to	fill	the	rail	car.	Estimate	the	concentration	of	toluene	in	this	vicinity	if	the
ventilation	rate	is	85	m3/min.	The	temperature	is	25°C	and	the	pressure	is	1	atm.

3-8.	Xylene	is	used	in	a	hood	that	has	a	face	area	of	4.65	m2,	with	a	temperature	of	25°C	and	pressure	of	1
atm.	The	evaporation	rate	of	xylene	is	11.6	liters	in	8	hours.
a.	 Determine	the	dilution	ventilation	required	to	keep	the	area	concentration	below	the	TLV-TWA.
b.	 Compare	this	rate	to	the	recommended	face	velocity	for	hoods.

3-9.	Determine	the	recommended	air	volumetric	flow	rate,	in	m3/min,	that	is	required	for	a	hood	having	face
dimensions	of	1.22	m	(height)	and	0.91	m	(width).
3-10.	If	the	hood	in	Problem	3-9	is	used	for	handling	trichloroethylene,	determine	the	rate	of	air	passing	into
the	hood	face	to	keep	the	concentration	(a)	below	the	TLV-TWA	and	(b)	below	the	lower	explosive	limit.	Then	(c)
compare	these	rates	with	the	recommended	rate	shown	in	Problem	3-9.	The	temperature	is	25°C	and	the
pressure	is	1	atm.	In	all	cases,	the	evaporation	rate	is	0.04	kg/min.
3-11.	Use	Safety	Data	Sheets	to	determine	the	TLV	and	NFPA	ratings	for	ethanol,	chlorine,	and	phosgene.



3-12.	A	worker	is	exposed	to	multiple	sound	sources:	I=I1+I2+…+In=∑Ii.	Derive	the	following	equation	for	the
net	sound	exposure	from	these	multiple	sources:

dBA=10	log(Σi=1n10dBi/10)
Two	sound	sources	are	at	90	dBA.	What	is	the	net	exposure	from	these	two	sound	sources?

3-13.	Two	liters	of	a	liquid	chemical	is	spilled	on	the	laboratory	floor.	Assume	1	atm	of	pressure	and	a
temperature	of	25°C.
a.	 If	the	liquid	pool	is	2	mm	deep,	calculate	the	area	of	the	pool.

b.	 What	ventilation	rate,	in	m3/s,	 is	required	to	prevent	the	air	concentration	from	exceeding	the	TLV	for	the
chemical	of	100	ppm?

c.	 Ventilation	air	is	provided	for	the	lab	via	a	0.5-m-square	duct.	The	air	velocity	exiting	the	duct	is	measured
with	 a	 velometer	 at	 30	m/s.	 Calculate	 the	 volumetric	 flow	 of	 air	 from	 this	 duct	 in	m3/s.	 Is	 this	 adequate
ventilation	for	this	spill?

Data	for	the	liquid	chemical:
Molecular	weight:	100
Saturation	vapor	pressure	of	chemical	at	25°C:	100	mm	Hg

3-14.	A	large	workshop	uses	a	2:1	mixture	by	volume	of	liquid	xylene	and	hexane	to	strip	varnish	from	antique
furniture.	A	total	of	15	liters	is	used	per	8-hour	shift.	The	workshop	is	maintained	at	25°C	and	1	atm	and	has	a
ventilation	system	that	provides	1	m3/s	of	fresh	air.	Is	the	ventilation	system	adequate	to	maintain	the
concentrations	below	the	TLV-TWAs?
Xylene:	molecular	weight:	106.16,	specific	gravity:	0.870,	TLV-TWA:	100	ppm
Hexane:	molecular	weight:	86.18,	specific	gravity:	0.657,	TLV-TWA:	50	ppm

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	4.	Source	Models
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to:

1.	 Explain	why	and	how	source	models	are	used	in	risk	assessment.
2.	 Describe	simple	source	models	used	for	liquids	and	gases:	holes,	pipe	flow,	and	liquid	pools.
3.	 Describe	more	complex	source	models:	holes	in	tanks.
4.	 Describe	more	complex	source	models:	evaporation	and	flashing	or	boiling	liquids.
5.	 Distinguish	between	realistic	and	worst-case	releases.
6.	 Perform	conservative	analysis.

Most	incidents	in	chemical	plants	result	in	spills	of	toxic,	flammable,	or	explosive	materials.	Source	models	are	an
important	part	of	the	consequence	modeling	procedure	shown	in	Figure	4-1.	Figure	4-1	also	identifies	the	particular
chapters	in	this	book	that	are	related	to	the	topics	shown.	Additional	information	is	provided	elsewhere.1
1Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety.	 Guidelines	 for	 Consequence	 Analysis	 of	 Chemical	 Releases	 (New	 York,	 NY:	 American	 Institute	 of
Chemical	Engineers,	1999).



Figure	4-1	Consequence	analysis	procedure.	(Source:	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for
Consequence	Analysis	for	Chemical	Releases	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1999).)

Many	incidents	result	in	the	loss	of	containment	of	material	from	the	process.	These	materials	may	have	hazardous
properties,	which	could	include	toxic	properties	and	energy	content.	Typical	incidents	might	include	the	rupture	or
break	of	a	pipeline,	a	hole	in	a	tank	or	pipe,	runaway	reaction,	or	fire	external	to	the	vessel.
Once	 the	 incident	 is	 identified,	 source	 models	 are	 selected	 to	 describe	 how	materials	 are	 discharged	 from	 the
process.	 The	 source	model	 provides	 a	description	of	 the	 rate	 of	 discharge,the	 total	 quantity	discharged	 (or	 total
time	of	discharge),	and	the	state	of	the	discharge	(that	is	solid,	liquid,	vapor,	or	a	combination).	A	dispersion	model
is	 subsequently	 used	 to	 describe	how	 th	material	 is	 transported	downwind	 and	dispersed	 to	 some	 concentration
levels	(discussed	further	in	Chapter	5).	For	releases	of	flammable	materials,	fire	and	explosion	models	convert	the
source	model	 information	 on	 the	 release	 into	 energy	 hazard	 potentials,	 such	 as	 thermal	 radiation	 and	 explosion
overpressures	(discussed	further	in	Chapter	6).	Effect	models	convert	these	incident-specific	results	into	effects	on
people	(injury	or	death)	and	structures,	as	described	in	Chapter	2.	Environmental	impacts	could	also	be	considered,
but	we	do	not	do	so	here.

4-1	Introduction	to	Source	Models
Source	models	 are	 constructed	 from	 fundamental	 or	 empirical	 equations	 representing	 the	physical	 and	chemical
processes	 occurring	 during	 the	 release	 of	 materials.	 For	 a	 reasonably	 complex	 plant,	 many	 source	 models	 are
needed	to	describe	the	release.	Some	development	and	modification	of	the	original	models	is	usually	required	to	fit
the	specific	situation.
In	many	cases,	the	results	are	only	estimates	because	the	physical	properties	of	the	materials	are	not	adequately
characterized	or	because	 the	physical	processes	 themselves	are	not	completely	understood.	 If	uncertainty	exists,



the	parameters	should	be	selected	to	maximize	the	release	rate	and	quantity.	This	approach	ensures	that	a	design	is
conservative	(discussed	further	in	Sections	4-9	and	4-10).
Release	mechanisms	are	classified	into	wide-	or	limited-aperture	releases,	where	apertures	are	holes	and	cracks	in
tanks	 and	 pipes,	 leaks	 in	 flanges,	 valves,	 and	 pumps,	 and	 severed	 or	 ruptured	 pipes	 and	 tanks.	 In	 the	 limited-
aperture	case,	material	is	released	at	a	slow	enough	rate	that	upstream	conditions	are	not	immediately	affected—
the	assumption	of	constant	upstream	pressure	is	frequently	valid.	In	the	wide-aperture	case,	a	large	hole	develops
in	the	process	unit,	releasing	a	substantial	amount	of	material	in	a	short	time.	An	example	is	the	overpressuring	and
rupture	of	a	storage	tank.
Limited-aperture	releases	are	conceptualized	in	Figure	4-2.	Relief	valves,	designed	to	prevent	the	overpressuring	of
tanks	and	process	vessels,	are	also	potential	sources	of	released	material.



Figure	4-2	Various	types	of	limited-aperture	releases.	

Figure	4-3	shows	how	the	physical	state	of	the	material	affects	the	release	mechanism.	For	gases	or	vapors	stored
in	a	tank,	a	 leak	results	 in	a	 jet	of	gas	or	vapor.	For	 liquids,	a	 leak	below	the	 liquid	 level	 in	 the	tank	results	 in	a
stream	of	escaping	liquid.	If	the	liquid	is	stored	under	pressure	above	its	atmospheric	boiling	point,	a	leak	below	the
liquid	level	will	result	in	a	stream	of	liquid	flashing	partially	into	vapor.	Small	liquid	droplets	or	aerosols	might	also
form	from	the	flashing	stream,	with	the	possibility	of	transport	away	from	the	leak	by	wind	currents.	A	leak	in	the
vapor	 space	 above	 the	 liquid	 can	 result	 in	 either	 a	 vapor	 stream	or	 a	 two-phase	 stream	composed	 of	 vapor	 and
liquid.



Figure	4-3	Vapor	and	liquid	are	ejected	from	process	units	in	either	single-	or	two-phase	states.	

Several	basic	source	models	are	used	repeatedly	and	will	be	developed	in	detail	here:

Flow	of	liquid	through	a	hole
Flow	of	liquid	through	a	hole	in	a	tank
Flow	of	liquids	through	pipes



Flow	of	gases	or	vapor	through	holes
Flow	of	gases	or	vapor	through	pipes
Flashing	liquids
Liquid	pool	evaporation	or	boiling

Many	other	incidents—such	as	tank	overflow,	catastrophic	failure,	excessive	heating,	and	so	forth—can	be	described
using	source	models.	Other	source	models,	specific	to	certain	materials,	are	introduced	in	subsequent	chapters.

4-2	Flow	of	Liquid	through	a	Hole
A	mechanical	energy	balance	describes	the	various	energy	forms	associated	with	flowing	fluids:

∫dPρ+Δ(u¯22αgc)+ggcΔz+F=−Wsm˙(4-1)
where

P	is	the	pressure	(force/area),
ρ	is	the	fluid	density	(mass/volume),
ū	is	the	average	instantaneous	velocity	of	the	fluid	(length/time2),
gc	is	the	gravitational	constant	(length	mass/force	time2),
α	is	the	unitless	velocity	profile	correction	factor	with	the	following	values:
α	=	0.5	for	laminar	flow,	α	=	1.0	for	plug	flow,	andα	approaches	1.0	for	turbulent	flow,
g	is	the	acceleration	due	to	gravity	(length/time2),
z	is	the	height	above	datum	(length),
F	is	the	net	frictional	loss	term	(length	force/mass),
Ws	 is	 the	 shaft	 work	 (force	 length/time),	 defined	 as	 the	 positive	 work	 done	 by	 the	 system	 on	 the
surroundings,	and
m˙	is	the	mass	flow	rate	(mass/time).

The	Δ	function	represents	the	final	minus	the	initial	state.
For	incompressible	liquids,	the	density	is	constant,	and

∫dPρ=ΔPρ(4-2)
Consider	 a	 process	 unit	 that	 develops	 a	 small	 hole,	 as	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4-4.	 The	 pressure	 energy	 of	 the	 liquid
contained	within	 the	process	unit	 is	converted	 to	kinetic	energy	as	 the	 fluid	escapes	 through	 the	hole.	Frictional
forces	 between	 the	moving	 liquid	 and	 the	wall	 of	 the	 leak	 convert	 some	 of	 the	 kinetic	 energy	 of	 the	 liquid	 into
thermal	energy,	resulting	in	a	reduced	velocity.



Figure	4-4	Liquid	escaping	through	a	hole	in	a	process	unit.	The	energy	of	the	liquid	resulting	from	its
pressure	in	the	vessel	is	converted	to	kinetic	energy,	with	some	frictional	flow	losses	in	the	hole.	

For	 this	 limited-aperture	 release,	 assume	 a	 constant	 gauge	 pressure	 Pg	 within	 the	 process	 unit.	 The	 external
pressure	is	atmospheric,	so	ΔP	=	Pg.	The	shaft	work	is	zero,	and	the	velocity	of	the	fluid	within	the	process	unit	is
assumed	negligible.	The	change	in	elevation	of	the	fluid	during	the	discharge	through	the	hole	is	also	negligible,	so
Δz	=	0.	The	frictional	losses	in	the	leak	are	approximated	by	a	constant	discharge	coefficient	Cl,	defined	as

−ΔPρ−F=C12(−ΔPρ)(4-3)



The	modifications	are	substituted	 into	the	mechanical	energy	balance	(Equation	4-1)	 to	determine	ū,	 the	average
discharge	velocity	from	the	leak:

u¯=C1α2gcPgρ(4-4)
A	new	discharge	coefficient	C0	is	defined	as

Co=C1α(4-5)
The	resulting	equation	for	the	velocity	of	fluid	exiting	the	leak	is

u¯=Co2gcPgρ(4-6)
The	mass	flow	rate	Qm	resulting	from	a	hole	of	area	A	is	given	by

Qm=ρμ¯A=ACo2ρgcPg(4-7)
The	total	mass	of	liquid	spilled	depends	on	the	total	time	that	the	leak	is	active.
The	discharge	coefficient	Co	 is	 a	 complicated	 function	of	 the	Reynolds	number	of	 the	 fluid	escaping	 through	 the
leak	and	the	diameter	of	the	hole.	The	following	guidelines	are	suggested:

For	sharp-edged	orifices	and	for	Reynolds	numbers	greater	than	30,000,	Co	approaches	the	value	0.61.	Under
these	conditions,	the	exit	velocity	of	the	fluid	is	independent	of	the	size	of	the	hole.
For	a	well-rounded	nozzle,	the	discharge	coefficient	approaches	1.
For	 short	 sections	 of	 pipe	 attached	 to	 a	 vessel	 (with	 a	 length/diameter	 ratio	not	 less	 than	3),	 the	discharge
coefficient	is	approximately	0.81.
When	the	discharge	coefficient	is	unknown	or	uncertain,	use	a	value	of	1.0	to	maximize	the	computed	flows.

More	details	on	discharge	coefficients	for	these	types	of	liquid	discharges	are	provided	elsewhere.2

2Robert	H.	Perry	and	Don	W.	Green.	Perry’s	Chemical	Engineers	Handbook,	8th	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	2008),	pp.	8–59.

Example	4-1
At	1:00	pm,	the	plant	operator	notices	a	drop	in	pressure	in	a	pipeline	transporting	benzene.	The	pressure	is
immediately	 restored	 to	7	barg.	At	2:30	pm,	a	2	cm-diameter	 leak	 is	 found	 in	 the	pipeline	and	 immediately
repaired.	Estimate	the	total	amount	of	benzene	spilled.	The	specific	gravity	of	benzene	is	0.8794.

Solution
The	drop	 in	pressure	observed	at	1:00	pm	 is	 indicative	of	a	 leak	 in	 the	pipeline.	The	 leak	 is	assumed	 to	be
active	between	1:00	pm	and	2:30	pm,	for	a	total	of	90	minutes.	The	area	of	the	hole	is

A=πd24=(3.14)[(2cm)(1m/100cm)]24=3.14×10−4m2
The	density	of	the	benzene	is

ρ=(0.8794)(1000	kg/m3)=879.4	kg/m3
The	leak	mass	flow	rate	 is	given	by	Equation	4-7.	A	discharge	coefficient	of	0.61	 is	assumed	for	this	orifice-
type	leak:

Qm=AC02ρgcPg=(3.14×10−4m2)(0.61)(2)(879.4	kgm3)(1	kg	m/s2N)(7	bar)(105	N/m21	bar)=6.72	kg/s
The	total	quantity	of	benzene	spilled	is

(6.72	kg/s)(90	min)(60	s/min)=3.63×104	kg

4-3	Flow	of	Liquid	through	a	Hole	in	a	Tank
A	 storage	 tank	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4-5.	 A	 hole	 develops	 at	 a	 height	 hL	 below	 the	 fluid	 level.	 The	 flow	 of	 liquid
through	 this	 hole	 is	 represented	 by	 the	 mechanical	 energy	 balance	 (Equation	 4-1)	 and	 the	 incompressible
assumption	(Equation	4-2).





Figure	4-5	An	orifice-type	leak	in	a	process	vessel.	The	energy	due	to	the	pressure	of	the	fluid	height	above
the	leak	is	converted	to	kinetic	energy	as	the	fluid	exits	through	the	hole.	Some	energy	is	lost	because	of
frictional	fluid	flow.	

The	gauge	pressure	on	the	tank	is	Pg,	and	the	external	gauge	pressure	is	atmospheric,	or	0.	The	shaft	work	Ws	is
zero,	and	the	velocity	of	the	fluid	in	the	tank	is	zero.
A	dimensionless	discharge	coefficient	C1	is	defined	as

−ΔPρ−ggcΔz−F=C12(−ΔPρ−ggcΔz)(4-8)
The	mechanical	energy	balance	 (Equation	4-1)	 is	solved	 for	ū,	 the	average	 instantaneous	discharge	velocity	 from
the	leak:

u¯ = C1α2(gPcgρ+ghL)(4-9)
where	hL	is	the	liquid	height	above	the	leak.	A	new	discharge	coefficient	Co	is	defined	as

Co=C1α(4-10)
The	resulting	equation	for	the	instantaneous	velocity	of	fluid	exiting	the	leak	is

u¯ =Co2(gPcgρ + ghL)(4-11)
The	instantaneous	mass	flow	rate	Qm	resulting	from	a	hole	of	area	A	is	given	by

Qm = ρu¯A = ρACo2(gcPgρ + ghL)(4-12)
As	the	tank	empties,	the	liquid	height	decreases	and	the	velocity	and	mass	flow	rate	decrease.
Assume	 that	 the	 gauge	 pressure	Pg	 on	 the	 surface	 of	 the	 liquid	 is	 constant.	 This	would	 occur	 if	 the	 vessel	was
padded	 with	 an	 inert	 gas	 to	 prevent	 explosion	 or	 was	 vented	 to	 the	 atmosphere.	 For	 a	 tank	 of	 constant	 cross-
sectional	area	At,	the	total	mass	of	liquid	in	the	tank	above	the	leak	is

m=ρAthL(4-13)
The	rate	of	change	of	mass	within	the	tank	is

dmdt=−Qm(4-14)
where	Qm	is	given	by	Equation	4-12.	By	substituting	Equations	4-12	and	4-13	into	Equation	4-14,	and	by	assuming	a
constant	tank	cross-section	and	liquid	density,	we	can	obtain	a	differential	equation	representing	the	change	in	the
fluid	height:

dhLdt = −CoAAt2(gPcgρ+ ghL)(4-15)
Equation	4-15	can	be	rearranged	and	integrated	from	an	initial	height	hL0	to	any	height	hL:

∫hL0hLdhL2gcPgρ+2ghL=−CoAAt∫0tdt(4-16)
This	equation	is	integrated	to

1g2gcPgρ+2ghL−1g2gcPgρ+2ghLo=−CoAAtt(4-17)
Solving	for	hL,	the	liquid	level	height	in	the	tank,	yields

hL = hLo − CoAAt2gPcgρ + 2ghLo		t	 + g2(CoAAtt)2(4-18)
Equation	4-18	is	substituted	into	Equation	4-12	to	obtain	the	mass	discharge	rate	at	any	time	t:

Qm = ρCoA2(gPcgρ + ghLo)−ρgCo2A2Att(4-19)
The	first	term	on	the	right-hand	side	of	Equation	4-19	is	the	initial	mass	discharge	rate	at	hL= hLo.
The	time	te	for	the	vessel	to	empty	to	the	level	of	the	leak	is	found	by	solving	Equation	4-18	for	t	after	setting	hL	=
0:



te = 1Cog(AtA)[2(gPcgρ+ghLo)−2gPcgρ](4-20)
If	the	vessel	is	at	atmospheric	pressure,	Pg	=	0	and	Equation	4-20	reduces	to

te = 1Cog(AtA)2ghLo(4-21)

Example	4-2
A	cylindrical	tank	20	ft	high	and	8	ft	in	diameter	is	used	to	store	benzene.	The	tank	is	padded	with	nitrogen	to
a	constant	regulated	pressure	of	1	atm	gauge	to	prevent	the	formation	of	a	flammable	mixture.	The	liquid	level
within	 the	 tank	 is	 presently	 at	 17	 ft.	 A	 1-in.-diameter	 puncture	 hole	 occurs	 in	 the	 tank	 5	 ft	 off	 the	 ground
because	 of	 the	 careless	 driving	 of	 a	 forklift	 truck.	 Estimate	 (a)	 the	 gallons	 of	 benzene	 spilled,	 (b)	 the	 time
required	for	the	benzene	to	leak	out,	and	(c)	the	maximum	mass	flow	rate	of	benzene	through	the	leak.	The
specific	gravity	of	benzene	at	these	conditions	is	0.8794.

Solution
The	density	of	the	benzene	is

ρ=(0.8794)(62.4	lbm/ ft3)=54.9	lbm/ ft3
The	area	of	the	tank	is

At=πd24=(3.14)(8	ft)24=50.2	ft2
The	area	of	the	leak	is

A=(3.14)(1	in)2(1	ft2/ 144	in2)4=5.45×10−3	ft2
The	gauge	pressure	is

Pg=(1	atm)(14.7	lbf/ in2)(144	in2/ ft2)=2.12×103	lbf/ ft2

a.	 The	volume	of	benzene	above	the	leak	is
V=AthL0=(50.2	ft2)(17	ft−5	ft)(7.48	gal/ft3)=4506	gal

This	is	the	total	amount	of	benzene	that	will	leak	out.
b.	 The	length	of	time	for	the	benzene	to	leak	out	is	given	by	Equation	4-20:

			te=1Cog(AtA)[2(gcPgρ+ghLo)−2gcPgρ]=1(0.61)(32.17	ft/s2)(50.2	ft25.45×10−3	ft2)			×{[(2)(32.17	ft-
lbm/lbf-s2)54.9	lbm/ft3+(2)(32.17	ft/s2)(12	ft)]1/2−	2484	ft2/s2}=(469	s2/ft)(7.22	ft/s)=3386	s=56.4	min

This	 appears	 to	 be	more	 than	 adequate	 time	 to	 stop	 the	 leak	 or	 to	 invoke	 an	 emergency	 procedure	 to
reduce	the	impact	of	the	leak.	However,	the	maximum	discharge	occurs	when	the	hole	first	occurs.

c.	 The	maximum	discharge	occurs	at	 t	=	0	at	a	 liquid	 level	of	17.0	 ft.	Equation	4-19	 is	used	with	 t	=	0	 to
compute	the	mass	flow	rate:

Qm=ρACo2(gcPgρ+ghLo)=(54.9	1bm/ft3)(5.45×10−3	ft2)(0.61)3.26×103	ft2/s2=10.4	1bm/s

A	general	equation	to	represent	the	draining	time	for	any	vessel	of	any	geometry	is	developed	as	follows.	Assume
that	the	head	space	above	the	liquid	is	at	atmospheric	pressure.	Then,	by	combining	Equations	4-12	and	4-14,	we
get

dmdt=ρdVdt=−ρACo2ghL(4-22)
By	rearranging	and	integrating,	we	obtain

−1ACo2g∫v1v2dVhL=∫0tdt(4-23)
which	results	in	the	general	equation	for	the	draining	time	for	any	vessel:

t=1ACo2g∫V1V2dVhL(4-24)
Equation	4-24	does	not	assume	that	the	hole	is	at	the	bottom	of	the	vessel.
For	a	vessel	with	the	shape	of	a	vertical	cylinder,	we	have

dV=πd24dhL(4-25)
By	substituting	into	Equation	4-24,	we	obtain

t=πD24ACo2g∫dhLhL(4-26)
If	the	hole	is	at	the	bottom	of	the	vessel,	then	Equation	4-26	is	integrated	from	h	=	0	to	h=hL0.
Equation	4-26	then	provides	the	emptying	time	for	the	vessel:

te=πD2/4ACo2hLog=1Cog(πD2/4A)2ghL0(4-27)
which	is	the	same	result	as	Equation	4-21.

4-4	Flow	of	Liquids	through	Pipes
A	pipe	transporting	liquid	is	shown	in	Figure	4-6.	A	pressure	gradient	across	the	pipe	is	the	driving	force	for	the
movement	of	liquid.	If	the	pipe	diameter	is	constant,	then	the	velocity	is	constant	along	the	entire	length	of	the	pipe.
Frictional	forces	between	the	liquid	and	the	wall	of	the	pipe	convert	kinetic	energy	into	thermal	energy,	which	in
turn	results	in	a	decrease	in	the	liquid	pressure.





Figure	4-6	Liquid	flowing	through	a	constant-diameter	pipe.	The	frictional	flow	losses	between	the	fluid	and
the	pipe	wall	result	in	a	pressure	drop	across	the	pipe	length.	Kinetic	energy	changes	are	usually	negligible
because	the	velocity	is	constant.	

Flow	 of	 incompressible	 liquids	 through	 pipes	 is	 described	 by	 the	 mechanical	 energy	 balance	 (Equation	 4-1)
combined	with	the	incompressible	fluid	assumption	(Equation	4-2).	The	net	result	is

ΔPρ+Δu¯22αgc+ggcΔz+F=−Wsm(4-28)
The	 frictional	 loss	 term	F	 in	 Equation	 4-28	 represents	 the	 loss	 of	 mechanical	 energy	 resulting	 from	 friction.	 It
includes	 losses	 resulting	 from	 flow	 through	 lengths	 of	 pipe;	 fittings	 such	 as	 valves,	 elbows,	 orifices;	 and	 pipe
entrances	and	exits.	For	each	frictional	device,	a	loss	term	of	the	following	form	is	used:

F=Kf(u22gc)(4-29)
where
Kf	is	the	excess	head	loss	due	to	the	pipe	or	pipe	fitting	(dimensionless)	and	u	is	the	fluid	velocity	(length/time).
For	fluids	flowing	through	pipes,	the	excess	head	loss	term	Kf	is	given	by

Kf=4fLd(4-30)
where
f	is	the	Fanning	friction	factor	(unitless),
L	is	the	flow	path	length	(length),	and
d	is	the	flow	path	diameter	(length).
	
The	Fanning	 friction	 factor	 f	 is	a	 function	of	 the	Reynolds	number	Re	and	the	roughness	of	 the	pipe	ε.	Table	4-1
provides	 values	 of	 ε	 for	 various	 types	 of	 clean	 pipe.	 Figure	 4-7	 is	 a	 plot	 of	 the	 Fanning	 friction	 factor	 versus
Reynolds	number	with	the	pipe	roughness,	ε/d,	as	a	parameter.



Figure	4-7	Plot	of	Fanning	friction	factor	f	versus	Reynolds	number.	(Source:	Octave	Levenspiel.	Engineering
Flow	and	Heat	Exchange	(New	York,	NY:	Plenum	Press,	1984),	p.	20.)	

Table	4-1	Roughness	Factor	ε	for	Pipesa



Pipe	material Condition
Typical	ε
mm inch

Drawn	brass,	copper,	stainless New 0.002 0.00008
Commercial	steel New 0.046 0.0018
	 Light	rust 0.3 0.015
	 General	rust 2.0 0.08
Iron Wrought,	new 0.045 0.0018
	 Cast,	new 0.30 0.025
	 Galvanized 0.15 0.006
Concrete Very	smooth 0.04 0.0016
	 Wood	floated,	brushed 0.3 0.012
	 Rough,	visible	form	marks 2.0 0.08
Glass	or	plastic Drawn	tubing 0.002c 0.0008c

Rubber Smooth	tubing 0.01 0.004
	 Wire	reinforced 1.0 0.04
Fiberglassb 	 0.005 0.0002

aRon	Darby.	“Fluid	Flow.”	Albright’s	Chemical	Engineering	Handbook,	Lyle	F.	Albright,	ed.	(Boca	Raton,	FL:	CRC	Press,	2009),	p.
421.
bWilliam	D.	Stringfellow,	ed.	Fiberglass	Pipe	Handbook	(Washington,	DC:	Society	of	the	Plastics	Industry,	1989).
cGenerally	considered	smooth	pipe	with	ε	=	0.
For	laminar	flow,	the	Fanning	friction	factor	is	given	by

f=16Re(4-31)
For	turbulent	flow,	the	data	shown	in	Figure	4-7	are	represented	by	the	Colebrook	equation:

1f=−4log(13.7εd+1.255Ref)(4-32)
An	alternative	form	of	Equation	4-32,	useful	for	determining	the	Reynolds	number	from	the	friction	factor	f,	is

1Re = f1.255(10−0.25/f−13.7εd)(4-33)
For	fully	developed	turbulent	flow	in	rough	pipes,	f	is	independent	of	the	Reynolds	number,	as	shown	by	the	nearly
constant	friction	factors	at	high	Reynolds	numbers	in	Figure	4-7.	For	this	case,	Equation	4-33	is	simplified	to

1f=4log(3.7dε)(4-34)
For	smooth	pipes,	ε	=	0	and	Equation	4-32	reduces	to

1f=4log(Ref1.255)(4-35)
For	smooth	pipes	with	a	Reynolds	number	less	than	100,000,	the	following	Blasius	approximation	to	Equation	4-35
is	useful:

f=0.079Re−1/4(4-36)

A	single	equation	has	been	proposed	by	Chen3	 to	provide	 the	 friction	 factor	 f	 over	 the	 entire	 range	 of	Reynolds
numbers	shown	in	Figure	4-7.	This	equation	is
3N.	H.	Chen.	An	Explicit	Equation	for	Friction	Factor	in	Pipe,	Industrial	Engineering	and	Chemistry	Fundamentals	18	(1979):	296.

1f=− 4log(ε/d3.7065−5.0452  logARe)(4-37)
where

A=[(ε/d)1.10982.8257+5.8506Re0.8981]

2-K	Method
For	 pipe	 fittings,	 valves,	 and	 other	 flow	 obstructions,	 the	 traditional	method	has	 been	 to	 use	 an	 equivalent	 pipe
length	Lequiv	in	Equation	4-30.	The	problem	with	this	method	is	that	the	specified	length	is	coupled	to	the	friction
factor.	An	improved	approach	is	to	use	the	2-K	method,4,	5	which	uses	the	actual	flow	path	length	in	Equation	4-30
—equivalent	 lengths	 are	 not	 used—and	 provides	 a	 more	 detailed	 approach	 for	 pipe	 fittings,	 inlets,	 and	 outlets.
Darby6	suggests	a	3-K	method	that	fits	the	data	over	an	even	wider	range	of	flow	conditions.
4W.	B.	Hooper.	The	Two-K	Method	Predicts	Head	Losses	in	Pipe	Fittings,	Chemical	Engineering	(August	24,	1981):	96–100.
5W.	B.	Hooper.	Calculate	Head	Loss	Caused	by	Change	in	Pipe	Size,	Chemical	Engineering	(November	7,	1988):	89–92.
6R.	Darby	and	R.	P.	Chhabra.	Chemical	Engineering	Fluid	Mechanics,	3rd	ed.	(Boca	Raton,	FL:	CRC	Press,	2017).

The	2-K	method	defines	the	excess	head	loss	in	terms	of	two	constants,	the	Reynolds	number	and	the	pipe	internal
diameter:

Kf=K1Re+K∞(1+1IDinches)(4-38)
where
Kf	is	the	excess	head	loss	(dimensionless),
Kl	and	K∞	are	constants	(dimensionless),
Re	is	the	Reynolds	number	(dimensionless),	and



IDinches	is	the	internal	diameter	of	the	flow	path	(inches).
Table	4-2	contains	a	list	of	K	values	for	use	in	Equation	4-38	for	various	types	of	fittings	and	valves.

Table	4-2	2-K	Constants	for	Loss	Coefficients	in	Fittings	and	Valves

Fittings Description	of	fitting K1 K∞
Elbows Standard	(r/D	=	1),	threaded 		800 		0.40
90° Standard	(r/D	=	1),	flanged/welded 		800 		0.25
	 Long	radius	(r/D	=	1.5),	all	types 		800 		0.20
	 Mitered	(r/D	=	1.5):	1	weld	(90°) 1000 		1.15
	 2	welds	(45°) 		800 		0.35
	 3	welds	(30°) 		800 		0.30
	 4	welds	(22.5°) 		800 		0.27
	 5	welds	(18°) 		800 		0.25
45° Standard	(r/D	=	1),	all	types 		500 		0.20
	 Long	radius	(r/D	=	1.5) 		500 		0.15
	 Mitered,	1	weld	(45°) 		500 		0.25
	 Mitered,	2	welds	(22.5°) 		500 		0.15
180° Standard	(r/D	=	1),	threaded 1000 		0.60
	 Standard	(r/D	=	1),	flanged/welded 1000 		0.35
	 Long	radius	(r/D	=	1.5),	all	types 1000 		0.30
Tees 	 	 	
Used	as	elbows Standard,	threaded 		500 		0.70
	 Long	radius,	threaded 		800 		0.40
	 Standard,	flanged/welded 		800 		0.80
	 Stub-in	branch 1000 		1.00
Run-through Threaded 		200 		0.10
	 Flanged/welded 		150 		0.50
	 Stub-in	branch 		100 		0.00
Valves 	 	 	
Gate,	ball	or	plug Full	line	size,	β	=	1.0 		300 		0.10
	 Reduced	trim,β	=	0.9 		500 		0.15
	 Reduced	trim,β	=	0.8 1000 		0.25
Globe Standard 1500 		4.00
	 Angle	or	Y-type 1000 		2.00
Diaphragm Dam	type 1000 		2.00
Butterfly 	 		800 		0.25
Check Lift 2000 10.0
	 Swing 1500 		1.50
	 Tilting	disk 1000 		0.50

Source:	William	B.	Hooper.	The	Two-K	Method	Predicts	Head	Losses	in	Pipe	Fittings,	Chemical	Engineering	(August
24,	1981):	97.
For	pipe	entrances	and	exits,	Equation	4-38	is	modified	to	account	for	the	change	in	kinetic	energy:

Kf=K1Re+K∞(4-39)
For	pipe	entrances,	K1	=	160	and	K∞	=	0.50	 for	 a	normal	 entrance.	For	a	Borda-type	pipe	 connection	 to	a	 tank
where	the	pipe	sticks	up	into	the	bottom	of	the	tank	for	a	short	distance,	K∞	=	1.0.	For	pipe	exits,	K1	=	0	and	K∞	=
1.0.	The	K	factors	for	the	entrance	and	exit	effects	account	for	the	changes	in	kinetic	energy	through	these	piping
changes,	 so	 no	 additional	 kinetic	 energy	 terms	 in	 the	mechanical	 energy	 balance	must	 be	 considered.	 For	 high
Reynolds	numbers	(that	is,	Re	>	10,000),	the	first	term	in	Equation	4-39	is	negligible	and	Kf	=	K∞.	For	low	Reynolds
numbers	(that	is,	Re	<	50),	the	first	term	dominates	and	Kf	=	K1/Re.
Equations	are	also	available	for	orifices7	and	for	changes	in	pipe	sizes.8
7W.	B.	Hooper.	The	Two-K	Method	Predicts	Head	Losses	in	Pipe	Fittings,	Chemical	Engineering	(August	24,	1981):	96–100.

8W.	B.	Hooper.	Calculate	Head	Loss	Caused	by	Change	in	Pipe	Size,	Chemical	Engineering	(November	7,	1988):	89–92.

The	 2-K	 method	 also	 represents	 liquid	 discharge	 through	 holes.	 From	 the	 2-K	 method,	 an	 expression	 for	 the
discharge	coefficient	for	liquid	discharge	through	a	hole	can	be	determined.	The	result	is

Co=11+∑Kf(4-40)
where	∑Kf	is	the	sum	of	all	excess	head	loss	terms,	including	entrances,	exits,	pipe	lengths,	and	fittings,	provided	by
Equations	 4-30,	 4-38,	 and	 4-39.	 For	 a	 simple	 hole	 in	 a	 tank	with	 no	 pipe	 connections	 or	 fittings,	 the	 friction	 is
caused	only	by	the	entrance	and	exit	effects	of	the	hole.	For	Reynolds	numbers	greater	than	10,000,	Kf	=	0.5	for	the



entrance	and	Kf	=	1.0	for	the	exit.	Thus	∑	Kf	=	1.5,	and	from	Equation	4-40,	Co	=	0.63,	which	nearly	matches	the
suggested	value	of	0.61.
The	general	solution	procedure	to	determine	the	mass	flow	rate	of	discharged	material	from	a	piping	system	is	as
follows:

1.	 Given	the	length,	diameter,	and	type	of	pipe;	pressures	and	elevation	changes	across	the	piping	system;	work
input	or	output	to	the	fluid	resulting	from	pumps,	turbines,	and	other	sources;	the	number	and	type	of	fittings
in	the	pipe;	and	properties	of	the	fluid,	including	density	and	viscosity.

2.	 Specify	 the	 initial	 point	 (point	 1)	 and	 the	 final	 point	 (point	 2).	 This	 must	 be	 done	 carefully,	 because	 the
individual	terms	in	Equation	4-28	are	highly	dependent	on	this	specification.

3.	 Determine	the	pressures	and	elevations	at	points	1	and	2.	Determine	the	initial	fluid	velocity	at	point	1.
4.	 Guess	a	value	for	the	velocity	at	point	2.	If	fully	developed	turbulent	flow	is	expected,	then	this	is	not	required.
5.	 Determine	the	friction	factor	for	the	pipe	using	Equations	4-31	through	4-37.
6.	 Determine	the	excess	head	loss	terms	for	the	pipe	(using	Equation	4-30),	for	the	fittings	(using	Equation	4-38),

and	 for	any	entrance	and	exit	effects	 (using	Equation	4-39).	Sum	the	head	 loss	 terms,	and	compute	 the	net
frictional	loss	term	using	Equation	4-29.	Use	the	velocity	at	point	2.

7.	 Compute	values	for	all	the	terms	in	Equation	4-28,	and	substitute	into	the	equation.	If	the	sum	of	all	the	terms
in	 Equation	 4-28	 is	 zero,	 then	 the	 computation	 is	 completed.	 If	 not,	 go	 back	 to	 step	 4	 and	 repeat	 the
calculation.

8.	 Determine	the	mass	flow	rate	using	the	equation	m˙=ρu¯A..

If	fully	developed	turbulent	flow	is	expected,	the	solution	is	direct.	Substitute	the	known	terms	into	Equation	4-28,
leaving	the	velocity	at	point	2	as	a	variable.	Solve	for	the	velocity	directly.

Example	4-3
Water	 contaminated	 with	 small	 amounts	 of	 hazardous	 waste	 is	 gravity-drained	 out	 of	 a	 large	 storage	 tank
through	a	straight,	new	commercial	steel	pipe,	100	mm	ID	(actual	internal	diameter).	The	pipe	is	100	m	long,
with	a	gate	valve	near	the	tank.	The	entire	pipe	assembly	is	horizontal.	If	the	liquid	level	in	the	tank	is	5.8	m
above	the	pipe	outlet,	and	the	pipe	is	severed	33	m	from	the	tank,	compute	the	flow	rate	of	material	escaping
from	the	pipe.

Solution
The	 draining	 operation	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4-8.	 Assuming	 negligible	 kinetic	 energy	 changes,	 no	 pressure
changes,	and	no	shaft	work,	the	mechanical	energy	balance	(Equation	4-28)	applied	between	points	1	and	2
reduces	to



Figure	4-8	Draining	geometry	for	Example	4-3.	

ggcΔz+F=0
For	water,

μ=1.0  ×  10−3	kg/m	sρ=1000	kg/m3
The	K	factors	for	the	entrance	and	exit	effects	are	determined	using	Equation	4-39.	The	K	factor	for	the	gate
valve	is	found	in	Table	4-2,	and	the	K	factor	for	the	pipe	length	is	given	by	Equation	4-30.
For	the	pipe	entrance,

Kf=160Re+0.50
For	the	gate	valve,

Kf=300Re+0.10
For	the	pipe	exit,

Kf=1.0



For	the	pipe	length,
Kf=4fLd=4f(33	m)0.10	m=1320f

Summing	the	K	factors	gives
∑Kf=460Re+1320f+1.60

For	Re	>	10,000,	the	first	term	in	the	equation	is	small.	Thus
∑Kf=1320f+1.60

and	it	follows	that
F=∑Kf(u¯22gc)=(660f+0.80)(u¯2gc)

The	gravitational	term	in	the	mechanical	energy	equation	is	given	by
ggcΔz=9.8	m/s21	kg	m/s2/N(0-5.8	m)=−56.8	Nm/kg=−56.8	J/kg

Because	there	is	no	pressure	change	and	no	pump	or	shaft	work,	the	mechanical	energy	balance	(Equation	4-
28)	reduces	to

u¯222gc+ggcΔz+F=0.
Solving	for	the	exit	velocity	and	substituting	for	the	height	change	gives

u¯22=−2gc(ggcΔz+F)=−2gc(−56.8+F)
The	Reynolds	number	is	given	by

Re=du¯ρμ=(0.1	m)(u¯)(1000	kg/m3)1.0×10−3	kg/m	s=1.0×105	u¯
For	new	commercial	steel	pipe,	from	Table	4-1,	ε	=	0.046	mm	and

εd=0.046	mm100	mm=0.00046
Because	the	friction	factor	f	and	the	frictional	loss	term	F	are	functions	of	the	Reynolds	number	and	velocity,
the	solution	is	found	by	trial	and	error.	The	trial-and-error	solution	is	shown	in	the	following	table:

Guessed
ū	(m/s) Re f F Calculated

ū	(m/s)
3.00 300,000 0.00451 34.09 6.75
3.50 350,000 0.00446 46.00 4.66
3.66 366,000 0.00444 50.18 3.66

Thus,	 the	velocity	of	 the	 liquid	discharging	 from	the	pipe	 is	3.66	m/s.	The	 table	also	shows	that	 the	 friction
factor	 f	 changes	 little	with	 the	Reynolds	number.	Thus,	we	can	approximate	 it	using	Equation	4-34	 for	 fully
developed	turbulent	flow	in	rough	pipes.	Equation	4-34	produces	a	friction	factor	value	of	0.0041.	Then

F=(660f+0.80)u¯22=3.51u¯22
By	substituting	and	solving,	we	obtain

u¯22=−2gc(−56.8+3.51u¯22)	=	113.6−7.02u¯22u¯2   =3.76	m/s
This	result	is	close	to	the	more	exact	trial-and-error	solution.
The	cross-sectional	area	of	the	pipe	is

A=πd24=(3.14)(0.1	m2)4=0.00785	m2
The	mass	flow	rate	is	given	by

Qm=ρu¯A=(1000	kg/m3)(3.66	m/s)(0.00785	m2)=28.8	kg/s
This	represents	a	significant	flow	rate.	If	the	plant	personnel	are	able	to	recognize	the	leak	and	respond	in	15
min	 to	 stop	 the	 release,	 a	 total	 of	26,000	kg	of	hazardous	waste	will	 be	 spilled.	 In	addition	 to	 the	material
released	 by	 the	 flow,	 the	 liquid	 contained	within	 the	 pipe	 between	 the	 valve	 and	 the	 rupture	will	 spill.	 An
alternative	 system	must	 be	 designed	 to	 limit	 the	 release.	 This	 could	 include	 a	 reduction	 in	 the	 emergency
response	 period,	 replacement	 of	 the	 pipe	 by	 a	 pipe	 with	 a	 smaller	 diameter,	 or	modification	 of	 the	 piping
system	to	include	additional	remotely	activated	control	valves	to	stop	the	flow.

4-5	Flow	of	Gases	or	Vapors	through	Holes
For	 flowing	 liquids,	 the	kinetic	energy	changes	are	 frequently	negligible	and	the	physical	properties	 (particularly
the	 density)	 are	 constant.	 For	 flowing	 gases	 and	 vapors,	 these	 assumptions	 are	 valid	 only	 for	 small	 pressure
changes	(P1/P2	<	2)	and	low	velocities	(less	than	0.3	times	the	speed	of	sound	in	gas).	Energy	contained	within	the
gas	or	vapor	as	a	result	of	 its	pressure	is	converted	into	kinetic	energy	as	the	gas	or	vapor	escapes	and	expands
through	the	hole.	The	density,	pressure,	and	temperature	change	as	the	gas	or	vapor	exits	through	the	leak.
Gas	and	vapor	discharges	are	classified	as	either	throttling	or	 free	expansion	releases.	 In	throttling	releases,	 the
gas	 issues	 through	 a	 small	 crack	with	 large	 frictional	 losses;	 little	 of	 the	 energy	 inherent	 to	 the	 gas	 pressure	 is
converted	to	kinetic	energy.	In	free	expansion	releases,	most	of	the	pressure	energy	is	converted	to	kinetic	energy,
so	that	the	assumption	of	isentropic	behavior	is	usually	valid.
Source	models	for	throttling	releases	require	detailed	information	on	the	physical	structure	of	the	leak;	they	are	not
considered	here.	Free	expansion	release	source	models	require	only	the	diameter	of	the	leak.



A	free	expansion	leak	is	shown	in	Figure	4-9.	The	mechanical	energy	balance	(Equation	4-1)	describes	the	flow	of
compressible	 gases	 and	 vapors.	 Assuming	 negligible	 potential	 energy	 changes	 and	 no	 shaft	 work	 results	 in	 a
reduced	form	of	the	mechanical	energy	balance	describing	compressible	flow	through	holes:



Figure	4-9	A	free	expansion	gas	leak.	The	gas	expands	isentropically	through	the	hole.	The	gas	properties	(P,
T)	and	velocity	change	during	the	expansion.	

∫dPρ+Δ(u¯22αgc)+F=0(4-41)
A	discharge	coefficient	Cl	is	defined	in	a	similar	fashion	to	the	coefficient	defined	in	Section	4-2:

−∫dPρ  −  F = C12(−∫dPρ)(4-42)
Equation	4-42	is	combined	with	Equation	4-41	and	integrated	between	any	two	convenient	points.	An	initial	point
(denoted	by	subscript	“o”)	is	selected	where	the	velocity	is	zero	and	the	pressure	is	Po.	The	integration	is	completed
to	any	arbitrary	final	point	(denoted	without	a	subscript).	The	result	is

C12∫PoPdPρ+u¯22αgc=0(4-43)
For	any	ideal	gas	undergoing	an	isentropic	expansion,

Pvγ =  Pργ  =  constant(4-44)
where	γ	is	the	ratio	of	the	heat	capacities,	γ	=	Cp/Cv.	Substituting	Equation	4-44	into	Equation	4-43,	defining	a	new
discharge	coefficient	Co	 identical	 to	 that	 in	Equation	4-5,	and	 integrating	results	 in	an	equation	representing	 the
velocity	of	the	fluid	at	any	point	during	the	isentropic	expansion:

u¯2=2gcCo2γγ−1Poρ0[1−(PPo)(γ−1)/γ]=2gcCo2RgToMγγ−1[1−(PPo)(γ−1)/γ](4-45)
The	second	form	incorporates	the	ideal	gas	law	for	the	initial	density	ρo.	Rg	is	the	ideal	gas	constant,	and	To	is	the
absolute	temperature	of	the	source.	Using	the	continuity	equation

Qm=ρu¯A(4-46)
and	the	ideal	gas	law	for	isentropic	expansions	in	the	form

ρ=ρo(PPo)1/γ(4-47)
results	in	the	following	expression	for	the	mass	flow	rate:

Qm=CoAPo2gcMRgTo  γγ−1[(PPo)2/γ−(PPo)(γ+1)/γ](4-48)
Equation	4-48	describes	the	mass	flow	rate	at	any	point	during	the	isentropic	expansion.
For	 many	 safety	 studies,	 the	 maximum	 flow	 rate	 of	 vapor	 through	 the	 hole	 is	 required.	 This	 is	 determined	 by
differentiating	Equation	4-48	with	respect	to	P/Po	and	setting	the	derivative	equal	to	zero.	The	result	is	solved	for
the	pressure	ratio	resulting	in	the	maximum	flow:

PchokedPo=(2γ+1)γ/(γ−1)(4-49)
The	choked	pressure	Pchoked	is	the	maximum	downstream	pressure	resulting	in	maximum	flow	through	the	hole	or
pipe.	For	downstream	pressures	less	than	Pchoked,	the	following	statements	are	valid:	(1)	The	velocity	of	the	fluid	at
the	throat	of	the	leak	is	the	velocity	of	sound	at	the	prevailing	conditions,	and	(2)	the	velocity	and	mass	flow	rate
cannot	 be	 increased	 further	 by	 reducing	 the	 downstream	 pressure—they	 are	 independent	 of	 the	 downstream
conditions.	This	type	of	flow	is	called	choked,	critical,	or	sonic	flow	and	is	illustrated	in	Figure	4-10.





Figure	4-10	Choked	flow	of	gas	through	a	hole.	The	gas	velocity	is	sonic	at	the	throat.	The	mass	flow	rate	is
independent	of	the	downstream	pressure.	

An	 interesting	feature	of	Equation	4-49	 is	 that	 for	 ideal	gases,	 the	choked	pressure	 is	a	 function	only	of	 the	heat
capacity	ratio	γ.	Thus:

Gas γ Pchoked
Monatomic ≅	1.67 0.487Po
Diatomic	and	air ≅	1.40 0.528Po
Triatomic ≅	1.32 0.542Po

For	an	air	leak	to	atmospheric	conditions	(Pchoked	=	14.7	psia),	if	the	upstream	pressure	is	greater	than	14.7/0.528
=	27.8	psia,	or	13.1	psig,	 the	 flow	will	be	choked	and	maximized	through	the	 leak.	Conditions	 leading	to	choked
flow	are	common	in	the	process	industries.
The	maximum	flow	is	determined	by	substituting	Equation	4-49	into	Equation	4-48:

(Qm)choked=CoAPoγgcMRgTo(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)(4-50)
where
M	is	the	molecular	weight	of	the	escaping	vapor	or	gas,
To	is	the	absolute	temperature	of	the	source,	and
Rg	is	the	ideal	gas	constant.
	
For	 sharp-edged	 orifices	 with	 Reynolds	 numbers	 greater	 than	 30,000	 (and	 not	 choked),	 a	 constant	 discharge
coefficient	Co	of	0.61	is	indicated.	However,	for	choked	flows	the	discharge	coefficient	increases	as	the	downstream
pressure	 decreases.9	 For	 these	 flows	 and	 for	 situations	 where	 Co	 is	 uncertain,	 a	 conservative	 value	 of	 1.0	 is
recommended.
9Robert	H.	Perry	and	Cecil	H.	Chilton.	Chemical	Engineers	Handbook,	7th	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	1997),	pp.	10–16.

Values	for	the	heat	capacity	ratio	γ	for	a	variety	of	gases	are	provided	in	Table	4-3.

Table	4-3	Heat	Capacity	Ratios	γ	for	Selected	Gases

Gas Chemical	formula	or	symbol Approximate	molecular	weight	(M) Heat	capacity	ratioγ	=	Cp/Cv
Acetylene C2H2 26.0 1.30
Air – 29.0 1.40
Ammonia NH3 17.0 1.32
Argon Ar 39.9 1.67
Butane C4H10 58.1 1.11
Carbon	dioxide CO2 44.0 1.30
Carbon	monoxide CO 28.0 1.40
Chlorine Cl2 70.9 1.33

Ethane C2H6 30.0 1.22
Ethylene C2H4 28.0 1.22



Ethylene C2H4 28.0 1.22
Helium He 		4.0 1.66
Hydrogen H2 		2.0 1.41
Hydrogen	chloride HCl 36.5 1.41
Hydrogen	sulfide H2S 34.1 1.30
Methane CH4 16.0 1.32
Methyl	chloride CH3Cl 50.5 1.20
Natural	gas – 19.5 1.27
Nitric	oxide NO 30.0 1.40
Nitrogen N2 28.0 1.41
Nitrous	oxide N2O 44.0 1.31
Oxygen O2 32.0 1.40
Propane C3H8 44.1 1.15
Propene	(propylene) C3H6 42.1 1.14
Sulfur	dioxide SO2 64.1 1.26

Source:	Crane	Co.	Flow	of	Fluids	 through	Valves,	Fittings,	and	Pipes,	Technical	Paper	410	 (New	York,	NY:	Crane
Co.,	2009).	www.flowoffluids.com.

Example	4-4
A	0.2-cm	hole	 forms	 in	a	tank	containing	nitrogen	at	14	bar	gauge	and	25°C.	Determine	the	mass	 flow	rate
through	this	leak.	The	external	pressure	is	1	atm.

Solution
From	Table	4-3,	for	nitrogen	γ	=	1.41.	Then,	from	Equation	4-49,

PchokedPo  =  (2γ+1)γ/(γ−1)=  (22.41)1.41/0.41=0.527
The	absolute	pressure	in	the	tank	is	14	bar	+	1.013	barg	=	15.01	bara.
Thus,

Pchoked=0.527(15.01	bara)=7.91	bara
Any	external	pressure	 less	 than	7.91	bara	will	 result	 in	choked	 flow	through	the	 leak.	Because	 the	external
pressure	is	atmospheric	in	this	case	(1.013	bara),	choked	flow	is	expected	and	Equation	4-50	applies.	The	area
of	the	hole	is

A=πd24=(3.14)(0.2	cm)2(1	m2/104	cm2)4=3.14×10−6	m2
The	discharge	coefficient	C0	is	assumed	to	be	1.0.	Also,

To=25+273=298	K(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)=(22.41)2.41/0.41  =0.8305.87=  0.335
Then,	using	Equation	4-50,
(Qm)choked=CoAPoγgcMRgTo(2γ+1)(γ+1)(γ−1)=(1.0)(3.14×10−6	m2)(15.01	bara)(105	N/m21	bar)×(1.41)

(1kg	m/s2N)(28	kg/kg-mole)(8.314×103	N	m/kg-mole	K)(298	K)
(0.335)=4.71	N5.34×10−6	kg2/N2S2(Qm)choked=1.09×10−2	kg/s

4-6	Flow	of	Gases	or	Vapors	through	Pipes
Gas	flow	through	pipes	is	modeled	using	two	special	cases:	adiabatic	and	isothermal	behavior.	The	adiabatic	case
corresponds	 to	 rapid	 gas	 flow	 through	 an	 insulated	 pipe.	 The	 isothermal	 case	 corresponds	 to	 flow	 through	 an
uninsulated	pipe	maintained	 at	 a	 constant	 temperature;	 an	underwater	 pipeline	 is	 an	 example.	Real	 vapor	 flows
behave	 somewhere	 between	 the	 adiabatic	 and	 isothermal	 cases.	 Unfortunately,	 the	 real	 case	 must	 be	 modeled
numerically	and	no	generalized	and	useful	equations	are	available.
For	both	the	isothermal	and	adiabatic	cases,	 it	 is	convenient	to	define	a	dimensionless	Mach	(Ma)	number	as	the
ratio	of	the	gas	velocity	to	the	velocity	of	sound	in	the	gas	at	the	prevailing	conditions:

Ma=u¯a(4-51)
where	a	is	the	velocity	of	sound.	The	velocity	of	sound	is	determined	using	the	thermodynamic	relationship

a=gc(∂P∂ρ)S(4-52)
which	for	an	ideal	gas	is	equivalent	to

a=γgcRgT/M(4-53)
This	 demonstrates	 that	 for	 ideal	 gases,	 the	 sonic	 velocity	 is	 a	 function	 of	 temperature	 only.	 For	 air	 at	 20°C,	 the
velocity	of	sound	is	344	m/s	(1129	ft/s).

Adiabatic	Flows



An	adiabatic	pipe	containing	a	flowing	gas	is	shown	in	Figure	4-11.	For	this	particular	case,	 the	outlet	velocity	 is
less	than	the	sonic	velocity.	The	flow	is	driven	by	a	pressure	gradient	across	the	pipe.	As	the	gas	flows	through	the
pipe,	it	expands	because	of	a	decrease	in	pressure.	This	expansion	leads	to	an	increase	in	velocity	and	an	increase
in	the	kinetic	energy	of	the	gas.	The	kinetic	energy	is	extracted	from	the	thermal	energy	of	the	gas;	thus,	a	decrease
in	temperature	occurs.	However,	 frictional	forces	are	present	between	the	gas	and	the	pipe	wall.	These	frictional
forces	increase	the	temperature	of	the	gas.	Depending	on	the	magnitude	of	the	kinetic	and	frictional	energy	terms,
either	an	increase	or	a	decrease	in	the	gas	temperature	is	possible.



Figure	4-11	Adiabatic	nonchoked	flow	of	gas	through	a	pipe.	The	gas	temperature	might	increase	or	decrease,
depending	on	the	magnitude	of	the	frictional	losses.	

The	mechanical	energy	balance	(Equation	4-1)	also	applies	to	adiabatic	flows.	For	this	case,	it	is	more	conveniently
written	in	the	form

dPρ+u¯du¯αgc+ggcdz+dF=−δWsm(4-54)
The	following	assumptions	are	valid	for	this	case:

ggc dz ≈ 0
Assuming	 a	 straight	 pipe	 without	 any	 valves	 or	 fittings,	 Equations	 4-29	 and	 4-30	 can	 be	 combined	 and	 then
differentiated	to	result	in

dF = 2fu¯2dLgcd
Because	no	mechanical	linkages	are	present,

δWS = 0
An	 important	part	 of	 the	 frictional	 loss	 term	 is	 the	assumption	of	 a	 constant	Fanning	 friction	 factor	 f	 across	 the
length	of	the	pipe.	This	assumption	is	valid	only	at	high	Reynolds	numbers.
A	 total	 energy	 balance	 is	 useful	 for	 describing	 the	 temperature	 changes	 within	 the	 flowing	 gas.	 For	 this	 open
steady-flow	process,	the	total	energy	balance	is	given	by

dh  +  u¯d u¯αgc  +  ggcdz  =  δq  −  δWsm(4-55)
where	h	is	the	enthalpy	of	the	gas	and	q	is	the	heat.	The	following	assumptions	are	invoked:
dh	=	Cp	dT	for	an	ideal	gas,
g/gc	dz	≈	0	is	valid	for	gases,
δq	=	0	because	the	pipe	is	adiabatic,	and
δWs	=	0	because	no	mechanical	linkages	are	present.
These	assumptions	are	applied	 to	Equations	4-55	and	4-54.	The	equations	are	combined,	 integrated	between	 the
initial	 point	 denoted	 by	 subscript	 “o”	 and	 any	 arbitrary	 final	 point,	 and	manipulated	 to	 yield,	 after	 considerable
effort,10

10Octave	Levenspiel.	Engineering	Flow	and	Heat	Exchange,	2nd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	Springer,	1998),	p.	43.

T2T1  =  Y1Y2 		where	Yi =  1 + γ−12Mai2(4-56)
P2P1  =  Ma1Ma2Y1Y2(4-57)
ρ2ρ1  =  Ma1Ma2Y2Y1(4-58)

G=ρu¯=Ma1P1γgcMRgT1=Ma2P2γgcMRgT2(4-59)
where	G	is	the	mass	flux	with	units	of	mass/(area-time)	and

γ+12  ln(Ma22Y1Ma12Y2)  −(1Ma12−1Ma22)  +γ (4fLd)  = 0Kinetic	EnergyCompressibilityPipe	Friction    (4-60)
Equation	4-60	relates	the	Mach	numbers	to	the	frictional	losses	in	the	pipe.	The	various	energy	contributions	are
identified.	The	compressibility	term	accounts	for	the	change	in	velocity	resulting	from	the	expansion	of	the	gas.
Equations	4-59	and	4-60	are	converted	to	a	more	convenient	and	useful	form	by	replacing	the	Mach	numbers	with
temperatures	and	pressures,	using	Equations	4-56	through	4-58:

γ + 1γlnP1T2P2T1  −  γ  −  12γ(P12T22−P22T12T2−T1)  (1P12T2−1P22T1)  +  4fLd = 0(4-61)
G = 2gcMRg  γγ−1  T2−T1(T1/P1)2  −  (T2/P2)2(4-62)

For	most	 problems,	 the	 pipe	 length	 (L),	 inside	 diameter	 (d),	 upstream	 temperature	 (T1)	 and	 pressure	 (P1),	 and



downstream	pressure	(P2)	are	known.	To	compute	the	mass	flux	G,	the	procedure	is	as	follows:

1.	 Determine	pipe	roughness	ε	from	Table	4-1.	Compute	ε/d.
2.	 Determine	 the	Fanning	 friction	 factor	 f	 from	Equation	4-34.	 This	 assumes	 fully	 developed	 turbulent	 flow	 at

high	Reynolds	numbers.	This	assumption	can	be	checked	later	but	is	normally	valid.
3.	 Determine	T2	from	Equation	4-61.

4.	 Compute	the	total	mass	flux	G	from	Equation	4-62.

For	 long	 pipes	 or	 for	 large	 pressure	 differences	 across	 the	 pipe,	 the	 velocity	 of	 the	 gas	 can	 approach	 the	 sonic
velocity.	This	case	is	shown	in	Figure	4-12.



Figure	4-12	Adiabatic	choked	flow	of	gas	through	a	pipe.	The	sonic	velocity	is	reached	at	the	end	of	the	pipe.	

When	the	sonic	velocity	is	reached,	the	gas	flow	is	called	choked.	The	gas	reaches	the	sonic	velocity	at	the	end	of
the	pipe.	If	the	upstream	pressure	is	increased	or	if	the	downstream	pressure	is	decreased,	the	gas	velocity	at	the
end	of	the	pipe	remains	constant	at	the	sonic	velocity.	If	the	downstream	pressure	is	decreased	below	the	choked
pressure	Pchoked,	the	flow	through	the	pipe	remains	choked	and	constant,	independent	of	the	downstream	pressure.
The	pressure	at	the	end	of	the	pipe	will	remain	at	Pchoked	even	if	this	pressure	is	greater	than	the	ambient	pressure.
The	gas	exiting	the	pipe	makes	an	abrupt	change	from	Pchoked	to	the	ambient	pressure.	For	choked	flow,	Equations
4-56	through	4-60	are	simplified	by	setting	Ma2=1.0.	The	results	are

TchokedT1=2Y1γ+1(4-63)
PchokedP1=Ma12Y1γ+1(4-64)
Pchockedρ1=Ma1γ+12Y1(4-65)

Gchoked = ρu¯ = Ma1P1γgcMRgT1 = PchokedγgcMRgTchoked(4-66)
γ  +  12ln[2Y1(γ  +  1)Ma12]  −  (1Ma12−1)  +  γ(4fLd)  =0(4-67)

Choked	flow	occurs	if	the	downstream	pressure	is	less	than	Pchoked.	This	is	checked	using	Equation	4-64.
For	most	problems	involving	choked	adiabatic	flows,	the	pipe	length	(L),	inside	diameter	(d),	and	upstream	pressure
(P1)	and	absolute	temperature	(T1)	are	known.	To	compute	the	mass	flux	G,	the	procedure	is	as	follows:

1.	 Determine	 the	Fanning	 friction	 factor	 f	using	Equation	4-34.	This	assumes	 fully	developed	 turbulent	 flow	at
high	Reynolds	numbers.	This	assumption	can	be	checked	later	but	is	usually	valid.

2.	 Determine	Ma1	from	Equation	4-67.

3.	 Determine	the	mass	flux	Gchoked	from	Equation	4-66.

4.	 Determine	Pchoked	from	Equation	4-64	to	confirm	operation	at	choked	conditions.

Equations	4-63	through	4-67	for	adiabatic	pipe	flow	can	be	modified	to	use	the	2-K	method	discussed	previously	by
substituting	∑Kf	for	4fL/d.
The	procedure	can	be	simplified	by	defining	a	gas	expansion	factor	Yg.	For	 ideal	gas	flow,	the	mass	flow	for	both
sonic	and	non-sonic	conditions	is	represented	by	the	Darcy	formula:11
11Crane	Co.	Flow	of	Fluids	through	Valves,	Fittings,	and	Pipes,	Technical	Paper	410	(New	York,	NY:	Crane	Co.,	2009).	www.flowoffluids.com.

G=m˙A=Yg2gcρ1(P1−P2)ΣKf(4-68)
where
G	is	the	mass	flux	(mass/area-time),
m˙	is	the	mass	flow	rate	of	gas	(mass/time),
A	is	the	area	of	the	discharge	(length2),
Yg	is	a	gas	expansion	factor	(unitless),
gc	is	the	gravitational	constant	(force/mass-acceleration),
ρ1	is	the	upstream	gas	density	(mass/volume),
P1	is	the	upstream	gas	pressure	(force/area),
P2	is	the	downstream	gas	pressure	(force/area),	and
∑Kf	are	the	excess	head	loss	terms,	including	pipe	entrances	and	exits,	pipe	lengths,	and	fittings	(unitless).
The	 excess	 head	 loss	 terms	 ∑Kf	 are	 found	 using	 the	 2-K	 method	 presented	 in	 Section	 4-4.	 For	 most	 accidental
discharges	of	gases,	the	flow	is	fully	developed	turbulent	flow.	Thus,	for	pipes,	the	friction	factor	is	independent	of



the	Reynolds	number,	and	for	fittings,	Kf	=	K∞	and	the	solution	is	direct.
The	gas	expansion	factor	Yg	in	Equation	4-68	depends	only	on	the	heat	capacity	ratio	of	the	gas	γ	and	the	frictional
elements	 in	the	flow	path	∑	Kf.	An	equation	for	the	gas	expansion	factor	 for	choked	flow	is	obtained	by	equating
Equation	4-68	to	Equation	4-59	and	solving	for	Yg.	The	result	is

Yg= Ma1γ∑Kf2(P1P1−P2)(4-69)
where	Ma1	is	the	upstream	Mach	number.
The	 procedure	 to	 determine	 the	 gas	 expansion	 factor	 is	 as	 follows.	 First,	 the	 upstream	 Mach	 number	 Ma1	 is
determined	using	Equation	4-67.	∑Kf	must	be	substituted	for	4fL/d	to	include	the	effects	of	pipes	and	fittings.	The
solution	is	obtained	by	trial	and	error	by	guessing	values	of	the	upstream	Mach	number	and	determining	whether
the	guessed	value	meets	the	equation	objectives.	This	can	be	easily	done	using	a	spreadsheet.
The	next	step	in	the	procedure	is	to	determine	the	sonic	pressure	ratio,	using	Equation	4-64.	If	the	actual	ratio	is
greater	than	the	ratio	from	Equation	4-64,	then	the	flow	is	sonic	or	choked;	the	pressure	drop	predicted	by	Equation
4-64	is	then	used	to	continue	the	calculation.	If	the	actual	ratio	is	less	than	the	ratio	from	Equation	4-64,	then	the
flow	 is	 not	 sonic	 and	 the	 actual	 pressure	 drop	 ratio	 is	 used.	 Finally,	 the	 expansion	 factor	Yg	 is	 calculated	 from
Equation	4-69.
The	calculation	 to	determine	 the	expansion	 factor	can	be	completed	once	γ	 and	 the	 frictional	 loss	 terms	∑Kf	are
specified.	This	computation	can	be	done	once	and	for	all	with	the	results	shown	in	Figures	4-13	and	4-14.	As	shown
in	Figure	4-13,	the	pressure	ratio	(P	−	P2)/P1	is	a	weak	function	of	the	heat	capacity	ratio	γ.	The	expansion	factor	Yg
has	little	dependence	on	γ,	with	the	value	of	Yg	varying	by	less	than	1%	from	the	value	at	γ	=	1.4	over	the	range
from	γ	=	1.2	to	γ	=	1.67.	Figure	4-14	shows	the	expansion	factor	for	γ	=	1.4.



Figure	4-13	Pressure	drop	ratio	as	a	function	of	the	excess	velocity	head	pipe	losses	for	adiabatic	flow.	All
values	above	the	curve	are	sonic,	while	those	below	are	not	sonic.	(Source:	Adapted	from	J.	M.	Keith	and	D.	A.
Crowl.	“Estimating	Sonic	Gas	Flow	Rates	in	Pipelines.”	Journal	of	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	18
(2005):	55–62.)	



Figure	4-14	Gas	expansion	factor	as	a	function	of	the	excess	velocity	head	pipe	losses	for	adiabatic	flow.	The
results	are	a	weak	function	of	heat	capacity,	but	the	difference	is	less	than	can	be	shown	on	this	figure.
(Source:	Adapted	from	J.	M.	Keith	and	D.	A.	Crowl.	“Estimating	Sonic	Gas	Flow	Rates	in	Pipelines.”	Journal	of
Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	18	(2005):	55–62.)	

The	functional	results	of	Figures	4-13	and	4-14	can	be	fitted	using	an	equation	of	the	form	ln	Yg	=	A(ln	Kf)3	+	B(ln
Kf)2	+	C(ln	Kf)	+	D,	where	A,	B,	C,	and	D	are	constants.	The	results	are	shown	in	Table	4-4	and	are	valid	for	the	Kf



ranges	indicated,	within	1%.

Table	4-4	Correlations	for	the	Expansion	Factor	Yg	and	the	Sonic	Pressure	Drop	Ratio	(P1	−	P2)/P1	as	a	Function	of
the	Pipe	Loss	ΣKf	for	Adiabatic	Flow	Conditionsa

Expansion	Factor:	ln	Yg=A(ln	Kf)3+B(ln Kf)2+C(ln	Kf)+DPressure	Drop	Ratio: 	[(P1−P2/P1)−1=A+B	ln 
	Kf+C/Kf0.5

Function	value Range	of	validity,	∑Kf A B C D
Expansion	factor,	Yg 0.2−1000 0.00129 −0.0216 0.116 −0.528
Sonic	pressure	drop	ratio,	γ	=	1.2 0.01−1000 0.943 0.00762 1.12 –
Sonic	pressure	drop	ratio,	γ	=	1.4 0.2−1000 0.965 0.00461 0.944 –
Sonic	pressure	drop	ratio,	γ	=	1.67 0.01−1000 0.988 0.00113 0.768 –
aJ.	Keith	and	D.	A.	Crowl.	“Estimating	Sonic	Gas	Flow	Rates	in	Pipelines,”	Journal	of	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	18
(2005):	55–62.
The	procedure	to	determine	the	adiabatic	mass	flow	rate	through	a	pipe	or	hole	is	as	follows:

1.	 Given	M,	γ	based	on	the	type	of	gas;	pipe	length,	diameter,	and	type;	pipe	entrances	and	exits;	total	number
and	type	of	fittings;	total	pressure	drop;	and	upstream	gas	density.

2.	 Assume	fully	developed	turbulent	flow	to	determine	the	friction	factor	for	the	pipe	and	the	excess	head	loss
terms	for	the	fittings	and	pipe	entrances	and	exits.	The	Reynolds	number	can	be	calculated	at	the	completion
of	the	calculation	to	check	this	assumption.	Sum	the	individual	excess	head	loss	terms	to	get	∑Kf.

3.	 Calculate	 (P1	−	P2)/P1	 from	 the	 specified	pressure	drop.	Check	 this	 value	against	Figure	4-13	 to	determine
whether	the	flow	is	sonic.	All	areas	above	the	curves	in	Figure	4-13	represent	sonic	flow.	Determine	the	sonic
choking	pressure	P2	by	using	Figure	4-13	directly,	interpolating	a	value	from	the	table,	or	using	the	equations
provided	in	Table	4-4.

4.	 Determine	the	expansion	factor	from	Figure	4-14.	Either	read	the	value	off	of	the	figure,	interpolate	it	from	the
table,	or	use	the	equation	provided	in	Table	4-4

5.	 Calculate	the	mass	flow	rate	using	Equation	4-68.	Use	the	sonic	choking	pressure	determined	in	step	3	in	this
expression

This	method	is	applicable	to	gas	discharges	through	piping	systems	and	holes.

Isothermal	Flows
Isothermal	flow	of	gas	in	a	pipe	with	friction	is	shown	in	Figure	4-15.	For	this	case,	the	gas	velocity	is	assumed	to	be
well	below	the	sonic	velocity	of	the	gas.	A	pressure	gradient	across	the	pipe	provides	the	driving	force	for	the	gas
transport.	As	the	gas	expands	through	the	pressure	gradient,	the	velocity	must	increase	to	maintain	the	same	mass
flow	 rate.	 The	 pressure	 at	 the	 end	 of	 the	 pipe	 is	 equal	 to	 the	 pressure	 of	 the	 surroundings.	 The	 temperature	 is
constant	across	the	entire	pipe	length.



Figure	4-15	Isothermal	nonchoked	flow	of	gas	through	a	pipe.	

Isothermal	flow	is	represented	by	the	mechanical	energy	balance	in	the	form	shown	in	Equation	4-54.	The	following
assumptions	are	valid	for	this	case:

ggc dz 	=	0
is	valid	for	gases,	and,	by	combining	Equations	4-29	and	4-30	and	differentiating,

dF = 2fu¯2gcd	 dL
assuming	constant	f,	and

δWS = 0
because	 no	mechanical	 linkages	 are	 present.	 A	 total	 energy	 balance	 is	 not	 required	 because	 the	 temperature	 is
constant.
By	applying	the	assumptions	to	Equation	4-54	and	manipulating	them	considerably,	we	obtain12



12Octave	Levenspiel.	Engineering	Flow	and	Heat	Exchange,	2nd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	Springer,	1998),	p.	46.

T2 = T1(4-70)
P2P1 = Ma1Ma2(4-71)
ρ2ρ1 = Ma1Ma2(4-72)

G=ρu¯=Ma1P1γgcMRgT(4-73)
where	G	is	the	mass	flux	with	units	of	mass/(area-time),	and

2 lnMa2Ma1−1γ(1Ma12−1Ma22)  +  4fLd  =  0Kinetic				Compressibility			Friction(4-74)
The	various	energy	terms	in	Equation	4-74	have	been	identified.
A	more	convenient	form	of	Equation	4-74	is	expressed	in	terms	of	pressure	instead	of	Mach	numbers.	This	form	is
derived	using	Equations	4-70	through	4-72.	The	result	is

2 lnP1P2−gcMG2RgT(P12−P22)+4fLd=  0(4-75)
A	typical	problem	is	to	determine	the	mass	flux	G	given	the	pipe	length	(L),	inside	diameter	(d),	and	upstream	and
downstream	pressures	(P1	and	P2).	The	procedure	is	as	follows:

1.	 Determine	 the	Fanning	 friction	 factor	 f	using	Equation	4-34.	This	assumes	 fully	developed	 turbulent	 flow	at
high	Reynolds	numbers.	This	assumption	can	be	checked	later	but	is	usually	valid.

2.	 Compute	the	mass	flux	G	from	Equation	4-75.

Levenspiel13	showed	that	the	maximum	velocity	possible	during	the	isothermal	flow	of	gas	in	a	pipe	is	not	the	sonic
velocity,	as	in	the	adiabatic	case.	In	terms	of	the	Mach	number,	the	maximum	velocity	is
13Octave	Levenspiel.	Engineering	Flow	and	Heat	Exchange,	2nd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	Springer,	1998),	p.	46.

Machoked = 1γ(4-76)
This	result	is	shown	by	starting	with	the	mechanical	energy	balance	and	rearranging	it	into	the	following	form:

−dPdL=2fG2gcρd[11−(u¯2ρ/gcP)]=2fG2gcρd(11−γMa2)(4-77)
The	quantity	–	(dP/dL)→	∞	when	Ma→1/γ.	Thus,	for	choked	flow	in	an	isothermal	pipe,	as	shown	in	Figure	4-16,	the
following	equations	apply:



Figure	4-16	Isothermal	choked	flow	of	gas	through	a	pipe.	The	maximum	velocity	is	reached	at	the	end	of	the
pipe.	

Tchoked = T1(4-78)
PchokedP1 = Ma1γ(4-79)
ρchokedρ1=Ma1γ(4-80)

u¯chokedu¯1 = 1Ma1γ(4-81)
Gchoked = ρu¯ = ρ1u¯1 = Ma1P1γgcMRgT = PchokedgcMRgT(4-82)

where	Gchoked	is	the	mass	flux	with	units	of	mass/(area-time),	and

ln(1γMa12)−(1γMa12−1)+4fLd=0(4-83)
For	most	typical	problems,	the	pipe	length	(L),	inside	diameter	(d),	upstream	pressure	(P1),	and	temperature	(T)	are
known.	The	mass	flux	G	is	determined	using	the	following	procedure:

1.	 Determine	the	Fanning	friction	factor	using	Equation	4-34.	This	assumes	fully	developed	turbulent	flow	at	high
Reynolds	numbers.	This	assumption	can	be	checked	later	but	is	usually	valid.

2.	 Determine	Ma1	from	Equation	4-83.

3.	 Determine	the	mass	flux	G	from	Equation	4-82.

The	direct	method	using	Equations	4-68	and	4-69	can	also	be	applied	 to	 isothermal	 flows.	Table	4-5	provides	 the
equations	for	the	expansion	factor	and	the	pressure	drop	ratio.	Figures	4-17	and	4-18	are	plots	of	these	functions.
The	procedure	is	identical	to	the	procedure	for	adiabatic	flows.





Figure	4-17	Pressure	drop	ratio	as	a	function	of	the	excess	velocity	head	pipe	losses	for	isothermal	flow.	The
results	are	independent	of	the	heat	capacity	ratio.	All	values	above	the	curve	are	sonic,	while	those	below	are
not	sonic.	(Source:	Adapted	from	J.	M.	Keith	and	D.	A.	Crowl.	“Estimating	Sonic	Gas	Flow	Rates	in	Pipelines.”
Journal	of	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	18	(2005):	55–62.)	



Figure	4-18	Gas	expansion	factor	as	a	function	of	the	excess	velocity	head	pipe	losses	for	isothermal	flow.	The
results	are	independent	of	the	heat	capacity	ratio.	(Source:	Adapted	from	J.	M.	Keith	and	D.	A.	Crowl.
“Estimating	Sonic	Gas	Flow	Rates	in	Pipelines.”	Journal	of	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	18	(2005):
55–62.)	

Table	4-5	Correlations	for	the	Expansion	Factor	Yg	and	the	Sonic	Pressure	Drop	Ratio	(P1	−	P2)/P1	as	a	Function	of
the	Pipe	Loss	ΣKf	for	Isothermal	Flow	Conditionsa

Expansion	Factor:ln Yg=A(ln Kf)3+B(lnkf)2+C(lnKf)+DPressure	Drop	Ratio:[(P1−P2)/P1]−1=A+B	ln kf+C/Kf0.5

Function	value Range	of	validity,	∑Kf A B C D
Expansion	factor	Yg 0.2−1000 0.00130 −0.0216 0.111 −0.502
Sonic	pressure	drop	ratio,	all	γ 0.01−1000 0.911 0.0118 1.38 −
aJ.	Keith	and	D.	A.	Crowl.	“Estimating	Sonic	Gas	Flow	Rates	in	Pipelines,”	Journal	of	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	18
(2005):	55–62.

Keith	 and	 Crowl14	 found	 that	 for	 both	 the	 adiabatic	 and	 isothermal	 cases,	 the	 expansion	 factor	 Yg	 exhibits	 a
maximum	 value.	 For	 isothermal	 flows,	 this	maximum	 is	 the	 same	 for	 all	 values	 of	 the	 heat	 capacity	 ratio	γ	 and
occurs	at	a	velocity	head	loss	of	56.3	with	a	maximum	expansion	factor	of	0.7248.	For	adiabatic	flows,	the	maximum
value	 of	 the	 expansion	 factor	 is	 a	 function	 of	 the	 heat	 capacity	 ratio	γ.	 For	γ	=	 1.4,	 the	 expansion	 factor	 has	 a
maximum	value	of	0.7182	at	a	velocity	head	loss	of	90.0.
14J.	Keith	and	D.	A.	Crowl.	“Estimating	Sonic	Gas	Flow	Rates	in	Pipelines,”	Journal	of	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	18	(2005):	55–



62.

For	 both	 the	 adiabatic	 and	 isothermal	 flow	 cases,	 the	 expansion	 factor	 approaches	 an	 asymptote	 as	 the	 velocity
head	loss	becomes	large.	This	asymptote,	1/2 = 0.7071,	is	the	same	for	both	the	adiabatic	and	isothermal	flow	cases.
Comparison	of	detailed	calculations	with	the	asymptotic	solution	show	that	for	velocity	head	loss	values	of	100	and
500,	the	differences	between	the	detailed	and	asymptotic	solutions	are	2.2%	and	0.2%,	respectively.
The	asymptotic	 solution	 can	be	 inserted	 into	Equation	4-68	 to	 result	 in	 the	 following	 simplified	 equation	 for	 the
mass	flow:

G=m˙A=gcρ1P1∑Kf(4-84)
For	gas	releases	through	pipes,	the	issue	of	whether	the	release	occurs	adiabatically	or	isothermally	is	important.
For	both	cases,	the	velocity	of	the	gas	increases	because	of	the	expansion	of	the	gas	as	the	pressure	decreases.	For
adiabatic	flows,	the	temperature	of	the	gas	may	increase	or	decrease,	depending	on	the	relative	magnitude	of	the
frictional	 and	kinetic	energy	 terms.	For	 choked	 flows,	 the	adiabatic	 choking	pressure	 is	 less	 than	 the	 isothermal
choking	pressure.	For	real	pipe	flows	from	a	source	at	a	fixed	pressure	and	temperature,	the	actual	flow	rate	is	less
than	the	adiabatic	prediction	and	greater	than	the	isothermal	prediction.
Example	 4-5	 shows	 that	 for	 pipe	 flow	 problems,	 the	 difference	 between	 the	 adiabatic	 and	 isothermal	 results	 is
generally	small.	Levenspiel15	showed	that	 the	adiabatic	model	always	predicts	a	 flow	 larger	than	the	actual	 flow,
provided	that	 the	source	pressure	and	temperature	are	 the	same.	Crane16	 reported	 that	adiabatic	conditions	are
valid	for	short	pipes	of	constant	cross-sectional	are	discharging	 into	a	pipe	or	area	of	 larger	cross-section.	Crane
supported	 this	 conclusion	 with	 experimental	 data	 on	 pipes	 having	 lengths	 of	 130	 and	 220	 pipe	 diameters
discharging	air	to	the	atmosphere.	Finally,	under	choked	sonic	flow	conditions,	isothermal	conditions	are	difficult	to
achieve	practically	because	of	the	rapid	speed	of	the	gas	flow.	As	a	result,	the	adiabatic	flow	model	is	the	model	of
choice	for	compressible	gas	discharges	through	pipes.
15Octave	Levenspiel.	Engineering	Flow	and	Heat	Exchange,	2nd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	Springer,	1998),	p.	45.

16Crane	Co.	Flow	of	Fluids	through	Valves,	Fittings,	and	Pipes,	Technical	Paper	410	(New	York,	NY:	Crane	Co.,	2009).	www.flowoffluids.com.

Example	4-5
The	vapor	space	above	liquid	ethylene	oxide	(EO)	in	storage	tanks	must	be	purged	of	oxygen	and	then	padded
with	81	psig	nitrogen	 to	prevent	explosion.	The	nitrogen	 in	a	particular	 facility	 is	 supplied	 from	a	200	psig
source.	It	is	regulated	to	81	psig	and	supplied	to	the	storage	vessel	through	33	ft	of	new	commercial	steel	pipe
with	an	internal	diameter	of	1.049	in.	The	temperature	is	80°F.
In	the	event	that	the	nitrogen	regulator	fails,	the	vessel	will	be	exposed	to	the	full	200	psig	pressure	from	the
nitrogen	source.	This	will	exceed	the	pressure	rating	of	the	storage	vessel.	To	prevent	rupture	of	the	storage
vessel,	it	must	be	equipped	with	a	relief	device	to	vent	this	nitrogen.	Determine	the	required	minimum	mass
flow	rate	of	nitrogen	through	the	relief	device	to	prevent	the	pressure	from	rising	within	the	tank	in	the	event
of	a	regulator	failure.
Determine	the	mass	flow	rate	assuming	(a)	an	orifice	with	a	throat	diameter	equal	to	the	pipe	diameter,	(b)	an
adiabatic	pipe,	and	(c)	an	isothermal	pipe.	Decide	which	result	most	closely	corresponds	to	the	real	situation.
Which	mass	flow	rate	should	be	used?

Solution

a.	 The	maximum	flow	rate	through	the	orifice	occurs	under	choked	conditions.	The	area	of	the	pipe	is
A=πd24=(3.14)(1.049	in)2(1	ft2/144	in2)4		=6.00  ×  10−3	ft2

The	absolute	pressure	of	the	nitrogen	source	is
P1=200  +  14.7=214.7	psia=3.09×104	lbf/ft2

The	choked	pressure	from	Equation	4-49	is,	for	a	diatomic	gas,
Pchoked=(0.528)(214.7	psia)=113.4	psia=1.63×104	1bf/ft2

Choked	 flow	 can	be	 expected	because	 the	 system	 is	 venting	 to	 atmospheric	 conditions.	Equation	 4-50
provides	the	maximum	mass	flow	rate.	For	nitrogen,	γ	=	1.41	(Table	4-3)	and

(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1) = (22.41)2.41/0.41 = 0.335
The	molecular	weight	 of	 nitrogen	 is	 28	 lbm/lb-mol.	Without	 any	 additional	 information,	 assume	 a	 unit
discharge	coefficient	C0=1.0.	Thus

                   Qm= (1.0)(6.00 × 10−3	ft2)× (3.09 × 104	1bf/ft2) × (1.41)(32.17	ft	1bm/1bf	s2)(28	1bm/1b-mole)
(1545	ft	1bf/1b-moleoR)(540oR)(0.335)= (185	1bf)5.08 × 10−4	lbm2/1bf2	s2Qm= 4.17	1bm/s

b.	 Assume	adiabatic	choked	flow	conditions.	For	commercial	steel	pipe,	from	Table	4-1,	ε	=	0.046	mm.	The
diameter	of	the	pipe	in	millimeters	is	(1.049	in)	(25.4	mm/in)	=	26.6	mm.	Thus

εd=0.046	mm26.6	mm=0.00173
From	Equation	4-34,

1f= 4log(3.7dε)= 4log(3.7/0.00173) = 13.32f= 0.0751f= 0.00564
As	stated	previously	for	nitrogen,	γ	=	1.41.
The	upstream	Mach	number	is	determined	from	Equation	4-67:

γ + 12ln[2Y1(γ + 1)Ma12]−(1Ma12−1) + γ(4fLd) = 0



with	Y1	given	by	Equation	4-56.	Substituting	the	numbers	provided	gives

1.4 1+ 12ln[2 + (1.41−1)	Ma2(1.41 + 1)	Ma2]−(1Ma2−1)+1.41[(4)(0.00564)(33	ft)(1.049	in)
(1	ft/12	in)]=01.2ln(2 + 0.41	Ma22.41	Ma2)−(1Ma2−1) + 12.01=0

This	equation	 is	solved	by	 trial	and	error	or	a	solver	program	or	spreadsheet	 for	 the	value	of	Ma.	The
results	are	tabulated	as	follows:

Guessed	Ma Value	of	left-hand	side	of	equation
0.20 −8.34
0.25 				0.128
0.249 						0.0093

This	last	guessed	Mach	number	gives	a	result	close	to	zero.	Then,	from	Equation	4-56,
Y1=1+γ+12Ma2=1+1.41-12(0.249)2=1.013

and	from	Equations	4-63	and	4-64,
TchokedT1=2Y1γ+1=2(1.013)1.41+1=0.841Tchoked=(0.841)(80+460)oR=454oRPchokedP1=Ma2Y1γ

+1=(0.249)0.841=0.228Pchoked=(0.228)(214.7	psia)=48.9	psia=7.05×103	lbf/ft2
The	pipe	outlet	pressure	must	be	less	than	48.9	psia	to	ensure	choked	flow.	The	mass	flux	is	computed
using	Equation	4-66:
Gchoked = PchokedγgcMRgTchoked= (7.05 × 103	1bf/ft2)(1.41)(32.17	ft	1bm/1bfs2)(28	1bm/1b-mole)
(1545	ft	1bf/1b-moleoR)(454oR)= 7.05 × 103	1bf/ft21.81×10−3	lbm2/lbf2	s2= 300	1bm/ft2sQm= GA = 

(300	lbm/ft2s)(6.00 × 10−3ft2)= 1.80	1bm/s
The	simplified	procedure	with	a	direct	solution	can	also	be	used.	The	excess	head	loss	resulting	from	the
pipe	length	is	given	by	Equation	4-30.	The	friction	factor	f	has	already	been	determined:

kf=4	fLd=(4)(0.00564)(33	ft)(12	in/ft)1.049	in=8.52
For	this	solution,	only	the	pipe	friction	will	be	considered	and	the	exit	effects	will	be	ignored.	The	first
consideration	 is	 whether	 the	 flow	 is	 sonic.	 The	 sonic	 pressure	 ratio	 is	 given	 in	 Figure	 4-13	 (or	 the
equations	in	Table	4-4).	For	γ	=	1.41,	Kf	=	8.52	and	P2	=	214.7	psia:

P1−P2P1  =  0.770→P2  =  49.4 psia
It	follows	that	the	flow	is	sonic	because	the	downstream	pressure	is	less	than	49.4	psia.	From	Figure	4-14
(or	Table	4-4),	the	gas	expansion	factor	Yg	=	0.69.	The	gas	density	under	the	upstream	conditions	is

ρ1=P1MRgT  =  (214.7	psia)(28	lbm/lb-mole)(10.731	psia	ft3/lb-mole	oR)(540oR)=1.037	lbm/ft3
By	 substituting	 this	 value	 into	 Equation	 4-68	 and	 using	 the	 choking	 pressure	 determined	 for	 P2,	 we
obtain

m˙= YgA2gcρ1(P1−P2)∑Kf= (0.69)(6.00×10−3	ft2)2(32.17ft	1bm1bf	s2)(1.0371bmft3)(214.7−49.4)
(1bfin2)(144in2ft2)8.56= 1.78	1bm/s

This	result	is	very	close	to	the	previous	result,	but	requires	a	lot	less	effort	to	obtain.
c.	 For	the	isothermal	case,	the	upstream	Mach	number	is	given	by	Equation	4-83.	Substituting	the	numbers

provided,	we	obtain

ln(11.41	Ma2)−(11.41	Ma2−1)+8.52=0
The	solution	is	found	by	trial	and	error:

Guessed	Ma Value	of	left-hand	side	of	equation
0.25 		0.601
0.24 −0.282
		0.245 		0.174
		0.244 		0.085
		0.243 						−0.005←	Final	result

The	choked	pressure	is,	from	Equation	4-79,
Pchoked = P1Ma1γ = (214.7	1bf/in2)(0.243)1.41 =62.0	psia= 8.93 × 103	1bf/ft2.

The	mass	flow	rate	is	computed	using	Equation	4-82:
Gchoked=PchokedgcMRgT=8.93×103	1bf/ft2×(32.17ft	1bm/1bfs2)(28	 1bm/1b-mole)(1545	ft	1bf/1b-moleoR)

(540oR)=8.93×103	1bf/ft21.08×10−3	1bm2/1bf2=293	1bm/ft2sQm=GchokedA=(293	1bm/ft2s)
(6.00×10−3	ft2)=1.76	1bm/s

Using	the	simplified,	direct	solution,	from	Table	4-5	or	Figure	4-15,
P1−P2P1=0.70⇒P2=64.4 psia

It	follows	that	the	flow	is	sonic.	From	Table	4-5	or	Figure	4-16,	Yg	=	0.70.	Substituting	into	Equation	4-68,	and
remembering	to	use	the	choking	pressure	given	earlier,	gives	m˙ =1.74	 1bm/s.	This	 is	also	very	close	to	the
more	detailed	method.
The	results	are	summarized	in	the	following	table:



Case
Pchoked

(psia)

Qm

(lbm/s)

a.	Orifice 113.4 4.17
b.	Adiabatic	pipe
Simplified

		48.9
49.4

1.80
1.78

c.	Isothermal	pipe
Simplified

		62.0
		64.4

1.76
1.74

A	standard	procedure	for	these	types	of	problems	is	to	represent	the	discharge	through	the	pipe	as	an	orifice.	The
results	obtained	earlier	show	that	this	approach	results	in	a	large	mass	flow	rate	for	this	case.	The	orifice	method
always	produces	a	larger	value	than	the	adiabatic	pipe	method,	ensuring	a	conservative	safety	design.	The	orifice
calculation,	 however,	 is	 easier	 to	 apply,	 requiring	 only	 the	 pipe	 diameter	 and	 the	 upstream	 supply	 pressure	 and
temperature.	 The	 configurational	 details	 of	 the	 piping	 are	 not	 required,	 as	 in	 the	 adiabatic	 and	 isothermal	 pipe
methods.
Also	note	that	the	computed	choked	pressures	differ	for	each	case,	with	a	substantial	difference	between	the	orifice
and	the	adiabatic	and	 isothermal	cases.	A	choking	design	based	on	an	orifice	calculation	might	not	be	choked	 in
reality	because	of	high	downstream	pressures.
Both	 the	 adiabatic	 and	 isothermal	 pipe	methods	 produce	 results	 that	 are	 reasonably	 close.	 For	most	 real-world
situations,	 the	 heat	 transfer	 characteristics	 cannot	 be	 easily	 determined.	 Thus,	 the	 adiabatic	 pipe	method	 is	 the
method	of	choice;	it	will	always	produce	the	larger	number	for	a	conservative	safety	design.
Finally,	 the	 simplified	 adiabatic	 and	 isothermal	 methods	 produce	 almost	 the	 same	 results	 as	 the	 more	 detailed
approach.

4-7	Flashing	Liquids
Liquids	stored	under	pressure	above	their	normal	boiling	point	temperature	present	substantial	problems	because
of	flashing.	If	the	tank,	pipe,	or	other	containment	device	develops	a	leak,	the	liquid	will	partially	flash	into	vapor,
sometimes	explosively.
Flashing	 occurs	 so	 rapidly	 that	 the	 process	 is	 assumed	 to	 be	 adiabatic.	 The	 excess	 energy	 contained	 in	 the
superheated	 liquid	vaporizes	 the	 liquid	and	 lowers	 the	 temperature	 to	 the	new	boiling	point.	 If	m	 is	 the	mass	of
original	liquid,	Cp	is	the	heat	capacity	of	the	liquid	(energy/mass	degrees),	To	is	the	initial	temperature	of	the	liquid
before	depressurization,	and	Tb	is	the	depressurized	boiling	point	of	the	liquid,	then	the	excess	energy	contained	in
the	superheated	liquid	is	given	by

Q=mCp(To−Tb)(4-85)
This	energy	vaporizes	the	liquid.	If	ΔHv	is	the	heat	of	vaporization	of	the	liquid,	the	mass	of	liquid	vaporized	mv	is
given	by

mv=QΔHv=mCp(To−Tb)ΔHv(4-86)
The	fraction	of	the	liquid	vaporized	is

fv=mvm=Cp(To−Tb)ΔHv(4-87)
Equation	 4-87	 assumes	 constant	 physical	 properties	 over	 the	 temperature	 range	 To	 to	 Tb.	 A	 more	 general
expression	without	this	assumption	is	derived	as	follows.	The	change	in	liquid	mass	m	resulting	from	a	change	in
temperature	T	is	given	by

dm=mCpΔHvdT(4-88)
Equation	 4-88	 is	 integrated	 between	 the	 initial	 temperature	To	 (with	 liquid	 mass	m)	 and	 the	 final	 boiling	 point
temperature	Tb	(with	liquid	mass	m	−	mv):

∫mm−mvdmm=∫ToTbCPΔHvdT(4-89)
ln(m−mvm)=C¯p(To−Tb)ΔH¯v(4-90)

where	Cp¯	and	ΔHv¯	are	 the	mean	heat	capacity	and	the	mean	 latent	heat	of	vaporization,	respectively,	over	 the
temperature	range	To	to	Tb.	Solving	for	the	fraction	of	the	liquid	vaporized,	fv	=	mv/m,	we	obtain

fv=1−exp[−Cp¯(To−Tb)/ΔHv¯](4-91)

Example	4-6
One	lbm	of	saturated	 liquid	water	 is	contained	 in	a	vessel	at	350°F.	The	vessel	ruptures	and	the	pressure	 is
reduced	to	1	atm.	Compute	the	fraction	of	material	vaporized	using	(a)	the	steam	tables,
(b)	Equation	4-87,	and	(c)	Equation	4-91.

Solution

a.	 The	initial	state	is	saturated	liquid	water	at	To	=	350°F.	From	the	steam	tables:

P=134.6	psiaH=321.6	Btu/1bm
The	 final	 temperature	 is	 the	boiling	point	at	1	atm,	or	212°F.	At	 this	 temperature	and	under	saturated



conditions,	from	the	steam	tables,
Hvapor=1150.4	Btu/1bmHliquid=180.07	Btu/1bm

Because	 the	 process	 occurs	 adiabatically,	 Hfinal	 =	 Hinitial	 and	 the	 fraction	 of	 vapor	 (or	 quality)	 is
computed	from

Hfinal=Hliquid+fv(Hvapor−Hliquid)321.6=180.07+fv(1150.4-180.07)fv=0.146
That	is,	14.6%	of	the	mass	of	the	original	liquid	is	vaporized.

b.	 For	liquid	water	at	212°F,
CP=1.01	Btu/1bm	°	FΔHv=970.3	Btu/1bm
From	Equation	4-87,

fv=CP(To−Tb)ΔHv=(1.01	BTU/1bmFo)(350-212)o	F970.3	BTU/1bm
fv=0.144

c.	 The	mean	properties	for	liquid	water	between	To	and	Tb	are

Cp¯=1.04	BTU/1bmoFΔHv¯=920.7	BTU/1bm
Substituting	into	Equation	4-91	gives

fv=1−exp	[−CP¯(To−Tb)/ΔHv¯]=1−exp[−(1.04	BTU/1bm°F)(350-212)°F/920.7	BTU/1bm]=1-0.8557
fv=0.144

The	two	methods	using	the	equations	produce	results	that	are	comparable	to	the	actual	value	from	the	steam
table.	This	agreement	is	not	expected	as	one	nears	the	critical	temperature	since	the	properties	of	the	steam
are	changing	rapidly.

For	 flashing	 liquids	 composed	 of	 many	 miscible	 substances,	 the	 flash	 calculation	 is	 complicated	 considerably,
because	the	more	volatile	components	flash	preferentially.	Procedures	are	available	to	solve	this	problem.17
17J.	M.	Smith	and	H.	C.	Van	Ness.	Introduction	to	Chemical	Engineering	Thermodynamics,	6th	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	2000).

Flashing	liquids	escaping	through	holes	and	pipes	require	special	consideration	because	two-phase	flow	conditions
may	be	present.	Several	special	cases	may	arise.18	If	the	fluid	path	length	of	the	release	is	short	(through	a	hole	in	a
thin-walled	container),	nonequilibrium	conditions	exist,	and	the	liquid	does	not	have	time	to	flash	within	the	hole;
instead,	 the	 fluid	 flashes	 external	 to	 the	 hole.	 The	 equations	 describing	 incompressible	 fluid	 flow	 through	 holes
apply	in	this	scenario	(see	Section	4-2).
18Hans	K.	Fauske.	“Flashing	Flows	or:	Some	Practical	Guidelines	for	Emergency	Releases.”	Plant/	Operations	Progress	(July	1985):	133.

If	 the	 fluid	 path	 length	 through	 the	 release	 is	 greater	 than	 10	 cm	 (through	 a	 pipe	 or	 thick-walled	 container),
equilibrium	flashing	conditions	are	achieved	and	the	flow	is	choked.	A	good	approximation	is	to	assume	a	choked
pressure	equal	to	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	of	the	flashing	liquid.	The	result	will	be	valid	only	for	liquids	stored
at	a	pressure	higher	than	the	saturation	vapor	pressure.	With	this	assumption	the	mass	flow	rate	is	given	by

Qm = ACo2ρfgc(P−Psat)(4-92)
where
A	is	the	area	of	the	release,
Co	is	the	discharge	coefficient	(unitless),
ρf	is	the	density	of	the	liquid	(mass/volume),
P	is	the	pressure	within	the	tank,	and
Psat	is	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	of	the	flashing	liquid	at	ambient	temperature.

Example	4-7
Liquid	ammonia	is	stored	in	a	tank	at	24°C	and	a	pressure	of	1.4	×	106	Pa.	A	pipe	of	diameter	0.0945	m	breaks
off	a	short	distance	from	the	tank,	allowing	the	flashing	ammonia	to	escape.	The	saturation	vapor	pressure	of
liquid	ammonia	at	this	temperature	is	0.968	×	106	Pa,	and	its	density	is	603	kg/m3.	Determine	the	mass	flow
rate	through	the	leak.	Equilibrium	flashing	conditions	can	be	assumed.

Solution
Equation	4-92	applies	for	the	case	of	equilibrium	flashing	conditions.	Assume	a	discharge	coefficient	of	0.61.
Substituting	into	Equation	4-92,
Qm=  ACo2ρfgc(P−Psat)=  (3.14)(0.0945	m)24(0.61)×  2(603	kg/m3)[1(kg	m/s2)/N](1.4 × 106−0.968 × 106)

(N/m2)Qm =  97.6	kg/s

For	liquids	stored	at	their	saturation	vapor	pressure,	P	=	Psat,	and	escaping	through	a	longer	pipe,	the	liquid	flashes
in	 the	pipe	as	 the	pressure	 in	 the	pipe	decreases.	Equation	4-92	 is	no	 longer	valid.	An	example	of	 this	would	be
liquid	propane	 stored	under	 its	 own	 vapor	pressure	 escaping	 to	 atmospheric	 pressure	 through	a	pipe	 section.	A
much	more	detailed	approach	is	required	for	this	case.
Consider	 a	 fluid	 that	 is	 initially	 quiescent	 and	 is	 accelerated	 through	 the	 leak.	 Assume	 that	 kinetic	 energy	 is
dominant	and	that	potential	energy	effects	are	negligible.	Then,	from	a	mechanical	energy	balance	(Equation	4-1),
and	realizing	that	the	specific	volume	(with	units	of	volume/mass)	v	=	1/ρ,	we	can	write



−∫12vdP=u¯222gc(4-93)
A	mass	velocity	G	with	units	of	mass/(area-time)	is	defined	by

G=ρu¯=u¯v(4-94)
Combining	Equation	4-94	with	Equation	4-93	and	assuming	that	the	mass	velocity	is	constant	results	in

−∫12vdP=u¯222gc=G2v222gc(4-95)
Solving	for	the	mass	velocity	G	and	assuming	that	point	2	can	be	defined	at	any	point	along	the	flow	path,	we	obtain

G=−2gc∫vdPv(4-96)
Equation	 4-96	 contains	 a	 maximum,	 at	 which	 choked	 flow	 occurs.	 Under	 choked	 flow	 conditions,	 dG/dP	 =	 0.
Differentiating	Equation	4-96	and	setting	the	result	equal	to	zero	gives

dGdP=0=−(dv/dP)v2−2gc∫vdP−gc−2gc∫vdP(4-97)
0=−G(dv/dP)v−gcvG(4-98)

Solving	Equation	4-98	for	G,	we	obtain
G=QmA=−gc(dv/dP)(4-99)

The	two-phase	specific	volume	is	given	by
v=vfgfv+vf(4-100)

where
vfg	is	the	difference	in	specific	volume	between	vapor	and	liquid,
vf	is	the	liquid	specific	volume,	and
fv	is	the	mass	fraction	of	vapor.
Differentiating	Equation	4-100	with	respect	to	pressure	gives

dvdP=vfgdfvdP(4-101)
But,	from	Equation	4-87,

dfv=− CPΔHvdT(4-102)
and	from	the	Clausius–Clapeyron	equation,	at	saturation

dPdT=ΔHvTvfg(4-103)
Substituting	Equations	4-103	and	4-102	into	Equation	4-101	yields

dvdP=− vfg2ΔHv2TCP(4-104)
The	mass	flow	rate	is	determined	by	combining	Equation	4-104	with	Equation	4-99:

Qm=ΔHvAvfggcTCP(4-105)
Note	that	the	temperature	T	in	Equation	4-105	is	the	absolute	temperature	from	the	Clausius–Clapeyron	equation
and	is	not	associated	with	the	heat	capacity.
Small	droplets	of	liquid	also	form	in	a	jet	of	flashing	vapor.	These	aerosol	droplets	are	readily	entrained	by	the	wind
and	 transported	 away	 from	 the	 release	 site.	 A	 frequently	 made	 assumption	 in	 such	 circumstances	 is	 that	 the
quantity	of	droplets	formed	is	equal	to	the	amount	of	material	flashed.19
19Trevor	 A.	 Kletz.	 “Unconfined	 Vapor	 Cloud	 Explosions.”	 In	 Eleventh	 Loss	 Prevention	 Symposium	 (New	 York,	 NY:	 American	 Institute	 of
Chemical	Engineers,	1977).

Example	4-8
Propylene	 is	 stored	at	25°C	 in	a	 tank	at	 its	 saturation	pressure.	A	1-cm-diameter	hole	develops	 in	 the	 tank
below	the	liquid	level.	Estimate	the	mass	flow	rate	through	the	hole	under	these	conditions	for	propylene:

ΔHv=  3.34 × 105	J/kg,vfg=  0.042	m3/kg,Psat=  1.15 × 106 Pa,Cp=  2.18 × 103	J/kg	K.

Solution
Equation	4-105	applies	to	this	case.	The	area	of	the	leak	is

A=πd24=3.14(1.0×10−2	m)24=7.85×10−5	m2
Using	Equation	4-105,	we	obtain

Qm=ΔHvAvfggcTCp=(3.34×105	J/kg)(1	N m/J)(7.85×10−5	m2)
(0.042	m3/kg)×1.0(kg	m/s2)/N(2.18×103	J/kg	K)(298	K)(1	N	m/J)Qm=0.774	kg/s

4-8	Liquid	Pool	Evaporation	or	Boiling
The	case	for	evaporation	of	a	volatile	from	a	pool	of	liquid	has	already	been	considered	in	Chapter	3.	The	total	mass
flow	rate	from	the	evaporating	pool	is	given	by	Equation	3-12,	reproduced	here	as	Equation	4-106:

Qm=MKAPsatRgTL(4-106)
where
Qm	is	the	mass	vaporization	rate	(mass/time),
M	is	the	molecular	weight	of	the	pure	material,



K	is	the	mass	transfer	coefficient	(length/time),
A	is	the	area	of	exposure	(area),
Psat	is	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	of	the	liquid	(force/area),
Rg	is	the	ideal	gas	constant,	and
TL	is	the	absolute	temperature	of	the	liquid	(degree).
For	liquids	boiling	from	a	pool,	the	boiling	rate	is	limited	by	the	heat	transfer	from	the	surroundings	to	the	liquid	in
the	pool.	Heat	is	transferred	(1)	from	the	ground	by	conduction,	(2)	from	the	air	by	conduction	and	convection,	and
(3)	by	radiation	from	the	sun	and/or	adjacent	sources	such	as	a	fire.
The	initial	stage	of	boiling	is	usually	controlled	by	the	heat	transfer	from	the	ground.	This	is	especially	true	for	a
spill	 of	 liquid	with	 a	 normal	 boiling	 point	 below	 ambient	 temperature	 or	 ground	 temperature.	 The	 heat	 transfer
from	the	ground	is	modeled	with	a	simple	one–dimensional	heat	conduction	equation,	given	by

qg=ks(Tg−T)παst(4-107)
where
qg	is	the	heat	flux	from	the	ground	(energy/area-time),
ks	is	the	thermal	conductivity	of	the	soil	(energy/length-time-degree),
Tg	is	the	temperature	of	the	soil	(degree),
T	is	the	temperature	of	the	liquid	pool	(degree),
αs	is	the	thermal	diffusivity	of	the	soil	(area/time),	and
t	is	the	time	after	spill	(time).
Equation	4-107	is	not	considered	conservatiave.
The	rate	of	boiling	is	determined	by	assuming	that	all	the	heat	transferred	is	used	to	boil	the	liquid.	Thus

Qm=qgAΔHv(4-108)
where
Qm	is	the	mass	boiling	rate	(mass/time),
qg	is	the	heat	transfer	for	the	pool	from	the	ground,	determined	by	Equation	4-107	(energy/area-time),
A	is	the	area	of	the	pool	(area),	and
ΔHv	is	the	heat	of	vaporization	of	the	liquid	in	the	pool	(energy/mass).
At	 later	 times,	 solar	heat	 fluxes	and	convective	heat	 transfer	 from	the	atmosphere	become	 important.	For	a	spill
onto	 an	 insulated	 dike	 floor,	 these	 fluxes	 may	 be	 the	 only	 energy	 contributions.	 This	 approach	 seems	 to	 work
adequately	for	liquefied	natural	gas	(LNG)	and	perhaps	for	ethane	and	ethylene.	The	higher	hydrocarbons	(C3	and
above)	require	a	more	detailed	heat	transfer	mechanism.	This	model	also	neglects	possible	water	freezing	effects	in
the	 ground,	 which	 can	 significantly	 alter	 the	 heat	 transfer	 behavior.	More	 details	 on	 boiling	 pools	 are	 provided
elsewhere.20
20Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety.	 Guidelines	 for	 Consequence	 Analysis	 of	 Chemical	 Releases	 (New	 York,	 NY:	 American	 Institute	 of
Chemical	Engineers,	1999).

4-9	Realistic	and	Worst-Case	Releases
Table	4-6	lists	a	number	of	realistic	and	worst-case	releases.	The	realistic	releases	represent	the	incident	outcomes
with	a	high	probability	of	occurring.	Thus,	rather	than	assuming	that	an	entire	storage	vessel	fails	catastrophically,
it	is	more	realistic	to	assume	that	a	high	probability	exists	that	the	release	will	occur	from	the	disconnection	of	the
largest	pipe	connected	to	the	tank.	The	worst-case	releases	are	those	that	assume	almost	catastrophic	failure	of	the
process,	 resulting	 in	near-instantaneous	 release	of	 the	entire	process	 inventory	or	 release	over	a	 short	period	of
time.

Table	4-6	Guidelines	for	Selection	of	Process	Incidents

Incident	
characteristic Guideline

Realistic	release	
incidentsa

	

Process	pipes Rupture	of	the	largest	diameter	process	pipe	as	follows:
	 For	diameters	smaller	than	2	in	(5.08	cm),	assume	a	full-bore	rupture.
	 For	diameters	2–4	in	(5.08–10.16	cm),	assume	rupture	equal	to	that	of	a	2-in	(5.08	cm)	

diameter	pipe.
	 For	diameters	greater	than	4	in	(10.16	cm),	assume	rupture	area	equal	to	20%	of	the	pipe	

cross-sectional	area.
Hoses Assume	full-bore	rupture.
Pressure	relief	
devices	relieving	
directly	to	the	
atmosphere

Use	calculated	total	release	rate	at	set	pressure.	Refer	to	pressure	relief	calculation.	All	
material	released	is	assumed	to	be	airborne.

Vessels Assume	a	rupture	based	on	the	largest-diameter	process	pipe	attached	to	the	vessel.	Use	the	
process	pipes	criteria	above.

Other Incidents	can	be	established	based	on	the	plant’s	experience,	or	the	incidents	can	be	

developed	from	the	outcome	of	a	review	or	derived	from	hazard	analysis	studies.



Worst-case	
incidentsb

	

Quantity Assume	release	of	the	largest	quantity	of	substance	handled	on-site	in	a	single	process	
vessel	at	any	time.	To	estimate	the	release	rate,	assume	the	entire	quantity	is	released	
within	10	min.

Wind	
speed/stability

Assume	F	stability,	1.5	m/s	wind	speed,	unless	meteorological	data	indicate	otherwise.	See	
Chapter	5.

Ambient	
temperature/humi
dity

Assume	the	highest	daily	maximum	temperature	and	average	humidity.

Height	of	release Assume	that	the	release	occurs	at	ground	level.
Topography Assume	urban	or	rural	topography,	as	appropriate.
Temperature	of	
release	substance

Consider	liquids	to	be	released	at	the	highest	daily	maximum	temperature,	based	on	data	
for	the	previous	three	years,	or	at	process	temperature,	whichever	is	higher.	Assume	that	
gases	liquefied	by	refrigeration	at	atmospheric	pressure	are	released	at	their	boiling	
points.

aDow’s	Chemical	Exposure	Index	Guide	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1994).

bU.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency.	RMP	Offsite	Consequence	Analysis	Guidance	(Washington,	DC:	U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency,
1996).

The	selection	of	 the	release	case	depends	on	 the	requirements	of	 the	consequence	study.	 If	an	 internal	company
study	is	being	completed	to	determine	the	actual	consequences	of	plant	releases,	then	the	realistic	cases	would	be
selected.	However,	if	a	study	is	being	completed	to	meet	the	requirements	of	the	U.S.	EPA	Risk	Management	Plan,
then	the	worst-case	releases	must	be	used.

4-10	Conservative	Analysis
All	 models,	 including	 consequence	 models,	 have	 uncertainties.	 These	 uncertainties	 arise	 because	 of	 (1)	 an
incomplete	 understanding	 of	 the	 geometry	 of	 the	 release	 (that	 is,	 the	 hole	 size),	 (2)	 unknown	 or	 poorly
characterized	physical	properties,	(3)	a	poor	understanding	of	the	chemical	or	release	process,	and	(4)	unknown	or
poorly	understood	mixture	behavior,	to	name	a	few	factors.
Uncertainties	that	arise	during	the	consequence	modeling	procedure	are	treated	by	assigning	conservative	values
to	some	of	these	unknowns.	By	doing	so,	a	conservative	estimate	of	the	consequence	is	obtained,	defining	the	limits
of	 the	 design	 envelope.	 This	 ensures	 that	 the	 resulting	 engineering	 design	 to	mitigate	 or	 prevent	 the	 hazard	 is
overdesigned.	 Every	 effort,	 however,	 should	 be	 made	 to	 achieve	 a	 result	 consistent	 with	 the	 demands	 of	 the
problem.
For	 any	 particular	 modeling	 study,	 several	 receptors	 might	 be	 present	 that	 require	 different	 decisions	 for
conservative	 design.	 For	 example,	 dispersion	 modeling	 based	 on	 a	 ground-levelrelease	 will	 maximize	 the
consequence	for	the	surrounding	community	but	will	not	maximize	the	consequence	for	plant	workers	at	the	top	of
a	process	structure.
To	illustrate	conservative	modeling,	consider	a	problem	requiring	an	estimate	of	the	gas	discharge	rate	from	a	hole
in	a	storage	tank.	This	discharge	rate	is	used	to	estimate	the	downwind	concentrations	of	the	gas,	with	the	intent	of
estimating	the	toxicological	impact.	The	discharge	rate	depends	on	a	number	of	parameters,	including	(1)	the	hole
area,	(2)	the	pressures	within	and	outside	the	tank,	(3)	the	physical	properties	of	the	gas,	and	(4)	the	temperature	of
the	gas.
The	reality	of	the	situation	is	that	the	maximum	discharge	rate	of	gas	occurs	when	the	leak	first	occurs,	with	the
discharge	rate	decreasing	as	a	function	of	time	as	the	pressure	within	the	tank	decreases.	The	complete	dynamic
solution	to	this	problem	is	difficult,	requiring	a	mass	discharge	model	cross-coupled	to	a	material	balance	on	the
contents	of	the	tank.	An	equation	of	state	(perhaps	nonideal)	is	required	to	determine	the	tank	pressure	given	the
total	mass.	Complicated	 temperature	 effects	 are	 also	 possible.	 A	modeling	 effort	 of	 this	 detail	 is	 not	 necessarily
required	to	estimate	the	consequence.
A	much	simpler	procedure	is	to	calculate	the	mass	discharge	rate	at	the	instant	the	leak	occurs,	assuming	a	fixed
temperature	and	pressure	within	the	tank	equal	to	the	initial	temperature	and	pressure.	The	actual	discharge	rate
at	 later	 times	 will	 always	 be	 less,	 and	 the	 downwind	 concentrations	 will	 always	 be	 less.	 In	 this	 fashion,	 a
conservative	result	is	ensured.
For	the	hole	area,	a	possible	decision	is	to	consider	the	area	of	the	largest	pipe	connected	to	the	tank,	because	pipe
disconnections	 are	 a	 frequent	 source	 of	 tank	 leaks.	 Again,	 this	 maximizes	 the	 consequence	 and	 ensures	 a
conservative	result.	This	procedure	continues	until	all	model	parameters	are	specified.
Unfortunately,	this	approach	can	result	in	a	consequence	that	is	many	times	larger	than	the	actual	outcome,	leading
to	a	potential	overdesign	of	the	safety	systems.	This	occurs,	in	particular,	if	several	decisions	are	made	during	the
analysis,	 with	 each	 decision	 producing	 a	 maximum	 result.	 For	 this	 reason,	 consequence	 analysis	 should	 be
approached	with	intelligence,	tempered	with	a	good	dose	of	reality	and	common	sense.
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Problems
4-1.	An	automobile	tire	is	inflated	to	3	atm	gauge.	What	will	be	the	initial	gas	discharge	rate	in	kg/s	due	to	a
1.0-mm-diameter	hole?	Assume	a	temperature	of	30°C	and	an	ambient	pressure	of	1	atm.
4-2.	A	pipeline	of	300	m	length	supplies	liquid	chlorine	from	a	regulated	20	barg	source	to	a	process	through	a
horizontal,	new	commercial	steel	pipe	of	actual	inside	diameter	of	2	cm.	The	ambient	pressure	is	1	atm	and
everything	is	at	a	temperature	of	30°C.
a.	 If	 the	pipe	breaks	off	at	 the	end	of	 the	300	m	 length,	estimate	 the	 flow	 in	kg/s.	Neglect	entrance	and	exit

effects	and	assume	that	the	frictional	loss	is	entirely	due	to	the	pipe	length.
b.	 If	the	pipe	breaks	off	at	the	regulated	source,	estimate	the	flow	in	kg/s.

For	chlorine,	the	following	properties	are	available:

Density:	1380	kg/m3

Viscosity:	0.328×10-3Pa-s

4-3.	A	round	vented	storage	vessel	with	a	10-m	inside	diameter	sits	on	top	of	a	concrete	pad	within	a	20-m2
diked	area	to	contain	any	leaks.	The	tank	contains	runoff	water	from	a	process	area.	A	leak	of	10-cm	diameter
occurs	on	the	side	of	the	vessel	located	1	m	above	the	bottom.	By	the	time	the	leaking	flow	was	stopped,	the
liquid	level	in	the	diked	area	had	reached	a	height	of	0.79	m.	Assume	pure	water	for	this	calculation.

a.	 Calculate	the	total	amount	of	water	spilled	into	the	dike	in	m3	and	kg.
b.	 What	was	the	original	liquid	level	in	the	tank,	in	m?
c.	 If	 the	 liquid	 level	 in	 the	 tank	at	 the	end	of	 the	spill	was	8.5	m	above	 the	bottom	of	 the	 tank,	estimate	 the

length	of	time	for	the	leak,	in	minutes.
4-4.	Air	flows	from	a	regulated	pressure	source	at	100	bara	through	a	100-m-long	pipe	into	the	atmosphere	at
1atm	pressure	and	25°C.	The	pipe	is	new	commercial	steel	pipe	with	an	actual	inside	diameter	of	0.5	cm.	The
pipe	is	horizontal.	Neglect	entrance	and	exit	effects.
a.	 Determine	if	the	flow	is	choked	for	both	the	adiabatic	and	isothermal	cases.
b.	 Estimate	the	mass	flow	in	kg/s	for	the	adiabatic	case.

For	air,	the	molecular	weight	is	29.
Problems	4-5	 through	4-7	 involve	 liquid	cyclohexane,	C6H12.	For	 liquid	cyclohexane	at	25°C,	 the	density	 is	778.1
kg/m3	and	the	viscosity	is	0.00102	Pa-s.	The	molecular	weight	is	84.16.

4-5.	Cyclohexane	liquid	at	10	barg	flows	through	a	1-cm-diameter	hole	to	atmospheric	pressure.	Estimate	the
discharge	rate	if	the	ambient	pressure	is	1	atm.
4-6.	A	vertical	cylindrical	storage	vessel	is	10	m	high	and	2	m	in	diameter.	The	vessel	contains	liquid



cyclohexane	currently	at	a	liquid	level	of	8	m.	The	vessel	is	vented	to	the	atmosphere.	A	1-cm-diameter	hole
develops	in	the	bottom	of	the	vessel.	Calculate	and	plot	the	discharge	rate	of	cyclohexane	as	a	function	of	time
until	the	vessel	is	completely	empty.	Show	that	the	time	to	empty	is	the	same	as	the	time	calculated	using
Equation	4-21.
4-7.	Cyclohexane	flows	through	100	m	of	horizontal	pipe.	The	pipe	is	3-cm	ID	commercial	steel	pipe	with	light
rust.	The	upstream	supply	pressure	is	7	barg	and	the	downstream	pressure	is	1	atm.	Estimate	the	flow	rate,	in
kg/s,	through	the	pipe.
4-8.	Oxygen	flows	through	a	1-cm	diameter	hole	in	a	storage	vessel	to	atmospheric	pressure.	The	ambient
temperature	is	298	K.
a.	 What	minimum	pressure	in	the	tank	is	required	to	guarantee	choked	flow	through	the	hole?
b.	 If	the	gas	is	stored	in	the	vessel	at	2	atm,	what	is	the	mass	flow	rate?
4-9.	Natural	gas	flows	from	a	source	at	100	bara	through	100	m	of	0.5-cm	ID	new	commercial	steel	pipe	to
atmospheric	pressure.	The	pipe	is	horizontal.	Determine	if	this	flow	is	choked	for	the	adiabatic	and	isothermal
cases.
4-10.	For	sonic	flow	through	a	hole,	the	mass	flow	rate	is	a	function	of	the	upstream	pressure	only.	This	can	be
used	to	design	a	flow	meter	with	the	unique	feature	that	the	flow	is	not	affected	by	downstream	pressure
fluctuations.
A	 laboratory	 experiment	 requires	 a	 constant	mass	 flow	 rate	 of	methane	 of	 0.1	 g/s.	What	 is	 the	 largest	 hole
diameter	(in	mm)	required	to	just	produce	sonic	conditions	at	this	flow	rate?	Of	course,	sonic	flow	conditions
will	occur	at	any	hole	diameter	smaller	than	this.
Assume	the	methane	is	available	at	a	regulated	pressure	of	10	barg,	an	ambient	pressure	of	1	atm	and	a
temperature	of	25°C.
4-11.	The	TLV-TWA	for	hydrogen	sulfide	gas	is	10	ppm.	Hydrogen	sulfide	gas	is	stored	in	a	tank	at	100	psig	and
80°F.	Estimate	the	diameter	of	a	hole	in	the	tank	leading	to	a	local	hydrogen	sulfide	concentration	equal	to	the
TLV.	The	local	ventilation	rate	is	2000	ft3/min	and	is	deemed	average.	The	ambient	pressure	is	1	atm.
4-12.	The	morning	inspection	of	the	tank	farm	finds	a	leak	in	the	turpentine	tank.	The	leak	is	repaired.	An
investigation	finds	that	the	leak	was	0.1	in.	in	diameter	and	7	ft	above	the	tank	bottom.	Records	show	that	the
turpentine	level	in	the	tank	was	17.3	ft	before	the	leak	occurred	and	13.0	ft	after	the	leak	was	repaired.	The
tank	diameter	is	15	ft.	Determine	(a)	the	total	amount	of	turpentine	spilled,	(b)	the	maximum	spill	rate,	and	(c)
the	total	time	the	leak	was	active.	The	density	of	turpentine	at	these	conditions	is	55	lbm/ft3.

4-13.	A	home	hot	water	heater	contains	40	gal	of	water.	Because	of	a	failure	of	the	heat	control,	heat	is
continuously	applied	to	the	water	in	the	tank,	increasing	the	temperature	and	pressure.	Unfortunately,	the	relief
valve	is	clogged	and	the	pressure	rises	past	the	maximum	pressure	of	the	vessel.	At	250	psig,	the	tank	ruptures.
Estimate	the	quantity	of	water	flashed	after	the	tank	failure.
4-14.	The	distillation	column	in	the	Michigan	Tech	Unit	Operations	Lab	distills	a	mixture	of	ethanol	and	water.
The	ethanol	product	is	delivered	to	tank	T-107	for	temporary	storage.	The	tank	is	a	vertical	cylinder	in	geometry
with	a	cone-shaped	bottom,	as	shown	in	Figure	4-19.	A	2-in.	schedule	40	pipe	is	connected	to	the	bottom	of	the
tank	to	pump	the	tank	back	to	the	raw	material	tank.	We	want	to	determine	the	consequences	due	to	the
rupture	of	the	pipe	at	the	very	bottom	of	the	vessel	and	spillage	and	evaporation	of	the	ethanol.
Typically,	during	normal	operation,	tank	T-107	is	approximately	20%	full.	However,	for	our	purposes,	we	will
assume	a	more	conservative	50%	full.	Also,	the	ethanol	is	about	90%	in	purity,	but	we	will	consider	the	more
conservative	case	of	100%	ethanol.



Figure	4-18	Storage	vessel	for	Problem	4-14.	



Supplemental	information:

Ethanol:	C2H6O

Specific	gravity	of	ethanol:	0.7893

2-in.	schedule	40	pipe:	ID	=	2.067	in.,	OD	=	2.375	in.
a.	 Use	Table	4-6	to	determine	an	appropriate	pipe	diameter	for	the	realistic	release	case	of	the	pipe	rupture	at

the	base	of	the	tank.	Should	you	use	the	ID	or	OD	of	the	pipe?
b.	 What	 is	 the	 initial	discharge	 rate	when	 the	pipe	 initially	 ruptures?	The	 tank	 is	padded	with	nitrogen	at	 a

regulated	pressure	of	4	in.	of	water	gauge.
c.	 If	the	initial	discharge	rate	is	maintained,	how	long	will	it	take	to	drain	all	of	the	material	from	the	tank?	If

the	 total	 draining	 time	 is	 less	 than	10	min,	 then	 the	 release	 can	be	 considered	 instantaneous.	 Is	 this	 the
case?

d.	 If	an	ethanol	pool	forms	on	the	floor	with	an	estimated	liquid	depth	of	1	cm,	what	is	the	pool	area,	in	ft2?
e.	 Estimate	the	evaporation	rate	of	the	ethanol	from	the	pool,	in	lbm/s.	Assume	a	temperature	of	80°F	and	an

ambient	pressure	of	1	atm.
f.	 Estimate	the	concentration	of	ethanol	vapors	in	the	UO	lab	(in	ppm)	from	this	evaporation.	Assume	a	UO	lab
volume	of	74,300	ft3	and	a	ventilation	rate	of	6	air	changes	per	hour.

4-15.	A	31.5%	hydrochloric	acid	solution	is	pumped	from	one	storage	tank	to	another.	The	power	input	to	the
pump	is	2	kW	and	is	50%	efficient.	The	pipe	is	plastic	PVC	pipe	with	an	internal	diameter	of	50	mm.	At	a	certain
time	the	liquid	level	in	the	first	tank	is	4.1	m	above	the	pipe	outlet.	Because	of	an	accident,	the	pipe	is	severed
between	the	pump	and	the	second	tank,	at	a	point	2.1	m	below	the	pipe	outlet	of	the	first	tank.	This	point	is	27
m	in	equivalent	pipe	length	from	the	first	tank.	Compute	the	flow	rate	(in	kg/s)	from	the	leak.	The	viscosity	of
the	solution	is	1.8	×	10–3	kg/m	s,	and	the	density	is	1600	kg/m3.
4-16.	One	accident	mitigation	procedure	is	called	emergency	material	transfer,	in	which	the	material	is
transported	away	from	the	accident	site	before	it	becomes	involved.	We	plan	on	mitigating	a	crude	oil	tank	fire
scenario	by	pumping	the	tank	empty	in	1	hr	total	time.
The	crude	oil	storage	tank	is	30	m	in	diameter,	and	the	crude	oil	is	typically	at	a	level	of	9	m.	The	transfer	will
be	accomplished	by	pumping	the	crude	oil	through	a	200-mm	(internal	diameter)	new	commercial	steel	pipe	to
another	tank	40	m	in	diameter	and	10	m	high.	The	pipeline	represents	50	m	of	equivalent	pipe.
a.	 Estimate	the	minimum	pump	size	(in	HP)	required	to	pump	the	entire	tank	empty	in	1	hr.	Assume	a	pump

efficiency	of	80%.
b.	 If	a	100-HP	pump	(80%	efficient)	is	available,	how	long	will	it	take	to	empty	the	tank?
c.	 What	conclusions	can	be	drawn	about	the	viability	of	this	approach?

The	density	of	the	crude	oil	is	928	kg/m3	with	a	viscosity	of	0.004	kg/m	s.
4-17.
a.	 Show	that	for	any	pump	the	maximum	liquid	discharge	velocity	is	given	by

u=−2gcWSρA3
where	u	is	the	maximum	liquid	discharge	velocity,	Ws	is	the	pump	shaft	work,	ρ	is	the	density	of	the	liquid,
and	A	is	the	pump	outlet	discharge	area.	Make	sure	you	list	your	assumptions	in	your	solution.

b.	 A	 1-kW	pump	discharges	water	 through	 a	 50-mm	 (internal	 diameter)	 pump	 outlet.	What	 is	 the	maximum
velocity	of	the	liquid	from	this	pump?	What	is	the	maximum	discharge	rate	(in	kg/s)?

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	5.	Hazardous	Material	Dispersion
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to:

1.	 Understand	air	dispersion	and	the	parameters	required	to	describe	it.
2.	 Perform	calculations	using	the	neutrally	buoyant	plume	and	puff	models.
3.	 Understand	qualitative	features	of	dense	gas	dispersion.
4.	 Understand	various	toxic	effect	criteria.
5.	 Understand	hazardous	material	release	prevention	and	mitigation.

During	an	incident,	process	equipment	can	release	hazardous	materials	quickly	and	in	significant	enough	quantities
to	 spread	 in	 hazardous	 clouds	 throughout	 a	 plant	 site	 and	 the	 local	 community.	 A	 few	 examples	 are	 explosive
rupture	of	a	process	vessel	as	a	result	of	excessive	pressure	caused	by	a	runaway	reaction,	rupture	of	a	pipeline
containing	toxic	materials	at	high	pressure,	rupture	of	a	tank	containing	toxic	material	stored	above	its	atmospheric
boiling	point,	and	rupture	of	a	train	or	truck	transportation	tank	following	an	accident.
Hazardous	material	dispersion	includes	the	release	of	toxic	and	flammable	materials.	However,	this	chapter	focuses
solely	 on	 toxic	material	 dispersion.	 Toxic	materials	 are	 typically	measured	 in	 parts	 per	million	 (ppm)	 by	 volume
levels,	whereas	flammable	gases	are	in	volume	percent	levels.	The	dispersion	models	presented	in	this	chapter	are
more	suitable	for	the	ppm	levels	of	toxic	materials.
Serious	 accidents	 (such	as	 that	 in	Bhopal,	 India)	 emphasize	 the	 importance	of	 planning	 for	 emergencies	 and	 for
designing	plants	to	minimize	the	frequency	and	consequences	of	hazardous	material	releases.	Hazardous	material
release	 models	 are	 routinely	 used	 to	 estimate	 the	 consequences	 of	 a	 release	 on	 the	 plant	 and	 community
environments.	This	information	is	useful	for	adding	preventive	and	mitigative	safeguards	to	the	process.	Thus,	it	is
important	that	engineers	understand	this	procedure.
Hazardous	material	 release	 and	dispersion	models	 are	 an	 important	 part	 of	 the	 consequence	 analysis	 procedure
shown	in	Figure	4-1.	The	release	model	represents	the	first	three	steps	in	the	consequence	modeling	procedure:

1.	 Identifying	the	release	incident.	Which	process	situations	can	lead	to	a	release?	This	was	described	in	Sections
4-9	and	4-10.

2.	 Developing	a	source	model	to	describe	how	materials	are	released	and	the	rate	of	release.	This	was	presented
in	Chapter	4.

3.	 Estimating	the	downwind	concentrations	of	the	hazardous	materials	using	the	dispersion	models	presented	in
this	 chapter.	 Once	 the	 downwind	 concentrations	 are	 known,	 several	 criteria	 are	 available	 to	 estimate	 the
impact	or	effect,	as	discussed	in	Section	5-5.

Various	options	are	available	based	on	the	predictions	of	the	dispersion	model.	This	could	include	applying	concepts
of	 inherently	 safer	 design	 by	 reducing	 inventories	 of	 hazardous	 materials,	 substituting	 with	 less	 hazardous
materials,	 and	 reducing	 temperatures	 and	 pressures,	 to	 name	 a	 few	 options.	 It	might	 also	 entail	 developing	 an
emergency	 response	 plan	 for	 the	 plant	 site	 and	 with	 the	 surrounding	 community.	 Other	 possibilities	 include
developing	 engineering	 modifications	 to	 eliminate	 or	 reduce	 the	 source	 of	 the	 release,	 enclosing	 the	 potential
release	 and	 adding	 appropriate	 vent	 scrubbers	 or	 other	 vapor	 removal	 equipment,	 and	 adding	 area	monitors	 to
detect	 incipient	 leaks	and	providing	block	valves	and	engineering	controls	 to	eliminate	hazardous	 levels	of	 spills
and	leaks.	These	options	are	discussed	in	more	detail	in	Section	5-6	on	release	prevention	and	mitigation.

5-1	Parameters	Affecting	Dispersion
Dispersion	models	describe	the	airborne	transport	of	hazardous	materials	away	from	the	release	point	and	into	the
plant	and	community.	After	a	release,	the	airborne	material	 is	carried	away	by	the	wind	in	a	characteristic	plume
(Figure	5-1)	or	a	puff	(Figure	5-2).	The	maximum	concentration	of	material	occurs	at	the	release	point	(which	may
not	be	at	ground	 level).	Concentrations	downwind	are	smaller,	because	of	 turbulent	mixing	and	dispersion	of	 the
substance	with	air.





Figure	5-1	Characteristic	plume	formed	by	a	continuous	release	of	material.



Figure	5-2	Puff	formed	by	near	instantaneous	release	of	material.	After	the	initial	release,	the	puff	grows	in
size	but	eventually	decreases	in	size.

A	wide	variety	of	parameters	affect	atmospheric	dispersion	of	hazardous	materials:

Quantity	or	release	rate	of	material
Wind	speed
Atmospheric	stability
Ground	conditions	(buildings,	water,	trees)
Height	of	the	release	above	ground	level
Momentum	and	buoyancy	of	the	material	released

As	the	wind	speed	increases,	the	plume	in	Figure	5-1	becomes	longer	and	narrower.	This	shape	occurs	because	the
released	 material	 is	 carried	 downwind	 faster	 but	 is	 diluted	 faster	 by	 a	 larger	 quantity	 of	 air	 and	 increased
turbulence.
Atmospheric	stability	relates	to	vertical	mixing	of	the	air.	During	the	day,	the	air	temperature	decreases	rapidly	with
height,	encouraging	vertical	motions.	At	night,	the	temperature	decrease	is	less	dramatic,	resulting	in	less	vertical
motion.
Temperature	profiles	for	day	and	night	situations	are	shown	in	Figure	5-3.	During	the	day,	the	sun	heats	the	ground,
causing	the	temperature	to	be	higher	on	the	ground	with	the	temperature	decreasing	above	the	ground.	During	the
night,	 the	 ground	 cools	 rapidly	 due	 to	 thermal	 radiation	 to	 space,	 resulting	 in	 the	 ground	 having	 a	 lower
temperature	 than	 the	 immediate	 air	 above	 it.	 The	presence	 of	 clouds	will	 affect	 both	 the	daytime	and	nighttime
temperature	profiles.





Figure	5-3	Air	temperature	as	a	function	of	altitude	for	day	and	night	conditions.	The	temperature	gradient
affects	the	vertical	air	motion.	(Source:	Adapted	from	D.	Bruce	Turner.	Workbook	of	Atmospheric	Dispersion
Estimates	(Cincinnati,	OH:	U.S.	Department	of	Health,	Education,	and	Welfare,	1970),	p.	1.)	

Sometimes	 an	 inversion	 occurs,	 in	 which	 the	 temperature	 increases	 with	 height,	 resulting	 in	 minimal	 vertical
motion.	This	condition	most	often	occurs	at	night.
Atmospheric	stability	is	classified	into	three	possible	classes:	unstable,	neutral,	and	stable.	In	unstable	atmospheric
conditions,	 the	 sun	heats	 the	ground	 faster	 than	 the	heat	 can	be	 removed,	 so	 that	 the	 air	 temperature	near	 the
ground	is	higher	than	the	air	temperature	at	higher	elevations,	as	might	be	observed	in	the	early	morning	hours.
The	 instability	 arises	 because	 air	 of	 lower	 density	 is	 below	 air	 of	 greater	 density.	 This	 influence	 of	 buoyancy
enhances	atmospheric	mechanical	turbulence.	With	neutral	stability,	the	air	above	the	ground	warms	and	the	wind
speed	 increases,	reducing	the	effect	of	solar	energy	 input,	or	 insolation.	The	air	 temperature	difference	does	not
influence	atmospheric	mechanical	turbulence.	In	stable	atmospheric	conditions,	the	sun	cannot	heat	the	ground	as
fast	as	the	ground	cools,	so	the	temperature	near	the	ground	is	lower	than	the	air	temperature	at	higher	elevations.
This	condition	is	stable	because	the	air	of	higher	density	is	below	the	air	of	lower	density.	The	influence	of	buoyancy
suppresses	mechanical	turbulence.
Ground	conditions	affect	the	mechanical	mixing	at	the	surface	and	the	wind	profile	with	height.	Trees	and	buildings
increase	mixing,	whereas	 lakes	 and	 open	 areas	 decrease	 it.	 Figure	 5-4	 shows	 the	 change	 in	 wind	 speed	 versus
height	for	a	variety	of	surface	conditions.



Figure	5-4	Effect	of	ground	conditions	on	vertical	wind	gradient.	(Source:	Adapted	from	D.	Bruce	Turner.
Workbook	of	Atmospheric	Dispersion	Estimates	(Cincinnati,	OH:	U.S.	Department	of	Health,	Education,	and
Welfare,	1970),	p.	2.)	

The	release	height	significantly	affects	ground-level	concentrations.	As	 the	release	height	 increases,	ground-level
concentrations	 are	 reduced	 because	 the	 plume	must	 disperse	 a	 greater	 distance	 vertically	 prior	 to	 reaching	 the
ground.	This	relationship	is	shown	in	Figure	5-5.





Figure	5-5	Increased	release	height	decreases	the	ground	concentration.

The	 buoyancy	 and	 momentum	 of	 the	 material	 released	 change	 the	 effective	 height	 of	 the	 release.	 Figure	 5-6
demonstrates	these	effects.	The	momentum	of	a	high-velocity	jet	will	carry	the	gas	higher	than	the	point	of	release,
resulting	 in	 a	much	 higher	 effective	 release	 height.	 If	 the	 gas	 has	 a	 density	 less	 than	 air,	 the	 released	 gas	will
initially	be	positively	buoyant	and	will	 lift	upward.	Conversely,	 if	 the	gas	has	a	density	greater	 than	air,	 then	 the
released	gas	will	initially	be	negatively	buoyant	and	will	slump	toward	the	ground.	The	temperature	and	molecular
weight	of	the	released	gas	determine	the	gas	density	relative	to	that	of	air	(with	a	molecular	weight	of	28.97).	For
all	gases,	as	the	gas	travels	downwind	and	is	mixed	with	fresh	air,	a	point	will	eventually	be	reached	where	the	gas
has	 been	 diluted	 adequately	 to	 be	 considered	 neutrally	 buoyant.	 At	 this	 point	 the	 dispersion	 is	 dominated	 by
ambient	turbulence.



Figure	5-6	The	initial	acceleration	and	buoyancy	of	the	released	material	affect	the	plume	character.	The
dispersion	models	discussed	in	this	chapter	represent	only	ambient	turbulence.	(Source:	Adapted	from	Steven
R.	Hanna	and	Peter	J.	Drivas.	Guidelines	for	Use	of	Vapor	Cloud	Dispersion	Models	(New	York,	NY:	American
Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1987),	p.	6.)

5-2	Neutrally	Buoyant	Dispersion	Models
Neutrally	buoyant	dispersion	models	are	used	to	estimate	the	concentrations	downwind	of	a	release	in	which	the
gas	is	mixed	with	fresh	air	to	the	point	that	the	resulting	mixture	is	neutrally	buoyant.	Thus,	these	models	apply	to
gases	at	low	concentrations,	typically	in	the	ppm	range.
Two	types	of	neutrally	buoyant	vapor	cloud	dispersion	models	are	commonly	used:	the	plume	and	the	puff	models.
The	plume	model	describes	the	steady-state	concentration	of	material	released	from	a	continuous	source,	whereas
the	puff	model	describes	the	temporal	concentration	of	material	from	a	single	release	of	a	fixed	amount	of	material.
The	distinction	between	the	two	models	is	shown	graphically	in	Figures	5-1	and	5-2.	For	the	plume	model,	a	typical
example	is	the	continuous	release	of	gases	from	a	smokestack.	A	steady-state	plume	is	formed	downwind	from	the
smokestack.	For	the	puff	model,	a	typical	example	is	the	sudden	release	of	a	fixed	amount	of	material	because	of	the



rupture	of	a	storage	vessel.	A	large	vapor	cloud	is	formed	that	moves	downwind	away	from	the	release	point.
The	puff	model	 can	be	used	 to	describe	 a	plume;	 a	plume	 is	 simply	 the	 continuous	 release	 of	 puffs.	However,	 if
steady-state	plume	information	is	all	that	is	required,	the	plume	model	is	recommended	because	it	is	easier	to	use.
For	studies	involving	dynamic	plumes	(for	instance,	the	effect	on	a	plume	of	a	change	in	wind	direction),	the	puff
model	must	be	used.
Consider	 the	 instantaneous	 release	 of	 a	 fixed	 mass	 of	 material,	 Qm∗,	 into	 an	 infinite	 expanse	 of	 air	 (a	 ground
surface	 will	 be	 added	 later).	 The	 coordinate	 system	 is	 fixed	 at	 the	 source.	 Assuming	 no	 reaction	 or	 molecular
diffusion,	the	concentration	C	of	material	resulting	from	this	release	is	given	by	the	advection	equation

∂C∂t+∂∂xj(ujC)=0(5-1)
where	uj	is	the	velocity	of	the	air	and	the	subscript	j	represents	the	summation	over	all	coordinate	directions	x,	y,
and	z.	 If	 the	velocity	uj	 in	Equation	5-1	 is	 set	 equal	 to	 the	 average	wind	 velocity	 and	 the	 equation	 is	 solved,	we
would	find	that	the	material	disperses	much	faster	than	predicted.	This	is	due	to	turbulence	in	the	velocity	field.	If
we	could	specify	the	wind	velocity	exactly	with	time	and	position,	including	the	effects	resulting	from	turbulence,
Equation	 5-1	 would	 predict	 the	 correct	 concentration.	 Unfortunately,	 no	 models	 are	 currently	 available	 to
adequately	 describe	 turbulence.	 As	 a	 result,	 an	 approximation	 is	 used.	 Let	 the	 velocity	 be	 represented	 by	 an
average	(or	mean)	and	stochastic	quantity

uj=〈uj〉+u′j(5-2)
where

〈uj〉	is	the	average	velocity	and
uj′	is	the	stochastic	fluctuation	resulting	from	turbulence.

It	follows	that	the	concentration	C	will	also	fluctuate	as	a	result	of	the	velocity	field;	so
C=〈C〉+C′(5-3)

where
〈C〉	is	the	mean	concentration	and
C’	is	the	stochastic	fluctuation.

Because	the	fluctuations	in	both	C	and	uj	are	around	the	average	or	mean	values,	it	follows	that	the	average	of	the
fluctuations	is	zero.	Thus,

〈uj′〉=0〈C′〉=0(5-4)
Substituting	Equations	5-2	and	5-3	into	Equation	5-1	and	averaging	the	result	over	time	yields

∂〈C〉∂t+∂∂xj(〈uj〉〈C〉)+∂∂xj〈u′jC′〉=0(5-5)
The	terms	〈uj〉C′	and	u′j〈C〉	are	zero	when	averaged	〈〈uj〉C′〉=〈uj〉〈C′〉=0,	but	the	turbulent	flux	〈u′jC′〉
term	is	not	necessarily	zero	and	remains	in	the	equation.
At	 this	 point,	 there	 are	 two	 paths	 forward.	 The	 first	 approach	 is	 to	 define	 an	 eddy	 diffusivity	 (with	 units	 of
area/time)	such	that

〈ujiC′〉=−Kj∂〈C〉∂xj(5-6)
However,	 the	 eddy	 diffusivity	 changes	 with	 position,	 wind	 velocity,	 prevailing	 atmospheric	 conditions,	 and	 time.
Also,	there	is	no	direct	way	to	measure	eddy	diffusivities.	While	the	eddy	diffusivity	approach	is	useful	theoretically,
it	cannot	be	practically	applied.
The	second	approach	is	to	use	dispersion	coefficients,	which	are	described	in	the	next	section.

5-3	Pasquill–Gifford	Model
Sutton1	proposed	the	following	definition	for	a	dispersion	coefficient:

σx2=12〈C〉2(ut)2−n(5-7)
1O.	G.	Sutton.	Micrometeorology	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	1953),	p.	286.

with	similar	expressions	given	for	σy	and	σz.	The	parameter	n	is	used	to	fit	the	data.	The	dispersion	coefficients	σx,
σy,	and	σz	represent	the	standard	deviations	of	the	concentration	in	the	downwind,	crosswind,	and	vertical	(x,	y,	z)
directions,	respectively.	Values	for	the	dispersion	coefficients	are	much	easier	to	measure	experimentally	than	eddy
diffusivities	since	the	dispersion	coefficients	can	be	determined	by	measuring	the	actual	downwind	concentrations.
The	dispersion	coefficients	are	a	function	of	atmospheric	conditions	and	the	distance	downwind	from	the	release.
The	 atmospheric	 conditions	 are	 classified	 according	 to	 six	 different	 stability	 classes,	 shown	 in	 Table	 5-1.	 These
stability	classes	depend	on	wind	speed	and	quantity	of	 sunlight.	During	 the	day,	 increased	wind	speed	 results	 in
greater	atmospheric	stability,	whereas	at	night	the	reverse	is	true.	This	is	due	to	a	change	in	vertical	temperature
profiles	from	day	to	night,	as	shown	in	Figure	5-3.

Table	5-1	Atmospheric	Stability	Classes	for	Use	with	the	Pasquill–Gifford	Dispersion	Model	a,	b

	 	 	 	 Nighttime	conditionsd

	 Daytime	insolationc Thin	overcast
Surface	wind	speed	(m/s) Strong Moderate Slight or	>4/8	Low	cloud ≤3/8	Cloudiness
<2 A A–B B Fe Fe

2–3 A–B B C E F
3–4 B B–C C D	f E



3–4 B B–C C D	f E
4–6 C C–D D	f D	f D	f

>6 C D	f D	f D	f D	f

Stability	classes:

A,	extremely	unstable

B,	moderately	unstable

C,	slightly	unstable

D,	neutrally	stable

E,	slightly	stable

F,	moderately	stable
aF.	A.	Gifford.	“Use	of	Routine	Meteorological	Observations	for	Estimating	Atmospheric	Dispersion.”	Nuclear	Safety	2,	no.	4.	(1961):	47.

bF.	A.	Gifford.	“Turbulent	Diffusion-Typing	Schemes:	A	Review.”	Nuclear	Safety	17,	no.	1	(1976):	68.
cStrong	insolation	corresponds	to	a	sunny	midday	in	midsummer	in	England.	Slight	insolation	corresponds	to	similar	conditions	in	midwinter.
dNight	refers	to	the	period	1	hr	before	sunset	and	1	hr	after	dawn.
eThese	values	are	filled	in	to	complete	the	table.

fThe	neutral	 category	D	 should	be	used,	 regardless	 of	wind	 speed,	 for	 overcast	 conditions	 during	day	 or	 night	 and	 for	 any	 sky	 conditions
during	the	hour	before	or	after	sunset	or	sunrise,	respectively.

The	 dispersion	 coefficients	 σy	 and	 σz	 for	 a	 continuous	 source	 are	 given	 in	 Figures	 5-7	 and	 5-8,	 with	 the
corresponding	correlations	given	in	Table	5-2.	Values	for	σx	are	not	provided	because	it	is	reasonable	to	assume	that
σx	=	σy.	 The	 dispersion	 coefficients	σy	 and	σz	 for	 a	 puff	 release	 are	 given	 in	 Figure	 5-9	 and	 the	 equations	 are
provided	in	Table	5-3.	The	puff	dispersion	coefficients	are	based	on	limited	data	(shown	in	Table	5-3)	and	should	not
be	considered	precise.



Figure	5-7	Dispersion	coefficients	for	Pasquill–Gifford	plume	model	for	rural	releases.	





Figure	5-8	Dispersion	coefficients	for	Pasquill–Gifford	plume	model	for	urban	releases.	



Figure	5-9	Dispersion	coefficients	for	Pasquill–Gifford	puff	model.	

Table	5-2	Recommended	Equations	for	Pasquill–Gifford	Dispersion	Coefficients	for	Plume	Dispersion

Pasquill–gifford	Stability	class σy(m) σz(m)

Rural	conditions 	 	
A 0.22x(1	+	0.0001x)–1/2 0.20x
B 0.16x(1	+	0.0001x)–1/2 0.12x
C 0.11x(1	+	0.0001x)–1/2 0.08x(1	+	0.0002x)–1/2

D 0.08x(1	+	0.0001x)–1/2 0.06x(1	+	0.0015x)–1/2

E 0.06x(1	+	0.0001x)–1/2 0.03x(1	+	0.0003x)–1

F 0.04x(1	+	0.0001x)–1/2 0.016x(1	+	0.0003x)–1

Urban	conditions 	 	
A–B 0.32x(1	+	0.0004x)–1/2 0.24x(1	+	0.001x)+1/2

C 0.22x(1	+	0.0004x)–1/2 0.20x
D 0.16x(1	+	0.0004x)–1/2 0.14x(1	+	0.0003x)–1/2

E–F 0.11x(1	+	0.0004x)–1/2 0.08x(1	+	0.0015x)–1/2

The	downwind	distance	x	has	units	of	meters.	A–F	are	defined	in	Table	5-1.
Sources:	R.	F.	Griffiths.	“Errors	in	the	Use	of	the	Briggs	Parameterization	for	Atmospheric	Dispersion	Coefficients.”
Atmospheric	Environment	 28,	 no.	 17	 (1994):	 2861–2865;	G.	 A.	 Briggs.	Diffusion	Estimation	 for	 Small	 Emissions,
Report	 ATDL-106	 (Washington,	 DC:	 Air	 Resources,	 Atmospheric	 Turbulence,	 and	 Diffusion	 Laboratory,
Environmental	Research	Laboratories,	1974).

Table	5-3	Recommended	Equations	for	Pasquill–Gifford	Dispersion	Coefficients	for	Puff	Dispersion

Pasquill–gifford	stability	class σy(m)	or	σx	(m) σz(m)

A 0.18x0.92 0.60x0.75

B 0.14x0.92 0.53x0.73

C 0.10x0.92 0.34x0.71

D 0.06x0.92 0.15x0.70

E 0.04x0.92 0.10x0.65

F 0.02x0.89 0.05x0.61

The	downwind	distance	x	has	units	of	meters.	A–F	are	defined	in	Table	5-1.
Sources:	R.	F.	Griffiths.	“Errors	in	the	Use	of	the	Briggs	Parameterization	for	Atmospheric	Dispersion	Coefficients.”
Atmospheric	Environment	
28,	 no.	 17	 (1994):	 2861–2865;	 G.	 A.	 Briggs.	 Diffusion	 Estimation	 for	 Small	 Emissions,	 Report	 ATDL-106
(Washington,	 DC:	 Air	 Resources,	 Atmospheric	 Turbulence,	 and	 Diffusion	 Laboratory,	 Environmental	 Research
Laboratories,	1974).

The	equations	for	cases	1	through	4	that	follow	were	derived	by	Pasquill2	using	expressions	of	the	form	of	Equation



5-7.	These	equations	along	with	 the	correlations	 for	 the	dispersion	coefficients	are	known	as	 the	Pasquill–Gifford
model.
2F.	Pasquill.	Atmospheric	Diffusion	(London,	UK:	Van	Nostrand,	1962).

The	 geometry	 for	 the	 dispersion	 models	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 5-10.	 The	 immediate	 downwind	 direction	 is	 x,	 the
crosswind	direction	is	y	and	the	height	above	ground	level	is	z.	The	origin	at	(x,	y,	z)	is	on	the	ground	immediately
below	the	release	point.	The	height	of	the	release	above	ground	is	given	by	Hr.



Figure	5-10	Geometry	for	dispersion	modeling.

Case	1:	Puff	with	Instantaneous	Point	Source	at	Ground	Level,	Coordinates	Fixed	at
Release	Point,	Constant	Wind	Only	in	x	Direction	with	Constant	Velocity	u
This	 case	 is	 represented	by	 the	 following	equation.	Details	 of	 the	derivation	of	Equation	5-8	 are	provided	 in	 the
supplemental	content	on	the	book’s	website.

〈C〉(x, y, z, t)=Qm*2π3/2σxσyσzexp{−12[(x−utσx)2+y2σy2+z2σz2]}(5-8)
where	Qm	is	the	instantaneous	release	mass.
The	time	dependence	in	Equation	5-8	is	achieved	through	the	dispersion	coefficients	because	their	values	change	as
the	puff	moves	downwind.	If	wind	is	absent,	u	=	0,	and	Equation	5-8	does	not	produce	a	valid	result	since	the	puff
does	not	move	downwind	at	all.
The	ground-level	concentration	is	given	at	z	=	0:

〈C〉(x, y, 0, t)=Qm*2π3/2σxσyσzexp{−12[(x−utσx)2+y2σy2]}(5-9)
The	ground-level	concentration	directly	downwind	from	the	release	along	the	x	axis	is	given	at	y	=	z	=	0:

〈C〉(x,  0,  0,  t)=Qm*2π3/2σxσyσzexp{−12(x−utσx)2}(5-10)
The	center	of	the	cloud	is	 found	at	coordinates	(ut,	0,	0).	The	concentration	at	the	center	of	 this	moving	cloud	 is
given	by

〈C〉(ut, 0, 0, t)=Qm*2π3/2σxσyσz(5-11)
The	total	integrated	dose	Dtid	received	by	an	individual	standing	at	fixed	location	(x,	y,	z)	is	the	time	integral	of	the
concentration:

Dtid(x, y, z)=∫0∞〈C〉(x, y, z, t)dt(5-12)
The	 total	 integrated	 dose	 at	 ground	 level	 is	 found	 by	 integrating	 Equation	 5-9	 according	 to	 Equation	 5-12.	 The
result	is

Dtid(x, y, 0)=Qm*πσyσzuexp(−12y2σy2)(5-13)
The	total	integrated	dose	along	the	x	axis	on	the	ground	directly	downwind	from	the	release	is

Dtid(x, 0, 0)=Qm*πσyσzu(5-14)

Case	2:	Plume	with	Continuous	Steady-State	Source	at	Ground	Level	and	Wind	Moving
in	x	Direction	at	Constant	Velocity	u
This	case	is	represented	by	the	following	equation:

〈C〉(x, y, z)=Qmπσyσzuexp[−12(y2σy2+z2σz2)](5-15)
where	Qm	is	the	mass	release	rate	(mass/time)
The	ground-level	concentration	is	given	at	z	=	0:

〈C〉(x, y, 0)=Qmπσyσzuexp[−12(y2σy2)](5-16)
The	ground	concentration	along	the	centerline	of	the	plume	directly	downwind	is	given	at	y	=	z	=	0:

〈C〉(x, 0, 0)=Qmπσyσzu(5-17)



For	continuous	ground-level	releases,	the	maximum	concentration	occurs	at	the	release	point.

Case	3:	Plume	with	Continuous	Steady-State	Source	at	Height	Hr	above	Ground	Level
and	Wind	Moving	in	x	Direction	at	Constant	Velocity	u
The	solution	for	this	case	is

〈C〉(x, y, z)=Qm2πσyσzuexp[−12(yσy)2]		×{exp[−12(z−Hrσz)2]+exp[−12(z+Hrσz)2]}(5-18)
The	ground-level	concentration	is	found	by	setting	z	=	0:

〈C〉(x, y, 0)=Qmπσyσzuexp[−12(yσy)2−12(Hrσz)2](5-19)
The	ground-level	centerline	concentrations	are	found	by	setting	y	=	z	=	0:

〈C〉(x, 0, 0)=Qmπσyσzuexp[−12(Hrσz)2](5-20)
The	maximum	ground-level	concentration	〈C〉max	along	the	x	axis	is	found	using

〈C〉max=2QmeπuHr2(σzσy)(5-21)
The	distance	downwind	at	which	the	maximum	ground-level	concentration	occurs	is	found	from

σz=Hr2(5-22)
The	 procedure	 for	 finding	 the	 maximum	 concentration	 and	 the	 downwind	 distance	 is	 to	 use	 Equation	 5-22	 to
determine	the	downwind	distance,	followed	by	using	Equation	5-21	to	determine	the	maximum	concentration.

Case	4:	Puff	with	Instantaneous	Point	Source	at	Height	Hr	above	Ground	Level	and	a
Coordinate	System	on	the	Ground	That	Moves	with	the	Puff
For	this	case,	the	center	of	the	puff	is	found	at	x	=	ut.	The	average	concentration	is	given	by

〈C〉(x, y, z, t)=Qm*(2π)3/2σxσyσzexp[−12(yσy)2]×{exp[−12(z−Hrσz)2]+exp[−12(z+Hrσz)2]}(5-23)
At	ground	level,	z	=	0,	and	the	concentration	is	computed	using

〈C〉(x, y, 0, t)=Qm*2π3/2σxσyσzexp[−12(yσy)2−12(Hrσz)2](5-24)
The	concentration	along	the	ground	at	the	centerline	is	given	at	y	=	z	=	0:

〈C〉(x, 0, 0, t)=Qm*2π3/2σxσyσzexp[−12(Hrσz)2](5-25)
The	total	integrated	dose	at	ground	level	is	found	by	using	Equation	5-25	in	Equation	5-12.	The	result	is

Dtid(x, y, 0)=Qm*πσyσzuexp[−12(yσy)2−12(Hrσz)2](5-26)

Case	5:	Puff	with	Instantaneous	Point	Source	at	Height	Hr	above	Ground	Level	and	a
Coordinate	System	Fixed	on	the	Ground	at	the	Release	Point
For	this	case,	the	result	is	obtained	using	a	transformation	of	coordinates.	If	the	puff	moves	with	the	wind	along	the
x	axis,	the	equation	for	this	case	is	found	by	replacing	the	existing	coordinate	x	by	a	new	coordinate	system,	x	−	ut,
that	moves	with	the	wind	velocity.	The	result	is

〈C〉(x,y,z,t)=[Puff	equations	with	moving	coordinate	system	(Equations	5-23	through	5-25)(5-27)×exp[−12(x
−utσx)2]

where	t	is	the	time	since	the	release	of	the	puff.

Isopleths
Frequently	the	cloud	boundary	defined	by	a	fixed	concentration	is	required	for	either	the	plume	or	the	puff.	The	line
connecting	 points	 of	 equal	 concentration	 around	 the	 cloud	 boundary	 is	 called	 an	 isopleth.	 For	 a	 specified
concentration	 〈C〉*,	 the	 isopleth	 at	 ground	 level	 is	 determined	 by	 dividing	 the	 equation	 for	 the	 centerline
concentration	(Equation	5-10	for	a	puff	and	Equation	5-16	for	a	plume)	by	the	equation	for	the	general	ground-level
concentration	(Equation	5-9	for	a	puff	and	Equation	5-16	for	a	plume).	This	equation	is	solved	directly	for	y:

y=σy2ln(〈C〉(x, 0, 0, t)〈C〉(x, y, 0, t))(5-28)
The	procedure	is	as	follows:

1.	 Specify	the	isopleth	concentration	〈C〉*,	the	wind	speed	u,	and	time	t.
2.	 Determine	the	concentrations	〈C〉	(x,	0,	0,	t)	at	fixed	points	along	the	x	axis	using	Equation	5-10	 for	a	puff

and	Equation	5-16	for	a	plume.	Define	the	boundary	of	the	cloud	along	the	x	axis.

3.	 Set	〈C〉	 (x,	 y,	 0,	 t)	 =	〈C〉*	 in	 Equation	 5-28	 and	 determine	 the	 values	 of	 y	 at	 each	 centerline	 point
determined	in	step	2.

4.	 Plot	dots	at	each	+y	and	–y	at	each	centerline	point	x.
5.	 Connect	the	dots	to	obtain	the	isopleth.

The	procedure	is	repeated	for	each	value	of	t	required.

Effect	of	Release	Momentum	and	Buoyancy



Figure	5-5	shows	that	the	release	characteristics	of	a	puff	or	plume	depend	on	the	initial	release	momentum	and
buoyancy.	The	initial	momentum	and	buoyancy	change	the	effective	height	of	the	release.	A	release	that	occurs	at
ground	level	but	in	an	upward	spouting	jet	of	vaporizing	liquid	has	a	greater	effective	height	than	a	release	without
a	 jet.	Similarly,	a	release	of	vapor	at	a	 temperature	higher	than	the	ambient	air	 temperature	will	rise	because	of
buoyancy	effects,	increasing	the	effective	height	of	the	release.
Both	effects	are	demonstrated	by	the	traditional	smokestack	release	shown	in	Figure	5-11.	The	material	 released
from	the	smokestack	contains	momentum,	based	on	its	upward	velocity	within	the	stack	pipe,	and	it	is	also	buoyant,
because	its	temperature	is	higher	than	the	ambient	temperature.	As	a	consequence,	the	material	continues	to	rise
after	 its	release	 from	the	stack.	The	upward	rise	 is	slowed	and	eventually	stopped	as	the	released	material	cools
and	the	momentum	is	dissipated.



Figure	5-11	Smokestack	plume	demonstrating	initial	buoyant	rise	of	hot	gases.

For	smokestack	releases,	Turner3	suggested	using	the	empirical	Holland	formula	to	compute	the	additional	height
resulting	from	the	buoyancy	and	momentum	of	the	release:
3D.	Bruce	Turner.	Workbook	of	Atmospheric	Dispersion	Estimates	(Cincinnati,	OH:	U.S.	Department	of	Health,	Education,	and	Welfare,	1970),
p.	31.

ΔHr=u¯sdu¯[1.5+2.68×10−3Pd(Ts−TaTs)](5-29)
where
ΔHr	is	the	correction	to	the	release	height	Hr,
u¯s	is	the	stack	gas	exit	velocity	(m/s),
d	is	the	inside	stack	diameter	(m),
u¯	is	the	wind	speed	(m/s),
P	is	the	atmospheric	pressure	(millibar),
Ts	is	the	stack	gas	temperature	(K),	and
Ta	is	the	air	temperature	(K).
For	heavier-than-air	vapors,	if	the	material	is	released	above	ground	level,	then	the	material	will	initially	fall	toward
the	ground	until	it	disperses	enough	to	reduce	the	cloud	density.

Worst-Case	Dispersion	Conditions
For	 a	 plume,	 the	 highest	 concentration	 is	 always	 found	 at	 the	 release	 point.	 If	 the	 release	 occurs	 above	ground
level,	then	the	highest	concentration	on	the	ground	is	found	at	a	point	downwind	from	the	release.
For	a	puff,	the	maximum	concentration	is	always	found	at	the	puff	center.	For	a	release	above	ground	level,	the	puff
center	will	move	parallel	to	the	ground	and	the	maximum	concentration	on	the	ground	will	occur	directly	below	the
puff	center.	For	a	puff	isopleth,	the	isopleth	is	close	to	circular	as	it	moves	downwind.	The	diameter	of	the	isopleth
increases	initially	as	the	puff	travels	downwind,	reaches	a	maximum,	and	then	decreases	in	diameter.
If	weather	conditions	are	not	known	or	are	not	specified,	then	certain	assumptions	can	be	made	to	result	in	a	worst-
case	 result—that	 is,	 the	 highest	 concentration	 is	 estimated.	 The	 weather	 conditions	 in	 the	 Pasquill–Gifford
dispersion	equations	are	 included	by	means	of	 the	dispersion	coefficients	and	 the	wind	 speed.	By	examining	 the
Pasquill–Gifford	 equations,	 it	 is	 readily	 evident	 that	 the	 dispersion	 coefficients	 and	 wind	 speed	 are	 in	 the
denominator.	In	turn,	the	maximum	concentration	is	estimated	by	selecting	the	weather	conditions	and	wind	speed
that	 result	 in	 the	 smallest	 values	 of	 the	 dispersion	 coefficients	 and	 the	 wind	 speed.	 By	 inspecting	 Figures	 5-7
through	5-9,	 we	 can	 see	 that	 the	 smallest	 dispersion	 coefficients	 occur	with	 F	 stability.	 Clearly,	 the	wind	 speed
cannot	be	zero,	so	a	finite	value	must	be	selected.	The	EPA4	suggests	that	F	stability	can	exist	with	wind	speeds	as
low	as	1.5	m/s.	In	contrast,	other	risk	analysts	use	a	wind	speed	of	2	m/s	to	be	consistent	with	the	F	stability	class.
For	 daytime	 conditions,	 some	 risk	 analysts	 use	D	 stability	with	 3	m/s	wind	 speed.	 The	 assumptions	 used	 in	 the
calculation	must	be	clearly	reported.
4U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency.	RMP	Offsite	Consequence	Analysis	Guidance	(Washington,	DC:	U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency,
1996).

The	worst	case	on	the	ground	is	frequently	of	interest,	given	that	this	is	where	people	are	normally	present.	For	the
plume	and	puff	cases,	we	can	select	the	following:
Plume:	Along	the	centerline	downwind	from	the	release	on	ground:

〈C〉(x, 0, 0)=Qmπσyσzu(5-30)



Puff:	At	the	center	of	the	puff	with	the	release	on	the	ground:
〈C〉(x, 0, 0)=Qm*2π3/2σxσyσzu(5-31)

The	maximum	concentration	is	obtained	by:

1.	 Specifying	the	release	rate,	Qm	and	Qm*,	at	the	maximum	value.

2.	 Specifying	all	the	dispersion	coefficients,	σ,	at	the	minimum	value.	This	implies	F	stability.
3.	 Specifying	the	wind	speed,	u,	at	a	minimum	within	the	stability	class.	For	F	stability,	this	implies	2	m/s	or	the

EPA-suggested	value	of	1.5	m/s.	For	daytime,	some	risk	analysts	use	D	stability	with	3	m/s	wind	speed.

Limitations	to	Pasquill–Gifford	Dispersion	Modeling
Pasquill–Gifford	or	Gaussian	dispersion	applies	only	to	neutrally	buoyant	dispersion	of	gases	in	which	the	turbulent
mixing	 is	 the	 dominant	 feature	 of	 the	 dispersion.	 It	 is	 typically	 valid	 only	 for	 a	 distance	 of	 0.1–10	 km	 from	 the
release	point.
It	is	not	always	clear	whether	a	plume	or	puff	model	should	be	selected	based	on	the	nature	of	the	release:	The	two
models	may	produce	varying	results.	A	release	of	less	than	15	seconds	is	typically	modeled	as	an	instantaneous	puff
release,	but	what	about	a	release	of	30	seconds?
The	concentrations	predicted	by	the	Gaussian	models	are	time	averages.	Thus,	it	is	possible	for	instantaneous	local
concentrations	 to	 exceed	 the	 average	 values	 predicted—a	 difference	 that	 might	 be	 important	 for	 emergency
response.	The	models	presented	here	assume	a	10-minute	time	average.	Actual	instantaneous	concentrations	may
vary	by	as	much	as	a	factor	of	2	from	the	concentrations	computed	using	Gaussian	models.

Example	5-1
Assume	that	10	kg/s	of	hydrogen	sulfide	(H2S)	gas	is	released	100	m	above	the	ground.	It	is	a	clear,	sunny	day,
1:00	pm,	with	a	wind	speed	of	3.5	m/s.	Assume	rural	conditions.	The	temperature	is	30°C	and	the	pressure	is	1
atm.	The	molecular	weight	of	H2S	is	34.08.	Determine

a.	 The	concentration	1	km	downwind	on	the	ground.
b.	 The	maximum	concentration	from	this	release	and	the	distance	downwind.
c.	 The	maximum	discharge	rate,	in	kg/s,	to	result	in	a	maximum	concentration	downwind	of	10	ppm.

Solution

a.	 This	 is	a	plume	since	it	 is	a	continuous	release.	From	Table	5-1	for	a	clear	sunny	day	(strong	 insolation)
and	a	wind	speed	of	3.5	m/s,	the	stability	class	is	B.	From	Table	5-2	for	rural	releases,

σy=0.16x(1+0.0001x)−1/2=0.16(1000	m)[1+(0.0001)(1000	m)]
−1/2σy=153	mσz=0.12x=0.12(1000	m)=120	m

These	dispersion	coefficients	could	also	be	determined	using	Figure	5-7.
Since	this	is	a	plume,	with	a	release	above	ground	level,	Case	3	and	Equation	5-20	applies:

〈C〉(x, 0, 0)=Qmπσyσzuexp[−12(Hrσz)2]
Substituting	the	numbers

〈C〉(x, 0, 0)=10.0	kg/s(3.14)(153	m)(120	m)
(3.5	m/s)exp[−12(100	m120	m)2]=3.50×10−5	kg/m3=35.0	mg/m3

Use	Equation	2-7	to	convert	to	ppm,	being	careful	to	use	the	correct	units:
Cppm=0.08205(TPM)(mg/m3)=0.08205[303	K(1	atm)(34.08	g/mol)](35.0	mg/m3)=25.6	ppm

b.	 Use	Equation	5-22	to	determine	the	value	of	σz	at	the	location	of	the	maximum	concentration.

σz=Hr2=100	m1.414=70.7	m
Then	use	the	equation	in	Table	5-3	to	determine	the	downwind	distance.

σz=0.12x70.7	m=0.12xx=589	m
Use	the	equation	in	Table	5-2	(or	Figure	5-7)	to	determine	the	value	of	σy	at	this	location,

σy=0.16x(1+0.0001x)−1/2=0.16(589	m)[1+(0.0001)(589	m)]−1/2=91.6	m
Now	use	Equation	5-21	to	determine	the	maximum	concentration	at	this	location	downwind.

〈C〉max=2QmeπuHr2(σzσy)=(2)(100	;kg/s)(2.718)(3.14)(3.5	m/s)
(100	m)2(70.7	m91.6	m)=5.17×10−4	kg/m3=517	mg/m3

This	is	378	ppm	from	Equation	2-7.

c.	 From	Equation	2-7,	10	ppm	=	13.7	mg/m3	=13.7×10-6kg/m3.	Substituting	into	Equation	5-21	and	solving
for	Qm,

〈C〉max	=2QmeπuHr2(σzσy)13.7×10−6	kg/m3=2Qm(2.71)(3.14)(3.5	m/s)
(100	m)2(70.7	m91.6	m)Qm=2.64	kg/s



Example	5-2
Assume	that	10	kg	of	hydrogen	sulfide	(H2S)	is	released	instantly	on	the	ground.	The	atmospheric	conditions
are	the	same	as	Example	5-1.

a.	 What	is	the	maximum	concentration	at	the	fence	line	100	m	away?
b.	 If	the	wind	is	3.5	m/s,	how	long	does	it	take	for	the	puff	to	reach	the	fence	line?

Solution

a.	 This	is	a	puff	since	the	release	is	instantaneous.	From	Table	5-1,	the	stability	class	is	B.	From	Table	5-3	for
stability	class	B,

σy=σx=0.14x0.92=(0.14)(100	m)0.92=9.7	mσz=0.53x0.73=(0.53)(100	m)0.73=15.3	m
The	maximum	concentration	is	found	at	the	center	of	the	puff	on	the	ground.	Equation	5-11	applies:

〈C〉(ut,	0	,	0,	t)=Qm*2π3/2σxσyσz=10	kg(1.41)(3.14)3/2(9.7	m)(9.7	m)
(15.3	m)=8.85×10−4	kg/m3=885	mg/m3

From	Equation	2-7,	this	is	647	ppm.
b.	 The	time	is	found	from

x=utt=xu=100	m3.5	m/s=28.6	s
This	is	not	very	much	time	to	mount	much	of	an	emergency	response.

5-4	Dense	Gas	Dispersion
A	dense	gas	is	defined	as	any	gas	whose	density	is	greater	than	the	density	of	the	ambient	air	through	which	it	is
being	dispersed.	This	result	can	be	due	to	a	gas	with	a	molecular	weight	greater	than	that	of	air	or	a	gas	with	a	low
temperature	resulting	from	auto-refrigeration	during	release	or	other	processes.
Following	a	 typical	puff	 release,	a	cloud	having	similar	vertical	and	horizontal	dimensions	 (near	 the	source)	may
form.	 The	 dense	 cloud	will	 slump	 toward	 the	 ground	under	 the	 influence	 of	 gravity,	 increasing	 its	 diameter	 and
reducing	its	height.	Considerable	initial	dilution	will	occur	because	of	the	gravity-driven	intrusion	of	the	cloud	into
the	 ambient	 air.	 Subsequently,	 the	 cloud	 height	 will	 increase	 due	 to	 further	 entrainment	 of	 air	 across	 both	 the
vertical	and	the	horizontal	interfaces.	After	sufficient	dilution	occurs,	normal	atmospheric	turbulence	predominates
over	gravitational	forces	and	typical	Gaussian	dispersion	characteristics	are	exhibited.
Britter	 and	 McQuaid5	 developed	 a	 model	 of	 dense	 gas	 dispersion	 by	 performing	 a	 dimensional	 analysis	 and
correlating	existing	data	on	this	phenomenon.	Their	model	 is	best	suited	for	 instantaneous	or	continuous	ground-
level	releases	of	dense	gases.	The	release	is	assumed	to	occur	at	ambient	temperature	and	without	aerosol	or	liquid
droplet	formation.	Atmospheric	stability	was	found	to	have	little	effect	on	the	results	and	is	not	a	part	of	the	model.
Most	 of	 the	 data	 came	 from	dispersion	 tests	 in	 remote	 rural	 areas	 on	mostly	 flat	 terrain,	 so	 the	 results	 are	 not
applicable	to	areas	where	terrain	effects	are	significant.
5R.	E.	Britter	and	J.	McQuaid.	Workbook	on	the	Dispersion	of	Dense	Gases	(Sheffield,	UK:	Health	and	Safety	Executive,	1988).

Dense	gas	dispersion	is	beyond	the	scope	of	this	book.	Readers	are	referred	to	supplemental	content	on	this	subject
provided	on	the	book’s	website.

5-5	Toxic	Effect	Criteria
Once	the	dispersion	calculations	are	completed,	the	question	arises:	What	concentration	is	considered	hazardous?
Concentrations	 based	 on	 TLV-TWA	 values,	 discussed	 in	 Chapter	2,	 are	 overly	 conservative	 and	 are	 designed	 for
worker	exposures,	not	short-term	exposures	under	emergency	conditions.
One	approach	is	to	use	the	probit	equations	developed	in	Chapter	2.	These	equations	are	also	capable	of	including
the	 effects	 resulting	 from	 transient	 changes	 in	 toxic	 concentrations.	 Unfortunately,	 published	 correlations	 are
available	for	only	a	few	chemicals,	and	actual	data	show	wide	variations	from	the	correlations.
One	 simplified	 approach	 is	 to	 specify	 a	 toxic	 concentration	 criterion	 above	which	 it	 is	 assumed	 that	 individuals
exposed	to	this	value	or	greater	will	be	in	danger.	This	approach	has	led	to	many	criteria	promulgated	by	several
government	agencies	and	private	associations:

Emergency	 response	 planning	 guidelines	 (ERPGs)	 for	 air	 contaminants	 issued	 by	 the	 American	 Industrial
Hygiene	Association	(AIHA)
Immediately	dangerous	to	life	and	health	(IDLH)	levels	established	by	U.S.	National	Institute	of	Occupational
Safety	and	Health	(NIOSH),	already	presented	in	Chapter	2
Emergency	 exposure	 guidance	 levels	 (EEGLs)	 and	 short-term	 public	 emergency	 guidance	 levels	 (SPEGLs)
issued	by	the	National	Academy	of	Sciences/National	Research	Council	(NRC)
Acute	exposure	guideline	levels	(AEGLs)	established	by	the	U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency	(EPA)
Threshold	limit	values	(TLVs)	established	by	the	American	Conference	of	Governmental	Industrial	Hygienists
(ACGIH),	 including	 short-term	 exposure	 limits	 (TLV-STELs)	 and	 ceiling	 concentrations	 (TLV-Cs),	 already
presented	in	Chapter	2
Permissible	 exposure	 limits	 (PELs)	 promulgated	 by	 U.S.	 Occupational	 Safety	 and	 Health	 Administration



(OSHA),	already	presented	in	Chapter	2
Toxic	endpoints	promulgated	by	the	EPA	as	part	of	the	Risk	Management	Plan	(RMP)	regulation

These	criteria	and	methods	are	based	on	a	combination	of	results	from	animal	experiments,	observations	of	long-
and	short-term	human	exposures,	and	expert	judgment.	The	following	subsections	define	these	criteria	and	describe
some	of	their	features.

Emergency	Response	Planning	Guidelines
ERPGs	 are	 prepared	 by	 an	 industry	 task	 force	 and	 are	 published	 by	 the	 AIHA.	 Three	 concentration	 ranges	 are
provided	as	a	consequence	of	exposure	to	a	specific	substance:

1.	 ERPG-1	 is	 the	 maximum	 airborne	 concentration	 below	 which	 it	 is	 believed	 nearly	 all	 individuals	 could	 be
exposed	 for	 up	 to	 1	 hour	 without	 experiencing	 effects	 other	 than	mild	 transient	 adverse	 health	 effects	 or
perceiving	a	clearly	defined	objectionable	odor.

2.	 ERPG-2	 is	 the	 maximum	 airborne	 concentration	 below	 which	 it	 is	 believed	 nearly	 all	 individuals	 could	 be
exposed	 for	 up	 to	 1	 hour	without	 experiencing	 or	 developing	 irreversible	 or	 other	 serious	 health	 effects	 or
symptoms	that	could	impair	their	abilities	to	take	protective	action.

3.	 ERPG-3	 is	 the	 maximum	 airborne	 concentration	 below	 which	 it	 is	 believed	 nearly	 all	 individuals	 could	 be
exposed	for	up	to	1	hour	without	experiencing	or	developing	life-threatening	health	effects.

ERPG	data	are	shown	in	Table	5-4.	To	date,	47	ERPGs	have	been	developed	and	are	being	reviewed,	updated,	and
expanded	by	an	AIHA	peer	review	task	force.	Because	of	the	comprehensive	effort	to	develop	acute	toxicity	values,
ERPGs	are	becoming	an	acceptable	industry/government	norm.

Table	5-4	Emergency	Response	Planning	Guidelines	(ERPGs),	in	ppm

Chemical ERPG-1 ERPG-2 ERPG-3
Acetaldehyde 10 200 1000
Acetic	acid 5 35 250
Acetic	anhydride 0.5 15 100
Acrolein 0.05 0.15 1.5
Acrylic	acid 1.0 50 250
Acrylonitrile 10 35 75
Allyl	chloride 3 40 300
Ammonia 25 150 750
Benzene 50 150 1000
Benzyl	chloride 1 10 50
Beryllium NA 25	μg/m3 100	μg/m3

Bromine 0.1 0.5 5
1,3-Butadiene 10 200 5000
n-Butyl	acrylate 0.05 25 250
n-Butyl	isocyanate 0.01 0.05 1
Carbon	disulfide 1 50 500
Carbon	monoxide 200 350 500
Carbon	tetrachloride 20 100 750
Chlorine 1 3 20
Chlorine	trifluoride 0.1 1 10
Chloroacetyl	chloride 0.05 0.5 10
Chloroform NA 50 5000
Chloropicrin 0.1 0.3 1.5
Chlorosulfonic	acid 2	mg/m3 10	mg/m3 30	mg/m3

Chlorotrifluoroethylene 20 100 300
Crotonaldehyde 0.2 1 3
Diborane NA 1 3
1,2-Dichloroethane 50 200 300
Diketene 1 5 20
Dimethylamine 0.6 100 350
Dimethyldichlorosilane 2 10 75
Dimethyl	disulfide 0.01 50 250
Epichlorohydrin 5 20 100
Ethanol 1800 3300 NA
Ethyl	chloroformate ID 100 200



Ethylene	oxide NA 50 500
Fluorine 0.5 5 20
Formaldehyde 1 10 25
Formic	acid 3 25 250
Gasoline 200 1000 4000
Hexachlorobutadiene 1 3 10
Hexafluoroacetone NA 1 50
Hexafluoropropylene 10 50 500
Hydrogen	chloride 3 20 150
Hydrogen	cyanide NA 10 25
Hydrogen	fluoride 2 20 50
Hydrogen	peroxide 10 50 100
Hydrogen	sulfide 0.1 30 100
Isobutyronitrile 10 50 200
2-Isocyanatoethyl	methacrylate ID 0.1 1
Lithium	hydride 25	μg/m3 100	μg/m3 500	μg/m3

Methanol 200 1000 5000
Methyl	chloride NA 400 1000
Methylene	diphenyl	diisocynate 0.2	mg/m3 2	mg/m3 25	mg/m3

Methyl	isocyanate 0.025 0.25 1.5
Methyl	mercaptan 0.005 25 100
Methyltrichlorosilane 0.5 3 15
Monomethylamine 10 100 500
Nitrogen	dioxide 1 15 30
Perfluoroisobutylene NA 0.1 0.3
Phenol 10 50 200
Phosgene NA 0.5 1.5
Phosphorus	pentoxide 1	mg/m3 10	mg/m3 50	mg/m3

Propylene	oxide 50 250 750
Styrene 50 250 1000
Sulfonic	acid	(oleum,	sulfur	
trioxide,	and	sulfuric	acid)

2	mg/m3 10	mg/m3 120	mg/m3

Sulfur	dioxide 0.3 3 15
Tetrafluoroethylene 200 1000 10,000
Titanium	tetrachloride 5	mg/m3 20	mg/m3 100	mg/m3

Toluene 50 300 1000
Trimethylamine 0.1 100 500
Uranium	hexafluoride 5	mg/m3 15	mg/m3 30	mg/m3

Vinyl	acetate 5 75 500
Vinyl	chloride 500 5000 20,000

Notes:	NA	=	Not	appropriate,	ID	=	insufficient	data,	µg	=	microgram.	All	values	are	in	ppm	unless	otherwise	noted.
Source:	 American	 Industrial	 Hygiene	 Association.	 Emergency	 Response	 Planning	 Guidelines	 and	 Workplace
Environmental	Exposure	Levels	(Fairfax,	VA:	American	Industrial	Hygiene	Association,	2010).	www.aiha.org.

Immediately	Dangerous	to	Life	and	Health
NIOSH	publishes	IDLH	concentrations	to	be	used	as	acute	toxicity	measures	for	common	industrial	gases.	An	IDLH
exposure	condition	is	defined	as	a	condition	“that	poses	a	threat	of	exposure	to	airborne	contaminants	when	that
exposure	is	likely	to	cause	death	or	immediate	or	delayed	permanent	adverse	health	effects	or	prevent	escape	from
such	an	environment.”6

6U.S.	National	Institute	of	Occupational	Safety	and	Health.	NIOSH	Pocket	Guide	to	Chemical	Hazards	 (Washington,	DC:	U.S.	Department	of
Health	and	Human	Services,	2005).	www.cdc.gov/niosh/npg/default.html.

IDLH	 concentrations	 also	 take	 into	 consideration	 acute	 toxic	 reactions,	 such	 as	 severe	 eye	 irritation,	 that	 could
prevent	escape	from	the	contaminated	site.	The	IDLH	concentration	is	considered	a	maximum	concentration	above
which	 only	 a	 highly	 reliable	 breathing	 apparatus	 providing	 maximum	 worker	 protection	 is	 permitted.	 If	 IDLH
concentrations	are	exceeded,	all	unprotected	workers	must	leave	the	area	immediately.
IDLH	 data	 are	 currently	 available	 for	 a	 number	 of	 chemicals	 (see	 www.cdc.gov/niosh/idlh/intridl4.html).	 IDLH
concentrations	are	developed	 to	protect	healthy	worker	populations	and	are	not	directly	 suitable	 for	 the	general
population,	which	includes	sensitive	populations	such	as	older,	disabled,	or	ill	individuals.	For	flammable	vapors,	the
IDLH	 concentration	 is	 defined	 as	 one-tenth	 of	 the	 lower	 flammability	 limit	 (LFL)	 concentration.	Note	 that	 IDLH
concentrations	have	not	been	peer-reviewed	and	that	no	substantive	documentation	for	the	values	exists.



Emergency	Exposure	Guidance	Levels	and	Short-Term	Public	Emergency	Guidance
Levels
Since	the	1940s,	the	NRC’s	Committee	on	Toxicology	has	submitted	EEGLs	for	chemicals	of	special	concern	to	the
Department	of	Defense.	An	EEGL	is	defined	as	a	concentration	of	a	gas,	vapor,	or	aerosol	that	is	judged	acceptable
and	 that	 allows	 exposed	 individuals	 to	 perform	 specific	 tasks	 during	 emergency	 conditions	 lasting	 from	 1	 to	 24
hours.	Exposure	to	concentrations	at	the	EEGL	may	produce	transient	irritation	or	central	nervous	system	effects
but	should	not	produce	effects	that	are	lasting	or	that	would	impair	performance	of	a	task.
In	addition	to	EEGLs,	the	National	Research	Council	has	developed	SPEGLs,	defined	as	acceptable	concentrations
for	 exposures	 of	 members	 of	 the	 general	 public.	 SPEGLs	 are	 generally	 set	 at	 10–50%	 of	 the	 EEGL	 and	 are
calculated	to	take	into	account	the	effects	of	exposure	on	sensitive	heterogeneous	populations.
The	advantages	of	using	EEGLs	and	SPEGLs	rather	than	IDLH	concentrations	are	
(1)	a	SPEGL	considers	effects	on	sensitive	populations,	(2)	EEGLs	and	SPEGLs	are	developed	for	several	different
exposure	durations,	and	(3)	the	methods	by	which	EEGLs	and	SPEGLs	were	developed	are	well	documented	in	NRC
publications.	EEGL	and	SPEGL	values	are	shown	in	Table	5-5.

Table	5-5	Emergency	Exposure	Guidance	Levels	(EEGLs)	from	the	National	Research	Council,	in	ppm

Compound 1-hr	EEGL 24-hr	EEGL Source
Acetone 8500 1000 NRC	I
Acrolein 0.05 0.01 NRC	I
Aluminum	oxide 15	mg/m3 100 NRC	IV
Ammonia 100 	 NRC	VII
Arsine 1 0.1 NRC	I
Benzene 50 2 NRC	VI
Bromotrifluoromethane 25,000 	 NRC	III
Carbon	disulfide 50 	 NRC	I
Carbon	monoxide 400 50 NRC	IV
Chlorine 3 0.5 NRC	II
Chlorine	trifluoride 1 	 NRC	II
Chloroform 100 30 NRC	I
Dichlorodifluoromethane 10,000 1000 NRC	II
Dichlorofluoromethane 100 3 NRC	II
Dichlorotetrafluoroethane 10,000 1000 NRC	II
1,1-Dimethylhydrazine 0.24a 0.01a NRC	V
Ethanolamine 50 3 NRC	II
Ethylene	glycol 40 20 NRC	IV
Ethylene	oxide 20 1 NRC	VI
Fluorine 7.5 	 NRC	I
Hydrazine 0.12a 0.005a NRC	V
Hydrogen	chloride 20/1a 20/1a NRC	VII
Hydrogen	sulfide 	 10 NRC	IV
Isopropyl	alcohol 400 200 NRC	II
Lithium	bromide 15	mg/m3 7	mg/m3 NRC	VII
Lithium	chromate 100	μg/m3 50	μg/m3 NRC	VIII
Mercury	(vapor) 	 0.2	mg/m3 NRC	I
Methane 	 5000 NRC	I
Methanol 200 10 NRC	IV
Methylhydrazine 0.24a 0.01a NRC	V
Nitrogen	dioxide 1a 0.04a NRC	IV
Nitrous	oxide 10,000 	 NRC	IV
Ozone 1 0.1 NRC	I
Phosgene 0.2 0.02 NRC	II
Sodium	hydroxide 2	mg/m3 	 NRC	II
Sulfur	dioxide 10 5 NRC	II
Sulfuric	acid 1	mg/m3 	 NRC	I
Toluene 200 100 NRC	VII
Trichloroethylene 200 10 NRC	VIII
Trichlorofluoromethane 1500 500 NRC	II
Trichlorotrifluoroethane 1500 500 NRC	II
Vinylidene	chloride 	 10 NRC	II



Xylene 200 100 NRC	II

Note:	All	values	are	in	ppm	unless	otherwise	noted.
aSPEGL	value.

Acute	Exposure	Guideline	Levels
AEGLs	are	developed	by	the	U.S.	EPA	and	are	used	by	emergency	planners	and	responders	as	guidance	in	dealing
with	accidental	releases	of	chemicals.	They	are	expressed	as	specific	concentrations	of	airborne	chemicals	at	which
health	effects	may	occur.	These	guidelines	are	designed	to	protect	 the	elderly	and	children	and	other	 individuals
who	may	be	susceptible	to	exposures.
AEGLs	are	determined	 for	 five	 relatively	short	exposure	periods:	10	minutes,	30	minutes,	1	hour,	4	hours,	and	8
hours.	There	are	three	levels—1,	2,	and	3—based	on	the	severity	of	the	toxic	effects	caused	by	the	exposure,	with
level	1	being	the	least	severe	and	level	3	being	the	most	severe.	The	three	levels	are	further	defined	as	follows:

Level	1:	Notable	discomfort,	irritation,	or	certain	asymptomatic	nonsensory	effects.	However,	the	effects
are	not	disabling	and	are	transient	and	reversible	upon	cessation	of	exposure.

Level	 2:	 Irreversible	 or	 other	 serious,	 long-lasting	 adverse	 health	 effects	 or	 an	 impaired	 ability	 to
escape.

Level	3:	Life-threatening	health	effects	or	death.

Airborne	 concentrations	 below	 the	 AEGL-1	 levels	 represent	 exposure	 levels	 that	 could	 produce	 mild	 and
progressively	increasing	but	transient	and	nondisabling	odor,	taste,	and	sensory	irritation	or	certain	asymptomatic,
nonsensory	effects.	With	increasing	airborne	concentrations	above	each	AEGL	level,	there	is	a	progressive	increase
in	the	likelihood	of	occurrence	and	the	severity	of	effects.
AEGL	 levels	 represent	 threshold	 levels	 for	 the	general	 public—including	 susceptible	 populations	 such	as	 infants,
children,	 elderly	 individuals,	 persons	 with	 asthma,	 and	 those	 with	 other	 illnesses.	 However,	 specific	 individuals
subject	 to	unique	responses,	could	experience	effects	below	the	corresponding	AEGL	levels.	Table	5-6	provides	a
selected	list	of	AEGLs.

Table	5-6	Selected	Acute	Exposure	Guideline	Levels	(AEGLs)	from	U.S.	EPA,	in	ppm

Chemical	
name

AEGL-1 	 AEGL-2 	 AEGL-3

10	
min

30	
min

1	
hr

4	
hr

8	
hr

	 10	
min

30	
min

4	hr 1	hr 8	hr 	 10	
min

30	
min

1	hr 4	hr 8	hr

Carbon	
tetrachloride

NR NR NR NR NR 27 18 13 7.6 5.8 700 450 340 200 150

Aniline 48 16 8.0 2.0 1.0 72 24 12 3.0 1.5 120 40 20 5.0 2.5
Chloroform NR NR NR NR NR 120 80 64 40 29 400

0
400
0

320
0

200
0

160
0

Methyl	
bromide

NR NR NR NR NR 940 380 210 67 67 330
0

130
0

740 230 130

Methyl	
chloride

NR NR NR NR NR 110
0

110
0

910 570 380 380
0

380
0

300
0

190
0

130
0

Hydrogen	
cyanide

2.5 2.5 2.0 1.3 1.0 17 10 7.1 3.5 2.5 27 21 15 8.6 6.6

Vinyl	chloride 450 310 250 140 70 280
0

160
0

120
0

820 820 12,0
00

680
0

480
0

340
0

340
0

Acetonitrile 13 13 13 13 NR 80 80 50 21 14 240 240 150 64 42
Carbon	
disulfide

17 17 13 8.4 6.7 200 200 160 100 50 600 600 480 300 150

Ethylene	oxide NR NR NR NR NR 80 80 45 14 7.9 360 360 200 63 35

Phosgene NR NR NR NR NR 0.60 0.60 0.3
0

0.08 0.04 3.6 1.5 0.7
5

0.2
0

0.0
9

Propylene	
oxide

73 73 73 73 73 440 440 290 130 86 130
0

130
0

870 390 260

Methyl	ethyl	
ketone

200 200 200 200 200 4900
a

3400
a

2700
a

170
0

170
0

b b 4000
a

2500
a

2500
a

Epichlorohydri
n

1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 53 53 24 14 6.7 570 160 72 44 20

Acrolein 0.03 0.03 0.0
3

0.0
3

0.0
3

0.44 0.18 0.1
0

0.10 0.10 6.2 2.5 1.4 0.4
8

0.2
7

Acrylonitrile 1.5 1.5 NR NR NR 8.6 3.2 1.7 0.48 0.26 130 50 28 9.7 5.2
Vinyl	acetate 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 46 46 36 23 15 230 230 180 110 75

Chlorobenzene 10 10 10 10 10 430 300 150 150 150 110
0

800 400 400 400



Phenol 19 19 15 9.5 6.3 29 29 23 15 12 NR NR NR NR NR
Ethyl	
isocyanate

NR NR NR NR NR 0.20 0.06
5

0.0
34

0.00
85

0.00
40

0.60 0.20 0.1
0

0.0
25

0.0
13

Furan NR NR NR NR NR 12 8.5 6.8 1.7 0.85 35 24 19 4.8 2.4
Ethyleneimine NR NR NR NR NR 33 9.8 4.6 1.0 0.47 51 19 9.9 2.8 1.5
Hydrazine 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 23 16 13 3.1 1.6 64 45 35 8.9 4.4
Sulfur	dioxide 0.20 0.20 0.2

0
0.2
0

0.2
0

0.75 0.75 0.7
5

0.75 0.75 30 30 30 19 9.6

Hydrogen	
chloride

1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 100 43 22 11 11 620 210 100 26 26

Hydrogen	
fluoride

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 95 34 24 12 12 170 62 44 22 22

Ammonia 30 30 30 30 30 220 220 160 110 110 270
0

160
0

110
0

550 390

Bromine 0.03
3

0.03
3

0.0
33

0.0
33

0.0
33

0.55 0.33 0.2
4

0.13 0.09
5

19 12 8.5 4.5 3.3

Chlorine 0.50 0.50 0.5
0

0.5
0

0.5
0

2.8 2.8 2.0 1.0 0.71 50 28 20 10 7.1

Hydrogen	
sulfide

0.75 0.60 0.5
1

0.3
6

0.3
3

41 32 27 20 17 76 59 50 NR NR

Phosphine NR NR NR NR NR 4.0 4.0 2.0 0.50 0.25 7.2 7.2 3.6 0.9
0

0.4
5

Nitrogen	
dioxide

0.50 0.50 0.5
0

0.5
0

0.5
0

20 15 12 8.2 6.7 34 25 20 14 11

Notes:	NR,	Not	reported.	Values	are	in	parts	per	million	(ppm).
aGreater	than	10%	LFL.
bGreater	than	50%	LFL.

Source:	www.epa.gov/aegl/access-acute-exposure-guideline-levels-aegls-values,	accessed	September	6,	2018.

Threshold	Limit	Values
Certain	ACGIH	criteria	may	be	appropriate	for	use	as	benchmarks.	The	ACGIH	threshold	limit	values—TLV-STELs
and	TLV-Cs—are	designed	to	protect	workers	from	acute	effects	resulting	from	exposure	to	chemicals;	such	effects
include	irritation	and	narcosis.	These	criteria	are	discussed	in	Chapter	2.	The	TLV	criteria	can	be	used	for	toxic	gas
dispersion	 but	 typically	 produce	 a	 conservative	 result	 because	 they	 are	 designed	 for	worker	 exposures	 during	 a
normal	40-hour	workweek.

Permissible	Exposure	Limits
The	PELs	are	promulgated	by	OSHA	and	have	the	force	of	 law.	These	levels	are	similar	to	the	ACGIH	criteria	for
TLV-TWAs	because	they	are	also	based	on	8-hour	time-weighted	average	exposures.	OSHA-cited	“acceptable	ceiling
concentrations,”	“excursion	limits,”	or	“action	levels”	may	be	appropriate	for	use	as	benchmarks.

Toxic	Endpoints
The	EPA	has	promulgated	a	set	of	toxic	endpoints	to	be	used	for	air	dispersion	modeling	for	toxic	gas	releases	as
part	of	the	EPA	Risk	Management	Plan	(RMP).7	The	toxic	endpoint	is,	in	order	of	preference,	(1)	the	ERPG-2	or	(2)
the	level	of	concern	(LOC)	promulgated	by	the	Emergency	Planning	and	Community	Right-to-Know	Act.	The	LOC	is
considered	 “the	maximum	 concentration	 of	 an	 extremely	 hazardous	 substance	 in	 air	 that	will	 not	 cause	 serious
irreversible	health	effects	in	the	general	population	when	exposed	to	the	substance	for	relatively	short	duration.”
Toxic	endpoints	are	provided	for	74	chemicals	under	the	RMP	rule	and	are	shown	in	Table	5-7.
7U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency.	RMP	Offsite	Consequence	Analysis	Guidance	(Washington,	DC:	U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency,
1996).

Table	5-7	Toxic	Endpoints	Specified	by	the	EPA	Risk	Management	Plan

Chemical	name Toxic	endpoint	(mg/L) Chemical	name Toxic	endpoint	(mg/L)
Gases 	 Bromine 0.0065
Ammonia	(anhydrous) 0.14 Carbon	disulfide 0.16
Arsine 0.0019 Chloroform 0.49
Boron	trichloride 0.010 Chloromethyl	ether 0.00025
Boron	trifluoride 0.028 Chloromethyl	methyl	ether 0.0018
Chlorine 0.0087 Crotonaldehyde 0.029

Chlorine	dioxide 0.0028 Cyclohexylamine 0.16
Cyanogen	chloride 0.030 Dimethyldichlorosilane 0.026



Cyanogen	chloride 0.030 Dimethyldichlorosilane 0.026
Diborane 0.0011 1,1-Dimethylhydrazine 0.012
Ethylene	oxide 0.090 Epichlorohydrin 0.076
Fluorine 0.0039 Ethylenediamine 0.49
Formaldehyde	(anhydrous) 0.012 Ethyleneimine 0.018
Hydrocyanic	acid 0.011 Furan 0.0012
Hydrogen	chloride	(anhydrous) 0.030 Hydrazine 0.011
Hydrogen	fluoride	(anhydrous) 0.016 Iron,	pentacarbonyl 0.00044
Hydrogen	selenide 0.00066 Isobutyronitrile 0.14
Hydrogen	sulfide 0.042 Isopropyl	chloroformate 0.10
Methyl	chloride 0.82 Methacrylonitrile 0.0027
Methyl	mercaptan 0.049 Methyl	chloroformate 0.0019
Nitric	oxide 0.031 Methyl	hydrazine 0.0094
Phosgene 0.00081 Methyl	isocyanate 0.0012
Phosphine 0.0035 Methyl	thiocyanate 0.085
Sulfur	dioxide	(anhydrous) 0.0078 Methyltrichlorosilane 0.018
Sulfur	tetrafluoride 0.0092 Nickel	carbonyl 0.00067
Liquids 	 Nitric	acid	(100%) 0.026
Acrolein 0.0011 Peracetic	acid 0.0045
Acrylonitrile 0.076 Perchloromethylmercaptan 0.0076
Acrylyl	chloride 0.00090 Phosphorus	oxychloride 0.0030
Allyl	alcohol 0.036 Phosphorus	trichloride 0.028
Allylamine 0.0032 Piperidine 0.022
Arsenuous	trichloride 0.01 Propionitrile 0.0037
Boron	trifluoride 	 Propyl	chloroformate 0.010
compound	with 	 Propyleneimine 0.12
methyl	ether	(1:1) 0.023 Propylene	oxide 0.59

	 	 Toluene	2,6-diisocyanate 0.0070

Sulfur	trioxide 0.010 Toluene	diisocyanate 	
Tetramethyllead 0.0040 (unspecified) 0.0070
Tetranitromethane 0.0040 Trimethylchlorosilane 0.050
Titanium	tetrachloride 0.020 Vinyl	acetate	monomer 0.26
Toluene	2,4-diisocyanate 0.0070 	 	

Source:	U.S.	Environmental	Protection	Agency.	RMP	Offsite	Consequence	Analysis	Guidance	(Washington,	DC:	U.S.
Environmental	Protection	Agency,	1996).
In	general,	the	most	directly	relevant	toxicologic	criteria	currently	available,	particularly	for	developing	emergency
response	plans,	are	ERPGs,	SPEGLs,	and	EEGLs.	These	guidelines	were	developed	specifically	to	apply	to	general
populations	and	to	account	 for	sensitive	populations	and	scientific	uncertainty	 in	toxicological	data.	For	 incidents
involving	substances	for	which	no	SPEGLs	or	EEGLs	are	available,	IDLH	concentrations	provide	alternative	criteria.
However,	because	IDLH	concentrations	were	not	developed	to	account	for	sensitive	populations	and	because	they
were	based	on	a	maximum	30-minute	exposure	period,	 the	EPA	suggests	 that	 the	 identification	of	an	effect	zone
should	be	based	on	exposure	levels	of	one-tenth	the	IDLH	concentration.	For	example,	the	IDLH	concentration	for
chlorine	dioxide	is	5	ppm.	Effect	zones	resulting	from	the	release	of	this	gas	are	defined	as	any	zone	in	which	the
concentration	of	chlorine	dioxide	is	estimated	to	exceed	0.5	ppm.	Of	course,	the	approach	is	conservative	and	gives
unrealistic	results;	a	more	realistic	approach	is	to	use	a	constant-dose	assumption	for	releases	less	than	30	minutes
using	the	IDLH	concentration.
The	use	of	TLV-STELs	and	ceiling	limits	may	be	appropriate	if	the	objective	is	to	identify	effect	zones	in	which	the
primary	concerns	include	more	transient	effects,	such	as	sensory	irritation	or	odor	perception.	In	general,	persons
located	outside	the	zone	that	is	defined	based	on	these	limits	can	be	assumed	to	be	unaffected	by	the	release.
Craig	et	al.8	have	provided	a	hierarchy	of	alternative	concentration	guidelines	in	the	event	that	ERPG	data	are	not
available;	 this	 hierarchy	 is	 shown	 in	 Table	 5-8.	 These	 methods	 may	 result	 in	 some	 inconsistencies	 because	 the
different	methods	are	based	on	different	concepts.	Good	judgment	should	prevail.
8D.	 K.	 Craig,	 J.	 S.	 Davis,	 R.	 DeVore,	 D.	 J.	 Hansen,	 A.	 J.	 Petrocchi,	 and	 T.	 J.	 Powell.	 “Alternative	 Guideline	 Limits	 for	 Chemicals	 without
Environmental	Response	Planning	Guidelines.”	AIHA	Journal	(1995):	56.

Table	5-8	Recommended	Hierarchy	of	Alternative	Concentration	Guidelines

Primary	guideline Hierarchy	of	alternative	guidelines Source
ERPG-1 	 AIHA
	 EEGL	(30-min) NRC
	 IDLH NIOSH
ERPG-2 	 AIHA
	 EEGL	(60	min) NRC



	 LOC EPA/FEMA/DOT
	 PEL-C OSHA
	 TLV-C ACGIH
	 5	×	TLV-TWA ACGIH
ERPG-3 	 AIHA
	 PEL-STEL OSHA
	 TLV-STEL ACGIH
	 3	×	TLV-TWA ACGIH

AIHA:	American	Industrial	Hygiene	Association.
NIOSH:	National	Institute	for	Occupational	Safety	and	Health.
NRC:	National	Research	Council	Committee	on	Toxicology.
EPA:	Environmental	Protection	Agency.
FEMA:	Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency.
DOT:	U.S.	Department	of	Transportation.
OSHA:	U.S.	Occupational	Safety	and	Health	Administration.
ACGIH:	American	Conference	of	Governmental	Industrial	Hygienists.
Source:	D.	K.	Craig,	J.	S.	Davis,	R.	DeVore,	D.	J.	Hansen,	A.	J.	Petrocchi,	and	T.	J.	Powell.	“Alternative	Guideline	Limits
for	Chemicals	without	Environmental	Response	Planning	Guidelines.”	AIHA	Journal	(1995):	56.

5-6	Release	Prevention	and	Mitigation
The	purpose	of	a	hazardous	material	release	model	is	to	provide	a	tool	for	performing	release	mitigation.	Release
mitigation	 is	defined	as	“lessening	the	risk	of	a	release	 incident	by	acting	on	 the	source	 (at	 the	point	of	 release)
either	(1)	in	a	preventive	way	by	reducing	the	likelihood	of	an	event	that	could	generate	a	hazardous	vapor	cloud	or
(2)	in	a	protective	way	by	reducing	the	magnitude	of	the	release	and/or	the	exposure	of	local	persons	or	property.”9

9Richard	W.	Prugh	and	Robert	W.	Johnson.	Guidelines	for	Vapor	Release	Mitigation	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,
1988).

The	 release	 mitigation	 procedure	 is	 part	 of	 the	 consequence	 modeling	 procedure	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4-1.	 After
selection	of	 a	 release	 incident,	 a	 source	model	 is	 used	 to	determine	either	 the	 release	 rate	 or	 the	 total	 quantity
released.	This	information	is	coupled	to	a	dispersion	model	and	subsequent	models	for	fires	or	explosions.	Finally,
an	effect	model	is	used	to	estimate	the	impact	of	the	release,	which	is	a	measure	of	the	consequence.
Risk	is	composed	of	both	likelihood	and	consequence.	Thus,	an	estimate	of	the	likelihood	of	a	release	provides	only
half	of	the	total	risk	assessment.	A	particular	release	incident	might	potentially	have	high	consequences,	leading	to
extensive	plant	mitigation	efforts	to	reduce	the	consequence.	However,	if	the	likelihood	is	low,	such	a	massive	effort
might	not	be	required.	Both	the	consequence	and	the	likelihood	must	be	included	to	assess	risk.
Table	5-9	identifies	a	number	of	measures	to	prevent	or	mitigate	a	release.	The	example	problems	presented	in	this
chapter	demonstrate	that	even	a	small	release	can	result	 in	significant	downwind	impact.	In	addition,	this	impact
can	occur	minutes	after	the	initial	release,	reducing	the	time	available	for	emergency	response.	Clearly,	it	is	better
to	prevent	the	release	in	the	first	place.	Inherent	safety,	engineering	design,	and	management	should	be	the	first
issues	considered	in	any	release	mitigation	procedure.

Table	5-9	Release	Prevention	and	Mitigation	Approaches

Major	area Examples
Inherent	safety Inventory	reduction:	Less	chemicals	inventoried	or	less	in	process	vessels

Chemical	substitution:	Substitute	a	less	hazardous	chemical	for	one	more	
hazardous

Process	attenuation:	Use	temperatures	and	pressures	closer	to	ambient
Engineering	design Plant	physical	integrity:	Use	better	seals	or	materials	of	construction

Process	integrity:	Ensure	proper	operating	conditions	and	material	purity

Process	design	features	for	emergency	control:	Emergency	relief	systems

Spill	containment:	Dikes	and	spill	vessels
Management Operating	policies	and	procedures

Training	for	vapor-release	prevention	and	control

Audits	and	inspections

Equipment	testing



Maintenance	program

Management	of	modifications	and	changes	to	prevent	new	hazards

Security

Early	vapor	detection	and	
warning

Detection	by	sensors

Detection	by	personnel
Countermeasures Water	sprays

Water	curtains

Steam	curtains

Air	curtains

Deliberate	ignition	of	explosive	cloud

Dilution

Foams
Emergency	response On-site	communications

Emergency	shutdown	equipment	and	procedures

Site	evacuation

Safe	havens

Personal	protective	equipment

Medical	treatment

On-site	emergency	plans,	procedures,	training,	and	drills

Source:	Richard	W.	Prugh	and	Robert	W.	Johnson.	Guidelines	for	Vapor	Release	Mitigation	(New	York,	NY:	American
Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1988),	p.	2.
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Problems



5-1.
a.	 What	instantaneous	release	on	the	ground,	in	g,	of	acrolein	will	result	in	a	downwind	concentration	1500	m

immediately	downwind	on	the	ground	equal	to	0.05	ppm?	It	is	a	bright	sunny	day	with	a	wind	speed	of	3.5
m/s.	 Assume	 rural	 conditions,	 a	 temperature	 of	 25°C,	 and	 1	 atm	 pressure.	 Where	 does	 the	 maximum
concentration	occur	on	the	ground	for	this	release?

b.	 If	 the	 release	 is	 now	 10-m	 above	 ground	 level,	 what	 is	 the	 concentration	 on	 the	 ground	 immediately
downwind	at	1500	m?	Where	does	the	maximum	concentration	occur	on	the	ground	for	this	case?

5-2.
a.	 What	continuous	release	rate	on	the	ground,	in	g/s,	of	acrolein	will	result	in	a	downwind	concentration	equal

to	0.05	ppm	located	1500	m	directly	downwind	on	the	ground?	It	is	a	bright	sunny	day	with	a	3.5	m/s	wind
speed.	 Assume	 rural	 conditions,	 a	 temperature	 of	 25°C,	 and	 1	 atm	 pressure.	 Where	 does	 the	 maximum
concentration	occur	on	the	ground?

b.	 If	the	release	now	occurs	10	m	above	ground	level,	what	is	the	concentration	1500	m	directly	downwind	on
the	ground?

c.	 Where	is	the	maximum	concentration	directly	downwind	(in	m)	for	part	(b)	and	what	is	its	value	(in	ppm)?
5-3.	Emergency	response	for	the	rupture	of	a	chemical	pipeline	is	being	evaluated.	The	chemical	is	estimated
to	discharge	from	the	pipeline	at	a	rate	of	4.53	kg/s.	The	concentration	of	concern	is	100	ppm—anyone
downwind	who	is	exposed	to	a	concentration	higher	than	this	must	be	evacuated.	Calculate	the	downwind
evacuation	distance.	The	pipeline	is	at	ground	level.	The	molecular	weight	of	the	released	material	is	17.03.
The	sunlight	is	moderate	and	the	wind	speed	is	3.5	m/s.	Assume	1	atm,	25°C,	and	rural	conditions.
5-4.	A	backyard	barbeque	grill	contains	a	20-lb	tank	of	propane.	The	propane	leaves	the	tank	through	a	valve
and	regulator	and	is	fed	through	a	½-in.	rubber	hose	to	a	dual-valve	assembly.	After	the	valves,	the	propane
flows	through	a	dual	set	of	ejectors,	where	it	is	mixed	with	air.	The	propane–air	mixture	then	arrives	at	the
burner	assembly,	where	it	is	burned.	Describe	the	possible	propane	release	incidents	for	this	equipment.
5-5.	A	burning	dump	emits	an	estimated	3	g/s	of	oxides	of	nitrogen.	What	is	the	average	concentration	of
oxides	of	nitrogen	from	this	source	directly	downwind	at	a	distance	of	3	km	on	an	overcast	night	with	a	wind
speed	of	7	m/s?	Assume	that	this	dump	is	a	point	ground-level	source.
5-6.	You	have	been	appointed	emergency	coordinator	for	the	community	of	Smallville,	shown	in	Figure	5-12.
ABC	Chemical	Company	is	shown	on	the	map.	It	reports	the	presence	of	the	following	chemicals	and	amounts:
100	lb	of	hydrogen	chloride	and	100	gal	of	sulfuric	acid.	You	are	required	to	develop	an	emergency	plan	for	the
community.
a.	 Determine	which	chemical	presents	the	greater	hazard	to	the	community.
b.	 Assuming	all	of	the	chemical	is	released	during	a	10-min	period,	determine	the	distance	downwind	that	must

be	evacuated.
c.	 Identify	 locations	 that	might	be	affected	by	a	 release	 incident	at	 the	plant	or	 that	might	 contribute	 to	 the

incident	because	of	their	proximity	to	the	plant.
d.	 Determine	transportation	routes	that	will	be	used	to	transport	hazardous	materials	into	or	out	of	the	facility.

Identify	any	high-risk	intersections	where	accidents	might	occur.
e.	 Determine	the	vulnerable	zone	along	the	transportation	routes	identified	in	part	(d).	Use	a	distance	of	0.5	mi

on	either	side	of	the	route,	unless	a	smaller	distance	is	indicated	by	part	(b).
f.	 Identify	 any	 special	 concerns	 (schools,	 nursing	 homes,	 shopping	 centers,	 and	 the	 like)	 that	 appear	 in	 the

transportation	route	vulnerable	zone.
g.	 Determine	evacuation	routes	for	the	areas	surrounding	the	plant.
h.	 Determine	alternative	traffic	routes	around	the	potential	hazard.
i.	 Determine	the	resources	required	to	support	the	needs	of	parts	(g)	and	(h).
j.	 Identify	the	means	required	to	warn	the	area,	and	describe	the	content	of	an	example	warning	message	that

could	be	used	in	an	emergency	at	the	facility.





Figure	5-12	Map	of	Smallville.	

k.	 Estimate	the	potential	number	of	people	evacuated	during	an	emergency.	Determine	how	these	people	are	to
be	moved	and	where	they	might	be	evacuated	to.

l.	 What	other	concerns	might	be	important	during	a	chemical	emergency?
5-7.	A	tank	has	ruptured	and	a	pool	of	benzene	has	formed.	The	pool	is	approximately	rectangular	with
dimensions	of	20	ft	by	30	ft.	Estimate	the	evaporation	rate	and	the	distance	affected	downwind.	Define	the
plume	boundary	using	10	ppm.	It	is	an	overcast	day	with	a	9	mph	wind.	The	temperature	is	90°F.
5-8.	A	tank	of	chlorine	contains	1000	kg	of	chlorine	at	50-bar	gauge.	What	is	the	maximum	hole	diameter	(in
mm)	in	this	tank	that	will	result	in	a	downwind	concentration	equal	to	the	ERPG-1	at	a	downwind	distance	of
300	m?	Assume	1	atm,	25°C,	a	molecular	weight	of	chlorine	of	70.9,	and	that	all	the	liquid	chlorine	vaporizes.
5-9.	The	emergency	coordinator	has	decided	that	the	appropriate	emergency	response	to	the	immediate
release	of	a	toxic	material	is	to	alert	people	to	stay	in	their	homes,	with	doors	and	windows	closed,	until	the
cloud	has	passed.	The	coordinator	has	also	indicated	that	homes	4000	m	downwind	must	not	be	exposed	to
concentrations	exceeding	0.10	mg/m3	of	this	material	for	any	longer	than	2	min.	Estimate	the	maximum
instantaneous	release	of	material	(in	kg)	allowed	for	these	specifications.	Be	sure	to	clearly	state	any
assumptions	about	weather	conditions,	wind	speed,	and	other	conditions.
5-10.	A	pipeline	carrying	benzene	has	developed	a	large	leak.	Fortunately,	the	leak	occurred	in	a	diked	area
and	the	liquid	benzene	is	contained	within	the	square	50	ft	×	30	ft	dike.	The	temperature	is	80°F	and	the
ambient	pressure	is	1	atm.	It	is	a	cloudy	night	with	a	5	mph	wind.	All	areas	downwind	with	a	concentration
exceeding	4	times	the	PEL	must	be	evacuated.
a.	 Determine	the	evaporation	rate	from	the	dike	(in	lb/s).
b.	 Determine	the	distance	downwind	(in	mi)	that	must	be	evacuated.
c.	 Determine	the	maximum	width	of	the	plume	(in	ft)	and	the	distance	downwind	(in	mi)	where	it	occurs.
5-11.	Use	a	spreadsheet	program	to	determine	the	location	of	a	ground	isopleth	for	a	plume.	The	spreadsheet
should	have	specific	cell	inputs	for	release	rate	(g/s),	release	height	(m),	spatial	increment	(m),	wind	speed
(m/s),	molecular	weight	of	the	released	material,	temperature	(K),	pressure	(atm),	and	isopleth	concentration
(ppm).
The	 spreadsheet	 output	 should	 include,	 at	 each	 point	 downwind,	 both	 y	 and	 z	 dispersion	 coefficients	 (m),
downwind	centerline	concentrations	(ppm),	and	isopleth	locations	(m).
The	spreadsheet	should	also	have	cells	providing	the	downwind	distance,	the	total	area	of	the	plume,	and	the
maximum	width	of	the	plume,	all	based	on	the	isopleth	values.
Your	 submitted	 work	 should	 include	 a	 brief	 description	 of	 your	 method	 of	 solution,	 outputs	 from	 the
spreadsheet,	and	plots	of	the	isopleth	locations.
Use	the	following	two	cases	for	computations,	and	assume	worst-case	stability	conditions:

Case	a:	Release	rate:	200	g/s

Release	height:	0	m
Molecular	weight:	100
Temperature:	298	K
Pressure:	1	atm
Isopleth	concentration:	10	ppm



Case	b:	Same	as	above,	but	release	height	is	10	m	above	the	ground.	Compare	the	plume	width,	area,
and	downwind	distance	for	cases	a	and	b.	Comment	on	the	difference	between	the	two	cases.

5-12.	Develop	a	spreadsheet	to	determine	the	isopleths	for	a	puff	at	a	specified	time	after	the	release	of
material.	The	spreadsheet	should	contain	specific	cells	for	user	input	of	the	following	quantities:	time	after
release	(s),	wind	speed	(2	m/s),	total	release	(kg),	release	height	(m),	molecular	weight	of	released	gas,	ambient
temperature	(K),	ambient	pressure	(atm),	and	isopleth	concentration	(ppm).
The	 spreadsheet	 output	 should	 include,	 at	 each	 point	 downwind,	 the	 downwind	 location,	 both	 y	 and	 z
dispersion	coefficients,	downwind	centerline	concentration,	and	isopleth	distance	off-center	(+/–).
The	spreadsheet	output	should	also	include	a	graph	of	the	isopleth	location.
For	 your	 spreadsheet	 construction,	 we	 suggest	 that	 you	 set	 up	 the	 cells	 to	 move	 with	 the	 puff	 center.
Otherwise,	you	will	need	a	large	number	of	cells.

Use	the	spreadsheet	for	the	following	case:

Release	mass:	0.5	kg
Release	height:	0	m
Molecular	weight	of	gas:	30
Ambient	temperature:	298	K
Ambient	pressure:	1	atm
Isopleth	concentration:	1	ppm
Atmospheric	stability:	F

Run	the	spreadsheet	for	a	number	of	different	times,	and	plot	the	maximum	puff	width	as	a	function	of	distance
downwind	from	the	release.

Answer	the	following	questions:
a.	 At	what	distance	downwind	does	the	puff	reach	its	maximum	width?
b.	 At	what	distance	and	time	does	the	puff	dissipate?
c.	 Estimate	the	total	area	swept	out	by	the	puff	from	initial	release	to	dissipation.
Your	submitted	work	should	include	a	description	of	your	method	of	solution,	a	complete	spreadsheet	output	at
2000	s	after	release,	a	plot	of	maximum	puff	width	as	a	function	of	downwind	distance,	and	the	calculation	of
the	total	swept	area.
5-13.	A	fixed	mass	of	toxic	gas	has	been	released	almost	instantaneously	from	a	process	unit.	You	have	been
asked	to	determine	the	percentage	of	fatalities	expected	2000	m	downwind	from	the	release.	Prepare	a
spreadsheet	to	calculate	the	concentration	profile	around	the	center	of	the	puff	2000	m	downwind	from	the
release.	Use	the	total	release	quantity	as	a	parameter.	Determine	the	percentage	of	fatalities	at	the	2000	m
downwind	location	as	a	result	of	the	passing	puff.	Vary	the	total	release	quantity	to	result	in	a	range	of	fatalities
from	0	to	100%.	Record	the	results	at	enough	points	to	provide	an	accurate	plot	of	the	percentage	of	fatalities
versus	quantity	released.	The	release	occurs	at	night	with	calm	and	clear	conditions.
Change	 the	 concentration	 exponent	 value	 to	 2.00	 instead	 of	 2.75	 in	 the	 probit	 equation,	 and	 rerun	 your
spreadsheet	for	a	total	release	amount	of	5	kg.	How	sensitive	are	the	results	to	this	exponent?
Hint:	Assume	that	the	puff	shape	and	concentration	profile	remain	essentially	fixed	as	the	puff	passes.

Supplemental	information:
Molecular	weight	of	gas:	30
Temperature:	298	K
Pressure:	1	atm
Release	height:	0
Wind	speed:	2	m/s

Use	a	probit	equation	for	fatalities	of	the	form
Y=−17.1+1.69ln(C2.75T)

where	Y	is	the	probit	variable,	C	is	the	concentration	in	ppm,	and	T	is	the	time	interval	in	minutes.
Your	submitted	work	must	include	a	single	output	of	the	spreadsheet	for	a	total	release	of	5	kg,	including	the
puff	concentration	profile	and	the	percent	fatalities;	a	plot	of	the	concentration	profile	for	the	5	kg	case	versus
the	distance	in	meters	from	the	center	of	the	puff;	a	plot	of	the	percentage	of	fatalities	versus	total	quantity
released;	a	single	output	of	the	spreadsheet	for	a	5	kg	release	with	a	probit	exponent	of	2.00;	and	a	complete
discussion	of	your	method	and	your	results.

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	6.	Fires	and	Explosions
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to:

1.	 Describe	the	nature	of	fires	and	explosions.
2.	 Define	the	fire	triangle	and	explain	how	to	use	it	to	prevent	flammable	mixtures.
3.	 Characterize	the	flammability	of	gases,	liquids,	and	dusts.
4.	 Estimate	flammability	parameters	for	mixtures.
5.	 Draw	a	flammability	triangle	diagram	and	apply	it.
6.	 Describe	explosions	and	how	to	estimate	damage.

Chemicals	present	a	substantial	hazard	in	the	form	of	fires	and	explosions.	The	combustion	of	a	few	liters	of	toluene
can	 destroy	 an	 ordinary	 chemistry	 laboratory	 in	 minutes;	 persons	 present	 may	 be	 killed.	 The	 potential
consequences	of	fires	and	explosions	in	pilot	plants	and	plant	environments	are	even	greater.
Chemical	 and	 hydrocarbon	 plant	 losses	 resulting	 from	 fires	 and	 explosions	 are	 substantial.	 In	 the	 100	 largest
incidents	in	the	chemical	industry,	fires	and	explosions	accounted	for	$25.5	billion	in	damage	and	represented	the
largest	 fraction	 of	 all	 losses.1	 These	 losses	 include	 only	 property	 damage;	 they	 exclude	 business	 interruption	 or
other	losses.
1The	100	Largest	Losses	1974–2015	(New	York,	NY:	J.	H.	Marsh	&	McLennan,	2016).

To	prevent	accidents	resulting	from	fires	and	explosions,	engineers	must	be	familiar	with

The	fire	and	explosion	properties	of	materials,
The	nature	of	the	fire	and	explosion	process,	and
Procedures	to	eliminate,	reduce,	or	control	fire	and	explosion	hazards.

This	 chapter	 covers	 the	 first	 two	 topics,	 emphasizing	 definitions	 and	 calculation	 methods	 for	 estimating	 the
magnitude	 and	 consequences	 of	 fires	 and	 explosions.	 Procedures	 to	 reduce	 fire	 and	 explosion	 hazards	 are
presented	in	Chapter	7.

6-1	The	Fire	Triangle
The	 three	 essential	 elements	 for	 combustion	 are	 a	 fuel,	 an	 oxidizer,	 and	 an	 ignition	 source.	 These	 elements	 are
illustrated	by	the	fire	triangle,	shown	in	Figure	6-1.



Figure	6-1	The	fire	triangle.	

Some	experts	add	one	or	more	legs	to	the	fire	triangle,	such	as	fuel	in	sufficient	quantity	or	an	ignition	source	of
adequate	energy.	For	all	practical	purposes	and	for	application	in	a	plant	environment,	however,	the	fire	triangle	is
sufficient	and	easy	to	both	understand	and	communicate.
Fire,	or	burning,	is	the	rapid	exothermic	oxidation	of	an	ignited	fuel.	The	fuel	can	be	in	solid,	liquid,	or	vapor	form,
although	vapor	and	 liquid	 fuels	are	generally	easier	 to	 ignite.	The	combustion	always	occurs	 in	 the	vapor	phase:



liquids	are	volatized	and	solids	are	decomposed	into	vapor	before	combustion.
When	a	fuel,	an	oxidizer,	and	an	ignition	source	are	present	at	the	necessary	levels,	burning	will	occur.	Conversely,
a	fire	will	not	occur	if	(1)	a	fuel	is	not	present	or	is	not	present	in	sufficient	quantities,	(2)	an	oxidizer	is	not	present
or	is	not	present	in	sufficient	quantities,	and	(3)	the	ignition	source	is	not	energetic	enough	to	initiate	the	fire.
Two	common	examples	of	the	three	components	of	the	fire	triangle	are	(1)	wood,	air,	and	a	match	and	(2)	gasoline,
air,	and	a	spark.	However,	other,	 less	obvious	combinations	of	chemicals	can	lead	to	fires	and	explosions.	Indeed,
various	fuels,	oxidizers,	and	ignition	sources	are	commonly	encountered	in	the	chemical	industry:
Fuels

Liquids:	gasoline,	acetone,	ether,	pentane

Solids:	plastics,	wood	dust,	fibers,	metal	particles

Gases:	natural	gas,	acetylene,	propane,	carbon	monoxide,	hydrogen
Oxidizers

Gases:	oxygen,	fluorine,	chlorine

Liquids:	hydrogen	peroxide,	nitric	acid,	perchloric	acid

Solids:	metal	peroxides,	ammonium	nitrite
Ignition	Sources

Sparks,	flames,	static	electricity,	heat
In	the	past,	the	sole	method	for	controlling	fires	and	explosions	was	elimination	of	or	reduction	in	ignition	sources.
Practical	experience	has	shown	that	this	approach	is	not	robust	enough:	The	ignition	energies	for	most	flammable
materials	 are	 too	 low	 and	 ignition	 sources	 too	 plentiful.	 As	 a	 result,	 the	 primary	 means	 to	 prevent	 fires	 and
explosion	is	to	prevent	flammable	mixtures,	while	continuing	to	eliminate	ignition	sources.

6-2	Distinction	between	Fires	and	Explosions
The	 major	 distinction	 between	 fires	 and	 explosions	 is	 the	 rate	 of	 energy	 release.	 Fires	 release	 energy	 slowly,
whereas	explosions	release	energy	rapidly,	typically	on	the	order	of	microseconds	to	tens	of	milliseconds.	Fires	can
also	result	from	explosions,	and	explosions	can	result	from	fires.
A	good	example	of	how	the	energy	release	rate	affects	the	consequences	of	an	accident	is	a	standard	automobile
tire.	The	compressed	air	within	the	tire	contains	energy.	If	the	energy	is	released	slowly	through	the	nozzle,	the	tire
is	 harmlessly	 deflated.	 In	 contrast,	 if	 the	 tire	 ruptures	 suddenly	 and	 all	 the	 energy	 within	 the	 compressed	 tire
releases	rapidly,	the	result	is	a	dangerous	explosion.

6-3	Definitions
Some	 of	 the	 commonly	 used	 definitions	 related	 to	 fires	 and	 explosions	 are	 given	 here.	 These	 definitions	 are
discussed	in	greater	detail	in	later	sections.
Combustion	or	fire:	Combustion	or	fire	is	a	chemical	reaction	in	which	a	substance	combines	with	an	oxidant	and
releases	energy.	Part	of	the	energy	released	is	used	to	sustain	the	reaction.
Ignition:	Ignition	may	be	caused	by	a	flammable	mixture	coming	in	contact	with	a	source	of	ignition	with	sufficient
energy	or	the	gas	reaching	a	temperature	high	enough	to	cause	the	gas	to	auto-ignite.
Autoignition	temperature	(AIT):	The	AIT	is	a	fixed	temperature	above	which	adequate	energy	is	available	in	the
environment	to	provide	an	ignition	source—that	is,	an	explicit	ignition	source	is	not	required.
Flash	point	temperature:	The	flash	point	temperature	of	a	liquid	is	the	lowest	temperature	at	which	it	gives	off
enough	 vapor	 to	 form	 an	 ignitable	mixture	 with	 air.	 At	 the	 flash	 point,	 the	 vapor	 will	 usually	 burn	 only	 briefly,
because	 inadequate	 vapor	 is	 produced	 to	maintain	 combustion.	 The	 flash	 point	 temperature	 generally	 increases
with	increasing	pressure.
Fire	point:	 The	 fire	point	 is	 the	 lowest	 temperature	 at	which	a	 vapor	 above	a	 liquid	will	 continue	 to	burn	once
ignited.	This	temperature	is	higher	than	the	flash	point.
Flammability	limits:	Flammability	limits	are	only	defined	in	air	at	room	temperature	and	pressure;	they	have	units
of	volume	percent	fuel	in	air.	Combustion	of	an	air–fuel	mixture	will	occur	only	between	the	lower	flammable	limit
(LFL)	and	 the	upper	 flammable	 limit	 (UFL).	Below	 the	LFL,	 the	mixture	 is	 too	 lean	 to	burn.	Above	 the	UFL,	 the
mixture	is	too	rich	in	fuel.	Lower	explosion	limit	(LEL)	and	upper	explosion	limit	(UEL)	are	used	interchangeably
with	LFL	and	UFL,	respectively.
Explosion:	An	explosion	is	a	rapid	expansion	of	gases	resulting	in	a	rapidly	moving	pressure	or	shock	wave.	The
expansion	can	be	mechanical	 (by	means	of	a	sudden	rupture	of	a	pressurized	vessel),	or	 it	can	be	the	result	of	a
rapid	chemical	reaction.	Explosion	damage	is	caused	by	the	pressure	or	shock	wave.
Mechanical	explosion:	This	type	of	explosion	results	from	the	sudden	failure	of	a	vessel	containing	high-pressure
nonreactive	gas.
Deflagration:	 In	 this	 type	of	explosion,	 the	 reaction	 front	moves	at	a	 speed	 less	 than	 the	speed	of	 sound	 in	 the
unreacted	medium.
Detonation:	In	this	type	of	explosion,	the	reaction	front	moves	at	a	speed	greater	than	the	speed	of	sound	in	the
unreacted	medium.
Confined	explosion:	This	type	of	explosion	occurs	within	a	vessel,	process	volume,	or	building.
Unconfined	explosion:	Unconfined	 explosions	 occur	 in	 the	 open	 and	 are	 usually	 the	 result	 of	 a	 flammable	 gas
release.	 The	 gas	 is	 dispersed	 and	mixed	 with	 air	 until	 it	 comes	 in	 contact	 with	 an	 ignition	 source.	 Unconfined



explosions	are	rarer	than	confined	explosions	because	the	explosive	material	is	frequently	diluted	below	the	LFL	by
wind	dispersion.	These	explosions	are	very	destructive	because	large	quantities	of	flammable	gas	and	large	areas
are	frequently	involved.
Boiling-liquid	 expanding-vapor	 explosion	 (BLEVE):	 A	 BLEVE	 occurs	 due	 to	 the	 rupture	 of	 a	 vessel	 that
contains	 a	 liquid	 at	 a	 temperature	 above	 its	 atmospheric	 pressure	 boiling	 point.	 The	 subsequent	 BLEVE	 is	 the
explosive	vaporization	of	a	large	fraction	of	the	vessel	contents,	possibly	followed	by	combustion	or	explosion	of	the
vaporized	cloud	if	it	is	combustible.	This	type	of	explosion	can	occur	when	an	external	fire	heats	the	contents	of	a
tank	of	volatile	material.	As	the	temperature	of	the	tank	contents	increases,	the	vapor	pressure	of	the	liquid	within
the	 tank	 increases	 and	 the	 tank’s	 structural	 integrity	 is	 reduced.	 If	 the	 tank	 ruptures,	 the	 hot	 liquid	 volatilizes
explosively.
Dust	 explosion:	 This	 type	 of	 explosion	 results	 from	 the	 rapid	 combustion	 of	 fine	 solid	 particles.	 Many	 solid
materials	(including	common	metals	such	as	iron	and	aluminum)	become	flammable	and	explosive	when	reduced	to
a	fine	powder.
Shock	wave:	 A	 shock	wave	 is	 an	 abrupt	 or	 nearly	 instantaneous	pressure	wave	moving	 through	 a	 gas.	A	 shock
wave	in	open	air	is	followed	by	a	strong	wind;	this	combination	of	shock	wave	and	wind	is	called	a	blast	wave.	The
pressure	increase	in	the	shock	wave	is	so	rapid	that	the	process	is	mostly	adiabatic.
Overpressure:	This	pressure	on	an	object	occurs	as	a	result	of	an	impacting	shock	wave.
Flammability	 parameters	 are	 not	 fundamental	 properties	 like	 heat	 capacity	 or	 density,	 but	 rather	 are	 highly
dependent	 on	 the	 experimental	 apparatus	 and	 procedure.	 Thus,	 these	 parameters	 are	 not	 an	 absolute	 boundary
between	 safe	 and	 unsafe	 operation.	 Care	must	 be	 taken	 in	 applying	 these	 flammability	 parameters	 to	 practical
situations.
Figure	6-2	is	a	plot	of	flammable	vapor	concentration	versus	temperature	and	shows	how	several	of	the	preceding
definitions	are	related.	The	exponential	curve	in	the	figure	represents	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	curve	for	the
liquid	 material.	 Typically,	 the	 UFL	 increases	 and	 the	 LFL	 decreases	 with	 temperature.	 The	 LFL	 theoretically
intersects	 the	saturation	vapor	pressure	curve	at	 the	 flash	point	 temperature,	although	experimental	data	do	not
always	 agree	 with	 this	 supposition.	 The	 autoignition	 temperature	 is	 actually	 the	 lowest	 temperature	 of	 an
autoignition	region.	The	behavior	of	the	autoignition	region	and	the	flammability	limits	at	higher	temperatures	are
not	known.



Figure	6-2	Relationships	between	various	flammability	parameters.	

6-4	Flammability	Characteristics	of	Liquids	and	Vapors
Flammability	characteristics	of	some	important	organic	chemicals	(liquids	and	gases)	are	provided	in	Appendix	B.

Liquids
The	 flash	 point	 temperature	 is	 the	 primary	 flammability	 parameter	 used	 to	 characterize	 the	 fire	 and	 explosion
hazard	of	liquids.
Several	 different	 experimental	methods	 are	used	 to	determine	 flash	points,	 each	of	which	produces	 a	 somewhat
different	 value.	 The	 two	most	 commonly	 used	methods	 are	 open	 cup	 and	 closed	 cup,	 depending	 on	 the	physical
configuration	of	 the	experimental	equipment.	The	open-cup	flash	point	 is	 typically	a	 few	degrees	higher	 than	the
closed-cup	flash	point.
One	method	to	determine	the	flash	point	temperature	is	by	an	open-cup	apparatus,	like	that	shown	in	Figure	6-3.
The	liquid	to	be	tested	is	placed	in	the	open	cup.	The	liquid	temperature	is	measured	with	a	thermometer	while	a
Bunsen	 burner	 is	 used	 to	 heat	 the	 liquid.	 A	 small	 flame	 is	 established	 on	 the	 end	 of	 a	 movable	 wand.	 During
heating,	the	wand	is	slowly	moved	back	and	forth	over	the	open	liquid	pool.	Eventually	a	temperature	is	reached	at



which	 the	 liquid	 is	 volatile	enough	 to	produce	a	 flammable	vapor,	and	a	momentary	 flashing	 flame	occurs	 in	 the
open	cup.	The	temperature	at	which	this	 first	occurs	 is	called	the	flash	point	temperature.	Note	that	at	 the	flash
point	temperature,	only	a	momentary	flame	is	expected.	A	higher	temperature,	called	the	fire	point	temperature,	is
required	to	produce	a	continuous	flame.



Figure	6-3	Cleveland	open-cup	flash	point	determination.	The	test	flame	applicator	is	moved	back	and	forth
horizontally	over	the	liquid	sample.	

The	 problem	with	 the	 open-cup	 flash	 point	 apparatus	 is	 that	 air	movements	 over	 the	 open	 cup	may	 change	 the
vapor	 concentrations	 and	 increase	 the	 experimentally	 determined	 flash	 point.	 To	 prevent	 this	 interference,	most
modern	flash	point	methods	employ	a	closed-cup	procedure.	In	this	apparatus,	a	small,	manually	opened	shutter	is
provided	at	the	top	of	the	cup.	The	liquid	is	placed	in	a	preheated	cup	and	allowed	to	sit	for	a	fixed	time	period.	The
shutter	 is	 then	opened	and	 the	 liquid	 is	exposed	 to	 the	 flame.	Closed-cup	methods	 typically	 result	 in	 lower	 flash
points.
The	 open-cup	 method	 shown	 in	 Figure	 6-3	 is	 frequently	 used	 to	 obtain	 an	 initial	 estimate	 of	 the	 flash	 point
temperature	since	the	temperature	can	be	increased	continuously	in	one	experiment	until	a	flash	is	obtained.	Then,
a	closed-cup	method	is	used	to	obtain	a	more	precise	value,	since	multiple	trial-and-error	runs	must	be	done.
Satyanarayana	and	Rao	showed	that	the	flash	point	temperatures	for	pure	materials	correlate	well	with	the	boiling
point	of	the	liquid.2	They	were	able	to	fit	the	flash	point	for	more	than	1200	compounds	with	an	error	of	less	than
1%	of	the	absolute	temperature	using	the	equation
2K.	Satyanarayana	and	P.	G.	Rao.	“Improved	Equation	to	Estimate	Flash	Points	of	Organic	Compounds.”	 Journal	of	Hazardous	Materials	 32
(1992):	81–85.

Tf=a+b(c/Tb)2 e−c/Tb(1−e−c/Tb)2(6-1)
where
Tf	is	the	flash	point	temperature	(K),
a,	b,	and	c	are	constants	provided	in	Table	6-1	(K),	and

Table	6-1	Constants	Used	in	Equation	6-1	for	Predicting	the	Flash	Point

Chemical	group a b c
Hydrocarbons 225.1 537.6 2217
Alcohols 230.8 390.5 1780
Amines 222.4 416.6 1900
Acids 323.2 600.1 2970
Ethers 275.9 700.0 2879
Sulfur 238.0 577.9 2297
Esters 260.8 449.2 2217
Ketones 260.5 296.0 1908
Halogens 262.1 414.0 2154
Aldehydes 264.5 293.0 1970
Phosphorus-containing 201.7 416.1 1666
Nitrogen-containing 185.7 432.0 1645
Petroleum	fractions 237.9 334.4 1807



Source:	 K.	 Satyanarayana	 and	 P.	 G.	 Rao.	 “Improved	 Equation	 to	 Estimate	 Flash	 Points	 of	 Organic	 Compounds.”
Journal	of	Hazardous	Materials	32	(1992):	81–85.
Tb	is	the	boiling	point	temperature	of	the	material	(K).
Table	6-1	provides	constants	for	Equation	6-1.
Flash	points	 can	be	 estimated	 for	multicomponent	mixtures	 if	 only	 one	 component	 is	 flammable	 and	 if	 the	 flash
point	temperature	of	the	pure	flammable	component	is	known.	In	this	case,	the	flash	point	temperature	is	estimated
by	determining	the	temperature	at	which	the	vapor	pressure	of	the	flammable	component	in	the	mixture	is	equal	to
the	pure	component	vapor	pressure	at	its	flash	point.	Experimentally	determined	flash	points	are	recommended	for
multicomponent	mixtures	with	more	than	one	flammable	component.

Example	6-1
Methanol	has	a	flash	point	of	54°F,	and	its	vapor	pressure	at	this	temperature	is	62	mm	Hg.	What	is	the	flash
point	of	a	solution	containing	75%	methanol	and	25%	water	by	weight?

Solution
The	 mole	 fractions	 of	 each	 component	 are	 needed	 to	 apply	 Raoult’s	 law.	 Assuming	 a	 basis	 of	 100	 kg	 of
solution,	we	obtain	the	following:

	 Kilograms Molecular	weight Kg-moles Mole	fraction
Water 25 18 1.39 0.37
Methanol 75 32 2.34 0.63

3.73 1.00

Raoult’s	 law	 is	 used	 to	 compute	 the	 partial	 vapor	 pressure,	P,	 of	 the	methanol	 in	 the	 vapor,	 based	 on	 the
saturation	vapor	pressure,	Psat:

P=xPsatPsat=p/x=62/0.63=98.4  mm  Hg
Using	a	graph	of	the	vapor	pressure	versus	temperature,	shown	in	Figure	6-4,	the	flash	point	of	the	solution	is
20.5°C	(68.9°F).



Figure	6-4	Saturation	vapor	pressure	for	methanol.	

Gas	and	Vapor	Mixtures
LFLs	 and	 UFLs	 for	 gas	 and	 vapor	 mixtures	 are	 often	 needed.	 These	 mixture	 limits	 are	 computed	 using	 Le
Châtelier’s	equation:3

3H.	Le	Châtelier.	“Estimation	of	Firedamp	by	Flammability	Limits.”	Annals	of	Mines	8,	no.	19	(1891):	388–395.

LFLmix=1Σt−1nyiLFLi(6-2)
where
LFLi	is	the	lower	flammable	limit	for	component	i	(in	volume	percent)	of	component	i	in	fuel	and	air,
yi	is	the	mole	fraction	of	component	i	on	a	combustible	basis,	and
n	is	the	number	of	combustible	species.
Similarly,	for	the	upper	flammability	limit,

UFLmix=1Σt−1nyiUFLi(6-3)



where	UFLi	is	the	upper	flammable	limit	for	component	i	(in	volume	percent)	of	component	i	in	fuel	and	air.
Le	 Châtelier’s	 equation	 is	 empirically	 derived	 and	 is	 not	 universally	 applicable.	Mashuga	 and	 Crowl	 derived	 Le
Châtelier’s	equation	using	thermodynamics.4	The	derivation	shows	that	the	following	assumptions	are	inherent	in
this	equation:
4C.	V.	Mashuga	and	D.	A.	Crowl.	“Derivation	of	Le	Châtelier’s	Mixing	Rule	for	Flammable	Limits.”	Process	Safety	Progress	19,	no.	2	(2000):
112–117.

The	product	heat	capacities	are	constant.
The	number	of	moles	of	gas	is	constant.
The	 combustion	 kinetics	 of	 the	 pure	 species	 is	 independent	 and	 unchanged	 by	 the	 presence	 of	 other
combustible	species.
The	adiabatic	temperature	rise	at	the	flammability	limit	is	the	same	for	all	species.

These	assumptions	were	found	to	be	reasonably	valid	at	the	LFL	and	less	so	at	the	UFL.
Proper	usage	of	Le	Châtelier’s	rule	requires	flammability	limit	data	at	the	same	temperature	and	pressure.	Also,	the
flammability	 data	 reported	 in	 the	 literature	 may	 be	 from	 different	 sources,	 with	 wide	 variability	 in	 the	 data.
Combining	data	 from	 these	different	 sources	may	 cause	unsatisfactory	 results,	which	may	not	 be	 obvious	 to	 the
user.

Example	6-2
What	are	the	LFL	and	UFL	of	a	gas	mixture	composed	of	0.8%	hexane,	2.0%	methane,	and	0.5%	ethylene	by
volume?

Solution
The	 mole	 fractions	 on	 a	 fuel-only	 basis	 are	 calculated	 in	 the	 following	 table.	 The	 LFL	 and	 UFL	 data	 are
obtained	from	Appendix	B.

	 Volume	% Mole	fraction	on	combustible	basis LFLi	(volume	%) UFLi	(volume	%)
Hexane 0.8 0.24 1.2 7.5
Methane 2.0 0.61 5.0 15
Ethylene 0.5 0.15 2.7 36.0
Total	combustibles 3.3 	 	 	
Air 96.7 	 	 	

Equation	6-2	is	used	to	determine	the	LFL	of	the	mixture:
LFLmix=1∑i=1nyiLFLi=10.241.2+0.615.0+0.152.7=1/0.378=2.65%	by	volume	combustibles

Equation	6-3	is	used	to	determine	the	UFL	of	the	mixture:
UFLmix=1∑i=1nyiUFLi=10.247.5+0.6115+0.1536.0=13.0 %	by	volume	combustibles

Because	the	mixture	contains	3.3%	combustibles,	it	is	flammable.

Flammability	Limit	Dependence	on	Temperature

In	 general,	 the	 flammability	 range	 increases	with	 temperature.5	 The	 following	 empirically	 derived	 equations	 are
available	for	vapors:
5M.	G.	Zabetakis,	S.	Lambiris,	and	G.	S.	Scott.	“Flame	Temperatures	of	Limit	Mixtures.”	In	Seventh	Symposium	on	Combustion	(London,	UK:
Butterworths,	1959),	p.	484.

LFLT=LFL25−0.75ΔHc(T−25)(6-4)
LFLT=UFL25+0.75ΔHc(T−25)(6-5)

where
∆Hc	is	the	net	positive	heat	of	combustion	(kcal/mol),	and
T	is	the	temperature	(°C).
Equations	6-4	and	6-5	are	very	approximate	and	work	for	only	a	very	limited	number	of	hydrocarbons	over	a	limited
temperature	range.	The	0.75	is	equal	to	100	Cp,	with	the	heat	capacity	dominated	by	nitrogen.

Flammability	Limit	Dependence	on	Pressure
Pressure	has	little	effect	on	the	LFL	except	at	very	low	pressures	(less	than	50	mm	Hg	absolute),	where	flames	do
not	propagate.
The	 UFL	 increases	 significantly	 as	 the	 pressure	 is	 increased,	 broadening	 the	 flammability	 range.	 An	 empirical
expression	for	the	UFL	for	vapors	as	a	function	of	pressure	is	available:6

UFLp=UFL+20.6(logP+1)(6-6)
6M.	G.	Zabetakis.	“Fire	and	Explosion	Hazards	at	Temperature	and	Pressure	Extremes.”	AICHE	Symp.,	Vol.	2,	Bureau	of	Mines,	Pittsburgh,	PA
(1965).

where



P	is	the	pressure	(megapascals	absolute)	and
UFL	is	the	upper	flammable	limit	(volume	percent	fuel	plus	air	at	1	atm).

Example	6-3
If	the	UFL	for	a	substance	is	11.0%	by	volume	at	0.0	MPa	gauge,	what	is	the	UFL	at	6.2	MPa	gauge?

Solution
The	absolute	pressure	is	P	=	6.2	+	0.101=	6.301MPa.
The	UFL	is	determined	using	Equation	6-6:

UFLP=UFL + 20.6  (log P+1)=11.0  +  20.6 (log 6.301 +1)=48 vol.% fuel	in	air.
This	is	a	significant	increase	in	the	UFL	and	may	be	beyond	the	estimating	capability	of	Equation	6-6.

Estimating	Flammability	Limits
For	 some	 situations,	 it	 may	 be	 necessary	 to	 estimate	 the	 flammability	 limits	 without	 experimental	 data.
Flammability	limits	are	easily	measured;	experimental	determination	is	always	recommended.
Jones	 found	 that	 for	 many	 hydrocarbon	 vapors	 the	 LFL	 and	 the	 UFL	 are	 a	 function	 of	 the	 stoichiometric
concentration	(Cst)	of	fuel:7

7G.	W.	Jones.	“Inflammation	Limits	and	Their	Practical	Application	in	Hazardous	Industrial	Operations.”	Chemical	Reviews	22,	no.	1	(1938):	1–
26.

LFL=0.55Cst(6-7)
UFL=3.50Cst(6-8)

where	Cst	is	volume	percent	fuel	in	fuel	plus	air.
The	stoichiometric	concentration	for	most	organic	compounds	is	determined	using	the	general	combustion	reaction

CmHxOy	+	z	O2→mCO2+x2H2O(6-9)
It	follows	from	the	stoichiometry	that

z=m+x4−y2
where	z	has	units	of	moles	O2/mole	fuel.
Additional	stoichiometric	and	unit	changes	are	required	to	determine	Cst	as	a	function	of	z:

Cst=moles	fuelmoles	fuel	+	moles	air×100=1001+(moles	airmoles	fuel)=1001+(10.21)
(moles	O2moles	fuel)=1001+(z0.21)

Substituting	z	and	applying	Equations	6-7	and	6-8	yields
LFL=0.55(100)4.76m+1.19x−2.38y+1(6-10)
UFL=3.50(100)4.76m+1.19x−2.38y+1(6-11)

Another	method	correlates	the	flammability	limits	as	a	function	of	the	heat	of	combustion	of	the	fuel.8,9	A	good	fit
was	obtained	 for	123	organic	materials	 containing	 carbon,	hydrogen,	 oxygen,	 nitrogen,	 and	 sulfur.	 The	 resulting
correlations	are
8T.	Suzuki.	“Empirical	Relationship	between	Lower	Flammability	Limits	and	Standard	Enthalpies	of	Combustion	of	Organic	Compounds.”	Fire
and	Materials	18	(1994):	333–336.
9T.	Suzuki	and	K.	Koide.	“Correlation	between	Upper	Flammability	Limits	and	Thermochemical	Properties	of	Organic	Compounds.”	Fire	 and
Materials	18	(1994):	393–397.

LFL=−−3.42ΔHc+0.569ΔHc+0.0538ΔHc2+1.80(6-12)
UFL=6.30ΔHc+0.567ΔHc2+23.5(6-13)

where
LFL	and	UFL	are	the	lower	and	upper	flammable	limits	(volume	percent	fuel	in	air),	respectively,	and
∆Hc	is	the	positive	heat	of	combustion	for	the	fuel	(in	103	kJ/mol).
Equation	6-13	is	applicable	only	over	the	UFL	range	of	4.9–23%.	If	the	heat	of	combustion	is	provided	in	kcal/mol,	it
can	be	converted	to	kJ/mol	by	multiplying	by	4.184.
The	prediction	capability	of	Equations	6-6	through	6-13	 is	only	modest	at	best.	For	hydrogen,	 the	predictions	are
poor.	For	methane	and	the	higher	hydrocarbons,	the	results	are	improved.	Thus,	these	methods	should	be	used	only
for	a	quick	initial	estimate	and	should	not	replace	actual	experimental	data.

Example	6-4
Estimate	the	LFL	and	the	UFL	for	hexane,	and	compare	the	calculated	limits	to	the	actual	values	determined
experimentally.

Solution
The	stoichiometry	is

C6H14+zO2→mCO2+x2H2O
and	z,	m,	x,	and	y	are	found	by	balancing	this	chemical	reaction	using	the	definitions	in	Equation	6-9:



m=6 x=14 y=0 z=6+14/4-0=9.5
The	LFL	and	the	UFL	are	determined	by	using	Equations	6-10	and	6-11:
LFL= 0.55(100) /[4.76(6)+1.19(14)+1]=1.19 vol. % versus 1.2 vol. % actualUFL=3.5(100) /[4.76(6)+1.19(14)+1]=

7.57 vol. % versus 7.5  vol. % actual

Flammability	 limits,	 in	 general,	 are	 defined	 in	 air.	 As	 you	 will	 see	 later,	 flammable	 limits	 in	 pure	 oxygen	 are
frequently	useful	for	designing	systems	to	prevent	fires	and	explosions.	Combustion	in	pure	oxygen	also	exhibits	a
lower	oxygen	 limit	 (LOL)	and	an	upper	oxygen	 limit	 (UOL),	 just	 like	 the	LFL	and	UFL	 in	air.	These	 flammability
limits	have	units	of	percent	fuel	in	oxygen.	Table	6-2	presents	flammability	data	for	a	variety	of	fuels	in	pure	oxygen.
In	general,	for	most	common	hydrocarbons,	the	LOL	is	close	to	the	LFL.

Table	6-2	Flammability	Limits	in	Pure	Oxygen

	 	 Limits	of	flammability	in	pure	oxygen
Compound Formula Lower	(LOL) Upper	(UOL)
Hydrogen H2 4.0 94
Deuterium D2 5.0 95

Carbon	monoxidea CO 15.5 94
Ammonia NH3 15.0 79
Methane CH4 5.1 61
Ethane C2H6 3.0 66
Ethylene C2H4 3.0 80
Propylene C3H6 2.1 53
Cyclopropane C3H6 2.5 60
Diethyl	ether C4H10O 2.0 82
Divinyl	ether C4H6O 1.8 85

aThe	limits	are	insensitive	to	PH2o	above	a	few	mm	Hg.

Source:	Data	from	B.	Lewis	and	G.	von	Elbe.	Combustion,	Flames,	and	Explosions	of	Gases	(New	York,	NY:	Harcourt
Brace	Jovanovich,	1987).
Hansen	 and	 Crowl	 derived	 an	 empirical	 equation	 for	 the	 UOL	 based	 on	 drawing	 lines	 along	 the	 flammable
boundaries.10	They	found	that	a	good	estimate	of	the	UOL	can	be	found	from

UOL=UFL[100−CUOL(100−UFL0)]UFL0+UFL(1−CUOL)(6-14)
10Travis	 J.	Hansen	and	Daniel	A.	Crowl.	“Estimation	of	 the	Flammable	Zone	Boundaries	 for	Flammable	Gases.”	Process	Safety	Progress	 29
(June	2010):	3.

where
UOL	is	the	upper	oxygen	limit	(volume	percent	fuel	in	oxygen),
UFL	is	the	upper	flammable	limit	(volume	percent	fuel	in	air),
UFL0	is	the	oxygen	concentration	at	the	upper	flammable	limit	(volume	percent	oxygen	in	air),	and
CUOL	is	a	fitting	constant.
This	equation	requires	only	UFL	data.	Hansen	and	Crowl	found	a	good	fit	to	experimental	data	with	Equation	6-14
for	a	number	of	fuels	using	CUOL	=	−1.87.

Example	6-5
Estimate	the	UOL	for	methane	using	Equation	6-14.

Solution
From	Appendix	B,	the	UFL	for	methane	is	15.0	volume	percent	fuel	in	air,	so	UFL	=	15%.	If	we	select	a	basis
of	100	moles	of	gas	mixture,	then	15	moles	is	methane	and	the	remaining	85	moles	is	air.	Of	the	85	moles	of
air,	(0.21)(85)	=	17.85	moles	of	oxygen.	Thus,	UFLO	=	17.85%.	Substituting	into	Equation	6-14:

UOL=UFL[100−CUOL(100−UFL0)]UFL0+UFL(1−CUOL)=(15%)[100+1.87(100−17.85)]17.85%+(15%)
(1+1.87)=62.4%

This	compares	to	the	experimental	value	of	61%	shown	in	Table	6-2.

Limiting	Oxygen	Concentration	(LOC)	and	Inerting
The	LFL	 is	based	on	 fuel	 in	air.	However,	oxygen	 is	 the	key	oxidizing	 ingredient	and	 there	 is	a	minimum	oxygen
concentration	required	to	propagate	a	flame.	This	is	an	especially	useful	result,	because	explosions	and	fires	can	be
prevented	 by	 reducing	 the	 oxygen	 concentration	 regardless	 of	 the	 concentration	 of	 the	 fuel.	 This	 concept	 is	 the
basis	for	a	common	procedure	called	inerting	(see	Chapter	7).
Below	 the	 limiting	 oxygen	 concentration	 (LOC),	 the	 reaction	 cannot	 generate	 enough	 energy	 to	 heat	 the	 entire
mixture	of	gases	(including	the	inert	gases)	to	the	extent	required	for	the	self-propagation	of	the	flame.	The	LOC



has	 also	 been	 called	 the	 minimum	 oxygen	 concentration	 (MOC)	 and	 the	 maximum	 safe	 oxygen	 concentration
(MSOC),	among	other	names.
Table	6-3	contains	LOC	values	for	a	number	of	materials.	The	LOC	depends	on	the	inert	gas	species.	It	has	units	of
percentage	of	moles	of	oxygen	in	total	moles.	If	experimental	data	are	not	available,	the	LOC	is	estimated	using	the
stoichiometry	of	the	combustion	reaction	and	the	LFL.	This	procedure	works	for	many	hydrocarbons.

Table	6-3	Limiting	Oxygen	Concentrations	(LOCs)

Gas	or	vapor N2/Air CO2/Air Gas	or	vapor N2/Air CO2/Air
Methane 12.1 14.6 Kerosene 10	(150°C) 13	(150°C)
Ethane 11 13.4 JP-1	fuel 10.5	(150°C) 14	(150°C)
Propane 11.4 14.3 JP-3	fuel 12 14.5
n-Butane 12.1 14.8 JP-4	fuel 11.5 14.5
Isobutane 12 14.8 Natural	gas 12 14.4
n-Pentane 12.1 14.4 n-Butyl	chloride 14 –
Isopentane 12 14.5 	 12	(100°C) –
n-Hexane 11.9 14.5 Methylene	chloride 19	(30°C) –
n-Heptane 11.5 14.5 	 17	(100°C) –
Ethylene 10 11.7 Ethylene	dichloride 13 –
Propylene 11.5 14 	 11.5	(100°C) –
1-Butene 11.6 14 Methyl	chloroform 14 –
Isobutylene 12 15 Trichloroethylene 9	(100°C) –
Butadiene 10.4 13.1 Acetone 11.5 14
3-Methyl-l-butene 11.5 14 i-butanol NA 16.5
Benzene 11.4 13.9 Carbon	disulfide 5 7.5
Toluene 9.5 – Carbon	monoxide 5.5 5.5
Styrene 9.0 – Ethanol 10.5 13
Ethylbenzene 9.0 – 2-Ethyl	butanol 9.3	(150°C) –
Vinyltoluene 9.0 – Ethyl	ether 10.5 13
Diethylbenzene 8.5 – Hydrogen 5 5.2
Cyclopropane 11.7 13.9 Hydrogen	sulfide 7.5 11.5
Gasoline 	 	 Methanol 10 12
(70/100) 12 15 Methyl	acetate 11 13.5
(100/130) 12 15 	 	 	
(115/145) 12 14.5 	 	 	

Note:	LOC	is	the	volume	percent	oxygen	concentration	above	which	combustion	can	occur.
Source:	Data	from	National	Fire	Protection	Association.	NFPA	69,	Standard	on	Explosion	Prevention	(Quincy,	MA:
National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2014).

Example	6-6
Estimate	the	LOC	for	butane	(C4H10).

Solution
The	stoichiometry	for	this	reaction	is

C4H10+6.5O2→4CO2+5H2O
The	LFL	for	butane	(from	Appendix	B)	is	1.8%	by	volume.	From	the	stoichiometry,

LOC=(moles fueltotal moles)(moles O2moles fuel)=LFL(moles O2moles fuel)
By	substitution,	we	obtain

LOC= (1.8moles fueltotal moles)(6.5 moles O21.0 moles fuel)=11.7  vol. % O2
The	combustion	of	butane	 is	preventable	by	adding	nitrogen,	 carbon	dioxide,	 or	even	water	 vapor	until	 the
oxygen	 concentration	 is	 less	 than	11.7%.	The	 addition	 of	water,	 however,	 is	 not	 recommended	because	 any
condition	that	condenses	water	would	move	the	oxygen	concentration	back	into	the	flammable	region.

Example	6-6	shows	that	the	LOC	can	be	estimated	using	the	equation
LOC=z(LFL)(6-15)

Equation	6-15	does	not	produce	very	good	results.
Hansen	and	Crowl11	found	that	a	better	estimate	of	the	LOC	is	given	by

LOC=(LFL−CLOCUFL1−CLOC)(UFL0UFL)(6-16)
11Travis	J.	Hansen	and	Daniel	A.	Crowl.	“Estimation	of	the	Flammable	Zone	Boundaries.”	Process	Safety	Progress	29	(June	2010):	3.



where
LOC	is	the	limiting	oxygen	concentration	(percent	oxygen),
LFL	is	the	lower	flammable	limit	(percent	fuel	in	air),
UFL	is	the	upper	flammable	limit	(percent	fuel	in	air),
UFL0	is	the	oxygen	concentration	at	the	upper	flammable	limit	(volume	percent	oxygen	in	air),	and
CLOC	is	a	fitting	constant.
Data	analysis	of	numerous	experimental	values	found	that	CLOC	=	–1.11	gave	a	good	fit	for	many	hydrocarbons.

Example	6-7
Estimate	the	LOC	for	butane	using	Equation	6-16.	Compare	this	estimate	to	the	results	of	Example	6-6.

Solution
From	Appendix	B,	for	butane,	LFL	=	1.8%	and	UFL	=	8.5%.	The	oxygen	concentration	at	the	upper	flammable
limit	is

UFL0=(0.21)(100−8.5)=19.21%	oxygen
Substituting	into	Equation	6-16,

LOC=(LFL-CLOCUFL1-CLOC)(UFL0UFL)=[1.8 %+(1.11)(8.5%)1+1.11](19.21%8.5%)=12.0%
This	compares	to	the	experimental	value	of	12%	shown	in	Table	6-3.	Equation	6-15	produces	a	value	of	11.7%,
which	is	much	lower	than	the	experimental	value.

Flammability	Diagram
A	 general	 way	 to	 represent	 the	 flammability	 of	 a	 gas	 or	 vapor	 is	 by	 the	 triangle	 diagram	 shown	 in	 Figure	 6-5.
Concentrations	of	fuel,	oxygen,	and	inert	material	(in	volume	or	mole	percent)	are	plotted	on	the	three	axes.	Each
apex	 of	 the	 triangle	 represents	 either	 100%	 fuel,	 oxygen,	 or	 nitrogen.	 The	 tick	 marks	 on	 the	 scales	 show	 the
direction	in	which	the	scale	moves	across	the	figure.	Thus,	point	A	represents	a	mixture	composed	of	60%	methane,
20%	oxygen,	and	20%	nitrogen.	The	zone	enclosed	by	the	dashed	line	represents	all	mixtures	that	are	flammable.
Because	point	A	lies	outside	the	flammable	zone,	a	mixture	of	this	composition	is	not	flammable.



Figure	6-5	Flammability	diagram	for	methane	at	an	initial	temperature	and	pressure	of	25°C	and	1	atm.
(Source:	C.	V.	Mashuga	and	D.	A.	Crowl.	“Application	of	the	Flammability	Diagram	for	Evaluation	of	Fire	and
Explosion	Hazards	of	Flammable	Vapors,”	Process	Safety	Progress,	Vol.	17,
No.	3,	1998,	pp	176–183.)	

The	air	line	represents	all	possible	combinations	of	fuel	plus	air.	It	extends	from	the	point	where	fuel	is	0%,	oxygen
is	21%,	and	nitrogen	is	79%	to	the	point	where	fuel	is	100%,	oxygen	is	0%,	and	nitrogen	is	0%.	The	equation	for	this
line	is

Fuel%  =−(10079)× nitrogen % +100(6-17)
The	stoichiometric	line	represents	all	stoichiometric	combinations	of	fuel	plus	oxygen.	The	combustion	reaction	can
be	written	in	the	form

Fuel+zO2→combustion products(6-18)
where	z	is	the	stoichiometric	coefficient	for	oxygen.	The	intersection	of	the	stoichiometric	line	with	the	oxygen	axis



(in	volume	percent	oxygen)	is	given	by
100(z1+z)(6-19)

Equation	6-19	is	derived	by	realizing	that	on	the	oxygen	axis,	no	nitrogen	is	present.	Thus	the	moles	present	equals
fuel	(1	mole)	plus	oxygen	(z	moles).	The	total	moles	is	thus	1	+	z,	and	the	mole	or	volume	percent	of	oxygen	is	given
by	Equation	6-15.
The	stoichiometric	line	extends	from	a	point	where	the	fuel	is	100/(1	+	z),	oxygen	is	100z/(1	+	z),	and	nitrogen	is
0%,	to	a	point	where	fuel	is	0%,	oxygen	is	0%,	and	nitrogen	is	100%.	The	equation	for	the	stoichiometric	line	is

Fuel %=100−Nitrogen %(1+z)(6-20)
The	LOC	is	also	shown	in	Figure	6-5.	Clearly,	any	gas	mixture	containing	oxygen	below	the	LOC	is	not	flammable
since	the	flammability	zone	does	not	extend	below	the	LOC.
The	 shape	 and	 size	 of	 the	 flammability	 zone	 on	 a	 flammability	 diagram	 changes	 with	 a	 number	 of	 parameters,
including	fuel	type,	temperature,	pressure,	and	inert	species.	Thus,	the	flammability	limits	and	the	LOC	also	change
with	these	parameters.
Several	 rules	 and	 equations	 can	 be	 developed	 for	 working	 with	 flammability	 diagrams.	 More	 details	 on	 the
development	of	these	rules	can	be	found	on	the	website	for	this	textbook.	These	rules	are	as	follows:

1.	 If	 two	gas	mixtures	R	 and	S	 are	 combined,	 the	 resulting	mixture	 composition	 lies	 on	 a	 line	 connecting	 the
points	R	and	S	on	the	flammability	diagram.	The	location	of	the	final	mixture	on	the	straight	line	depends	on
the	relative	moles	in	the	mixtures	combined:	If	mixture	S	has	more	moles,	the	final	mixture	point	will	lie	closer
to	point	S.	This	is	identical	to	the	lever	rule	used	for	phase	diagrams.
Figure	6-6	shows	this	rule	and	the	following	equation	results:

xAM−xARxAS−xAM=xCM−xCRxCS−xCM(6-21)



Figure	6-6	Flammability	diagram	for	Rule	1	using	Equation	6-21.	If	two	mixtures	are	combined,	the
resulting	mixture	lies	along	a	line	between	the	two	mixtures.	

2.	 If	a	mixture	R	is	continuously	diluted	with	mixture	S,	the	mixture	composition	follows	along	the	straight	line
between	points	R	and	S	on	the	flammability	diagram.	As	the	dilution	continues,	the	mixture	composition	moves
closer	and	closer	to	point	S.	Eventually,	at	infinite	dilution	the	mixture	composition	is	at	point	S.

3.	 For	systems	having	composition	points	that	 fall	on	a	straight	 line	passing	through	an	apex	corresponding	to
one	pure	component,	the	other	two	components	are	present	in	a	fixed	ratio	along	the	entire	line	length.
Figure	6-7	shows	this	rule	and	the	following	equation	results:

xAxB=x100−x(6-22)





Figure	6-7	Geometry	for	Rule	3	using	Equation	6-2.	The	ratio	of	the	components	A	and	B	is	constant
along	the	line	shown	and	is	given	by	x/(100	–	x).	

4.	 The	LOC	can	be	estimated	by	reading	the	oxygen	concentration	at	the	intersection	of	the	stoichiometric	line
and	a	horizontal	line	drawn	through	the	LFL.	This	is	equivalent	to	the	equation

LOC=z(LFL)(6−15)
The	following	equations	are	used	to	transform	triangle	diagram	coordinates	(tA,	tc)	to	rectangular	coordinates	(x,	y):

y=tCsin(60π180)x=1−tA−ycot(60π180)(6-23)
where	 the	 sin	 and	 cot	 values	 in	 the	parentheses	 are	 in	degrees.	 These	 transformations	 are	useful	 for	drawing	a
triangle	diagram	using	a	spreadsheet.
Another	interesting	feature	with	triangle	diagrams	is	that	the	three	triangle	legs	can	be	any	length	and	the	rules
still	apply.	In	this	case,	Equation	6-23	must	be	modified	accordingly.
These	 rules	 are	 useful	 for	 tracking	 the	 gas	 composition	 during	 a	 process	 operation	 to	 determine	 whether	 a
flammable	mixture	exists	during	 the	procedure.	For	example,	consider	a	storage	vessel	containing	pure	methane
whose	 inside	 walls	 must	 be	 inspected	 as	 part	 of	 its	 periodic	 maintenance	 procedure.	 For	 this	 operation,	 the
methane	must	be	removed	from	the	vessel	and	replaced	by	air	for	the	inspection	workers	to	breathe.	The	first	step
in	 the	 procedure	 is	 to	 depressurize	 the	 vessel	 to	 atmospheric	 pressure.	 At	 this	 point	 the	 vessel	 contains	 100%
methane,	represented	by	point	A	in	Figure	6-8.	If	the	vessel	is	opened	and	air	is	allowed	to	enter	and	mix	with	the
fuel,	the	composition	of	gas	within	the	vessel	will	follow	the	air	line	in	Figure	6-8	until	the	vessel	gas	composition
eventually	 reaches	point	B,	 pure	air.	During	 this	operation,	 the	gas	 composition	passes	 through	 the	 flammability
zone.	If	an	ignition	source	of	sufficient	strength	were	present,	then	a	fire	or	explosion	would	result.



Figure	6-8	The	gas	concentration	during	an	operation	to	remove	a	vessel	from	service.	



The	procedure	is	reversed	for	placing	the	vessel	back	into	service.	In	this	case,	the	procedure	begins	at	point	B	in
Figure	6-8,	with	the	vessel	containing	air.	If	the	vessel	is	closed	and	methane	is	introduced	and	mixes	with	the	air,
then	 the	 gas	 composition	 inside	 the	 vessel	 will	 follow	 the	 air	 line	 and	 finish	 at	 point	 A.	 Again,	 the	 mixture	 is
flammable	as	the	gas	composition	moves	through	the	flammability	zone.
An	inerting	procedure	can	be	used	to	avoid	the	flammability	zone	for	both	cases.	This	is	discussed	in	more	detail	in
Chapter	7.
The	 determination	 of	 a	 complete	 flammability	 diagram	 requires	 several	 hundred	 tests	 using	 a	 specific	 testing
apparatus	 (see	 Figure	 6-15	 later	 in	 this	 chapter).	 Diagrams	 with	 experimental	 data	 for	 methane,	 ethylene,	 and
hydrogen	are	shown	in	Figures	6-9,	6-10,	and	6-11,	respectively.	Data	in	the	center	region	of	the	flammability	zone
are	not	available	because	the	maximum	pressure	exceeds	the	pressure	rating	of	the	test	vessel.	For	these	data,	a
mixture	is	considered	flammable	if	the	pressure	increase	after	ignition	is	greater	than	7%	of	the	original	ambient
pressure,	in	accordance	with	ASTM	E918.12	Note	that	many	more	data	points	are	shown	than	are	required	to	define
the	 flammability	 limits.	 This	 was	 done	 to	 obtain	 a	 more	 complete	 understanding	 of	 the	 pressure	 versus	 time
behavior	 of	 the	 combustion	 over	 a	 wide	 range	 of	 mixtures.	 This	 information	 is	 important	 for	 mitigation	 of	 an
explosion.
12ASTM	 E918-83,	 Standard	 Practice	 for	 Determining	 Limits	 of	 Flammability	 of	 Chemicals	 at	 Elevated	 Temperature	 and	 Pressure	 (W.
Conshocken,	PA:	ASTM,	2011).



Figure	6-9	Experimental	flammability	diagram	for	methane.	(Source:	C.	V.	Mashuga.	Ph.D.
dissertation,	Michigan	Technological	University,	1999.)	



Figure	6-10	Experimental	flammability	diagram	for	ethylene.	(Source:	C.	V.	Mashuga.	Ph.D.



dissertation,	Michigan	Technological	University,	1999.)	



Figure	6-11	Experimental	flammability	diagram	for	hydrogen.	This	is	a	different	geometry	but	still	conveys
the	same	information.	

Figure	6-11	is	a	different	geometry	from	Figures	6-9	and	6-10	but	still	conveys	the	same	information.	Note	that	the
hydrogen	 axis	 is	 diagonal,	 while	 the	 nitrogen	 and	 oxygen	 axes	 are	 rectangular.	 The	 LFL	 (about	 4%	 fuel)	 is	 still
shown	as	the	lower	intersection	of	the	flammability	zone	with	the	air	line,	and	the	UFL	(about	75%	fuel)	is	the	upper
intersection	of	the	flammability	zone	with	the	air	line.	The	LOC	is	the	oxygen	line	that	just	touches	the	flammability
zone—in	this	case	about	5%	oxygen.	Some	people	prefer	this	form	of	the	triangle	diagram	since	it	is	easier	to	plot—
the	nitrogen	and	oxygen	are	the	x	and	y	axes,	respectively.
A	number	of	important	features	are	shown	in	Figures	6-9	to	6-11.	First,	the	size	of	the	flammability	zone	increases
from	methane	to	ethylene	to	hydrogen—the	UFL	is	correspondingly	higher.	Second,	the	combustion	of	the	methane
and	ethylene	produces	copious	amounts	of	soot	 in	 the	upper	 fuel-rich	parts	of	 the	 flammability	zone.	There	 is	no
soot	 with	 hydrogen	 because	 there	 is	 no	 carbon.	 Finally,	 the	 lower	 boundary	 of	 the	 flammability	 zone	 is	 mostly
horizontal,	and	the	LOL	can	be	approximated	by	the	LFL.
For	most	flammable	materials,	detailed	experimental	data	of	the	type	shown	in	Figures	6-9	to	6-11	are	unavailable.
Several	methods	have	been	developed	to	approximate	the	flammability	zone:
Method	1	(Figure	6-12):	Given	the	flammability	limits	in	air,	the	LOC,	and	flammability	limits	in	pure	oxygen,	the
procedure	is	as	follows:

1.	 Draw	flammability	limits	in	air	as	points	on	the	air	line.
2.	 Draw	flammability	limits	in	pure	oxygen	as	points	on	the	oxygen	scale.
3.	 Use	Equation	6-19	to	locate	the	stoichiometric	point	on	the	oxygen	axis,	and	draw	the	stoichiometric	line	from

this	point	to	the	100%	nitrogen	apex.
4.	 Locate	 the	 LOC	 on	 the	 oxygen	 axis,	 and	 draw	 a	 line	 parallel	 to	 the	 fuel	 axis	 until	 it	 intersects	 with	 the

stoichiometric	line.	Draw	a	point	at	this	intersection.
5.	 Connect	all	the	points	shown.





Figure	6-12	Method	1	for	the	approximation	of	the	flammability	zone.	

The	flammability	zone	derived	from	this	approach	is	only	an	approximation	of	the	actual	zone.	Note	that	the	lines
defining	the	zone	limits	in	Figures	6-9	to	6-11	are	not	exactly	straight.	This	method	also	requires	flammability	limits
in	pure	oxygen—data	 that	are	not	 readily	available.	Flammability	 limits	 in	pure	oxygen	 for	a	number	of	 common
hydrocarbons	are	provided	in	Table	6-2.
Method	2	(Figure	6-13):	Given	the	flammability	limits	in	air	and	the	LOC,	the	procedure	is	as	follows:	Use	steps	1,
3,	and	4	from	method	1.	 In	this	case,	only	the	points	at	the	nose	of	the	flammability	zone	can	be	connected.	The
flammability	 zone	 from	 the	 air	 line	 to	 the	 oxygen	 axis	 cannot	 be	 detailed	 without	 additional	 data,	 although	 it
extends	all	the	way	to	the	oxygen	axis	and	typically	expands	in	size.	The	lower	boundary	can	also	be	approximated
by	the	LFL.



Figure	6-13	Method	2	for	the	approximation	of	the	flammability	zone.	Only	the	area	to	the	right	of	the	air	line
can	be	determined.	

Method	3	(Figure	6-14):	Given	the	flammability	 limits	 in	air,	 the	procedure	is	as	follows:	Use	steps	1	and	3	from
method	1.	Estimate	 the	LOC	using	Equation	6-15	or	6-16.	This	 is	 only	 an	estimate,	 and	usually	 (but	not	 always)
provides	a	conservative	LOC.





Figure	6-14	Method	3	for	the	approximation	of	the	flammability	zone.	Only	the	area	to	the	right	of	the	air	line
can	be	determined.	

Autoignition
The	autoignition	temperature	(AIT)	of	a	vapor,	sometimes	called	the	spontaneous	ignition	temperature	(SIT),	is	the
temperature	 at	 which	 the	 vapor	 ignites	 spontaneously.	 The	 autoignition	 temperature	 is	 a	 function	 of	 the
concentration	of	vapor,	volume	of	vapor,	pressure	of	the	system,	presence	of	catalytic	material,	and	flow	conditions.
It	is	essential	to	experimentally	determine	AITs	at	conditions	as	close	as	possible	to	process	conditions.
Composition	affects	the	AIT;	rich	or	lean	mixtures	have	higher	AITs.	Larger	system	volumes,	increases	in	pressure,
and	 increases	 in	 oxygen	 concentration	 all	 decrease	 AITs.	 This	 strong	 dependence	 on	 conditions	 illustrates	 the
importance	of	exercising	caution	when	using	AIT	data.
AIT	data	are	provided	in	Appendix	B.

Auto-oxidation
Auto-oxidation	 is	 the	 process	 of	 slow	 oxidation	 with	 accompanying	 evolution	 of	 heat,	 sometimes	 leading	 to
autoignition	 if	 the	 energy	 is	 not	 removed	 from	 the	 system.	 Liquids	with	 relatively	 low	 volatility	 are	 particularly
susceptible	to	this	problem.	Liquids	with	high	volatility	are	less	susceptible	to	autoignition	because	they	self-cool	as
a	result	of	evaporation.
Many	fires	are	 initiated	as	a	result	of	auto-oxidation,	which	 is	also	referred	to	as	spontaneous	combustion.	Some
examples	of	auto-oxidation	with	a	potential	for	spontaneous	combustion	include	oil	on	a	rag	in	a	warm	storage	area,
insulation	on	a	steam	pipe	saturated	with	certain	polymers,	and	filter	aid	saturated	with	certain	polymers.	In	fact,
cases	 have	 been	 recorded	 where	 10-year-old	 filter	 aid	 residues	 were	 ignited	 when	 the	 land-filled	 material	 was
bulldozed	 and	 exposed	 to	 air,	 allowing	 auto-oxidation	 and	 eventual	 autoignition.	 These	 examples	 illustrate	 why
special	precautions	must	be	taken	to	prevent	fires	that	can	result	from	auto-oxidation	and	autoignition.

Adiabatic	Compression
An	additional	means	of	ignition	is	adiabatic	compression.	For	example,	gasoline	and	air	in	an	automobile	cylinder
will	ignite	if	the	vapors	are	compressed	to	an	adiabatic	temperature	that	exceeds	the	autoignition	temperature.	This
is	the	cause	of	preignition	knock	in	engines	that	are	running	too	hot	and	too	lean.
Several	 large	accidents	have	been	caused	by	 flammable	vapors	being	 sucked	 into	 the	 intake	of	 air	 compressors,
with	their	subsequent	compression	resulting	in	autoignition.	A	compressor	is	particularly	susceptible	to	autoignition
if	it	has	a	fouled	after-cooler.	Safeguards	must	be	included	in	the	process	design	to	prevent	undesirable	fires	that
can	result	from	adiabatic	compression.
The	adiabatic	 temperature	 increase	 for	an	 ideal	gas	 is	computed	 from	the	 thermodynamic	adiabatic	compression
equation:

Tf=Ti(PfPi)(γ−1)/γ(6-24)
where
Tf	is	the	final	absolute	temperature,
Ti	is	the	initial	absolute	temperature,
Pf	is	the	final	absolute	pressure,
Pi	is	the	initial	absolute	pressure,	and
γ	is	the	heat	capacity	ratio	given	by	Cp	/	Cv.
The	 potential	 consequences	 of	 adiabatic	 temperature	 increases	 within	 a	 chemical	 plant	 are	 illustrated	 in	 the
following	two	examples.



Example	6-8
What	is	the	final	temperature	after	compressing	air	over	liquid	hexane	from	14.7	psia	to	500	psia	if	the	initial
temperature	is	100°F?	The	AIT	of	hexane	is	487°C	(Appendix	B),	and	γ	for	air	is	1.4.

Solution
From	Equation	6-24,	we	have

Tf=(37.8+273)(50014.7)(0.4/1.4)=851 K=578°C
This	temperature	exceeds	the	AIT	for	hexane,	so	ignition	should	be	expected.

These	 examples	 illustrate	 the	 importance	 of	 careful	 design,	 careful	 monitoring	 of	 conditions,	 and	 periodic
preventive	 maintenance	 programs	 when	 working	 with	 flammable	 gases	 and	 compressors.	 This	 is	 especially
important	today,	because	high-pressure	process	conditions	are	becoming	more	common	in	modern	chemical	plants.

Example	6-9
The	 lubricating	 oil	 in	 piston-type	 compressors	 is	 always	 found	 in	 minute	 amounts	 on	 the	 cylinder	 bore.
Compressor	operations	must	always	be	maintained	well	below	the	AIT	of	the	oil	to	prevent	explosion.
A	 particular	 lubricating	 oil	 has	 an	 AIT	 of	 400°C.	 Compute	 the	 compression	 ratio	 required	 to	 raise	 the
temperature	of	air	to	the	AIT	of	this	oil.	Assume	an	initial	air	temperature	of	25°C	and	1	atm.

Solution
Equation	6-24	applies.	Solving	for	the	compression	ratio,	we	obtain

(PfPi)=(TfTi)γ(γ−1)=(400+27325+273)1.4/0.4=17.3
This	ratio	represents	an	output	pressure	of	only	(17.3)(14.7	psia)	=	254	psia.	The	actual	compression	ratio	or
pressure	should	be	kept	well	below	this	level.

6-5	Flammability	Characteristics	of	Dusts13
13Rolf	K.	Eckhoff.	Dust	Explosions	 in	 the	Process	 Industries:	 Identification,	Assessment	and	Control	 of	Dust	Hazards,	 3rd	 ed.	 (Amsterdam,
Netherlands:	Gulf	Professional	Publishing)	2003.

Dusts	 can	 present	 a	 significant	 flammability	 and	 explosion	 hazard.	 Dust	 explosions	 occur	 when	 finely	 divided
particles	of	solid	material	are	dispersed	in	air	and	ignited.	The	dust	particles	can	be	either	an	unwanted	by-product
or	the	product	itself.	Dusts	are	typically	defined	as	a	solid	mixture	with	a	maximum	particle	size	of	 less	than	500
microns	(µm).
Many	 common	 materials,	 such	 as	 metals,	 wood,	 and	 agricultural	 products,	 become	 highly	 flammable	 and	 even
explosive	when	in	dust	form.	Explosions	involving	dusts	are	most	common	in	the	flour	milling,	grain	storage,	and
coal	mining	industries.	Accidents	involving	dust	explosions	can	be	quite	substantial:	The	Imperial	Sugar	explosion	in
Wentworth,	Georgia,	resulted	in	14	fatalities.14
14“Imperial	Sugar	Dust	Explosion	and	Fire:	US	Chemical	Safety	Board	Report,”	September	24,	2009.	csb.gov.

An	 initial	dust	explosion	can	cause	secondary	explosions.	The	primary	explosion	sends	a	pressure	or	shock	wave
through	the	plant,	stirring	up	additional	dust,	and	possibly	resulting	in	a	secondary	explosion.	In	this	fashion,	the
explosion	 leapfrogs	 its	way	 through	 a	 plant.	Many	 times	 the	 secondary	 explosions	 are	more	 damaging	 than	 the
primary	explosion.
Dust	 explosions	 are	 even	 more	 difficult	 to	 characterize	 than	 gaseous	 explosions	 because	 more	 parameters	 are
associated	with	dust	explosions.	For	dusts,	deflagrations	appear	to	be	much	more	common	than	detonations.15	The
pressure	 waves	 from	 dust	 deflagrations,	 however,	 are	 powerful	 enough	 to	 destroy	 structures	 and	 kill	 or	 injure
people.
15Frank	P.	Lees.	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries,	2nd	ed.	(Boston,	MA:	Butterworths,	1996),	p.	17/265.

To	be	explosive,	a	dust	mixture	must	have	the	following	characteristics:

The	particles	must	be	smaller	than	a	certain	maximum	size,	typically	less	than	400	microns.
The	dust	loading	must	be	reasonably	uniform	via	adequate	dispersion.
The	dust	must	have	a	certain	amount	of	confinement.
The	particle	loading	must	be	between	certain	limits.

Frequently	 the	 three	 legs	of	 the	 fire	 triangle—fuel,	 oxygen,	 and	 ignition	 source—are	combined	with	 confinement
and	dispersion	to	form	a	dust	pentagon.
For	 many	 dusts,16	 the	 lower	 explosion	 limit	 is	 between	 20	 g/m3	 and	 60	 g/m3	 and	 the	 upper	 explosion	 limit	 is
between	2	kg/m3	and	6	kg/m3.
16W.	Bartknecht.	Explosions:	Course,	Prevention,	Protection,	(Berlin;	Springer-Verlag,	1981),	p.	27.

6-6	Sprays	and	Mists17



17Frank	P.	Lees.	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries,	2nd	ed.	(Boston,	MA:	Butterworths,	1996).

Mists	and	sprays	also	affect	flammability	limits.18	For	suspensions	with	drop	diameters	less	than	0.01	mm,	the	LFL
is	 virtually	 the	 same	 as	 the	 substance	 in	 vapor	 form.	 This	 is	 true	 even	 at	 low	 temperatures	where	 the	 liquid	 is
nonvolatile	and	no	vapor	is	present.	Mists	of	this	type	can	be	formed	by	condensation.
18J.	H.	Borgoyne.	“The	Flammability	of	Mists	and	Sprays.”	Chemical	Process	Hazards	2	(1965):	1.

For	mechanically	formed	mists	with	drop	diameters	between	0.01	mm	and	0.2	mm,	the	LFL	decreases	as	the	drop
diameter	increases.	In	experiments	with	larger	drop	diameters,	the	LFL	was	less	than	one-tenth	of	the	normal	LFL.
This	is	important	when	inerting	in	the	presence	of	mists.
When	sprays	have	drop	diameters	between	0.6	mm	and	1.5	mm,	flame	propagation	is	not	 likely.	 In	this	situation,
however,	 the	 presence	 of	 small	 drops	 and	 disturbances	 that	 shatter	 the	 larger	 drops	 may	 create	 a	 hazardous
condition.

6-7	Ignition	Energy
The	minimum	 ignition	energy	 (MIE)	 is	 the	minimum	energy	 input	 required	 to	 initiate	 combustion.	All	 flammable
materials	 (including	dusts)	have	MIEs.	The	MIE	depends	on	 the	 specific	 chemical	 or	mixture,	 the	 concentration,
pressure,	and	temperature.	A	few	MIEs	are	given	in	Table	6-4.	Most	MIEs	are	reported	for	fuel	in	air.

Table	6-4	Minimum	Ignition	Energy	for	Selected	Gases

Chemical Minimum	ignition	energy	(mJ)
Acetylene 0.020
Benzene 0.225
1,3-Butadiene 0.125
n-Butane 0.260
Cyclohexane 0.223
Cyclopropane 0.180
Ethane 0.240
Ethene 0.124
Ethylacetate 0.480
Ethylene	oxide 0.062
n-Heptane 0.240
Hexane 0.248
Hydrogen 0.018
Methane 0.280
Methanol 0.140
Methyl	acetylene 0.120
Methyl	ethyl	ketone 0.280
n-Pentane 0.220
2-Pentane 0.180
Propane 0.250

Source:	Data	from	I.	Glassman.	Combustion,	3rd	ed.	(New	York:	Academic	Press,	1996).
Experimental	data	for	flammable	vapors	shows	that,

As	the	pressure	increases,	the	MIE	decreases.
As	temperature	increases,	the	MIE	decreases.
Starting	 from	 low	fuel	concentration,	as	 the	 fuel	concentration	 increases,	 the	 ignition	energy	decreases	 to	a
minimum	(the	MIE)	and	then	increases.
An	increase	in	the	nitrogen	concentration	increases	the	MIE.

For	flammable	dusts,	the	MIE	is,	in	general,	at	energy	levels	somewhat	higher	than	combustible	gases.
Many	hydrocarbons	have	MIEs	of	about	0.25	mJ.	This	is	low	compared	with	sources	of	ignition.	For	example,	a	static
discharge	of	22	mJ	is	initiated	by	walking	across	a	rug,	and	an	ordinary	spark	plug	has	a	discharge	energy	of	25	mJ
or	 higher.	 Electrostatic	 discharges,	 as	 a	 result	 of	 fluid	 flow,	 also	 have	 energy	 levels	 exceeding	 the	 MIEs	 of
flammable	materials	and	can	provide	an	ignition	source,	contributing	to	explosions	(see	Chapter	7).

6-8	Ignition	Sources19
19Accident	Prevention	Manual	for	Industrial	Operations	(Chicago,	IL:	National	Safety	Council,	1974).

Fires	and	explosions	can	be	prevented	by	eliminating	ignition	sources,	as	demonstrated	by	removing	one	leg	of	the
fire	triangle	shown	in	Figure	6-1.	Various	ignition	sources	were	tabulated	for	more	than	25,000	fires	by	the	Factory
Mutual	 Engineering	 Corporation	 and	 are	 summarized	 in	 Table	 6-5.	 The	 sources	 of	 ignition	 are	 numerous;
consequently,	it	is	impossible	to	identify	and	eliminate	them	all.	The	main	reason	for	rendering	a	flammable	liquid



inert	is	to	prevent	a	fire	or	explosion	by	ignition	from	an	unidentified	source.	Because	all	sources	of	ignition	are	not
likely	to	be	identified,	engineers	must	still	continue	to	identify	and	eliminate	them.

Table	6-5	Ignition	Sources	of	Major	Fires

Electrical	(wiring	of	motors) 23%
Smoking 18%
Friction	(bearings	or	broken	parts) 10%
Overheated	materials	(abnormally	high	temperatures) 8%
Hot	surfaces	(heat	from	boilers,	lamps,	etc.) 7%
Burner	flames	(improper	use	of	torches,	etc.) 7%
Combustion	sparks	(sparks	and	embers) 5%
Spontaneous	ignition	(rubbish,	etc.) 4%
Cutting	and	welding	(sparks,	arcs,	heat,	etc.) 4%
Exposure	(fires	jumping	into	new	areas) 3%
Incendiarism	(fires	maliciously	set) 3%
Mechanical	sparks	(grinders,	crushers,	etc.) 2%
Molten	substances	(hot	spills) 2%
Chemical	action	(processes	not	in	control) 1%
Static	sparks	(release	of	accumulated	energy) 1%
Lightning	(where	lightning	rods	are	not	used) 1%
Miscellaneous 1%

Source:	Accident	Prevention	Manual	for	Industrial	Operations	(Chicago,	IL:	National	Safety	Council,	1974).
Some	 special	 situations	might	 occur	 in	 a	 process	 facility	where	 it	 is	 impossible	 to	 avoid	 flammable	mixtures.	 In
these	cases,	a	detailed	and	thorough	safety	analysis	is	required	to	eliminate	as	many	ignition	sources	as	possible	to
achieve	an	acceptable	level	of	safety.
The	elimination	of	the	ignition	sources	with	the	greatest	probability	of	occurrence	(see	Table	6-5)	should	be	given
the	 highest	 attention.	 Combinations	 of	 sources	 must	 also	 be	 investigated.	 The	 goal	 is	 to	 eliminate	 or	 minimize
ignition	sources	because	the	probability	of	a	fire	or	explosion	increases	rapidly	as	the	number	of	 ignition	sources
increases.	The	effort	 required	 increases	significantly	as	 the	size	of	 the	plant	 increases;	potential	 ignition	sources
may	be	in	the	thousands.

6-9	Experimental	Characterization	of	Gas/Vapor	and	Dust
Explosions
Gases/Vapors
The	 apparatus	 used	 to	 characterize	 the	 explosive	 behavior	 of	 gases	 and	 vapors	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 6-15.	 This
apparatus	consists	of	a	spherical	pressure	vessel	with	an	adequate	pressure	rating	to	withstand	252the	maximum
pressure	of	 the	explosion.	A	vessel	volume	of	10	to	20	 liters	 is	 typically	used.	A	high-precision	pressure	gauge	 is
used	to	measure	the	pressure	during	the	gas	mixing	as	well	as	during	the	explosion.	A	temperature	gauge	measures
the	temperature	since	the	results	are	dependent	on	the	temperature.	The	mixing	bar	 is	used	to	mix	 the	gases.	A
fuse	wire	is	typically	used	to	ignite	the	gas,	consisting	of	a	1-cm	40-gauge	wire.	In	most	cases,	a	computer	is	used	to
operate	the	experiment	and	collect	the	data.





Figure	6-15	Test	apparatus	for	acquiring	vapor	explosion	data.	

The	 experimental	 procedure	 is	 as	 follows.	 The	 apparatus	 is	 initially	 evacuated.	Gases	 are	 then	metered	 into	 the
vessel	through	the	gas	manifold,	with	the	concentrations	being	controlled	by	measuring	the	partial	pressure	from
the	pressure	gauge.	The	mixing	bar	is	active	during	the	gas	addition.	The	mixer	is	then	turned	off.	After	a	short	time
delay	to	let	the	gas	reach	equilibrium,	the	igniter	is	triggered	and	the	explosion	is	initiated.	The	results	are	highly
dependent	on	gas	composition,	so	it	is	important	to	use	ultra-high-purity	gas	sources.
Since	 a	 deflagration	 occurs,	 the	 pressure	 in	 the	 vessel	 is	 uniform	 across	 the	 volume	 during	 the	 explosion.
Measurement	 of	 the	 combustion	 pressure	 on	 the	 sphere	 surface	 provides	 information	 on	 the	 progress	 of	 the
explosion.
Two	 parameters	 are	 used	 to	 characterize	 the	 behavior	 of	 gas/vapor	 explosions:	 the	maximum	 pressure	 and	 the
maximum	pressure	 rate.	The	maximum	pressure	 is	 indicative	of	 the	combustion	equilibrium,	while	 the	maximum
pressure	 rate	 is	 indicative	 of	 the	 flame	 front’s	 propagation	 speed	 and	 is	 representative	 of	 the	 robustness	 of	 the
explosion.	Clearly,	higher	values	for	these	parameters	indicate	an	increased	explosion	hazard.
Figure	6-16	shows	how	these	two	parameters	are	determined	experimentally	from	pressure–time	data	for	a	single
experiment	run	at	a	specific	concentration.	After	ignition	of	the	gas/vapor	at	t	=	0,	the	pressure	increases	rapidly	to
a	peak	value;	 it	then	decreases	at	a	much	slower	rate	due	to	quenching	and	cooling	from	the	vessel	surface.	The
maximum	pressure	 is	easily	determined	from	the	peak	pressure.	The	maximum	pressure	rate	 is	determined	from
the	maximum	slope	of	 the	pressure	 time	curve.	 In	 this	case,	 the	maximum	pressure	 is	8.5	bar	and	the	maximum
pressure	rate	is	316	bar/s.



Figure	6-16	Typical	pressure	versus	time	data	obtained	from	gas	explosion	apparatus	shown	in	Figure	6-15.	

The	experiment	is	repeated	at	different	concentrations,	with	the	maximum	pressure	and	maximum	pressure	rates
being	 determined	 at	 each	 concentration.	 The	 highest	 maximum	 pressure	 and	 pressure	 rates	 do	 not	 necessarily
occur	at	the	same	concentration.



The	flammable	limits	for	this	fuel	are	determined	from	the	maximum	pressure	versus	concentration	plot	shown	in
Figure	6-17.	Usually	a	criterion	of	a	7%	pressure	 increase	 is	used	to	define	these	 limits.	For	the	data	shown,	the
lower	flammable	limit	is	4.9%	and	the	upper	limit	is	16.2%.



Figure	6-17	Maximum	pressure	for	methane	combustion	in	a	20-L	sphere.	The	flammability	limits	are	defined
at	7%	maximum	pressure	increase.	Data	from	C.	V.	Mashuga	and	D.	A.	Crowl.	“Application	of	the	Flammability
Diagram	for	Evaluation	of	Fire	and	Explosion	Hazards	of	Flammable	Vapors,”	Process	Safety	Progress	17,	no.	3
(1998):	176–183;	and	J.	M.	Kuchta.	Investigation	of	Fire	and	Explosion	Accidents	in	the	Chemical,	Mining,	and
Fuel-Related	Industries:	A	Manual,	U.S.	Bureau	of	Mines	Report	680	(Washington,	DC:	U.S.	Bureau	of	Mines,
1985).	

A	 plot	 of	 the	 logarithm	 of	 the	 maximum	 pressure	 slope	 versus	 the	 logarithm	 of	 the	 vessel	 volume	 frequently
produces	 a	 straight	 line	 of	 slope	−1/3,	 as	 shown	 in	Figure	6-18.	 This	 relationship	 is	 called	 the	 cubic	 law	 and	 is
represented	by	the	following	equations:



Figure	6-18	Explosion	data	exhibiting	the	cubic	law.	The	slope	of	the	lines	is	–1/3.	

For	gases:					(dPdt)maxV1/3=constant =KG(6-25)
For	dusts:			(dPdt)maxV1/3=KSt(6-26)

where	KG	 and	KSt	 are	 the	 deflagration	 indexes	 for	 gas	 and	 dust,	 respectively.	 The	 subscript	 “St”	 for	 the	 dust
deflagration	index	comes	from	the	German	word	Staub,	meaning	“dust.”
Figure	6-19	shows	how	the	deflagration	index,	KG,	varies	with	composition	for	methane.





Figure	6-19	Deflagration	index,	KG,	as	a	function	of	methane	concentration	in	air.	Data	from	Chad	V.
Mashuga,	“Determination	of	the	Combustion	Behavior	for	Pure	Components	and	Mixtures	Using	a	20	Liter
Sphere,”	Ph.D.	dissertation,	Michigan	Technological	University,	1999.	Bartknecht	data	from	W.	Bartknecht.
Explosions:	Course	Prevention	Protection	(New	York,	NY:	Springer-Verlag)	1981.	 

As	the	robustness	of	an	explosion	increases,	the	deflagration	indexes	KG	and	KSt	increase.	The	cubic	law	states	that
the	pressure	 front	 takes	 longer	 to	propagate	 through	a	 larger	vessel.	Pmax	and	KG	 data	 for	 vapors	 are	 shown	 in
Table	6-6.	Table	6-6	shows	that	good	agreement	is	found	between	different	investigators	for	the	maximum	pressure
but	that	only	 limited	agreement	 is	 found	for	 the	KG	values.	KG	values	are	sensitive	 to	experimental	configuration
and	conditions.

Table	6-6	Maximum	Pressures	and	Deflagration	Indexes	for	a	Number	of	Gases	and	Vapors

	 Maximum	pressure	Pmax	(bar	g) Deflagration	index	KG	(bar-m/s)

Chemical NFPA	68	
(2018)

Bartknecht	
(1993)

Senecal	and	
Beaulieu	(1998)

NFPA	68	
(1997)

Bartknecht	
(1993)

Senecal	and	
Beaulieu	(1998)

Acetylene 10.6 – – 109 – –
Ammonia 5.4 – – 10 – –
Butane 8.0 8.0 – 92 92 –
Carbon	
disulfide

6.4 – – 105 – –

Diethyl	
ether

8.1 – – 115 – –

Ethane 7.8 7.8 7.4 106 106 78
Ethyl	
alcohol

7.0 – – 78 – –

Ethyl	
benzene

7.4 7.4 – 94 96 –

Ethylene – – 8.0 – – 171
Hydrogen 6.8 6.8 6.5 659 550 638
Hydrogen	
sulfide

7.4 – 	 45 – –

Isobutane 	 	 7.4 – – 67
Methane 7.1 7.1 6.7 64 55 46
Methyl	
alcohol

7.5 7.5 7.2 – 75 94

Methylene	
chloride

5.0 – – 5 – –

Pentane 7.8 7.8 – 104 104 –
Propane 7.9 7.9 7.2 96 100 76
Toluene 7.8 7.8 – – 94 –

Data	sources:
NFPA	68,	Venting	of	Deflagrations	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	1997).
NFPA	68,	Standard	on	Explosion	Protection	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2018).
W.	Bartknecht.	Explosions-Schutz:	Grundlagen	und	Anwendung	(New	York,	NY:	Springer-Verlag,	1993).
J.	 A.	 Senecal	 and	 P.	 A.	 Beaulieu.	 “KG:	 Data	 and	 Analysis.”	 In	 31st	 Loss	 Prevention	 Symposium	 (New	 York,	 NY:
American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1997).

Dusts
The	experimental	apparatus	used	to	characterize	the	explosive	nature	of	dusts	is	shown	in	Figure	6-20.	This	device



is	similar	to	the	vapor	explosion	apparatus,	with	the	exception	of	a	larger	volume—typically	20	L	or	larger—and	the
addition	of	a	sample	container	and	a	dust	distribution	ring.	The	distribution	ring	ensures	proper	distribution	and
mixing	of	the	dust	before	ignition.



Figure	6-20	Test	apparatus	for	acquiring	dust	explosion	data.	

The	experimental	procedure	is	as	follows.	The	dust	sample	is	placed	in	the	sample	container.	The	computer	system
opens	the	solenoid	valve,	and	the	dust	is	driven	by	air	pressure	from	the	sample	container	through	the	distribution
ring	and	into	the	dust	sphere.	After	a	delay	of	several	milliseconds	to	ensure	proper	mixing	and	distribution	of	the
dust,	the	ignitor	is	discharged.	The	computer	measures	the	pressure	as	a	function	of	time	using	high-	and	low-speed
pressure	transducers.	The	air	used	to	drive	the	dust	into	the	sphere	is	carefully	metered	to	ensure	a	pressure	of	1
atm	 (1.013	 bar)	 within	 the	 sphere	 at	 ignition	 time.	 A	 typical	 pressure	 versus	 time	 plot	 from	 the	 dust	 explosion
apparatus	is	shown	in	Figure	6-21.



Figure	6-21	Pressure	data	from	dust	explosion	device.	

The	 data	 are	 collected	 and	 analyzed	 in	 the	 same	 fashion	 as	 for	 the	 vapor	 explosion	 apparatus.	 The	 maximum
pressure	and	the	maximum	rate	of	pressure	increase	are	determined,	as	well	as	the	flammability	limits.
Table	6-7	shows	experimental	data	for	dusts.	This	includes	the	maximum	pressure	during	combustion,	Pmax	and	the
deflagration	index,	KSt,	using	Equation	6-26.	Notice	at	the	top	of	Table	6-7	that	dusts	are	also	classified	into	four	St-
classes	depending	on	the	value	of	the	deflagration	index.	The	higher	the	deflagration	index,	the	higher	the	St-class.

Table	6-7	St-Classes	for	Dusts	and	Combustion	Data	for	Dust	Clouds

	 Deflagration	index,	KSt	(bar	m/s) St-
class 	 	

	 0 St-0 	 	

	 1–200 St-1 	 	



	 200–300 St-2 	 	
	 >300 St-3 	 	
Dust Median	

particle	size	
(μm)

Minimum	explosive	dust	
concentration	(g/m3)

Pmax	
(bar	
g)

KSt	
(bar-
m/s)

Minimum	
ignition	energy	
(mJ)

Cotton,	wood,	peat 	 	 	 	 	
Cotton 44 100 7.2 24 –
Cellulose 51 60 9.3 66 250
Wood	dust 33 – – – 100
Wood	dust 80 – – – 7
Paper	dust <10 – 5.7 18 –

Feed,	food 	 	 	 	 	
Dextrose 80 60 4.3 18 –
Fructose 200 125 6.4 27 180
Fructose 400 – – – >4000
Wheat	grain	dust 80 60 9.3 112 –
Milk	powder 165 60 8.1 90 75
Rice	flour – 60 7.4 57 >100
Wheat	flour 50 – – – 540
Milk	sugar 10 60 8.3 75 14

Coal,	coal	products 	 	 	 	 	
Activated	carbon 18 60 8.8 44 –
Bituminous	coal <10 – 9.0 55 –

Plastics,	resins,	rubber 	 	 	 	 	
Polyacrylamide 10 250 5.9 12 –
Polyester <10 – 10.1 194 –
Polyethylene 72 – 7.5 67 –
Polyethylene 280 – 6.2 20 –
Polypropylene 25 30 8.4 101 –
Polypropylene 162 200 7.7 38 –
Polystyrene	
(copolymer)

155 30 8.4 110 –

Polystyrene	(hard	
foam)

760 – 8.4 23 –

Polyurethane 3 <30 7.8 156 –
Intermediate	products,	
auxiliary	materials

	 	 	 	 	

Adipinic	acid <10 60 8.0 97 –
Naphthalene 95 15 8.5 178 <1
Salicylic	acid – 30 – – –

Other	technical,	
chemical	products

	 	 	 	 	

Organic	dyestuff	(blue) <10 – 9.0 73 –
Organic	dyestuff	(red) <10 50 11.2 249 –
Organic	dyestuff	(red) 52 60 9.8 237 –

Metals,	alloys 	 	 	 	 	
Aluminum	powder <10 60 11.2 515 –
Aluminum	powder 22 30 11.5 110 –
Bronze	powder 18 750 4.1 31 –
Iron	(from	dry	filter) 12 500 5.2 50 –
Magnesium 28 30 17.5 508 –
Magnesium 240 500 7.0 12 –
Silicon <10 125 10.2 126 54
Zinc	(dust	from	
collector)

<10 250 6.7 125 –

Other	inorganic	
products

	 	 	 	 	

Graphite	(99.5%	C) 7 <30 5.9 71 –
Sulfur 20 30 6.8 151 –
Toner <10 60 8.9 196 4



Source:	 Data	 selected	 from	 R.	 K.	 Eckoff.	 Dust	 Explosions	 in	 the	 Process	 Industries	 (Oxford,	 UK:	 Butterworth-
Heinemann,	1997).	A	2003	edition	is	also	available.

Application	of	Flammability	Data	of	Gases/Vapors	and	Dusts
Characterization	of	 the	explosive	behavior	of	gases,	 vapors,	 and	dusts	 is	highly	dependent	on	 the	apparatus	and
procedure.	The	results	are	not	fundamentally	based,	unlike	the	case	for	heat	capacity	or	density.	Thus,	experimental
flammability	data	should	always	be	obtained	at	conditions	as	close	as	possible	to	the	actual	process	conditions	and
those	data	should	be	applied	using	proper	engineering	judgment.
The	 explosion	 characteristics	 determined	 using	 the	 vapor	 and	 dust	 explosion	 apparatus	 are	 used	 to	 operate	 the
process	 safely,	 as	 shown	below.	Note	 that	 these	experimental	parameters	are	not	an	absolute	boundary	between
safe	and	unsafe	operation	so	suitable	safety	margins	must	be	applied.

1.	 The	 flammable	 limits	 are	 used	 to	 determine	 the	 safe	 concentrations	 for	 operation	 or	 the	 quantity	 of	 inert
material	required	to	control	the	concentration	within	safe	regions.

2.	 The	maximum	rate	of	pressure	increase	indicates	the	robustness	of	an	explosion.	Thus,	the	explosive	behavior
of	different	materials	can	be	compared	on	a	relative	basis.	The	maximum	rate	is	also	used	to	design	a	vent	for
relieving	a	vessel	during	an	explosion	before	the	pressure	ruptures	the	vessel	or	to	establish	the	time	interval
for	adding	an	explosion	suppressant	(water,	carbon	dioxide,	or	other)	to	stop	the	combustion	process.

6-10	Explosions
Explosion	behavior	is	difficult	to	characterize,	because	it	depends	on	a	large	number	of	parameters,	including	those
shown	in	Table	6-8.	Many	approaches	to	the	problem	have	been	undertaken,	including	theoretical,	semiempirical,
and	 empirical	 methods.	 Despite	 these	 efforts,	 explosion	 behavior	 is	 still	 not	 completely	 understood.	 Practicing
engineers,	 therefore,	 should	 use	 extrapolated	 results	 cautiously	 and	 provide	 a	 suitable	 margin	 of	 safety	 in	 all
designs.

Table	6-8	Parameters	Significantly	Affecting	the	Behavior	of	Explosions

Ambient	temperature
Ambient	pressure
Composition	of	explosive	material
Physical	properties	of	explosive	material
Nature	of	ignition	source:	type,	energy,	and	duration
Geometry	of	surroundings:	confined	or	unconfined

Congestion	due	to	process	equipment,	piping,	and	other	components
Amount	of	combustible	material
Turbulence	of	combustible	material
Time	before	ignition
Rate	at	which	combustible	material	is	released

An	explosion	results	from	the	rapid	release	of	energy.	This	energy	release	must	be	sudden	enough	to	cause	a	local
accumulation	 of	 energy	 at	 the	 site	 of	 the	 explosion.	 The	 energy	 is	 then	 dissipated	 by	 a	 variety	 of	mechanisms,
including	 formation	of	a	pressure	wave,	projectiles,	 thermal	 radiation,	and	acoustic	energy.	The	damage	 from	an
explosion	is	caused	by	the	dissipating	energy.
If	 the	 explosion	 occurs	 in	 a	 gas,	 the	 sudden	 energy	 release	 causes	 the	 gas	 to	 expand	 rapidly,	 forcing	 back	 the
surrounding	gas	 and	 initiating	 a	 pressure	wave	 that	moves	 rapidly	 outward	 from	 the	blast	 source.	 The	pressure
wave	contains	energy,	which	results	in	damage	to	the	surroundings.	In	chemical	plants,	much	of	the	damage	from
explosions	is	due	to	this	pressure	wave.	Thus,	to	understand	explosion	impacts,	we	must	understand	the	dynamics
of	the	pressure	wave.
A	pressure	wave	propagating	in	air	is	called	a	blast	wave	because	the	pressure	wave	is	followed	by	a	strong	wind.	A
shock	 wave	 or	 shock	 front	 results	 if	 the	 pressure	 front	 has	 an	 very	 abrupt	 pressure	 change.	 A	 shock	 wave	 is
expected	from	highly	explosive	materials,	such	as	TNT,	but	it	can	also	occur	from	the	sudden	rupture	of	a	pressure
vessel.	 The	 maximum	 pressure	 in	 the	 shock	 or	 pressure	 wave	 over	 ambient	 pressure	 is	 called	 the	 peak
overpressure.

Detonation	and	Deflagration
The	 damage	 from	 an	 explosion	 largely	 depends	 on	 whether	 the	 explosion	 results	 from	 a	 detonation	 or	 a
deflagration.	 The	difference	between	 the	 two	 reflects	whether	 the	 reaction	 front	 propagates	 above	 or	 below	 the
speed	 of	 sound	 in	 the	 unreacted	 gases.	 For	 ideal	 gases,	 the	 speed	 of	 sound	 or	 sonic	 velocity	 is	 a	 function	 of
temperature	only	and	has	a	value	of	344	m/s	(1129	ft/s)	at	20°C.	Fundamentally,	the	sonic	velocity	is	the	speed	at
which	information	is	transmitted	through	a	gas.
In	some	combustion	reactions,	the	reaction	front	is	propagated	by	a	strong	pressure	wave,	which	compresses	the
unreacted	mixture	in	front	of	the	reaction	front	above	its	autoignition	temperature.	This	compression	occurs	rapidly,
resulting	 in	 an	 abrupt	 pressure	 change	 or	 shock	 in	 front	 of	 the	 reaction	 front.	 Such	 an	 event	 is	 classified	 as	 a
detonation,	and	it	results	in	a	reaction	front	and	leading	shock	wave	that	propagates	into	the	unreacted	mixture	at
or	above	the	sonic	velocity	of	the	unreacted	gas.



For	a	deflagration,	 the	energy	 from	 the	 reaction	 is	 transferred	 to	 the	unreacted	mixture	by	heat	 conduction	and
molecular	diffusion.	These	processes	are	relatively	slow,	causing	the	reaction	front	to	propagate	at	a	speed	less	than
the	sonic	velocity	in	the	unreacted	gas.
Figure	6-22	shows	the	physical	differences	between	a	detonation	and	a	deflagration	for	a	combustion	reaction	that
occurs	in	the	gas	phase	in	the	open.	For	a	detonation,	the	reaction	front	moves	at	a	speed	greater	than	the	speed	of
sound.	A	shock	front	is	found	a	short	distance	in	front	of	the	reaction	front.	The	reaction	front	provides	the	energy
for	the	shock	front	and	continues	to	drive	it	at	sonic	or	higher	speeds.



Figure	6-22	Comparison	of	detonation	and	deflagration	gas	dynamics.	The	explosion	is	initiated	to	the	far	left.	

For	a	deflagration,	 the	reaction	front	propagates	at	a	speed	 less	than	the	speed	of	sound.	However,	 the	pressure
front	 moves	 at	 the	 speed	 of	 sound	 in	 the	 unreacted	 gas	 and	 moves	 away	 from	 the	 reaction	 front.	 One	 way	 to
conceptualize	 the	 resulting	 pressure	 front	 is	 to	 consider	 the	 reaction	 front	 as	 producing	 a	 series	 of	 individual
pressure	fronts.	These	pressure	fronts	move	away	from	the	reaction	front	at	the	speed	of	sound	and	accumulate	to
form	 the	 main	 pressure	 front.	 The	 main	 pressure	 front	 will	 continue	 to	 grow	 in	 size	 as	 additional	 energy	 and
pressure	fronts	are	produced	by	the	reaction	front.
The	 pressure	 fronts	 produced	 by	 detonations	 and	 deflagrations	 are	markedly	 different.	 A	 detonation	 produces	 a
shock	front,	with	an	abrupt	pressure	rise,	a	maximum	pressure	of	greater	than	10	atm,	and	total	duration	that	is
typically	 less	 than	 1	 ms.	 The	 pressure	 front	 resulting	 from	 a	 deflagration	 is	 characteristically	 wide	 (many
milliseconds	in	duration),	flat	(without	an	abrupt	shock	front),	and	with	a	maximum	pressure	much	lower	than	the
maximum	pressure	for	a	detonation	(typically	6	to	10	times	the	initial	pressure).
The	behaviors	of	 the	reaction	and	pressure	 fronts	differ	 from	those	shown	 in	Figure	6-22	depending	on	 the	 local
geometry	constraining	the	fronts.	Different	behavior	occurs	if	the	fronts	propagate	in	a	closed	vessel,	in	a	pipeline,
or	through	a	congested	process	unit.	The	gas	dynamic	behavior	for	complex	geometries	is	beyond	the	scope	of	this
text.
A	 deflagration	 can	 also	 evolve	 into	 a	 detonation—a	 phenomenon	 called	 a	 deflagration	 to	 detonation	 transition
(DDT).	This	transition	is	particularly	common	in	pipes	but	is	unlikely	to	occur	in	vessels	or	open	spaces.	In	a	piping
system,	energy	from	a	deflagration	can	feed	forward	to	the	pressure	wave,	resulting	in	an	increase	in	the	adiabatic
pressure	rise.	The	pressure	then	builds	and	eventually	results	in	a	full	detonation.

Confined	Explosions
A	confined	explosion	occurs	 in	a	confined	space,	 such	as	a	vessel	or	a	building.	The	 two	most	 common	confined
explosion	scenarios	involve	explosive	vapors	and	explosive	dusts.	Empirical	studies	have	shown	that	the	nature	of
the	 explosion	 is	 a	 function	 of	 several	 experimentally	 determined	 characteristics,	 which	 depend	 on	 the	 explosive
material	 used.	 These	 characteristics	 include	 flammability	 or	 explosive	 limits,	 the	 rate	 of	 pressure	 rise	 after	 the
flammable	mixture	 is	 ignited,	 and	 the	maximum	 pressure	 after	 ignition.	 They	 are	 determined	 using	 two	 similar
laboratory	devices,	shown	in	Figures	6-15	and	6-20.

Blast	Damage	Resulting	from	Overpressure
The	explosion	of	a	dust	or	gas	(either	as	a	deflagration	or	a	detonation)	results	in	a	reaction	front	moving	outward
from	the	ignition	source	preceded	by	a	shock	wave	or	pressure	front.	After	the	combustible	material	is	consumed,
the	 reaction	 front	 terminates,	 but	 the	 pressure	 wave	 continues	 its	 outward	 movement.	 A	 blast	 wave,	 which	 is
composed	of	the	pressure	wave	and	subsequent	wind,	causes	most	of	the	damage	in	such	an	explosion.
Figure	6-23	shows	 the	variation	 in	pressure	with	 time	 for	a	 typical	shock	wave	at	a	 fixed	 location	some	distance
from	the	explosion	site.	The	explosion	occurs	at	time	t0.	There	exists	a	small	but	finite	time	t1	before	the	shock	front
travels	 from	 its	explosive	origin	 to	 the	affected	 location.	This	 time,	 t1,	 is	called	 the	arrival	 time.	At	 t1,	 the	 shock



front	 has	 arrived	 and	 a	 peak	 overpressure	 is	 observed,	 immediately	 followed	 by	 a	 strong	 transient	 wind.	 The
pressure	quickly	decreases	to	ambient	pressure	at	time	t2,	but	the	wind	continues	in	the	same	direction	for	a	short
time.	The	time	period	t1	to	t2	is	called	the	shock	duration.	The	shock	duration	is	the	period	of	greatest	destruction
to	free-standing	structures,	so	its	value	is	important	for	estimating	damage.	The	decreasing	pressure	continues	to
drop	below	ambient	pressure	to	a	maximum	underpressure	at	time	t3.	For	most	of	the	underpressure	period	from	t2
to	t4,	the	blast	wind	reverses	direction	and	flows	toward	the	explosive	origin.	Although	the	underpressure	period	is
associated	with	some	damage,	it	is	much	less	than	the	damage	associated	with	the	overpressure	period	because	the
maximum	underpressure	is	only	a	few	psi	for	typical	explosions.	The	underpressure	for	large	explosions	and	nuclear
explosions,	 however,	 can	 be	 quite	 large,	 resulting	 in	 considerable	 damage.	 After	 attaining	 the	 maximum
underpressure	at	time	t3,	the	pressure	will	approach	ambient	pressure	at	time	t4.	At	this	time,	the	blast	wind	has
moved	beyond	the	reference	point.



Figure	6-23	Blast	wave	pressure	at	a	fixed	location.	

An	important	consideration	is	how	the	pressure	is	measured	as	the	blast	wave	passes.	If	the	pressure	transducer	is
at	right	angles	to	the	blast	wave,	the	overpressure	measured	is	called	the	side-on	overpressure	(sometimes	called
the	free-field	overpressure).	At	a	fixed	location,	shown	in	Figure	6-23,	the	side-on	overpressure	increases	abruptly
to	 its	maximum	 value	 (peak	 side-on	 overpressure)	 and	 then	 drops	 off	 as	 the	 blast	 wave	 passes.	 If	 the	 pressure
transducer	 is	 placed	 facing	 toward	 the	 oncoming	 shock	 wave,	 then	 the	 measured	 pressure	 is	 the	 reflected
overpressure.	 The	 reflected	 overpressure	 includes	 the	 side-on	 overpressure	 and	 the	 stagnation	 pressure.	 The
stagnation	pressure	is	caused	by	deceleration	of	the	moving	gas	as	it	impacts	the	pressure	transducer.	The	reflected
pressure	for	 low	side-on	overpressures	is	about	twice	the	side-on	overpressure	and	can	reach	as	high	as	eight	or
more	times	the	side-on	overpressure	for	strong	shocks.	The	reflected	overpressure	reaches	its	maximum	when	the
blast	wave	arrives	normal	to	the	wall	or	object	of	concern,	but	decreases	as	the	angle	changes	from	normal.	Many
references	 report	 overpressure	 data	 without	 clearly	 stating	 how	 the	 overpressure	 is	 measured.	 In	 general,
overpressure	implies	the	side-on	overpressure	and	frequently	the	peak	side-on	overpressure.
Blast	 damage	 is	 based	 on	 the	 determination	 of	 the	 peak	 side-on	 overpressure	 resulting	 from	 the	 pressure	wave
impacting	a	structure.	In	general,	the	damage	is	also	a	function	of	the	rate	of	pressure	increase	and	the	duration	of
the	blast	wave.	Good	estimates	of	blast	damage,	however,	are	obtained	using	just	the	peak	side-on	overpressure.
Damage	estimates	based	on	overpressures	are	given	in	Table	6-9.	As	illustrated,	significant	damage	is	expected	for
even	small	overpressures.

Table	6-9	Damage	Estimates	for	Common	Structures	Based	on	Overpressure

Overpres
sure

	

psi
g kPa Damage

0.0
2

0.14 Annoying	noise	(137	dB	if	of	low	frequency,	10–15	Hz)

0.0
3

0.21 Occasional	breaking	of	large	glass	windows	already	under	strain

0.0
4

0.28 Loud	noise	(143	dB),	sonic	boom,	glass	failure

0.1 0.69 Breakage	of	small	windows	under	strain
0.1
5

1.03 Typical	pressure	for	glass	breakage

0.3 2.07 “Safe	distance”	(probability	0.95	of	no	serious	damage	below	this	value);	projectile	limit;	some	
damage	to	house	ceilings;	10%	window	glass	broken



0.4 2.76 Limited	minor	structural	damage
0.5
–
1.0

3.4–
6.9

Large	and	small	windows	usually	shatter;	occasional	damage	to	window	frames

0.7 4.8 Minor	damage	to	house	structures
1.0 6.9 Partial	demolition	of	houses,	made	uninhabitable
1–2 6.9–

13.8
Corrugated	asbestos	shatters;	corrugated	steel	or	aluminum	panels,	fastenings	fail,	followed	by	
buckling;	wood	panels	(standard	housing),	fastenings	fail,	panels	blow	in

1.3 9.0 Steel	frame	of	clad	building	slightly	distorted
2 13.8 Partial	collapse	of	walls	and	roofs	of	houses
2–3 13.8

–
20.7

Concrete	or	cinder	block	walls,	not	reinforced,	shatter

2.3 15.8 Lower	limit	of	serious	structural	damage
2.5 17.2 50%	destruction	of	brickwork	of	houses
3 20.7 Heavy	machines	(3000	lb)	in	industrial	buildings	suffer	little	damage;	steel	frame	buildings	distort	

and	pull	away	from	foundations
3–4 20.7

–
27.6

Frameless,	self-framing	steel	panel	buildings	demolished;	rupture	of	oil	storage	tanks

4 27.6 Cladding	of	light	industrial	buildings	ruptures
5 34.5 Wooden	utility	poles	snap;	tall	hydraulic	presses	(40,000	lb)	in	buildings	slightly	damaged
5–7 34.5

–
48.2

Nearly	complete	destruction	of	houses

7 48.2 Loaded	train	wagons	overturned
7–8 48.2

–
55.1

Brick	panels,	8–12	in.	thick,	not	reinforced,	fail	by	shearing	or	flexure

9 62.0 Loaded	train	boxcars	completely	demolished
10 68.9 Probable	total	destruction	of	buildings;	heavy	machine	tools	(7000	lb)	moved	and	badly	damaged,	

very	heavy	machine	tools	(12,000	lb)	survive
30
0

2068 Limit	of	crater	lip

Note:	These	values	are	approximations.
Source:	 V.	 J.	 Clancey.	 “Diagnostic	 Features	 of	 Explosion	 Damage,”	 paper	 presented	 at	 the	 Sixth	 International
Meeting	of	Forensic	Sciences,	Edinburgh,	UK,	1972.
Experiments	with	explosives	have	demonstrated	that	the	overpressure	can	be	estimated	using	an	equivalent	mass	of
TNT,	denoted	as	mTNT,	and	the	distance	from	the	ground-zero	point	of	the	explosion,	denoted	as	r.20	The	empirically
derived	scaling	law	is
20W.	E.	Baker.	Explosions	in	Air	(Austin:	University	of	Texas	Press,	1973);	S.	Glasstone.	The	Effects	of	Nuclear	Weapons	(Washington,	DC:	U.S.
Atomic	Energy	Commission,	1962).

ze=rmTNT1/3(6-27)
The	equivalent	energy	of	TNT	is	1120	cal/g.
Figure	6-24	provides	a	correlation	for	the	scaled	overpressure	ps	versus	scaled	distance	ze	with	units	of	m/kg1/3.	To
convert	ft/lb1/3	to	m/kg1/3,	multiply	by	0.3967.	The	scaled	overpressure	ps	is	given	by

ps =  p0pa(6-28)





Figure	6-24	Correlation	between	scaled	distance	and	explosion	peak	side-on	overpressure	for	a	TNT	explosion
occurring	on	a	flat	surface.	(Source:	G.	F.	Kinney	and	K.	J.	Graham.	Explosive	Shocks	in	Air	(Berlin,	Germany:
Springer-Verlag,	1985).)	 

where
ps	is	the	scaled	overpressure	(unitless),
p0	is	the	peak	side-on	overpressure	(gauge),	and
pa	is	the	ambient	pressure	(absolute).
The	data	in	Figure	6-24	are	valid	only	for	TNT	explosions	occurring	on	a	flat	surface.	For	explosions	occurring	in	the
open	air,	well	above	the	ground,	the	resulting	overpressures	from	Figure	6-24	are	multiplied	by	0.5.	Most	explosions
occurring	in	chemical	plants	are	considered	to	originate	on	the	ground.
The	data	in	Figure	6-24	are	represented	by	the	empirical	equation

p0pa  =  1616[1+(ze4.5)2]1+(ze0.048)21+(ze0.32)21+(ze1.35)2(6-29)
The	procedure	for	estimating	the	overpressure	at	any	distance	r	resulting	from	the	explosion	of	a	mass	of	TNT	is	as
follows:	(1)	use	the	scaling	law	and	the	correlations	of	Figure	6-24	to	estimate	the	overpressure,	and	(2)	use	Table
6-9	to	estimate	the	damage.

Example	6-10
One	kilogram	of	TNT	is	exploded.	Compute	the	overpressure	at	a	distance	of	30	m	from	the	explosion.

Solution
The	value	of	the	scaling	parameter	is	determined	using	Equation	6-27:

ze=rmTNT1/3=30 m(1.0 kg)1/3  =  30 m kg−1/3
From	Figure	6-24,	the	scaled	overpressure	is	0.055.	Thus,	if	the	ambient	pressure	is	1	atm,	then	the	resulting
side-on	overpressure	is	estimated	at	(0.055)	(101.3	kPa)	=	5.6	kPa	(0.81	psi).	Based	on	the	data	in	Table	6-9,	it
appears	that	this	overpressure	will	cause	minor	damage	to	house	structures.

TNT	Equivalency
TNT	equivalency	 is	a	simple	method	for	equating	a	known	energy	of	a	combustible	 fuel	 to	an	equivalent	mass	of
TNT.	 The	 approach	 is	 based	 on	 the	 assumption	 that	 an	 exploding	 fuel	 mass	 behaves	 like	 exploding	 TNT	 on	 an
equivalent	energy	basis.	The	equivalent	mass	of	TNT	is	estimated	using	the	following	equation:

mTNT=ηmΔHcETNT(6-30)
where
mTNT	is	the	equivalent	mass	of	TNT	(mass),
η	is	the	empirical	explosion	efficiency	(unitless),
m	is	the	mass	of	hydrocarbon	(mass),
ΔHc	is	the	lower	heat	of	combustion	of	the	flammable	gas	(see	Appendix	B	[energy/mass]),	and
ETNT	is	the	energy	of	explosion	of	TNT	(energy/mass).
A	typical	value	for	the	energy	of	explosion	of	TNT	is	1120	cal/g	=	4686	kJ/kg	=	2016	Btu/lb
The	explosion	efficiency	is	one	of	the	major	problems	in	the	equivalency	method.	The	explosion	efficiency	is	used	to
adjust	the	estimate	for	a	number	of	factors,	 including	incomplete	mixing	with	air	of	the	combustible	material	and
incomplete	conversion	of	the	thermal	energy	to	mechanical	energy.	The	explosion	efficiency	is	empirical,	with	most
flammable	cloud	estimates	varying	between	1%	and	10%,	as	reported	by	a	number	of	sources.	Explosion	efficiencies



can	also	be	defined	for	solid	materials,	such	as	ammonium	nitrate.	A	frequently	used	value	in	such	cases	is	2%.
The	TNT	equivalency	method	also	uses	an	overpressure	curve	that	applies	to	point-source	detonations	of	TNT.	Vapor
cloud	explosions	(VCEs)	are	explosions	that	occur	because	of	the	release	of	flammable	vapor	over	a	large	volume
and	are	most	 commonly	deflagrations.	Because	 the	TNT	equivalency	method	 is	 unable	 to	 consider	 the	 effects	 of
flame	speed	acceleration	resulting	from	confinement	or	congestion	from	process	equipment,	the	overpressure	curve
for	TNT	tends	to	overpredict	the	overpressure	near	the	VCE	and	to	underpredict	it	at	distances	away	from	the	VCE.
A	key	advantage	of	the	TNT	equivalency	method	is	that	it	is	easy	to	apply	because	the	calculations	are	simple.	The
procedure	to	estimate	the	damage	associated	with	an	explosion	using	this	method	is	as	follows:

1.	 Determine	the	total	quantity	of	flammable	material	involved	in	the	explosion.
2.	 Estimate	the	explosion	efficiency	and	calculate	the	equivalent	mass	of	TNT	using	Equation	6-30.
3.	 Use	the	scaling	law	given	by	Equation	6-27	and	Figure	6-24	 (or	Equation	6-29)	 to	estimate	 the	peak	side-on

overpressure.
4.	 Use	Table	6-9	to	estimate	the	damage	for	common	structures	and	process	equipment.

This	procedure	can	be	applied	in	reverse	to	estimate	the	quantity	of	material	involved	based	on	damage	estimates.

TNO	Multi-Energy	Method
The	 TNO	 method	 identifies	 the	 confined	 volumes	 in	 a	 process,	 assigns	 a	 relative	 degree	 of	 confinement	 or
congestion,	 and	 then	 determines	 the	 contribution	 to	 the	 overpressure	 from	 this	 confined	 volume	 (TNO	 is	 an
acronym	 for	 the	 Netherlands	 Organization	 for	 Applied	 Scientific	 Research).	 Semi-empirical	 curves	 are	 used	 to
determine	the	overpressure.	The	basis	for	this	model	is	that	the	energy	of	explosion	depends	highly	on	the	level	of
congestion	and	depends	less	on	the	fuel	in	the	cloud.
The	procedure	for	using	the	multienergy	model	for	a	VCE	is	as	follows:21

1.	 Use	 a	 dispersion	 model	 to	 determine	 the	 extent	 of	 the	 cloud.	 In	 general,	 this	 is	 done	 by	 assuming	 that
equipment	and	buildings	are	not	present,	because	of	the	limitations	of	dispersion	modeling	in	congested	areas.

2.	 Conduct	a	field	inspection	to	identify	the	congested	areas.	In	most	cases,	heavy	vapors	tend	to	move	downhill.
3.	 Identify	potential	sources	of	strong	blasts	within	the	area	covered	by	the	flammable	cloud.	Potential	sources	of

strong	 blasts	 include	 congested	 areas	 and	 buildings,	 such	 as	 process	 equipment	 in	 chemical	 plants	 or
refineries,	 stacks	 of	 crates	 or	 pallets,	 and	 pipe	 racks;	 spaces	 between	 extended	 parallel	 planes	 (e.g.,	 those
beneath	 closely	parked	cars	 in	parking	 lots,	 as	well	 as	 open	buildings	 such	as	multistory	parking	garages);
spaces	 within	 tube-like	 structures	 (e.g.,	 tunnels,	 bridges,	 corridors,	 sewage	 systems,	 and	 culverts);	 and	 an
intensely	 turbulent	 fuel–air	mixture	 in	 a	 jet	 resulting	 from	 release	 at	 high	pressure.	 The	 remaining	 fuel–air
mixture	in	the	flammable	cloud	is	assumed	to	produce	a	blast	of	minor	strength.

4.	 Estimate	 the	 energy	 of	 equivalent	 fuel–air	 charges	 by	 (a)	 considering	 each	 blast	 source	 separately;	 (b)
assuming	that	the	full	quantities	of	fuel–air	mixture	present	within	the	partially	confined/obstructed	areas	and
jets,	 identified	as	blast	 sources	 in	 the	 cloud,	 contribute	 to	 the	blasts;	 (c)	 estimating	 the	volumes	of	 fuel–air
mixture	present	in	the	individual	areas	identified	as	blast	sources	(this	estimate	can	be	based	on	the	overall
dimensions	of	the	areas	and	jets;	note	that	the	flammable	mixture	may	not	fill	an	entire	blast	source	volume
and	that	the	volume	of	equipment	should	be	considered	where	it	represents	an	appreciable	proportion	of	the
whole	 volume);	 and	 (d)	 calculating	 the	 combustion	 energy	 E	 (in	 joules)	 for	 each	 blast	 by	 multiplying	 the
individual	 volumes	 of	 the	mixture	 by	 3.5	×	 106	 J/m3	 (this	 value	 is	 typical	 for	 the	 heat	 of	 combustion	 of	 an
average	stoichiometric	hydrocarbon–air	mixture).

5.	 Assign	a	number	representative	of	the	blast	strength	for	each	individual	blast.	Some	companies	have	defined
procedures	for	this;	however,	many	risk	analysts	use	their	own	judgment.
A	 safe	 and	 most	 conservative	 estimate	 of	 the	 strength	 of	 the	 sources	 of	 a	 strong	 blast	 can	 be	 made	 if	 a
maximum	strength	of	10—representative	of	a	detonation—is	assumed.	However,	a	source	strength	of	7	seems
to	 more	 accurately	 represent	 actual	 experience.	 Furthermore,	 for	 side-on	 overpressures	 less	 than
approximately	0.5	bar,	no	differences	appear	for	source	strengths	ranging	from	7	to	10.
The	 blast	 resulting	 from	 the	 remaining	 unconfined	 and	 unobstructed	 parts	 of	 a	 cloud	 can	 be	 modeled	 by
assuming	a	low	initial	strength.	For	extended	and	quiescent	parts,	assume	a	minimum	strength	of	1.	For	more
nonquiescent	parts,	which	are	in	low-intensity	turbulent	motion	(for	instance,	because	of	the	momentum	of	a
fuel	release),	assume	a	strength	of	3.

6.	 Once	the	energy	quantities	E	and	the	 initial	blast	strengths	of	 the	 individual	equivalent	 fuel–air	charges	are
estimated,	the	Sachs-scaled	blast	side-on	overpressure	and	positive-phase	duration	at	some	distance	R	from	a
blast	source	is	read	from	the	blast	charts	in	Figure	6-25	after	calculation	of	the	Sachs-scaled	distance:

R¯=R(E/Po)1/3(6-31)





Figure	6-25	Sachs-scaled	overpressure	and	Sachs-scaled	positive	phase	duration	for	the	TNO	multienergy
blast	model.	(Source:	Adapted	from	Guidelines	for	Evaluating	the	Characteristics	of	Vapor	Cloud	Explosions,
Flash	Fires,	and	BLEVEs	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1994).)	

21Guidelines	 for	 Evaluating	 the	Characteristics	 of	 Vapor	Cloud	Explosions,	 Flash	Fires,	 and	BLEVEs	 (New	York,	NY:	 American	 Institute	 of
Chemical	Engineers,	1994).

where
R¯	is	the	Sachs-scaled	distance	from	the	charge	(dimensionless),
R	is	the	distance	from	the	charge	(m),
E	is	the	charge	combustion	energy	(J),	and
Po	is	the	ambient	pressure	(Pa).
The	blast	peak	side-on	overpressure	and	positive-phase	duration	are	calculated	from	the	Sachs-scaled	overpressure
and	the	Sachs-scaled	positive-phase	duration.	The	overpressure	is	given	by

p0 =  ΔP¯s•pa(6-32)
and	the	positive-phase	duration	is	given	by

td=  t¯d[(E/Pa)1/3co](6-33)
where
Po	is	the	side-on	blast	overpressure	(Pa),
ΔP¯s	is	the	Sachs-scaled	side-on	blast	overpressure	(dimensionless),
pa	is	the	ambient	pressure	(Pa),
td	is	the	positive-phase	duration	(s),
t¯d	is	the	Sachs-scaled	positive-phase	duration	(dimensionless),
E	is	the	charge	combustion	energy	(J),	and
co	is	the	ambient	speed	of	sound	(m/s).
If	 separate	 blast	 sources	 are	 located	 close	 to	 one	 another,	 they	may	 be	 initiated	 almost	 simultaneously,	 and	 the
respective	blasts	should	be	added	together.	The	most	conservative	approach	to	this	issue	is	to	assume	a	maximum
initial	blast	strength	of	10	and	to	sum	the	combustion	energy	from	each	source	 in	question.	Further	definition	of
this	important	issue	(for	instance,	the	determination	of	a	minimum	distance	between	potential	blast	sources	so	that
their	individual	blasts	can	be	considered	separately)	is	a	factor	in	present	research.
The	 major	 problem	 with	 the	 application	 of	 the	 TNO	 multienergy	 method	 is	 that	 the	 user	 must	 decide	 on	 the
selection	 of	 a	 severity	 factor,	 based	 on	 the	 degree	 of	 confinement	 or	 congestion.	 Little	 guidance	 is	 available	 for
partial	 confinement	 geometries.	 Furthermore,	 it	 is	 not	 clear	 how	 the	 results	 from	each	blast	 strength	 should	 be
combined.
Another	popular	method	to	estimate	overpressures	is	the	Baker–Strehlow–Tang	method.	This	method	is	based	on	a
flame	speed,	which	is	selected	depending	on	three	factors:	(1)	the	reactivity	of	the	released	material,	(2)	the	flame
expansion	characteristics	of	the	process	unit	(which	relates	to	confinement	and	spatial	configuration),	and	(3)	the
obstacle	density	within	 the	process	unit.	A	set	of	semi-empirical	curves	 is	used	to	determine	 the	overpressure.	A
complete	description	of	the	procedure	is	provided	by	Baker	et	al.22
22Q.	A.	Baker,	C.	M.	Doolittle,	G.	A.	Fitzgerald,	and	M.	 J.	Tang.	 “Recent	Developments	 in	 the	Baker–	Strehlow	VCE	Analysis	Methodology.”
Process	Safety	Progress	17,	no.	4	(1998):	297.

The	 TNO	 multienergy	 and	 Baker–Strehlow–Tang	 methods	 are	 essentially	 equivalent,	 although	 the	 TNO	 method
tends	 to	 predict	 a	 higher	 pressure	 in	 the	 near	 field	 and	 the	 Baker–Strehlow	 method	 tends	 to	 predict	 a	 higher
pressure	 in	 the	 far	 field.	The	confinement	and	congestion	are	better	defined	 in	 the	Baker–Strehlow–Tang	method
than	 in	 the	 TNO	 method.	 Both	 methods	 require	 more	 information	 and	 detailed	 calculations	 than	 the	 TNT
equivalency	method.	In	particular,	both	require	identifying	regions	of	high	confinement	or	congestion	in	the	process



area.

Energy	of	Chemical	Explosions
The	blast	wave	resulting	from	a	chemical	explosion	is	generated	by	the	rapid	expansion	of	gases	at	the	explosion
site.	This	expansion	can	be	caused	by	 two	mechanisms:	 (1)	 thermal	heating	of	 the	 reaction	products	and	 (2)	 the
change	in	the	total	number	of	moles	by	reaction.
For	 most	 hydrocarbon	 combustion	 explosions	 in	 air,	 the	 change	 in	 the	 number	 of	 moles	 is	 small.	 For	 example,
consider	the	combustion	of	propane	in	air.	The	stoichiometric	equation	is

C3H8  +  5O2  +  18.8N2→3CO2  +  4H2O  +  18.8N2
The	initial	number	of	moles	on	the	left-hand	side	is	24.8,	and	the	number	of	moles	on	the	right-hand	side	is	25.8.	In
this	case.	only	a	small	pressure	increase	is	expected	as	a	result	of	the	change	in	the	number	of	moles,	and	almost	all
the	blast	energy	is	due	to	thermal	energy	release.
The	 energy	 released	 during	 an	 explosion	 is	 computed	 using	 standard	 thermodynamics.	 Typically,	 the	 heat	 of
combustion	 is	 used,	 but	 the	 reaction	 energy	 can	 be	 easily	 computed	 using	 standard	 heats	 of	 formation.	Heat	 of
combustion	data	are	provided	in	Appendix	B.	In	most	cases,	the	lower	heat	of	combustion	is	used,	where	the	water
product	is	in	the	vapor	phase,	not	liquid.	Since	an	explosion	occurs	within	a	few	milliseconds,	the	explosive	energy
is	released	long	before	the	water	vapor	can	condense	into	liquid.
The	 released	 explosion	 energy	 is	 equal	 to	 the	 work	 required	 to	 expand	 the	 gases.	 Crowl	 reasoned	 that	 this
expansion	 work	 is	 a	 form	 of	 mechanical	 energy.23	 The	 thermodynamic	 availability	 is	 a	 state	 function	 used	 to
determine	 the	 maximum	 mechanical	 energy	 extractable	 from	 a	 material	 as	 it	 moves	 into	 equilibrium	 with	 its
surroundings.	Sussman	showed	that	the	thermodynamic	availability	 for	a	reacting	system	can	be	computed	using
the	 standard	 Gibbs	 energy	 of	 formation.24	 Crowl	 then	 concluded	 that	 the	 energy	 of	 explosion	 for	 a	 material
exploding	at	room	temperature	and	pressure	is	equal	to	the	standard	Gibbs	energy	of	formation.	Crowl	also	showed
how	 the	 energy	 of	 explosion	 could	 be	 determined	 for	 materials	 exploding	 at	 different	 gas	 compositions	 and
nonambient	temperatures	and	pressures.	However,	these	adjustments	are	normally	small.
23D.	A.	Crowl.	“Calculating	the	Energy	of	Explosion	Using	Thermodynamic	Availability.”	Journal	of	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	5,
no.	2	(1992):	109–118.
24M.	V.	Sussman.	Availability	(Exergy)	Analysis	(Lexington,	MA:	Mulliken	House,	1981).

Example	6-11
One	thousand	kilograms	of	methane	escapes	from	a	storage	vessel,	mixes	with	air,	and	explodes.	Determine	(a)
the	 equivalent	 amount	 of	 TNT	 and	 (b)	 the	 side-on	 peak	 overpressure	 at	 a	 distance	 of	 50	m	 from	 the	 blast.
Assume	an	explosion	efficiency	of	2%.

Solution

a.	 The	heat	of	combustion	for	methane	is	found	in	Appendix	B.	Substituting	into	Equation	6-30,	we	obtain
mTNT =  ηmΔHcETNT  =  (0.02)(1000	kg)(1	mo1/0.016	kg)(802.3	 kJ/mol)4686	kJ/kg  =  214	 kg TNT

b.	 Equation	6-27	is	used	to	determine	the	scaled	distance:
ze =  rmTNT1/3  =  50	m(214	kg)1/3  =  8.4	m/kg1/3

From	Figure	6-24	(or	Equation	6-29),	the	scaled	overpressure	is	0.25.	Thus	the	overpressure	is
p0=	pspa=	(0.25)(101.3	kPa)=25 	kPa

From	Table	6-9,	this	overpressure	is	adequate	to	demolish	steel	panel	buildings.

Example	6-12
Consider	the	explosion	of	a	propane–air	vapor	cloud	confined	beneath	a	storage	tank.	The	tank	is	supported	1
m	off	the	ground	by	concrete	piles.	The	concentration	of	vapor	in	the	cloud	is	assumed	to	be	at	stoichiometric
concentrations.	 Assume	 a	 cloud	 volume	 of	 2094	 m3,	 confined	 below	 the	 tank,	 representing	 the	 volume
underneath	the	tank.	Determine	the	overpressure	from	this	vapor	cloud	explosion	at	a	distance	of	100	m	from
the	blast	using	the	TNO	multienergy	method.

Solution
The	 heat	 of	 combustion	 of	 a	 stoichiometric	 hydrocarbon–air	 mixture	 is	 approximately	 3.5	 MJ/m3,	 and	 by
multiplying	by	the	confined	volume,	the	resulting	total	energy	is	(2094	m3)(3.5	MJ/m3)	=	7329	MJ.	To	apply	the
TNO	 multienergy	 method,	 a	 blast	 strength	 of	 7	 is	 chosen.	 The	 Sachs-scaled	 energy	 is	 determined	 using
Equation	6-26.	The	result	is

R¯=R(E/Po)1/3=100	m[(7329×106	J)/(101,325	Pa)]1/3=2.4
The	 curve	 labeled	 7	 in	 Figure	6-26	 is	 used	 to	 determine	 the	 scaled	 overpressure	 value	 of	 about	 0.13.	 The
resulting	side-on	overpressure	is	determined	from	Equation	6-30:

p0 = ΔP¯s⋅pa =  (0.13)(101.3	kPa)	=  13.2	kPa  =  1.9	psi.





Figure	6-26	The	energy	of	explosion	for	a	compressed	inert	gas,	computed	using	four	different	methods.
(Source:	D.	A.	Crowl,	Understanding	Explosions	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,
2003).	Used	with	permission.)	

From	Table	6-9,	 it	appears	 that	 this	explosion	will	 result	 in	distortion	of	steel	 frame	buildings	and	 is	almost
strong	enough	to	result	in	partial	collapse	of	walls	and	roofs	of	houses.

Energy	of	Mechanical	Explosions
For	mechanical	 explosions,	 a	 reaction	does	not	occur	and	 the	energy	 is	obtained	 from	 the	energy	content	of	 the
contained	substance.	If	this	energy	is	released	rapidly,	an	explosion	may	result.	Examples	of	this	type	of	explosion
are	 the	 sudden	 failure	of	 a	 tire	 full	 of	 compressed	air	 and	 the	 sudden	catastrophic	 rupture	of	 a	 compressed	gas
tank.
Four	 methods	 are	 used	 to	 estimate	 the	 energy	 of	 explosion	 for	 a	 pressurized	 gas:	 Brode’s	 equation,	 isentropic
expansion,	 isothermal	 expansion,	 and	 thermodynamic	 availability.	 Brode’s	 method25	 is	 perhaps	 the	 simplest
approach.	It	determines	the	energy	required	to	raise	the	pressure	of	the	gas	at	constant	volume	from	atmospheric
pressure	to	the	gas	pressure	in	the	vessel.	The	resulting	expression	is
25H.	L.	Brode.	“Blast	Waves	from	a	Spherical	Charge.”	Physics	of	Fluids	2	(1959):	17.

E	=  (P2−P1)Vγ−1(6-34)
where
E	is	the	energy	of	explosion	(energy),
P1	is	the	ambient	pressure	(force/area),
P2	is	the	burst	pressure	of	the	vessel	(force/area),
V	is	the	volume	of	expanding	gas	in	the	vessel	(volume),	and
γ	is	the	heat	capacity	ratio	for	the	gas	(unitless).
Because	P2	>	P1,	the	energy	calculated	from	Equation	6-34	is	positive,	indicating	that	the	energy	is	released	to	the
surroundings	during	the	vessel	rupture.
The	 isentropic	 expansion	method	 assumes	 that	 the	 gas	 expands	 isentropically	 from	 its	 initial	 to	 final	 state.	 The
following	equation	represents	this	case:

E=(P2Vγ−1)[1−(P1P2)(γ−1)/γ](6-35)
The	 isothermal	 expansion	 case	 assumes	 that	 the	 gas	 expands	 isothermally.	 This	 is	 represented	 by	 the	 following
equation:

E=nRgT1ln(P2P1)  =	P2Vln(P2P1)(6-36)
where
n	is	the	number	of	moles	of	gas	(moles),
Rg	is	the	ideal	gas	constant,	and
T1	is	the	absolute	temperature	(degrees).
The	final	method	uses	thermodynamic	availability	to	estimate	the	energy	of	explosion.	Thermodynamic	availability
represents	 the	 maximum	 mechanical	 energy	 extractable	 from	 a	 material	 as	 it	 comes	 into	 equilibrium	 with	 the
environment.	The	resulting	overpressure	from	an	explosion	is	a	form	of	mechanical	energy.	Thus,	thermodynamic
availability	predicts	a	maximum	upper	bound	to	the	mechanical	energy	available	to	produce	an	overpressure.
An	 analysis	 by	Crowl	 using	 batch	 thermodynamic	 availability	 resulted	 in	 the	 following	 expression	 to	 predict	 the
maximum	explosion	energy	of	a	gas	contained	within	a	vessel:26



26D.	A.	Crowl.	“Calculating	the	Energy	of	Explosion	Using	Thermodynamic	Availability.”	Journal	of	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	5,
no.	2	(1992):	109–118.

E = P2V[ln(P2P1)−(1−P1P2)](6-37)
Note	 that	Equation	6-37	 is	nearly	 the	same	as	Equation	6-36	 for	an	 isothermal	expansion,	with	 the	addition	of	a
correction	term.	This	correction	term	accounts	for	the	energy	lost	as	a	result	of	the	second	law	of	thermodynamics.
The	question	arises	as	to	which	method	to	use.	Figure	6-26	presents	the	energy	of	explosion	using	all	four	methods
as	a	function	of	initial	gas	burst	pressure	of	the	vessel.	The	calculation	assumes	an	inert	gas	initially	at	298	K	with
γ=1.4.	The	gas	expands	 into	ambient	air	at	1	atm	pressure.	The	 isentropic	method	produces	a	 low	value	 for	 the
energy	of	explosion.	The	isentropic	expansion	results	in	a	gas	at	a	very	low	temperature;	the	expansion	of	an	ideal
gas	 from	 200	 psia	 to	 14.7	 psia	 results	 in	 a	 final	 temperature	 of	 254°R,	 or	 -254°F	 This	 is	 thermodynamically
inconsistent	because	the	final	temperature	is	ambient.	The	isothermal	expansion	method	predicts	a	large	value	for
the	 energy	 of	 explosion	 because	 it	 assumes	 that	 all	 the	 energy	 of	 compression	 is	 available	 to	 perform	work.	 In
reality,	some	of	 the	energy	must	be	expelled	as	waste	heat,	according	to	the	second	 law	of	 thermodynamics.	The
thermodynamic	 availability	method	 accounts	 for	 this	 loss	 through	 the	 correction	 term	 in	Equation	6-37.	 All	 four
methods	continue	to	be	used	to	estimate	the	energy	of	explosion	for	compressed	gases.
It	 is	 thought	 that	 Brode’s	 equation	 more	 closely	 predicts	 the	 potential	 explosion	 energy	 close	 to	 the	 explosion
source	(near	field),	and	that	the	isentropic	expansion	method	predicts	better	the	effects	at	a	greater	distance	(far
field).	However,	it	is	unclear	where	this	transition	occurs.	Also,	a	portion	of	the	potential	explosion	energy	of	vessel
burst	is	converted	into	kinetic	energy	of	the	vessel	pieces	and	other	inefficiencies	(such	as	strain	energy	in	the	form
of	heat	in	the	vessel	fragments).

Missile	Damage
An	 explosion	 occurring	 in	 a	 confined	 vessel	 or	 structure	 can	 rupture	 the	 vessel	 or	 structure,	 resulting	 in	 the
projection	of	debris	over	a	wide	area.	This	debris	(also	called	missiles)	can	cause	appreciable	injury	to	people	and
damage	to	structures	and	process	equipment.	Moreover,	such	missiles	can	be	projected	to	large	distances	from	the
explosion,	causing	additional	remote	damage.
Missiles	 are	 frequently	 a	 means	 by	 which	 an	 accident	 propagates	 throughout	 a	 plant	 facility.	 For	 example,	 a
localized	 explosion	 in	 one	 part	 of	 the	 plant	may	 project	 debris	 throughout	 the	 plant.	 This	 debris	 strikes	 storage
tanks,	process	equipment,	and	pipelines,	resulting	in	secondary	fires	or	explosions.	This	chain	of	damage	is	called
the	“domino	effect”	for	explosions.
Clancey	developed	an	empirical	relationship	between	the	mass	of	explosive	and	the	maximum	horizontal	range	of
the	 fragments,27	 as	 illustrated	 in	 Figure	 6-27.	 This	 relationship	 is	 useful	 during	 accident	 investigations	 for
calculating	the	energy	level	required	to	project	fragments	over	an	observed	distance.
27V.	 J.	 Clancey.	 “Diagnostic	 Features	 of	 Explosion	 Damage,”	 paper	 presented	 at	 the	 Sixth	 International	 Meeting	 of	 Forensic	 Sciences,
Edinburgh,	UK,	1972.



Figure	6-27	Maximum	horizontal	range	of	blast	fragments.	(Data	from	V.	J.	Clancey.	“Diagnostic	Features	of
Explosion	Damage,”	paper	presented	at	the	Sixth	International	Meeting	of	Forensic	Sciences,	Edinburgh,	UK,
1972.)	

Blast	Damage	to	People
People	 can	 be	 injured	 by	 explosions	 from	 direct	 blast	 effects	 (including	 overpressure	 and	 thermal	 radiation)	 or
indirect	 blast	 effects	 (mostly	 missile	 damage).	 Blast	 damage	 effects	 are	 estimated	 using	 probit	 analysis,	 as
discussed	in	Section	2-6.

Example	6-13



A	 reactor	 contains	 the	 equivalent	 of	 5000	 kg	 of	 TNT.	 If	 it	 explodes,	 estimate	 the	 injury	 to	 people	 and	 the
damage	to	structures	located	150	m	away.

Solution
The	overpressure	is	determined	using	Equation	6-27	and	Figure	6-24.	The	scaled	distance	is

ze =rmTNT1/3			 =150	m(5000	kg)1/3			 =8.80	m/kg1/3
From	Figure	6-24,	the	scaled	overpressure	is	0.20	and	the	overpressure	is	(0.20)	(101.3	kPa)	=	20.3	kPa.	Table
6-9	indicates	that	this	will	result	in	50%	destruction	of	brickwork	of	houses.
Injury	 to	 personnel	 is	 determined	 using	 probit	 equations	 from	 Table	 2-5.	 The	 probit	 equation	 for	 deaths
resulting	from	lung	hemorrhage	is

Y=−77.1	+	6.91	in	P
and	the	probit	equation	for	eardrum	rupture	is

Y=−15.6	+	1.93	in	P

where	P	is	the	overpressure	in	N/m2.	20.3	kPa	=	20,300	N/m2.
Substituting	this	value	into	the	probit	equations	yields

Ydeaths =  −77.1	+	6.91	ln(20,300	N/m2)=−8.56
Yeardrums =  −15.6	+	1.93	ln(20,300	N/m2)=3.54

Table	2-4	converts	the	probit	to	percentages.	The	result	shows	that	there	should	be	no	deaths	and	that	fewer
than	7%	 to	8%	of	 the	exposed	people	would	 suffer	eardrum	ruptures.	This	assumes	complete	conversion	of
explosion	energy.

Vapor	Cloud	Explosions	(VCE)
The	most	dangerous	and	destructive	explosions	in	the	chemical	process	industries	are	VCEs.	These	explosions	occur
as	the	following	sequence	of	events:

1.	 Sudden	 release	 of	 a	 large	 quantity	 of	 flammable	 vapor	 (typically	 this	 occurs	 when	 a	 vessel,	 containing	 a
superheated	and	pressurized	liquid,	ruptures)

2.	 Dispersion	of	the	vapor	throughout	the	plant	site	while	mixing	with	air
3.	 Ignition	of	the	resulting	vapor	cloud

The	accident	at	Flixborough,	England,	is	a	classic	example	of	a	VCE.	The	sudden	failure	of	a	20-inch	cyclohexane
line	between	reactors	led	to	almost	instantaneous	vaporization	of	an	estimated	30	tons	of	cyclohexane.	The	vapor
cloud	dispersed	throughout	the	plant	site,	mixed	with	air,	and	was	ignited	by	an	unknown	source	45	seconds	after
the	release.	The	entire	plant	site	was	leveled	and	28	people	were	killed.
A	summary	of	29	international	VCEs	over	the	period	1974–1986	shows	property	losses	for	each	event	of	between
$5,000,000	 and	 $100,000,000	 and	 140	 fatalities	 (an	 average	 of	 almost	 13	 per	 year).28	 Any	 process	 containing
quantities	of	liquefied	gases,	volatile	superheated	liquid,	or	high-pressure	gases	is	considered	a	good	candidate	for
a	VCE.
28Richard	W.	Prugh.	“Evaluation	of	Unconfined	Vapor	Cloud	Explosion	Hazards.”	In	International	Conference	on	Vapor	Cloud	Modeling	(New
York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1987),	p.	713.

VCEs	 are	 difficult	 to	 characterize,	 primarily	 because	 of	 the	 large	 number	 of	 parameters	 needed	 to	 describe	 an
event.	 Some	 of	 the	 parameters	 that	 affect	 VCE	 behavior	 are	 quantity	 of	 material	 released,	 fraction	 of	 material
vaporized,	 probability	 of	 ignition	 of	 the	 cloud,	 distance	 traveled	 by	 the	 cloud	 before	 ignition,	 time	 delay	 before
ignition	of	cloud,	probability	of	explosion	rather	than	fire,	existence	of	a	threshold	quantity	of	material,	efficiency	of
explosion,	 and	 location	 of	 ignition	 source	 with	 respect	 to	 release.29	 Accidents	 occur	 under	 uncontrolled
circumstances,	and	data	collected	from	real	events	are	difficult	to	quantify	and	compare.
29Sam	Mannan,	ed.	Lees’	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries,	3rd	ed.	(Amsterdam,	Netherlands:	Elsevier,	2005),	p.	17/134.

Qualitative	studies30	have	shown	that	(1)	the	ignition	probability	increases	as	the	size	of	the	vapor	cloud	increases;
(2)	vapor	cloud	fires	are	more	common	than	explosions;	(3)	the	explosion	efficiency	is	usually	small	(approximately
2%	of	the	combustion	energy	is	converted	into	a	blast	wave);	and	(4)	turbulent	mixing	of	vapor	and	air	and	ignition
of	the	cloud	at	a	point	remote	from	the	release	increases	the	impact	of	the	explosion.31	Congestion	due	to	process
equipment	or	confinement	is	also	an	important	issue.
30Sam	Mannan,	ed.	Lees’	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries,	3rd	ed.	(Amsterdam,	Netherlands:	Elsevier,	2005),	p.	17/140.
31Richard	W.	Prugh.	“Evaluation	of	Unconfined	Vapor	Cloud	Explosion	Hazards.”	In	International	Conference	on	Vapor	Cloud	Modeling	(New
York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1987),	p.	714.

From	 a	 safety	 standpoint,	 the	 best	 approach	 is	 to	 prevent	 the	 release	 of	material.	 A	 large	 cloud	 of	 combustible
material	 is	 hazardous	 and	 almost	 impossible	 to	 control,	 despite	 any	 safety	 systems	 installed	 to	 prevent	 ignition.
Methods	that	are	used	to	prevent	VCEs	include	keeping	low	inventories	of	volatile	and	flammable	materials,	using
process	conditions	that	minimize	flashing	if	a	vessel	or	pipeline	is	ruptured,	using	analyzers	to	detect	leaks	at	low
concentrations,	 and	 installing	 automated	 block	 valves	 to	 shut	 systems	 down	 while	 the	 spill	 or	 release	 is	 in	 the
incipient	stage	of	development.

Boiling-Liquid	Expanding-Vapor	Explosions32



32Sam	Mannan,	 ed.	Lees’	 Loss	 Prevention	 in	 the	 Process	 Industries,	 3rd	 ed.	 (Amsterdam,	 Netherlands:	 Elsevier,	 2005),	 p.	 17/167;	 Frank
Bodurtha.	Industrial	Explosion	Prevention	and	Protection	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-	Hill,	1980),	p.	99.

A	 boiling-liquid	 expanding-vapor	 explosion	 (BLEVE,	 pronounced	 ble’-vee)	 is	 a	 special	 type	 of	 accident	 that	 can
explosively	 release	 large	 quantities	 of	 materials.	 It	 occurs	 when	 a	 tank	 containing	 a	 liquid	 held	 above	 its
atmospheric	pressure	boiling	point	ruptures,	resulting	in	the	explosive	vaporization	of	a	large	fraction	of	the	tank
contents.	If	the	materials	are	flammable,	a	VCE	might	result;	if	they	are	toxic,	a	large	area	might	be	subjected	to
toxic	 materials.	 In	 either	 situation,	 the	 energy	 released	 by	 the	 BLEVE	 process	 itself	 can	 result	 in	 considerable
damage.
BLEVEs	are	caused	by	the	sudden	failure	of	the	container	as	a	result	of	any	cause.	The	most	common	type	of	BLEVE
is	caused	by	external	fire.	The	steps	resulting	in	this	type	of	event	are	as	follows:

1.	 A	fire	develops	external	and	adjacent	to	a	tank	containing	a	liquid.
2.	 The	fire	heats	the	walls	of	the	tank.
3.	 The	tank	walls	below	liquid	level	are	cooled	by	the	liquid,	increasing	the	liquid	temperature	and	the	pressure

in	the	tank.
4.	 If	the	flames	reach	the	tank	walls	or	roof	where	there	is	only	vapor	and	no	liquid	to	remove	the	heat,	the	tank

metal	temperature	rises	until	the	tank	loses	it	structural	strength.
5.	 The	tank	ruptures,	explosively	vaporizing	its	contents.

It	is	likely	that	the	vessel	will	fail	at	a	pressure	below	the	design	pressure	of	the	vessel	due	to	the	weakening	of	the
vessel	 walls	 due	 to	 the	 thermal	 heating.	 It	 is	 also	 likely	 that	 the	 vessel	 will	 fail	 below	 the	 set	 pressure	 of	 any
pressure	protection	systems	on	the	vessel.
If	the	liquid	is	flammable	and	a	fire	is	the	cause	of	the	BLEVE,	the	liquid	will	ignite	as	the	tank	ruptures.	Often,	the
boiling	 and	 burning	 liquid	 behaves	 as	 a	 rocket	 fuel,	 propelling	 vessel	 parts	 for	 great	 distances.	When	 a	 BLEVE
occurs	in	a	vessel,	only	a	fraction	of	the	liquid	vaporizes;	the	amount	depends	on	the	physical	and	thermodynamic
conditions	of	the	vessel	contents.	The	fraction	vaporized	is	estimated	using	the	methods	discussed	in	Section	4-7.
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Problems
6-1.	What	is	the	flash	point	temperature	(in	°C)	of	a	50	mole	percent	mixture	of	methanol	and	water?	Use
Appendix	B	for	the	flash	point	temperature	for	pure	methanol	and	Appendix	C	for	Antoine	equations	for	vapor
pressure.
6-2.	A	gas	mixture	is	composed	of	15%	carbon	monoxide,	10%	methane,	and	the	rest	air.	Is	this	mixture
flammable?	Use	the	flammability	data	provided	in	Appendix	B.
6-3.	Estimate	the	upper	and	lower	flammable	limits	for	carbon	monoxide	and	heptane	using	the	stoichiometric
method	via	Equations	6-10	and	6-11	in	the	text.	Compare	to	experimental	values	provided	in	Appendix	B.
6-4.	A	gas	cylinder	contains	a	gas	mixture	composed	of	50%	methane	and	50%	ethylene	by	volume.	Estimate
the	LFL	and	the	UFL	for	this	gas	mixture.	Compare	to	the	experimental	values	of	3.6%	for	the	LFL	and	21.5%
for	the	UFL.
6-5.	Estimate	the	UFL	and	the	LFL	for	ethylene	using	the	stoichiometric	concentrations	and	Equations	6-10
and	6-11	in	the	textbook.	Compare	to	the	experimental	values	in	Appendix	B.
6-6.	Estimate	the	LOC	of	ethylene	using	Equations	6-15	and	6-16	in	the	textbook.	Compare	to	the	experimental
value	in	Table	6-3.



6-7.	Estimate	the	LOC	for	(a)	carbon	monoxide	and	(b)	heptane	using	Equation	6-15.	Compare	to	experimental
values	in	Table	6-3.
6-8.	Draw	an	approximate	flammability	triangle	diagram	for	methyl	alcohol.	Use	published	flammability	data
from	Appendix	B	and	Table	6-3.	If	a	gas	containing	20%	methyl	alcohol,	5%	oxygen,	and	75%	nitrogen	is	mixed
with	air,	will	it	become	flammable?
6-9.	A	barbeque	gas	cylinder	contains	20	lb	of	propane.	The	cylinder	accidentally	falls	over	and	ruptures,
vaporizing	the	entire	contents	of	the	cylinder.	The	vapor	cloud	is	ignited	and	an	explosion	occurs.	Estimate	the
overpressure	from	this	explosion	100	ft	away.	Which	type	of	damage	is	expected?
6-10.	A	VCE	with	methane	destroyed	a	house	structure	100	ft	away	from	the	ignition	source.	Estimate	the
amount	of	methane	released.
6-11.	One	compartment	in	a	gasoline	tank	truck	has	a	volume	of	11,860	liters.
a.	 How	much	gasoline	liquid	(in	liters)	is	required	to	result	in	a	stoichiometric	concentration	of	gasoline	vapor

in	this	compartment?
b.	 What	is	the	TNT	equivalence	of	this	gasoline	vapor,	based	on	a	confined	explosion?
Assume	1	atm	and	25°C	ambient	conditions.
Assume	that	the	gasoline	is	mostly	octane	(C8H18)	and	has	the	following	properties:

Molecular	weight	of	gasoline	vapor:	72
Gasoline	liquid	specific	gravity:	0.72
Lower	heating	value	of	gasoline:	44	MJ/kg

6-12.	The	LFL	for	gasoline	is	1.3	vol.	%	gasoline	vapor	in	air.	What	evaporation	rate	of	gasoline	vapor	(in	kg/s)
will	result	in	a	downwind	concentration	of	one-fourth	of	the	LFL	at	0.1	km	directly	downwind	from	the	release?

Assume:
Worst-case	stability	conditions
1	atm	and	25°C	ambient	conditions
The	same	physical	properties	for	gasoline	provided	in	Problem	6-11

6-13.	Liquid	heptane	is	stored	in	a	100,000-L	storage	vessel	that	is	vented	directly	to	air.	The	heptane	is	stored
at	25°C	and	1	atm	pressure.	The	liquid	is	drained	from	the	storage	vessel	and	all	that	remains	in	the	vessel	is
the	air	saturated	with	heptane	vapor.
a.	 Is	the	vapor	in	the	storage	vessel	flammable?
b.	 What	is	the	TNT	equivalent	for	the	vapor	remaining	in	the	vessel?
c.	 If	the	vapor	explodes,	what	is	the	overpressure	50	m	from	the	vessel?
d.	 What	damage	can	be	expected	at	50	m?

Data	for	heptane	(C7H16):
Molecular	weight:	100.21
Lower	heat	of	combustion:	–4464.9	kJ/mol
LFL:1.0	vol.	%
UFL:	7.0	vol.	%
Boiling	point:	98.4°C

6-14.	A	plant	is	considering	installing	a	butane	storage	sphere	to	be	located	100	m	from	the	control	room
building.	You	are	asked	to	review	the	consequences	of	a	vapor	cloud	explosion	involving	all	of	the	sphere’s
inventory	of	butane.	The	control	room	building	is	designed	only	for	a	3	psi	(20.7	kPa)	overpressure.	What	is	the
maximum	quantity	of	butane	(in	kg)	that	can	be	stored	without	exceeding	the	3	psi	pressure	specification?
Data	for	butane:	LHV	of	–2657.5	kJ/mol	(from	Appendix	B)
6-15.	A	set	of	experiments	is	run	on	a	flammable	gas	in	a	spherical	vessel.	The	following	data	are	obtained	for
two	different	vessel	volumes.	Estimate	the	value	of	KG	for	this	combustible	gas:

V	=	1	m3 V	=	20	m3

Time	(s) P	(bar) Time	(s) P	(bar)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.15
0.2 0.5 0.3 0.35
0.3 1.2 0.4 0.6
0.35 1.6 0.5 0.9
0.40 3.2 0.6 1.4
0.425 4.7 0.7 2.2
0.450 6.5 0.8 4.1
0.475 6.9 0.85 5.0
0.500 7.1 0.90 6.2



0.550 7.4 0.95 7.1
0.600 7.3 1.00 7.0
0.650 7.0 1.05 7.2
0.700 6.4 1.10 6.7
0.750 6.1 1.15 6.25
0.800 5.7 1.20 5.90
0.900 5.1 1.30 5.40
1.000 4.7 1.40 5.00
	 	 1.50 5.60

6-16.	The	following	liquids	are	stored	in	storage	vessels	at	1	atm	and	25°C.	The	vessels	are	vented	with	air.
Determine	whether	the	equilibrium	vapor	above	the	liquid	will	be	flammable.
a.	 Acetone
b.	 Benzene
c.	 Cyclohexane
d.	 Ethyl	alcohol
e.	 Heptane
f.	 Hexane
g.	 Pentane
h.	 Toluene
6-17.	Black	powder	has	been	used	as	a	blasting	agent	and	a	rifle	propellant	for	hundreds,	if	not	thousands,	of
years.	It	is	a	mixture	of	potassium	nitrate,	charcoal,	and	sulfur.	The	reaction	that	occurs	during	black	powder
combustion	is

2KNO3+3C+S→K2S+3CO2+N2
Estimate	the	TNT	equivalence	(in	kg)	of	1	kg	of	black	powder.	The	heats	of	formation	are	given	below:

Species Heat	of	formation	(kJ/mol)
KNO3 –494.6
CO2 –393.6
K2S –380.7

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	7.	Concepts	to	Prevent	Fires	and	Explosions
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to:

1.	 Describe	inerting	and	other	methods	to	adjust	the	gas	composition.
2.	 Discuss	static	electricity	ignition	hazards	and	their	control.
3.	 Explain	design	concepts	to	prevent	fires	and	explosions.

A	 threefold	 strategy	 is	 used	 to	 prevent	 or	 limit	 the	 damage	 due	 to	 fires	 and	 explosions:	 (1)	 prevent	 flammable
mixtures,	 (2)	 eliminate	 and	 reduce	 ignition	 sources,	 and	 (3)	 mitigate	 the	 damage	 after	 a	 fire	 or	 explosion	 has
occurred.	In	normal	industrial	practice,	all	three	strategies	must	be	addressed.
As	the	discussion	in	Chapter	6	made	clear,	the	elimination	of	ignition	sources	alone	is	not	enough	to	prevent	fires
and	explosions:	Ignition	sources	are	too	plentiful	to	use	as	the	primary	prevention	mechanism.	A	more	robust	design
is	 to	 prevent	 the	 presence	 of	 flammable	mixtures	 as	 the	 primary	 control,	 followed	by	 the	 elimination	 of	 ignition
sources	as	a	secondary	control.
For	any	fire	or	explosion	to	occur,	three	conditions	must	be	met	(as	shown	in	the	fire	triangle	depicted	in	Figure	6-
1).	First,	a	fuel	must	be	present.	Second,	oxygen	or	an	oxidant	must	be	present	to	support	the	combustion	reaction.
Finally,	 a	 source	of	 ignition	must	be	available	 to	 initiate	 the	 reaction.	 If	 any	of	 these	 three	conditions	of	 the	 fire
triangle	is	eliminated,	the	triangle	is	broken	and	it	is	not	possible	for	a	fire	or	explosion	to	occur.
Damage	resulting	from	fires	and	explosions	 is	minimized	by	stopping	fires	or	explosions	as	quickly	as	possible	as
well	as	by	designing	the	process	equipment	(and	control	centers)	to	withstand	their	effects.	Industry	accomplishes
this	 by	 using	 the	 best	 engineering	 practices,	 known	 as	 Recognized	 and	Generally	 Acceptable	 Good	 Engineering
Practices	(RAGAGEP).	See	Chapter	1	for	additional	information	on	RAGAGEP.

7-1	Inerting
The	purpose	of	inerting	is	to	adjust	the	gas	composition	in	process	equipment,	using	an	inert	gas,	so	as	to	prevent
the	 existence	 of	 flammable	 atmospheres.	 The	 inert	 gas	 is	 usually	 nitrogen	 or	 carbon	 dioxide,	 although	 steam	 is
sometimes	used.	The	limiting	oxygen	concentration	(LOC)	is	frequently	used	as	a	concentration	target	for	inerting.
For	 many	 gases,	 the	 LOC	 is	 approximately	 10%,	 and	 for	 many	 dusts,	 it	 is	 approximately	 8%,	 although	 wide
variability	is	expected.	The	commonly	used	control	concentrations1	are	shown	in	Table	7-1.
1NFPA	69,	Standard	on	Explosion	Prevention	Systems	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2014).

Table	7-1	NFPA	Inerting	Control	Concentrations

Condition Actual	LOC NFPA	recommended	control	
concentration1

Oxygen	concentration	is	
continuously	monitored

Greater	than	or	equal	to	5%	
Less	than	5%

2%	below	the	actual	LOC	Less	than	60%	
of	LOC

Oxygen	concentration	is	not	
continuously	monitored

Greater	than	or	equal	to	7.5%	
Less	than	7.5%

At	least	4.5%	below	the	actual	LOC	No	
more	than	40%	of	LOC

For	 an	 empty	 vessel	 to	 be	 charged	 with	 a	 flammable	 material,	 the	 vessel	 is	 first	 inerted	 before	 the	 flammable
material	 is	 charged.	An	 inerting	 system	 is	 required	 to	maintain	 a	 safe	 atmosphere	 in	 the	 vapor	 space	above	 the
liquid.	 Ideally,	 this	 system	 should	 include	 an	 automatic	 inert	 gas	 addition	 feature	 to	 control	 the	 oxygen
concentration	 below	 the	 LOC.	 This	 control	 system	 should	 have	 an	 analyzer	 to	 continuously	 monitor	 the	 oxygen
concentration	 in	 relation	 to	 the	 LOC	 and	 a	 controlled	 inert	 gas	 feed	 system	 to	 add	 inert	 gas	 when	 the	 oxygen
concentration	approaches	the	control	concentration.	Often,	however,	the	inerting	system	consists	only	of	a	regulator
designed	to	maintain	a	fixed	positive	inert	pressure	in	the	vapor	space;	this	ensures	that	inert	gas	is	always	flowing
out	of	the	vessel	rather	than	air	flowing	in.	The	analyzer	system,	however,	results	in	a	significant	savings	in	inert
gas	usage	while	improving	safety.
A	commonly	used	low	set	point	is	1%	below	the	recommended	control	concentration.	If	the	actual	LOC	is	less	than
or	equal	to	5%	oxygen,	then	the	recommended	control	concentration	is	3%	or	2%	below	the	actual	LOC.	Nitrogen
addition	 is	 started	 at	 3%	 (the	 National	 Fire	 Protection	 Association’s	 [NFPA’s]	 recommendation),	 and	 nitrogen
addition	is	stopped	at	2%	below	the	LOC.
Several	 purging	 methods	 are	 used	 to	 initially	 reduce	 the	 oxygen	 concentration	 to	 the	 low	 set	 point:	 vacuum
purging,	 pressure	 purging,	 combined	 pressure–vacuum	 purging,	 vacuum	 and	 pressure	 purging	 with	 impure
nitrogen,	sweep-through	purging,	and	siphon	purging.

Vacuum	Purging
Vacuum	purging	 is	 the	most	 commonly	used	 inerting	procedure	 for	 vessels.	This	procedure	 is	not	used	 for	 large
storage	vessels,	however,	because	 those	containers	are	usually	not	 rated	 for	 vacuum.	Most	 can	withstand	only	a
pressure	of	a	few	inches	of	water	gauge.
Many	process	vessels,	including	reactors,	are	often	designed	for	full	vacuum—that	is,	–760	mm	Hg	gauge	or	0.0	mm
Hg	 absolute.	 Consequently,	 vacuum	 purging	 is	 a	 common	 procedure	 employed	 with	 reactors.	 The	 steps	 in	 the
vacuum	 purging	 process	 include	 (1)	 drawing	 a	 vacuum	 on	 the	 vessel	 until	 the	 target	 pressure	 is	 reached,	 (2)



relieving	 the	vacuum	with	an	 inert	gas,	and	 (3)	 repeating	 steps	1	and	2	until	 the	 target	oxygen	concentration	 is
obtained.
The	process	 for	 vacuum	purging	using	 the	 stepwise	procedure	 is	 shown	 in	Figure	7-1.	A	vessel	 of	 known	size	 is
vacuum-purged	 from	 an	 initial	 oxygen	 concentration	 yo	 to	 a	 final	 target	 oxygen	 concentration	 yj.	 The	 vessel	 is
initially	 at	pressure	PH	 and	 is	 vacuum-purged	using	 a	 vacuum	at	 pressure	PL.	 The	 objective	 is	 to	 determine	 the
number	 of	 cycles	 required	 to	 achieve	 the	 target	 oxygen	 concentration.	 Note	 that	 the	 high	 and	 low	 pressures
selected	 for	 the	 cycles	 shown	 in	 Figure	 7-1	 depend	 on	 the	 design	 pressure	 of	 the	 vessel	 and	 the	 low	 pressure
capability	of	the	facility’s	vacuum	system.



Figure	7-1	Vacuum	purge	cycles.	

The	oxygen	concentration	at	the	end	of	each	vacuum	cycle	is	the	same	as	the	concentration	at	the	beginning	of	the
vacuum	cycle:	Evacuation	of	 the	gas	 from	the	vessel	does	not	change	 the	concentration.	For	each	pressurization
cycle,	if	the	inert	does	not	contain	any	oxygen,	then	the	number	of	moles	of	oxygen	remains	constant.
Assuming	a	high	pressure	PH	and	a	low	pressure	or	vacuum	PL	for	each	cycle	and	assuming	ideal	gas	behavior,	the
total	moles	of	gas	at	each	pressure	are

nH=PHVRgT(7-1)
nL=PLVRgT(7-2)

where	nH	and	nL	are	the	total	moles	at	the	high	and	low	pressures,	respectively.
The	number	of	moles	of	oxidant	for	the	low-pressure	PL	and	high-pressure	PH	are	computed	using	Dalton’s	law:

(noxy)1L=y0nL(7-3)
(noxy)1H=y0nH(7-4)

where	1L	and	1H	are	the	first	vacuum	and	first	atmospheric	states,	respectively.
When	the	vacuum	is	relieved	with	pure	inert	gas,	the	moles	of	oxidant	remains	the	same	as	in	the	vacuum	state	and
the	moles	of	nitrogen	increases.	The	new	(lower)	oxidant	concentration	is

y1=(noxy)1LnH(7-5)
where	y1	is	the	oxygen	concentration	after	the	first	purge	with	nitrogen.	Substituting	Equation	7-3	into	Equation	7-5
gives

y1=(noxy)1LnH=y0(nLnH)
If	the	vacuum	and	inert	relief	process	is	repeated,	the	concentration	after	the	second	purge	is

y2=(noxy)2LnH=y1nLnH=y0(nLnH)2
This	 process	 is	 repeated	 as	 often	 as	 required	 to	 decrease	 the	 oxidant	 concentration	 to	 a	 desired	 level.	 The
concentration	after	j	purge	cycles—that	is,	vacuum	and	relief—is	given	by	the	following	general	equation:

yj=y0(nLnH)j=y0(PLPH)j(7-6)
This	equation	assumes	that	the	pressure	limits	PH	and	PL	are	identical	for	each	cycle.
The	total	moles	of	inert	gas	added	for	each	cycle	is	constant.	For	j	cycles,	it	is	given	by

ΔnN2=	j(PH−PL)VRgT(7-7)
Equations	7-1	through	7-7	assume	the	gas	is	well	mixed	in	the	vessel,	the	ideal	gas	law	applies,	and	the	temperature
is	constant.

Example	7-1
Use	 a	 vacuum	 purging	 technique	 to	 reduce	 the	 oxygen	 concentration	 within	 a	 1000-gal	 vessel	 to	 1	 ppm.
Determine	the	number	of	purges	required	and	the	total	nitrogen	used.	The	temperature	is	75°F,	and	the	vessel
initially	 contains	 air	 at	 ambient	 conditions.	 A	 vacuum	 pump	 is	 used	 that	 reaches	 a	 pressure	 of	 20	mm	Hg



absolute,	 and	 the	 vacuum	 is	 subsequently	 relieved	 with	 pure	 nitrogen	 until	 the	 pressure	 returns	 to	 1	 atm
absolute.

Solution
The	concentration	of	oxygen	at	the	initial	and	final	states	is

y0=0.21	lb-mole	O2/total	molyf=1	ppm=1×10−6 1b-mole	O2/total	mol
The	required	number	of	cycles	is	computed	using	Equation	7-6:

yj=yo(PLPH)j	ln(yjyo)=j ln(PLPH)	j=ln(10−6/0.21)ln(20	mm	Hg/760	mm	Hg)=3.37
This	is	normally	rounded	up	to	four	purge	cycles.
The	total	nitrogen	used	is	determined	from	Equation	7-7.	The	low-pressure	PL	is

PL=(20	mm	Hg760	mm	Hg)(14.7	psia)=0.387	psiaΔnN2=j(PH−PL)VRgT=4(14.7−0.387) psia(1000	 gal)
(1	ft3/ 7.48	gal)(10.73	psia ft3/1b-moleoR)(75+460)oR=1.33	lb-mole=37.2	1bm	of	nitrogen=16.9 

kg	of	nitrogen	

Pressure	Purging
Vessels	 can	 be	 pressure-purged	 by	 adding	 inert	 gas	 under	 pressure.	 After	 the	 inert	 gas	 is	 added	 and	 mixes
throughout	 the	 vessel,	 it	 is	 vented	 to	 the	 atmosphere,	 usually	 down	 to	 atmospheric	 pressure.	 More	 than	 one
pressure	cycle	may	be	necessary	to	reduce	the	oxidant	content	to	the	desired	concentration.	For	pressure	purging,
the	high	pressure	is	specified	by	the	inert	gas	pressure	and	the	pressure	rating	of	the	vessel.
The	cycles	required	to	reduce	the	oxygen	concentration	to	a	target	value	are	shown	in	Figure	7-2.	In	this	case,	the
vessel	 is	 initially	 at	PL	 and	 is	 pressurized	 using	 a	 source	 of	 pure	 inert	 at	PH.	 The	 objective	 is	 to	 determine	 the
number	of	pressure	purge	cycles	required	to	reach	the	desired	concentration.



Figure	7-2	Pressure	purge	cycles.	

Because	 the	 vessel	 is	 pressurized	with	 pure	 inert	 gas,	 the	 number	 of	moles	 of	 oxygen	 remains	 constant	 during
pressurization,	 and	 the	 mole	 fraction	 of	 oxygen	 decreases.	 During	 depressurization,	 the	 composition	 of	 the	 gas
within	 the	 vessel	 remains	 constant,	 but	 the	 total	 number	 of	 moles	 is	 reduced.	 Thus,	 the	 oxygen	 mole	 fraction
remains	unchanged.
The	 equation	 used	 for	 this	 pressure	 purging	 is	 identical	 to	 Equation	 7-6,	 where	 nL	 is	 now	 the	 total	 moles	 at
atmospheric	 pressure	 (low	 pressure)	 and	 nH	 is	 the	 total	 moles	 under	 pressure	 (high	 pressure).	 In	 this	 case,
however,	the	initial	concentration	of	oxidant	in	the	vessel	(yo)	is	computed	after	the	vessel	is	pressurized	(the	first
pressurized	 state).	 The	 number	 of	 moles	 for	 this	 pressurized	 state	 is	 nH	 and	 the	 number	 of	 moles	 for	 the
atmospheric	case	is	nL.
One	practical	advantage	of	pressure	purging	versus	vacuum	purging	is	the	potential	for	cycle	time	reductions.	The
pressurization	process	is	much	more	rapid	compared	to	the	relatively	slow	process	of	pulling	a	vacuum.	Also,	the
capacity	 of	 vacuum	 systems	 decreases	 significantly	 as	 the	 absolute	 vacuum	 is	 decreased.	 Pressure	 purging,
however,	uses	more	inert	gas.	Therefore,	the	best	purging	process	is	selected	based	on	cost	and	performance.

Example	7-2
Use	a	pressure	purging	technique	to	reduce	the	oxygen	concentration	in	the	same	vessel	discussed	in	Example
7-1.	 Determine	 the	 number	 of	 purges	 required	 to	 reduce	 the	 oxygen	 concentration	 to	 1	 ppm	 using	 pure
nitrogen	at	a	pressure	of	5	barg	and	at	a	 temperature	of	25°C.	Also,	determine	 the	 total	nitrogen	required.
Compare	the	quantities	of	nitrogen	required	for	the	two	purging	processes.

Solution



The	final	oxygen	concentration	(yf)	is	specified	to	be	1	ppm	or	10–6	lb-mole	oxygen/total	lb-mole.	The	number
of	cycles	required	is	computed	using	Equation	7-6:

1	bar=0.987	atm=14.5	psi																1	atm=1.013	bar			
yj=yo(PLPH)jj=ln(10−6/ 0.21)ln[1.013 bar /(5+1.013)	bar]=6.88

The	 number	 of	 purge	 cycles,	 therefore,	 is	 7.	 Thus,	 7	 pressure	 purges	 are	 required,	 compared	 to	 4	 for	 the
vacuum	purge	process.	The	quantity	of	nitrogen	used	for	this	inerting	operation	is	determined	using	Equation
7-7:

ΔnN2=j(PH−PL)VRgT=7(6.013−1.013) bar3.785	m3	(0.08314	bar m3/ kg−mole	oK)(298oR)=5.34 kg-
mole=149	kg	of	nitrogen=328	lb	nitrogen

Pressure	purging	requires	7	purges	and	149	kg	of	nitrogen,	compared	to	4	purges	and	16.9	kg	of	nitrogen	for
vacuum	purging.	This	result	illustrates	the	need	for	a	cost	performance	comparison	to	determine	whether	the
time	saved	in	pressure	purging	justifies	the	added	cost	for	nitrogen.

Combined	Pressure–Vacuum	Purging
In	some	cases,	both	pressure	and	vacuum	capabilities	are	available	and	are	used	simultaneously	to	inert	a	vessel.
The	computational	procedure	depends	on	whether	the	vessel	is	first	evacuated	or	pressurized.
The	purging	cycles	 for	a	pressure-first	purge	are	shown	 in	Figure	7-3.	 In	 this	case,	 the	beginning	of	 the	cycle	 is
defined	as	the	end	of	the	initial	pressurization.	If	the	initial	oxygen	mole	fraction	is	0.21,	the	oxygen	mole	fraction	at
the	end	of	this	initial	pressurization	is	given	by

y0=0.21(PoPH)(7-8)



Figure	7-3	Vacuum–pressure	purging	with	initial	pressurization.	

At	this	point,	the	remaining	cycles	are	identical	to	those	for	pressure	purging	and	Equation	7-6	applies.	However,
the	number	of	cycles	j	is	the	number	of	cycles	after	the	initial	pressurization.
The	purging	cycles	for	an	evacuate-first	purge	are	shown	in	Figure	7-4.	In	this	case,	the	beginning	of	the	cycle	is
defined	as	the	end	of	the	initial	evacuation.	The	oxygen	mole	fraction	at	this	point	 is	the	same	as	the	initial	mole
fraction.	Furthermore,	the	remaining	cycles	are	identical	to	those	in	the	vacuum	purge	operation	and	Equation	7-6
is	directly	applicable.	However,	the	number	of	cycles	j	is	the	number	of	cycles	after	the	initial	evacuation.





Figure	7-4	Vacuum–pressure	purging	with	initial	evacuation.	

Vacuum	and	Pressure	Purging	with	Impure	Nitrogen
The	equations	developed	for	vacuum	and	pressure	purging	apply	to	processes	using	pure	inert	gases	only.	In	reality,
many	 of	 the	 nitrogen	 separation	 processes	 available	 today	 do	 not	 provide	 pure	 nitrogen;	 instead,	 they	 typically
provide	nitrogen	in	the	98%	range,	with	the	remainder	of	the	gas	being	usually	oxygen.
Assume	 that	 the	nitrogen	used	as	an	 inerting	gas	also	contains	oxygen	at	a	constant	mole	 fraction	of	yoxy.	For	a
pressure	purging	procedure.	the	total	moles	of	oxygen	present	at	the	end	of	the	first	pressurization	is	given	by	the
moles	initially	present	plus	the	moles	included	with	the	nitrogen.	This	amount	is

noxy=y0(PLVRgT)+yoxy(PH−PL)VRgT(7-9)
The	total	moles	in	the	vessel	at	the	end	of	the	first	pressurization	is	given	by	Equation	7-1.	Thus,	the	mole	fraction
of	oxygen	at	the	end	of	this	cycle	is

y1=noxyntot=y0(PLPH)+yoxy(1−PLPH)(7-10)
This	result	is	generalized	into	a	recursive	equation	(Equation	7-11)	and	a	generalized	equation	(Equation	7-13),	for
the	oxygen	concentration	at	the	end	of	the	jth	pressure	cycle:

yj=yj−1(PLPH)+yoxy(1−PLPH)(7-11)
Rearrange	Equation	7-11	to	give:

yj−yoxy=(yj−1−yoxy)(PLPH)
Use	the	preceding	equation	to	determine	the	concentration	after	one	purge:

y1−yoxy=(y0−yoxy)(PLPH)(7-12)
Repeat	this	process	for	the	second	purge:

y2−yoxy=(y1−yoxy)(PLPH)
Replace	(y1−yoxy)	with	the	(y1−yoxy)	as	shown	earlier,	resulting	in:

y2−yoxy=(y0−yoxy)(PLPH)(PLPH)=(y0−yoxy)(PLPH)2
Repeat	this	process	to	give	the	following	general	equation:

yj−yoxy=(y0−yoxy)(PLPH)j(7-13)
Equation	7-13	is	used	in	place	of	Equation	7-6	for	both	pressure	and	vacuum	purging	with	impure	inert	gases.
Pressure	purging	 is	 faster	because	 the	pressure	differentials	are	greater	but	 it	uses	more	 inert	gas	 than	vacuum
purging.	Vacuum	purging	uses	less	inert	gas	because	the	oxygen	concentration	is	reduced	primarily	by	vacuum	on
the	very	first	cycle.	When	combining	vacuum	and	pressure	purging,	less	nitrogen	is	used	to	if	the	initial	cycle	is	a
vacuum	cycle.

Sweep-Through	Purging
The	sweep-through	purging	process	adds	the	purge	gas	into	a	vessel	at	one	opening	and	withdraws	the	mixed	gas
from	 the	 vessel	 to	 the	 atmosphere	 (or	 scrubber)	 from	 another	 opening.	 This	 purging	 process	 is	 commonly	 used
when	the	vessel	or	equipment	is	not	rated	for	pressure	or	vacuum;	the	purge	gas	is	added	and	withdrawn	at	a	fixed
pressure,	normally	atmospheric.
Purging	 results	 are	 defined	 by	 assuming	 perfect	 mixing	 within	 the	 vessel,	 constant	 temperature,	 and	 constant
pressure.	Under	these	conditions,	the	mass	or	volumetric	flow	rate	for	the	exit	stream	is	equal	to	the	inlet	stream.
The	material	balance	around	the	vessel	is

VdCdt=C0Qv−CQv(7-14)
where

V	is	the	vessel	volume,



C	is	the	concentration	of	oxidant	within	the	vessel	(mass	or	volumetric	units),
C0	is	the	inlet	oxidant	concentration	(mass	or	volumetric	units),
Qv	is	the	volumetric	flow	rate	(volume/time),	and
t	is	time.

The	mass	or	 volumetric	 flow	 rate	 of	 oxidant	 into	 the	 vessel	 is	C0Qv,	 and	 the	 flow	 rate	of	 oxidant	exiting	 is	CQv.
Equation	7-14	is	rearranged	and	integrated:

Qv∫0tdt=V∫C1C2dC(C0−C)(7-15)
The	volumetric	quantity	of	 inert	gas	 required	 to	 reduce	 the	oxidant	concentration	 from	C1	 to	C2	 is	Qvt,	 and	 it	 is
determined	using	the	following	equation:

Qvt=Vln(C1−C0C2−C0)(7-16)
If	pure	inert	gas	is	used	for	the	sweep	purge,	then	C0	=	0.

Example	7-3
A	 storage	 vessel	 contains	 100%	 air	 by	 volume	 and	 must	 be	 inerted	 with	 nitrogen	 until	 the	 oxygen
concentration	is	 less	than	1.25%	by	volume.	The	vessel	volume	is	1000	ft3.	Compute	 the	volume	of	nitrogen
required,	assuming	the	nitrogen	contains	0.01%	oxygen.

Solution
The	volume	of	nitrogen	required,	Qvt,	is	determined	using	Equation	7-15:

Qvt=Vln(C1−C0C2−C0)=(1000	ft3)ln(21.0−0.011.25−0.01)=2830	ft3
This	 is	 the	 quantity	 of	 impure	 nitrogen	 added	 (containing	 0.01%	 oxygen).	 The	 quantity	 of	 pure	 nitrogen
required	to	reduce	the	oxygen	concentration	to	1.25%	is

Qvt=(1000	ft3)ln(21.01.25)=2821	ft3

Siphon	Purging
The	 sweep-through	 process	 requires	 large	 quantities	 of	 nitrogen,	 as	 shown	 by	 Equation	 7-16.	 This	 could	 be
expensive	when	 purging	 large	 storage	 vessels.	 In	 such	 a	 case,	 siphon	 purging	 is	 used	 to	minimize	 this	 purging
expense.
The	siphon	purging	process	starts	by	filling	the	vessel	with	liquid	water	or	any	liquid	compatible	with	the	material
to	be	stored	 in	 the	vessel.	The	purge	gas	 is	 subsequently	added	 to	 the	vapor	space	of	 the	vessel	as	 the	 liquid	 is
drained	from	the	vessel.	The	volume	of	purge	gas	is	equal	to	the	volume	of	the	vessel,	and	the	rate	of	purging	is
equivalent	to	the	volumetric	rate	of	liquid	discharge.
It	is	typically	not	possible	to	fill	the	vessel	entirely	with	liquid.	Thus,	when	using	the	siphon	purging	process,	it	may
be	desirable	to	first	fill	the	vessel	as	much	as	possible	with	liquid	and	then	use	the	sweep-through	purge	process	to
remove	 oxygen	 from	 the	 residual	 head	 space.	 This	 method	 decreases	 the	 oxygen	 concentration	 to	 low
concentrations,	but	requires	only	a	small	extra	expense	for	the	additional	sweep-through	purging.

Using	the	Flammability	Diagram	to	Avoid	Flammable	Atmospheres
The	flammability	diagram	introduced	in	Chapter	6	is	important	for	determining	whether	a	flammable	mixture	exists
and	 for	providing	 target	concentrations	 for	 inerting	and	purging	procedures.	The	objective	 is	 to	avoid	 flammable
mixtures.
The	procedure	 for	 taking	a	vessel	out	of	service	 is	 illustrated	 in	Figure	7-5.	The	vessel	 is	 initially	at	point	A	and
contains	pure	fuel	gas	at	atmospheric	pressure.	If	air	is	used	to	purge	the	vessel,	the	composition	follows	line	AR,
which	goes	through	the	flammability	zone.	If	nitrogen	is	first	pumped	into	the	vessel,	the	gas	composition	follows
along	line	AS.	One	approach	is	to	continue	the	nitrogen	flow	until	the	vessel	contains	pure	nitrogen.	However,	this
requires	a	large	amount	of	nitrogen	and	is	costly.	A	more	efficient	procedure	is	to	inert	with	nitrogen	until	point	S	is
reached.	 Then	 air	 can	 be	 introduced,	 and	 the	 gas	 composition	 follows	 along	 the	 line	 SR.	 In	 this	 case,	 the
flammability	zone	is	avoided	and	a	safe	vessel	preparation	procedure	is	ensured.





Figure	7-5	A	procedure	for	avoiding	the	Flammability	zone	for	taking	a	vessel	out	of	service.	

One	might	suggest	an	even	more	optimized	procedure,	which	involves	first	pumping	air	into	the	vessel	until	a	point
is	reached	on	the	air	line	above	the	UFL.	This	is	followed	by	pumping	nitrogen	into	the	vessel,	followed	by	pumping
in	 air.	 This	 approach	 avoids	 the	 nose	 of	 the	 flammability	 zone	 and	 minimizes	 the	 consumption	 of	 nitrogen.
Unfortunately,	 the	 air	 forms	a	 flammable	mixture	 at	 the	 entry	point	 as	 the	pure	 air	mixes	with	 the	 fuel-rich	gas
mixture	in	the	vessel.	The	flammability	diagram	reflects	only	the	average	gas	composition	within	the	vessel.	Using
nitrogen	first	avoids	this	problem.
When	using	the	nitrogen	purge	process,	one	must	determine	the	location	of	point	S	in	Figure	7-5.	The	approach	is
shown	in	Figure	7-6.	Point	S	 is	approximated	by	a	 line	starting	at	 the	pure	air	point	R	and	connecting	 through	a
point	M	 at	 the	 intersection	of	 the	LFL	with	 the	 stoichiometric	 combustion	 line.	Because	 the	gas	 compositions	 at
points	R	and	M	are	known,	the	composition	at	point	S	is	determined	graphically	or	by	using	the	following	equation:



Figure	7-6	Estimating	a	target	fuel	concentration	at	point	S	for	taking	a	vessel	out	of	service.	Point	M	is	the
intersection	of	the	LFL	line	with	the	stoichiometric	line.	

OSFC=LFL1−z(LFL21)(7-17)
where	OSFC	 is	 the	out-of-service	 fuel	concentration—that	 is,	 the	 fuel	concentration	at	point	S	 in	Figure	7-6.	The
LFL	is	the	volume	percent	of	fuel	in	air	at	the	lower	flammability	limit,	and	z	is	the	stoichiometric	oxygen	coefficient
from	the	combustion	reaction	given	in	Chapter	6.	The	derivation	of	Equation	7-17	is	provided	on	the	website	for	this
textbook.
Another	approach	is	to	estimate	the	fuel	concentration	at	point	S	by	extending	the	 line	from	point	R	through	the



intersection	of	the	minimum	oxygen	concentration	(M	)	and	the	stoichiometric	combustion	line.	The	analytical	result
is

OSFC=LOCz(1−LOC21)(7-18)
where

LOC	 is	 the	 limiting	 oxygen	 concentration	 (also	 called	 the	minimum	 oxygen	 concentration)	 in	 volume
percent	oxygen,

z	is	the	stoichiometric	coefficient	for	oxygen	given	in	Equation	6-9,	and

LFL	is	the	fuel	concentration	at	the	lower	flammability	limit,	in	volume	percent	of	fuel	in	air.

The	derivation	of	Equation	7-18	is	provided	on	the	website	for	this	textbook.
Equations	7-17	and	7-18	are	approximations	of	the	fuel	concentration	at	point	S.	Fortunately,	these	equations	are
mostly	(but	not	always)	conservative—that	is,	less	than	the	experimentally	determined	OSFC	value.	For	instance,	for
methane	the	LFL	is	=	5.3%	and	z	is	2.	Thus	Equation	7-17	predicts	an	OSFC	of	10.7%	fuel.	This	is	compared	to	an
experimentally	determined	OSFC	of	14.5%	(from	Table	7-2).	By	using	an	experimental	LOC	of	12%,	an	OSFC	value
of	14%	is	determined.	This	 is	closer	 to	 the	experimental	value	but	still	conservative.	For	ethylene,	1,3-butadiene,
and	 hydrogen,	 Equation	 7-18	 predicts	 a	 higher	 OSFC	 than	 the	 experimentally	 determined	 value.	 For	 all	 other
species	in	Table	7-2,	Equation	7-17	estimates	an	OSFC	that	is	less	than	the	experimental	value.

Table	 7-2	 Experimental	 In-Service	 Oxygen	 Concentrations	 (ISOCs)	 and	 Out-Of-Service	 Fuel	 Concentrations
(OSFCs)

Chemical OSFC	(vol.	%	
fuel)

ISOC	(vol.	%	
oxygen) Chemical OSFC	(vol.	%	

fuel)
ISOC	(vol.	%	
oxygen)

Methane 14.5 13 Cyclopropane 7.0 12.0
Ethane 7.0 11.7 Methyl	alcohol 15.0 10.8
Propane 6.2 12.0 Ethyl	alcohol 9.5 11.0
Butane 5.8 12.5 Dimethyl	ether 7.1 11.0
n-Pentane 4.2 12.0 Diethyl	ether 3.8 11.0
n-Hexane 3.8 12.2 Methyl	formate 12.5 11.0
Natural	gas 11.0 12.8 Isobutyl	formate 6.5 12.7
Ethylene 6.0 10.5 Methyl	acetate 8.5 11.7
Propylene 6.0 12.0 Acetone 7.8 12.0
2-
Methylpropene

5.5 12.5 Methyl	ethyl	
ketone

5.3 11.5

1-Butene 4.8 11.7 Carbon	disulfide 2.5 6.0
3-Methyl-1-
butene

4.0 11.5 Gasoline	
(115/145)

3.8 12.0

1,3-Butadiene 4.9 10.8 JP-4 3.5 11.7
Acetylene 4.0 7.0 Hydrogen 5.0 5.7
Benzene 3.7 11.8 Carbon	monoxide 19.5 7.0

Source:	 C.	 V.	 Mashuga	 and	 D.	 A.	 Crowl.	 “Application	 of	 the	 Flammability	 Diagram	 for	 Evaluation	 of	 Fire	 and
Explosion	Hazards	of	Flammable	Vapors.”	Process	Safety	Progress	17,	no.	3	(1998):	176.
Figure	7-7	 shows	 the	 procedure	 for	 placing	 a	 vessel	 into	 service.	 The	 vessel	 begins	with	 air,	 shown	 as	 point	A.
Nitrogen	is	pumped	into	the	vessel	until	point	S	is	reached.	Then	fuel	is	pumped	in	following	line	SR	until	point	R	is
reached.	 The	 problem	 is	 to	 determine	 the	 oxygen	 (or	 nitrogen)	 concentration	 at	 point	S.	 The	 in-service	 oxygen
concentration	 (ISOC)	represents	 the	maximum	oxygen	concentration	at	point	S	 in	Figure	7-7	 that	 just	avoids	 the
flammability	zone,	with	a	small	margin	of	safety.





Figure	7-7	A	procedure	for	avoiding	the	flammability	zone	for	bringing	a	vessel	into	service.	

If	a	detailed	flammability	diagram	is	lacking,	then	the	ISOC	is	estimated.	One	approach	is	to	use	the	intersection	of
the	LFL	with	the	stoichiometric	combustion	line.	A	line	is	drawn	from	the	top	apex	of	the	triangle	(R)	through	this
intersection	to	the	nitrogen	axis,	as	shown	in	Figure	7-8.	The	composition	at	S	is	determined	graphically	or	with



Figure	7-8	Estimating	a	target	nitrogen	concentration	at	point	S	for	placing	a	vessel	into	service.	Point	M	is
the	intersection	of	the	LFL	line	with	the	stoichiometric	combustion	line.	

ISOC=zLFL1−(LFL100)(7-19)
Where

ISOC	is	the	in-service	oxygen	concentration	in	volume	percent	oxygen,
z	is	the	stoichiometric	coefficient	for	oxygen	given	in	Equation	6-9,	and
LFL	is	the	fuel	concentration	at	the	lower	flammability	limit,	in	volume	percent	of	fuel	in	air.

Equation	7-19	is	derived	on	the	website	for	this	textbook.	The	nitrogen	concentration	at	point	S	 is	equal	to	100	–
ISOC.
An	 expression	 to	 estimate	 the	 ISOC	 using	 the	 intersection	 of	 the	 minimum	 oxygen	 concentration	 and	 the
stoichiometric	line	is	also	found	using	a	similar	procedure.	The	analytical	result	is

ISOC=zLOCz−LOC100(7-20)
where	LOC	is	the	minimum	oxygen	concentration	in	volume	percent	oxygen.
A	comparison	of	the	estimates	using	Equations	7-19	and	7-20	with	the	experimental	values	in	Table	7-2	shows	that



Equation	7-19	predicts	a	lower	oxygen	value	than	the	experimental	values	for	all	species	except	for	methyl	formate.
Equation	7-20	predicts	a	lower	oxygen	concentration	than	the	experimental	value	for	all	species	in	Table	7-2	except
for	butane,	methyl-1-butene,	1,3-butadiene,	 isobutyl	 formate,	and	acetone.	The	calculated	values	are	deliberately
not	 shown	 in	Table	7-2.	Obtaining	direct	 and	 reliable	 experimental	data	under	 conditions	as	 close	as	possible	 to
process	conditions	is	recommended.

7-2	Static	Electricity
A	 common	 ignition	 source	 within	 chemical	 plants	 is	 sparks	 resulting	 from	 static	 charge	 buildup	 and	 sudden
discharge.	Static	electricity	is	perhaps	the	most	elusive	of	ignition	sources.	Despite	considerable	efforts	to	mitigate
this	risk,	serious	explosions	and	fires	caused	by	static	ignition	continue	to	plague	the	chemical	process	industry.
The	 best	 design	 methods	 for	 preventing	 the	 emergence	 of	 this	 type	 of	 ignition	 source	 are	 developed	 by
understanding	 the	 fundamentals	 relevant	 to	 static	 charge.	 These	 fundamentals	 are	 then	 used	 to	 design	 features
within	a	plant	 to	prevent	the	accumulation	of	static	charge	or	to	recognize	situations	where	the	buildup	of	static
electricity	is	inevitable	and	unavoidable.	For	unavoidable	static	buildup,	design	features	are	added	to	continuously
and	reliably	inert	the	atmosphere	around	the	regions	where	static	sparks	are	likely.

Fundamentals	of	Static	Charge
Static	charge	buildup	is	a	result	of	physically	separating	a	poor	conductor	from	a	good	conductor	or	another	poor
conductor.	When	different	materials	touch	each	other,	the	electrons	move	across	the	interface	from	one	surface	to
the	other.	Upon	separation,	more	of	 the	electrons	remain	on	one	surface	than	on	the	other—that	 is,	one	material
becomes	positively	charged	and	the	other	negatively	charged.	In	such	a	case,	the	charges	are	equal	but	opposite	in
polarity.
If	both	the	materials	are	good	conductors,	the	charge	buildup	due	to	separation	is	small	because	the	electrons	are
able	 to	 quickly	 scurry	 between	 the	 surfaces.	 Conversely,	 if	 one	 or	 both	 of	 the	 materials	 are	 insulators	 or	 poor
conductors,	 electrons	 are	 not	 as	 mobile	 and	 may	 become	 trapped	 on	 one	 of	 the	 surfaces,	 resulting	 in	 charge
accumulation.
Household	 examples	 that	 result	 in	 static	 charge	 accumulation	 include	 walking	 across	 a	 rug,	 placing	 different
materials	 in	 a	 tumble	 dryer,	 removing	 a	 sweater,	 and	 combing	 hair.	 The	 clinging	 fabrics	 and	 sometimes	 audible
sparks	are	the	result	of	the	buildup	of	static	charge.
Common	 industrial	 examples	 include	 pumping	 a	 nonconductive	 liquid	 through	 a	 pipe,	mixing	 immiscible	 liquids,
pneumatically	 conveying	 solids,	 and	 leaking	 steam	 that	 contacts	an	ungrounded	conductor.	The	 static	 charges	 in
these	examples	accumulate	to	develop	large	voltages.	Subsequent	grounding	produces	large	and	energetic	sparks.
For	 industrial	 operations	where	 flammable	vapors	may	be	present,	 any	charge	accumulation	exceeding	0.1	mJ	 is
considered	 dangerous.	 Static	 charges	 of	 this	 magnitude	 are	 easy	 to	 generate.	 For	 example,	 the	 static	 buildup
created	just	by	walking	across	a	carpet	averages	about	20	mJ	and	exceeds	several	thousand	volts.
Basic	electrostatic	relationships	are	used	to	understand	and	 investigate	these	situations.	These	relationships	may
include	field	strengths	produced	by	static	charges,	electrostatic	potential,	capacitance,	relaxation	times,	currents,
and	potentials	in	flow	systems.
An	 electrostatic	 discharge	 occurs	 when	 two	 materials	 at	 different	 potentials	 or	 polarities	 come	 close	 enough
together	 to	 generate	 a	 charge	 transfer.	 In	 an	 explosive	 environment,	 this	 sudden	 transfer	 of	 charges	 may	 be
energetic	enough	to	act	as	an	ignition	source.	To	prevent	ignitions	created	in	this	way,	one	must	understand	(1)	how
charges	accumulate	on	objects,	(2)	how	charges	discharge	by	means	of	charge	transfer,	and	(3)	how	to	estimate	the
resulting	energy	discharged	in	relationship	to	the	minimum	ignition	energy	(MIE)	of	the	material	present.

Charge	Accumulation

Four	charge	accumulation	mechanisms	are	relevant	to	dangerous	electrostatic	discharges	in	a	chemical	plant:2

2J.	A.	Cross.	Electrostatics:	Principles,	Problems,	and	Applications	(Bristol,	UK:	Adam	Higler,	1987).

1.	 Contact	 and	 frictional	 charging:	When	 two	materials,	 one	 or	 both	 of	which	 are	 insulators,	 are	brought	 into
contact,	a	charge	separation	occurs	at	the	interface.	If	the	two	objects	are	then	separated,	some	of	the	charges
remain	separated,	giving	the	two	materials	opposite	but	equal	charges.

2.	 Double-layer	 charging:	Charge	 separation	 occurs	 on	 a	microscopic	 scale	 in	 a	 liquid	 at	 any	 interface	 (solid–
liquid,	gas–liquid,	or	 liquid–liquid).	As	the	liquid	flows,	 it	carries	a	charge	and	it	 leaves	a	charge	of	opposite
sign	on	the	other	surface—for	example,	a	pipe	wall.

3.	 Induction	charging:	This	phenomenon	is	applicable	only	to	materials	that	are	electrically	conductive.	A	person
with	 insulated	 shoes,	 for	 example,	may	 approach	 an	 overhead	 vessel	 that	 is	 positively	 charged	 (previously
filled	 with	 positively	 charged	 solids).	 Electrons	 in	 the	 person’s	 body	 (head,	 shoulders,	 and	 arms)	 migrate
toward	the	positive	charge	of	the	vessel,	thereby	causing	an	equal	quantity	of	positive	charges	to	accumulate
on	the	opposite	side	of	the	body.	This	leaves	a	part	of	the	body	positively	charged	by	induction.	When	a	metal
object	is	touched,	a	transfer	of	the	electrons	occurs,	creating	a	spark.

4.	 Charging	by	transport:	When	charged	liquid	droplets	or	solid	particles	settle	on	an	isolated	object,	the	object
becomes	charged.	The	transferred	charge	is	a	function	of	the	object’s	capacitance	and	of	the	conductivities	of
the	particles.

Some	nonconductive	hydrocarbon	liquids	have	such	low	conductivities	that	once	they	receive	a	charge,	they	retain
it	for	a	relatively	long	time.	This	can	result	in	the	potential	hazard	of	a	hydrocarbon	liquid	storage	tank.	This	critical
factor	is	described	in	a	CSB	video	on	static	electricity.3
3Static	Sparks	Explosion	in	Kansas.	https://www.csb.gov/videos/static-sparks-explosion-in-kansas/.



Electrostatic	Discharges4
4T.	B.	Jones	and	J.	L.	King.	Powder	Handling	and	Electrostatics	(Chelsea,	MI:	Lewis	Publishers,	1991).

A	charged	object	can	be	discharged	to	a	ground	or	to	an	oppositely	charged	object	when	the	field	intensity	exceeds
3	 MV/m	 (breakdown	 voltage	 of	 air)	 (where	 1	 MV/m	 =	 106	 V/m	 =	 1000	 V/mm)	 or	 when	 the	 surface	 reaches	 a
maximum	 charge	 density	 of	 7	 ×	 10-5	 coulombs/m2.	 This	 discharge	 can	 occur	 by	 six	 methods:	 (1)	 spark,	 (2)
propagating	brush,	 (3)	conical	pile	 (sometimes	known	as	Maurer	discharge),	 (4)	brush,	 (5)	 lightning-like,	and	 (6)
corona	discharges.
A	spark	discharge	(Figure	7-9)	 is	a	discharge	between	two	metallic	objects.	Because	both	objects	are	conductive,
the	electrons	move	to	exit	at	a	single	point	of	the	charged	object,	and	they	enter	the	second	object	at	a	single	point.
This	will	result	in	an	energetic	spark	that	can	ignite	a	flammable	dust	or	gas.



Figure	7-9	Common	electrostatic	discharges.	

A	propagating	brush	discharge	(Figures	7-9	and	7-10)	is	a	discharge	from	a	grounded	conductor	when	it	approaches
a	charged	insulator	that	is	backed	by	a	conductor.	These	discharges	are	energetic	and	can	ignite	flammable	gases
and	dusts.	Data	show	that	propagating	brush	discharges	are	not	possible	if	the	breakdown	voltage	of	the	insulator
is	4	kV	or	less.5
5B.	Maurer.	“Discharges	Due	to	Electrostatic	Charging	of	Particles	in	Large	Storage	Silos.”	German	Chemical	Engineering	3	(1979):	189–195.



Figure	7-10	Propagating	brush	discharge.	(Source:	B.	Maurer.	“Discharges	Due	to	Electrostatic	Charging	of



Particles	in	Large	Storage	Silos.”	German	Chemical	Engineering	3	(1979):	189–195.)	

A	conical	pile	discharge	(Figure	7-9)	is	a	form	of	a	brush-type	discharge	that	occurs	at	the	conical	surface	of	a	pile
of	powder.6	The	necessary	conditions	for	this	discharge	are	(1)	a	powder	with	a	high	resistivity	(greater	than	1010
ohm	m),	(2)	a	powder	with	coarse	particles	0.1	mm	in	diameter,	(3)	a	powder	with	a	high	charge-to-mass	ratio	(for
example,	charged	by	pneumatic	transport),	and	(4)	a	filling	rate	greater	than	approximately	0.5	kg/s.	Conical	pile
discharges	 are	 relatively	 intense	 discharges,	 with	 energies	 up	 to	 several	 hundred	 millijoules,	 and	 can	 ignite
flammable	 gases	 and	 dusts.	 To	 ignite	 dusts,	 the	 coarse	 particles	 need	 a	 fraction	 of	 fines	 to	 give	 an	 explosive
atmosphere.
6M.	Glor	and	B.	Maurer.	“Ignition	Tests	with	Discharges	from	Bulked	Polymeric	Granules	in	Silos	(Cone	Discharge).”	Journal	of	Electrostatics
30	(1993):	123–134.

A	brush	discharge	 (Figure	7-9)	 is	a	discharge	between	a	 relatively	sharp-pointed	conductor	 (radius	of	0.1	 to	100
mm)	and	either	another	conductor	or	a	charged	insulated	surface.	This	discharge	radiates	from	the	conductor	in	a
brush-like	configuration.	Such	a	discharge	 is	 less	 intense	compared	 to	a	point-to-point	 spark	discharge,	 and	 it	 is
unlikely	to	ignite	dusts.	However,	brush	discharges	can	ignite	flammable	gases.
Lightning-like	discharges	 (Figure	7-9)	are	discharges	 from	a	cloud	 in	 the	air	 over	 the	powder.	Experiments	have
shown	that	lightning-like	discharges	do	not	occur	in	vessels	with	volumes	less	than	60	m3	or	in	silos	with	diameters
less	 than	3	m.7	 There	 is	 currently	no	physical	 evidence	 indicating	 that	 lightning-like	discharges	have	 resulted	 in
industrial	deflagrations.
7P.	Boschung,	W.	Hilgner,	G.	Luttgens,	B.	Maurer,	and	A.	Wider.	“An	Experimental	Contribution	to	the	Question	of	the	Existence	of	Lightning-
like	Discharges	in	Dust	Clouds.”	Journal	of	Electrostatics	3	(1977):	303–310.

A	corona	discharge	(Figure	7-11)	 is	similar	to	a	brush	discharge.	The	electrode	conductor	has	a	sharp	point.	The
discharge	 from	 such	 an	 electrode	 has	 sufficient	 energy	 to	 ignite	 only	 the	 most	 sensitive	 gases	 (for	 example,
hydrogen).



Figure	7-11	Corona	discharge.

Energy	from	Electrostatic	Discharges
Figure	7-12	 illustrates	 the	energy	generated	 in	 electrostatic	discharges	 versus	 the	minimum	 ignition	energies	 of
gases	and	vapors	and	dusts.	In	general,	the	results	illustrate	that	most	flammable	gases	and	vapors	can	be	ignited
by	spark,	brush,	conical	pile,	and	propagating	brush	discharges,	and	that	most	flammable	dusts	can	be	ignited	only
by	sparks,	propagating	brush,	and	conical	pile	discharges.	The	regions	enclosed	by	the	dotted	lines	in	Figure	7-12
indicate	regions	of	uncertainty.





Figure	7-12	Minimum	ignition	energies	compared	to	electrostatic	discharge	energies.	(Sources:	Adapted	from
M.	Glor	and	B.	Maurer.	“Ignition	Tests	with	Discharges	from	Bulked	Polymeric	Granules	in	Silos	(Cone
Discharge),”	Journal	of	Electrostatics	30	(1993):	123–134;	and	M.	Glor.	Electrostatic	Hazards	in	Powder
Handling	(New	York:	Wiley,	1988).)	

Energy	of	Electrostatic	Ignition	Sources
A	spark	is	generated	between	two	conductors	when	the	distance	between	the	conductors	is	small	compared	to	the
diameter	of	the	conductors	and	when	the	electric	field	intensity	between	the	conductors	is	approximately	3	MV/m.	A
brush	discharge	is	generated	if	the	distance	between	the	conductors	is	large	compared	to	the	radius	of	curvature	of
the	conductor.
The	 energy	 of	 a	 spark	 discharge	 is	 a	 function	 of	 the	 accumulated	 charge	 (Q	 in	 coulombs)	 on	 the	 object,	 the
capacitance	of	the	object	(C	in	farads),	and	the	potential,	or	voltage	(V,	in	volts),	of	the	object.	These	three	variables
are	 related	 by	 the	 expression	 C	 =	Q/V.	 The	 actual	 energy	 (expressed	 in	 joules)	 associated	 with	 the	 discharge
process	is	given	by

J=Q22C(7-21)
Equation	7-21	assumes	a	capacitance-type	discharge	 (that	 is,	a	 spark);	however,	capacitance	and	voltage	are	not
defined	in	nonconductive	systems.	As	a	consequence,	Equation	7-21	is	valid	only	for	capacitive	sparks,	but	it	is	used
qualitatively	for	the	other	discharges.
A	criterion	that	is	commonly	used	to	estimate	the	potential	hazard	of	a	discharge	is	to	compare	the	MIE	of	the	fuel–
air	mixture	 to	 the	 equivalent	 energy	 of	 the	 discharge.	A	 precise	 experimental	 determination	 of	 the	MIE	 is	 often
required	under	the	specific	conditions	of	the	system.	MIEs	are	shown	in	Table	6-4	for	a	number	of	flammable	gases
and	in	Table	6-7	for	dusts.
The	 static	 discharge	 energy	 is	 a	 function	 of	 the	 accumulated	 charge.	 In	 an	 industrial	 setting,	 this	 accumulated
charge	 is	usually	 the	result	of	either	contact	or	 friction	charging	 for	 flowing	solids	and	double-layer	charging	 for
flowing	liquids.	In	each	case,	the	charge	(electrons)	 is	transported	with	the	material.	The	measure	of	this	 flow	of
electrons	is	a	streaming	current	and	is	expressed	in	coulombs	per	second	or	amps.

Streaming	Current
A	streaming	current	IS	is	the	flow	of	electricity	produced	by	transferring	electrons	from	one	surface	to	another	by	a
flowing	fluid	or	solid.	When	a	liquid	or	solid	flows	through	a	pipe	(metal	or	glass),	an	electrostatic	charge	develops
due	to	the	streaming	material.	This	current	is	analogous	to	a	current	in	an	electrical	circuit.	The	relation	between	a
liquid	 streaming	 current	 and	 the	 pipe	 diameter,	 pipe	 length,	 fluid	 velocity,	 and	 fluid	 properties	 is	 given	 by	 the
following	equation:8

8L.	G.	Britton.	Avoiding	Static	Ignition	Hazards	in	Chemical	Operations	(New	York:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1999).

Is=[10×10−6amp(m / s)2(m)2](ud)2[1−exp(−Luτ)](7-22)
where

Is	is	the	streaming	current	(amps),
u	is	the	velocity	(m/s),
d	is	the	pipe	diameter	(m),
L	is	the	pipe	length	(m),	and
τ	is	the	liquid	relaxation	time	(seconds).

The	relaxation	time	of	the	liquid	is	the	time	for	the	charge	to	fall	by	approximately	37%	of	its	initial	value,	assuming



no	charges	are	added—that	is,	the	time	required	for	a	charge	to	dissipate	by	leakage.	It	is	determined	using
τ=εrε0γc(7-23)

where
τ	is	the	relaxation	time	(seconds),
εr	is	the	relative	dielectric	constant	(unitless),
ε0	is	the	permittivity	constant,	with	a	value	of

8.85×10−12coulomb2Nm2=2.7×10−12coulombvolt	ft=8.85×10−12coulombvolt	m8.85×10−14coulombvolt	cm=
8.85×10−14sohm	cm=8.85×10−14mho s	cm,	and

γc	is	the	specific	conductivity	(mho/cm).

Specific	 conductivities	 and	 relative	 dielectric	 constants	 are	 listed	 in	 Table	 7-3.	 Notice	 that	 resistance	 =
1/conductivity	=	1/(mho/cm)	=	ohm	cm.

Table	7-3	Properties	for	Electrostatic	Calculations

Material Specific	conductivitya(mho/cm) Dielectric	constant

Liquids 	 	
	 Benzene 7.6	×	10–8	to	<	1	×	10–18 2.3
	 Toluene <	1	×	10–14 2.4
	 Xylene <	1	×	10–15 2.4
	 Heptane <	1	×	10–18 2.0
	 Hexane <	1	×	10–18 1.9
	 Methanol 4.4	×	10–7 33.7
	 Ethanol 1.5	×	10–7 25.7
	 Isopropanol 3.5	×	10–6 25.0
	 Water 5.5	×	10–6 80.4
Other	materials	and	air 	 	
	 Air — 1.0
	 Cellulose 1.0	×	10–9 3.9–7.5
	 Pyrex 1.0	×	10–14 4.8
	 Paraffin 10–16	to	0.2	×	10–18 1.9–2.3
	 Rubber 0.33	×	10–13 3.0
	 Slate 1.0	×	10–8 6.0–7.5
	 Teflon 0.5	×	10–13 2.0
	 Wood 10–10	to	10–13 3.0

aResistance	=	1/conductivity	=	1/(mho/cm)	=	ohm	cm.
Source:	J.	H.	Perry.	Chemical	Engineers’	Handbook,	3rd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	1950),	p.	1734.

Charges	also	accumulate	when	solids	are	transported.	The	buildup	results	from	the	separation	of	solid	particle
surfaces.	 Because	 solid	 geometries	 are	 almost	 always	 ill	 defined,	 electrostatic	 calculations	 for	 solids	 are
handled	empirically.
The	streaming	current	that	is	generated	while	transporting	solids	is	a	function	of	the	solids	processing	method
(see	Table	7-4)	and	the	flow	rate,	as	shown	by

Is=(coulombskg)(kgs)(7-24)
where

IS	is	coulombs/second	or	amps,
coulombs/kg	is	given	in	Table	7-4,	and
kg/s	is	the	solids	flow	rate.

Table	7-4	Charge	Buildup	for	Various	Operations

Process Charge	(coulomb/kg)
Sieving 10–9	to	10–11

Pouring 10–7	to	10–9

Grinding 10–6	to	10–7

Micronizing 10–4	to	10–7

Sliding	down	an	incline 10–5	to	10–7

Pneumatic	transport	of	solids 10–5	to	10–7

Source:	R.	A.	Mancini.	“The	Use	(and	Misuse)	of	Bonding	for	Control	of	Static	Ignition	Hazards.”	Plant/Operations



Progress	7,	no.	1	(1988):	24.
Some	generally	accepted	guidelines	for	electrostatic	calculations	are	shown	in	Table	7-5.

Table	7-5	Accepted	Electrostatic	Values	for	Calculations

Voltage	to	produce	spark	between	needle	points	½	in.	apart 14,000	V
Voltage	to	produce	spark	between	plates	0.01	mm	apart 350	V
Maximum	charge	density	before	corona	discharge 2.65	×	10–9	coulomb/cm2

Minimum	ignition	energies	(mJ) 	
Vapors	in	air 0.1
Mists	in	air 1.0
Dusts	in	air 10.0
Approximate	capacitances	C	(micro-micro	farads	=	10–12	farads) 	
Humans 100–400
Automobiles 500
Tank	truck	(2000	gal) 1000
Tank	(12-ft	diameter	with	insulation) 100,000
Capacitance	between	two	2-in.	flanges	(⅛-in.	gap) 20
Contact	zeta	potential 0.01–0.1	V

Source:	F.	G.	Eichel.	“Electrostatics.”	Chemical	Engineering	(March	13,	1967):	163.

Electrostatic	Voltage	Drops
Figure	 7-13	 illustrates	 a	 tank	 with	 a	 feed	 line.	 Fluid	 flows	 through	 the	 feed	 line	 and	 drops	 into	 the	 tank.	 The
streaming	current	builds	up	a	charge	and	voltage	in	the	feed	line	to	the	vessel	and	in	the	vessel	itself.	The	voltage
from	the	electrical	ground	in	the	metal	line	to	the	end	of	the	glass	pipe	is	calculated	using

V=IsR(7-25)



Figure	7-13	Electrical	charge	accumulation	in	a	feed	line	resulting	from	fluid	flow.	

The	 resistance	 R	 (in	 ohms)	 is	 computed	 using	 the	 conductivity	 of	 the	 fluid	 γc	 (in	 mho/cm),	 the	 length	 of	 the
conductor	L	(in	cm),	and	the	area	A	of	the	conductor	(in	cm2):

R=LγcA(7-26)
This	 relationship	 shows	 that	 as	 the	 area	 of	 the	 conductor	 increases,	 the	 resistance	 decreases;	 if	 the	 conductor
length	increases,	the	resistance	increases.

Energy	of	Charged	Capacitors
A	capacitor	 is	used	to	store	electrostatic	energy,	with	generally	 two	electrical	conductors	 (plates)	separated	by	a
dielectric	(i.e.,	insulator).	The	amount	of	work	required	to	increase	the	charge	on	a	capacitor	from	Q	to	Q	+	dQ	is	dJ
=	VdQ,	where	V	is	the	potential	difference	and	the	charge	is	Q.	Because	V	=	Q/C,	the	integration	gives	Equation	7-
21,	and	substitutions	give

J=CV22(7-27)
J=QV2(7-28)

The	units	used	in	Equations	7-27	and	7-28	are	usually	C	in	farads,	V	in	volts,	Q	in	coulombs,	and	J	in	joules.



Capacitances	of	various	materials	used	in	the	chemical	industry	are	given	in	Table	7-6.

Table	7-6	Capacitance	of	Various	Objects

Object Capacitance	(farad)
Small	scoop,	soda	can,	tools 5	×	10–12

Buckets,	small	drums 20	×	10–12

50–100-gal	containers 100	×	10–12

Person 200	×	10–12

Automobile 500	×	10–12

Tank	truck 1000	×	10–12

Source:	R.	A.	Mancini.	“The	Use	(and	Misuse)	of	Bonding	for	Control	of	Static	Ignition	Hazards.”	Plant/Operations
Progress	7,	no.	1	(1988):	24.
Charges	can	accumulate	as	a	result	of	a	streaming	current	dQ/dt	=	I.	Assuming	a	constant	streaming	current,

Q=Is t(7-29)
where	 IS	 is	 in	 amps	 and	 t	 is	 in	 seconds.	 Equation	7-29	 assumes	 that	 the	 system	 starts	with	 no	 accumulation	 of
charge,	only	one	constant	source	of	charge	IS,	and	no	current	or	charge	loss	terms.

Example	7-4
Determine	the	voltage	developed	between	a	charging	nozzle	and	a	grounded	tank,	as	shown	in	Figure	7-14.
Also,	compute	the	energy	stored	in	the	nozzle	and	the	energy	accumulated	in	the	liquid.	Explain	the	potential
hazards	in	this	process	for	a	flow	rate	of

a.	 1	gpm
b.	 150	gpm

The	data	are
Hose	length:	20	ft
Hose	diameter:	2	in.

Liquid	conductivity:	10–8	mho/cm
Dielectric	constant	εr:	25.7

Density:	0.88	g/cm3



Figure	7-14	System	for	Example	7-4.	

Solution

a.	 Because	 the	 hose	 and	 nozzle	 are	 not	 grounded,	 the	 voltage	 generated	 at	 the	 nozzle	 tip	 is	V	=	 IR.	 The
resistance	is	computed	using	Equation	7-25	for	the	conducting	fluid	with	a	resistance	length	equivalent	to
the	hose	 length	 (from	 the	ground	near	 the	pump	 to	 the	nozzle)	 and	a	 resistance	area	equivalent	 to	 the
cross-sectional	area	of	the	conducting	fluid:

L=(20	ft)(12	in/ft)(2.54	cm/in)=610	cmA=πr2=(3.14)(1	in)2=3.14	m2=20.3	cm2
Using	Equation	7-26,	we	obtain

R=(1γc)(LA)=(108ohm	cm)(610	cm20.3	cm2)=3.00×109ohm
The	streaming	current	is	a	function	of	the	velocity	and	the	pipe	diameter.	The	average	velocity	in	the	pipe
is



u=(1	gal/min3.14	in2)(ft37.48	gal)(144	in2ft2)(1	min60	s)=0.102	ft/s=3.1×10−2	m/s
The	relaxation	time	is	estimated	using	Equation	7-23:

τ=εrε0γc=(25.7)(8.85×10−14mho	scm)10−8	mho / cm=22.7×10−5	s
The	streaming	current	is	now	determined	using	Equation	7-22:

Is=[10×10−6	amp(m/s)2(m)2](ud)2[1−exp(−Luτ)]=[10×10−6	amp(m/s)2(m)2][(3.1×10−2	m/s)
(2	in12	in/ft×3.28	ft/m)]2[1−exp(−20	ft0.102	ft/s×2.27×10−4s)]=[10×10−6	amp(m/s)2(m)2]

(1.57×10−3	m2/s)2(1−0)=2.48×10−11	amp
Method	1:	Compute	the	energy	accumulated	in	the	capacitor	formed	between	the	flanges	at	the	nozzle.
A	spark	between	the	flanges	may	be	an	ignition	source.	The	voltage	drop	down	the	20-ft	line	is	the	same
as	the	voltage	drop	from	the	hose	flange	to	the	nozzle	flange,	assuming	that	the	nozzle	is	grounded.	The
voltage	is	therefore

V=IR=(2.48×10−11 amp)(3.0×109 ohm)=0.074 volt
The	capacitance	between	the	two	2-in	flanges	is	given	in	Table	7-5:

C=20×10−12 farads=20×10−12 coulomb/volt
The	energy	is	determined	using	Equation	7-27:

J=CV22=[20×10−12 coulomb/volt	(0.074	volt)22]=5.49×10−14 J
This	 is	significantly	 lower	than	the	energy	required	to	ignite	a	flammable	gas	(0.1	mJ).	An	electrostatic
hazard	at	the	nozzle	is	not	expected.
Method	 2:	 Compute	 the	 energy	 accumulated	 in	 the	 capacitor	 formed	 by	 the	 tank	 of	 liquid.	 A	 brush
discharge	 can	 jump	 from	 this	 liquid	 to	 a	 metal	 component,	 such	 as	 a	 grounded	 thermocouple.	 The
accumulated	charge	is	computed	using	Equation	7-29:

Q=Ist
with	the	time	equal	to	the	filling	time	of	the	vessel:

t=(300 gal / 1	gpm)(60	s / min)=18,000	s
Substitution	into	Equation	7-29	gives

Q=Ist=(2.48×10−11	amp)(18,000	s)                   =4.46×10−7 coulomb
The	capacitance	of	the	liquid	is	estimated	to	be	one-tenth	of	the	capacitance	of	a	2000-gal	vessel,	shown
in	Table	7-5;	therefore

C=100×10−12 farads=100×10−12 coulomb/volt
and	the	accumulated	energy	is	determined	using	Equation	7-21:

J=Q22C=(4.46×10−7	coulomb)22(100×10−12	farads)=9.9×10−4	J=0.99	mJ
This	exceeds	the	energy	required	to	ignite	a	flammable	gas	(0.1	mJ).	In	this	situation	the	vessel	should	be
purged	with	nitrogen	to	maintain	the	concentration	of	the	flammable	vapor	below	the	LOC.

b.	 This	case	is	identical	to	case	a	except	that	the	flow	rate	is	higher,	150	gpm	versus	1	gpm	for	case	(a):
u=(0.102	ft/s)(150	gpm1	gpm)  =4.66	m/s

The	resistance	is	the	same	as	for	case	(a)—that	is,	3	×	109	ohm:
τ=22.7×10−5 s

The	streaming	current	is,	from	Equation	7-21,
Is=[10×10−6	amp(m / s)2(m)2][(4.66	m / s)(0.051	m)]2[1−exp(−20	ft15.3	ft / s×2.27×10−4	s)]=

(5.65×10−7	amp)(1−0)=5.65×10−7 amp
Method	1:	Compute	the	energy	accumulated	in	the	capacitor	formed	between	the	flanges	at	the	nozzle:

V=IR=(5.65×10−7 amp)(3×109 ohm)=1695	volts
The	accumulated	energy	is	again	computed	using	Equation	7-26:

J=CV22=(20×10−12	coulomb)(1695	volts)22=0.000029	J=0.029	mJ
This	is	less	than	the	energy	required	to	ignite	a	flammable	gas	(0.1	mJ).
Method	2:	Compute	the	energy	accumulated	in	the	capacitor	formed	by	the	tank	of	fluid:

t=300	gal150	gpm(60	smin)=160	sQ=ISt=(5.65×10−7	amp)(160	s)=9×10−5 coulombsJ=Q22C=
(9×10−5	coulombs)22(100×10−12	coulomb/volt)=40	J	>>	0.1	mJ

This	energy	exceeds	0.1	mJ.	This	problem	 illustrates	 the	 importance	of	 inerting.	 It	 is	 relatively	easy	 to
build	up	energies	that	exceed	0.1	mJ.

Capacitance	of	a	Body
The	buildup	of	a	charge	on	one	surface	relative	to	another	surface	produces	a	capacitor.	In	the	chemical	industry,
the	properties	of	the	developed	capacitor	are	estimated	by	assuming	parallel	flat	plate	or	spherical	geometries.	For
example,	the	capacitance	of	a	tank	or	a	person	is	estimated	by	assuming	spherical	geometries,	and	the	capacitance
of	a	person’s	shoe	sole	or	of	a	noncorrosive	tank	lining	is	estimated	assuming	parallel	flat	plates.	Several	examples



are	shown	in	Figure	7-15.



Figure	7-15	Different	types	of	industrial	capacitors.	

The	 capacitance	 C	 of	 a	 body	 is	 Q/V.	 For	 a	 sphere	 with	 radius	 r,	 the	 voltage	 developed	 when	 a	 charge	 Q	 is
accumulated	is	determined	using	the	following	equation	from	physics:

V=14πε0Qεrr(7-30)
Because	C	=	Q/V,	the	capacitance	for	a	spherical	body	is

C=4πεrε0r(7-31)
where

εr	is	the	relative	dielectric	constant	(unitless),
ε0	is	the	permittivity	(8.85	×	10–12	coulomb2/Nm2	=	2.7×	10–12	coulomb/volt	ft),
r	is	the	sphere	radius,	and
C	is	the	capacitance.
For	two	parallel	plates,

V=QLεrε0A(7-32)
Therefore,	the	capacitance	between	parallel	plates	is

C=εrε0AL(7-33)
where

A	is	the	area	of	the	surface	and
L	is	the	thickness	of	the	dielectric.

Example	7-5
Estimate	the	capacitance	of	a	person	(1.9	m	tall)	standing	on	a	dry	wooden	floor.

Solution
This	person’s	capacitance	is	estimated	assuming	that	the	person’s	shape	is	spherical	and	that	the	“sphere”	is
surrounded	by	air	(er	is	1.0	for	air).	Using	Equation	7-31	for	a	sphere,	we	have

C=4πεrε0r=4(3.14)(1.0)(8.85×10−12coulombvolt	m)(1.9	m2)=1.05×10−10coulombvolt=1.05×10−10	farad
The	calculated	capacitance	is	close	to	the	value	listed	for	a	person	in	Table	7-6.

Example	7-6
Estimate	 the	 capacitance	 of	 a	 person	 standing	 on	 a	 conductive	 floor.	 Assume	 that	 the	 person’s	 shoe	 soles
separate	the	person	from	the	floor;	that	is,	the	shoe	sole	is	the	dielectric	of	the	capacitor.	Given:

Shoe	sole	area	(ft2)	=	2	shoes	(0.4	ft2	each)
Shoe	sole	thickness	=	0.2	in.
Dielectric	constant	of	shoe	soles	=	3.5



Solution
Use	Equation	7-32,	which	for	flat	parallel	plates	is

C=εrε0AL=(3.5)(2.7×10−12coulombvolt	ft)(0.8	ft2)(0.2	in12	in/ft)=4.54×10−10 farads

Example	7-7
Estimate	 the	 charge	 buildup,	 and	 accumulated	 energy,	 as	 a	 result	 of	 a	 person	 (insulated	 from	 the	 floor)
charging	 13.6	 kg	 of	 a	 dry	 powder,	 using	 a	 scoop,	 into	 a	 75-L	 insulated	 drum.	 Assume	 that	 the	 person’s
capacitance	is	200	×	10–12	farad.

Solution
This	 operation	 is	 a	 sliding-contact	 type	 operation.	 From	 Table	 7-4,	 this	 operation	 gives	 a	 charge	 of	 10–5
coulomb/kg.	Therefore,	the	charge	buildup	is

Q=(10−5coulombskg)(13.6	kg)=1.36×10−4 coulombs
The	accumulated	energy,	using	Equation	7-21,	is

J=Q22C=(1.36×10−4coulombs)22(200×10−12	farad)=46.2  Joules=46,200	mJ
These	results	illustrate	that	the	energy	exceeds	the	requirement	for	generating	a	spark	capable	of	igniting	a
flammable	gas.	This	spark	would	be	discharged	 if	 the	person	approached	a	ground	with	a	hand	or	with	 the
scoop.
An	equal	and	opposite	charge	is	also	accumulated	in	the	powder	in	the	insulated	drum.	Therefore,	the	charged
powder	is	another	ignition	source.	For	example,	if	a	grounded	object	of	any	kind	is	placed	close	to	the	solids,
an	energetic	brush	discharge	could	be	generated.

Sparks	resulting	from	static	charge	and	discharge	continue	to	cause	major	fires	and	explosions	within	the	chemical
industry.	The	fundamentals	and	examples	developed	in	these	sections	were	designed	to	emphasize	the	importance
of	this	subject.	The	emphasis	on	the	fundamentals	is	intended	to	assist	with	understanding	to	prevent	incidents	with
static	electricity.

7-3	Controlling	Static	Electricity
Charge	buildup,	resulting	sparks,	and	the	ignition	of	flammable	materials	are	inevitable	events	if	control	methods
are	 not	 appropriately	 used.	 In	 practice,	 design	 engineers	 recognize	 this	 problem	 and	 install	 special	 features	 to
prevent	(1)	sparks	by	eliminating	the	buildup	and	accumulation	of	static	charge	and	(2)	ignition	by	inerting.
Inerting	 (Section	 7-1)	 is	 the	most	 effective	 and	 reliable	method	 for	 preventing	 ignition.	 It	 is	 always	 used	 when
working	with	 flammable	 liquids	 that	are	5°C	 (or	 less)	below	the	 flash	point	 (closed	cup).	Methods	 for	preventing
charge	buildup	are	described	in	the	following	paragraphs.

General	Design	Methods	to	Prevent	Electrostatic	Ignitions
The	design	objective	is	to	prevent	the	buildup	of	charges	on	a	product	(liquid	or	powder)	as	well	as	on	surrounding
objects	(equipment	or	personnel).	Also	remember	that	for	every	charged	object,	there	exists	its	oppositely	charged
counterpart.	Four	methods	are	used	to	achieve	this	objective:

1.	 Prevent	 charges	 from	 accumulating	 to	 dangerous	 levels	 by	 reducing	 the	 rate	 of	 charge	 generation	 and
increasing	the	rate	of	charge	relaxation.	This	method	is	generally	used	when	handling	liquids.

2.	 Prevent	charges	from	accumulating	to	dangerous	levels	by	designing	the	system	to	include	charge	reduction
by	means	of	low-energy	discharges.	This	method	is	generally	used	when	handling	powders.

3.	 When	dangerous	discharges	cannot	be	eliminated,	prevent	the	possibility	of	an	ignition	by	maintaining	oxidant
levels	below	the	combustible	levels	(inerting)	or	by	maintaining	fuel	levels	below	a	target	concentration,	such
as	the	LOC,	LFL,	or	above	the	UFL.

4.	 Measures	 to	 mitigate	 the	 consequences	 of	 an	 explosion	 are	 also	 options	 for	 consideration	 (for	 example,
deflagration	venting	and	explosion	suppression).

The	special	design	features	for	preventing	specific	electrostatic	ignitions	are	described	in	the	following	paragraphs.
Sparks	are	prevented	by	grounding	and	bonding.	This	procedure	prevents	two	metallic	objects	(close	to	each	other)
from	having	different	potentials.	Grounding	and	bonding	are	used	to	avoid	the	possibility	of	isolated	metal	parts	or
objects.	 Isolated	 objects	 are	 notorious	 for	 building	 up	 large	 potentials	 and	 energetic	 sparks	 when	 they	 are
approached	by	another	conductor	at	a	lower	potential.
Propagating	 brush	 discharges	 are	 prevented	 by	 keeping	 the	 nonconductive	 surfaces	 or	 coatings	 thin	 enough	 or
conductive	enough	to	have	a	breakdown	voltage	less	than	4	kV.	These	discharges	are	also	prevented	by	keeping	the
metallic	backings	grounded,	so	as	to	eliminate	the	accumulation	of	a	high-density	charge	on	the	metallic	interface
and	a	countercharge	on	the	nonconductor	surface.
Conical	pile	discharges	are	prevented	by	increasing	the	conductivity	(add	additives),	by	decreasing	the	charge	rate
to	 less	 than	0.5	kg/s,	or	by	using	containers	with	a	volume	 less	 than	1	m3.	The	most	effective	way	of	preventing
ignitions	from	conical	pile	discharges	is	inerting.
Brush	discharges	are	prevented	by	keeping	the	nonconductive	surfaces	thin	enough	or	conductive	enough	to	have	a
breakdown	voltage	(ud)	of	4	kV.	Nonconductive	coatings	with	a	thickness	greater	than	2	mm,	however,	are	capable



of	brush	discharges	even	with	a	ud	 less	than	4	kV.	To	prevent	brush	discharges,	a	thickness	of	 less	than	2	mm	is
necessary.	This	fixes	the	charges	accumulated	on	the	nonconductor,	and	fixed	charges	cannot	be	transferred	 in	a
brush	discharge.	Brush	discharges	from	nonconductive	liquids	are	prevented	by	increasing	the	conductivity	using
conductive	additives.	The	most	effective	way	of	preventing	ignitions	from	brush	discharges	is	inerting.
Lightning-like	discharges	are	prevented	by	keeping	the	vessel	volume	to	less	than	60	m3	or	the	vessel	diameter	to
less	than	3	m.	If	this	condition	is	not	met,	then	the	system	needs	to	be	inerted.

Relaxation
When	pumping	fluids	into	a	vessel	through	a	pipe	on	top	of	the	vessel,	the	separation	process	produces	a	streaming
current	Is,	which	causes	charge	buildup.	It	is	possible	to	substantially	reduce	this	electrostatic	hazard	by	adding	an
enlarged	section	of	pipe	just	before	entering	the	tank.	This	decreases	the	flow	rate	and	increases	the	hold	time	for
charge	relaxation.	The	residence	time	in	this	relaxation	section	of	pipe	should	be	approximately	twice	the	relaxation
time	determined	from	Equation	7-23.
In	actual	practice,	it	was	found	that	a	hold	time	equal	to	or	greater	than	one-half	the	calculated	relaxation	time	is
sufficient	to	eliminate	charge	buildup.9	The	“twice	the	relaxation	time”	rule,	therefore,	provides	a	safety	factor	of	4.
The	American	Petroleum	Institute	recommends	a	ud,	from	Equation	7-22,	of	less	than	0.5	m2/s	for	road	tanker	filling
and	0.8	m2/s	for	railcar	filling.10
9F.	G.	Eichel.	“Electrostatics.”	Chemical	Engineering	(March	13,	1967):	153.
10API	 RP	 2003,	 Protection	 Against	 Ignitions	 Arising	 Out	 of	 Static,	 Lightning,	 and	 Stray	 Currents,	 8th	 ed.	 (Washington,	 DC:	 American
Petroleum	Institute,	2015).

Bonding	and	Grounding
The	voltage	difference	between	two	conductive	materials	is	reduced	to	zero	by	bonding	the	two	materials—that	is,
by	bonding	one	end	of	a	conducting	wire	to	one	of	the	materials	and	bonding	the	other	end	to	the	second	material.
When	comparing	two	sets	of	bonded	materials	 they	may	have	different	voltages,	however.	The	voltage	difference
between	these	two	sets	is	reduced	to	zero	by	bonding	each	set	to	ground—that	is,	by	grounding.
Bonding	and	grounding	reduces	the	voltage	of	an	entire	system	to	ground	level	or	zero	voltage.	It	also	eliminates
the	 charge	 buildup	 between	 various	 parts	 of	 a	 system,	 eliminating	 the	 potential	 for	 static	 sparks.	 Examples	 of
grounding	and	bonding	are	illustrated	in	Figures	7-16	and	7-17.



Figure	7-16	Bonding	and	grounding	procedures	for	tanks	and	vessels.	(Source:	Adapted	from	F.	G.	Eichel.
“Electrostatics,”	Chemical	Engineering	(March	13,	1967):	153.)	





Figure	7-17	Bonding	procedures	for	valves,	pipes,	and	flanges.	(Source:	Adapted	from	F.	G.	Eichel.
“Electrostatics,”	Chemical	Engineering	(March	13,	1967):	153.)	

Materials	inside	glass	or	plastic-lined	vessels	are	grounded	using	tantalum	inserts	or	metal	probes,	as	illustrated	in
Figure	7-18.	This	technique,	however,	is	not	effective	when	handling	liquids	with	low	conductivity.	In	this	case,	the
fill	 line	should	extend	to	the	bottom	of	the	vessel	(see	Figure	7-19),	 to	help	eliminate	the	charge	generation	(and
accumulation)	resulting	from	separation	during	the	filling	operation.	Also,	the	inlet	velocities	should	be	low	enough
to	minimize	the	charge	generated	by	streaming	current	IS.



Figure	7-18	Grounding	glass-lined	vessels.





Figure	7-19	Dip	leg	or	angle	iron	to	prevent	free	fall	and	accumulation	of	static	charge.	

Dip	Pipes
An	extended	line,	sometimes	called	a	dip	leg	or	dip	pipe,	reduces	the	electrical	charge	that	accumulates	when	liquid
is	allowed	to	free	fall.	However,	when	using	dip	pipes,	care	must	be	taken	to	prevent	siphoning	back	when	the	inlet
flow	is	stopped.	One	method	commonly	employed	to	prevent	siphoning	is	to	place	a	hole	in	the	dip	pipe	near	the	top
of	the	vessel.	Another	technique	is	to	use	an	angle	iron	instead	of	a	pipe	and	to	let	the	liquid	flow	down	the	angle
iron	(see	Figure	7-19).	These	methods	are	also	used	when	filling	drums.

Increasing	Conductivity	with	Additives
The	 conductivity	 of	 nonconducting	 organic	 materials	 can	 sometimes	 be	 increased	 by	 using	 antistatic	 additives.
Examples	of	antistatic	additives	 include	water	and	polar	 solvents,	 such	as	alcohols.	These	additives	are	effective
only	 when	 they	 are	 soluble	 in	 the	 offending	 liquid,	 because	 an	 insoluble	 phase	 gives	 an	 additional	 source	 of
separation	and	charge	buildup.

Handling	Solids	without	Flammable	Vapors
Charging	 solids	with	 a	 ungrounded	 and	 conductive	 chute	 can	 result	 in	 a	 buildup	 of	 a	 charge	 on	 the	 chute.	 This
charge	can	accumulate	and	ultimately	produce	a	spark	that	may	ignite	a	dispersed	and	flammable	dust.	Solids	are
transferred	safely	by	bonding	and	grounding	all	conductive	parts	and/or	by	using	nonconductive	parts	(drum	and
chute),	as	shown	in	Figure	7-20.



Figure	7-20	Handling	solids	with	no	flammable	vapors	present.	(Source:	Adapted	from	Expert	Commission	for
Safety	in	the	Swiss	Chemical	Industry.	“Static	Electricity:	Rules	for	Plant	Safety,”	Plant/Operations	Progress	7,
no.	1	(1988):	19.)	



Handling	Solids	with	Flammable	Vapors
A	 safe	 design	 for	 handling	 solids	 that	 contain	 flammable	 vapors	 includes	 handling	 of	 the	 solids	 and	 liquids	 in	 a
closed	 and	 inerted	 atmosphere	 (see	Figure	7-21).	 For	 solvent-free	 solids,	 the	 use	 of	 nonconductive	 containers	 is
permitted.	For	solids	containing	flammable	solvents,	only	conductive	and	grounded	containers	are	recommended.11

11Expert	Commission	for	Safety	in	the	Swiss	Chemical	Industry.	“Static	Electricity:	Rules	for	Plant	Safety,”	Plant/Operations	Progress	7,	no.	1
(1988):	1.



Figure	7-21	Handling	solids	with	flammable	vapors	present.	(Source:	Expert	Commission	for	Safety	in	the
Swiss	Chemical	Industry.	“Static	Electricity:	Rules	for	Plant	Safety,”	Plant/Operations	Progress	7,	no.	1	(1988):
19.)	

7-4	Explosion-Proof	Equipment	and	Instruments
All	 electrical	 devices	 are	 potential	 ignition	 sources;	 in	 turn,	 special	 design	 features	 are	 required	 to	 prevent	 the
ignition	 of	 flammable	 vapors	 and	dusts	when	 such	devices	 are	used.	The	 fire	 and	explosion	hazards	 are	directly
proportional	to	the	number	and	type	of	electrically	powered	devices	in	a	process	area.12

12Expert	Commission	for	Safety	in	the	Swiss	Chemical	Industry.	“Static	Electricity:	Rules	for	Plant	Safety,”	Plant/Operations	Progress	7,	no.	1
(1988):1.

Most	 safety	 practices	 for	 electrical	 installations	 are	 based	 on	 the	 National	 Electric	 Code	 (NEC).13	 States,
municipalities,	and	insurance	companies	may	have	their	own	installation	requirements,	but	they	are	usually	based
on	the	NEC.
13NFPA	70,	The	National	Electrical	Code	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2008).

Process	areas	are	divided	 into	 two	major	 types	of	environments:	XP	and	non-XP.	XP,	which	stands	 for	“explosion-
proof,”	means	flammable	materials	might	be	present	at	certain	times.	Non-XP	means	that	flammable	materials	are
not	present,	even	under	abnormal	conditions.	In	non-XP	designated	areas,	open	flames,	heated	elements,	and	other
sources	of	ignition	may	be	present.

Explosion-Proof	Housings
In	 an	 XP	 area,	 the	 electrical	 equipment	 and	 some	 instrumentation	 must	 have	 special	 explosion-proof	 housings.
These	housings	are	not	intended	to	prevent	flammable	vapors	and	gases	from	entering,	but	rather	are	designed	to
withstand	an	internal	explosion	and	prevent	the	combustion	from	spreading	beyond	the	inside	of	the	enclosure.	A
motor	starter,	for	example,	is	enclosed	in	a	heavy	cast	walled	box	with	the	strength	needed	to	withstand	explosive
pressures.
The	explosion-proof	design	 includes	the	use	of	conduit	with	special	sealed	connections	around	all	 junction	boxes.
Figure	7-22	 shows	 features	of	 electrical	 equipment	 rated	 for	 an	XP	area.	The	on/off	 switch	housing	 is	 especially
large	 and	bulky.	 The	 thickness	 of	 the	metal	 is	 approximately	¾	 inch.	 The	 flanges	 are	 large	 so	 that	 if	 flammable
vapors	enter	 the	box	and	are	 ignited,	 the	burning	gas	 is	quenched	as	 it	 flows	out	 through	 the	 flange	 faces.	This
bulkiness	 is	 necessary	 to	 remove	 the	 heat	 of	 a	 burning	 gas	 and	 to	 extinguish	 the	 flame	 before	 it	 exits	 into	 a
potentially	flammable	environment.





Figure	7-22	Design	features	of	electrical	fixtures	rated	for	an	XP	area.	(Source:	D.	A.	Crowl.	Understanding
Explosions	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	2003).	Used	by	permission.)	

The	sealing	pipe	fitting	below	the	switch	in	Figure	7-22	is	called	an	EYS.	It	is	approximately	2½	inches	long	and	1½
inches	in	diameter.	The	procedure	to	seal	this	fitting	is	as	follows:

1.	 The	wires	are	separated	within	the	fitting.
2.	 A	fiber	dam	is	created	at	the	lower	part	of	the	fixture.
3.	 An	epoxy	liquid	is	poured	into	the	fixture,	completing	the	sealing	of	the	fixture	once	the	epoxy	hardens.

A	reasonably	complex	chemical	plant	may	include	hundreds	of	these	fixtures,	all	of	which	must	be	sealed	properly.
Also,	any	scratches	or	dirt	on	the	flanges	will	defeat	the	gas	quenching	and	result	in	the	combustion	propagating	to
the	external	environment.

Area	and	Material	Classification
The	design	of	electrical	equipment	and	 instrumentation	 is	based	on	the	nature	of	 the	process	hazards	or	specific
process	classifications.	The	classification	method	is	defined	in	the	NEC;	it	is	a	function	of	the	nature	and	degree	of
the	process	hazards	within	a	particular	 area.	The	 rating	method	 includes	Classes	 I,	 II,	 and	 III;	Groups	A–G;	 and
Divisions	1	and	2.
The	classes	are	related	to	the	nature	of	the	flammable	material:

Class	I:	Locations	where	flammable	gases	or	vapors	are	present.
Class	II:	Same	for	combustible	dusts.
Class	 III:	 Hazard	 locations	 where	 combustible	 fibers	 or	 dusts	 are	 present	 but	 not	 likely	 to	 be	 in
suspension.

The	groups	designate	the	presence	of	specific	chemical	types.	Chemicals	that	are	grouped	have	equivalent	hazards:

Group	A:	acetylene
Group	B:	hydrogen,	ethylene
Group	C:	carbon	monoxide,	hydrogen	sulfide
Group	D:	butane,	ethane,	ethyl	alcohol
Group	E:	aluminum	dust
Group	F:	carbon	black
Group	G:	flour

Division	designations	are	categorized	in	relationship	to	the	probability	of	the	material	being	within	the	flammable	or
explosive	regions:

Division	1:	Probability	of	ignition	is	high;	that	is,	flammable	concentrations	are	normally	present.
Division	2:	Hazardous	only	under	abnormal	or	emergency	conditions.	Flammable	materials	are	normally
contained	in	closed	containers	or	systems.

Design	of	an	XP	Rated	Area
When	 designing	 an	 XP	 rated	 area,	 all	 electrical	 equipment	 and	 instrumentation	must	 be	 specified	 for	 the	 class,
group,	 and	 division.	 All	 equipment	 and	 instrumentation	 within	 an	 area	 must	 be	 appropriately	 specified	 and
installed.	 The	 overall	 classification	 of	 an	 area	 is	 only	 as	 good	 as	 the	 piece	 of	 equipment	 with	 the	 lowest
classification.



7-5	Ventilation
Proper	 ventilation	 is	 another	 method	 used	 to	 prevent	 fires	 and	 explosions.	 Ventilation	 is	 intended	 to	 dilute	 the
explosive	vapors	with	air	to	prevent	explosions	and	to	confine	the	hazardous	flammable	mixtures.

Open-Air	Plants
Open-air	 plants	 are	 recommended	 because	 the	 average	wind	 velocities	 are	 high	 enough	 to	 safely	 dilute	 volatile
chemical	 leaks	that	may	exist	within	a	plant.	Although	safety	precautions	are	always	practiced	to	minimize	leaks,
accidental	releases	from	pump	seals	and	other	potential	release	points	may	occur.

Example	7-8
A	plant	handling	substantial	quantities	of	flammable	toluene	is	located	1000	ft	from	a	residential	area.	There	is
some	concern	that	a	sizable	leak	of	flammable	vapors	will	 form	a	flammable	cloud,	with	subsequent	ignition
occurring	 in	 the	 residential	 area.	 Determine	 the	 minimum	 mass	 flow	 rate	 of	 toluene	 leakage	 required	 to
produce	a	vapor	cloud	in	the	residential	area	with	a	concentration	equal	to	the	LFL.	Assume	a	wind	speed	of	5
miles/hr	(mph)	and	D	atmospheric	stability.

Solution
Assume	 a	 continuous	 leak	 at	 ground	 level.	 The	 plume	 concentration	 directly	 downwind	 along	 the	 cloud
centerline	is	given	by	Equation	5-17:

〈C〉(x,0,0)=Qmπσyσzu
Solving	for	Qm,	the	mass	flow	rate	from	the	leak,	we	obtain

Qm=〈C〉(x,0,0)πσyσzu
The	LFL	for	toluene	is	1.2%	in	air	(from	Appendix	B).	Converting	the	units,	we	obtain
(0.012m3	toluenem3	air)(1	g-mole	toluene22.4×10−3	m3	toluene)(92	g	toluene1	g-mole	toluene)=49.3	g / m3

The	wind	speed	is	5	mph	=	2.23	m/s.	The	distance	downwind	is	1000	ft	=	304	m.	From	Figure	5-10,
σy =22	m	and	σz =12	m

Substituting,	we	obtain
Qm=(49.3	g / m3)(3.14)(22	m)(12	m)(2.23	m / s)=9.11×104	g / s=91.1 kg/s=201	lbm/ s

Any	leak	with	a	flow	rate	greater	than	201	lbm/s	is	capable	of	producing	a	flammable	cloud	in	the	residential
area.	Of	 course,	 the	 toxic	 effects	 of	 this	 cloud	must	 also	 be	 considered.	 The	LFL	 of	 1.2%	=	12,000	ppm	 is
greater	than	toluene’s	TLV-TWA	of	20	ppm.

Plants	Inside	Buildings
Frequently,	 processes	 cannot	 be	 constructed	 outside.	 In	 this	 case,	 local	 and	 dilution	 ventilation	 systems	 are
required.	These	ventilation	systems	were	discussed	in	detail	in	Chapter	3,	Section	3-3.
Local	ventilation	is	the	most	effective	method	of	controlling	flammable	gas	releases.	Dilution	ventilation,	however,	is
also	used	because	the	potential	points	of	release	are	usually	numerous	and	it	may	be	mechanically	or	economically
impossible	to	cover	every	potential	release	point	with	only	local	ventilation.
Empirically	determined	design	criteria	for	ventilation	systems	for	flammable	materials	 inside	storage	and	process
areas	are	identified	in	Table	7-7.	The	NFPA	ventilation	requirements	and	classification	of	flammables	are	given	in
Table	7-7.	There	are	more	details	regarding	ventilation	and	classifications	in	the	referenced	NFPA	document.

Table	7-7	NFPA	Ventilation	Requirements	and	Classifications	of	Flammable	Materials

Ventilatio
n	area Rate Conditions

Inside	
storage	
and	
process

1	ft3/(min	
ft2)	or	0.305	
m3/(min	m2)

Designed	to	maintain	concentration	at	or	below	25%	of	LFL.

	 	 Exhaust	discharge	shall	be	in	a	safe	location	outside	the	building.
	 	 Recirculation	of	exhaust	air	is	permitted	only	when	it	is	monitored	continuously	and	

designed	to	automatically	sound	an	alarm	and	stop	recirculation	providing	full	
exhaust	outside	when	the	concentration	is	over	25%	of	LFL.

	 	 Ventilation	should	cover	all	areas	within	the	specified	area.
Classifica
tion	of	
Flammabl
es

Conditions 	

Class	IA Flash	point	(FP)	<	73°F	and	boiling	point	(BP)	<	100°F	or	FP	<	22.8°C	and	BP	<	37.8°C
Class	IB FP	<	73°F	and	BP	≥	100°F	or	FP	<	22.8°C	and	BP	≥	37.8°C
Class	IC FP	>	73°F	but	BP	<	100°F	or	FP	>	22.8°C	but	BP	<	37.8°C



Class	II FP	>	100°F	and	BP	<	140°F	or	FP	>	37.8°C	and	BP	<	60°C
Class	III FP	>	140°F	or	FP	>	60°C

Source:	Data	taken	from	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	Flammables	and	Combustible	Liquids	Code	(Quincy,
MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2018).
The	effectiveness	of	a	ventilation	system	 is	determined	using	material	balance	equations,	described	 in	Chapter	2
and	illustrated	in	Example	7-9.

Example	7-9
Determine	the	concentration	of	toluene	over	a	diked	area	(9.5	m2)	that	contains	toluene	as	a	result	of	a	spill.
Assume	that	the	process	area	(230	m2)	is	designed	to	handle	Class	I	flammable	materials	and	that	the	liquid
and	 air	 temperature	 is	 18.3°C.	 The	 vapor	 pressure	 of	 toluene	 at	 18.3°C	 is	 20	mm	Hg.	 The	LEL	 is	 1.2%	by
volume.

Solution
The	 source	 models	 for	 spills	 are	 described	 in	 Chapter	 3,	 Equations	 3-14	 and	 3-18.	 The	 concentration	 of
volatiles	in	a	ventilated	area	resulting	from	the	evaporation	from	a	pool	is	given	by	Equation	3-14:

Cppm=KAPsatkQvP×106
where
K	is	the	mass	transfer	coefficient,	determined	using	Equation	3-18,
A	is	the	area	of	the	pool,

Psat	is	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	of	the	liquid,
k	is	the	nonideal	mixing	factor,
Qv	is	the	volumetric	ventilation	rate,	and

P	is	the	pressure.

The	ventilation	capacity	for	this	process	area	is	based	on	the	design	criterion	of	1	ft3/min	ft2	=	0.30	m3/min	m2

(Table	7-7);	therefore
Qv=(0.305	m3min	m2) (230	m2)=70.15m3min

Also,
M=92Psat=20	mm	HgA=9.5	m2

The	mass	transfer	coefficient	is	computed	using	Equation	3-18
with	M0,	and	K0	for	water—that	is,	18	and	0.83	cm/s,	respectively:

K=K0(M0M)1/3=0.83(1892)1/3=0.482cm / s=0.289	m/min
The	 nonideal	 mixing	 factor	 k	 ranges	 between	 0.1	 and	 0.5.	 Because	 no	 information	 is	 given	 about	 the
ventilation,	k	is	used	as	a	parameter.	Substituting	into	Equation	3-14,	we	obtain

kCppm=KAPsat×106QvP=(0.289	m / min)(9.5	m2)(20 / 760)atm×106(70.15	m3/min)(1atm)=1030	 ppm
The	concentration	range	is	estimated	to	be

Cppm=2060	 ppm=0.206%	by	volume,	for	k=0.5Cppm=10,300	 ppm=1.03%	by	volume,	for	k=0.1
These	concentrations	are	considerably	below	the	LFL	of	1.2%	by	volume,	which	illustrates	that	the	specified
ventilation	rate	for	Class	I	liquids	is	satisfactory	for	handling	relatively	large	spills	of	flammable	materials.	The
concentrations	do,	however,	exceed	the	TLV	for	this	substance.

7-6	Sprinkler	Systems
Sprinkler	systems	contain	fires	in	a	specific	area.	Such	a	system	consists	of	an	array	of	sprinkler	heads	connected	to
a	water	supply.	The	heads	are	mounted	in	a	high	location	(usually	at	or	near	the	ceiling)	and	disperse	a	fine	spray	of
water	 over	 an	 area	when	 activated.	 Sprinkler	 systems	 require	maintenance	 to	 ensure	 they	 operate	 and	 have	 an
adequate	and	uninterrupted	water	supply.
The	sprinkler	heads	may	be	activated	by	a	variety	of	methods.	For	example,	the	heads	may	be	activated	individually
by	the	melting	of	a	fusible	link	holding	a	plug	in	the	head	assembly.	Once	turned	on,	the	sprinklers	cannot	be	turned
off	 unless	 the	 main	 water	 supply	 is	 stopped.	 These	 kinds	 of	 wet	 pipe	 systems	 are	 used	 for	 storage	 areas,
laboratories,	control	rooms,	and	small	pilot	areas.
Another	approach	uses	open	sprinkler	heads	and	activates	the	entire	sprinkler	array	from	a	common	control	point.
The	 control	 point	 is	 connected	 to	 an	 array	 of	 heat	 and/or	 smoke	 detectors	 that	 trigger	 the	 sprinklers	 when	 an
abnormal	condition	is	detected.	If	a	fire	is	detected,	the	entire	sprinkler	array	within	an	area	is	activated,	possibly
in	areas	not	even	affected	by	the	fire.	This	kind	of	deluge	system	is	used	for	plant	process	areas	and	larger	pilot
plants.
Sprinkler	systems	can	cause	considerable	water	damage	when	activated,	depending	on	the	contents	of	the	building
or	process	structure.	From	a	statistical	perspective,	the	amount	of	water	damage	caused	by	the	sprinklers	is	lower
than	from	damage	due	to	the	fire	without	sprinklers.
There	 are	 various	 classes	 of	 fire	 hazards	 require	 different	 sprinkler	 designs.	 The	 detailed	 descriptions	 of	 these



classes	and	sprinkler	specifications	are	given	in	NFPA	13.14	An	average	chemical	plant	is	classified	as	an	ordinary
hazard	(Group	3)	area.	Various	sprinkler	specifications	for	this	type	of	area	are	given	in	Table	7-8.
14NFPA	13,	Standard	for	the	Installation	of	Sprinkler	Systems	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2016).

Table	7-8	Fire	Protection	for	Chemical	Plants

Sprinkler	System	Types	(see	NFPA	13	for	details)

Antifreeze	sprinkler	system:	a	wet	pipe	system	that	contains	an	antifreeze	solution	and	that	is	connected	to	a	
water	supply.

Deluge	sprinkler	system:	open	sprinklers	and	an	empty	line	that	is	connected	to	a	water	supply	line	through	a	
valve	that	is	opened	upon	detection	of	heat	or	a	flammable	material.

Dry	pipe	sprinkler	system:	a	system	filled	with	nitrogen	or	air	under	pressure.	When	the	sprinkler	is	opened	by	
heat,	the	system	is	depressurized,	allowing	water	to	flow	into	the	system	and	out	the	open	sprinklers.

Wet	pipe	sprinkler	system:	a	system	containing	water	that	discharges	through	the	opened	sprinklers	via	heat.

Design	Densities	(see	NFPA	15	for	details)

Source	of	fire:	not	less	than	0.50	gpm/ft2	of	floor	area.

Pumps	and	related	equipment:	0.50	gpm/ft2	of	projected	area.

Vessels:	0.25	gpm/ft2	of	exposed	surface,	including	top	and	bottom.	Vertical	distance	of	nozzle	should	not	
exceed	12	ft.

Horizontal	structural	steel:	0.10	gpm/ft2	of	surface	area.	This	may	not	be	necessary	if	the	steel	is	insulated.

Vertical	structural	steel:	0.25	gpm/ft2	of	surface	area.	This	may	not	be	necessary	if	the	steel	is	insulated.

Metal	pipe,	tubing,	and	conduit:	not	less	than	0.15	gpm/ft2	of	surface	area.

Cable	trays:	not	less	than	0.3	gpm/ft2	of	projected	plane	area	(horizontal	or	vertical).

Nozzle	Discharge	Rate	and	Requited	Pressure	for	Ultra-High-Speed	Water	Spray	System	(see	NFPA	15	for	
details)

Flow:	25	gpm/nozzle	(flow	should	be	equal	to	or	greater	than	25	gpm)

Pressure	at	nozzle:	50	psig	(pressure	should	be	equal	to	or	greater	than	50	psig)
Source:	Data	 taken	 from	NFPA	13,	Standard	 for	 the	 Installation	of	Sprinkler	Systems	 (Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire
Protection	Association,	2016);	and	NFPA	15,	Standards	for	Water	Spray	Fixed	Systems	for	Fire	Protection	(Quincy,
MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2017).
Sometimes	 vessels	 need	 special	 water	 protection	 to	 keep	 the	 vessel	 walls	 cool	 during	 fires.	 High	 surface
temperatures	can	result	in	metal	failure	at	pressures	far	below	the	vessel’s	maximum	allowable	working	pressure
(MAWP)	with	 potentially	 disastrous	 consequences.	 In	 hydrocarbon	 spill	 fires,	 unprotected	 vessels	 (those	with	 no
insulation	or	water	spray)	can	fail	within	minutes.
A	 water	 spray	 protection	 system	 around	 vessels	 is	 recommended	 to	 prevent	 this	 type	 of	 failure.	 Such	 systems,
which	are	commonly	called	deluge	systems,	are	designed	to	keep	the	vessel	cool,	flush	away	potentially	hazardous
spills,	and	help	to	knock	down	gas	clouds.15	Deluge	systems	can	also	provide	enough	time	to	transfer	material	out
of	a	storage	tank	into	another	(safe)	area.
15NFPA	1,	Fire	Code	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2009).

Vessel	 deluge	 systems	 are	 usually	 designed	 as	 open-head	 systems,	 which	 are	 activated	 when	 a	 fire	 is	 detected
and/or	 a	 flammable	 gas	 mixture	 is	 detected.	 The	 deluge	 system	 is	 usually	 opened	 when	 the	 flammable	 gas
concentration	is	a	fraction	of	the	LFL	(approximately	25%)	or	when	a	fire	 is	detected	by	heat.	Table	7-8	provides
descriptions	and	design	specifications	for	these	systems.
Monitors	 are	 fixed	water	hydrants	with	 an	 attached	discharge	gun.	They	 are	 also	 installed	 in	process	 areas	 and
storage	tank	areas.	Fire	hydrants	and	monitors	are	spaced	150	to	250	ft	apart	around	process	units,	located	so	that
all	areas	of	the	plant	can	be	covered	by	two	streams.	The	monitor	is	usually	located	50	ft	from	the	equipment	being
protected.16	Fire	monitors	discharge	water	at	a	rate	of	500	to	2000	gpm.
16D.	C.	Kirby	and	J.	L.	De	Roo.	“Water	Spray	Protection	for	a	Chemical	Processing	Unit:	One	Company’s	View.”	Plant/Operations	Progress	13,
no.	4	(1984):	254.

Example	7-10
Determine	the	sprinkler	requirements	for	a	chemical	process	area	within	a	building;	this	100	ft	by	30	ft	area
handles	reactive	solvents.	Determine	the	number	of	sprinkler	spray	nozzles	and	pump	specifications.	Assume	a
10-psig	frictional	loss	within	the	system;	and	a	15-ft	elevation	of	the	sprinkler	system	above	the	pump.



Solution
Data	for	designing	this	system	are	found	in	Table	7-8.

Total	water	requirement=(0.50	gpm / ft2)(100	ft)
(30	ft)=1500	gpmNumber	of	sprinkler	nozzles=1500	gpm(25	gpm / nozzle)=60

If	not	a	whole	number	it	is	rounded	up.
The	pressure	required	at	the	pump	is	the	sum	of	the	minimum	pressure	at	the	nozzle	(specified	as	50	psi),	the
pressure	loss	resulting	from	friction	(10	psi),	and	the	pressure	resulting	from	the	pipe	elevation	over	the	pump
(15	ft	of	water	or	6.5	psi).	Therefore,	the	total	pressure	is	66.5	psi,	which	is	rounded	up	to	67	psi.	The	pump
power	is	now	determined:

ft-lbfs=(67	lbfin2)(144	in2ft2)(1500	galmin)(1	min60	s)(ft37.48	gal)=32,250Horsepower=(32,250	ft-lbf/s)
(1	HP550ft-lbfs)=58.6HP					

Therefore,	 this	 sprinkler	 requires	 a	 pump	with	 a	 capacity	 of	 1500	 gpm	 and	 a	 58.6-HP	motor,	 assuming	 an
efficiency	of	100%.
Actually,	 fire	 pumps	 are	 usually	 designed	 with	 discharge	 pressures	 of	 100–125	 psig	 so	 that	 the	 hose	 and
monitor	 nozzle	 streams	 will	 have	 an	 effective	 reach.	 In	 addition,	 the	 size	 of	 the	 monitor	 is	 governed	 by
requirements	in	the	fire	codes.17

17NFPA	1,	Fire	Code	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2009).

7-7	Industry’s	Fire	and	Explosion	Protection	Strategy
The	 successful	 prevention	 of	 fires	 and	 explosions	 in	 chemical	 plants	 requires	 a	 combination	 of	 multiple	 design
techniques.	A	complete	description	of	these	techniques	is	far	beyond	the	scope	of	this	text.	A	partial	list,	shown	in
Table	7-9,	 is	 given	 to	 illustrate	 that	 safety	 technology	 is	 relatively	 complex	 (the	 appropriate	 application	 requires
significant	 knowledge	 and	 experience)	 and	 to	 serve	 as	 a	 checklist	 for	 engineers	 when	 identifying	 features	 for
preventing	fires	and	explosions.

Table	7-9	Responsibilities	for	Preventing	and	Mitigating	Fires	and	Explosions

Strategies Responsibilities
Standards	and	practices Regulations	(PSM)
	 Codes	and	practices	(NFPA,	API,	and	CCPS)
	 Risk-based	process	safety	(RBPS	by	CCPS)
Passive	and	active Maintenance	programs	(e.g.,	mechanical	integrity	inspections)
	 Design	(e.g.,	drainage,	containment,	and	accessibility)
	 Fireproofing
	 Deluge	systems
	 Controls	(e.g.,	isolation	valves	and	flame	arrestors)
	 Formation	and	training	of	emergency	response	teams
Plant	infrastructure Plant	equipment	layout	(e.g.,	accessibility)
	 Control	rooms	(e.g.,	air	supplied	and	away	from	process)
	 Water	supply	and	distribution	(e.g.,	hydrants	and	redundancy)
	 Utilities	(all	available	during	emergencies)

Source:	 J.	A.	Davenport.	 “Prevent	Vapor	Cloud	Explosions.”	Hydrocarbon	Processing	 (March	1977):	 205–214	and
Orville	 M.	 Syle.	 “Loss	 Prevention	 Fundamentals	 for	 the	 Process	 Industry.”	 AICHE	 Loss	 Prevention	 Symposium,
March	6–10,	1988.
A	fire	protection	strategy	is	a	systematic	approach	to	identify,	reduce,	and	manage	fire	hazards.	The	strategy	used
by	industry	to	prevent	fires	and	explosions	is	shown	in	Figure	7-23.	As	can	be	seen	in	the	figure,	the	strategy	is	a
combination	of	engineering	practices,	passive	and	active	systems,	and	plant	infrastructure.





Figure	7-23	Fire	protection	strategies.	(Source:	J.	Morris.	“Industrial	Fire	Protection,”	SACHE	Workshop,	Dow
Presentation,	2017.)	

Practices
Many	incidents	are	caused	by	the	failure	to	use	RAGAGEP.	This	acronym	incorporates	five	practices:	(1)	adherence
to	 government	 regulations;	 (2)	 adherence	 to	 American	 Petroleum	 Institute	 (API)	 standards;	 (3)	 adherence	 to
AICHE’s	 Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety	 (CCPS)	 guidelines;	 (4)	 adherence	 to	 National	 Fire	 Protection
Association	(NFPA)	fire	codes	and	standards;	and	(5)	industrial	experience	acquired	by	sharing	information	within
industry	and	at	professional	meetings.

Passive	and	Active	Systems
Passive	and	active	safety	systems	include:

Elimination	or	reduction	of	fire	hazards
Detection	and	control	to	minimize	effects	after	a	fire	has	started
Mitigation	or	reduction	of	the	severity	of	fire	consequences
Emergency	response

Passive	systems	are	responses	to	incidents	without	manual	or	control	actions.	They	include	(1)	fireproofing	(coating
structures	with	fire-resistant	cements);	(2)	drainage	(slope	surfaces	away	from	process	units	to	drain	the	flammable
material	to	a	safer	location);	(3)	containment	(increase	the	strength	of	vessels	to	contain	fires	and	explosions);	(4)
separation	(spacing	between	equipment);	and	(5)	fire	walls	to	minimize	the	spread	of	the	fire.
Active	systems	are	responses	that	require	manual	or	control	actions.	They	include	(1)	sprinklers	to	extinguish	fires
activated	 by	 heat	 detection;	 (2)	 deluge	 systems	 to	 spray	 a	 large	 quantity	 of	 water	 on	 process	 equipment	 to
extinguish	fires	and	prevent	BLEVEs;	(3)	foam	application	to	suppress	the	magnitude	of	the	fire	or	release;	and	(4)
fire	brigade	emergency	responders	using	both	plant	and	local	fire	departments.

Plant	Fire	Protection	Infrastructure
The	plant	 layout	must	be	designed	 to	 ensure	 that	 equipment	 is	 accessible	 to	maintenance	workers	 as	well	 as	 to
emergency	 response	 teams	 and	 vehicles.	 The	 plant	 infrastructure	 also	 requires	 water	 for	 sprinklers	 and	 fire
hydrants.	A	well-designed	system	includes	a	reliable	source	of	water	such	as	a	municipal	supply,	well,	lake,	river,	or
water	tower.	Also,	 the	design	should	 include	a	good	distribution	system	including	pumps	and	backup	pumps.	The
distribution	and	pump	systems	need	redundancy	to	ensure	that	a	common	cause	of	 failures—such	as	 lightning	or
power	failure—does	not	interrupt	the	source	of	water.

Documentation	of	Fire	and	Explosion	Protection	Strategy
The	 plant’s	 fire	 protection	 strategy	must	 be	 documented	 and	 audited	 frequently.	 The	 purpose	 of	 the	 audit	 is	 to
identify	changes	in	equipment,	procedures,	or	technology.
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Problems
7-1.	Use	a	vacuum	inerting	procedure	with	nitrogen	to	reduce	the	oxygen	concentration	to	1	ppm.	The	vessel
has	a	volume	of	3.78	m3	and	initially	contains	air,	the	vacuum	system	can	deliver	20	mm	Hg	absolute,	the
temperature	is	24°C,	and	the	highest	pressure	is	1	atm.	Determine	the	number	of	purges	and	the	total	amount
of	nitrogen	used	(in	kg).	Repeat	for	a	vessel	with	a	volume	of	37	m3	and	a	vacuum	of	30	mm	Hg.
7-2.	Use	a	pressure	inerting	procedure	with	nitrogen	to	reduce	the	oxygen	concentration	to	1	ppm.	The	vessel
has	a	volume	of	3.78	m3	and	is	initially	contains	air,	the	nitrogen	supply	pressure	is	4,136	mm	Hg	absolute,	the
temperature	is	24°C,	and	the	lowest	pressure	is	1	atm.	Determine	the	number	of	purges	and	the	total	amount
of	nitrogen	used	(in	kg).	Repeat	for	a	vessel	with	a	volume	of	37	m3	and	a	supply	pressure	of	3000	mm	Hg.
7-3.	Use	a	sweep	through	purge	to	reduce	the	oxygen	concentration	from	100%	air	(21%	oxygen)	to	1.25%
oxygen.	The	vessel	has	a	volume	of	7500	gallon.	Determine	the	ft3	of	nitrogen	required	if	the	nitrogen	contains
0.01%	oxygen.	Repeat	this	problem	with	nitrogen	containing	0.02%	oxygen	and	0.05%	oxygen.1

7-4.	A	2000-m3	vessel	containing	liquid	methanol	must	be	prepared	for	entry.	After	draining,	it	must	first	be
purged	with	nitrogen	(98%	nitrogen	and	2%	oxygen	from	a	membrane	unit)	and	then	purged	with	air	to	reach	a
fuel	composition	of	0.1%	of	the	TLV-TWA.	Use	sweep	through	purging,	assuming	a	pressure	of	1	atm,	a
temperature	of	25°C,	and	purging	rates	(for	nitrogen	and	air)	of	10	m3/min.

a.	 Determine	the	composition	of	the	vapor	in	the	tank	after	draining.
b.	 Determine	the	target	fuel	composition	for	purging	with	nitrogen	(with	2%	oxygen).
c.	 Determine	the	amount	of	nitrogen	(in	kg)	required.
d.	 Determine	the	quantity	of	sweep	through	air	required.
7-5.	Use	Figure	7-14	to	determine	(a)	the	voltage	and	accumulated	charge	between	the	nozzle	and	the	tank,
and	(b)	the	energy	accumulated	in	the	liquid.	Do	this	for	three	different	charge	rates:	0.003785,	0.568,	and	2
m3/min.	Given:	Hose	length	of	6.1	m,	hose	diameter	of	5.1	cm,	liquid	conductivity	of	1.0	×	10–8	mho/cm,
dielectric	constant	of	25.7,	vessel	volume	of	1.1	m3,	and	liquid	density	of	0.88.
7-6.	Determine	the	capacitance	of	vessel	volumes	of	250,	500,	750,	and	920	gallons.
7-7.	Calculate	the	charge	developed	on	a	vessel	being	filled	with	carbon	black.	Consider	two	filling	methods:
(a)	pouring	from	an	open	vessel	and	(b)	pneumatic	transport.	Assume	the	vessel	has	a	volume	of	1.89	m3	and
carbon	black	feed	rate	is	5	kg/s.	Determine	the	accumulated	charge	and	the	energy.	Does	the	energy	exceed
the	MIE	for	dusts?
7-8.	Calculate	the	charge	developed	on	a	vessel	being	filled	with	carbon	black	by	pouring	from	another	open
vessel.	Assume	the	vessel	has	a	volume	of	1.89	m3	and	the	feed	rate	is	0.1	kg/s.	Identify	the	accumulated
charge	and	the	energy,	and	then	determine	whether	the	energy	exceeds	the	MIE	of	dusts.	Does	the	lower
charge	rate,	compared	to	Problem	7-7,	lower	the	potential	hazard?

7-9.	Determine	the	concentration	of	toluene	over	a	diked	area,	where	the	diked	area	is	100	ft2,	and	the	dike	is
in	a	process	area	2500	ft2.	The	temperature	is	65°F.

7-10.	Repeat	Problem	7-9	with	a	diked	area	of	2.32	m3	and	a	process	area	of	46.5	m2.	The	temperature	is	18°C.

7-11.	Repeat	Problem	7-10	with	a	diked	area	of	2.32	m2	and	a	process	area	of	46.5	m2,	but	with	a	drainage	pit
that	has	a	drain	area	of	0.018	m2.	The	temperature	is	18°C.

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	8.	Chemical	Reactivity
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to:

1.	 Identify	processes	where	a	chemical	reaction	hazard	may	be	present.
2.	 Understand	a	chemical	compatibility	matrix.
3.	 Understand	the	important	questions	for	any	chemical	reaction.
4.	 Be	aware	of	the	various	calorimeters	and	procedures	used	to	characterize	chemical	reactions.
5.	 Apply	the	theoretical	model	used	to	analyze	calorimeter	data.

Reactive	 chemical	 hazards	 have	 resulted	 in	many	 accidents	 in	 industrial	 operations	 and	 laboratories.	 Preventing
reactive	chemical	accidents	requires	the	following	steps,	which	are	discussed	in	this	chapter:

1.	 Background	understanding.	This	 includes	case	histories	and	 important	definitions.	Case	histories	provide	an
understanding	of	the	consequences,	frequency,	and	breadth	of	reactive	chemical	accidents.	Definitions	provide
a	 common	 fundamental	 basis	 for	 understanding.	 This	 topic	 is	 presented	 in	 Section	 8-1,	 and	 the	 discussion
there	is	supplemented	by	Chapter	14,	“Case	Histories	and	Lessons	Learned.”

2.	 Commitment,	 awareness,	 and	 identification	 of	 reactive	 chemical	 hazards.	 This	 is	 achieved	 through	 proper
management	 and	 the	 application	 of	 several	 methods	 to	 identify	 reactive	 chemical	 hazards.	 This	 topic	 is
discussed	in	Section	8-2.

3.	 Characterization	of	reactive	chemical	hazards.	A	calorimeter	is	typically	used	to	acquire	reaction	data,	and	a
fundamental	 model	 is	 used	 to	 estimate	 important	 parameters	 to	 characterize	 the	 reaction.	 This
characterization	is	described	in	Section	8-3.

4.	 Control	 of	 reactive	 chemical	 hazards.	 This	 includes	 application	 of	 inherent,	 passive,	 active,	 and	 procedural
design	 principles.	 This	 topic	 is	 discussed	 in	 Section	 8-4,	 and	 the	 discussion	 there	 is	 supplemented	 by
additional	 material	 in	 Chapter	 9:	 “Introduction	 to	 Reliefs”;	 Chapter	 10:	 “Relief	 Sizing”;	 and	 Chapter	 13:
“Safety	Strategies,	Procedures,	and	Designs.”

8-1	Background	Understanding
In	 October	 2002,	 the	 U.S.	 Chemical	 Safety	 and	 Hazard	 Investigation	 Board	 (CSB)	 issued	 a	 report	 on	 reactive
chemical	hazards.1	The	CSB	analyzed	167	serious	accidents	in	the	United	States	involving	reactive	chemicals	from
January	1980	through	June	2001.	Forty-eight	of	these	accidents	resulted	in	a	total	of	108	fatalities,	or	an	average	of
5	fatalities	per	year.	The	report	authors	concluded	that	reactive	chemical	incidents	are	a	significant	safety	problem.
They	 recommended	 that	 awareness	 of	 chemical	 reactive	 hazards	 be	 improved	 for	 both	 chemical	 companies	 and
other	 companies	 that	 use	 chemicals.	 They	 also	 suggested	 that	 additional	 resources	 be	 provided	 so	 that	 these
hazards	can	be	identified	and	controlled.
1Improving	Reactive	Hazard	Management	(Washington,	DC:	U.S.	Chemical	Safety	and	Hazard	Investigation	Board,	October	2002).

On	 December	 19,	 2007,	 an	 explosion	 occurred	 at	 T2	 Laboratories	 in	 Jacksonville,	 Florida,	 killing	 4	 people	 and
injuring	32.	The	facility	was	producing	a	chemical	product	to	be	used	as	a	gasoline	octane	additive.	The	explosion
was	caused	by	the	bursting	of	a	large	reactor	vessel	due	to	a	runaway	reaction.	A	runaway	reaction	occurs	when	the
process	is	unable	to	remove	adequate	energy	from	the	reactor	to	control	the	temperature.	The	reactor	temperature
subsequently	 increases,	 resulting	 in	 a	 higher	 reaction	 rate	 and	 an	 even	 faster	 rate	 of	 heat	 generation.	 Large
commercial	reactors	can	achieve	heating	rates	of	several	hundred	degrees	Celsius	per	minute	during	a	runaway.
The	CSB	 investigated	 the	T2	Laboratories	accident	and	 found	 that	 the	company	engineers	did	not	 recognize	 the
runaway	 hazards	 associated	with	 this	 chemistry	 and	 process	 and	were	 unable	 to	 provide	 adequate	 controls	 and
safeguards	to	prevent	the	accident.	Even	though	the	engineers	were	degreed	chemical	engineers,	they	did	not	have
any	 instruction	 on	 reactive	 hazards.	 To	 remedy	 this	 omission,	 the	 CSB	 recommended	 adding	 reactive	 hazard
awareness	to	chemical	engineering	curriculum	requirements.
A	chemical	reactivity	hazard	is	“a	situation	with	the	potential	for	an	uncontrolled	chemical	reaction	that	can	result
directly	or	indirectly	in	serious	harm	to	people,	property	or	the	environment.”2	The	resulting	reaction	may	be	very
violent,	 releasing	 large	quantities	of	energy	and	possibly	 large	quantities	of	 toxic,	corrosive,	or	 flammable	gases,
liquids,	 or	 solids.	 If	 this	 reaction	 is	 confined	 in	a	 container,	 the	pressure	within	 the	container	may	 increase	very
quickly,	eventually	exceeding	the	pressure	capability	of	the	container,	resulting	in	an	explosion.	The	reaction	may
occur	 with	 a	 single	 chemical,	 called	 a	 self-reacting	 chemical	 (e.g.,	 monomer),	 or	 with	 another	 chemical,	 called
either	a	chemical	interaction	or	incompatibility.
2R.	W.	Johnson,	S.	W.	Rudy,	and	S.	D.	Unwin.	Essential	Practices	for	Managing	Chemical	Reactivity	Hazards	(New	York,	NY:	AICHE	Center	for
Chemical	Process	Safety,	2003).

Note	that	the	hazard	is	due	to	the	potential	for	a	chemical	reaction.	Something	else,	such	as	a	process	upset,	must
occur	for	this	hazard	to	actually	result	in	an	accident.	However,	as	long	as	reactive	chemicals	are	stored	and	used	in
a	facility,	the	reactive	chemical	hazard	is	always	present.
One	difficulty	associated	with	reactive	chemicals	hazards	is	that	they	are	difficult	to	predict	and	identify.	Common
materials	that	we	use	routinely	by	themselves	with	apparent	negligible	hazard	may	react	violently	when	mixed	with
other	common	materials	or	react	violently	when	the	temperature	or	pressure	is	changed.
Chemical	reactivity	hazards	are	likely	to	be	found	with	the	following	operations:



1.	 Intentional	chemical	operations,	where	chemicals	react	by	design,	including	chemical	plants.
2.	 Mixing	and	physical	processing,	which	may	include	the	following	operations:	combine,	formulate,	crush,	blend,

screen,	dry,	distill,	absorb,	heat,	dilute,	and	so	on.
3.	 Storage,	 handling,	 and	 repackaging,	 which	 does	 not	 include	 mixing,	 but	 may	 include	 warehousing,	 tank

storage,	dividing,	and	other	processes.

Note	that	many	of	these	operations	do	not	occur	in	a	traditional	chemical	plant.
According	to	the	U.S.	Chemical	Safety	Board,	only	25%	of	reactive	chemicals	incidents	occur	in	chemical	reactors,
while	 75%	occur	 in	 piping	where	 reactions	were	not	 expected.	An	 estimated	90%	of	 reactive	 chemical	 incidents
could	have	been	prevented	with	the	application	of	information	already	available	to	the	public.
Raw	materials,	process	streams,	products,	and	wastes	in	any	process	must	be	reviewed	and	evaluated	to	determine
if	any	potential	reactive	chemical	hazards	are	possible.	If	sufficient	data	are	not	available,	the	chemicals	involved
should	 be	 subjected	 to	 screening	 evaluations	 or	 laboratory	 tests.	 This	 must	 include	 the	 intended	 chemistry,
unintentional	 reactions	 (for	 example,	 polymerizations	 and	 decompositions),	 and	 reactions	 that	 may	 occur	 from
inadvertent	mixing	of	incompatible	materials	(including	waste	streams).
Table	 8-1	 shows	 the	 key	 steps	 in	 reactivity	 hazard	 evaluation.	 The	 first	 step	 is	 to	 compile	 available	 reactivity
information,	 from	 both	 corporate	 and	 outside	 sources.	 The	 second	 step	 is	 to	 complete	 an	 initial	 screening	 of
hazards,	as	detailed	in	Section	8-3.	The	third	step	is	to	assess	other	potential	hazards,	as	shown	in	Table	8-2.	The
fourth	step	is	to	evaluate	process	upsets	and	other	operating	conditions	and	use	already	developed	kinetic	models
and	other	information	to	estimate	the	consequences	of	these	upsets.	Finally,	you	must	conduct	a	comprehensive	and
rigorous	review	of	the	hazards	and	safeguards	to	ensure	that	the	reactive	hazards	have	been	addressed	properly.

Table	8-1	Key	Steps	in	Reactivity	Hazard	Evaluation

1.	 Compile	available	reactivity	information:

a.	 Existing	reactive	chemicals	databases	within	company

b.	 Open	literature	(see	Table	8-6)

c.	 Estimation	from	heats	of	formation	(see	Section	8-2)

d.	 Calorimetry	data	(see	Section	8-3)

e.	 Development	of	complete	kinetic	models	(see	Section	8-3)

2.	 Complete	initial	screening	of	hazards	(see	Section	8-3):

a.	 Heat	of	reaction	per	mass

b.	 Maximum	temperature	and	pressure	rates

c.	 Maximum	reaction	temperature	and	pressure

d.	 Detected	onset	temperature

e.	 Temperature	of	no	return

f.	 Time	to	maximum	rate

3.	 Assessment	of	other	potential	hazards	to	determine	if	additional	testing	is	required	(see	Table	8-2).



4.	 Evaluation	of	process	upsets	and	safe	operating	conditions	using	rate	information	and	kinetic	models,	as	
needed1

5.	 Review	of	hazards	and	safeguards	by	a	multidisciplinary	group	as	part	of	the	overall	risk	management	
program

Source:	Dow	Chemical	Company.	AICHE	Faculty	Workshop,	Freeport,	TX,	June	2017.

Table	8-2	Reactive	Hazards:	Other	Considerations

1.	 Accidental	mixing,	which	is	a	very	common	issue

2.	 Process	upsets,	including	increased	temperature,	which	may	result	in	an	unknown	reaction

3.	 Endothermic	reactions,	which	may	be	a	hazard	due	to	gaseous	product	generation

4.	 Any	change	in	process	or	operating	conditions

5.	 Different	stoichiometries	from	the	intentional	chemistry1

6.	 Contamination	by	another	chemical	or	substance

7.	 Change	in	scale,	particularly	with	increasing	size	or	quantities1

8.	 Change	in	mixing,	either	increased	or	decreased

9.	 Autocatalytic	reactions,	which	may	appear	stable	but	may	become	reactive	after	an	induction	time;	this	
includes	inhibited	polymers

10.	 Reactions	with	maximum	pressures	that	may	exceed	the	design	pressure	limit	of	equipment

11.	 Many	others….

8-2	Commitment,	Awareness,	and	Identification	of	Reactive
Chemical	Hazards
The	first	step	in	this	process	is	to	commit	to	manage	reactive	chemical	hazards	properly.	This	requires	commitment
from	all	employees,	especially	management,	to	properly	identify	and	manage	these	hazards	throughout	the	entire
life	cycle	of	a	process.	Necessary	elements	of	this	process	include	laboratory	research	and	development;	pilot	plant
studies;	and	plant	design,	construction,	operation,	maintenance,	expansion,	and	decommissioning.
Figure	8-1	is	a	flowchart	useful	for	preliminary	screening	for	reactive	chemicals	hazards.	This	figure	contains	seven
questions	to	determine	if	reactive	chemical	hazards	are	present.





Figure	8-1	Screening	flowchart	for	reactive	chemical	hazards.	An	answer	of	“yes”	at	any	decision	point	moves
more	toward	reactive	chemistry.	See	Section	8-2	for	more	details.	(Source:	R.	W.	Johnson,	S.	W.	Rudy,	and	S.	D.
Unwin.	Essential	Practices	for	Managing	Chemical	Reactivity	Hazards	(New	York,	NY:	AICHE	Center	for
Chemical	Process	Safety,	2003).)	

1.	 Is	intentional	chemistry	performed	at	your	facility?	In	most	cases	this	is	easy	to	determine.	The	bottom	line	is:
Are	the	products	that	come	out	of	your	facility	in	a	different	molecular	configuration	from	the	raw	materials?	A
precise	answer	to	this	question	is	required	prior	to	moving	forward	in	the	flowchart.

2.	 Is	 there	 any	 mixing	 or	 combining	 of	 different	 substances?	 If	 substances	 are	 mixed	 or	 combined,	 or	 even
dissolved	in	a	liquid	or	water,	then	it	is	possible	that	a	reaction,	either	intended	or	unintended,	may	occur.

3.	 Does	 any	 other	 physical	 processing	 of	 substances	 occur	 in	 your	 facility?	 This	 could	 include	 size	 reduction,
heating/drying,	 absorption,	 distillation,	 screening,	 storage,	 warehousing,	 repackaging,	 and	 shipping	 and
receiving.

4.	 Are	there	any	hazardous	substances	stored	or	handled	at	your	facility?	The	Safety	Data	Sheet	(SDS)	is	a	good
source	of	information	here.

5.	 Is	combustion	with	air	the	only	chemistry	intended	at	your	facility?	This	includes	combustion	of	common	fuels
such	as	natural	gas,	propane,	and	fuel	oil.	Combustion	is	a	special	reactive	hazard	that	is	handled	by	separate
codes	and	standards	and	is	not	addressed	here.

6.	 Is	 any	 heat	 generated	 during	 the	 mixing,	 phase	 separation,	 or	 physical	 processing	 of	 substances?	 Heat
generation	when	chemicals	 are	mixed	 is	 a	prime	 indication	 that	 a	 reaction	 is	 taking	place.	Note	 that	many
chemicals	 do	 not	 release	much	 heat	 during	 the	 reaction;	 thus,	 even	 if	 limited	 heat	 is	 released,	 a	 chemical
reaction	may	still	be	occurring.	Some	physical	heat	effects,	such	as	absorption	or	mechanical	mixing,	can	also
cause	 heat	 generation.	 This	 heat	 release,	 even	 though	 not	 caused	 by	 chemical	 reaction,	 may	 increase	 the
temperature	and	cause	a	chemical	reaction	to	occur.

7.	 Are	 there	 any	 specific	 reaction	 hazards	 that	 occur?	 Specific	 reaction	 hazards	 are	 shown	 in	 Table	 8-3	with
detailed	 lists	 of	 chemical	 categories	 and	 chemicals	 provided	 in	 Appendix	 D.	 Functional	 groups	 that	 are
typically	associated	with	reactive	chemistry	are	shown	in	Table	8-4.

Table	8-3	Specific	Reactive	Chemical	Hazards

Pyrophoric	and	spontaneously	combustible:	Readily	react	with	the	oxygen	in	the	atmosphere,	igniting	and	
burning	even	without	an	ignition	source.	Ignition	may	be	immediate	or	delayed.

Identification:	SDS	or	labeling	identifies	this	as	“spontaneously	combustible	or	pyrophoric.”

NFPA	Flammability	rating	of	4.

DOT/UN	Hazard	Class	4.2	(spontaneously	combustible	solids).

Examples:	Aluminum	alkyl,	Grignard	reagent,	finely	divided	metals,	iron	sulfide,	triethyl	aluminum.

See	Table	D-1	in	Appendix	D.
Peroxide-forming:	React	with	oxygen	in	the	atmosphere	to	form	unstable	peroxides.

Identification:	Not	easily	identified	as	a	peroxide	former	from	SDS	or	other	resources.



Examples:	1,3-Butadiene,	1,1-dichloro-ethylene,	isopropyl	and	other	ethers,	alkali	metals.

See	Table	D-2.
Water-reactive	chemicals:	Chemically	react	with	water,	particularly	at	normal	ambient	conditions.

Identification:	Usually	identified	as	water-reactive	on	SDS.

May	be	identified	as	DOT/UN	Hazard	Class	4.3	(dangerous	when	wet).

May	be	labeled	as	“dangerous	when	wet.”

NFPA	Special	Rating	with	symbol.

Examples:	Sodium,	titanium	tetrachloride,	boron	trifluoride,	acetic	anhydride.

See	Tables	D-3	and	D-4.
Oxidizers:	Readily	yield	oxygen	or	other	oxidizing	gas,	or	readily	react	to	promote	or	initiate	combustion	of	
combustible	materials.

Identification:	Identified	as	an	oxidizer	on	the	SDS.

DOT/UN	Hazard	Class	5.1	(oxidizing	agent)	or	other	rating	groups.

NFPA	Special	Rating	with	symbol	OX.

Examples:	Chlorine,	hydrogen	peroxide,	nitric	acid,	ammonium	nitrate,	ozone,	hypochlorites,

benzyl	peroxide.

See	Table	D-5.
Self-Reactive:	Self-react,	often	with	accelerating	or	explosive	rapidity.

Identification:	Generally	identified	on	SDS	or	labeling	as	“self-reactive.”

NFPA	stability	or	reactivity	rating	of	1	or	higher.

Polymerizing:	Monomers	combining	together	to	form	very	large,	chain-like	or	cross-linked	polymer	molecules.

Examples:	Acrolein,	ethylene	and	propylene	oxide,	styrene,	vinyl	acetate.	See	Table	8-6.

Shock-sensitive:	React	on	impact.

Example:	Picric	acid.

Thermally	decomposing:	Large	molecules	breaking	into	smaller,	more	stable	molecules.

Rearranging:	Atoms	in	the	molecule	rearranging	into	a	different	molecular	structure,	such	as	a	different	isomer.
Incompatible	materials:	Incompatible	materials	contacting	each	other.

Examples:	Ammonia–methacrylic	acid;	caustic	soda-	epichlorohydrin;	acids–bases.

Note:	 See	 R.	 W.	 Johnson,	 S.	 W.	 Rudy,	 and	 S.	 D.	 Unwin.	 Essential	 Practices	 for	 Managing	 Chemical	 Reactivity
Hazards	 (New	 York,	 NY:	 AICHE	 Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety,	 2003),	 for	 additional	 detail	 on	 these
classifications,	as	well	as	Appendix	D	for	more	detailed	lists	of	these	materials.

Table	8-4	Reactive	Functional	Groups

Azide N3
Diazo −N=N−
Diazonium −N+X-

Nitro −NO2
Nitroso −NO
Nitrite −ONO
Nitrate −ONO2
Fulminate −ONC



Peroxide −O−O−
Peracid −CO3H
Hydroperoxide −O−O−H
Ozonide O3
N-haloamine

Amine	oxide
Hypohalites −OX
Chlorates CIO3
Acetylides	of	heavy	metals

Source:	Conrad	Schuerch.	“Safe	Practice	in	the	Chemistry	Laboratory:	A	Safety	Manual.”	In	Safety	in	the	Chemical
Laboratory,	vol.	3,	ed.	Norman	V.	Steere	(Easton,	PA:	Division	of	Chemical	Education,	American	Chemical	Society).
Among	 the	 most	 difficult	 reactive	 chemical	 hazards	 to	 characterize	 are	 incompatible	 chemicals,	 shown	 at	 the
bottom	of	Table	8-3.	Common	materials	that	we	use	routinely	and	safely	by	themselves	may	become	highly	reactive
when	mixed.	These	materials	may	react	very	quickly,	possibly	producing	 large	amounts	of	heat	and	gas.	The	gas
may	be	toxic	or	flammable.
The	easiest	way	to	show	graphically	the	various	interactions	between	chemicals	is	a	chemical	compatibility	matrix,
like	that	shown	in	Table	8-5.	The	chemicals	are	listed	on	the	left-hand	column	of	the	table	and	also	across	the	top.
The	chemicals	selected	may	be	all	of	the	chemicals	in	a	facility,	or	just	the	chemicals	that	may	come	in	contact	with
each	other	during	routine	or	emergency	situations.	Clearly,	listing	all	the	chemicals	provides	a	conservative	result,
but	may	result	in	a	large	and	unwieldy	matrix.
Each	entry	in	the	chemical	compatibility	matrix	shows	the	interaction	between	two	chemicals	in	the	table.	Thus,	the
entry	just	to	the	right	of	hydrochloric	acid	in	Table	8-5	represents	the	binary	interaction	between	acetic	anhydride
and	hydrochloric	acid	solution.

Table	8-5	Chemical	Compatibility	Matrix	and	Hazards,	as	Predicted	by	CRW4.02

Chemical Acetic	
anhydride

Hydrochloric	acid	
solution

Methano
l

Sodium	hydroxide,	
solid

Wate
r

Acetic	anhydride 	 	 	 	 	
Hydrochloric	acid	
solution

N 	 	 	 	

Methanol C C 	 	 	
Sodium	hydroxide,	solid N N N 	 	
solid 	 	 	 	 	
Water N C Y C 	

Key:	N:	Not	compatible
C:	Caution
Y:	Compatible

The	 chemical	 compatibility	matrix	 considers	 only	 binary	 interactions	between	 two	 chemicals.	Binary	 interactions
would	be	expected	during	routine	operations,	while	combinations	of	several	chemicals	may	occur	during	emergency
situations.	 However,	 once	 the	 hazards	 are	 identified	 using	 the	 binary	 interactions	 of	 all	 chemicals,	 additional
hazards	due	to	combinations	of	more	than	two	chemicals	are	unlikely.

Individual	Chemical	Hazards	and	Functional	Groups

Chemical Reactive	hazard Functional	group
Acetic	anhydride Water-reactive Anhydride
Caustic	soda,	beads Water-reactive Base
Hydrochloric	acid	solution Mildly	air-reactive Acid,	inorganic,	non-oxidizing
Methanol Highly	flammable Alcohol

Once	 the	 chemicals	 are	 identified,	 the	binary	 interactions	are	 filled	 in.	 Information	 for	 these	 interactions	 can	be
obtained	 from	 a	 variety	 of	 sources,	 as	 shown	 in	 Table	 8-6.	 Perhaps	 the	 easiest	 source	 to	 use	 is	 the	 Chemical
Reactivity	Worksheet	(CRW).3	This	worksheet	is	provided	free	of	charge	by	the	Office	of	Emergency	Management	of
the	U.S.	 Environmental	 Protection	Agency	 (EPA),	 the	Emergency	Response	Division	 of	 the	National	Oceanic	 and
Atmospheric	Administration	(NOAA),	and	the	AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	The	software	contains	a
library	 of	 more	 than	 5000	 common	 chemicals	 and	 mixtures	 and	 considers	 43	 different	 organic	 and	 inorganic
reactive	groups.	The	CRW	also	provides	information	on	the	hazards	associated	with	specific	chemicals	as	well	as	the
reactive	group(s)	associated	with	those	chemicals,	as	shown	at	the	bottom	of	Table	8-5.	Because	the	CRW	tends	to
be	conservative	 in	 its	predictions	of	binary	 interactions,	 the	results	must	be	carefully	 interpreted.	Also,	 the	CRW
program	provides	chemical	compatibility	 information	only	at	room	temperature	and	pressure;	 thus,	care	must	be
taken	in	applying	CRW	results	at	different	temperatures	and	pressures.
3Lewis	 E.	 Johnson	 and	 James	 K.	 Farr.	 “CRW	 2.0:	 A	 Representative-Compound	 Approach	 to	 Functionality-Based	 Prediction	 of	 Chemical



Hazards.”	Process	Safety	Progress	27,	no.	3	(2008):	212–218.

Table	8-6	Sources	of	Information	on	Chemical	Reactivity	Hazards

Source Location
Your	company	database Unique	to	company
Safety	Data	Sheet	(SDS) Provided	by	chemical	manufacturer	or	on	the	Web.
Chemical	Reactivity	Worksheet	
(CRW)

National	Oceanic	and	Atmospheric	Administration	(NOAA)	
http://response.restoration.noaa.gov/

Brethericks	Handbook	of	Reactive Elsevier	Publishers
Chemical	Hazards,	8th	ed.	P.	Urben,	
ed.	(2017)

www.elsevier.com

Sax’s	Dangerous	Properties	of	
Industrial

John	Wiley	&	Sons

Materials,	12th	ed.	R.	J.	Lewis,	ed.	
(2012)

www.wiley.com

Sigma	Aldrich	Library	of	Chemical Sigma-Aldrich
Safety	Data,	R.	E.	Lenga,	ed.	(1988) www.sigmaaldrich.com

Fire	Protection	Guide	to	Hazardous National	Fire	Protection	Association	(NFPA)
Materials	(2010) www.nfpa.org

CHETAH:	Computer	Program	for American	Society	for	Testing	and	Materials	(ASTM)
Chemical	Thermodynamics	and www.astm.org
Energy	Release	Evaluation 	

Another	source	of	information	on	reactive	chemicals	is	a	program	called	CHETAH	(Chemical	Thermodynamics	and
Energy	Release	Evaluation).	This	program	is	able	to	predict	the	reactive	chemical	hazards	using	heats	of	formation,
Gibbs	energy,	and	functional	groups.	CHETAH	was	originally	developed	by	Dow	Chemical	and	is	very	useful	as	an
initial	screening	tool	for	reactive	chemical	hazards.

Example	8-1
A	 laboratory	 contains	 the	 following	 chemicals:	 hydrochloric	 acid	 solution,	 acetic	 anhydride,	 methanol,	 and
caustic	 soda	 (NaOH)	beads.	Draw	a	 chemical	 compatibility	matrix	 for	 these	 chemicals.	What	 are	 the	major
hazards	associated	with	the	chemicals?

Solution
The	chemicals	are	entered	 into	 the	CRW	software;	 the	chemical	 compatibility	matrix	 is	 shown	 in	Table	8-5.
Table	8-5	also	lists	the	major	hazard	and	reactive	groups	associated	with	each	chemical.
Note	that	water	must	be	added	to	the	mixture	since	the	hydrochloric	acid	solution	contains	water.
From	Table	8-5,	it	is	clear	that	the	mixing	of	any	of	these	chemicals	will	result	in	a	reactive	hazard	situation!
All	of	these	chemicals	must	be	stored	separately,	and	management	systems	must	be	enforced	to	ensure	that
accidental	mixing	does	not	occur.
Three	combinations	(hydrochloric	acid	+	caustic	soda;	acetic	anhydride	+	methanol;	methanol	+	caustic	soda)
liberate	a	gaseous	product,	at	least	one	of	which	is	flammable.	Two	combinations	(hydrochloric	acid	+	acetic
anhydride;	hydrochloric	acid	+	caustic	soda)	result	in	an	intense	or	violent	reaction.	One	combination	(acetic
anhydride	+	caustic	soda)	results	in	a	reaction	with	explosive	violence	and/or	forms	explosive	products.	From
the	 individual	 hazards	 table	 at	 the	bottom	of	 Table	8-5,	 two	of	 the	 chemicals	 (acetic	 anhydride	 and	 caustic
soda)	 are	 water-reactive,	 one	 chemical	 (hydrochloric	 acid	 solution)	 is	 mildly	 air-reactive,	 and	 methanol	 is
flammable.	The	prediction	of	air	reactivity	with	the	hydrochloric	acid	solution	is	probably	a	bit	conservative.
All	personnel	using	these	chemicals	in	the	laboratory	must	be	aware	of	both	the	individual	chemical	hazards
and	the	reactive	hazards	that	result	when	these	chemicals	are	mixed.

8-3	Characterization	of	Reactive	Chemical	Hazards	Using
Calorimeters
Chemical	plants	produce	products	using	a	variety	of	complex	reactive	chemistries.	It	is	essential	that	the	behavior
of	these	reactions	be	well	characterized	prior	to	using	these	chemicals	 in	 large	commercial	reactors.	Calorimeter
analysis	is	important	to	understand	both	the	desired	reactions	and	any	unintended	reactions.
Table	8-7	lists	some	of	the	important	questions	that	must	be	asked	to	characterize	reactive	chemicals.	Answering
these	questions	is	necessary	to	design	control	systems	to	remove	heat	from	the	reaction	to	prevent	a	runaway;	to
design	safety	systems,	such	as	a	reactor	relief,	to	protect	the	reactor	from	the	effects	of	high	pressure	(see	Chapters
9	and	10);	and	to	understand	the	rate	at	which	these	processes	occur.	The	answers	must	be	provided	at	conditions
as	close	as	possible	to	actual	process	conditions.

Table	8-7	Important	Questions	for	the	Characterization	of	Reactive	Chemicals



1.	 At	what	temperature	does	the	reaction	rate	become	large	enough	for	adequate	energy	to	be	produced	for	
heating	of	the	reaction	mixture	to	be	detected?

2.	 What	is	the	maximum	temperature	increase	due	to	adiabatic	self-heating	of	the	reactants?

3.	 What	is	the	maximum	self-heat	rate?	At	what	time	and	temperature	does	this	occur?

4.	 What	is	the	maximum	pressure	during	the	reaction?	Is	this	pressure	due	to	the	vapor	pressure	of	the	liquid,	or	
due	to	the	generation	of	gaseous	reaction	products?

5.	 What	is	the	maximum	pressure	rate?	At	what	time	and	temperature	does	this	occur?

6.	 Are	there	any	other	side	reactions	that	occur,	particularly	at	temperatures	higher	than	the	normal	reaction	
temperature?	If	so,	can	questions	1	through	5	be	answered	for	these	side	reactions?

7.	 Can	the	heat	generation	from	the	desired	chemistry	heat	the	reaction	mass	under	adiabatic	conditions	to	a	
temperature	at	which	another	reaction	occurs?

8.	 Can	the	heat	generated	by	chemical	reaction	(desired	or	undesired)	exceed	the	capability	of	the	vessel/process	
to	remove	heat?	At	what	temperature	does	this	occur?

For	exothermic	reactions,	heat	is	lost	through	the	walls	of	the	reactor	vessel	to	the	surroundings.	The	higher	these
heat	 losses,	 the	 lower	 the	 temperature	 inside	 the	 reactor.	 Conversely,	 the	 lower	 the	 heat	 losses,	 the	 higher	 the
temperature	within	 the	 reactor.	We	 can	 thus	 conclude	 that	we	will	 reach	 the	highest	 reaction	 temperatures	 and
highest	self-heating	rates	when	the	reactor	has	no	heat	losses—that	is,	when	the	process	is	adiabatic.
The	heat	losses	through	the	walls	of	the	reactor	are	proportional	to	the	surface	area	of	the	reactor	vessel.	As	the
vessel	becomes	 larger,	 the	surface-to-volume	ratio	becomes	smaller	and	the	heat	 losses	 through	the	walls	have	a
smaller	effect.	Thus,	as	the	vessel	becomes	larger,	the	behavior	of	the	vessel	approaches	adiabatic	behavior.
Many	chemical	plant	personnel	believe	that	a	large	reactor	will	self-heat	at	a	rate	that	is	much	slower	than	that	for
a	much	smaller	vessel.	In	reality,	the	reverse	is	true:	A	larger	reactor	vessel	will	approach	adiabatic	conditions	and
the	self-heat	rates	will	be	significantly	faster.
Heat	removal	rates	do	not	scale	linearly	with	increased	reactor	volume.	This	scaling	problem	has	been	the	cause	of
many	incidents.	Reactions	tested	in	the	laboratory	or	pilot	plant	frequently	showed	slow	self-heat	rates	that	were
controlled	 easily	 using	 ice	 baths	 or	 small	 cooling	 coils.	 However,	 when	 these	 reactions	 are	 scaled	 up	 to	 large
commercial	reactors,	sometimes	having	volumes	of	20,000	gallons	or	more,	the	self-heat	rates	are	sometimes	orders
of	magnitude	higher,	resulting	in	an	uncontrollable	temperature	increase	and	explosion	of	the	reaction	vessel.	Large
commercial	reactors	with	energetic	chemicals	such	as	acrylic	acid,	ethylene	or	propylene	oxide,	and	many	others
can	achieve	self-heat	rates	as	high	as	hundreds	of	degrees	Celsius	per	minute!

Introduction	to	Reactive	Hazards	Calorimetry
The	 idea	 behind	 the	 calorimeter	 is	 to	 safely	 use	 small	 quantities	 of	 material	 in	 the	 laboratory	 to	 answer	 the
questions	 listed	 in	 Table	 8-7.	 Most	 of	 the	 calorimeters	 discussed	 in	 this	 chapter	 have	 test	 volumes	 from	 a	 few
milliliters	to	as	large	as	130	mL.	Larger	test	volumes	more	closely	match	industrial	reactors,	but	also	increase	the
hazards	associated	with	the	laboratory	test.
The	calorimeter	technology	presented	here	was	developed	mostly	in	the	1970s.	Much	of	the	early	development	was
done	by	Dow	Chemical,4,5	although	numerous	researchers	have	made	significant	contributions	since	then.
4D.	L.	Townsend	and	J.	C.	Tou.	“Thermal	Hazard	Evaluation	by	an	Accelerating	Rate	Calorimeter.”	Thermochimica	Acta	37	(1980):	1–30.

5U.S.	Patent	4,439,048,	March	27,	1984.

Table	8-8	summarizes	the	commonly	used	calorimeters	that	are	available	for	reactive	chemicals	testing.	All	of	the
calorimeters	 hold	 the	 sample	 in	 a	 small	 sample	 cell.	 These	 devices	 have	 a	 means	 to	 heat	 the	 test	 sample	 and
measure	the	temperature	of	the	sample	as	a	function	of	time.	Most	also	have	the	capability	to	measure	the	pressure
inside	the	closed	sample	cell.

Table	8-8	Types	of	Calorimeters	Most	Commonly	Used	to	Study	Reactive	Chemicals

Calorimeter Supplier
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Typical	
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(mL)

Nomin
al	phi	
factor	

(ϕ)

Adiabatic	
reaction	
tracking	
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(k/min)

Ope
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on	

time
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Differential	
Scanning	

Various O
p

<1 Not	
applica

Not	applicable 1	
hour

Used	mostly	for	initial	screening.



Scanning	
Calorimeter	(DSC)

p
e
n

applica
ble

hour

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Closed	sample	cells	can	be	used.
Advanced	
Reactive	System	
Screening	Tool	
(ARSST)

Fauske	and	
Associates	
www.fausk
e.com

O
p
e
n

10 1.05 0.1–200 Hou
rs

Used	mostly	for	initial	screening	due	
to	short	operation	time.

Accelerating	Rate	
Calorimeter	(ARC)

Various C
lo
s
e
d

10 1.5 0.04–20 1+	
day

Most	effective	for	reactions	with	low	
self-heat	rates.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Need	to	adjust	temperatures	for	Φ	
factor.

Vent	Sizing	
Package	2	(VSP2)

Fauske	and	
Associates	
www.fausk
e.com

C
lo
s
e
d

100 1.05 0.05–600 1+	
day

Useful	for	reactions	with	very	high	
self-heat	rates.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Can	also	be	used	to	identify	if	two-
phase	flow	occurs	during	relief	
discharge.

Automatic	
Pressure	Tracking	
Adiabatic	
Calorimeter	
(APTAC)

NETZSCH	
www.netzsc
h.com

C
lo
s
e
d

130 1.10 0.04–400 1+	
day

Useful	for	reactions	with	high	self-
heat	rates.	Also	has	capability	to	
automatically	inject	reactants	and	
collect	products.

The	calorimeter	should	be	as	close	as	experimentally	possible	to	adiabatic	behavior	to	ensure	that	the	results	are
representative	 of	 a	 large	 reactor.	 The	 adiabatic	 conditions	will	 also	 ensure	 the	 “worst-case”	 results—that	 is,	 the
highest	temperature	and	pressure	and	the	highest	self-heat	rates	and	pressure	rates.
All	of	the	calorimeters	listed	in	Table	8-8	have	two	modes	of	operation.	The	most	common	mode,	called	the	thermal
scan	mode,	heats	the	sample	at	a	constant	temperature	rate	(for	example,	2°C	per	minute)	until	the	reaction	rate
becomes	large	enough	for	adequate	energy	to	be	produced	for	the	calorimeter	to	detect	the	reaction	heating.	The
Differential	Scanning	Calorimeter	 (DSC)	 and	 the	Advanced	Reactive	System	Screening	Tool	 (ARSST)	 continue	 to
heat	 beyond	 this	 temperature.	 All	 of	 the	 other	 calorimeters	 stop	 the	 heating	 once	 the	 reaction	 self-heating	 is
detected,	 and	 the	 calorimeter	 then	 switches	 to	 an	 adiabatic	 mode	 by	 matching	 the	 sample	 temperature	 to	 the
temperature	external	to	the	sample.
The	other	mode	of	heating	is	to	heat	the	sample	to	a	fixed	temperature	and	then	wait	for	a	specified	time	to	see	if
any	reaction	self-heating	is	detected.	If	self-heating	is	detected,	the	calorimeter	is	placed	immediately	in	adiabatic
mode.	If	no	self-heating	is	detected	after	a	specific	time,	the	temperature	is	again	incremented,	and	the	process	is
repeated.	This	is	called	the	heat–wait–search	mode.
The	 thermal	 scan	mode	 is	 typically	 used	 for	 reactive	 chemicals	 studies.	 The	 heat–wait–search	mode	 is	 used	 for
chemicals	that	have	a	long	induction	time,	meaning	they	take	a	long	time	to	react	or	may	be	autocatalytic.	Several
calorimeters—the	 Accelerating	 Rate	 Calorimeter	 (ARC),	 Vent	 Sizing	 Package	 (VSP2),	 and	 Automatic	 Pressure
Tracking	Adiabatic	Calorimeter	(APTAC)—have	the	capability	to	use	both	heating	modes	during	the	same	run.
In	adiabatic	mode,	the	calorimeter	attempts	to	adjust	the	heaters	outside	the	sample	cell	to	match	the	temperature
inside	the	sample	cell.	This	ensures	that	there	is	no	heat	flow	from	the	sample	cell	to	the	surroundings,	resulting	in
adiabatic	behavior.
Calorimeters	are	classified	as	either	open	or	closed.	 In	an	open	calorimeter,	 the	sample	cell	 is	either	open	to	the
atmosphere	or	open	to	a	larger	containment	vessel.	Two	calorimeters	in	Table	8-8	(DSC	and	ARSST)	are	classified
as	open.	For	the	traditional	DSC,	the	sample	cell	is	completely	open	to	the	atmosphere,	and	no	pressure	data	are
collected.	Some	DSCs	have	been	modified	to	use	sealed	capillary	tubes	or	sealed	high-pressure	metal	holders.	For
the	ARSST,	the	small	sample	cell	(10	mL)	is	open	to	a	much	larger	(350	mL)	containment	vessel.	A	pressure	gauge	is
attached	 to	 the	containment	vessel,	but	only	qualitative	pressure	data	are	collected	 from	this	gauge.	The	ARSST
containment	vessel	is	also	pressurized	with	nitrogen	during	most	runs	to	prevent	the	liquid	sample	from	boiling	so
that	higher	reaction	temperatures	can	be	reached.
Since	the	ARC	is	a	closed	system,	this	calorimeter	can	also	be	used	to	determine	the	vapor	pressure	of	the	liquid
mixture.	This	is	done	by	first	evacuating	the	ARC	and	then	adding	the	test	sample.	The	pressure	measured	by	the
ARC	is	then	the	vapor	pressure,	which	can	be	measured	as	a	function	of	temperature.
It	is	fairly	easy	to	insulate	a	small	sample	cell	to	approach	near-adiabatic	conditions.	However,	the	sample	cell	must
be	 capable	 of	 withstanding	 reaction	 pressures	 that	 may	 be	 as	 high	 as	 hundreds	 of	 atmospheres.	 The	 easiest
approach	to	achieve	high-pressure	capability	is	to	use	a	thick-walled	vessel	capable	of	withstanding	this	pressure.
The	 problem	with	 this	 strategy	 is	 that	 the	 thick	walls	 of	 the	 sample	 cell	will	 absorb	 heat	 from	 the	 test	 sample,
resulting	in	less	than	adiabatic	conditions.	The	presence	of	a	vessel	that	absorbs	heat	increases	the	thermal	inertia
of	the	test	device	and	reduces	both	the	maximum	temperature	and	the	maximum	temperature	rate.
The	thermal	inertia	of	the	apparatus	is	represented	by	a	phi	factor,	defined	as
ϕ=Combined	heat	capacity	of	sample	and	containerHeat	capacity	of	sample=1+Heat	capacity	of	containerHeat	ca

pacity	of	sample(8-1)
Clearly,	a	phi	factor	as	close	as	possible	to	1	represents	less	thermal	inertia.	Most	large	commercial	reactors	have	a
phi	factor	of	approximately	1.1.



Table	8-8	lists	the	phi	factors	for	the	most	common	calorimeters.	The	ARC	uses	a	thick-walled	vessel	to	contain	the
reaction	pressure;	it	has	a	high	phi	factor	as	a	result.	The	ARSST	uses	a	thin-walled	glass	sample	cell	that	is	open	to
the	containment	vessel.	Since	 this	glass	vessel	contains	only	 the	 test	sample	and	does	not	need	to	withstand	the
pressure	developed	by	the	reaction,	it	has	a	low	phi	factor.
The	VSP2	and	the	APTAC	use	a	unique	control	method	to	reduce	the	phi	factor.	Both	of	these	calorimeters	use	thin-
walled	 containers	 to	 reduce	 the	 heat	 capacity	 of	 the	 sample	 cell.	 Figure	 8-2	 shows	 a	 schematic	 of	 the	 VSP2
calorimeter.	The	sample	 is	contained	 in	a	closed,	thin-walled	test	cell,	which	 is	held	 in	a	containment	vessel.	The
control	system	measures	the	pressure	inside	the	test	cell	as	well	as	the	pressure	inside	the	containment	vessel.	The
control	system	is	able	to	rapidly	adjust	the	pressure	inside	the	containment	vessel	to	match	the	pressure	inside	the
test	cell.	The	pressure	difference	between	the	inside	of	the	test	cell	and	the	containment	device	is	kept	as	low	as
possible,	usually	less	than	20	psi.	As	a	result,	the	thin-walled	sample	cell	does	not	rupture.



Figure	8-2	Vent	Sizing	Package	(VSP2)	showing	the	control	system	to	equalize	the	pressure	between	the
sample	cell	and	the	containment	vessel.	

The	 adiabatic	 reaction	 tracking	 limits	 shown	 in	 Table	 8-8	 relate	 to	 the	 lower	 rate	 at	 which	 the	 self-heating	 is
detected	 and	 the	 upper	 reaction	 rate	 that	 the	 calorimeter	 can	 follow.	 The	 operation	 time	 in	 Table	 8-8	 is	 an
approximate	idea	of	how	long	it	takes	to	do	a	single,	standard	run	on	the	apparatus.	Some	calorimeters	(DSC	and
ARSST)	have	short	run	times;	these	devices	are	useful	for	completing	numerous	screening	studies	to	get	an	initial
idea	of	the	reactive	nature	of	the	material	before	moving	to	a	more	capable	calorimeter	that	has	a	longer	operation
time.
The	 DSC	 consists	 of	 two	 small	 sample	 cells,	 one	 containing	 the	 unknown	 sample	 and	 the	 other	 containing	 a
reference	material.	The	two	samples	are	heated,	and	the	DSC	measures	the	difference	in	heat	required	to	maintain
the	two	samples	at	 the	same	temperature	during	this	heating.	This	apparatus	can	be	used	to	determine	 the	heat
capacity	of	the	unknown	sample,	the	temperature	at	which	a	phase	change	occurs,	the	heat	required	for	the	phase
change,	and	the	heat	changes	due	to	a	reaction.	With	a	traditional	DSC,	the	trays	are	open	to	the	atmosphere,	so
this	 type	of	calorimeter	 is	classified	as	an	open	type.	The	DSC	can	also	be	modified	 to	use	sealed	glass	capillary
tubes	or	small	metal	containers.	The	DSC	is	mostly	used	for	quick	screening	studies	to	identify	if	a	reactive	hazard
is	present	and	to	get	an	initial	idea	of	the	temperatures	at	which	the	reaction	occurs.	The	traditional	DSC	does	not
provide	 any	 pressure	 information	 since	 it	 is	 open.	 If	 sealed	 glass	 capillary	 tubes	 are	 used,	 limited	 pressure
information	can	be	obtained	from	the	pressure	at	which	the	tube	ruptures.
Figures	8-3	and	8-4	show	typical	temperature	and	pressure	scans	for	an	APTAC	device.	In	Figure	8-3,	the	sample	is
heated	at	a	constant	 temperature	 rate	until	 an	exotherm	 is	detected.	The	calorimeter	 then	switches	 to	adiabatic
mode,	in	which	it	measures	the	temperature	of	the	sample	and	attempts	to	match	the	external	temperature	to	the
sample	 temperature.	 This	 ensures	 near-adiabatic	 behavior.	 During	 adiabatic	mode,	 the	 sample	 self-heats	 by	 the
energy	 released	 by	 the	 reaction.	 Eventually,	 the	 reactants	 are	 all	 consumed	 and	 the	 reaction	 terminates.	 Self-
heating	stops	at	this	point	and	the	temperature	remains	constant.	At	the	end	of	the	run,	the	calorimeter	heating	is
turned	off	and	the	sample	cools.





Figure	8-3	APTAC	data	for	the	reaction	of	methanol	and	acetic	anhydride.	

The	plot	at	the	bottom	of	Figure	8-3	shows	the	pressure	scan	for	an	APTAC	run.	The	pressure	increase	is	due	to	the
vapor	pressure	of	 the	 liquid	sample.	This	pressure	 increases	exponentially	with	temperature.	The	 initial	decrease
and	then	subsequent	 increase	 in	pressure	after	 the	reaction	 is	 finished	would	merit	additional	study:	 It	might	be
due	to	the	decomposition	of	one	of	the	reaction	products.
Figure	8-4	shows	a	calorimeter	run	using	the	heat–wait–search	mode.	The	sample	is	incrementally	heated	using	a
user-defined	temperature	step,	and	then	the	calorimeter	waits	for	a	specified	time,	watching	for	any	reaction	self-
heating.	Several	heat–wait–search	cycles	are	required	before	an	exotherm	is	detected	and	the	calorimeter	goes	into
adiabatic	 mode.	 At	 the	 completion	 of	 the	 reaction,	 the	 calorimeter	 goes	 back	 into	 the	 heat–wait–search	 mode,
looking	for	additional	reactions	at	higher	temperatures.



Figure	8-4	APTAC	data	for	the	thermal	decomposition	of	di-tert-butyl	peroxide.	

Another	mode	of	calorimeter	operation	is	to	inject	a	chemical	at	a	specified	temperature.	It	is	also	possible	to	heat
the	 calorimeter	with	 chemical	A	 in	 the	 sample	 container,	 and	 then	 inject	 chemical	B	at	 a	 specified	 temperature.
Both	of	these	methods	will	result	 in	an	injection	endotherm	as	the	cold	liquid	is	 injected,	but	the	calorimeter	will
quickly	recover.
The	calorimeter	 selected	 for	 a	particular	 study	depends	on	 the	nature	of	 the	 reactive	material.	Many	companies
perform	screening	studies	using	the	DSC	or	ARSST	and	then,	depending	on	the	screening	results,	move	to	a	more
capable	calorimeter.	If	a	very	slow	reaction	is	expected,	then	the	ARC	has	the	best	ability	to	detect	very	low	heating
rates.	If	the	reaction	has	a	very	high	self-heat	rate,	then	the	VSP2	or	APTAC	is	the	calorimeter	of	choice.



Theoretical	Analysis	of	Calorimeter	Data
Assume	that	a	reaction	occurs	in	a	closed,	well-stirred	reaction	test	cell.	Assume	a	general	reaction	of	the	form

αA+βB+=Products(8-2)
We	can	then	write	a	mole	balance	on	reactant	A	as	follows:

dCAdt=−k(T)CAaCBb…(8-3)
where

C	is	the	concentration	(moles/volume),

k(T	)	is	the	temperature-dependent	rate	coefficient	(concentration1-n/time),	and
a,	b	...	are	the	reaction	orders	with	respect	to	each	species.

The	rate	coefficient	k(T	)	is	given	by	the	Arrhenius	equation	Ae−Ea/RgT,	where	A	is	the	pre-exponential	factor	and
Ea	is	the	activation	energy.	Equation	8-3	can	be	written	for	each	species	for	the	reaction	shown	in	Equation	8-2.
If	the	reactants	are	initially	added	to	the	reaction	test	cell	in	their	stoichiometric	ratios,	then	the	concentrations	will
remain	at	those	ratios	throughout	the	reaction.	Then

CBCA=βα(8-4)
and	similarly,	for	all	of	the	other	species.	Substituting	into	Equation	8-3,

dCAdt=−k(T)CAa(βαCA)b....=−k(T)(βα)b...CAa+b+...(8-5)
We	can	then	write	an	equation	for	the	concentration	of	species	A	in	terms	of	an	overall	reaction	order	n	=	a+b+...
and	define	a	new	rate	coefficient.	This	results	in

dCAdt=−k′(T)CAn(8-6)
This	approach	works	only	if	all	of	the	species	are	stoichiometric.
Another	 approach	 is	 to	 have	 all	 the	 reactants,	 except	 one,	 be	 in	 excess.	 In	 this	 case,	 the	 excess	 reactant
concentrations	can	be	assumed	to	be	approximately	constant	during	the	reaction.	Suppose	that	all	 the	reactants,
except	species	A,	are	in	excess.	Then,

dCAdt=−k(T)CAaCBobCCoc...=−k(T)(CBobCCoc...)CAa=−k′(T)CAa(8-7)
where	CBo	is	the	initial	concentration	of	species	B.	This	approach	is	useful	for	determining	the	reaction	order	with
respect	to	an	individual	species.
Consider	now	a	situation	where	the	reaction	order	is	not	known.	Assume	that	the	reaction	can	be	represented	by	an
overall	nth-order	reaction	of	the	following	form:

dCdt=−k(T)Cn(8-8)
We	can	define	a	reaction	conversion	x	in	terms	of	the	initial	concentration	Co:

x=Co−CC0(8-9)
Note	that	when	C	=Co,	x	=	0	and	when	C	=	0,	x	=	1.
Substituting	Equation	8-9	into	Equation	8-8,

dxdt=k(T)Con−1(1−x)n(8-10)
Dividing	both	sides	of	Equation	8-10	by	k(To)Con−1,

1k(To)Con−1dxdt=k(T)k(To)(1−x)n(8-11)
Now	define	a	dimensionless	time	as

τ=k(To)Con−1tdτ=k(To)Con−1dt(8-12)
and	Equation	8-11	simplifies	to

dxdτ=k(T)k(To)(1−x)n(8-13)
Up	 to	 this	 point,	 all	 our	 equations	 have	 been	 cast	with	 respect	 to	 the	 concentration	within	 our	 reaction	 vessel.
Unfortunately,	 the	 concentration	 is	 very	 difficult	 to	measure,	 particularly	when	 the	 reaction	 is	 very	 fast	 and	 the
concentrations	are	changing	very	 rapidly.	Online	 instruments	 to	measure	 the	concentration	directly	are	 still	 very
limited.	 A	more	 direct	 approach	 is	 to	 withdraw	 a	 very	 small	 sample	 from	 the	 reactor	 and	 cool	 and	 quench	 the
reaction	instantaneously	to	get	a	representative	result.	Withdrawing	the	sample	will	also	have	an	impact	on	the	test
sample	since	we	are	removing	mass	and	energy	from	the	vessel.	Thus,	measuring	the	concentration	in	real	time	is
very	difficult	to	do.
The	 easiest	 system	 parameter	 to	 measure	 is	 the	 temperature.	 This	 measurement	 can	 be	 done	 easily	 with	 a
thermocouple	and	can	be	performed	very	rapidly	in	real	time.	We	can	relate	the	temperature	to	the	conversion	by
assuming	that	the	conversion	is	proportional	to	the	entire	temperature	change	during	the	reaction.	This	gives	us	the
following	equation:

x=T−ToΔTad=T−ToTF−To(8-14)
where

To	is	the	initial	reaction	temperature,	also	called	the	reaction	detected	onset	temperature,

TF	is	the	final	reaction	temperature	when	the	reaction	is	completed,	and

ΔTad	is	the	adiabatic	temperature	change	during	the	reaction.
Equation	8-14	contains	two	important	assumptions:



1.	 The	reaction	is	characterized	by	an	initial	temperature	and	a	final	temperature,	and	these	temperatures	can	be
determined	experimentally	with	a	fair	amount	of	precision.

2.	 The	heat	capacity	of	the	test	sample	remains	constant	during	the	reaction.

Assumption	1	is	perhaps	the	more	important.	The	initial	or	detected	onset	temperature	must	be	the	temperature	at
which	 the	 reaction	 rate	 becomes	 large	 enough	 for	 adequate	 energy	 to	 be	 produced	 for	 heating	 of	 the	 reaction
mixture	to	be	detected	by	a	thermocouple.	This	temperature	has	been	misinterpreted	by	many	investigators	in	the
past.	Some	investigators	have	incorrectly	concluded	that	if	a	reactive	material	is	stored	below	the	initial	or	detected
onset	temperature,	then	that	reactive	mixture	will	not	react	and	can	be	stored	indefinitely.	This	is	totally	incorrect,
since	the	reaction	proceeds	at	a	finite,	albeit	often	undetectable	rate,	even	below	the	detected	onset	temperature.
Different	calorimeters	will	also	give	different	 initial	or	detected	onset	temperatures	since	this	 is	a	function	of	the
temperature	measurement	sensitivity	of	the	calorimeter.	The	initial	or	detected	onset	temperature	is	used	only	to
relate	the	concentration	of	the	reactant	to	the	temperature	of	the	reactor—and	nothing	more.
Assumption	2	will	 fail	 if	 the	heat	 capacity	of	 the	products	 is	 significantly	different	 from	 the	heat	 capacity	 of	 the
reactants.	Fortunately,	the	heat	capacities	for	most	liquid	materials	are	about	the	same.	If	the	reactants	are	mostly
liquids	 and	 a	 significant	 fraction	 of	 the	 products	 are	 gases,	 then	 this	 assumption	 may	 fail.	 This	 assumption	 is
approximately	 true	 if	 one	 or	 more	 of	 the	 reactants	 are	 in	 excess	 or	 the	 system	 contains	 a	 solvent	 in	 high
concentration,	resulting	in	a	nearly	constant	liquid	heat	capacity.
The	kinetic	term	in	Equation	8-13	can	be	expanded	as	follows:
k(T)k(To)=Ae−Ea/RgTAe−Ea/RgTo=exp[EaRg(1To−1T)]=exp[EaRgTo(1−ToT)]=exp[EaRgTo(1−ToTo+ΔTadx)](8-

15)
=exp[EaRgToΔTadTox1+ΔTadTox](8-16)

Now	define	B	as	the	dimensionless	adiabatic	temperature	rise	and	Γ	as	the	dimensionless	activation	energy,	given
by	the	following	equations:

B=ΔTadTo=TF−ToTo(8-17)
Γ=EaRgTo(8-18)

Then	Equation	8-13	reduces	to	the	following	dimensionless	equation:
dxdτ=(1−x)nexp(ΓBx1+Bx)(8-19)

The	percent	difference	between	ΓBx	and	ΓBx/(1+Bx)	is	given	by	100Bx.	Thus,	for	Bx	=	0.05,	the	error	is	equal	to
5%.	For	this	case,	we	can	simplify	Equation	8-19	to

dxdτ≅(1−x)nexp(ΓBx)(8-20)
Equations	8-19	and	8-20	contain	the	following	very	important	assumptions:

1.	 The	reaction	vessel	is	well	mixed.	This	means	that	the	temperature	and	concentration	gradients	in	the	liquid
sample	are	small.

2.	 The	physical	properties—heat	capacity	and	heat	of	reaction—of	the	sample	remain	constant.
3.	 The	heat	released	by	the	reaction	is	proportional	to	the	conversion.
4.	 The	reaction	conversion	x	is	directly	proportional	to	the	temperature	increase	during	the	reaction.

By	converting	the	dimensional	equations	into	dimensionless	form,	we	reduce	the	equations	to	their	simplest	form,
thereby	 allowing	 for	 easy	 algebraic	 manipulation	 of	 the	 equations.	 We	 also	 identify	 the	 smallest	 number	 of
dimensionless	parameters	required	to	describe	our	system.	In	this	case,	there	are	three	parameters:	reaction	order
n,	 dimensionless	 adiabatic	 temperature	 rise	B,	 and	 dimensionless	 activation	 energy	Γ.	 Finally,	 the	 equations	 are
easier	to	solve	numerically	since	all	variables	are	scaled,	typically	between	0	and	1.
The	problem	with	using	a	dimensionless	approach	is	that	the	dimensionless	parameters	and	variables	are	difficult	to
interpret	 physically.	 Also,	 the	 physical	 parameters	 (T,	 P,	 and	 so	 on)	 typically	 appear	 in	 more	 than	 one	 of	 the
dimensionless	parameters.	Thus,	while	the	dimensionless	parameters	can	all	be	specified	independently,	this	might
result	 in	a	contradiction	 in	the	real	physical	parameters.	There	are	also	many	different	ways	to	define	and	select
dimensionless	parameters.
The	reaction	order,	n,	typically	has	a	value	between	0	and	2.	A	reaction	order	of	1	(first	order)	is	most	common,	but
higher,	fractional	orders	greater	than	1	may	also	occur.	The	dimensionless	adiabatic	temperature	rise,	B,	 typically
has	a	value	from	0	to	about	2.	The	dimensionless	activation	energy	can	have	a	value	ranging	from	about	5	to	50	or
higher,	depending	on	the	activation	energy.
The	dimensionless	Equations	8-19	and	8-20	depend	on	a	number	of	dimensional	parameters,	including	the	detected
onset	temperature	To,	 final	temperature	TF,	activation	energy	Ea,	and	the	value	of	 the	Arrhenius	equation	at	 the
detected	onset	temperature	k(To).	Note	that	the	detected	onset	and	final	temperatures	are	implicitly	related	to	the
Arrhenius	reaction	rate	equation	and	cannot	be	specified	independently.
Equations	 8-19	 and	 8-20	 can	 be	 easily	 integrated,	 using	 either	 a	 spreadsheet	 with	 the	 trapezoid	 rule	 or	 a
mathematical	 package.	 A	 spreadsheet	 using	 the	 trapezoid	 rule	 might	 require	 a	 small	 step	 size;	 this	 should	 be
checked	to	ensure	that	the	results	converge.
Figures	8-5	 and	8-6	 show	 the	 results	 for	 the	 integration	 of	 Equation	 8-19.	 The	 conversion	 is	 plotted	 versus	 the
dimensionless	 time.	 The	 time	 scale	 is	 logarithmic,	 so	 as	 to	 show	 a	 much	 larger	 range.	 Figure	 8-5	 shows	 how
increasing	 the	 dimensionless	 adiabatic	 temperature	 rise	B	 results	 in	 a	 reaction	 that	 occurs	 over	 a	 shorter	 time
period	with	a	steeper	slope.	Figure	8-6	shows	how	increasing	the	dimensionless	activation	energy	Γ	also	results	in	a
reaction	 that	 occurs	 over	 a	 shorter	 time	 period	 and	 a	 steeper	 slope.	 For	 the	 case	 with	 Γ	 =	 20,	 the	 conversion
responds	very	quickly.





Figure	8-5	Equation	8-19	solved	for	increasing	dimensionless	adiabatic	temperature	rise	B.	



Figure	8-6	Equation	8-19	solved	for	increasing	dimensionless	activation	energy,	Γ.	

One	 of	 the	 important	 questions	 in	 Table	 8-7	 is	 the	 maximum	 self-heat	 rate	 and	 the	 time	 at	 which	 this	 rate	 is
achieved.	 The	maximum	self-heat	 rate	 is	 important	 for	 designing	heat	 transfer	 equipment	 to	 remove	 the	heat	 of
reaction:	Larger	self-heat	rates	require	larger	heat	transfer	equipment.	Some	chemicals,	such	as	ethylene	oxide	and
acrylic	acid,	will	self-heat	at	rates	of	several	hundred	degrees	Celsius	per	minute.	The	time	at	which	the	maximum
self-heat	 rate	 occurs	 is	 also	 important	 for	 designing	heat	 transfer	 equipment	 as	well	 as	 for	 emergency	 response
procedures.
The	maximum	self-heat	rate	can	be	found	by	differentiating	Equation	8-19	with	respect	to	the	dimensionless	time
and	then	setting	the	result	to	zero	to	find	the	maximum.	This	equation	can	be	solved	for	the	conversion	xm	at	which
the	maximum	self-heat	rate	occurs.	After	a	lot	of	algebra,	the	following	equation	is	obtained:

xm=12nB[−(Γ+2n)+Γ[Γ+4n(1+B)]](8-21)
where	xm	is	the	conversion	at	the	maximum	rate.	The	maximum	rate	is	then	found	by	substituting	xm	into	Equation
8-19.
Figure	8-7	is	a	plot	of	Equation	8-21	for	a	first-order	reaction.	As	Γ	increases,	an	asymptotic	function	is	approached.
This	function	is	close	to	the	Γ	=	64	curve	shown.	Also,	there	is	a	maximum	xm	for	each	curve	shown	by	the	vertical
tic	mark	on	each	curve;	this	maximum	xm	increases	as	Γ	increases	and	also	occurs	at	lower	B	values.	Each	curve
intersects	the	x	axis.





Figure	8-7	Conversion	at	maximum	self-heat	rate	for	a	first-order	reaction.	The	vertical	line	on	each	curve
represents	the	maximum	value.	

Equation	8-21	can	be	differentiated	one	more	time	with	respect	to	B	to	find	the	maximum	value	of	xm.	After	a	fair
amount	of	algebra,	the	maximum	value	is	found	to	occur	at

B=4nΓ+1xm=Γ4n+Γ(8-22)
The	intersection	of	the	curves	on	Figure	8-7	with	the	x	axis	means	that	the	maximum	self-heat	rate	occurs	at	the
detected	onset	temperature—that	is,	when	τ	=	0.	The	value	of	B	at	this	intersection	can	be	found	from	Equation	8-
21	by	setting	xm	=	0	and	solving	for	B.	The	result	is

B=nΓ(8-23)
The	time	at	which	the	maximum	rate	occurs	can	be	found	by	two	methods.	The	first	method	is	to	integrate	Equation
8-19	 to	determine	 the	value	of	 the	dimensionless	 time	τm	 at	 the	conversion,	xm,	 and	 then	converting	 this	 to	 the
actual	time.	Another	approach	is	to	separate	variables	in	Equation	8-19	and	integrate.	The	result	is

∫0xmdx(1−x)nexp(ΓBx1+Bx)=∫0τmdτ=τm(8-24)
where	 τm	 is	 the	 dimensionless	 time	 at	 which	 the	 maximum	 rate	 occurs.	 Note	 that	 this	 time	 is	 relative	 to	 the
detected	onset	temperature.
Equation	8-24	 can	 be	 solved	 numerically	 for	 τm.	 The	 results	 are	 shown	 in	 Figures	8-8	 and	 8-9	 for	 two	 different
ranges	of	Γ.	Each	curve	has	a	maximum,	shown	by	the	vertical	tick	mark.	This	maximum	occurs	at	lower	Γ	values	as
the	 dimensionless	 adiabatic	 temperature	 rise	 B	 increases.	 This	 maximum	 must	 be	 solved	 for	 numerically—an
algebraic	solution	is	not	possible.



Figure	8-8	Time	to	maximum	self-heat	rate	for	a	first-order	reaction:	low	Γ	range.	The	vertical	lines	on	each
curve	represent	the	maximum	value.	





Figure	8-9	Time	to	maximum	self-heat	rate	for	a	first-order	reaction:	high	Γ	range.	

Example	8-2
A	chemical	reactor	currently	has	a	temperature	of	400	K.	Given	the	calorimetry	data	provided	below,	calculate:

a.	 The	current	conversion
b.	 The	current	self-heat	rate
c.	 The	time	since	the	detected	onset	temperature
d.	 The	time	to	the	maximum	self-heat	rate
e.	 The	maximum	self-heat	rate

Calorimeter	data:
Reaction	order,	n: 1	(first-order)
Detected	onset	temperature,	To: 377	K
Final	temperature,	TF: 483	K
k(To)	: 5.62	×	10–5	s–1

Activation	energy,	Ea: 15,000	cal/mol	K

Solution
From	the	calorimetry	data	provided:

B=TF−ToTo=483	K−377	K377	K=0.282Γ=EaRgTo=15,000	ca1 / mol(1.987	ca1/ mol	K)(377	K)=20.0

a.	 The	current	conversion	is	found	from	Equation	8-14:
x=T−ToTF−To=400	K−377	K483	K−377	K=0.217

b.	 The	current	self-heat	rate	is	calculated	using	Equation	8-19:
dxdτ=(1−x)nexp(ΓBx1+Bx)=(1−0.217)×exp[(20.0)(0.282)(0.217)1+(0.282)(0.217)]=2.48

This	must	be	converted	to	dimensional	time.	From	Equation	8-12,
t=τk(To)Con−1(8-25)

and	using	the	definition	of	the	conversion	given	by	Equation	8-14:
dTdt=(TF−To)k(To)C0n−1(dxdτ)(8-26)

And	it	follows	for	n	=	1,
dTdt=(TF−To)k(To)dxdτ=(483	K−377	K)(5.62×10−5	s−1)(2.48)=0.0148K /s=0.886	K /min

c.	 The	dimensionless	time	since	the	detected	onset	temperature	is	found	by	integrating	Equation	8-19.	This
can	be	done	easily	using	either	a	spreadsheet	or	a	numerical	package.	The	results	are	shown	in	Figure	8-
10.	From	Figure	8-10,	at	a	conversion	of	0.217,	the	dimensionless	time	is	0.141.	The	dimensionless	time
can	be	converted	to	actual	time	using	Equation	8-25.	For	a	first-order	reaction,	n	=	1	and





Figure	8-10	Conversion	plot	for	Example	8-2.	

t=τk(To)=0.1415.62×10−5	s−1=2510	s=41.8	min.
This	is	the	time	since	the	detected	onset	temperature.

d.	 The	conversion	at	the	maximum	rate	is	given	by	Equation	8-21.	Substituting	the	known	values:
xm=12nB[−(Γ+2n)+Γ[Γ+4n(1+B)]]xm=1(2)(1)(0.282)[−(20+2)+(20)[20+(4)(1+0.282)]]xm=0.741

From	the	numerical	solution,	Figure	8-10,	the	dimensionless	time	at	this	conversion	is	0.249.	The	actual
time	is

t=τk(To)=0.2495.62×10−5	s−1=4432	s=73.9	min.
This	 is	with	respect	 to	 the	 time	 the	detected	onset	 temperature	 is	 reached.	The	 time	 from	the	current
reaction	state	(x	=	0.217)	to	the	time	at	the	maximum	rate	is	73.9	min	–	41.8	min	=	32.1	min.
Thus,	the	reaction	will	reach	the	maximum	rate	in	32.1	min.
Figure	8-8	or	8-9	could	be	used	to	solve	this	problem	directly.	However,	it	is	not	as	precise.

e.	 The	maximum	self-heat	rate	is	found	using	Equation	8-19	with	xm	=	0.741:

dxdτ=(1−x)nexp(ΓBx1+Bx)=(1−0.741)×exp[(20.0)(0.282)(0.741)1+(0.282)(0.741)]=8.21
It	follows	that

dTdt=(TF−To)k(To)dxdτ=(483	K−377	K)(5.62×10−5s−1)(8.21)=0.0489	K/s=2.93	K/min
The	maximum	self-heat	rate,	along	with	the	heat	capacity	of	the	reacting	liquid,	could	be	used	to	estimate
the	minimum	 cooling	 requirements	 for	 this	 reactor.	 Also,	 the	 time	 to	maximum	 rate	 could	 be	 used	 to
estimate	the	residence	time,	operating	temperature,	and	conversion	for	the	reactor.

Estimation	of	Parameters	from	Calorimeter	Data
Prior	 to	using	 the	 theoretical	model,	we	need	 to	estimate	 from	calorimeter	data	 the	parameters	 required	 for	 the
model.	These	include	the	detected	onset	temperature	To,	final	temperature	TF,	reaction	order	n,	activation	energy
Ea,	 and	 the	 value	 of	 the	 Arrhenius	 equation	 at	 the	 detected	 onset	 temperature	 k(To).	 The	 calorimeter	 typically
provides	temperature	versus	time	data,	so	a	procedure	is	required	to	estimate	these	parameters	from	these	data.
The	detected	onset	and	final	temperatures	are	perhaps	the	most	important	because	the	conversion,	as	well	as	the
theoretical	model,	depends	on	knowing	these	parameters	reasonably	precisely.	 If	we	plot	the	rate	of	temperature
change	dT/dt	versus	time,	we	find	that	the	temperature	rate	is	very	low	at	the	beginning	and	end	of	the	reaction.
Thus,	this	procedure	will	not	work.
A	better	procedure	 is	 to	plot	 the	 logarithm	of	 the	 rate	of	 temperature	change	dT/dt	versus	–1000/T.	 This	 is	 best
illustrated	by	an	example.

Example	8-3
Figure	8-3	shows	temperature-time	and	pressure-time	data	for	the	reaction	of	methanol	and	acetic	anhydride
in	 a	 2:1	 molar	 ratio.	 Using	 these	 data,	 determine	 the	 detected	 onset	 and	 final	 temperatures	 and	 the
dimensionless	adiabatic	temperature	rise	B	for	this	system.

Solution
A	plot	of	the	logarithm	of	the	temperature	rate	versus	–1000/T	is	shown	in	Figure	8-11.	The	temperature	rates
at	early	times	are	shown	on	the	left-hand	side	of	the	plot;	the	temperature	rates	at	the	end	of	the	experiment
are	shown	on	the	right.	When	the	calorimeter	detects	exothermic	behavior,	it	stops	the	heating.	This	is	shown



as	a	drop	in	the	plotted	temperature	rate	on	the	far	left	side	of	Figure	8-11.	The	detected	onset	temperature	is
found	as	the	temperature	at	the	beginning	of	the	nearly	straight-line	section	of	the	curve.	The	detected	onset
temperature	from	Figure	8-10	is	found	to	be



Figure	8-11	Graphical	procedure	to	estimate	the	detected	onset	and	final	temperatures.	

−1000To=−3.35To=298	K
The	 final	 temperature	 is	 found	 from	 the	 right-hand	 side	 of	 the	 plot,	 where	 the	 temperature	 rate	 drops	 off
suddenly	 and	 returns	 to	 almost	 the	 same	 temperature	 rate	 as	 the	 detected	 onset	 temperature.	 The	 final
temperature	is	determined	from	Figure	8-11	to	be

−1000TF=−2.25TF=404	K
Figure	8-11	can	also	be	used	to	identify	the	maximum	temperature	rate	as	well	as	the	temperature	at	which
this	occurs.	This	is	found	from	the	peak	value	in	Figure	8-11.	From	the	data,	the	maximum	temperature	rate	is
104	K/min	(1.73	K/s),	which	occurs	at	a	temperature	of	429	K.
The	dimensionless	adiabatic	temperature	rise	is	given	by	Equation	8-17.	Thus,

B=TF−ToTo=447	K−298	K298	K=0.500

At	this	point	in	the	procedure,	we	have	the	detected	onset	and	final	temperatures	and	the	dimensionless	adiabatic
temperature	rise	B.	The	next	parameter	to	estimate	is	the	reaction	order.	The	reaction	order	can	be	estimated	by
rearranging	Equation	8-19	as	follows:

1(1−x)ndxdτ=exp(ΓBx1+Bx)(8-27)
From	Equation	8-12,	dτ=k(To)Con−1dt,	and	it	follows	that

1(1−x)ndxdτ=1(1−x)nk(To)Con−1dxdt=exp(ΓBx1+Bx)(dx/ dt)(1−x)n=k(To)Con
−1exp(ΓBx1+Bx)																									ln[(dx/ dt)(1−x)n]=ln[k(To)Con−1]+  Γ(Bx1+Bx)(8-28)

Equation	 8-28	 can	 be	 modified	 in	 terms	 of	 the	 actual	 temperature.	 Since	 x=(T−To)/(TF−To)	 and	 Bx/ (1+Bx)=(T
−To)/ T,	then

ln[(dT/dt)(TF−To)1−n(TF−T)n]=ln[k(To)Con−1]+Γ(T−To)/T(8-29)
For	a	first-order	reaction,	n	=	1,	and	Equation	8-29	becomes

ln[dT/dtTF−T]=ln[k(To)]+Γ(T−To)/T(8-30)
The	procedure	for	determining	the	overall	reaction	order	n,	using	either	Equation	8-28,	8-29,	or	8-30,	is	as	follows.
The	detected	onset	and	final	temperatures	and	the	dimensionless	adiabatic	temperature	rise	B	are	already	known
from	Example	8-3.	First,	the	overall	reaction	order	is	guessed.	First-order	(n	=	1)	is	a	good	place	to	start.	Then	the
left-hand	side	of	either	Equation	8-28,	8-29,	or	8-30	is	plotted	versus	Bx/(1+Bx)	or	(T−To)/T.	If	the	guessed	reaction
order	is	correct,	a	straight	line	is	obtained.	It	is	possible	to	have	fractional	overall	reaction	orders,	so	some	effort
might	be	required	to	estimate	the	reaction	order	that	produces	the	best	fit	to	the	data.	For	any	reaction	order	not
equal	to	unity,	the	initial	concentration	of	reactant	must	also	be	known.	Finally,	as	a	bonus,	once	the	reaction	order
is	 identified,	 the	 intercept	of	 the	straight	 line	with	 the	y	 axis	provides	an	estimate	of	k(To)Con−1	or	k(To)	 if	 the
reaction	is	first	order.
Equation	8-30	can	be	reduced	even	further	to	a	more	traditional	form:

ln[dT/ dtTF−T]=lnA−EaRgT(8-31)
Equation	8-31	states	that	if	a	system	is	first-order,	then	a	plot	of	the	left-hand	side	versus	–1/RgT	should	produce	a
straight	line	with	slope	of	Ea	and	intercept	ln	(A).	Equation	8-31	is	commonly	seen	in	the	literature	to	determine	the
kinetic	parameters.	It	is	not	as	general	as	Equation	8-28.

Example	8-4
Using	the	data	in	Figure	8-3	and	the	results	of	Examples	8-2	and	8-3,	estimate	the	reaction	order	and	the	value
of	k(To)	for	the	methanol	+	acetic	anhydride	reaction	(2:1	molar	ratio).	Use	these	parameters	to	estimate	the
pre-exponential	 factor	A	 and	 the	activation	energy	Ea.	Use	 the	 theoretical	model	 to	 calculate	 the	maximum
self-heat	rate	and	corresponding	temperature.	Compare	to	the	experimental	values.



Solution
The	first	step	in	this	problem	is	to	convert	the	temperature	data	into	conversion	data,	x.	This	is	done	using	the
detected	onset	and	final	temperatures	from	Example	8-3	and	Equation	8-14.	Then	(dx/dt)	 is	calculated	using
the	 trapezoid	 rule	 or	 any	 other	 suitable	 derivative	 method.	 Equation	 8-29	 is	 then	 applied	 with	 an	 initial
assumption	 that	n	=	1.	We	then	plot	 ln(dT/dtTF−T)	versus	Bx/(1+Bx)=(T−To)/T.	These	 results	are	shown	 in
Figure	8-12.	If	we	eliminate	some	of	the	early	and	later	points	in	the	data	that	diverge	from	the	straight	line—
these	points	have	less	precision—and	fit	a	straight	line	to	the	remaining	data,	we	get	a	very	straight	line	with
an	R2	value	of	0.9997.	This	confirms	that	the	reaction	is	first-order.



Figure	8-12	Determination	of	the	kinetic	parameters	n	and	k(To).	

From	the	straight-line	fit,	the	slope	is	equal	to	our	dimensionless	parameter	Γ	and	the	intercept	is	equal	to	ln
[k(To)].	Thus,	Γ	=	29.4	and	k(To)=−11.3.	It	follows	that	k(To)=1.24×10−5s−1.
From	the	definition	for	Γ	given	by	Equation	8-18,	the	activation	energy	Ea	 is	computed	as	72.8	kJ/mol.	Since
k(To)=Aexp(−EalRgTo),	we	can	calculate	the	pre-exponential	factor	as	A	=	7.27	×	107	s−1.
The	conversion	at	the	maximum	self-heat	rate	is	given	by	Equation	8-21.	Substituting	the	known	dimensionless
values,

xm=1(2)(0.5)[−(29.4+2)+29.4[29.4+4(1+0.5)]]=0.861
The	temperature	at	this	conversion	is

T−ToTF−To=xm=0.861T=426	K
This	compares	very	well	to	the	experimental	maximum	rate	temperature	of	429	K.
The	maximum	self-heat	rate	is	estimated	from	Equation	8-19,	with	n	=	1:

dxdτ=(1−x)exp(ΓBx1+Bx)=(1−0.861)exp[(29.4)(0.500)(0.861)1+(0.5)(0.861)]=967
The	maximum	self-heat	rate	in	dimensional	units	is	calculated	from	Equation	8-26:

dTdt=(TF−To)k(To)dxdτ=(447	K−298	K)(1.24×10−5s−1)(967)=1.78	K /s=107	K / min
This	compares	to	the	experimental	value	of	1.73	K/s	(104	K/min).	The	experimental	maximum	self-heat	rate	is
usually	 lower	 than	 the	 theoretical	value	due	 to	 the	dampening	effect	of	 the	sample	container	heat	capacity.
Figure	8-13	is	a	plot	of	the	experimental	and	theoretical	temperature–time	plots.	The	agreement	is	very	good.





Figure	8-13	Comparison	of	experimental	data	with	theoretical	model	prediction.	

Summary	of	Calorimeter	Analysis:	Methanol	1	Acetic	Anhydride
Reaction	order,	n: 1
Detected	onset	temperature,	To: 298	K
Final	temperature,	TF: 447	K
Dimensionless	adiabatic	temperature	rise,	B: 0.500
Dimensionless	activation	energy	Γ 29.4
Activation	energy,	Ea: 72.8	kJ/mol
Pre-exponential	factor,	A: 7.27	×	107	s–1

Maximum	self-heat	rate,	experimental: 104	K/min
Maximum	self-heat	rate,	theoretical: 107	K/min
Temperature	at	maximum	self-heat	rate,	experimental: 429	K
Temperature	at	maximum	self-heat	rate,	theoretical: 426	K
Time	to	maximum	rate: 32.1	min

Another	parameter	for	characterizing	the	hazard	associated	with	a	reaction	is	the	temperature	of	no	return.
The	temperature	of	no	return	is	the	temperature	at	which	the	reaction	heat	generation	exceeds	the	heat	losses
through	 the	 reactor	 vessel	 walls	 to	 the	 surroundings.	 A	 key	 to	 operating	 a	 chemical	 reactor	 safely	 is	 to
maintain	the	normal	operating	temperature	below	the	temperature	of	no	return.
If	we	equate	the	heat	generation	within	a	reactor	vessel	to	the	heat	losses	through	the	walls,

mCp(dTdt)max=UA(TNR−Ts)(8-32)
where

m	is	the	mass	of	reactant	in	the	reactor	vessel	(mass),
CP	is	the	heat	capacity	or	the	reacting	liquid	(energy/mass),

(dTdt)max	is	the	maximum	self-heat	rate	of	the	reaction	liquid	(temperature/time),
U	 is	 the	 overall	 heat	 transfer	 coefficient	 between	 the	 reactor	 contents	 and	 the	 surroundings
(energy/area	×	time),
A	is	the	external	heat	transfer	area	of	the	reactor	vessel	(area),
TNR	is	the	temperature	of	no	return	(degrees),	and

TSis	the	temperature	of	the	surroundings	(degrees).
Equation	8-32	can	be	solved	for	the	temperature	of	no	return,	TNR:

TNR=Ts+(mCpUA)(dTdt)max(8-33)

Adjusting	the	Data	for	the	Heat	Capacity	of	the	Sample	Vessel
Up	 to	 now,	 the	 calorimeter	 data	 analysis	 has	 assumed	 that	 the	 sample	 vessel	 container	 has	 a	 negligible	 heat
capacity.	This	situation	is	not	realistic:	The	sample	container	absorbs	heat	during	the	reaction	and	reduces	the	total
temperature	change	during	the	reaction.	Without	the	container,	the	final	reaction	temperature	would	be	higher.
The	effect	of	the	sample	container	on	the	temperature	can	be	estimated	from	a	heat	balance.	The	goal	is	to	estimate
the	 change	 in	 temperature	 of	 the	 isolated	 sample,	 without	 the	 container.	 The	 heat	 generated	 by	 the	 isolated
reacting	sample	is	distributed	between	the	sample	and	the	sample	container.	In	equation	form,



[mCPΔTad]Isolated	Sample=[mCPΔTad]Sample	+		Container[mSCPsΔTads]Isolated=
[(mSCPs+mCCPc)ΔTads+c]Sample+ContainerΔTads=[mSCPs+mCCPcmSCPs]ΔTads+cΔTads=ΦΔTads+c(8-34)

where
Φ	is	the	phi	factor	presented	earlier	in	Equation	8-1	(unitless),
m	is	the	mass,
CP	is	the	heat	capacity	(energy/mass),

T	is	the	temperature	(degrees),
s	denotes	the	sample,
c	denotes	the	container,	and
ad	denotes	adiabatic.

Equation	8-34	shows	that,	for	example,	if	the	reaction	occurs	in	a	reaction	container	with	a	phi	factor	of	2,	then	the
container	absorbs	half	of	the	heat	generated	by	the	reaction	and	the	measured	adiabatic	temperature	increase	is
half	of	the	temperature	increase	that	would	be	measured	by	an	isolated	sample.
The	dimensionless	theoretical	model	can	be	adjusted	by	replacing	the	dimensionless	adiabatic	temperature	rise	B
by	ΦB	to	account	for	the	heat	capacity	of	the	container.
The	 initial	 reaction	 temperature	 is	 not	 affected	 much	 by	 the	 container	 presence.	 However,	 the	 final	 reaction
temperature	is	estimated	from	the	following	equation:

TF=To+ΦΔTads+c(8-35)

Heat	of	Reaction	Data	from	Calorimeter	Data
Calorimeter	 data	 can	 be	 used	 to	 estimate	 the	 heat	 of	 reaction	 of	 the	 reacting	 sample.	 This	 is	 done	 using	 the
following	equation:

ΔHrx=ΦCVΔTadmLR/mT(8-36)
where

ΔHrx	is	the	heat	of	reaction,	based	on	the	limiting	reactant	(energy/mass),
Φ	is	the	phi	factor	for	the	vessel	container,	given	by	Equations	8-1	and	8-33	(unitless),
CV	is	the	heat	capacity	at	constant	volume	for	the	reacting	liquid	(energy/mass-degrees),
ΔTad	is	the	adiabatic	temperature	rise	during	the	reaction	(degrees),
mLR	is	the	initial	mass	of	limiting	reactant	(mass),	and
mT	is	the	total	mass	of	reacting	mixture	(mass).

Using	Pressure	Data	from	the	Calorimeter
The	pressure	 information	provided	by	the	calorimeter	 is	very	 important,	especially	 for	relief	system	and	pressure
vessel	 design.	 If	 the	 calorimeter	 is	 the	 closed	 vessel	 type,	 the	 vessel	 can	 be	 evacuated	 prior	 to	 addition	 of	 the
sample.	 The	 pressure	 data	 are	 then	 representative	 of	 the	 vapor	 pressure	 of	 the	 reacting	 liquid—important	 data
required	for	relief	sizing.
The	 pressure	 data	 are	 used	 to	 classify	 reaction	 systems	 into	 four	 different	 types.6	 These	 classifications	 are
important	for	relief	system	design,	discussed	in	Chapter	10.	The	classifications	are	based	on	the	dominant	energy
term	in	the	liquid	reaction	mass	as	material	is	discharged	through	the	relief	system.
6H.	G.	Fisher	et	al.	Emergency	Relief	System	Design	Using	DIERS	Technology	(New	York,	NY:	AICHE	Design	Institute	for	Emergency	Relief
Systems,	1992).

1.	 Volatile/tempered	reaction:	Also	called	a	vapor	system.	In	this	case,	the	heat	of	vaporization	of	the	liquid	cools,
or	tempers,	the	reaction	mass	during	the	relief	discharge.	Tempered	reactions	are	inherently	safer	since	the
cooling	mechanism	is	part	of	the	reaction	mass.

2.	 Hybrid/tempered	reaction:	Noncondensable	gases	are	produced	as	a	result	of	the	reaction.	However,	the	heat
of	vaporization	of	the	liquid	dominates	to	cool	the	reaction	mass	during	the	entire	relief	discharge.

3.	 Hybrid/nontempered	reaction:	Noncondensable	gases	are	produced	but	the	heat	of	vaporization	of	the	liquid
does	not	always	dominate	during	the	entire	relief	discharge.

4.	 Gassy/nontempered	 reaction:	 The	 reaction	 produces	 noncondensable	 gases	 and	 the	 liquid	 is	 not	 volatile
enough	for	the	heat	of	vaporization	of	the	liquid	to	have	much	effect	during	the	entire	relief	discharge.

The	pressure	data	from	the	calorimeter	are	used	for	classifying	the	type	of	system.

1.	 The	initial	and	final	pressure	in	the	closed	vessel	calorimeter	can	be	used	to	determine	if	the	system	produces
a	 gaseous	 product.	 In	 this	 case,	 the	 calorimeter	 must	 be	 operated	 so	 that	 the	 starting	 and	 ending
temperatures	are	the	same.	If	the	initial	pressure	is	equal	to	the	final	pressure,	then	no	gaseous	products	are
produced	 and	 the	 pressure	 is	 due	 to	 the	 constant	 vapor	 pressure	 of	 the	 liquid—this	 is	 a	 volatile/tempered
reaction	system.	If	the	final	pressure	is	higher	than	the	starting	pressure,	then	vapor	products	are	produced
and	the	reaction	system	is	either	hybrid	or	gassy.

2.	 If	the	system	is	classified	as	hybrid	or	gassy	from	step	1,	then	the	time	and	temperature	at	which	the	peaks	in
the	 temperature	 rate	 and	 the	 pressure	 rate	 occur	 is	 used.	 If	 the	 peaks	 occur	 at	 the	 same	 time	 and



temperature,	then	the	system	is	hybrid.	If	the	peaks	do	not	occur	at	the	same	temperature,	then	the	system	is
gassy.

Application	of	Calorimeter	Data
The	calorimeter	data	are	used	 to	design	and	operate	processes	so	 that	 reactive	chemical	 incidents	do	not	occur.
This	 is,	 perhaps,	 the	 most	 difficult	 part	 of	 this	 procedure	 since	 each	 process	 has	 its	 unique	 problems	 and
challenges.	Experience	 is	essential	 in	 this	procedure.	Expert	advice	 is	 recommended	 for	 interpreting	calorimetry
data	and	for	designing	controls	and	safeguards.
The	 calorimeter	 data	 are	 most	 useful	 for	 designing	 relief	 systems	 to	 prevent	 high	 pressures	 due	 to	 runaway
reactors.	This	is	done	using	the	procedures	discussed	in	Chapter	10.
Calorimeter	data	are	also	useful	for	determining	the	following	design	elements	of	the	process:

Reactor	vessel	size
Reactor	vessel	pressure	rating
Type	of	reactor:	batch,	semi-batch,	or	tubular
Reactor	temperature	control	and	sequencing
Semi-batch	reactor	reactant	feed	rates
Heat	exchanger	duty	to	achieve	required	reactor	cooling
Cooling	water	requirements	and	cooling	water	pump	size
Condenser	size	in	a	reactor	reflux	system
Maximum	concentrations	of	reactants	to	prevent	overpressure	in	the	reactor
Catalyst	concentrations
Alarm/shutdown	setpoints
Maximum	fill	factor	for	batch	and	semi-batch	reactors
Solvent	concentrations	required	to	control	reactor	temperature
Operating	procedures
Emergency	procedures
Reactant	storage	vessel	design	and	storage	temperature
Relief	effluent	treatment	systems

8-4	Controlling	Reactive	Hazards
If	the	flowchart	shown	in	Figure	8-1	and	discussed	in	Section	8-1	shows	that	reactive	hazards	are	present	in	your
plant	or	operation,	then	the	methods	shown	in	Table	8-9	are	useful	to	control	these	hazards	and	prevent	reactive
chemicals	incidents.	Table	8-9	is	only	a	partial	list	of	methods—many	more	methods	are	available.	The	methods	are
classified	 as	 inherent,	 passive,	 active,	 or	 procedural.	 The	 methods	 at	 the	 top	 of	 the	 list	 are	 preferred	 because
inherent	and	passive	methods	are	always	preferred	over	active	and	procedural	methods.	The	procedural	methods,
even	though	they	are	low	on	the	hierarchy,	are	essential	for	any	effective	reactive	chemicals	management	system.
These	are	discussed	in	detail	in	Johnson	et	al.7

7R.	W.	Johnson,	S.	W.	Rudy,	and	S.	D.	Unwin.	Essential	Practices	for	Managing	Chemical	Reactivity	Hazards	(New	York,	NY:	AICHE	Center	for
Chemical	Process	Safety,	2003).

Table	8-9	Hierarchy	of	Methods	to	Improve	Reactive	Chemicals	Safety

Inherent

Use	a	reaction	pathway	that	uses	less	hazardous	chemicals.

Use	a	reaction	pathway	that	is	less	energetic,	slower,	or	easier	to	control.

Use	smaller	inventories	of	reactive	chemicals	both	in	the	process	and	in	storage.	Reduce	pipe	length	and	size	
to	reduce	inventory.

Eliminate	or	reduce	inventories	of	reactive	intermediates.

Use	reactive	chemicals	at	lower	concentrations	or	temper	reactions	with	a	solvent.

Control	reactor	stoichiometry	and	charge	mass	so	that	in	the	event	of	a	runaway	reaction,	the	pressure	rating	



of	the	vessel	will	not	be	exceeded	and	the	relief	devices	will	not	open.

Reduce	shipping	of	reactive	chemicals;	produce	on-site	by	demand	if	possible.

Design	equipment	and/or	procedures	to	prevent	an	incident	in	the	event	of	a	human	error.

Reduce	pipe	sizes	to	reduce	leak	rate.	Provide	orifice	plates	or	flow	restrictors.

Apply	principles	of	human	error	to	the	design	and	operation	of	the	process.	Simplify	both	the	process	design	
and	operation.	Use	simpler	processes	and	chemistry.

Passive

Ensure	that	incompatible	chemicals	are	always	separated.

Provide	adequate	separation	distances	between	storage	vessels,	reactors,	and	other	process	equipment	using	
reactive	chemicals.

Provide	passive	engineering	controls,	such	as	dikes	and	containment,	to	control	reactive	chemical	spills.

Passive

Provide	passive	fire	protection	for	chemical	reactors,	storage	vessels,	and	process	equipment.	This	includes	
insulation	of	reactors	and	storage	vessels,	and	thermal	coating	of	all	mechanical	supports.

Ensure	adequate	separation	of	the	plant	from	adjacent	plants	and	local	communities.

Active

Screen	all	chemicals	for	reactive	chemical	hazards.

Provide	or	have	access	to	experimental	calorimeter	data	for	all	reactive	chemicals.

Provide	properly	designed	control	systems	to	control	reactive	chemicals	in	the	process.

Provide	properly	designed	heat	transfer	equipment	to	remove	energy	released	by	reactive	chemistry.

Identify	and	characterize	all	possible	reactions,	including	reactions	or	decompositions	at	higher	temperatures,	
reactions	induced	by	fire	exposure,	and	reactions	due	to	contamination.

Use	quench,	stop,	or	dump	systems	to	quickly	stop	out-of-control	reactive	chemistry.

Provide	active	fire	protection	and	emergency	response	to	reduce	the	size	of	reactive	chemical	incidents.

Provide	reliable	mixing	systems	on	all	chemical	reactors	and	sensors	capable	of	identifying	mixing	failures.



Provide	double-block	and	bleed	systems	and	other	systems	to	prevent	backflow	of	reactor	contents	to	storage	
vessels.

Provide	properly	designed	relief	systems	to	prevent	high	pressures	in	the	process	due	to	reactive	chemistry.

Ensure	that	all	reactive	chemicals	requiring	inhibitors	in	storage,	particularly	monomers,	are	tested	regularly	
to	ensure	that	inhibitor	concentrations	are	adequate.

Provide	reliable	cooling	water	systems	to	exothermic	reactors.

Provide	an	explicit	measure	of	cooling	water	flow	to	a	reactor,	with	proper	alarms	and	control	system	
interlocks	to	provide	safe	control	in	the	event	of	cooling	water	failure.

Use	semi-batch	reactors	rather	than	batch.	The	flow	rate	of	reactant	to	the	semi-batch	reactor	provides	a	
means	to	control	the	heat	release	rate	from	the	exothermic	reaction.

Use	a	continuous	reactor	since	the	chemical	inventory	in	the	reactor	is	smaller	and	the	feed	can	always	be	
stopped.

Prevent	a	“sleeping	reactor”	in	a	semi-batch	reactor	by	properly	measuring	and	controlling	temperatures	and	
reactant	concentrations.

Procedural

Provide	reactive	chemical	reviews	of	existing	processes	and	new	processes.

Document	chemical	reactivity	risks	and	management	decisions.

Communicate	and	train	on	chemical	reactivity	hazards.

Manage	process	changes	that	may	involve	reactive	chemicals.

Review	and	audit	the	reactive	chemicals	program	to	ensure	that	it	is	operating	properly.

Investigate	chemical	reactivity	incidents.

Provide	proper	resource	allocation	for	reactive	chemicals	programs.

Ensure	management	line	responsibility	for	reactive	chemicals.

Provide	quality	control	procedures	to	ensure	that	all	reactive	chemicals	received	are	the	correct	chemicals	at	
the	correct	concentrations,	without	hazardous	impurities.

Note:	This	is	only	a	partial	list	of	possibilities.
A	chemical	reactive	hazards	program	requires	a	considerable	amount	of	technology,	experience,	and	management
to	prevent	incidents	in	any	facility	handling	reactive	chemicals.	This	requires	awareness	and	commitment	from	all
employees,	from	upper	management	on	down,	and	the	resources	necessary	to	make	it	all	work.
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Problems
8-1.	Download	the	Chemical	Reactivity	Worksheet	for	Windows	and	Mac	for	free	from	here:
http://response.restoration.noaa.gov/reactivityworksheet.
A	laboratory	contains	the	following	chemicals:	acetic	anhydride,	cumene	hydroperoxide,	methanol,	and	sulfuric
acid	(aqueous).	Note	that	water	must	also	be	included	since	the	sulfuric	acid	is	aqueous.	Use	the	CRW	program
to	produce	a	chemical	compatibility	matrix	for	these	chemicals	and	the	reaction	products.	Only	consider
combinations	of	the	reactants,	and	not	the	products,	although	in	a	real	situation	this	must	be	also	be
considered.
Your	homework	submission	must	include	a	copy	of	the	chemical	compatibility	chart,	the	predicted	hazards
report,	the	intrinsic	hazards	report,	and	your	summary	of	the	major	reactive	hazards	and	how	they	should	be
handled.
8-2.	A	calorimetric	analysis	of	a	reactive	system	reveals	the	following	results:
Detected	onset	temperature:	350	K
Final	temperature:	450	K
Assuming	a	reaction	order	of	1,	a	plot	of	ln[dT/dtTF−T]	versus	(T−To)/T	produces	a	straight	line	with	slope	of
30	and	intercept	of	–10.0.	The	R2	fit	for	this	straight	line	is	0.99.
a.	 What	is	the	value	of	the	dimensionless	adiabatic	temperature	rise,	B?
b.	 What	is	the	value	of	the	dimensionless	parameter	Γ?
c.	 What	is	the	value	of	the	rate	coefficient	at	the	detected	onset	temperature,	k(To)?

d.	 What	is	the	activation	energy,	in	kJ/mol,	and	the	pre-exponential	factor	A,	in	s–1?
e.	 At	what	temperature,	in	K,	does	the	maximum	self-heat	rate	occur?
8-3.	A	batch	reactor	contains	5000	kg	of	reacting	liquid.	A	calorimetric	study	has	shown	that	the	maximum
self-heat	rate	for	the	reaction	is	20°C	per	minute.	If	the	reactor	is	adiabatic	and	all	the	heat	generated	by	the
reaction	is	used	to	vaporize	the	liquid,	then	calculate:
a.	 The	maximum	energy	generation	rate,	in	kJ/s,	for	the	liquid	reaction	mass.
b.	 The	maximum	vaporization	rate,	in	kg/s.
The	answer	from	part	b	would	be	useful	for	sizing	a	relief	device.

Additional	data	that	may	be	useful:
Heat	capacity	of	liquid:	2	kJ/kg	K
Heat	of	vaporization	of	liquid:	250	kJ/kg
Molecular	weight	of	vapor,	M	:	80
Vapor	acts	as	an	ideal	tri-atomic	gas.

8-4.	Equation	8-21	was	derived	by	taking	the	derivative	of	Equation	8-19,	setting	this	to	zero	and	solving	for
xm,	the	maximum	rate.	Perform	the	same	procedure	on	Equation	8-20,	which	applies	for	small	values	of	B.
Example	8-2	determines	a	value	of	xm	using	the	exact	Equation	8-21.	Compute	xm	using	the	equation	derived
for	this	problem	and	compare	to	the	more	detailed	result.	What	is	the	percentage	error?
8-5.	A	chemical	reaction	has	been	characterized	via	a	calorimeter	and	the	following	results	were	obtained:

Reaction	order,	n:	1.00
Detected	onset	temperature,	To:	350	K



Final	temperature,	TF	:	612	K
Activation	energy,	Ea:	29.1	kJ/mol

Pre-exponential,	A:	2×10–2	s–1

a.	 What	are	the	values	of	the	dimensionless	parameters	B	and	Γ
b.	 What	is	the	maximum	temperature	rate	(K/s)	and	at	what	temperature	does	this	occur	(K)?
c.	 How	many	seconds	after	 the	detected	onset	 temperature	does	the	maximum	temperature	rate	occur?	 (Hint:

Use	Figure	8-8.)

8-6.	The	following	data	are	raw	data	from	the	ARSST.	Assume	a	first-order	reaction	for	this	system.	The
heating	rate	for	the	calorimeter	is	0.3°C/min.

a.	 Plot	the	temperature	rate	versus	–1000/T	to	estimate	the	detected	onset	and	final	temperatures.
b.	 Use	Equation	8-31	to	determine	the	kinetic	parameters	A	and	Ea	for	the	original	raw	data.

Time	(min) Temperature	(°C)
0 12.0
5.1 15.0
10.1 17.1
15.2 19.3
20.2 21.4
25.3 23.4
30.3 25.3
35.4 25.7
40.4 26.6
45.5 27.6
50.6 28.9
55.6 30.4
60.7 32.4
65.7 34.8
70.7 37.6
75.8 41.0
80.8 45.0
85.9 50.0
90.9 57.1
95.1 67.1
96.16 71.1
97.25 77.1
98.25 85.6
99.2 100.7
99.53 110.3
99.63 114.5
99.75 120.2
99.87 127.0
99.93 131.2
100.01 138.4
100.06 142.5
100.13 149.3
100.21 158.0
100.3 165.5
100.39 170.1
100.48 172.6
101.2 171.9

8-7.	Starting	from	Equation	8-20,	show	that	the	maximum	self-heat	rate	for	small	values	of	B	is	given	by
xn=1−nΓB

What	happens	for	large	Γ?	At	xm	=	0?	At	ΓB	=	n	?

8-8.	A	commonly	used	equation	in	calorimetry	analysis	to	determine	the	temperature	at	the	maximum	rate	is
given	by

Tmax=Ea2nRg[1+4nRgTFEa−1](8-37)



Derive	this	equation	from	Equation	8-21.	Use	this	equation	to	calculate	Tmax	for	the	ethanol	acetic	anhydride
system	of	Examples	8-3	and	8-4.	Compare	to	the	experimental	value.
8-9.	Suppose	3.60	g	of	vacuum-distilled	acrylic	acid	is	placed	in	a	titanium	test	vessel	in	an	ARC.	Estimate	the
phi	factor	for	this	experiment.

Heat	capacity	of	liquid	acrylic	acid:	2.27	J/g-K
Heat	capacity	of	titanium:	0.502	J/g-K
Mass	of	titanium	test	vessel:	8.773	g

8-10.	Your	company	is	designing	a	reactor	to	run	the	methanol	+	acetic	anhydride	reaction.	You	have	been
assigned	the	task	of	designing	the	cooling	system	within	the	reactor.	The	reactor	is	designed	to	handle	10,000
kg	of	reacting	mass.	Assume	a	heat	capacity	for	the	liquid	of	2.3	J/kg-K.
a.	 Using	the	results	of	Examples	8-3	and	8-4,	estimate	the	heat	load,	in	J/s,	on	the	cooling	coils	at	the	maximum

reaction	 rate.	What	 additional	 capacity	 and	 other	 considerations	 are	 important	 to	 ensure	 that	 the	 cooling
coils	are	sized	properly	to	prevent	a	runaway	reaction?

b.	 Using	the	results	of	part	(a),	estimate	the	cooling	water	flow	required,	in	kg/s.	The	cooling	water	is	available
at	30°C	with	a	maximum	temperature	limit	of	50°C.

8-11.	Your	company	proposes	to	use	a	10	m3	batch	reactor	to	react	methanol	+	acetic	anhydride	in	a	2:1	molar
ratio.	The	reactor	has	cooling	coils	with	a	maximum	cooling	rate	of	30	MJ/min.	Since	the	cooling	is	limiting,	the
decision	was	made	to	operate	the	reactor	in	semi-batch	mode.	In	this	mode,	the	methanol	is	first	added	to	the
reactor,	then	heated	to	the	desired	temperature,	and	the	limiting	reactant,	acetic	anhydride,	is	added	at	a
constant	rate	to	control	the	heat	release.
The	following	data	are	available:

Reaction:	 CH3OH	 +	 (CH3CO)2O	®	 CH3COOCH3	 +	 CH3COOH	 Methanol	 +	 acetic	 anhydride	 ®	 methyl
acetate	+	acetic	acid
Specific	gravity	of	final	liquid	mixture:	0.97
Heat	of	reaction:	67.8	kJ/mol
Additional	data	are	also	available	in	Examples	8-3	and	8-4.

a.	 The	 company	 wants	 to	 produce	 this	 product	 as	 quickly	 as	 possible.	 To	 achieve	 this,	 at	 what	 temperature
should	it	operate	the	reactor?

b.	 Assuming	a	maximum	reactor	fill	factor	of	80%,	calculate	the	total	amount	of	methanol,	in	kg,	initially	charged
to	the	reactor.	How	much	acetic	anhydride,	in	kg,	will	be	added?

c.	 What	 is	 the	maximum	addition	 rate	of	 acetic	 anhydride,	 in	 kg/min,	 to	 result	 in	 a	 reaction	heat	 release	 rate
equal	to	the	cooling	capacity	of	the	cooling	coils?

d.	 How	long,	in	hours,	will	it	take	to	do	the	addition?

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	9.	Introduction	to	Reliefs
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to:

1.	 Explain	the	importance	of	pressure	protection.
2.	 Describe	the	relief	design	procedure.
3.	 Define	terms	related	to	relief	design.
4.	 Specify	relief	design	code	requirements.
5.	 Identify	relief	types	and	characteristics.
6.	 Discuss	relief	installation	practices.
7.	 Describe	relief	effluent	handling	systems.

Chemical	 processes	 operate	 over	 a	 wide	 range	 of	 pressures.	 These	 pressures	 are	 required	 to	 move	 materials
through	 the	 process	 and	 to	 ensure	 that	 the	 unit	 operations	 work	 properly.	 The	 pressures	 utilized	 range	 from
vacuum	to	atmospheric	to	hundreds	or	thousands	of	bars.
All	equipment	in	a	process	cannot	be	designed	to	withstand	the	highest	and	lowest	pressures—this	is	not	practical
and	would	be	very	costly.	Thus,	equipment	must	be	designed	to	withstand	the	pressure	requirements	at	that	specific
point	in	the	process.	This	practice	creates	hazards,	however:	Process	upsets,	operator	errors,	design	mistakes,	and
other	problems	can	expose	equipment	to	pressures	that	they	were	not	designed	to	handle.
High	or	 low	pressure	in	process	equipment,	when	it	exceeds	the	equipment’s	design	limits,	can	cause	damage	or
failure	of	the	equipment	and	even	personnel	injury.	It	may	also	result	in	a	release	of	toxic	or	flammable	materials
and,	in	some	cases,	an	explosive	rupture.	Many	significant	accidents	have	been	caused	by	high	or	low	pressures	in
process	equipment.
Chemical	plants	 contain	a	 very	broad	 range	of	different	 types	of	 equipment—for	 example,	 pressure	 vessels,	 low-
pressure	storage	tanks,	piping,	and	mechanical	machinery	(e.g.,	pumps,	compressors).	All	of	this	equipment	must
be	designed	for	the	required	pressure,	though	different	rules	apply	to	different	equipment.
Inherent,	 passive,	 active,	 and	 procedural	 approaches	 (described	 in	 Table	 1-21),	 coupled	 with	 preventive	 and
mitigative	 safeguards	 (listed	 in	 Table	 1-17),	 must	 be	 fully	 applied	 to	 prevent	 incidents	 caused	 by	 pressure.	 An
additional	 safeguard	 is	 provided	 by	 the	 installation	 of	 relief	 systems	 to	 discharge	 liquids	 and/or	 gases	 before
damaging	 pressures	 develop.	 The	 relief	 system	 is	 composed	 of	 a	 relief	 device	 and	 the	 associated	 downstream
equipment	to	safely	handle	the	discharged	effluent	material.
Pressure	 relief	 devices	 (PRDs),	 also	 called	 pressure	 relief	 valves	 (PRVs),	 are	 considered	 preventive	 safeguards
because	 they	 protect	 process	 equipment	 from	 the	 damaging	 effects	 of	 pressure.	 However,	 once	 a	 relief	 device
opens,	 there	will	 still	be	 impacts	associated	with	 loss	of	material,	 cleanout,	downtime,	possible	effects	on	people
and/or	 the	environment,	and	other	possible	costs	such	as	an	 incident	 investigation.	The	effluent	handling	system
downstream	 of	 the	 relief	 device,	 by	 comparison,	 is	 considered	 a	 mitigative	 safeguard	 because	 it	 contains	 the
discharged	 material.	 Relief	 device	 activation	 is	 considered	 a	 leading	 indicator	 of	 process	 safety	 and	 must	 be
managed	appropriately.
It	is	commonly	believed	that	the	main	purpose	of	the	relief	device	is	to	discharge	mass	from	the	process.	In	reality,
the	 high	 pressure	 in	 the	 process	 is	 caused	 by	 energy,	 not	 mass,	 so	 the	 relief	 device	 reduces	 the	 pressure	 by
discharging	mass	with	energy	content.
A	 typical	 chemical	 plant	may	 contain	 hundreds	 or	 even	 thousands	 of	 relief	 systems.	 Each	 relief	 system	must	 be
properly	designed,	fully	documented,	and	appropriately	maintained.	This	requires	a	huge	effort,	but	is	necessary	to
ensure	the	safety	of	the	process.
In	the	United	States,	a	pressure	vessel	is	defined	as	any	vessel	designed	for	a	pressure	rating	of	15	psig	(1.03	bar
gauge)	or	more	and	is	legally	required	to	have	a	relief	device.	Vessels	and	equipment	that	are	designed	for	lower
pressures	also	need	pressure	and	vacuum	protection.
Storage	vessels	are	typically	designed	to	withstand	no	more	than	a	few	inches	of	water	gauge	pressure	or	vacuum,
and	 are	 normally	 equipped	 with	 bimodal	 conservation	 vents	 that	 are	 activated	 by	 pressure	 or	 vacuum.	 Relief
devices	 for	 these	 vessels	 are	 designed	 only	 for	 vapor	 relief—not	 for	 liquid	 discharge.	 Instrumentation	 and/or
procedural	safeguards	are	used	to	mitigate	the	liquid	overfilling	scenario.	Storage	vessel	reliefs	are	not	considered
here.
This	 chapter	 presents	 qualitative	 information	 on	 relief	 devices	 in	 liquid	 or	 gas	 service.	 Chapter	 10	 provides
quantitative	 information	 on	 sizing	 relief	 devices.	 In	 the	 case	 of	 gas	 or	 dust	 combustion,	 the	 reliefs	 are	 called
deflagration	vents;	they	are	also	described	in	Chapter	10.

9-1	Relief	Concepts
Typical	pressure	versus	time	curves	for	a	runaway	reaction	in	a	pressure	vessel	reactor	are	shown	in	Figure	9-1.
Suppose	 an	 exothermic	 reaction	 occurs	 in	 a	 pressure	 vessel,	 loss	 of	 cooling	 occurs,	 and	 the	 temperature	begins
increasing	 rapidly.	 The	 pressure	 within	 the	 reactor	 increases	 due	 to	 the	 increased	 temperature,	 resulting	 in
increased	vapor	pressure	of	the	liquid	reactants.





Figure	9-1	Pressure	versus	time	plot	for	a	runaway	reaction.	The	pressure–time	histories	will	differ	depending
on	the	type	of	fluid	ejected.	

Curve	 D	 on	 Figure	 9-1	 shows	 the	 pressure–time	 plot	 for	 a	 closed	 reactor	 vessel	 without	 a	 relief	 device	 that	 is
capable	of	 fully	withstanding	the	maximum	pressure	during	the	runaway	reaction.	The	temperature	and	pressure
will	 rise	rapidly	until	all	 the	reactants	are	consumed	and	the	 reaction	 terminates.	The	 temperature	and	pressure
will	 reach	 a	maximum	value	 and	 then	 slowly	 decrease	due	 to	 heat	 losses	 through	 the	 reactor	 vessel	wall	 to	 the
surroundings.
If	 a	 relief	 device	 is	 present	 on	 the	 reactor,	 that	 device	 will	 open	 at	 the	 set	 pressure	 shown	 in	 Figure	 9-1.	 The
behavior	of	the	pressure	in	the	reactor	after	the	relief	device	opens	is	highly	dependent	on	the	nature	of	the	fluid
discharged	through	the	relief	device.
Curve	A	on	Figure	9-1	shows	a	typical	pressure	versus	time	plot	for	an	all-vapor	discharge.	After	the	relief	device
opens,	the	pressure	continues	to	rise,	but	the	pressure	soon	drops	because	only	a	small	amount	of	vapor	discharge
is	required	to	decrease	the	pressure.	Repeated	opening	and	closing	of	the	relief	device	is	likely.
Curve	B	shows	a	 typical	pressure	versus	 time	plot	 for	an	all-liquid	discharge	 through	 the	 relief	device.	After	 the
relief	device	opens,	the	pressure	continues	to	increase,	but	eventually	adequate	liquid	is	discharged	to	decrease	the
pressure.
Curve	 C	 shows	 a	 typical	 pressure	 versus	 time	 plot	 for	 two-phase	 flow	 or	 froth.	 Froth	 is	 composed	 of	 small	 gas
bubbles	that	are	uniformly	entrained	in	the	liquid;	 it	 is	similar	to	the	froth	produced	by	opening	a	soda	can	after
shaking	it.	A	substantial	pressure	increase	after	relief	opening	is	expected	with	froth	for	several	reasons.	First,	the
discharge	velocity	of	the	froth	is	lower	than	that	of	liquid	due	to	increased	friction	from	the	froth	flow.	Second,	the
mass	discharge	rate	is	lower	because	of	the	lower	froth	density	due	to	the	presence	of	the	froth	bubbles.	Eventually,
adequate	 froth	 is	 discharged	 to	 decrease	 the	 pressure.	 Two-phase	 relief	 flow	 is	 expected	with	 liquid	 exothermic
runaway	reactions.

9-2	Definitions1
1API	RP	520,	Sizing,	Selection	and	Installation	of	Pressure-relieving	Devices,	Part	I:	Sizing	and	Selection,	9th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American
Petroleum	Institute,	2014).

The	following	definitions	are	applicable	to	relief	systems:

Set	pressure:	The	inlet	gauge	pressure	at	which	the	pressure	relief	device	begins	to	open	under	service
conditions.

Maximum	allowable	working	pressure	 (MAWP):	The	maximum	gauge	pressure	permissible	at	 the
top	 of	 a	 vessel	 for	 a	 designated	 temperature;	 sometimes	 called	 the	 design	 pressure.	 As	 the	 vessel
temperature	 increases,	 the	 MAWP	 decreases	 because	 the	 vessel	 wall	 metal	 strength	 decreases.
Likewise,	as	the	operating	temperature	decreases,	the	MAWP	decreases	because	of	metal	embrittlement
at	 lower	 temperatures.	 Vessel	 failure	 typically	 occurs	 at	 4	 to	 5	 times	 the	 MAWP,	 although	 vessel
deformation	may	occur	at	as	low	as	twice	the	MAWP.

Maximum	allowable	working	temperature	(MAWT):	The	temperature	associated	with	the	MAWP	for
a	pressure	vessel.

Minimum	design	metal	temperature	(MDMT):	The	minimum	operating	temperature	for	a	pressure
vessel.	Below	this	temperature,	the	metal	loses	strength	due	to	metal	embrittlement.

Operating	pressure:	The	gauge	pressure	in	a	pressure	vessel	during	normal	operations.	This	is	usually
no	more	than	90%	of	the	MAWP	for	the	vessel.

Accumulation:	 The	 pressure	 increase	 in	 a	 vessel	 over	 the	 MAWP	 during	 the	 relief	 process.	 It	 is
expressed	as	a	percentage	of	the	MAWP	(see	Figure	9-2).





Figure	9-2	Difference	between	overpressure	and	accumulation.	The	overpressure	is	defined	with	respect	to
the	set	pressure,	while	the	accumulation	is	defined	with	respect	to	the	vessel	MAWP.	

Overpressure:	The	pressure	increase	in	a	vessel	over	the	set	pressure	during	the	relieving	process.	It	is
expressed	as	a	percentage	of	the	set	pressure.	Overpressure	is	equivalent	to	the	accumulation	when	the
set	pressure	is	at	the	MAWP.	The	overpressure	is	usually	a	design	specification	for	a	relief	device	and
depends	on	the	pressure	capability	of	the	protected	equipment	(see	Figure	9-2).

Backpressure:	The	pressure	at	the	outlet	of	the	relief	device	during	the	relief	process	resulting	from
pressure	in	the	downstream	discharge	system.	Backpressure	is	composed	of	two	components.	The	first
component	is	the	superimposed	backpressure	due	to	pressure	in	the	discharge	header	before	the	relief
device	opens.	The	superimposed	backpressure	can	be	constant	or	variable.	The	second	component	is	the
built-up	backpressure	due	 to	 the	 pressure	 in	 the	 discharge	 header	 as	 a	 result	 of	 frictional	 fluid	 flow
losses	in	the	downstream	piping	after	the	valve	opens	and	fluid	is	discharging.	The	total	backpressure	is
the	 sum	 of	 the	 superimposed	 and	 built-up	 backpressures.	 Relief	 device	 operation	 is	 affected	 by
backpressure	and	must	be	considered	in	the	relief	design.

Blowdown:	The	pressure	difference	between	 the	 relief	 set	pressure	and	 the	 relief	 reseating	pressure
expressed	as	a	percentage	of	the	set	pressure	or	in	pressure	units	(discussed	in	Section	9-4).

Maximum	allowable	accumulation	pressure:	The	sum	of	the	MAWP	and	the	allowable	accumulation.

Maximum	allowable	 relief	 pressure:	 The	maximum	 pressure	 allowed	 by	 code	 during	 the	 relieving
process.

Relieving	pressure:	The	total	of	the	set	pressure	plus	overpressure.

Relief	scenario:	A	description	of	the	events	and	circumstances	that	 lead	to	a	high	or	low	pressure	in
process	equipment.

Design	basis:	The	collected	design	information	related	to	the	relief	device.	This	includes	the	scenario,
physical	properties,	reaction	kinetics,	equipment	configuration,	and	all	other	design	information.

Figure	9-2	shows	how	the	overpressure	and	accumulation	are	related.	During	the	relieving	process,	the	relief	device
begins	to	open	at	the	set	pressure,	but	the	pressure	continues	to	increase	beyond	the	set	pressure.	Eventually,	the
pressure	 reaches	 a	 peak	 at	 the	 overpressure	 and	 begins	 to	 decrease.	 The	 overpressure	 is	 an	 important	 design
specification	 for	 the	 relief	 device:	 It	 would	 be	 impractical	 to	 design	 a	 relief	 device	 to	 open	 and	 maintain	 the
pressure	 at	 the	 set	 pressure.	 Note	 that	 the	 overpressure	 is	 defined	 as	 a	 percentage	 of	 the	 set	 pressure.	 The
accumulation	is	defined	as	a	percentage	of	the	MAWP.

9-3	Code	Requirements
Pressure	protection	is	influenced	by	a	broad	range	of	codes	and	standards,	some	of	which	are	listed	in	Table	9-1.
Most	 of	 these	 codes	 and	 standards	 came	 about	 in	 the	 late	 1800s	 and	 early	 1900s	 primarily	 due	 to	 steam	boiler
explosions,	which	were	very	common	at	that	time	and	resulted	in	many	fatalities.

Table	9-1	Codes	and	Standards	That	Apply	to	Pressure	Protection

ASME	Boiler	and	Pressure	Vessel	Code	(New	York,	NY:	American	Society	of	Mechanical	Engineers,	2017).

API	RP	520,	Sizing,	Selection	and	Installation	of	Pressure-Relieving	Devices,	Part	I:	Sizing	and	Selection,	9th	ed.	
(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	2014).	This	applies	for	vessels	rated	for	15	psig	(1.034	barg)	to	
3000	psig	(206.8	bar).

API	RP	520,	Sizing,	Selection	and	Installation	of	Pressure-Relieving	Devices,	Part	II:	Installation,	6th	ed.	



(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	2015).

API	RP	521,	Pressure-Relieving	and	Depressurizing	Systems,	6th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	
Institute,	2014).

API	RP	526,	Flanged	Steel	Pressure-Relieving	Valves,	7th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	
2017).

API	Std	620,	Design	and	Construction	of	Large,	Welded,	Low	Pressure	Storage	Tanks,	12th	ed.	(Washington,	
DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	2013).	This	applies	to	vessels	rated	from	2.5	psig	(0.172	barg)	to	15	psig	
(1.034	barg).

API	Std	650,	Welded	Steel	Tanks	for	Oil	Storage,	12th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	2013).	
This	applies	to	vessels	rated	from	atmospheric	to	2.5	psig	(0.172	barg).

API	Std	2000,	Venting	Atmospheric	and	Low-Pressure	Storage	Tanks,	7th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	
Petroleum	Institute,	2014).

Notes:	RP:	Recommended	Practice;	Std:	Standard.
Figure	9-3	shows	the	pressure	requirements	for	relief	devices	as	defined	by	the	American	Petroleum	Institute	(API)
Recommended	Practice	(RP)	521.	The	vertical	scale	on	Figure	9-3	is	defined	with	respect	to	the	MAWP	at	100%.



Figure	9-3	Guidelines	for	relief	pressures.	(Source:	Adapted	from	API	RP	521,	Guide	for	Pressure–Relieving
and	Depressurizing	Systems	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	2014),	p.	24.)	

The	usual	maximum	operating	pressure	 is	90%	of	 the	MAWP	shown	at	 the	bottom	of	 the	scale	on	Figure	9-3.	By
code,	the	MAWP	must	never	be	exceeded	during	normal	operation,	even	momentarily.
Also	at	the	bottom	of	the	scale	on	Figure	9-3	is	the	leak	test	pressure	at	no	more	than	90%	of	the	MAWP.	Leak	tests
are	usually	done	using	gas.
Pressure	tests	on	vessels	are	done	at	150%	of	the	MAWP,	as	shown	in	Figure	9-3,	and	are	usually	performed	using
water—not	 gas.	 If	 the	 vessel	 fails	 in	 a	 test	 using	gas,	 an	 explosion	 could	 result	 as	 the	gas	 expands.	 In	 contrast,
water	will	not	expand	if	the	vessel	fails	during	the	test.	During	the	pressure	test,	the	vessel	will	expand	due	to	the
pressure.	If	this	expansion	is	below	a	certain	specified	value,	the	vessel	passes	the	test.	An	additional	requirement
for	 liquid	pressure	 testing	 is	 that	 the	 vessel	must	 have	 the	mechanical	 strength	 to	hold	 the	weight	 of	 the	 liquid
during	this	test—not	all	pressure	vessels	meet	this	requirement.
For	a	single	relief	device,	Figure	9-3	shows	that	the	maximum	set	pressure	is	100%,	the	maximum	overpressure	is
110%,	and	the	maximum	relieving	pressure	during	relief	operation	is	116%,	all	with	respect	to	the	MAWP.
Figure	9-3	also	shows	the	code	requirements	for	single	and	supplemental	relief	devices	installed	in	a	process.	For
some	types	of	process	equipment,	such	as	a	chemical	reactor,	supplemental	relief	devices	are	used	when	there	are
widely	differing	relief	scenarios.	Each	relief	device	is	designed	for	a	specific	relief	scenario.	A	smaller	primary	relief
device	with	a	lower	set	pressure	and	lower	capacity	would	be	used	for	a	relief	scenario	of	lesser	magnitude,	such	as
a	 nominal	 pressure	 excursion	 during	 normal	 operation.	 A	 larger	 supplemental	 relief	 device	 with	 a	 higher	 set
pressure	and	larger	capacity	would	be	used	for	a	much	larger	relief	scenario,	such	as	a	runaway	reaction	or	vessel
fire	exposure.	For	multiple	relief	devices,	the	maximum	set	pressure	is	105%,	the	maximum	overpressure	is	116%,
and	the	maximum	relieving	pressure	is	121%,	all	with	respect	to	the	MAWP.
For	fire	exposures,	the	maximum	set	pressure	is	105%	of	the	MAWP	and	the	maximum	relieving	pressure	is	121%	of
the	MAWP.



The	selection	of	a	set	pressure	is	a	very	important	part	of	the	relief	device	design.	Although	you	might	be	inclined	to
specify	a	 set	pressure	equal	 to	 the	maximums	shown	 in	Figure	9-3,	 a	more	prudent	 approach	 is	 to	 specify	 a	 set
pressure	 based	 on	 the	 normal	 operating	 pressure	 of	 the	 process.	 Suppose	 a	 process	 operates	 at	 2	 bar	 and	 the
MAWP	of	the	vessel	is	3	bar.	If	the	maximum	pressure	excursion	during	normal	operation	of	the	process	is	2.2	bar,
then	establishing	the	set	pressure	as	2.5	bar,	rather	than	as	the	MAWP	of	3	bar,	would	provide	an	additional	safety
margin.
The	blowdown	is	defined	with	respect	to	the	reseat	pressure	and	may	or	may	not	be	the	same	as	the	set	pressure,
depending	on	the	type	of	relief	device.	Blowdown	is	discussed	in	Section	9-5.
Figure	9-3	contains	several	important	maximum	pressures	that	cannot	be	exceeded:

The	maximum	normal	operating	pressure	can	never	exceed	the	MAWP,	even	momentarily.	However,	the	actual
pressure	during	the	relieving	process	may	exceed	the	MAWP.
For	a	single	relief,	the	maximum	set	pressure	is	the	MAWP.
During	 the	 relieving	 process.	 the	 overpressure	 cannot	 exceed	 the	 MAWP	 by	 more	 than	 the	 following
percentages:

110%	for	vessels	equipped	with	a	single	pressure	relief	device
116%	for	vessels	equipped	with	supplemental	pressure	relief	devices
121%	for	fire	exposures

For	supplemental	relief	devices,	the	maximum	set	pressure	is	105%	of	the	MAWP.
For	supplemental	relief	devices,	the	maximum	set	pressure	for	fire	exposure	is	110%	of	the	MAWP.

Vessels	must	also	be	protected	from	pressure	due	to	vacuum.	It	cannot	be	assumed	that	vessels	rated	for	pressure
are	rated	for	vacuum,	since	these	pressure	forces	occur	in	opposite	directions.	The	consequences	of	vessel	failures
due	to	vacuum,	however,	are	generally	less	severe	than	failures	caused	by	internal	pressure.
The	 requirements	 for	 vacuum	 protection	 differ	 from	 those	 for	 pressure	 protection.	 In	 particular,	 there	 are	 no
prescriptive	 requirements	 for	 vacuum	 protection.	 Standard	 practice	 is	 to	 design	 the	 vessel	 for	 the	 worst-case
vacuum	scenario.	However,	 if	 a	 vessel	 can	be	exposed	 to	 vacuum,	 then	 it	 should	be	designed	 for	 full	 vacuum,	 if
possible.	If	the	vessel	cannot	be	designed	for	full	vacuum,	the	risks	must	be	carefully	evaluated	and	the	necessary
safeguards	must	be	implemented.
If	the	relief	 is	 installed	to	handle	multiple	scenarios,	 it	might	work	appropriately	for	the	primary	design	scenario,
but	 the	performance	might	not	 be	 satisfactory	 for	 other	 scenarios.	An	 example	 is	 a	 relief	 designed	primarily	 for
vapor	service	that	must	also	handle	a	liquid	scenario.	The	liquid	case	might	present	some	performance	issues.

9-4	Relief	System	Design
Table	 9-2	 describes	 the	 steps	 required	 for	 a	 typical	 relief	 system	 design.	 Most	 relief	 system	 designs	 involve
compromises.

Table	9-2	Typical	Steps	in	Relief	System	Design

Identify:

1.	 What	equipment	needs	to	be	protected	by	a	relief	device	(see	Table	9-3)

2.	 The	potential	causes	for	high	and	low	pressure,	and	the	credible	scenarios	(see	Table	9-4)

3.	 The	worst	credible	scenario	requiring	the	largest	relief	area	and	the	corresponding	process	conditions

Obtain:

4.	 Physical,	thermal,	reactive	and	other	properties	of	the	relief	discharge	materials	at	operation	and	relief	
conditions

Determine:

5.	 The	required	relief	capacity	for	the	worst	credible	scenario



6.	 The	behavior	of	the	vessel	contents	and	the	discharge	fluid	during	the	scenario

7.	 The	set	pressure,	allowable	overpressure,	and	other	specifications	depending	on	the	process	equipment	type	
and	configuration

8.	 The	appropriate	type	of	relief	device	and	the	specifications	and	requirements	of	that	type	(see	Section	9-5)

9.	 The	required	relief	size	to	handle	the	relief	capacity	(see	Chapter	10)

10.	 Effluent	handling	requirements	and	associated	pipe	sizing	(see	Section	9-7)

11.	 Mass	and	reaction	force	loadings	on	all	relief	system	components

Document:

12.	 The	design	basis	for	the	entire	relief	system

Review:

13.	 All	design	work	at	this	stage

Inspect:

14.	 Relief	system	during	construction	and	final	installation

Manage:

15.	 The	recommended	testing	and	maintenance	procedures	to	ensure	that	they	are	properly	implemented	in	the	
process	management	system

Source:	 Adapted	 from	Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety.	Guidelines	 for	 Pressure	 Relief	 and	 Effluent	Handling
Systems,	2nd	ed.	(Hoboken,	NJ:	John	Wiley	&	Sons,	2017).
Step	1	 identifies	the	equipment	that	must	be	protected.	Table	9-3	 lists	process	equipment	 that	 typically	requires
pressure	protection.	The	methods	for	pressure	protection	will	differ	depending	on	the	equipment	being	protected.

Table	9-3	Typical	Process	Equipment	Requiring	Pressure	Protection

1.	 All	vessels,	including	reactors,	storage	tanks,	heat	exchangers,	towers,	and	drums.

2.	 Blocked-in	sections	of	cool,	liquid-filled	lines	that	are	exposed	to	heat	(such	as	the	sun)	or	refrigeration.



3.	 Positive	displacement	pumps,	compressors,	and	turbines	require	pressure	protection	on	the	discharge	side.

4.	 Storage	vessels	require	pressure	and	vacuum	protection	to	protect	against	pumping	in	or	out	of	a	blocked-in	
vessel	or	against	the	generation	of	a	vacuum	by	condensation.

5.	 Vessel	steam	jackets	are	often	rated	for	low-pressure	steam.	Pressure	protection	is	installed	on	jackets	to	
prevent	excessive	steam	pressures	due	to	operator	error	or	regulator	failure.

An	up-to-date	Piping	and	Instrument	Diagram	(P&ID;	see	Appendix	F)	and	specifications	on	all	process	equipment,
piping,	 and	 instrumentation	 are	 required	 for	 this	 step.	 The	 boundaries	 of	 a	 protected	 system	 are	 typically
determined	based	on	the	location	of	isolation	or	block	valves.
Vessels	require	pressure	protection	even	if	there	are	no	identified	causes	for	overpressure.	The	lack	of	a	scenario
simply	means	 that	 there	 is	no	sizing	basis	 for	 the	relief	device,	but	a	relief	device	 is	still	 required	 for	regulatory
compliance.
Most	piping	systems	do	not	need	pressure	protection	because	piping	systems	are	generally	designed	for	a	higher
pressure	than	the	connected	vessels.	The	exceptions	are	as	follows:

Piping	segments	that	are	periodically	isolated	while	full	of	liquid	that	can	be	heated	by	ambient	conditions	or
sun	exposure.
Heat-traced	liquid-filled	lines.
Long	 lines	 (i.e.,	 more	 than	 300	 ft	 [91.4	m])	 that	 are	 not	 in	 continuous	 service.	 These	 lines	 generally	 need
protection	from	liquid	thermal	expansion.
Loading	and	transfer	lines	and	other	lines	that	extend	beyond	the	property	line	or	battery	limits.
Lines	with	a	history	of	overpressure,	as	indicated	by	gasket	blowout.
A	low-pressure	piping	system	that	is	connected	to	a	high-pressure	system.	An	example	is	a	low-pressure	steam
header	 that	 is	 connected	 to	 a	 high-pressure	 steam	 system	 through	 a	 pressure	 regulator;	 a	 failure	 of	 the
pressure	regulator	will	expose	the	low-pressure	piping	to	high	pressure.

Pumps	 can	 overpressure	 downstream	 equipment.	 In	 particular,	 positive	 displacement	 pumps	 require	 reliefs,
whereas	centrifugal	pumps	may	or	may	not	require	a	relief.	Many	pumps	 include	 internal	reliefs	provided	by	the
manufacturer—but	many	 companies	 prefer	 to	 provide	 their	 own	 external	 reliefs	 because	 the	 internal	 reliefs	 are
difficult	to	maintain	or	replace.	Relief	devices	on	pumps	typically	discharge	to	the	inlet	side	of	the	pump,	but	the
pump	fluid	may	become	heated	due	to	continuous	recirculation	of	the	liquid.
The	coolant	side	of	heat	exchangers	may	or	may	not	need	a	relief;	it	depends	on	the	service.	If	maintenance	valves
are	present	on	the	coolant	tubes	and	the	valves	are	closed,	then	hot	vapor	or	liquid	on	the	hot	side	of	the	exchanger
will	expand	the	liquid,	potentially	causing	tube	rupture.
Step	2	identifies	all	the	scenarios	for	each	piece	of	equipment	that	are	a	potential	cause	for	high	and	low	pressure.
Usually,	many	scenarios	are	associated	with	each	equipment	piece.	This	procedure	requires	the	review	of	every	unit
operation	 in	 the	 process	 and	 every	 process	 operating	 step.	 Table	 9-4	 shows	 common	 sources	 for	 pressure	 and
vacuum.	Scenarios	are	 typically	bound	by	 the	 location	of	block	valves.	Also	 consider	normal	 and	other	modes	of
operation,	 such	as	startup	and	shutdown.	Relief	 scenarios	with	 the	potential	 for	high	and	 low	pressures	must	be
identified.

Table	9-4	Some	Common	Sources	of	Pressure	and	Vacuum

Heat	Related

Fire,	usually	external	to	the	process

Out-of-control	heaters	and	coolers

Loss	of	cooling	or	heating

Ambient	temperature	changes

Runaway	chemical	reactions
Equipment	and	Systems

Any	high-	or	low-pressure	source	in	the	process

Any	equipment	malfunction

Pumps

Compressors

Vaporizers



Condensers

Vent	manifold	interconnections

Utility	headers	(e.g.,	steam,	air,	water,	nitrogen)

Valves,	either	open	or	closed

Pressure	regulators

Chemical	reactors
Physical	Changes

Boiling

Condensing

Freezing
Gas	absorption	(e.g.,	HCl	in	water)

Thermal	expansion

Vapor	condensation
Operations

Operator	or	operations	error

Mischarge	or	contamination	of	reactants,	catalysts,	or	monomers

Improper	maintenance

Design	error

The	codes	and	standards	leave	it	up	to	the	user	to	determine	the	relief	sizing	scenarios	for	each	relief	device.	It	is
the	user’s	 responsibility	 to	determine	which	relief	 scenarios	are	credible.	This	step	 in	 the	relief	 system	design	 is
extremely	 important	because	 the	 identification	of	 the	relief	 scenarios	has	a	more	significant	effect	on	 the	design
than	the	actual	relief	sizing.	This	procedure	cannot	be	standardized	and	requires	judgment	and	experience.
The	following	questions	are	typically	asked	during	this	step:

1.	 What	happens	with	loss	of	cooling,	heating,	or	agitation?
2.	 What	happens	if	the	process	is	contaminated	or	has	a	mischarge	of	a	catalyst	or	monomer?
3.	 What	happens	if	the	operator	makes	an	error?
4.	 What	is	the	consequence	of	closing	block	valves	on	vessels	or	in	lines	that	are	filled	with	liquids?

Many	other	scenarios	are	also	possible.
After	all	the	scenarios	are	identified,	the	next	step	is	to	determine	the	credible	scenarios.	A	credible	scenario	is	a
single	failure	scenario—multiple	independent	failures	are	typically	not	considered.	A	more	detailed	risk	assessment
procedure	might	be	required	here	(see	Chapters	11	and	12).
Step	 3	 identifies	 the	 worst-case	 scenario	 that	 requires	 the	 largest	 relief	 area.	 The	 largest	 area	 might	 not
correspond	 to	 the	maximum	mass	 flow	 rate.	 The	 process	 conditions	 that	 correspond	 to	 these	 scenarios	must	 be
clearly	established.
Step	4	obtains	physical,	thermal,	reactive,	and	other	properties	of	the	material	being	discharged	through	the	relief.
A	literature	search	of	company	and	external	references	is	typically	done—but	all	values	obtained	must	be	certified.
Laboratory	testing	may	be	required	to	determine	the	properties	of	some	materials,	particularly	reactive	properties.
Step	5	determines	the	required	relief	capacity	for	the	worst-case	scenario	identified	in	Step	3.
Step	6	determines	the	characteristics	and	behavior	of	the	vessel	contents	and	discharge	fluid	during	the	scenario.
This	could	include	the	following	cases:

1.	 Reactive	versus	nonreactive	systems.
2.	 Equipment	type	and	configuration:	A	reactor	vessel	will	vent	differently	than	a	heat	exchanger.
3.	 Potential	foaminess	of	discharged	material	resulting	in	liquid	venting	with	vapor.
4.	 Single-phase	versus	two-phase	fluid	in	the	vent	system.	Two-phase	flow	is	likely	with	exothermic	reactions	and

possible	 with	 fire	 exposure	 involving	 liquids	 that	 are	 inherently	 foamy,	 contain	 surfactants,	 or	 have	 a	 high
liquid	viscosity.

5.	 The	evaporative	cooling	effects	due	to	condensable	vapor.
6.	 Location	of	the	relief	vent	opening	with	respect	to	liquid	level	or	two-phase	interface.



7.	 Other	possible	important	cases.

Step	7	determines	the	set	pressure,	allowable	overpressure	and	other	specifications	depending	on	the	equipment
type	and	configuration.	See	Section	9-3.
Step	8	 determines	 the	 appropriate	 type	 of	 relief	 device.	 There	 are	many	 types	 to	 choose	 from,	 as	 described	 in
Section	 9-5.	 Specific	 types	 of	 relief	 devices	 are	 chosen	 based	 on	 the	 process	 conditions,	 the	 type	 and	 physical
properties	 of	 the	 relieved	 fluid,	 the	 requirements	 of	 the	 downstream	 effluent	 handling	 system,	 cost,	 and	 relief
performance	characteristics.
Step	 9	 determines	 the	 size	 of	 the	 relief	 using	 information	 from	 all	 the	 previous	 steps.	 The	 sizing	 calculations
depend	on	the	relief	type	and	the	characteristics	of	the	discharge	relief	fluid.	Chapter	10	provides	details	on	these
calculations.
Step	10	determines	how	 to	handle	 the	effluent	discharged	 from	 the	 relief	 system.	Clearly,	 toxic,	 flammable,	and
reactive	 chemicals	 cannot	 be	 discharged	 into	 the	 work	 area	 or	 into	 the	 environment	 where	 human	 harm	 and
environmental	impact	could	occur.	An	appropriate	relief	effluent	handling	process	must	be	selected,	and	the	design
capacities	of	the	associated	equipment	must	be	established.	This	topic	is	discussed	further	in	Section	9-7.
Step	11	determines	the	mass	and	reaction	force	loading	requirements	on	the	downstream	effluent	handling	system
to	ensure	the	mechanical	integrity	of	the	relief	system.	When	the	relief	device	opens,	large	quantities	of	mass	are
ejected	at	a	very	high	velocity.	This	creates	a	very	high	reaction	or	thrust	force	on	the	system.	The	weight	of	the
discharged	mass	contained	in	the	relief	system	piping	and	vessels	can	be	significant.
Step	12	documents	all	of	the	information	up	to	this	point	related	to	the	relief	system.
Step	13	is	a	comprehensive	review	of	the	entire	relief	system	design.	At	this	point,	the	relief	system	exists	only	on
paper;	 this	 is	 the	 last	step	before	 its	construction.	 It	 is	 important	to	rely	on	 independent	reviewers	with	equal	or
greater	relief	design	experience	to	evaluate	the	proposed	design.
Step	14	 involves	 inspection	 of	 the	 relief	 system	as	 it	 is	 being	 constructed	 and	 a	 final	 comprehensive	 inspection
after	construction	is	completed.	Changes	during	construction	must	be	carefully	reviewed	and	documented.
Step	15	 develops	 and	manages	 appropriate	 testing	 and	maintenance	 procedures	 for	 the	 entire	 relief	 system.	 A
relief	 device	 has	 no	 safety	 integrity	 unless	 it	 is	 properly	 maintained.	 Relief	 devices	 must	 be	 maintained	 and
recertified	on	a	regular	basis.

Fire	Protection
Fire	protection	is	a	special	relief	scenario	for	relief	devices	and	must	be	evaluated	carefully.	External	fire	exposure
to	vessels	and	other	process	equipment	results	in	a	huge	amount	of	energy	transfer	from	the	external	fire	through
the	vessel	walls	and	into	the	vessel	contents.	Due	to	this	huge	energy	transfer,	the	fire	scenario	 is	frequently	the
worst-case	scenario.	The	decision	to	size	a	relief	for	fire	exposure	is	primarily	based	on	whether	the	vessel	can	be
exposed	to	fire.
Fire	scenarios	are	typically	based	on	a	pool	fire	developing	underneath	or	around	the	vessel;	such	a	fire	involves	a
pool	of	 flammable	 liquid.	The	flammable	 liquid	may	originate	from	a	 leak	in	a	vessel,	piping,	or	other	equipment.
The	key	questions	then	become:	Which	liquids	in	the	process	pose	a	risk	of	fire	and	which	do	not?	Which	criteria
are	used	to	assess	the	combustibility	of	the	specific	liquid?
Relief	design	for	fire	exposure	assumes	that	an	approximate	energy	equilibrium	is	achieved	between	the	fire	energy
going	 into	 the	vessel	and	 the	energy	discharged	 through	the	relief.	 If	 this	equilibrium	cannot	be	established,	 the
wall	 temperature	 of	 the	 vessel	may	 increase	 and	 the	 vessel	may	 fail	 at	 a	 pressure	 below	 the	 vessel’s	 relief	 set
pressure.	This	may	occur	when	the	vessel	contains	all	vapor	or	has	a	low	liquid	volume.	A	supercritical	liquid	or	a
liquid	with	a	high	heat	capacity,	such	as	mineral	oil,	may	also	upset	this	equilibrium.
Since	reliefs	sized	for	fire	exposure	may	not	provide	meaningful	protection,	other	safeguards—such	as	water	sprays,
fire-resistant	insulation,	and	automatic	depressurization—should	be	considered.

9-5	Relief	Types	and	Characteristics
As	noted	earlier,	specific	types	of	relief	devices	are	chosen	based	on	the	process	conditions,	the	type	and	physical
properties	 of	 the	 relieved	 fluid,	 the	 requirements	 of	 the	 downstream	 effluent	 handling	 system,	 cost,	 and	 relief
performance	characteristics.
Relief	 systems	 effluents	 may	 be	 discharged	 to	 downstream	 handling	 systems	 or	 may	 be	 discharged	 to	 the
atmosphere	 at	 safe	 locations.	 A	 hazard	 analysis	 should	 be	 completed	 for	 all	 relief	 devices	 discharging	 to	 the
atmosphere,	 in	which	toxicity,	flammability,	corrosivity,	thermal,	and	environmental	risks	must	be	considered.	The
downstream	 effluent	 handling	 system	 may	 include	 scrubbers,	 flares,	 knockout	 drums,	 incinerators,	 and	 other
equipment	(see	Section	9-7).
Relief	devices	are	classified	as	either	reclosing	or	non-reclosing.	Reclosing	devices	will	close	after	the	pressure	has
been	reduced,	whereas	non-reclosing	devices	will	stay	open.	Preference	should	always	be	given	to	reclosing	devices
since	they	contain	the	materials	in	the	process	and	they	result	in	less	safety	risk.
There	 are	 two	 general	 types	 of	 relief	 devices:	 spring-operated	 and	 rupture	 discs	 (Figure	 9-4).	 Spring-operated
devices	 are	 further	 subdivided	 into	 two	major	 types:	 conventional	 and	 balanced	 bellows.	 Buckling	 pin	 and	 pilot-
operated	relief	devices	are	more	specialized	types	of	reliefs	and	are	discussed	later.





Figure	9-4	Major	types	of	relief	devices.	

Spring-Operated	Reliefs
Spring-operated	relief	valves	are	 the	most	reliable	 type	 if	sized,	operated,	and	maintained	properly.	They	are	 the
most	versatile	because	they	can	be	used	in	many	different	types	of	services.
The	 spring-operated	 relief	 valve	 is	 composed	of	 a	 valve	 seat,	 a	 valve	plug,	 and	a	 tensioning	 spring,	 as	 shown	 in
Figure	9-4.	The	valve	plug	at	the	bottom	of	the	spring	is	pressed	against	the	valve	seat	by	the	tension	of	the	spring,
keeping	 the	 valve	 closed.	 The	 process	 fluids	 push	 upward	 against	 the	 bottom	 of	 the	 valve	 plug.	 As	 the	 process
pressure	increases,	a	pressure	is	eventually	reached	at	which	the	upward	pressure	against	the	bottom	of	the	plug	is
greater	than	the	downward	tension	on	the	top	of	the	plug	from	the	spring.	This	occurs	at	the	valve	set	pressure.
When	it	is	reached,	the	valve	begins	to	open	and	fluid	is	discharged	through	the	open	seat.	The	set	pressure	can	be
modified	by	adjusting	the	spring	tension	using	the	adjusting	screw	at	the	top	of	the	spring-operated	relief.
It	 is	likely	that	a	small	amount	of	liquid	will	 leak	through	the	seat	when	the	process	pressure	is	close	to,	but	still
below,	the	set	pressure.	This	phenomenon	is	called	valve	weep.	For	spring-operated	reliefs,	weep	may	begin	at	92%
to	95%	of	the	set	pressure.
Spring-operated	reliefs	reclose	at	a	pressure	lower	than	the	set	pressure	due	to	their	unique	seat	design,	shown	in
Figure	9-5.	The	valve	plug	has	a	concave	chamber	called	a	huddle	chamber.	When	 the	valve	begins	 to	open,	 the
fluid	moves	up	and	then	downward	through	the	concave	huddle	chamber,	providing	an	upward	thrust	force	against
the	valve	seat.	This	special	seat	design	results	in	two	unique	behaviors.	First,	it	ensures	that	the	valve	opens	quickly
due	to	the	upward	thrust	created	by	the	initial	fluid	flow.	Second,	as	the	pressure	inside	the	process	decreases,	the
upward	thrust	keeps	the	valve	plug	open	below	the	opening	set	pressure.	This	 lower	reseating	pressure	 is	called
blowdown.





Figure	9-5	Opening	and	reseat	pressures	for	a	spring-operated	relief	are	different	due	to	the	valve	seat
design.	

The	blowdown	is	also	a	 function	of	 the	type	of	 fluid	 flowing	through	the	relief	device.	Liquid	flow	will	result	 in	a
large	 upward	 thrust	 force	 due	 to	 the	 high	 momentum	 of	 the	 liquid,	 such	 that	 the	 valve	 will	 reseat	 at	 a	 lower
pressure.	If	the	fluid	is	a	gas	or	vapor,	the	momentum	of	the	flowing	fluid	through	the	valve	seat	is	lower	and	the
valve	will	 reseat	 at	 a	 higher	 pressure.	 Blowdown	must	 be	 considered	 in	 the	 design	 of	 any	 downstream	 effluent
system,	as	it	results	in	additional	fluid	discharge.
Chatter	is	the	rapid,	alternating	opening	and	closing	of	a	spring-operated	relief	valve.	It	results	in	vibration	of	the
valve,	which	may	cause	misalignment,	 valve	 seat	damage,	 and,	 if	 prolonged,	mechanical	 failure	of	 valve	 internal
components	and	associated	piping.	Chatter	may	occur	in	either	liquid	or	vapor	service.	The	major	causes	of	chatter
are	excessive	inlet	pressure	drop,	excessive	built-up	back	pressure,	an	oversized	valve,	and	a	valve	handling	widely
differing	flow	rates.	Spring	reliefs	operated	at	less	than	10%	overpressure	are	also	likely	to	chatter.
A	simple	example	will	demonstrate	how	chatter	can	occur.	Consider	a	spring-operated	relief	device	with	inlet	piping
having	a	small	diameter.	When	the	valve	begins	to	open	at	the	set	pressure,	fluid	starts	to	flow	out	of	the	valve.	The
flow	 of	 fluid	 through	 the	 small-diameter	 pipe	 causes	 a	 pressure	 drop	 across	 the	 length	 of	 small	 piping.	 If	 this
pressure	drop	across	the	small	piping	is	large	enough,	the	valve	will	close	since	the	pressure	on	the	valve	plug	will
drop	below	the	valve	reseat	pressure.	The	valve	will	stay	closed	until	the	fluid	flow	through	the	pipe	again	brings
the	valve	up	to	the	set	pressure.	This	cycle	will	repeat	resulting	in	chatter.
Spring-operated	relief	performance	is	affected	by	backpressure.	For	a	conventional	relief	device,	the	set	pressure
depends	on	the	pressure	difference	across	the	valve	plug.	Thus,	backpressure	will	result	in	an	additional	pressure
applied	to	the	back	of	the	valve	plug	that	is	additive	to	the	spring	force.	This	increases	the	set	pressure,	potentially
having	a	negative	impact	on	the	valve	performance.	The	backpressure	will	also	reduce	the	flow	through	the	valve
since	the	flow	is	proportional	to	the	pressure	drop	across	the	valve	seat.
The	balanced	bellows	 relief	device	has	a	bellows	on	 the	back	side	of	 the	valve	plug,	which	 reduces	 the	effect	of
backpressure	on	the	set	pressure.	For	this	type	of	relief	device,	the	set	pressure	depends	on	the	pressure	difference
between	the	pressure	on	the	process	side	of	the	valve	plug	and	the	vented	side	of	the	bellows	on	the	valve	plug.
Thus,	 for	 a	 balanced	 bellows	 relief,	 backpressure	 will	 have	 a	 reduced	 effect	 on	 the	 set	 pressure,	 but	 the	 flow
through	the	relief	will	be	reduced	due	to	backpressure	as	a	result	of	a	reduced	pressure	difference	across	the	valve
seat.
In	a	balanced	bellows	relief,	the	bellows	is	susceptible	to	fatigue	or	rupture.	However,	this	component	does	protect
the	valve	spring	from	exposure	to	process	fluids,	thereby	reducing	corrosion.
Spring-operated	relief	devices	are	frequently	classified	as	pop-acting	or	modulating.	When	a	pop-acting	valve	opens,
the	relief	rate	remains	at	the	valve	capacity	until	the	pressure	drops	and	the	valve	closes.	Thus,	pop-acting	valves
are	essentially	“on/off”	devices.	In	contrast,	when	a	modulating	valve	opens,	the	relief	rate	is	the	required	rate	from
the	process	and	will	increase	as	the	pressure	increases	until	the	relief	rate	is	at	full	capacity.

Rupture	Discs
A	 rupture	 disc	 is	 a	 thin	 diaphragm—generally	 a	 solid	metal	 disc—designed	 to	 rupture	 or	 burst	 at	 a	 designated
pressure.	 It	 is	used	to	protect	process	equipment	against	excessive	positive	or	negative	pressures.	Rupture	discs
have	no	moving	parts	and	are	simple,	reliable,	and	faster	than	other	relief	devices.
Rupture	discs	are	often	used	as	 the	primary	pressure	relief	device	 for	situations	 in	which	pressure	can	rise	very
rapidly,	 as	 in	 a	 runaway	 reaction,	 or	when	a	pressure	 relief	 valve	 cannot	 respond	quickly.	 They	are	 also	used	 in
situations	where	a	very	large-diameter	relief	is	required	and	a	spring-operated	relief	is	either	not	available	in	this
size	or	too	expensive.
The	major	problem	with	rupture	discs	 is	 that	once	 they	burst,	 they	remain	open.	This	may	 lead	 to	substantial	or
total	 discharge	 of	 the	 process	material.	 It	may	 also	 allow	 air	 to	 enter	 the	 process,	 leading	 to	 a	 possible	 fire	 or
explosion	with	flammable	materials.
In	addition,	a	rupture	disc	may	potentially	burst	without	the	process	operator	being	aware	of	this	situation.	Some
rupture	discs	are	available	with	embedded	wires	that	are	cut	when	the	disc	bursts;	this	activates	an	alarm	in	the
control	room	to	alert	the	operator.
Rupture	discs	can	also	be	installed	below	a	spring-operated	relief.	This	design	both	provides	corrosion	protection
for	the	spring	relief	and	prevents	weeping	through	the	spring	relief,	which	might	otherwise	result	in	loss	of	toxic	or
expensive	 process	 materials.	 Thus,	 this	 setup	 can	 reduce	 fugitive	 emissions	 and	 help	 the	 process	 meet
environmental	requirements.	When	a	rupture	disc	 is	 installed	below	a	spring-operated	relief,	a	pressure	gauge	 is
typically	installed	between	the	two	relief	devices.	This	telltale	gauge	provides	an	indication	of	disc	rupture	or	leak.
Pressure	between	the	rupture	disc	and	the	spring-operated	relief	will	cause	the	rupture	disc	to	burst	at	a	higher	set
pressure.	Sometimes	electronic	pressure	sensors	are	used	 instead	of	a	gauge	to	alert	 the	operator	 in	 the	control
room	to	this	type	of	rupture.
When	 a	 rupture	 disc	 bursts,	 pieces	 of	 the	 disc	 metal	 may	 become	 dislodged,	 creating	 potential	 downstream
plugging	problems.	This	was	a	bigger	problem	years	ago,	but	modern	rupture	discs	are	designed	to	minimize	this
issue.
Rupture	discs	cannot	be	operated	very	close	to	the	rupture	pressure	because	the	metal	begins	to	fatigue.	A	classic
alligator	pattern	is	typically	found	on	the	metal	of	these	discs.
These	discs	are	also	susceptible	to	pressure	cycling	fatigue.	The	devices	will	flex	with	changes	in	process	pressures,
and	repeated	flexing	over	a	period	of	time	may	lead	to	premature	failure.	The	rupture	disc	may	need	to	be	replaced
periodically	if	pressure	cycling	is	a	problem.
The	 burst	 pressure	 for	 rupture	 discs	 cannot	 be	 tested	 without	 destroying	 the	 disc.	 Manufacturers	 typically
manufacture	several	discs	with	the	same	specifications	and	burst	pressure;	they	then	test	several	to	ensure	that	the
remaining	discs	will	operate	properly.
Another	problem	with	rupture	discs	is	that	the	burst	pressure	will	change	with	temperature.
Rupture	discs	are	installed	in	a	carrier	assembly,	as	shown	in	Figure	9-4.	The	carrier	assembly	clamps	the	rupture
disc	 in	place	and	provides	a	 leak-tight,	metal-to-metal	 seal.	Mechanical	damage	 to	 the	disc	may	occur	 if	 it	 is	not



installed	properly.

Buckling	or	Rupture	Pin	Reliefs
Figure	9-6	depicts	a	buckling	or	rupture	pin	relief	device.	The	valve	plug	is	held	in	place	against	the	valve	seat	by	a
metal	rod	called	the	buckling	pin.	An	O-ring	is	used	in	the	valve	seat	to	ensure	a	good	seal.



Figure	9-6	Buckling	pin	relief	valve.

As	the	pressure	increases	in	the	process,	more	force	is	applied	to	the	pin	in	this	type	of	relief.	Eventually,	the	pin
buckles	and	the	valve	opens.	One	major	advantage	of	using	a	buckling	pin	is	that	the	pin	buckles	at	a	very	precise
pressure.	However,	once	the	pin	buckles,	the	valve	remains	open—a	disadvantage	of	these	devices.
Buckling	pin	reliefs	have	several	advantages	over	rupture	discs.	First,	they	are	not	subject	to	premature	failure	due
to	pressure	cycling	fatigue.	They	can	also	be	operated	closer	to	the	set	pressure,	and	the	set	pressure	is	insensitive
to	 temperature.	 Resetting	 the	 seat	 after	 relief	 activation	 can	 also	 be	 done	 without	 breaking	 any	 flanges.
Replacement	pins	are	one-third	to	one-fourth	the	cost	of	a	rupture	disc.
Buckling	 pin	 reliefs	 are	 available	 in	 unbalanced	 and	 balanced	 configurations.	 They	 are	 also	 available	 with	 set
pressures	as	low	as	0.1	psig	(0.007	barg).
Buckling	pin	reliefs	have	two	notable	disadvantages.	First,	 the	elastomer	O-ring	 limits	 the	chemical	compatibility
and	the	operating	temperature	to	about	450°F	(230°C).	Second,	the	initial	cost	of	installation	is	greater	than	that
for	a	rupture	disc.

Pilot-Operated	Reliefs
Figure	9-7	 illustrates	 a	 pilot-operated	 relief.	 The	 pilot	 valve,	 shown	 at	 the	 top	 of	 Figure	9-7,	 senses	 the	 process
pressure	and	maintains	pressure	behind	 the	valve	plug.	When	the	set	pressure	 is	 reached,	 the	pilot	valve	opens,
decreasing	the	pressure	behind	the	valve	plug	and	opening	the	valve.	The	pilot	and	main	valves	reseat	when	the
process	pressure	drops	below	 the	set	pressure.	The	pilot	exhaust	can	be	vented	either	externally	or	 to	 the	main
valve	outlet.





Figure	9-7	Pilot-operated	relief	valve.

Pilot-operated	reliefs	have	a	valve	plug	with	a	larger	area	on	the	pilot	side	than	the	process	side	of	the	plug.	This
results	 in	 a	net	 force	holding	 the	 valve	plug	 tightly	 against	 the	 valve	 seat.	 Thus,	 pilot-operated	 relief	 valves	 can
operate	 very	 close	 to	 the	 set	 pressure—frequently	 within	 98%	 of	 that	 pressure.	 They	 are	 also	 not	 affected	 by
backpressure,	and	some	models	are	less	susceptible	to	chatter.
A	backflow	preventer	may	be	required	when	the	possibility	exists	that	a	higher	pressure	may	occur	on	the	outlet
side	of	the	valve	than	the	inlet	side.
Pilot	valves	are	sensitive	to	plugging,	so	they	are	typically	used	in	clean	service.	They	also	have	limited	chemical
compatibility	 and	 temperature	 range	 due	 to	 the	 O-ring	 seals	 used	 in	 the	 seat.	 Vapor	 condensation	 and	 liquid
accumulation	above	the	piston	may	cause	problems.

Example	9-1
Figure	9-8	shows	a	semi-batch	polymerization	reactor	process.	The	major	steps	in	this	process	include:

1.	 Pumping	100	pounds	of	initiator	into	reactor	R-1.
2.	 Heating	the	reactor	to	a	temperature	of	240°F.
3.	 Adding	monomer	for	a	period	of	3	hours.	Because	the	reaction	of	the	monomer	is	exothermic,	thereactor

internal	coils	remove	the	reaction	energy	by	cooling	water.	The	rate	of	heat	release	from	the	reaction	is
controlled	by	the	monomer	feed	rate.

4.	 Stripping	the	residual	monomer	by	means	of	a	vacuum	using	valve	V-15.

For	this	reaction	system,

a.	 Identify	the	equipment	that	must	be	protected	by	a	relief.
b.	 Identify	the	relief	scenarios.
c.	 Determine	the	type	of	relief	required	for	each	location.





Figure	9-8	Example	9-1	polymerization	reactor	without	safety	reliefs.	

Solution
Parts	(a),	(b),	and	(c)	are	only	a	small	part	of	the	complete	relief	design	procedure,	shown	in	Table	9-2.

a.	 Figure	9-9	shows	the	locations	of	the	reliefs:
Reactor	(R-1):	A	relief	is	required	since	this	is	a	pressure	vessel.	This	is	labeled	PSV-1.
Positive	displacement	pump	 (P-1):	Positive	displacement	pumps,	 if	 deadheaded,	may	overload,	 overheat,
and	 become	 damaged.	 The	 manufacturer’s	 specifications	 must	 be	 checked—it	 might	 have	 an	 internal
relief.	No	relief	was	found	on	the	spec	sheets,	so	a	relief	(PSV-2)	is	required.



Figure	9-9	Example	9-1	polymerization	reactor	with	safety	reliefs.

Heat	exchanger	(E-1):	Heat	exchanger	tubes	can	rupture	due	to	excessive	pressures	when	cooling	water	is
blocked	in	(V-10	and	V-11	closed)	and	the	exchanger	is	exposed	to	heat	from	the	hot	reactor	vapor.	This	is
relief	PSV-3.
Drum	(D-1):	This	is	a	pressure	vessel,	so	a	relief	is	required	(PSV-4).
Reactor	cooling	coil:	If	the	coil	is	full	of	cooling	water	and	valves	V-4,	V-5,	V-6,	and	V-7	are	closed,	and	the
coil	is	then	heated	by	the	reactor	contents,	the	water	will	expand	and	damage	the	coils	(PSV-5).
Pump	P-2	does	not	require	a	relief	since	it	is	a	centrifugal	pump	and	the	manufacturer’s	specs	state	that	a



relief	is	not	required.
b.	 The	relief	scenarios	are	summarized	in	Table	9-5:

PSV-1a	and	PSV-1b:	There	are	five	scenarios	for	the	reactor:	(a)	the	vessel	is	full	of	liquid	and	pump	P-1	is
turned	on;	(b)	the	cooling	coil	breaks	and	water	enters	at	200	gpm	and	50	psig;	(c)	the	nitrogen	regulator
fails,	 flooding	 the	reactor	with	100	psig	nitrogen;	 (d)	 loss	of	coolant	during	reaction	creates	a	runaway;
and	(e)	fire	occurs	external	to	the	reactor.
PSV-2:	 If	 V-1	 is	 closed,	 the	 pump	will	 be	 deadheaded,	 causing	possible	 damage	 to	 the	 pump.	The	 relief
must	handle	a	flow	of	100	gpm	at	50	psig.
PSV-3:	The	blocked-in	heat	exchanger	water	coils	may	potentially	experience	liquid	thermal	expansion.
PSV-4:	 There	 is	 only	 one	 scenario	 for	 the	 drum	 (D-1)—	 nitrogen	 regulator	 fails	 with	 V-12	 open.	 R-1
scenarios	are	handled	with	relief	PSV-1.
PSV-5:	Water	is	blocked	into	the	reactor	coil	and	the	reactor	contents	become	heated,	expanding	the	water
and	damaging	the	coil.

Table	9-5	Relief	Scenarios	for	Example	9-1

Relief	identifications Scenarios
PSV-1a	and	PSV-1b (a)	Vessel	full	of	liquid	and	pump	P-1	is	accidentally	actuated.
	 (b)	Cooling	coil	is	broken	and	water	enters	at	200	gpm	and	50	psig.
	 (c)	Nitrogen	regulator	fails,	giving	critical	flow	through	1-in.	line.
	 (d)	Loss	of	cooling	during	reaction	(runaway).
PSV-2 V-1	is	accidentally	closed;	system	needs	relief	for	100	gpm	at	50	psig.
PSV-3 Confined	water	line	is	heated	with	125-psig	steam.
PSV-4 (a)	Nitrogen	regulator	fails,	giving	critical	flow	through	0.5-in.	line.
	 (b)	Note:	The	other	R-1	scenarios	will	be	relieved	via	PSV-1.
PSV-5 Water	blocked	inside	coil,	and	heat	of	reaction	causes	thermal	expansion.

c.	 The	types	of	reliefs	are	as	follows:
PSV-1a	 is	a	 rupture	disc	 to	protect	PSV-1b	 from	 the	 reactive	monomers	 that	might	polymerize	and	plug
PSV-1b.
PSV-1b	is	a	spring-operated	relief.	Two-phase	flow	is	likely	due	to	the	exothermic	polymerization	reaction.
PSV-2	is	a	conventional	spring-operated	relief	valve	in	liquid	service.
PSV-3	is	a	conventional	spring-operated	relief	valve	in	liquid	service.
PSV-4	is	a	balanced	bellows	spring-operated	relief.	Liquid	or	vapor	service	is	possible	here.	Backpressure
is	expected	since	the	relief	discharge	will	require	a	downstream	effluent	handling	system.
PSV-5	is	a	conventional	spring-operated	relief	in	liquid	service	only.

Advantages	and	Disadvantages	of	Various	Reliefs
The	major	advantages	and	disadvantages	of	the	different	types	of	reliefs	are	identified	in	Table	9-6.

Table	9-6	Major	Advantages	and	Disadvantages	of	Reliefs

Type	of	relief Advantages Disadvantages
Spring-operated	
(conventional)

Very	reliable

Used	in
many	services

Reseats	at	pressures	below	the	set	
pressure

Set	pressure	affected	by	backpressure

Relief	flow	reduced	by	backpressure

Chatter	possible

Spring-operated	
(balanced	bellows)

Set	pressure	affected	less	by	
backpressure

Bellows	protects	spring	from	
corrosion

Flow	is	reduced	by	backpressure

Bellows	may	fatigue/rupture

Chatter	possible
Rupture	discs Simple,	reliable,	fast

No	fugitive	emissions	(i.e.,	no	seal	
leakage)

Low	cost	and	easy	to	replace

Good	for	high-volume	releases

Not	reclosing—stays	open

Burst	pressure	is	a	function	of	temperature

Burst	pressure	cannot	be	directly	tested

Requires	periodic	replacement



Less	fouling	or	plugging

Good	for	second	relief	requiring	large	
relief	area

Sensitive	to	mechanical	damage

Fatigue	problems	with	pressure	cycling

Buckling	pin No	fatigue	problems

Relief	set	pressure	is	more	accurate	
than	with	conventional	devices

Set	pressure	is	not	sensitive	to	
operating	temperature

Replacing	pins	is	very	easy	and	not	
expensive

Not	reclosing—stays	open

Elastomer	seals	limit	chemical	compatibility	and	
temperature	to	about	450°F	(232oC)

Initial	cost	is	greater	than	for	rupture	discs

Pilot-operated Relief	pressure	is	not	affected	by	
backpressure

Can	operate	at	pressures	up	to	98%	of	
set	pressure

Seals	tightly	even	at	pressures	
approaching	the	set	pressure

Main	valve	snaps	fully	open	at	low	
overpressures

Less	susceptible	to	chatter

Chattering	due	to	backpressure	is	not	
possible

Pilot	is	susceptible	to	plugging

Limited	to	the	chemical	and	temperature	
constraints	of	the	seals

Condensation	and	liquid	accumulated	above	the	
main	piston	may	cause	problems

Potential	for	backflow

9-6	Relief	Installation	Practices
Figure	9-10	shows	a	number	of	common	relief	installation	practices.	These	practices	are	important	to	ensure	that
the	 relief	 operates	 as	 intended.	 The	 engineer	 must	 take	 responsibility	 to	 ensure	 that	 the	 relief	 is	 installed	 as
intended	and	that	changes	made	during	installation	and	operation	do	not	have	an	impact	on	the	relief	performance.



Figure	9-10	Relief	installation	practices.	(Source:	Adapted	from	Eric	Jennett.	“Components	of	Pressure-
Relieving	Systems,”	Chemical	Engineering	(August	19,	1963),	pp.	151–158.)	(continues) 	

Relief	devices	are	typically	tracked	from	initial	installation	until	they	are	taken	out	of	service.	Many	relief	devices—
particularly	spring-operated	reliefs—must	be	recertified	on	a	regular	basis,	usually	annually.	The	relief	device	must
be	removed	from	service,	disassembled,	cleaned,	and	then	recertified	to	ensure	that	it	will	open	at	the	correct	set
pressure.	 Some	 companies	 paint	 the	 bonnet	 on	 the	 relief	 device	 a	 specific	 color	 for	 the	 year	 the	 reliefs	 were



recertified.	This	enables	plant	workers	to	easily	identify	relief	valves	that	have	not	been	properly	recertified.

9-7	Relief	Effluent	Handling
Relief	systems	are	now	rarely	vented	to	the	atmosphere,	and	only	if	the	effluent	is	not	hazardous	and	can	be	vented
to	a	safe	location.	Total	containment	systems	are	now	commonly	used.
Figures	9-11	and	9-12	show	typical	relief	containment	systems.	In	Figure	9-11,	the	reactor	discharges	a	two-phase
liquid–vapor	mixture.	The	mixture	 is	 first	discharged	 to	a	blowdown	or	knockout	drum.	This	horizontal	 knockout
drum	serves	as	a	vapor–liquid	separator	as	well	as	a	hold-up	tank	for	the	disengaged	liquid.	The	two-phase	mixture
enters	at	one	end,	and	the	vapor	leaves	at	the	opposite	end.	The	treatment	of	the	vapor	depends	on	the	properties
of	the	vapor	and	may	include	a	condenser,	scrubber,	incinerator,	flare,	or	combination	thereof.



Figure	9-11	Relief	containment	system	with	blowdown	drum.	The	blowdown	drum	separates	the	vapor	from
the	liquid.



Figure	9-12	Tangential	inlet	knockout	drum	with	separate	liquid	catch	tank.	

Figure	9-12	shows	an	effluent	handling	system	used	when	space	is	limited.	The	effluent	mixture	flows	first	through
a	tangential	knockout	drum.	The	liquid	from	the	drum	is	discharged	to	a	catch	tank,	while	the	vapor	is	discharged
either	to	the	atmosphere	or	further	processing.

Horizontal	Knockout	Drum
Knockout	 drums	 are	 sometimes	 called	 catch	 tanks	 or	 blowdown	 drums.	 In	 Figure	 9-11,	 the	 horizontal	 knockout
drum	system	serves	as	a	vapor–liquid	separator	as	well	as	a	hold-up	vessel	for	the	disengaged	liquid.	The	two-phase
mixture	usually	enters	at	one	end,	and	the	vapor	 leaves	at	the	opposite	end.	Inlets	may	be	provided	at	each	end,



with	 a	 vapor	 exit	 in	 the	 center	 to	minimize	 vapor	 velocities.	When	 space	within	 a	 plant	 is	 limited,	 a	 tangential
knockout	drum	is	used,	as	shown	in	Figure	9-12.
The	design	method	for	sizing	this	type	of	system	was	published	by	Grossel2	and	in	API	521.3	The	method	is	based	on
the	maximum	allowable	velocity	for	minimizing	liquid	entrainment.
2S.	S.	Grossel.	 “Design	and	Sizing	of	Knockout	Drums/Catchtanks	 for	Reactor	Emergency	Relief	Systems.”	Plant/Operations	Progress	 (July
1986),	pp.	129–135.
3API	RP	521,	Guide	for	Pressure-Relieving	and	Depressurizing	Systems,	4th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	1997),	pp.	63–
67.

Flares4
4Soen	H.	Tan.	“Flare	System	Design	Simplified.”	Hydrocarbon	Processing	(January	1967),	p.	172.

Flares	are	sometimes	used	after	knockout	drums.	The	objective	of	a	flare	is	to	burn	the	combustible	or	toxic	gas	to
produce	combustion	products	that	are	neither	toxic	nor	combustible.	The	diameter	of	the	flare	must	be	suitable	to
maintain	a	stable	flame	and	to	prevent	a	blowout	(when	vapor	velocities	are	greater	than	20%	of	the	sonic	velocity).
The	height	of	a	flare	is	fixed	on	the	basis	of	the	heat	generated	and	the	resulting	potential	damage	to	equipment
and	humans.	The	usual	design	criterion	 is	 that	 the	heat	 intensity	 at	 the	base	of	 the	 stack	 is	not	 to	 exceed	1500
Btu/hr	ft2.	The	effects	of	thermal	radiation	are	shown	in	Table	9-7.

Table	9-7	Heat	Intensity	Effects

Heat	intensity	(Btu/hr	ft2) Effect
5300 Blisters	in	5	s
3000–4000 Vegetation	and	wood	are	ignited
2000 Blisters	in	20	s
350 Solar	radiation

Scrubbers
The	fluid	from	reliefs,	which	is	sometimes	a	two-phase	flow,	must	first	go	to	a	knockout	system,	where	the	liquids
and	 vapors	 are	 separated.	 Liquids	 are	 subsequently	 collected,	 and	 the	 vapors	may	 or	may	 not	 be	 vented.	 If	 the
vapors	are	nontoxic	and	nonflammable,	they	may	be	vented	unless	regulation	prohibits	this	type	of	discharge.
If	the	vapors	are	toxic	or	flammable,	a	flare	or	a	scrubber	system	may	be	required.	Scrubber	systems	can	be	packed
columns,	plate	columns,	or	Venturi-type	systems.	Details	of	scrubber	designs	are	covered	by	Treybal.5
5R.	E.	Treybal.	Mass	Transfer	Operations,	3rd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	1958).

Condensers
A	 simple	 condenser	 is	 another	 possible	 alternative	 for	 treating	 exiting	 vapors.	 This	 alternative	 is	 particularly
attractive	 if	 the	 vapors	 have	 a	 relatively	 high	 boiling	 point	 and	 if	 the	 recovered	 condensate	 is	 valuable.	 This
alternative	should	always	be	evaluated	because	it	is	simple	and	usually	less	expensive,	and	because	it	minimizes	the
volume	of	material	that	may	need	additional	post-treatment.	The	design	of	condenser	systems	is	covered	by	Kern.6

6D.	Q.	Kern.	Process	Heat	Transfer	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	1950).
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Problems
9-1.	What	is	wrong	with	each	of	the	relief	configurations	in	Figure	9-13?	Be	specific.





Figure	9-13	What	is	wrong	with	these	relief	systems?	

9-2.	Review	Figure	9-14	and	determine	(a)	the	equipment	that	must	be	protected	by	a	relief,	(b)	the	relief
scenarios	for	each	relief	device,	and	(c)	the	type	of	relief	required	for	each	location.



Figure	9-14	Distillation	system.	

9-3.	Review	Figure	9-15	and	determine	(a)	the	equipment	that	must	be	protected	by	a	relief,	(b)	the	relief
scenarios	for	each	relief	device,	and	(c)	the	type	of	relief	required	for	each	location.





Figure	9-15	Extraction	system.	

9-4.	Give	four	examples	of	situations	requiring	a	combination	of	spring-operated	reliefs	in	series	with	rupture
discs.
9-5.	Develop	sketches	of	reactor	relief	systems	for	the	following	four	cases:

	 Case	a Case	b Case	c Case	d
Reactor	relief	is	vapor	only x 	 	 x
Reactor	relief	is	two-phase	flow 	 x x 	
Reactor	contents	are	corrosive 	 x 	 x
Reactor	contents	are	plugging	type 	 x 	 	
Relieved	vapors	are	toxic x 	 	 x
Relieved	vapors	are	high	boilers x x 	 	
Relieved	vapors	are	low	boilers 	 	 x x

9-6.Spring-operated	relief	valves	must	be	recertified,	typically	on	an	annual	basis.	This	requires	removal	of	the
relief	device	from	the	vessel.	One	approach	is	to	place	a	manual	valve	before	the	relief	so	that	the	relief	valve
can	be	easily	removed.	What	is	wrong	with	this	approach?	What	other	approach	can	be	used?
9-7.	Describe	the	process	of	creating	a	vacuum	in	a	storage	vessel	as	a	result	of	condensation.	Develop	an
example	to	illustrate	the	potential	magnitude	of	the	vacuum.
9-8.	Decide	which	types	of	relief	devices	and	configuration	should	be	used	for	the	following	situations.	Explain.
a.	 The	process	fluid	is	highly	toxic.
b.	 The	process	operates	close	to	the	MAWP	of	the	vessel.
c.	 The	process	fluid	tends	to	polymerize	and	plug.
d.	 A	very	large	relief	is	required.
e.	 Two	 relief	 scenarios	 are	 identified:	 runaway	 reaction	 requiring	 a	 very	 large	 relief	 and	 a	 relief	 for	 more

routine	and	much	lower-pressure	excursions.
f.	 The	process	has	regular	and	large	pressure	cycles.
g.	 The	fluid	in	the	process	contains	liquid	with	small-diameter	solid	particles.
h.	 The	process	and	vessel	operate	at	very	high	pressures.
i.	 A	high-pressure	scenario	occurs	very	quickly.
j.	 The	process	is	at	a	high	temperature.
k.	 The	relief	discharges	into	a	header	with	pressure	fluctuations	due	to	other	activities	elsewhere	in	the	plant.
l.	 The	relief	must	discharge	a	high	volume	of	fluid.

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	10.	Relief	Sizing
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to	understand	relief	sizing	for:

1.	 Liquid	and	vapor	service.
2.	 Two-phase	flow.
3.	 Fire	exposure.
4.	 Liquid	thermal	expansion.

Relief	sizing	calculations	are	performed	to	determine	the	vent	area	of	the	relief	device.	Relief	sizing	is	a	complex
subject	with	many	important	subtleties	too	numerous	to	present	here–experts	in	this	area	must	be	consulted.	This
chapter	presents	only	a	few	simple	cases.	Also,	relief	sizing	technology	continues	to	evolve	with	time,	particularly
with	respect	to	two-phase	relief	sizing.
Relief	devices	are	considered	preventive	safeguards	since	they	protect	process	equipment	from	the	effects	of	high
pressure.	The	pressure	relief	device	might	never	be	used,	but	 it	must	operate	properly	every	 time	 it	 is	 required.
Plant	personnel	must	have	confidence	that	all	pressure	relief	systems	are	sized	properly.
The	 relief	 sizing	 calculation	 uses	 an	 appropriate	 equation	 based	 on	 fundamental	 hydrodynamic	 principles	 to
determine	the	relief	device	vent	area.	The	relief	vent	area	calculation	depends	on	the	specific	application,	the	type
of	flow	(liquid,	vapor,	or	two-phase),	and	the	type	of	relief	device	selected.	See	Section	9-4	and	Table	9-2	for	more
details	on	the	complete	relief	design	procedure.
Figure	9-1	shows	that	the	relief	device	begins	to	open	at	the	relief	set	pressure,	with	the	pressure	then	continuing
to	rise	past	the	set	pressure.	A	relief	designed	to	maintain	the	pressure	at	the	set	pressure	would	require	a	very
large	and	 impractical	 relief	area.	The	relief	overpressure	 is	a	design	 feature	of	 the	device	and	must	be	specified
prior	to	relief	sizing.
Figure	10-1	shows	that	the	relief	vent	area	is	reduced	substantially	as	the	overpressure	increases.	As	mentioned	in
Chapter	9,	the	main	purpose	of	a	relief	 is	to	remove	energy	from	the	process.	As	the	overpressure	increases,	the
pressure	driving	force	through	the	relief	increases	and	the	energy	density	of	the	fluid	being	discharged	increases.
Collectively,	these	changes	result	in	a	smaller	vent	area.



Figure	10-1	Required	vent	area	as	a	function	of	overpressure	for	two-phase	flow.	The	vent	area	is	decreased
appreciably	as	the	overpressure	increases.	Data	from	J.	C.	Leung.	“Simplified	Vent	Sizing	Equations	for
Emergency	Relief	Requirements	in	Reactors	and	Storage	Vessels.”	AICHE	Journal	32,	no.	10	(1986):	1622.	

Spring-operated	 relief	 devices	 typically	 require	 a	minimum	 flow	 to	maintain	 the	 valve	 seat	 in	 the	 open	 position.
Lower	flows	may	result	in	“chattering,”	caused	by	rapid	opening	and	closing	of	the	valve	disc	(see	Section	9-5).	This
can	lead	to	destruction	of	the	relief	device	and	a	hazardous	situation.	A	relief	device	with	an	area	that	is	too	large
for	the	required	flow	is	likely	to	chatter.	In	addition,	the	cost	of	the	relief	device	increases	dramatically	with	its	size.
For	these	reasons,	reliefs	must	be	designed	with	the	proper	vent	area,	neither	too	small	nor	too	large.	It	is	essential
that	the	relief	be	sized	properly	to	provide	confidence	that	it	will	operate	correctly	when	required.
This	chapter	presents	methods	for	calculating	the	relief	device	vent	areas	for	the	following	configurations:

Reliefs	in	liquid	or	vapor–gas	service
Two-phase	flow	during	runaway	reactor	relief
Dust	and	vapor	explosions



Fires	external	to	process	vessels
Thermal	expansion	of	process	fluids

This	chapter	does	not	include	relief	sizing	for	atmospheric	or	low-pressure	storage	vessels.	These	reliefs,	which	are
called	conservation	vents,	have	a	completely	different	design	and	sizing	basis.

10-1	Set	Pressure	and	Accumulation	Limits	for	Reliefs
Figure	9-3	shows	the	code	requirements	for	the	set	pressure	and	accumulation	limits	for	relief	devices.	These	limits
are	 summarized	 in	 Table	 10-1.	 All	 percentages	 are	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 maximum	 allowable	 working	 pressure
(MAWP)	of	the	protected	equipment.	In	the	table,	the	accumulated	pressure	is	the	maximum	pressure	at	the	inlet	to
the	relief	device	during	the	entire	relief	process	expressed	as	a	percentage	of	the	MAWP.

Table	 10-1	 Set	 pressure	 and	 accumulation	 limits	 code	 requirements	 for	 pressure-relieving	 devices.	 (Source:
Adapted	from	API	RP	520,	Recommended	Practice	for	the	Sizing,	Selection,	and	Installation	of	Pressure-Relieving
Systems	in	Refineries,	9th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	2014).)

Relief	
configura
tion

Single	relief	device	installation Multiple	relief	device	installation
Maximum	set	
pressure	(%	of	
MAWP)

Maximum	accumulated	
pressure	(%	of	MAWP)

Maximum	set	
pressure	(%	of	
MAWP)

Maximum	accumulated	
pressure	(%	of	MAWP)

Nonfire	
Scenario

	 	 	 	

Primary	
relief	
device

100 110 100 116

Additiona
l	devices

— — 105 116

Fire	Scenario 	 	 	 	
Primary	
relief	
device

100 121 100 121

Additiona
l	devices

— — 105 121

Suppleme
ntal	
devicea

— — 110 121

aIn	addition	to	a	nonfire	relief	device.

Two	relief	scenarios	are	shown	in	Table	10-1:	nonfire	and	fire.	The	fire	scenario	considers	reliefs	for	fires	external	to
equipment	(discussed	in	more	detail	in	Section	10-6).	Reliefs	for	fire	scenarios	are	typically	much	larger	in	size	to
handle	the	large	heat	flux	from	the	external	fire.	The	primary	relief	would	be	sized	for	a	nonfire	scenario	while	the
supplemental	fire	relief	would	be	sized	separately	for	the	fire	scenario.
As	shown	in	Figure	9-3	and	Table	10-1,	the	set	pressure	for	a	primary	relief	device	must	never	exceed	the	MAWP.

Example	10-1
Consider	 a	 process	 vessel	 with	 a	 MAWP	 of	 100	 psig.	 For	 the	 nonfire	 case,	 determine	 the	 maximum
accumulated	pressure,	the	allowable	overpressure,	and	the	maximum	relieving	pressure	for	a	set	pressure	of
(a)	100	psig	and	(b)	90	psig.

Solution
The	answers	are	provided	in	Table	10-1.	The	results	are	shown	here.

a.	 Set	pressure	at	100	psig	equal	to	the	MAWP.
Maximum	accumulated	pressure:	110.0	psig	(110%	of	MAWP;	see	Table	10-1)
Allowable	overpressure:	10.0	psi	(maximum	accumulated	pressure	–	set	pressure)
Maximum	relieving	pressure:	110.0	psig	(set	pressure	+	allowable	overpressure)

b.	 Set	pressure	at	90	psig,	which	is	below	the	MAWP.
Maximum	accumulated	pressure:	110.0	psig	(110%	of	MAWP;	see	Table	10-1)
Allowable	overpressure:	20.0	psi	(maximum	accumulated	pressure	–	set	pressure)
Maximum	relieving	pressure:	110.0	psig	(set	pressure	+	allowable	overpressure)

Even	though	the	set	pressure	is	lower	in	(b),	the	maximum	relieving	pressure	is	the	same	as	in	(a)	because	it	is
based	on	the	MAWP.



Example	10-2
Rework	Example	10-1	(a),	but	now	add	another	nonfire	relief	device.

Solution
The	answers	are	provided	in	Table	10-1.	The	results	are	shown	here.
First	relief	device:

Relief	set	pressure:	100.0	psig	(equal	to	the	MAWP)

Maximum	accumulated	pressure:	116.0	psig	(116%	of	MAWP;	see	Table	10-1)

Allowable	overpressure:	16.0	psig	(maximum	accumulated	pressure	–	set	pressure

Maximum	relieving	pressure:	116.0	psig	(set	pressure	+	allowable	overpressure)
Additional	nonfire	relief	device:

Relief	set	pressure:105.0	psig	(105%	of	MAWP;	see	Table	10-1)

Maximum	accumulated	pressure:	116.0	psig	(116%	of	MAWP;	see	Table	10-1)

Allowable	overpressure:	11.0	psi	(maximum	accumulated	pressure	–	set	pressure)

Maximum	relieving	pressure:116.0	psig	(set	pressure	+	allowable	overpressure)

A	few	comments	about	Examples	10-1	and	10-2:

1.	 For	primary	and	additional	relief	devices,	the	maximum	set	pressure	for	the	primary	relief	is	set	at	the	MAWP
and	the	maximum	set	pressure	for	the	additional	relief	is	increased	to	105%	of	the	MAWP.	The	primary	relief
will	open	first.

2.	 Adding	another	relief	device	increases	the	maximum	accumulated	pressure	for	the	primary	relief	device	from
110%	 to	116%	of	 the	MAWP.	The	maximum	accumulated	pressure	 for	 the	additional	 relief	 device	 is	 also	 at
116%	of	the	MAWP.

3.	 The	primary	relief	device	is	usually	smaller	in	size	to	handle	more	routine	relief	scenarios,	such	as	a	regulator
failure.	The	supplemental	device	might	have	a	much	larger	area	for	a	more	robust	relief	scenario,	such	as	a
runaway	reaction.

10-2	Relief	Sizing	for	Liquid	Service
Flow	through	spring-type	reliefs	is	approximated	as	flow	through	an	orifice.	An	equation	representing	this	flow	is
derived	from	the	mechanical	energy	balance	(Equation	4-1).	The	result	 is	similar	to	Equation	4-6,	except	 that	 the
pressure	is	represented	by	a	pressure	difference	across	the	valve	seat:

u¯=Co2gcΔPρ(10-1)
where

ū	is	the	liquid	velocity	through	the	spring	relief	(distance/time),
Co	is	the	discharge	coefficient	(unitless),
ΔP	is	the	pressure	drop	across	the	valve	seat	(force/area),	and
ρ	is	the	liquid	density	(mass/volume).

The	volumetric	 flow,	Qv,	of	 the	 liquid	 is	 the	product	of	 the	velocity	 times	 the	area,	or	ūA.	Substituting	 the	 liquid
velocity,	u,	from	Equation	10-1	into	the	equation	for	Qv	and	solving	for	the	vent	area	A	of	the	relief,	we	obtain

A=QvCo2gcρΔP(10-2)
A	working	equation	with	fixed	units	is	derived	from	Equation	10-2	by	(1)	replacing	the	density	ρ	with	the	specific
gravity	(ρ	/ρref)	and	(2)	making	the	appropriate	substitutions	for	the	specific	unit	conversions.	The	result	is

A=[in2(psi)1/238.0 gpm]QvCo(ρ/ρref)ΔP(10-3)
where

A	is	the	computed	relief	area	(in2),
Qv	is	the	volumetric	flow	through	the	relief	(gpm),
Co	is	the	discharge	coefficient	(unitless),
(ρ	/ρref)	is	the	specific	gravity	of	the	liquid	(unitless),	and
ΔP	is	the	pressure	drop	across	the	spring	relief	(lbf	/in2).

Equation	10-3	represents	flow	through	an	orifice.	A	true	orifice	has	a	constant,	fixed	area.	However,	flow	through	a
spring-type	relief	 is	actually	 flow	through	an	annulus.	As	 the	pressure	 increases,	 the	relief	spring	 is	compressed,
increasing	the	annulus	discharge	area	and	increasing	the	flow.
Equation	10-3	also	does	not	consider	the	viscosity	of	the	fluid.	Many	process	fluids	have	high	viscosities;	in	such	a
case,	the	relief	vent	area	must	increase	as	the	fluid	viscosity	increases.
Finally,	Equation	10-3	does	not	consider	the	special	case	of	a	balanced	bellows	type	of	relief.
The	 American	 Society	 of	 Mechanical	 Engineers	 (ASME)	 pressure	 vessel	 code1	 now	 requires	 all	 pressure	 relief
valves	 (PRVs)	 in	 liquid	 service	 to	 be	 flow	 certified.	 ASME-certified	 relief	 valves	 are	 required	 to	 reach	 full	 rated



capacity	at	10%	or	 less	of	overpressure.	Relief	 valves	are	certified	by	 the	National	Board	of	Boiler	and	Pressure
Vessel	Inspectors.	The	ASME	code	provides	valve	flow	testing	methods	for	code	certification.
1ASME	Boiler	and	Pressure	Vessel	Code	(New	York,	NY:	American	Society	of	Mechanical	Engineers,	2017).

For	capacity	certified	valves,	the	following	sizing	equation	applies:2
2API	RP	520,	Sizing,	Selection,	 and	 Installation	 of	Pressure-Relieving	Devices	 in	Refineries,	 6th	 ed.	 (Washington,	DC:	 American	 Petroleum
Institute,	2017).

A=[in2(psi)1/238.0 gpm]QvCoKbKcKv(ρ/ρref)P1−P2				(10-4)
where

A	is	the	computed	relief	area	(in2),
Qv	is	the	volumetric	flow	through	the	relief	(gpm),
Co	is	the	rated	discharge	coefficient	(unitless),
Kb	is	the	backpressure	correction	(unitless),
Kc	is	the	combination	correction	factor	(unitless),
Kv	is	the	viscosity	correction	(unitless),
(ρ	/ρref)	is	the	specific	gravity	of	the	liquid	(unitless),
P1	 is	 the	 gauge	 upstream	 relieving	 pressure	 (lbf	 /in2),	 which	 is	 the	 set	 pressure	 plus	 the	 allowable
overpressure,	and
P2	is	the	total	gauge	backpressure	(lbf	/in2).

The	metric	equivalent	to	Equation	10-4	is
A=[(bar)1/2s14.16 m]QvCoKbKcKv(ρ/ρref)P1−P2	(10-5)

where	the	variables	have	the	same	meaning	as	Equation	10-4	but	with	the	following	units:
A:	m2Qv:	m3/ sCo,	Kb,	Kc,	Kv:	unitless(ρ/ρref):	unitlessP1,	P2:	bar

The	capacity	correction	factors	in	Equations	10-4	and	10-5	are	defined	as	follows:

1.	 Co	is	the	discharge	coefficient	and	should	be	obtained	from	the	valve	manufacturer.	For	preliminary	sizing,	an
effective	discharge	coefficient	 can	be	 selected	as	 follows:	0.65	 for	a	 spring-operated	 relief	 installed	with	or
without	a	rupture	disc	in	combination	and	0.62	for	a	rupture	disc.

2.	 Kb	 is	 the	 backpressure	 correction.	 For	 conventional	 and	 pilot-operated	 valves,	 use	 a	 value	 of	 1.0.	 If	 the
backpressure	 is	 atmospheric,	 use	 a	 value	 of	 1.0.	 Balanced	 bellows	 valves	 require	 a	 correction	 factor
determined	from	Figure	10-2.



Figure	10-2	Backpressure	correction	Kb	for	25%	overpressure	on	balanced	bellows	reliefs	in	liquid
service.	For	metric	units,	barg	can	be	used	for	psig.	This	is	drawn	using	the	equation	Kb	=	1.165	−
0.01PG,	derived	from	data	from	API	RP	520,	Recommended	Practice	for	the	Sizing,	Selection,	and
Installation	of	Pressure-Relieving	Systems	in	Refineries,	9th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum
Institute,	2014).	

3.	 Kc	 is	the	combination	correction	factor;	 it	corrects	for	installations	with	a	rupture	disc	upstream	of	the	PRV.
Use	a	value	of	1.0	if	a	rupture	disc	is	not	installed.	Use	a	value	of	0.9	if	a	rupture	disc	is	installed	with	the	PRV.

4.	 Kv	 is	 the	 viscosity	 correction;	 it	 corrects	 for	 the	 additional	 frictional	 losses	 resulting	 from	 flow	 of	 higher-



viscosity	material	 through	 the	 valve.	 This	 correction	 is	 given	 in	 Figure	 10-3.	 The	 required	 relief	 vent	 area
becomes	larger	as	the	viscosity	of	the	liquid	increases	(lower	Reynolds	numbers).	Since	the	Reynolds	number
is	 required	 to	 determine	 the	 viscosity	 correction	 and	 because	 the	 vent	 area	 is	 required	 to	 calculate	 the
Reynolds	number,	the	procedure	is	iterative.	For	most	reliefs,	the	Reynolds	number	is	greater	than	16,000	and
the	correction	is	near	1.	This	assumption	is	frequently	used	as	an	initial	estimate	to	begin	the	calculations.



Figure	10-3	Viscosity	correction	factor	Kv	for	conventional	and	balanced	bellows	reliefs	in	liquid	service.
This	is	drawn	using	the	equation	In	Kv	=	0.08547	−	0.9541/ln	R	−	35.571/R	using	data	from	API	RP	520,
Recommended	Practice	for	the	Sizing,	Selection,	and	Installation	of	Pressure-Relieving	Systems	in
Refineries,	9th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	2014).	

Darby	and	Molavi	developed	an	equation	 to	represent	 the	viscosity	correction	 factor	shown	 in	Figure	10-3.3	This
equation	applies	only	to	Reynolds	numbers	greater	than	100:
3R.	Darby	and	K.	Molavi.	“Viscosity	Correction	Factor	for	Safety	Relief	Valves.”	Process	Safety	Progress	16,	no.	2	(2004),	pp.	80-82.

Kv=0.9751170Re +0.98	(10-6)
where

Kv	is	the	viscosity	correction	factor	(unitless)	and
Re	is	the	Reynolds	number	(unitless).

Prior	 to	 ASME	 requiring	 capacity	 certification,	 a	 modified	 form	 of	 Equation	 10-4	 was	 used.	 An	 overpressure
correction	factor,	Kp,	is	required	for	relieving	pressures	other	than	25%	overpressure.	This	results	in	the	following
equation:

A=[in2(psi)1/238.0 gpm]QvCoKbKcKvKp(ρ/ρref)1.25 Ps−P2	(10-7)
where

A	is	the	computed	relief	area	(in2),
Qv	is	the	volumetric	flow	through	the	relief	(gpm),
Co	is	the	discharge	coefficient	(unitless),
Kb	is	the	backpressure	correction	(unitless),
Kc	is	the	combination	correction	factor	(unitless),
Kv	is	the	viscosity	correction	(unitless),
Kp	is	the	overpressure	correction	(unitless),
(ρ	/ρref)	is	the	specific	gravity	of	the	liquid	at	standard	conditions	(unitless),
Ps	is	the	gauge	set	pressure	(lbf/in2),	and
P2	is	the	total	gauge	backpressure	(lbf/in2).

Equation	10-7	was	the	only	liquid	sizing	equation	used	in	previous	editions	of	this	textbook.
The	metric	equivalent	to	Equation	10-7	is

A=[(bar)1/2s14.16	m]QvCoKbKcKvKp(ρ/ρref)1.25Ps−P2	(10-8)
where	the	variables	have	the	same	meaning	as	Equation	10-3	but	with	the	following	units:

A:	m2Qv:	m3/ sCo,	Kb,	Kc,	Kv,	Kp:	unitless(ρ/ρref):	unitlessPs,	P2:	bar
The	capacity	correction	factors	in	Equations	10-7	and	10-8	are	defined	as	follows:

1.	 Co	is	the	discharge	coefficient	and	should	be	obtained	from	the	valve	manufacturer.	For	preliminary	sizing,	an



effective	discharge	coefficient	of	0.62	is	used.
2.	 Kb	 is	 the	 backpressure	 correction	 factor.	 For	 conventional	 spring-operated	 and	 pilot-operated	 valves,	 use	 a

value	 of	 1.0.	 If	 the	 backpressure	 is	 atmospheric,	 use	 a	 value	 of	 1.0.	 Balanced	 bellows	 valves	 require	 a
correction	factor	determined	from	Figure	10-2.

3.	 Kc	 is	the	combination	correction	factor;	 it	corrects	for	installations	with	a	rupture	disc	upstream	of	the	PRV.
Use	a	value	of	1.0	if	a	rupture	disc	is	not	installed.	If	a	rupture	disc	is	installed,	see	API	RP	510	for	details.

4.	 Kv	is	the	viscosity	correction;	it	corrects	for	the	additional	frictional	losses	resulting	from	flow	of	high-viscosity
material	 through	 the	 valve.	 See	 note	 4	 below	 Equation	 10-5.	 This	 correction	 is	 given	 by	 Figure	 10-3	 or
Equation	10-6.

5.	 Kp	 is	 the	overpressure	correction	and	has	a	value	of	1.0	at	25%	overpressure.	For	overpressures	other	than
25%,	use	Figure	10-4.



Figure	10-4	Overpressure	correction	Kp	for	spring-operated	reliefs	(conventional	and	balanced	bellows)	in
uncertified	liquid	service.	This	is	drawn	using	the	equations	shown,	derived	from	data	from	API	RP	520,
Recommended	Practice	for	the	Sizing,	Selection,	and	Installation	of	Pressure-Relieving	Systems	in	Refineries,
9th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	2014).	

Example	10-3
A	positive	displacement	pump	is	rated	for	200	gpm	at	a	pressure	of	200	psig.	Because	a	deadheaded	positive
displacement	pump	can	be	 easily	 damaged,	 compute	 the	 area	 for	 a	 capacity-certified	 spring-operated	 relief
required	to	protect	the	pump.	The	rated	pressure	for	the	pump	is	250	psig.	The	superimposed	backpressure	is
20	psig	and	constant.	Determine	the	required	relief	area	assuming	an	overpressure	of	25	psig.

Solution
Equation	10-4	applies	for	capacity-certified	liquid	relief.
The	set	pressure	is	250	psig.	P1	is	the	set	pressure	plus	the	overpressure,

P1	=	250	psig	+	25	psig	=	275	psig.

P2	is	the	total	gauge	backpressure,	20	psig.

For	water,	(ρ/ρref	=	1.0.

The	quantity	of	material	relieved	is	the	capacity	of	the	pump,	so	Qv	=	200	gpm.

The	discharge	coefficient	Co	is	not	specified.	However,	for	preliminary	sizing	purposes,	a	value	of	0.65	is	used.

Since	this	is	a	conventional	spring-operated	relief,	the	backpressure	correction	is	Kb	=	1.0.

Pumps	 do	 not	 normally	 have	 a	 spring	 relief	 coupled	 with	 a	 rupture	 disc	 combination.	 Thus,	 the
combination	correction	factor,	Kc,	has	a	value	of	1.0.

The	 Reynolds	 number	 through	 the	 relief	 device	 is	 not	 known	 since	 the	 relief	 area	 is	 to	 be	 determined.
However,	 at	 200	 gpm,	 the	 Reynolds	 number	 is	 assumed	 to	 be	 greater	 than	 16,000.	 Thus,	 the	 viscosity
correction	is	Kv	=	1.0.

These	numbers	are	substituted	into	Equation	10-4:
A=[in2(psi)1/238.0 gpm]QvCoKbKcKv(ρ/ρref)P1−P2=[in2(psi)1/238.0 gpm]200	gpm(0.65)(1.0)(1.0)

(1.0)1.0(275−20)	psig=0.507	in2(10−4)



The	diameter	of	the	relief	is
d=4Aπ=4(0.507	in2)3.14=0.80	in

Relief	devices	are	provided	by	the	manufacturer	in	standard,	fixed	sizes.	Thus,	a	selection	must	be	made
depending	on	the	relief	device	sizes	available	commercially.	The	valve	will	open	only	enough	to	deliver	the
200	gpm	flow.	The	next	largest	available	size–with	a	higher	capacity–is	therefore	selected.

10-3	Relief	Sizing	for	Vapor	and	Gas	Service
For	most	vapor	or	gas	discharges	through	reliefs,	the	flow	is	critical.	However,	the	downstream	pressure	must	be
checked	 to	ensure	 that	 it	 is	 less	 than	 the	choked	pressure	computed	using	Equation	4-49.	Thus,	 for	an	 ideal	gas
Equation	4-50	is	valid:

(Qm)choked=CoAPγgcMRgT(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)(4−50)
where

(Qm)choked	is	the	discharge	mass	flow	(mass/time),
Co	is	the	discharge	coefficient	(unitless),
A	is	the	area	of	the	discharge	(area),
P	is	the	absolute	upstream	relieving	pressure,	equal	to	the	set	pressure	plus	the	overpressure	(force/area),
γ	is	the	heat	capacity	ratio	for	the	gas	(unitless),
gc	is	the	gravitational	constant	(length	mass/force	time2)
M	is	the	molecular	weight	of	the	gas	(mass/mole)
Rg	is	the	ideal	gas	constant,	and
T	is	the	absolute	temperature	of	the	discharge	(degree).

Equation	4-50	is	solved	for	the	area	of	the	relief	vent	given	a	specified	mass	flow	rate	Qm:

A=QmCoPT/MγgcRg(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)(10-9)
Equation	10-9	is	simplified	by	defining	a	function	χ:

χ=γgcRg(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)(10-10)
Then	the	required	relief	vent	area	for	an	ideal	gas	is	computed	using	a	simplified	form	of	Equation	10-9:

A=QmCoχPTM(10-11)
Equation	10-11	is	modified	by	(1)	including	the	compressibility	factor	z	to	represent	a	nonideal	gas;	(2)	including	a
backpressure	correction	Kb;	and	(3)	including	a	combination	correction	factor	Kc	to	account	for	the	presence	of	a
rupture	disc	below	the	spring	relief.	The	result	is4

4API	RP	520,	Sizing,	Selection,	 and	 Installation	 of	Pressure-Relieving	Devices	 in	Refineries,	 6th	 ed.	 (Washington,	DC:	 American	 Petroleum
Institute,	2017).

A=QmχCoKbKcPTzM(10-12)
where

A	is	the	area	of	the	relief	vent	(area),
Qm	is	the	discharge	mass	flow	(mass/time),
Co	is	the	effective	discharge	coefficient	(unitless),
Kb	is	the	backpressure	correction	(unitless),
Kc	is	the	combination	correction	factor	(unitless),
P	is	the	upstream	relieving	pressure,	equal	to	the	set	pressure	plus	the	allowable	overpressure	(force/area,
absolute),
T	is	the	absolute	temperature	(degrees),
z	is	the	compressibility	factor	(unitless),	and
M	is	the	average	molecular	weight	of	the	discharge	material	(mass/mole).

Note	 that	 Equation	 10-12	 does	 not	 include	 a	 downstream	 pressure	 since	 critical	 flow	 through	 an	 orifice	 is
independent	of	the	downstream	pressure.
The	 constant	 χ	 is	 calculated	 using	 Equation	 10-10.	 It	 is	 conveniently	 calculated	 using	 the	 following	 fixed-unit
expressions:

χ=[519.5(lb-mole	lbmoR)1/2lbfhr]γ(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)(10-13)
If	Equation	10-13	is	used	with	Equation	10-12,	then	the	following	fixed	units	must	be	used:	Qm	in	lbm/hr,	P	in	psia,	T
in	°R,	and	M	in	lbm/lb-mole.	The	area	computed	is	in	in2.
The	metric	equivalent	to	Equation	10-13	is:

χ=[3.468×104(mol	kg	K)1/2bar	s	m2]γ(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)(10-14)
If	Equation	10-14	is	used	with	Equation	10-12,	then	the	following	fixed	units	must	be	used:	Qm	in	kg/s,	P	in	bar,	T	in
K,	and	M	in	kg/mol.	The	area	computed	is	in	m2.
The	capacity	correction	factors	in	Equation	10-12	are	defined	as	follows:

1.	 Co	 is	 the	 discharge	 coefficient	 and	 should	 be	 provided	 by	 the	 manufacturer.	 For	 preliminary	 sizing,	 the
following	values	are	used:



When	the	PRV	is	installed	with	or	without	a	rupture	disc	in	combination:	0.975
When	sizing	for	a	rupture	disc	alone:	0.62

2.	 Kb	 is	 the	 capacity	 correction	 factor	 for	 backpressure	 and	 should	 be	 obtained	 from	 the	 manufacturer.	 For
preliminary	 sizing,	 use	 Figure	 10-5	 for	 balanced	 bellows	 valves	 only.	 For	 conventional	 and	 pilot-operated
valves,	use	a	value	of	1.0.



Figure	10-5	Backpressure	correction	Kb	for	balanced-bellows	reliefs	in	vapor	or	gas	service.	For	metric
units,	barg	can	be	used	for	psig.	This	is	drawn	using	the	equations	provided.	Data	from	API	RP	520,
Recommended	Practice	for	the	Sizing,	Selection,	and	Installation	of	Pressure-Relieving	Systems	in
Refineries,	9th	ed.	(Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum	Institute,	2014).	

3.	 Kc	is	the	combination	correction	factor	for	a	rupture	disc	upstream	of	the	valve.	If	no	rupture	disc	is	upstream,
use	a	value	of	1.0.	Use	0.9	when	a	rupture	disc	is	installed	in	combination	with	the	PRV	and	the	combination
does	not	have	a	certified	value;	see	API	RP	520	for	more	details.

Subcritical	Vapor/Gas	Flow
Critical	 flow	 of	 vapors/gases	 through	 relief	 devices	 is	 the	 usual	 case,	 but	 subcritical	 flow	 is	 also	 possible.	 See
Sections	4-5	and	4-6	to	determine	whether	subcritical	or	critical	flow	occurs	in	your	particular	case.	For	subcritical
flows	through	relief	devices,	consult	API	RP	520	(2014),	page	66.

Steam	Flow	Relief	Sizing
Steam	 is	 a	 specific	 case	 of	 vapor	 flow	 and	 the	 physical	 properties	 of	 steam	 are	 well	 known.	 API	 RP	 520	 has	 a
dedicated	 relief	 sizing	 procedure	 for	 steam	 (page	 72	 of	 the	 standard).	 Consult	 this	 reference	 for	 steam	 relief
applications.

Rupture	Disc	Sizing
Rupture	discs	may	be	used	as	 the	primary	 relief	 device	 for	gas,	 vapor,	 liquid,	 or	multiphase	 flow.	There	are	 two
accepted	methods	for	rupture	disc	sizing,	according	to	API	RP	520.
The	 first	method	 uses	 the	 equations	 already	 presented	 here	 for	 liquid	 and	 vapor	 service.	 Use	 Equation	 10-4	 or
Equation	10-7	for	liquid	service	and	Equation	10-12	for	vapor	service.	A	coefficient	of	discharge,	Co,	of	0.62	must	be
used.	This	method	may	only	be	used	in	the	following	scenarios:

1.	 When	the	rupture	disc	discharges	directly	to	the	atmosphere
2.	 When	the	rupture	disc	is	installed	within	eight	pipe	diameters	from	the	vessel	entry	nozzle
3.	 When	the	rupture	disc	has	a	length	of	discharge	no	greater	than	five	pipe	diameters
4.	 When	the	inlet	and	outlet	discharge	piping	is	equal	to	or	greater	than	the	diameter	of	the	rupture	disc

Consult	API	RP	520,	page	81,	for	additional	details.
The	 second	method	 for	 rupture	disc	 sizing	 is	 to	use	 the	 flow	 resistance	method	outlined	 in	Section	4-4	with	 the
velocity	head	method.	This	 approach	must	 include	 the	 rupture	disc	device,	 piping	 and	other	piping	 components,
entrance	 and	 exit	 losses,	 elbows,	 tees,	 reducers,	 valves,	 and	 other	 piping	 components.	 The	 calculated	 relieving
capacity	should	be	multiplied	by	0.90	or	less	to	allow	for	uncertainties	in	this	method.	Consult	API	RP	520,	page	81,
for	more	details.

Pilot-Operated	Relief	Sizing



For	pilot-operated	valves,	neither	the	set	pressure	nor	the	capacity	is	affected	by	backpressure	since	the	valve	lift	is
not	affected	by	backpressure.

Buckling	Pin	Relief	Sizing
See	UG-127(b)	and	UG-138	of	the	ASME	Code	for	sizing,	application,	and	minimum	requirements	for	buckling	pin
devices.

Example	10-4
One	high	pressure	scenario	identified	for	a	reactor	vessel	is	the	failure	of	a	nitrogen	regulator,	allowing	high-
pressure	nitrogen	to	enter	the	reactor	through	a	10-cm-diameter	supply	pipe.	The	source	of	the	nitrogen	is	at
25°C	and	10	barg.	The	reactor	vessel	MAWP	is	3.0	barg.	Determine	the	diameter	of	a	balanced	bellows	spring-
type	 vapor	 relief	 required	 to	 protect	 the	 reactor	 from	 this	 incident.	 Assume	 a	 constant	 superimposed
backpressure	of	0.5	bar.

Solution
From	 Table	 10-1,	 the	 maximun	 set	 pressure	 is	 equal	 to	 the	 vessel	 MAWP	 at	 3.0	 barg.	 The	 maximum
accumulated	pressure	is	1.10	×	3.0	barg	=	3.3	barg	=	4.3	bara.
The	 nitrogen	 source	 is	 at	 10	 barg	 =	 11.01	 bara.	 If	 the	 regulator	 fails,	 the	 nitrogen	 will	 flood	 the	 reactor,
increasing	the	pressure	and	exceeding	the	MAWP.	A	relief	vent	must	be	installed	to	vent	the	nitrogen	as	fast	as
it	is	supplied	through	the	10-cm	pipe.	Because	no	other	information	on	the	piping	system	is	provided,	the	flow
from	the	pipe	is	assumed	to	be	represented	by	critical	flow	through	an	orifice.	Equation	4-50	applies:

(Qm)choked=CoAPγgcMRgT(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)(4-50)
First,	however,	the	choked	pressure	across	the	pipe	must	be	determined	to	ensure	critical	flow.	For	diatomic
gases,	the	choked	pressure	is	given	as	(see	Section	4-5)

Pchoked=0.528P=(0.528)(11.01	bara)=5.8	bara
The	 maximum	 accumulated	 pressure	 in	 the	 reactor	 vessel	 during	 the	 relief	 venting	 is	 4.3	 bara.	 Thus,	 the
pressure	in	the	reactor	is	less	than	the	choked	pressure	and	the	flow	through	the	10-cm	line	into	the	reactor
vessel	will	be	sonic.	The	required	quantities	for	Equation	4-50	are

A=πd24=(3.14)(0.10	m)24=7.85×10−3 m2P=11.01 baraγ=1.40 
for	diatomic	gasesT=25oC+273=298	KM=0.028	kg/mol(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)=(21.4+1)(2.4/0.4)=0.335

The	discharge	coefficient	Co	is	assumed	to	be	1.0	for	sonic	flow	through	the	pipe.

Substituting	into	Equation	4-50,	we	obtain
(Qm)choked=(1.0)(7.85×10−3 m2)(11.01	bara)(105	N / m2bar)×(1.4)(1.0 kg	m / N	s2)(0.028	kg / mol)(0.335)

(8.314×10−5	bar	m3/ mol	K)(298	K)(105	N / m2bar)=(8.64×103	N)5.30×10−6	kg2/ N2s2=19.9 	kg /s
The	area	of	 the	relief	vent	 is	computed	using	Equations	10-12	and	10-14	with	a	backpressure	correction	Kb
determined	from	Figure	10-5.	The	backpressure	is	0.5	barg.	Thus,

(backpressure,	bargset	pressure,	barg)×100=(0.5	barg3.0	barg)×100=16.7%
From	Figure	10-5,	Kb	=	1.0.

The	effective	discharge	coefficient	Co	for	the	relief	is	0.975.

The	gas	compressibility	factor	z	is	1	at	these	pressures.
The	 pressure	 P	 is	 the	 upstream	 relieving	 pressure,	 which	 is	 the	 set	 pressure	 plus	 the	 superimposed
backpressure	or	3.0	barg	+	0.5	barg	=	3.5	barg	=	4.51	bara.
The	constant	χ	is	computed	from	Equation	10-14:

χ=[3.468×104(mol	kg	K)1/2bar	s	m2]γ(2γ+1)(γ+1)/(γ−1)=[3.468×104(mol	kg	K)1/2bar	s	m2](1.4)
(0.335)=2.37×104(mol	kg	K)1/2bar	s	m2

The	required	vent	area	is	computed	using	Equation	10-9:
A=QmCoχKbPTzM=19.9	kg/s(0.975)[2.37×104(mol	kg	K)1/2bar	s	m2](1.0)(4.51	bara)(298	K)

(1.0)0.028	kg	/	mol=1.97 × 10−2	m2
The	required	vent	diameter	is

d=4Aπ=4(1.97 × 10−2	m2)3.14=0.16	m=16	cm
The	next	largest	valve	size	is	selected	from	the	manufacturer.	If	the	vapor	relief	valve	is	pop-acting,	then	the
valve	 will	 be	 open	 for	 a	 period	 of	 time	 and	 then	 closed	 for	 a	 period	 of	 time.	 The	 average	 flow	 over	 the
open/closed	intervals	equals	the	required	nitrogen	flow.

Example	10-5
Compute	the	rupture	disc	vent	diameter	required	to	protect	the	vessel	described	in	Example	10-4.

Solution
Since	 we	 do	 not	 know	 any	 information	 regarding	 the	 actual	 plumbing,	 we	 will	 use	 the	 capacity	 discharge



correction	method	and	assume	that	all	the	conditions	listed	are	satisfied.	The	solution	is	provided	by	Equation
10-12.	 The	 solution	 is	 identical	 to	 Example	10-4,	 but	with	 the	 discharge	 coefficient	Co	 =	 0.62.	 The	 area	 is
therefore

A=(1.97 × 10−2	m2)(0.9750.62)=3.05 × 10−2 m2
The	rupture	disc	diameter	is

d=4Aπ=4(3.05 × 10−2 m2)3.14=0.197	m=19.7 m
This	compares	to	a	spring	relief	diameter	of	16	cm.

10-4	Two-Phase	Flow	during	Runaway	Reaction	Relief
Two-phase	 flow	 is	 normally	 expected	during	 the	 relief	 process	when	a	 runaway	 reaction	occurs	within	 a	 reactor
vessel.	A	detailed	study	using	one	or	more	of	the	calorimeters	described	in	Table	8-8	provides	the	much-needed	data
for	two-phase	relief	area	sizing.	Two-phase	flow	must	be	confirmed	and	the	complex	flow	regimes	identified	using
these	calorimeters.
Two-phase	 flow	 through	 reliefs	 is	 much	 more	 complex	 than	 the	 introduction	 provided	 here	 might	 suggest.
Furthermore,	the	technology	is	still	undergoing	substantial	development.
There	are	three	dominant	methods	currently	available	for	two-phase	relief	sizing:

Leung	method
Fauske	method
API	method

Specific	references	are	available	at	 the	end	of	 this	chapter	 for	each	of	 these	methods.	Only	 the	Leung	method	 is
presented	here.
Figure	10-6	 shows	 the	most	 common	 type	 of	 reactor	 system,	 called	 a	 tempered	 reactor.	 It	 is	 called	 “tempered”
because	 the	 reactor	 contains	 a	 volatile	 liquid	 that	 vaporizes	 or	 flashes	 during	 the	 relieving	 process.	 This
vaporization	 removes	 energy	 by	 means	 of	 the	 heat	 of	 vaporization	 and	 tempers	 the	 rate	 of	 temperature	 rise
resulting	from	the	exothermic	reaction.



Figure	10-6	A	tempered	reaction	system	showing	the	important	energy	terms.	

The	 runaway	 reactor	 is	 treated	 as	 entirely	 adiabatic.	 The	 energy	 terms	 include	 (1)	 the	 energy	 accumulation
resulting	from	the	sensible	heat	of	the	reactor	fluid	as	a	result	of	its	increased	temperature	due	to	overpressure	and
(2)	the	energy	removal	resulting	from	the	vaporization	of	 liquid	 in	the	reactor	and	subsequent	discharge	through
the	relief	vent.
The	first	step	 in	the	relief	sizing	calculation	for	two-phase	vents	 is	 to	determine	the	mass	flux	through	the	relief.
This	is	computed	using	Equation	4-105,	representing	choked	two-phase	flow	through	a	hole:

Qm=ΔHvAvfggcTsCP(4-105)
The	heat	losses	through	the	reactor	walls	are	assumed	to	be	negligible	where,	for	this	case,

Qm	is	the	mass	flow	through	the	relief	(mass/time),
ΔHV	is	the	heat	of	vaporization	of	the	fluid	(energy/mass),
A	is	the	area	of	the	hole	(area),
vfg	is	the	change	of	specific	volume	of	the	flashing	liquid	(volume/mass),
CP	is	the	heat	capacity	of	the	fluid	(energy/mass	degrees),	and



Ts	is	the	absolute	saturation	temperature	of	the	fluid	at	the	set	pressure	(degrees).
The	mass	flux	GT	is	given	by

GT=QmA=ΔHVvfggcTsCP(10-15)
Equation	 10-15	 applies	 to	 two-phase	 relief	 through	 a	 hole.	 For	 two-phase	 flow	 through	 pipes,	 an	 overall
dimensionless	discharge	coefficient	ψ	is	applied.	Equation	10-15	is	the	so-called	equilibrium	rate	model	(ERM)	for
low-quality	choked	flow.5	Leung	showed	that	Equation	10-15	must	be	multiplied	by	a	factor	of	0.9	to	bring	the	value
in	 line	 with	 the	 classic	 homogeneous	 equilibrium	 model	 (HEM).6	 The	 result	 should	 be	 generally	 applicable	 to
homogeneous	venting	of	a	reactor	(low	quality,	not	restricted	to	just	liquid	inlet	condition):
5H.	K.	Fauske.	“Flashing	Flows	or	Some	Practical	Guidelines	for	Emergency	Releases.”	Plant	Operations	Progress	4,	no.	3	(July	1985),	pp.	132-
134.
6J.	C.	Leung.	“Simplified	Vent	Sizing	Equations	for	Emergency	Relief	Requirements	in	Reactors	and	Storage	Vessels.”	AICHE	Journal	32,	no.	10
(1986):	1622.

GT=QmA=0.9ψΔHVvfggcTsCP(10-16)
Values	for	ψ	are	provided	in	Figure	10-7.	For	a	pipe	of	length	0,	ψ	=	1.	As	the	pipe	length	increases,	the	value	of	ψ
decreases.



Figure	10-7	Correction	factor	ψ	correcting	for	two-phase	flashing	flow	through	pipes.	Data	from	J.	C.	Leung
and	M.	A.	Grolmes.	“The	Discharge	of	Two-Phase	Flashing	Flow	in	a	Horizontal	Duct,”	AICHE	Journal	33,	no.	3
(1987):	524–527.	

A	somewhat	more	convenient	expression	is	derived	by	rearranging	Equation	4-103	to	yield
ΔHVvfg=TsdPdT(10-17)

Substituting	into	Equation	10-16,	we	obtain
GT=0.9ψdPdTgcTsCP(10-18)

The	exact	derivative	is	approximated	by	a	finite-difference	derivative	to	yield
GT≅0.9ψΔPΔTgcTsCP(10-19)

where
ΔP	is	the	overpressure	(force/area),	and
ΔT	is	temperature	rise	corresponding	to	the	overpressure	(degrees).

The	 required	 vent	 area	 is	 computed	 by	 solving	 a	 particular	 form	 of	 the	 dynamic	 energy	 balance.	 Details	 are
provided	elsewhere.7	The	result	is
7J.	C.	Leung.	“Simplified	Vent	Sizing	Equations	for	Emergency	Relief	Requirements	in	Reactors	and	Storage	Vessels.”	AICHE	Journal	32,	no.	10
(1986):	1622.

A=moqGT(VmoΔHVvfg+CVΔT)2(10-20)
An	alternative	form	is	derived	by	applying	Equation	10-17:

A=moqGT(VmoTsdPdT+CvΔT)2(10-21)
For	Equations	10-20	and	10-21,	the	following	additional	variables	are	defined:
mo	is	the	total	mass	contained	within	the	reactor	vessel	before	relief	(mass),
q	is	the	exothermic	heat	release	rate	per	unit	mass	(energy/time),
V	is	the	volume	of	the	vessel	(volume),	and
Cv	is	the	liquid	heat	capacity	at	constant	volume	(energy/mass	degrees).
For	both	Equations	10-20	and	10-21,	the	relief	area	is	based	on	the	total	heat	added	to	the	system	(numerator)	and



the	 heat	 removed	 or	 absorbed	 (denominator).	 The	 first	 term	 in	 the	 denominator	 corresponds	 to	 the	 net	 heat
removed	by	the	liquid	and	vapor	leaving	the	system;	the	second	term	corresponds	to	the	heat	absorbed	as	a	result
of	increasing	the	temperature	of	the	liquid	because	of	the	overpressure.
The	heat	input	q	resulting	from	an	exothermic	reaction	is	determined	using	fundamental	kinetic	information	or	from
a	calorimeter	(see	Table	8-8).	For	data	obtained	using	the	Vent	Sizing	Package	(VSP),	the	equation

q=12Cv[(dTdt)s+  (dTdt)m](10-22)
is	applied,	where	the	derivative	denoted	by	the	subscript	“s”	corresponds	to	the	heating	rate	at	the	set	pressure	and
the	 derivative	 denoted	 by	 the	 subscript	 “m”	 corresponds	 to	 the	 temperature	 rise	 at	 the	 maximum	 turnaround
pressure.	Both	derivatives	are	determined	experimentally	using	the	VSP.
The	equations	include	the	following	assumptions:

1.	 Uniform	froth	or	homogeneous	vessel	venting	occurs.
2.	 The	mass	flux	GT	varies	little	during	the	relief.

3.	 The	reaction	energy	per	unit	mass	q	is	treated	as	a	constant.
4.	 The	physical	properties	CV,	ΔHV,	and	vfg	are	constant.

5.	 The	system	is	a	tempered	reactor	system.	This	applies	to	most	reaction	systems.

Units	are	a	particular	problem	when	using	 the	 two-phase	equations.	The	best	procedure	 is	 to	convert	all	 energy
units	to	their	mechanical	equivalents	before	solving	for	the	relief	area,	particularly	when	English	engineering	units
are	used.

Example	10-6
Leung8	 reported	 on	 the	 data	 of	 Huff	 9	 involving	 a	 3500-gal	 reactor	 with	 styrene	 monomer	 undergoing
adiabatic	polymerization	after	being	heated	inadvertently	to	70°C.	The	MAWP	of	the	vessel	is	5	bar.	Given	the
following	data,	determine	the	relief	vent	diameter	required.	Assume	a	set	pressure	of	4.5	bar	and	a	maximum
pressure	of	5.4	bar	absolute:

8J.	C.	Leung.	“Simplified	Vent	Sizing	Equations	for	Emergency	Relief	Requirements	in	Reactors	and	Storage	Vessels.”	AICHE	Journal	32,
no.	10	(1986):	1622.
9J.	E.	Huff.	“Emergency	Venting	Requirements.”	Plant/Operations	Progress	1,	no.	4	(1982):	211.

Data:
Volume	(V	):	3500	gal	=	13.16	m3

Reaction	mass	(mo):	9500	kg

Set	temperature	(Ts):	209.4°C	=	482.5	K

Data	from	VSP:
Maximum	temperature	(Tm):	219.5°C	=	492.7	K

(dT/dt)s	=	29.6°C/min	=	0.493	K/s

(dT/dt)m	=	39.7°C/min	=	0.662	K/s

Physical	Property	Data:

	 4.5-Bar	set 5.4-Bar	peak
vf	(m3/kg) 0.001388 0.001414

vg	(m3/kg) 0.08553 0.07278

CP	(kJ/kg	K) 2.470 2.514
ΔHV	(kJ/kg) 310.6 302.3

Solution
The	heating	rate	q	is	determined	using	Equation	10-22:

q=12CV[(dTdr)s+(dTdt)m](10-22)
Assuming	that	CV	=	CP,	we	have

q=12(2.470 kJ / kg K)(0.493+0.662)(K / s)=1.426 kJ / kg	s
The	mass	flux	is	given	by	Equation	10-16.	Assuming	L/D	=	0,	ψ	=	1.0:

GT=0.9ψΔHVνfggcTsCP=(0.9)(1.0)(310,600 J / kg)(1 N m / J)(0.08553−0.001388) m3/ kg×[1 (kg m / s2) / N]
(2470	J / kg	K)(482.5 K)[1 N m / J]=3043	kg / m2s

The	relief	vent	area	is	determined	from	Equation	10-20.	The	change	in	temperature	ΔT	 is	Tm	–	Ts	=	492.7	–
482.5	=	10.2	K:

A=moqGT(VmoΔHVνfg+CVΔT) 2=(9500 kg)(1426	J / kg s)(1	N	m/J)3043 kg / m2s×((13.16 m39500kg)
{(310,600 J / kg)(1	N	m/J)0.084l4 m3/ kg}+(2470 J / kg K)(10.2 K)(1	N	m/J)) −2= 0.084m2

The	required	relief	diameter	is



d=4Aπ=(4)(0.084 m2)314=0.327 m
Suppose	that	all	vapor	relief	was	assumed.	The	size	of	the	required	vapor-phase	rupture	disc	is	determined	by
assuming	 that	all	 the	heat	energy	 is	absorbed	by	 the	vaporization	of	 the	 liquid.	At	 the	set	 temperature,	 the
heat	release	rate	q	is

=CV(dTdt)s=(2.470 kJ / kg K)(0.493 K / s)=1.218 kJ / kg	s
The	vapor	mass	flow	through	the	relief	is	then

Qm=qmoΔHv=(1218	J / kg s)(9500 kg)(310,600 J / kg)=37.2 kg / s
Equation	10-9	provides	the	required	relief	area.	The	molecular	weight	of	styrene	is	104.	Assume	that	γ	=	1.32
and	Co	=	1.0.	Then,

A=QmCoPRgTγgcM(2γ+1) (γ+1)/(1−γ)=37.2 kg / s(1.0)(4.5 bar)(100,000 Pa / bar)
[1 (N / m2)/Pa]×(8314 Pa m3/ kg-mole K)(482.5 K)[1 (N / m2)/Pa)(1.32)[1 (kg	m/s2)/N](104 kg/kg-

mole)×(22.32) 232/(−032)=0.0242 m2
This	requires	a	relief	device	with	a	diameter	of	0.176	m,	a	significantly	smaller	diameter	than	for	two-phase
flow.	Thus,	if	the	relief	were	sized	assuming	all-vapor	relief,	the	result	would	be	physically	incorrect	and	the
relief	would	be	inadequate	to	protect	the	reactor.

10-5	Deflagration	Venting	for	Dust	and	Vapor	Explosions
An	uncontrolled	dust	or	gas/vapor	explosion	in	a	warehouse,	storage	bin,	or	processing	unit	can	eject	high-velocity
structural	 debris	 over	 a	 considerable	 area,	 propagating	 the	 accident	 and	 resulting	 in	 increased	 injuries.
Deflagration	 venting	 reduces	 the	 impact	 of	 dust	 and	 vapor	 cloud	 explosions	 by	 controlling	 the	 release	 of	 the
explosion	energy.	The	energy	of	the	explosion	is	directed	away	from	plant	personnel	and	equipment.	Deflagration
vents	are	considered	mitigative	safeguards	since	they	reduce	the	magnitude	of	the	incident.
Deflagration	venting	in	buildings	and	process	vessels	is	achieved	by	using	blowout	panels,	as	shown	in	Figure	10-8.
The	blowout	panel	is	designed	to	have	less	strength	than	the	walls	of	the	structure.	Thus,	during	an	explosion,	the
blowout	panels	are	preferentially	detached	and	the	explosive	energy	is	vented.	Damage	to	the	remaining	structure
and	equipment	is	minimized.	For	particularly	explosive	dusts	or	vapors,	it	is	not	unusual	for	the	walls	(and	perhaps
roof)	of	the	entire	structure	to	be	constructed	of	blowout	panels.



Figure	10-8	Deflagration	vents	for	structures	and	process	vessels.	

The	 actual	 construction	 details	 of	 blowout	 panels	 are	 beyond	 the	 scope	 of	 this	 text.	 A	 detached	 blowout	 panel
moving	at	high	velocity	can	cause	considerable	damage.	Therefore,	a	mechanism	must	be	provided	 to	 retain	 the
panel	 during	 the	 deflagration	 process.	 Furthermore,	 thermal	 insulation	 of	 panels	 is	 required	 for	 heating	 and
cooling.	Construction	details	are	available	in	manufacturers’	literature.
Blowout	 panels	must	 be	 sized	 to	 provide	 the	 proper	 relief	 area.	 The	 relief	 sizing	 depends	 on	many	 factors	 that
impact	the	design	of	these	vents.	A	partial	list	includes:

The	 physical	 state	 of	 the	 material	 combusting,	 including	 flammable	 dusts,	 gases/vapors,	 or	 a	 combination
(hybrid)	mixture.
The	combustion	behavior	of	the	material	combusting:
For	 gases/vapors,	 this	 includes	 the	 flammable	 limits,	 the	 maximum	 pressure	 during	 combustion,	 and	 the
deflagration	index,	KG.



For	 dusts,	 this	 includes	 the	 particle	 size	 and	 shape,	 the	 dust	 loading,	 the	 maximum	 pressure	 during
combustion,	and	the	deflagration	index,	KSt.

The	geometry	of	the	structure	being	protected,	including	the	volume,	surface	area,	and	structure	shape.
The	congestion	inside	the	structure	due	to	equipment.	Equipment	within	the	structure	will	result	in	turbulence
augmentation	during	the	combustion,	which	will	increase	the	robustness	of	the	combustion.
The	strength	of	the	structure	being	protected.
The	strength	and	inertia	of	the	vent	panel.

Deflagration	vent	design	 is	segregated	 into	two	categories:	 (1)	gases,	vapors,	and	mists	and	(2)	dusts	and	hybrid
mixtures.

Vents	for	Gases/Vapors	and	Mists

Vent	design	for	gases/vapors	and	mists	is	based	on	the	Runes	(pronounced	“Roo-ness”)	equation:10

10NFPA	68,	Guide	for	Venting	of	Deflagrations	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2018).

Av=AsCPred(10-23)
where

Av	is	the	required	vent	area	(area),
As	is	the	internal	surface	area	of	the	structure	being	protected,	including	the	walls	and	ceiling	(area),
C	is	a	vent	constant	that	depends	on	the	nature	of	the	combustible	material	(pressure)1/2,	and
Pred	is	the	maximum	internal	pressure	developed	in	the	structure	during	the	venting	process	(pressure).	It	is
based	on	the	pressure	rating	of	the	weakest	element	of	the	structure	(force/area).

The	vent	constant,	C,	is	estimated	using	the	following	equation:
C=Suρuλ2GuCd[(Pmax+1Po+1) 1/γb−1](Po+1)1/2(10-24)

where
Su	is	the	burning	parameter,	discussed	later	in	this	section	(m/s),
ρu	is	the	mass	density	of	the	unburned	gas–air	mixture	(kg/m3),
λ	is	the	turbulent	augmentation	factor	(unitless),
Gu	is	the	unburned	gas–air	mixture	sonic	flow	mass	flux	(kg/m2s),
Cd	is	the	vent	flow	discharge	coefficient	(unitless),
Pmax	is	the	maximum	unvented	explosion	pressure	by	ignition	of	the	same	gas–air	mixture	(barg),
Po	is	the	initial	pressure	in	the	enclosure	prior	to	ignition	(barg),	and
γb	is	the	heat	capacity	ratio	for	the	burned	gas–air	mixture.

More	details	on	how	to	estimate	these	parameters	are	provided	in	NFPA	68.
Equations	10-23	and	10-24	apply	only	for	Pred	≤	0.1	barg	(1.5	psig)	and	Pstat	≤	Pred	=	0.024	barg,	where	Pstat	is	the
pressure	at	which	the	vent	activates.	NFPA	68	provides	equations	for	other	conditions.
The	turbulent	augmentation	factor,	λ,	is	estimated	using	an	arduous	procedure	provided	in	NFPA	68.	It	accounts	for
enhancement	 of	 the	 combustion	 due	 to	 induced	 turbulence	 by	 objects	 within	 the	 structure.	 Such	 objects	 may
include	piping,	conduit,	structural	columns	and	beams,	stairways	and	railings	and	any	other	equipment.	Turbulence
enhancement	will	require	a	much	larger	vent	area.	Without	turbulence	enhancement,	the	turbulent	augmentation
factor	has	a	value	of	1.
It	 is	 always	best	 to	use	experimentally	determined	values	 for	C.	However,	 for	 estimation	purposes,	 for	Pmax	 less
than	9	barg	and	a	fuel	concentration	less	than	10%	of	the	stoichiometric	concentration,	the	following	equation	can
be	used:

C=0.0223λSu(10-25)
where

C	is	the	vent	constant	(bar),
λ	is	the	turbulent	augmentation	factor	(unitless),	and
Su	is	the	burning	parameter	(m/s).

Table	10-2	provides	burning	parameters,	Su	for	various	gases.

Table	10-2	Burning	parameters,	Su,	for	a	variety	of	gases.

Gas Burning	parameter	(cm/s)
Acetylene 166
Benzene 48
n-Butane 45
Carbon	disulfide 58
Carbon	monoxide 46
n-Decane 43
Diethyl	ether 47
Ethane 47



Ethylene 80
Gasoline	(100	octane) 40
n-Hexane 46
Hydrogen 312
Isopropyl	alcohol 41
Methane 40
Methyl	alcohol 56
n-Pentane 46
Propane 46
Toluene 41

Selected	 from	NFPA	 68,	 Guide	 for	 Venting	 of	 Deflagrations	 (Quincy,	 MA:	 National	 Fire	 Protection	 Association,
2018).

Britton	proposed	the	following	correlation	for	estimating	the	burning	parameter,	Su:11

11Britton,	L.	G.	“Using	Heats	of	Oxidation	to	Evaluate	Flammability	Hazards.”	Process	Safety	Progress	21,	no.	1	(2000):	1–24.

Su=1666−34.23(ΔHcz)−0.180(ΔHcz)2(10-26)
where

Su	is	the	burning	parameter	(m/s),
ΔHcis	the	heat	of	combustion	of	the	fuel	(kcal/mol),and
z	is	the	stoichiometric	ratio	of	oxygen	to	fuel.

For	a	fuel	with	a	composition	of	CcHhOmNnXx,	the	stoichiometric	ratio	of	oxygen	to	fuel	is	calculated	from

z=c+h−x−2m4(10-27)

Example	10-7
A	room	is	used	for	dispensing	flammable	liquids.	The	liquids	are	expected	to	have	a	burning	parameter	of	50
cm/s.	The	room	 is	9	m	 long	by	6	m	wide	by	6	m	 in	height.	Three	of	 the	walls	are	shared	with	an	adjoining
structure.	The	 fourth	and	 larger	wall	 of	 the	 room	 is	on	 the	outer	 surface	of	 the	 structure.	The	 three	 inside
walls	are	capable	of	withstanding	a	pressure	of	0.05	barg.	Estimate	the	vent	area	required	for	this	operation.

Solution
The	vent	must	be	installed	on	the	larger	outer	wall	to	vent	the	combustion	away	from	the	adjoining	structure.
The	 venting	 constant	 for	 this	 flammable	 vapor	 is	 calculated	 using	 Equation	 10-25.	 Assume	 no	 turbulent
augmentation,	so	λ	=	1.	Then,

C=0.0223λSu=0.0223(1)(0.050	m/s)=1.12×10−3	bar1/2
Equation	10-23	is	used	to	estimate	the	required	vent	area.	The	total	surface	area	of	the	room	(including	floor
and	ceiling)	is

As=(2)(9 m)(6 m)+(2)(6 m)(6 m)+(2)(6 m)(9 m)=288 m2
The	required	vent	area	is	then

Av=AsCPred=(288 m2)(1.12×10−3	bar1/2)0.05 bar=1.4 m2
The	area	of	the	large	outer	wall	has	more	than	adequate	space	to	accommodate	this	vent.

Vents	for	Dusts	and	Hybrid	Mixtures
The	vent	design	for	dusts	and	hybrid	mixtures	is	based	on	the	definition	of	a	deflagration	index	for	gases	or	dusts:

KSt=(dPdt)maxV1/3(10-28)
where

KSt	is	the	deflagration	index	for	the	dust	(bar	m/s),
(dP/dt)max	is	the	maximum	pressure	increase,	determined	experimentally	(bar/s),	and
V	is	the	volume	of	the	vessel	(m3).

Chapter	6	discusses	how	to	measure	the	deflagration	index	for	dusts	and	provides	a	table	of	typical	values.
When	the	structure	initial	pressure	is	between	–0.2	barg	and	0.2	barg,	and	the	vent	opening	pressure,	Pstat,	is	less
than	0.75	barg,	then	the	following	equation	is	used	to	estimate	the	vent	area	required:

Av=1×10−4KStV3/4(1+1.54Pstat4/3)PmaxPred−1(10-29)
where

Av	is	the	required	vent	area	(m2),
KSt	is	the	deflagration	index	for	the	dust,	given	by	Equation	10-28	(bar	m/s),
V	is	the	internal	volume	of	the	enclosure	(m3),
Pstat	is	the	opening	pressure	for	the	vent	(barg),
Pmax	is	the	maximum	pressure	of	an	unvented	deflagration	initially	at	atmospheric	pressure	(barg),
Pred	is	the	maximum	internal	pressure	developed	in	the	structure	during	the	venting	process	(barg).	This	is



based	on	the	pressure	rating	of	the	weakest	element	of	the	structure.
Equation	10-29	applies	only	for	the	following	conditions:

0.1	m3	≤	V	≤	10,000	m310	bar	m/s	≤	KSt	≤	800	bar	m/s(10-30)5	barg	≤	Pmax	≤	12	barg
NFPA	68	provides	equations	for	other	conditions.

Example	10-8
Consider	again	the	room	of	Example	10-7,	but	now	assume	it	is	handling	a	dust.	In	this	case,	the	walls	have
been	reinforced	to	withstand	a	pressure	of	0.4	barg	(Pred).	The	vent	will	open	at	0.2	barg	(Pstat),	the	maximum
pressure	of	the	exploding	dust	 is	10	barg	(Pmax),	and	KSt	of	 the	dust	 is	200	bar-m/s.	Estimate	the	vent	area
required	to	protect	this	enclosure.

Solution
The	volume	of	the	structure	is

(9	m)(6	m)(6	m)=324	m3
All	of	the	conditions	of	Equations	10-30	apply,	and	Equation	10-29	is	used	to	solve	this	problem.	Substituting
the	numbers	into	the	fixed	units	equation,

Av= 1×10−4KStV3/4(1+1.54Pstat4/3)PmaxPred−1	= (1×10−4)(200	bar	m/s)
(324	m3)3/4[1+1.54(0.2	barg)4/3]10	barg0.4	barg−1= 8.83	m2

10-6	Venting	for	Fires	External	to	the	Process
Fires	 external	 to	 process	 vessels	 can	 result	 in	 heating	 and	 boiling	 of	 process	 liquids,	 as	 shown	 in	 Figure	 10-9.
Venting	is	required	to	prevent	explosion	of	these	vessels.



Figure	10-9	Heating	of	a	process	vessel	as	a	result	of	an	external	fire.	Venting	is	required	to	prevent	vessel
rupture.	For	most	fires,	only	a	fraction	of	the	external	vessel	is	exposed	to	fire.	

Two-phase	flow	during	these	reliefs	is	possible,	but	not	likely.	For	runaway	reactor	reliefs,	the	energy	is	generated
by	reaction	throughout	the	entire	reactor	 liquid	contents.	For	heating	caused	by	external	 fire,	 the	heating	occurs
only	at	the	surface	of	the	vessel.	Thus,	for	vessels	exposed	to	fire,	the	liquid	boiling	will	occur	only	next	to	the	wall;
the	 resulting	 two-phase	 foam	or	 froth	at	 the	 liquid	 surface	will	not	have	a	 substantial	 thickness.	Two-phase	 flow
during	fire	relief	can	be	prevented	by	providing	a	suitable	vapor	space	above	the	liquid	within	the	vessel.
Two-phase	fire	relief	equations	are	available	to	support	conservative	designs.	Leung	provides	an	equation	for	the
maximum	temperature	based	on	an	energy	balance	around	the	heated	vessel.12	This	equation	assumes	a	constant
heat	input	rate	Q:
12J.	C.	Leung.	“Simplified	Vent	Sizing	Equations	for	Emergency	Relief	Requirements	in	Reactors	and	Storage	Vessels.”	AICHE	Journal	32,	no.
10	(1986):	1622.

Tm−Ts=QGTACV[ln(moVQGTAvfgΔHV)−1]+VΔHVmoCVvfg(10-31)
where

Tm	is	the	maximum	temperature	in	the	vessel	(degrees),
Ts	is	the	set	temperature	corresponding	to	the	set	pressure	(degrees),
Q	is	the	constant	heat	input	rate	(energy/time),
GT	is	the	mass	flux	through	the	relief	(mass/volume-time),
A	is	the	area	of	the	relief	(area),
CV	is	the	heat	capacity	at	constant	volume	(energy/mass-degrees),
mo	is	the	liquid	mass	in	the	vessel	(mass),
V	is	the	volume	of	the	vessel	(volume),
vfg	is	the	specific	volume	difference	between	the	vapor	and	liquid	phases	(volume/mass),	and
ΔHv	is	the	heat	of	vaporization	of	the	liquid	(energy/mass).

The	solution	to	Equation	10-31	 for	GTA	 is	obtained	by	an	 iterative	or	 trial-and-error	 technique.	Equation	10-31	 is



likely	 to	produce	multiple	roots,	 in	which	case	 the	correct	solution	 is	 the	minimum	mass	 flux	GT.	For	 the	special
case	of	no	overpressure,	Tm	=	Ts,	and	Equation	10-31	reduces	to

A=QmovfgGTVΔHv(10-32)
Various	relationships	have	been	recommended	for	estimating	the	heat	added	to	a	vessel	that	is	engulfed	in	fire.	For
regulated	materials,	the	OSHA	1910.106	criterion	is	mandatory.13	Other	standards	are	also	available.14,15	Crozier,
after	analysis	of	the	various	standards,	recommended	the	following	equations	for	determining	the	total	heat	input
Q:16

13OSHA	1910.106,	Flammable	and	Combustible	Liquids	(Washington,	DC:	U.S.	Department	of	Labor,	1996).
14API	Standard	2000,	Venting	Atmospheric	and	Low-Pressure	Storage	Tanks	 (Nonrefrigerated	and	Refrigerated),	 5th	 ed.	 (Washington,	DC:
American	Petroleum	Institute,	1998).

15NFPA	30,	Flammable	and	Combustible	Liquids	Code	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2000).
16R.	A.	Crozier.	“Sizing	Relief	Valves	for	Fire	Emergencies.”	Chemical	Engineering	(October	28,	1985),	pp.	49-54

Q=20,000A for 20<A<200							Q=199,300A0.566 for 200<A<1000Q=936,400A0.338for 1000<A<2800Q=21,000A0.
82for A>2800(10-33)

where
A	is	the	area	absorbing	heat	(in	ft2)	for	the	following	geometries:

For	spheres,	55%	of	total	exposed	area;
For	horizontal	tanks,	75%	of	total	exposed	area;
For	vertical	tanks,	100%	of	total	exposed	area	for	first	30	ft;	and

Q	is	the	total	heat	input	to	the	vessel	(in	Btu/hr).
The	mass	flux	GT	is	determined	using	Equation	10-16	or	10-19.
API	520	suggests	a	slightly	different	approach	to	estimate	the	heat	flux	to	process	equipment	as	a	result	of	a	fire.17
If	prompt	firefighting	is	available	and	if	the	flammable	material	is	drained	away	from	the	vessel,	then	the	heat	flux
is	estimated	using	the	following	equation:
17API	RP	520,	Sizing,	Selection,	and	 Installation	of	Pressure-Relieving	Devices	 in	Refineries,	6th	ed.	 (Washington,	DC:	American	Petroleum
Institute,	1993).

Q=21,000F A0.82(10-34)
If	adequate	firefighting	and	drainage	do	not	exist,	then	the	following	equation	is	recommended:

Q=34,500F A0.82(10-35)
where

Q	is	the	total	heat	input	through	the	surface	of	the	vessel	(BTU/hr),
F	is	an	environment	factor	(unitless),	and
A	is	the	total	wetted	surface	of	the	vessel	(ft2).

The	environment	factor	F	is	used	to	account	for	vessel	protection	from	insulation.	A	number	of	values	for	various
insulation	thicknesses	are	shown	in	Table	10-3.

Table	10-3	Environment	Factors	F	for	Equations	10-34	and	10-35

Insulation	thickness	(in) Environment	factor	F
0 1.0
1 0.30
2 0.15
4 0.075

The	surface	area	A	is	the	area	of	the	vessel	wetted	by	its	internal	liquid	with	a	height	less	than	25	ft	above	the	flame
source.	Wong	provided	 considerably	more	 detail	 on	 how	 to	 determine	 this	 as	well	 as	 a	 number	 of	 equations	 for
various	vessel	geometries.18
18W.	Y.	Wong.	“Fires,	Vessels,	and	the	Pressure	Relief	Valve.”	Chemical	Engineering	(May	2000)	107:	84.

Example	10-9
Leung	reported	on	the	computation	of	the	required	relief	area	for	a	spherical	propane	vessel	exposed	to	fire19.
The	vessel	has	a	volume	of	100	m3	and	contains	50,700	kg	of	propane.	A	set	pressure	of	4.5	bars	absolute	is
required.	 This	 corresponds	 to	 a	 set	 temperature,	 based	 on	 the	 saturation	 pressure,	 of	 271.5	 K.	 At	 these
conditions,	the	following	physical	property	data	are	reported:

19J.	C.	Leung.	“Simplified	Vent	Sizing	Equations	for	Emergency	Relief	Requirements	in	Reactors	and	Storage	Vessels.”	AICHE	Journal	32,
no.	10	(1986):	1622.

CP=CV=2.41×103	J / kg KΔHv=3.74×105	J / kgvfg=0.1015	m3/ kg
The	molecular	weight	of	propane	is	44.

Solution



The	problem	is	solved	by	assuming	no	overpressure	during	the	relief.	The	relief	vent	area	calculated	is	larger
than	the	actual	area	required	for	a	real	relief	device	with	overpressure.
The	diameter	of	the	sphere	is

d=(6Vπ)1/3=[(6)(100 m3)(3.14)]1/3=5.76 m
The	surface	area	of	the	sphere	is

πd2=(3.14)(5.76 m)2=104.2 m2=1121 ft2
The	area	exposed	to	heat	is	given	by	the	geometry	factors	provided	with	Equation	10-33:

A=(0.55)(1121 ft2)=616 ft2
The	total	heat	input	is	found	using	Equation	10-33:

Q=199,300A0.566=(199,300)(616 ft2)0.566=7.56×106Btu/hr=2100	 	Btu/sec=2.22×106	J/s
If	we	use	Equation	10-34	and	assume	 that	 the	vessel	 is	 full	 of	 liquid,	 then	 the	entire	 vessel	 surface	area	 is
exposed	to	the	fire.	If	we	also	assume	that	no	insulation	is	present,	then	F	=	1.0.	Then,

Q=21,000F A0.82=(21,000)(1.0)(1121 ft2)0.82=6.65×106 Btu / hr
which	is	close	to	the	value	estimated	using	Equation	10-33.	From	Equation	10-16	and	assuming	ψ	=	1.0,	we
obtain

GT=QmA=0.9ψΔHVvfggcTsCP=(0.9)(1.0)(3.74×105	J / kg0.1015	m3/ kg)(1 N mJ)×1 (kg	m / s2)/N(271.5 K)
(2.41×103	J / kg K)(1	N m / J)=4.10×103 kg / m2 s

The	required	vent	area	is	determined	from	Equation	10-32:
A=QmoνfgGTVΔHv=(2.22×106 J / s)(50,700 kg)(0.1015 m3/ kg)(4.10×103 kg / m2 s)(100 m3)

(3.74×105 J / kg)=0.0745 m2
The	required	relief	diameter	is

d=4Aπ=(4)(0.0745 m2)3.14=0.308 m=12.1 in
An	 alternative	way	 to	 look	 at	 the	problem	might	 be	 to	 ask	 the	question:	What	 initial	 fill	 fraction	 should	be
specified	 in	 the	 tank	 to	 avoid	 two-phase	 flow	 during	 a	 fire	 exposure	 incident?	 No	 tested	 correlations	 are
presently	available	to	compute	the	height	of	a	foam	layer	above	the	boiling	liquid.
For	fire	reliefs	with	single-phase	vapor	flow,	the	equations	provided	in	Section	10-3	are	used	to	determine	the
size	of	the	relief.
As	mentioned	previously,	two-phase	flow	discharges	for	fire	scenarios	are	possible,	but	not	likely.	To	size	the
relief	 for	 fire	and	a	single-vapor	phase,	use	the	heat	 input	determined	from	Equations	10-33	through	10-35,
and	 determine	 the	 vapor	 mass	 flow	 rate	 through	 the	 relief	 by	 dividing	 the	 heat	 input	 by	 the	 heat	 of
vaporization	of	the	liquid.	This	assumes	that	all	the	heat	input	from	the	fire	is	used	to	vaporize	the	liquid.	The
relief	area	is	then	determined	using	Equations	10-12	through	10-14.

10-7	Reliefs	for	Thermal	Expansion	of	Process	Fluids
Liquids	contained	within	process	vessels	and	piping	will	normally	expand	when	heated.	The	expansion	will	damage
pipes	and	vessels	if	the	pipe	or	vessel	is	filled	completely	with	fluid	and	the	liquid	is	blocked	in.
A	typical	situation	is	thermal	expansion	of	water	in	cooling	coils	in	a	reactor,	shown	in	Figure	10-10.	If	the	coils	are
filled	 with	 water	 and	 are	 accidentally	 blocked	 in,	 the	 water	 will	 expand	 when	 heated	 by	 the	 reactor	 contents,
leading	to	damage	to	the	cooling	coils.



Figure	10-10	Damage	to	cooling	coils	as	a	result	of	external	heating	of	blocked-in	cooling	fluid.	

Relief	vents	are	 installed	 in	 these	systems	to	prevent	damage	resulting	 from	 liquid	expansion.	Although	this	may
appear	 to	 be	 a	minor	 problem,	 damage	 to	 heat	 exchange	 systems	 can	 result	 in	 (1)	 contamination	 of	 product	 or
intermediate	 substances,	 (2)	 subsequent	 corrosion	 problems,	 (3)	 substantial	 plant	 outages,	 and	 (4)	 large	 repair



expenses.	Failure	in	heat	exchange	equipment	is	also	difficult	to	identify,	and	repairs	are	time-consuming.
A	thermal	expansion	coefficient	for	liquids,	β,	is	defined	as

β=1V(dVdT)(10-36)
where

V	is	the	volume	of	the	fluid	(volume),	and
T	is	the	temperature	(degrees).

Table	10-4	lists	thermal	expansion	coefficients	for	a	number	of	substances.	Water	behaves	in	an	unusual	fashion.	Its
thermal	 expansion	 coefficient	 decreases	 with	 increasing	 temperature	 up	 to	 about	 4°C,	 after	 which	 the	 thermal
expansion	 coefficient	 increases	 with	 temperature.	 Coefficients	 for	 water	 are	 readily	 determined	 from	 the	 steam
tables.

Table	10-4	Thermal	Expansion	Coefficients	for	a	Variety	of	Liquids

Liquid Density	at	20°C	(kg/m3) Thermal	expansion	coefficient	(°C–1)
Alcohol,	ethyl 791 112	×	10–5

Alcohol,	methyl 792 120	×	10–5

Benzene 877 124	×	10–5

Carbon	tetrachloride 1595 124	×	10–5

Ether,	ethyl 714 166	×	10–5

Glycerin 1261 51	×	10–5

Mercury 13,546 18.2	×	10–5

Turpentine 873 97	×	10–5

Source:	G.	Shortley	and	D.	Williams.	Elements	of	Physics,	4th	ed.	(Englewood	Cliffs,	NJ:	Prentice	Hall,	1965),	p.	302.
The	volumetric	expansion	rate	Qv	through	the	relief	resulting	from	thermal	expansion	is

Qv=dVdt=dVdTdTdt(10-37)
By	applying	the	definition	of	the	thermal	expansion	coefficient,	given	by	Equation	10-36,	we	obtain

Qv=βVdTdt(10-38)
For	a	pipe	or	process	vessel	heated	externally	by	a	hot	fluid,	the	energy	balance	of	the	fluid	is	given	by

mCPdTdt=UA(T−Ta)(10-39)
where

T	is	the	temperature	of	the	fluid	(degrees),
CP	is	the	heat	capacity	of	the	liquid	(energy/mass-degrees),
UA	is	an	overall	heat	transfer	coefficient	(energy/time-degrees),	and
Ta	is	the	ambient	temperature	(degrees).

It	follows	that
dTdt=UAmCP(T−Ta)(10-40)

Substituting	into	Equation	10-41,	we	obtain
Qv=βVmCPUA(T−Ta)(10-41)

and,	with	the	definition	of	the	liquid	density	ρ,
Qv=βρCPUA(T−Ta)(10-42)

Equation	 10-42	 describes	 the	 fluid	 expansion	 only	 at	 the	 beginning	 of	 heat	 transfer,	 when	 the	 fluid	 is	 initially
exposed	to	the	external	temperature	Ta.	The	heat	transfer	will	increase	the	temperature	of	the	liquid,	changing	the
value	of	T.	However,	it	is	apparent	that	Equation	10-42	provides	the	maximum	thermal	expansion	rate,	sufficient	for
sizing	a	relief	device.
The	volumetric	expansion	rate	Qv	is	subsequently	used	in	an	appropriate	equation	to	determine	the	relief	vent	size.

Example	10-10
The	cooling	coil	in	a	reactor	has	a	surface	area	of	10,000	ft2.	Under	the	most	severe	conditions,	such	coils	can
contain	water	at	32°F	and	can	be	exposed	to	superheated	steam	at	400°F.	Given	a	heat	transfer	coefficient	of
50	BTU/hr-ft2-°F,	estimate	the	volumetric	expansion	rate	of	the	water	in	the	cooling	coils	in	gpm.

Solution
The	expansion	coefficient	β	 for	water	at	32°F	should	be	used.	This	 is	estimated	using	liquid	volumetric	data
from	 the	 steam	 tables	 over	 a	 short	 range	 of	 temperatures	 around	 32°F.	 However,	 the	 steam	 tables	 do	 not
provide	 liquid-water–specific	 volume	 data	 at	 temperatures	 below	 32°F.	 A	 value	 between	 32°F	 and	 some
appropriate	higher	temperature	will	suffice.	From	the	steam	tables:

Temperature	(°F) Specific	volume	(ft3/lbm)
32 0.01602



50 0.01603

The	expansion	coefficient	is	computed	using	Equation	10-36:
β=1vdvdT=10.016025 ft3/1bm(0.01603−0.0160250−32)  (ft3/1bm°F)=3.47×10−5	oF−1

The	volumetric	expansion	rate	is	given	by	Equation	10-42:
Qv=βρCPUA(T−Ta)=(3.47×10−5/ °F)(50	BTU / hr-ft2	oF)(10,000 ft2)(400−32)°F(62.4	1bm/ ft3)(1 Btu/1bm

°F)=102	ft3/ hr=12.7 gpm
The	relief	device	vent	area	must	be	designed	to	accommodate	this	volumetric	flow.
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Problems
10-1.	Fill	in	the	blanks	in	the	table.

Relief	configuration MA
WP

Set	
pressur
e

Maximum	set	
pressure

Maximum	
accumulated	pressure

Allowable	
overpressure

a.	Single	relief,	nonfire 100	
psig

100	psig 	 	 	

b.	Single	relief,	nonfire 100	
psig

90	psig 	 	 	

c.	Primary	relief,	nonfire,	with	
secondary	relief

100	
psig

100	psig 	 	 	

d.	Secondary	relief,	nonfire 100	
psig

100	psig 	 	 	

e.	Primary	relief,	fire 100	
psig

90	psig 	 	 	

f.	Secondary	relief,	fire 100	
psig

100	psig 	 	 	

g.	Supplemental	relief 100	
psig

90	psig 	 	 	

h.	Single	relief,	nonfire 10	
barg

barg 	 	 	

i.	Single	relief,	nonfire 10	
barg

9	barg 	 	 	

j.	Primary	relief,	nonfire	with	
secondary	relief

10	
barg

10	barg 	 	 	

k.	Secondary	relief,	nonfire 10	
barg

10	barg 	 	 	

l.	Primary	relief,	fire 10	
barg

9	barg 	 	

m.	Secondary	relief,	fire 10	
barg

10	barg 	 	 	

n.	Supplemental	relief 10	
barg

9	barg 	 	 	

10-2.	Calculate	the	diameter	of	a	certified	capacity	spring-type	liquid	relief	for	the	following	conditions:

Pump	capacity	at	Δp Set	pressure Overpressure Backpressure Valve	type (ρ	/ρref)
a.	100	gpm 50	psig 5	psig 5	psig Conventional 1.0
b.	200	gpm 100	psig 10	psig 10	psig Balanced-bellows 1.3
c.	5	m3/s 5	barg 0.5	barg 0.5	barg Balanced-bellows 1.2

d.	7	m3/s 10	barg 1	barg 1	barg Conventional 1.0

10-3.	Calculate	the	diameter	of	a	spring-type	vapor	relief	for	the	following	conditions.	Assume	for	each	case	a
heat	capacity	ratio	γ	=	1.3	and	a	compressibility	z	=	1.0.

Set	pressure Temperature Molecular	weight Mass	flow Overpressure Backpressure
a.	100	psig 100°F 28 50	lbm/hr 10	psig 10	psig
b.	150	psig 200°F 44 100	lbm/hr 30	psig 15	psig
c.	200	psig 100°F 28 150	lbm/hr 10	psig 20	psig
d.	8	barg 300	K 44 10	kg/s 1	barg 1	barg
e.	10	barg 400	K 28 20	kg/s 2	barg 2	barg
f.	20	barg 400	K 28 30	kg/s 2	barg 1	barg

10-4.	Calculate	the	required	diameter	for	certified-capacity	liquid	rupture	discs	for	the	following	conditions.
Assume	a	liquid	specific	gravity	of	1.2	for	all	cases.

Liquid	flow Set	pressure Overpressure Backpressure
a.	500	gpm 100	psig 10	psig 5	psig
b.	100	gpm 50	psig 5	psig 2	psig
c.	5	m3/s 10	barg 1	barg 0.5	barg

d.	10	m3/s 20	barg 2	barg 1	barg

10-5.	Calculate	the	diameter	for	rupture	discs	in	vapor	service	for	the	following	conditions.	Assume	that



nitrogen	is	the	vent	gas.

Gas	flow Temperature Set	pressure Overpressure Backpressure
a.	100	lbm/hr 100oF 100	psig 10	psig 5	psi
b.	200	lbm/hr 150oF 150	psig 15	psig 10	psi
c.	10	kg/s 400	K 10	barg 1	barg 0.5	barg
d.	20	kg/s 500	K 20	barg 1	barg 0.5	barg

10-6.	Determine	the	relief	diameter	for	the	following	two-phase	flow	conditions.	Assume	in	all	cases	that	L/D	=
0.0.

	 a b c d
Reaction	mass 10,000	lbm 10,000	lbm 4000	kg 4000	kg
Volume 200	ft3 500	ft3 15	m3 500	m3

Set	pressure 100	psia 100	psia 7	bara 7	bara
Set	temperature 500°F 500°F 500	K 500	K
(dT/dt)s 0.5°F/s 0.5°F/s 2.0	K/s 2.0	K/s
Maximum	pressure 120	psia 120	psia 8	bara 9	bara
Maximum	temperature 520°F 520°F 540	K 540	K
(dT/dt)m 0.66°F/s 0.66°F/s 2.4	K/s 2.6	K/s
Liquid-specific	volume 0.02 0.2 0.02 0.02
Vapor-specific	volume 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
Heat	capacity 1.1	Btu/lbm°F 1.1	Btu/lbm°F 5.0	kJ/kg	K 5.0	kJ/kg	K
Heat	of	vaporization 130	Btu/lbm 130	Btu/lbm 300	kJ/kg 130	kJ/kg

10-7.	Determine	the	deflagration	vent	size	for	the	following	structures:

Vapors a b c d
Internal	area	of	structure 1000	ft3 1000	ft3 300	m3 300	m3

Turbulent	augmentation	factor,	λ 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.5
Max.	internal	pressure,	Pred 0.05	bar 0.10	bar 0.05	bar 0.10	bar
Gas Methane Hydrogen Methane Hydrogen

Dusts e f g h
Volume	of	structure 1000	ft3 1000	ft3 30	m3 30	m3

Deflagration	index,	KSt,	bar	m/s 200 300 200 300
Opening	pressure	of	vent,	Pstat 3	psig 6	psig 0.2	barg 0.4	barg
Max.	pressure	of	unvented,	Pmax 150	psig 200	psig 10	barg 15	barg
Max.	internal	pressure,	Pred 6	psig 8	psig 0.4	barg 0.6	barg

10-8.	A	cooling	coil	contains	ethyl	alcohol.	The	heat	capacity	of	the	alcohol	is	0.58	kcal/kg°C,	and	its	density	is
791	kg/m3.	Determine	the	relief	volumetric	flow	required.	Assume	a	cooling	coil	area	of	300	m2	and	a	heat
transfer	coefficient	of	1000	J/s	m2	K.	The	ambient	temperature	is	300	K	and	the	maximum	temperature	to
which	the	alcohol	is	exposed	is	550	K.
10-9.	Home	hot-water	heaters	contain	relief	devices	to	provide	protection	in	the	event	that	the	heater	controls
fail	and	the	water	is	heated	to	a	high	temperature.	A	typical	water	heater	contains	40	gal	of	water	and	has	a
heat	input	of	42,000	Btu/hr.	If	the	heater	is	equipped	with	a	150-psia	capacity-certified	spring	relief	device,
compute	the	area	required	for	the	relief.	Single-phase	flow	is	expected.	Assume	no	overpressure.
Also	compute	the	relief	vent	size	assuming	all	vapor	relief.	Assume	20%	backpressure.
10-10.	A	cylindrical	tank,	4	ft	in	diameter	and	10	ft	long,	is	completely	filled	with	water	and	blocked	in.
Estimate	the	thermal	expansion	rate	of	the	water	if	the	water	is	at	50°F	and	the	steel	shell	of	the	tank	is
suddenly	heated	to	100°F	by	the	sun.	Assume	a	heat	transfer	coefficient	of	50	Btu/hr	ft2	°F	and	that	only	the
top	half	of	the	tank	is	heated.
If	the	tank	is	exposed	to	fire,	what	is	the	required	relief	area?	Assume	no	overpressure.
The	tank	MAWP	is	200	psig.
10-11.	A	10-ft-wide	by	10-ft-long	by	10-ft-high	shed	is	used	to	store	tanks	of	methane.	What	deflagration	vent
area	is	required?	Assume	a	maximum	internal	overpressure	of	0.1	psig.
10-12.	A	horizontal	vessel,	3	m	long	and	1	m	in	diameter,	contains	water.	What	relief	size	is	required	to	protect
the	vessel	from	fire	exposure?	Assume	the	following:	vapor	relief	only,	MAWP	of	14	barg,	conventional	capacity-
certified	spring-operated	relief.



Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	11.	Hazards	Identification	and	Evaluation
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to:

1.	 Define	terms	related	to	hazard	identification	and	risk	assessment.
2.	 Describe	the	hazard	identification	and	risk	assessment	procedure.
3.	 Identify	the	various	methods	available	for	hazard	identification/evaluation	and	risk	assessment.
4.	 Describe	several	commonly	used	methods	for	hazard	identification/evaluation.

Hazards	are	everywhere.	Unfortunately,	a	hazard	is	not	always	identified	until	an	incident	occurs.	It	is	essential	to
identify	hazards	and	reduce	risks	to	prevent	incidents.
For	every	process	in	a	chemical	plant,	the	following	questions	must	be	asked:

1.	 What	are	the	hazards?
2.	 What	can	go	wrong	and	how?
3.	 How	bad	could	it	be?
4.	 How	often	could	it	happen?
5.	 What	is	the	risk?
6.	 How	do	we	control	and	manage	this	risk?

The	 first	 question	 represents	 hazard	 identification.	 The	 second	 and	 third	 questions	 are	 part	 of	 hazard
evaluation/analysis.	 Question	 4	 estimates	 the	 likelihood	 (frequency	 of	 occurrence	 or	 the	 probability).	 Question	 5
combines	the	results	of	questions	3	and	4	to	estimate	the	risk—a	process	called	risk	analysis.	Question	6	focuses	on
risk	assessment;	it	concerns	decisions	that	are	made	to	reduce	the	risk	to	a	tolerable	level	based	on	the	results	of
the	previous	questions.
In	 Chapter	 1,	 Table	 1-1	 included	 important	 definitions	 related	 to	 this	 chapter’s	 content:	 hazard	 identification,
hazard	 evaluation/analysis,	 risk	 analysis,	 and	 risk	 assessment.	 Note	 that	 hazards	 identification	 identifies	 the
hazards,	 hazard	 evaluation/analysis	 determines	 the	 mechanisms	 and	 consequences	 of	 a	 potential	 incident,	 risk
analysis	estimates	the	likelihood	and	combines	this	with	the	consequences	to	estimate	the	risk,	and	risk	assessment
applies	 the	 results	of	 the	 risk	analysis	 to	make	decisions.	Hazard	evaluation/analysis	 is	 frequently	called	process
hazards	analysis	(PHA).
Figure	 11-1	 shows	 the	 procedure	 for	 hazards	 identification	 and	 evaluation	 (covered	 in	 this	 chapter)	 and	 risk
analysis/assessment	(covered	in	Chapter	12).	This	procedure	can	be	performed	at	any	stage	during	the	design	or
operation	of	a	plant.	If	the	study	is	performed	during	the	process	design	stage,	it	should	be	done	as	soon	as	possible
before	major	decisions	are	made;	this	enables	safety	improvements	to	be	easily	incorporated	into	the	design.



Figure	11-1	Major	steps	in	the	hazards	identification/evaluation	and	risk	analysis/assessment	procedures.	

The	procedure	in	Figure	11-1	begins	with	a	detailed	description	of	the	process.	The	more	detailed	and	reliable	the
information,	 the	better	 the	result.	Next,	 the	hazards	are	 identified	 for	both	material	and	process	hazards	using	a
number	of	procedures	presented	in	this	chapter.	Hazard	evaluation	involves	identifying	the	incidents	(what	can	go
wrong	 and	 how)	 and	 incident	 outcomes	 (consequences).	 Risk	 analysis	 involves	 estimating	 the	 ultimate	 loss	 and



harm	of	the	incident	(impact)	and	the	likelihood	(probability	or	frequency).	The	impacts	and	likelihood	are	combined
to	estimate	the	risk.
Risk	assessment	 involves	applying	 the	results	of	 the	risk	analysis	 to	make	decisions.	These	decisions	 involve	risk
tolerance.	Risk	tolerance	is	the	willingness	of	a	company,	and	society	as	a	whole,	to	live	with	a	risk	so	as	to	secure
the	resulting	benefits.	A	risk	worth	taking	is	one	that	is	carefully	managed	and	properly	controlled.	Each	company
and	 organization	 must	 develop	 its	 own	 risk	 tolerance.	 Tolerable	 risks	 are	 chosen	 by	 the	 company’s	 senior
management	and	are	based	on	industrial	experience,	judgment,	and	criteria.1	(See	Section	1-9.)
1AICHE	Center	 for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	 for	Developing	Quantitative	Safety	Risk	Criteria	 (Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	 Interscience,
2009).

If	the	risk	is	not	considered	tolerable,	modifications	must	be	made	and	the	procedure	of	Figure	11-1	restarted	from
the	beginning.	The	modifications	could	include	a	change	in	chemicals,	process	design,	hardware,	procedures,	and
many	other	aspects.	All	opportunities	for	inherently	safer	designs	should	be	considered.	Safeguards	should	also	be
added	at	this	point.
A	 very	 important	 responsibility	 is	 shown	 at	 the	 bottom	 of	 Figure	 11-1—namely,	 the	 responsibility	 to	 build
management	 systems	 to	 ensure	 that	 the	 process	 continues	 to	 operate	 at	 a	 tolerable	 level	 of	 risk	 and	 to	 make
additional	risk	reductions	if	possible.	The	management	system	should	ensure	that	the	hazards	identification	and	risk
assessment	procedure	is	maintained	throughout	the	entire	lifetime	of	a	process.

11-1	Introduction	to	Hazard	Identification/Evaluation	and	Risk
Analysis
Table	 11-1	 lists	 the	major	methods	 used	 in	 hazard	 identification/evaluation	 and	 risk	 analysis.	 The	 non-scenario-
based	methods	depend	on	the	experience	of	the	review	team,	while	the	scenario-based	methods	use	predictive	and
analytical	methods	to	define	specific	incident	scenarios.	The	scenario-based	methods	are	much	more	complex	and
tedious	than	the	non-scenario-based	methods,	since	the	scenarios	may	be	very	numerous	and	must	all	be	explicitly
identified.

Table	11-1	Summary	of	Hazard	Identification/Evaluation	and	Risk	Analysis	Methods

Non-scenario-based	methods:	Depend	on	the	experience	of	the	review	team.	These	are	covered	in	Section	11-
2.

Checklist	analysis:	A	written	list	of	items	or	procedural	steps	to	check	and	validate.

Safety	review:	A	committee	review	that	identifies	plant	conditions	or	operating	procedures	that	could	lead	to	
an	incident.

Inherent	safety	review:	Identifies	hazards	to	find	ways	to	eliminate	or	reduce	hazards.	Often	incorporated	
with	checklist	reviews,	what-if,	or	HAZOP	methods.

Preliminary	hazard	analysis:	A	list	of	hazards,	causes,	major	effects,	and	corrective/preventive	measures.

Relative	ranking:	Calculates	a	number	that	is	a	relative	indication	of	the	hazard/risk.

Scenario-based	methods:	Use	predictive	and	analytical	methods	to	define	the	incident	scenarios.	See	Section	
11-3.

Hazard	and	operability	(HAZOP)	study:a	A	careful	review	of	a	process	to	identify	deviations	from	the	design	or	
operational	intent	that	can	lead	to	undesired	consequences.

Fault	tree	analysis	(FTA):b	A	deductive	technique	that	focuses	on	one	particular	incident	or	main	system	
failure	and	determines	the	causes	of	the	incident.

Event	tree	analysis	(ET):b	Determines	all	the	possible	outcomes	following	the	success	or	failure	of	protective	
systems.

Failure	modes	and	effects	analysis	(FMEA):a	Tabulates	failure	modes	of	equipment	and	their	effects	on	a	
system	or	process.

What-if	analysis:a	A	brainstorming	approach	to	ask	questions	or	voice	concerns	about	possible	undesired	
events.

What-if/checklist	analysis:a	Combines	what-if	analysis	with	a	checklist.

Cause–consequence	analysis	(CCA)	and	bow-tie	analysis:b	A	blend	of	the	fault	tree	end	event	tree	methods.



Quantitative	risk	analysis	(QRA):b	A	very	rigorous	approach	using	source	models,	dispersion	models,	and	
effect	models	to	calculate	risk	estimates	for	every	possible	scenario.

Layer	of	protection	analysis	(LOPA):b	A	simplified	form	of	quantitative	risk	analysis	using	order-of-magnitude	
categories	for	initiating	event	frequency,	consequence	severity,	and	likelihood	of	failure	of	independent	
protection	layers	(IPL).	LOPA	determines	the	adequacy	of	safeguards	in	the	context	of	hazard	evaluations.

aDiscussed	in	Chapter	11.
bDiscussed	in	Chapter	12.

Note:	Additional,	more	detailed	 information	on	all	 these	methods	 is	 found	 in	AICHE/CCPS.	Guidelines	for	Hazard
Evaluation	Procedures,	3rd	ed.	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2008).
Nine	methods	 for	hazards	 identification/evaluation	are	covered	 in	 this	chapter:	checklist	analysis,	 safety	reviews,
inherent	 safety	 reviews,	 preliminary	 hazard	 analysis,	 relative	 ranking,	 hazard	 and	 operability	 (HAZOP)	 studies,
failure	modes	and	effects	analysis	 (FMEA),	what-if	 analysis,	and	what-if/checklist	analysis.	The	 first	 five	methods
are	non-scenario-based	evaluations,	whereas	the	last	four	are	scenario-based	methods.
Fault	tree	analysis	(FTA),	event	tree	analysis	(ET),	quantitative	risk	analysis	(QRA),	and	layer	of	protection	analysis
(LOPA)	methods	are	presented	in	Chapter	12,	as	these	require	an	estimate	of	the	incident	likelihood.
QRA	was	the	method	originally	used	to	estimate	risk;	indeed,	it	was	the	only	method	available	many	years	ago.	It
uses	 source	 models	 to	 estimate	 release	 rates	 of	 materials	 from	 the	 process,	 dispersion	 models	 to	 estimate
downwind	concentrations,	and	effect	models	to	estimate	damage,	injury,	and	loss	of	life.	This	analysis	is	applied	to
every	incident	scenario	identified—and	those	scenarios	may	be	very	numerous.	Computer	codes	are	typically	used
with	this	approach.
The	LOPA	method	was	developed	in	the	late	1990s	as	a	simplified	quantitative	risk	analysis.	LOPA	is	classified	as	an
adequacy	of	safeguards	method.	It	uses	a	risk	matrix	(see	Section	1-9)	to	estimate	the	order	of	magnitude	for	the
initiating	event	frequency,	consequence	severity,	and	likelihood	of	failure	of	protection	layers.	LOPA	is	presented	in
Chapter	12.
The	 success	of	 all	PHA	methods	depends	on	 the	quantity	and	 reliability	of	 the	 information	used	as	 inputs	 to	 the
analysis.	Table	11-2	 lists	some	of	 the	 information	requirements.	This	 list	 is	by	no	means	complete	and	the	actual
requirements	will	depend	on	the	specific	process.

Table	11-2	Typical	Information	Requirements	for	Hazards	Identification/Evaluation	and	Risk	Analysis/Assessment

Categ
ory Information

Chemi
cals

Flammability	of	gases,	liquids,	and	dusts	(see	Chapter	6)

Gases:	LFL,	UFL,	AIT,	MOC,	Pmax,	(dP/dt)max

Liquids:	Flash	point	temperature

Dusts:	Minimum	explosible	concentration	(MEC),	St	class,	Pmax

Minimum	ignition	energy	(MIE)

Toxicity,	including	acute	and	chronic	inhalation,	oral,	and	dermal	(see	Chapter	2)

Exposure	limits:	TLV,	PEL,	STEL.	IDLH,	ERPG,	AEGL,	etc.

Carcinogenicity,	mutagenicity,	teratogenicity,	etc.

Reactivity	(see	Chapter	8)

Stoichiometry

Kinetic	information

Maximum	pressure

Maximum	reaction	rate

Time	to	maximum	rate

Energy	released

Compatibility	with	other	chemicals	and	contaminants



Properties	of	intermediate	and	product	chemicals

Stability	in	storage

Environmental	effects,	including	biodegradability,	aquatic	toxicity,	and	environmental	persistence

Corrosivity

Physical	properties:	Density,	heat	capacity,	molecular	weights,	enthalpies,	etc.
Equip
ment

Process	flow	diagrams	(PFD)

Process	and	instrument	diagrams	(P&ID)

Mass	and	energy	balances

Stream	temperatures,	pressures,	and	composition

Design	basis	for	all	equipment

Specifications	for	all	equipment,	including	all	vessels	and	pipes

Maximum	temperature	and	pressure

Material	of	construction,	including	compatibility	with	chemicals	and	other	materials

Manufacturer’s	specifications

Equipment	layout	and	spacing

Equipment	maintenance	requirements

Pressure	protection	requirements,	including	relief	devices

Storage,	including	type,	quantities,	and	material	compatibility

Electrical	and	area	classification

Control	systems,	including	safety	instrumented	systems

Control	rooms

Sampling	stations

Ancillary	equipment,	including	compressors,	electrical	supply,	water	supply,	heating	and	cooling,	
ventilation,	sewage,	etc.

Emergency	response,	including	personal	protection	equipment	(PPE);	sprinklers,	deluge	and	water	
supply	systems;	safety	showers	and	eyewash	systems;	etc.

Proced
ures

Documentation,	validated	and	up-to-date

Construction

Startup

Operation

Cleaning

Maintenance

Pressure	testing



Mechanical	testing

Calibration

Replacement	in	kind

Safe	work	procedures,	including	lock-out/tag-out	(LOTO),	management	of	change	(MOC),	hot	work	
permits,	etc.

Shutdown

Decommissioning

Emergency	response

Training

Audits

Chemical	handling

Inerting	and	purging

PHA	revalidation

Waste	disposal

Quality	control
Conditi
ons

Temperature

Pressure

Concentration

Industrial	hygiene	conditions	such	as	chemical	exposures,	noise,	thermal	and	ionizing	radiation	Static	
electricity	formation

Note:	This	is	only	a	partial	list;	specific	requirements	will	vary	considerably.
Table	11-3	 shows	 the	major	 phases	 in	 the	 development	 of	 a	 process,	 along	with	 example	 hazard	 objectives	 and
typical	PHA	and	risk	analysis	methods	 that	are	appropriate	 for	each	phase.	The	bottom	row	of	Table	11-3	shows
methods	that	can	be	applied	to	incident	investigations—a	special	and	(one	hopes)	rare	case	in	a	process	lifetime.

Table	 11-3	 Example	 Hazard	 Identification/Evaluation	 Objectives	 and	 Methods	 at	 Different	 Stages	 in	 a	 Process
Lifetime

Process	phase Example	hazard	identification/evaluation	objectives Typical	hazard	evaluation	
or	risk	analysis	method

Research	and	
development

Identify	chemical	reactions	or	chemical	incompatibilities	that	
could	cause	runaway	reactions,	fires,	explosions,	or	toxic	gas	
releases.

Identify	process	safety	data	needs	for	future	analysis.

Inherent	
safety	
review

Hazards	
inventory/s
urvey

Relative	
ranking

Preliminary	
hazard	
analysis

	

Conceptual	design Select	process	technology	based	on	inherent	safety.

Identify	other	opportunities	for	inherent	safety.

Compare	the	hazards	between	potential	plant	sites.

Inherent	
safety	
review

Checklist	

What-if

What-
if/checklist



Compare	the	hazards	between	potential	plant	sites.

Provide	input	to	facility	layout	and	buffer	zones.

Checklist	
analysis

Relative	
ranking

Preliminary	
hazard	
analysis

Inherent	
safety	
review

LOPA

Pilot	plant Identify	ways	for	hazardous	materials	to	be	released	to	the	
environment.

Identify	ways	a	catalyst	can	be	deactivated.

Identify	potentially	hazardous	operator	interfaces.

Identify	ways	to	minimize	hazardous	wastes.

Checklist	
analysis

Preliminary	
hazard	
analysis

What-if

What-
if/checklist

HAZOP

Bow-tie

FMEA

Fault	tree

Event	tree

Cause–
consequenc
e	analysis

LOPA

Detailed	
engineering

Identify	ways	for	a	flammable	mixture	to	form	inside	process	
equipment.

Identify	how	a	reportable	spill	might	occur.

Identify	which	process	control	malfunctions	will	cause	
runaway	reactions.

Inherent	
safety	
review

Checklist	
analysis

Preliminary	
hazard	
analysis

What-if

FMEA

Fault	tree

Event	tree

Cause–
consequenc
e	analysis

QRA

	 Identify	ways	to	reduce	hazardous	material	inventories.

Evaluate	whether	designed	safeguards	are	adequate	to	control	
process	risks	to	required	levels.

Identify	safety	critical	equipment	that	must	be	regularly	
tested,	inspected,	or	maintained.

What-
if/checklist

HAZOP

LOPA

Bow-tie

Construction	and	
startup

Identify	error	likely	situations	in	the	startup	and	operating	
procedures.

Verify	that	all	issues	from	previous	hazard	evaluations	were	
resolved	satisfactorily	and	that	no	new	issues	were	
introduced.

Identify	hazards	that	adjacent	units	may	create	for	
construction	and	maintenance	workers.

Identify	hazards	associated	with	vessel	cleaning	procedures.

Identify	any	discrepancies	between	as-built	equipment	and	the	
design	drawings.

Safety	
review

Checklist	
analysis

What-if

What-
if/checklist

	

Routine	operation Identify	hazards	associated	with	operating	procedures.

Identify	ways	an	overpressure	transient	might	occur.

Update	previous	hazard	evaluations	to	account	for	operational	
experience.

Identify	hazards	associated	with	out-of-service	equipment.

Inherent	
safety	
review

Safety	
review

Checklist	
analysis

FMEA

Fault	tree

Event	tree

Cause–
consequenc
e	analysis



Ensure	that	maintenance	is	done	on	time	and	safely.

Implement	safe	work	practices	for	nonroutine	operations	such	
as	hot	work,	lock-out/tag-out	(LOTO)	operations,	and	others.

What-if

What-
if/checklist

HAZOP

Bow-tie

QRA

LOPA

Process	
modification	or	
plant	expansion

Identify	whether	changing	the	feedstock	composition	will	
create	any	new	hazards	or	worsen	existing	ones.

Identify	hazards	associated	with	new	equipment.

All	methods 	

Decommissioning Identify	how	demolition	work	will	affect	adjacent	units.

Identify	any	fire,	explosion,	or	toxic	hazards	associated	with	
any	residues	left	in	the	unit	after	shutdown.

Safety	
review

Checklist	
analysis

What-if

What-
if/checklist

Incident	
investigation

As	required. What-if

HAZOP

FMEA

Fault	tree

Bow-tie

Event	tree

Cause–
consequenc
e	analysis

QRA

Source:	 Adapted	 from	 AICHE/CCPS.	Guidelines	 for	 Hazard	 Evaluation	 Procedures,	 3rd	 ed.	 (Hoboken,	 NJ:	 Wiley
Interscience,	2008).
PHA	 and	 risk	 analysis/assessment	methods	 are	 applied	 throughout	 the	 process	 lifetime.	 Certainly,	 they	must	 be
applied	as	early	as	possible	during	the	early	phases	of	the	process	lifetime.	They	are	also	applied	on	a	fixed	time
frame—for	example,	annually.	They	are	also	applied	as	needed—for	example,	if	changes	are	made	to	the	process,	if
a	“near	miss”	occurs,	or	if	a	leading	or	lagging	indicator	reveals	that	the	hazards	were	not	appropriately	identified
or	controlled.
An	 important	 decision	 is	which	method	 to	 select.	 Table	 11-4	 lists	 some	 factors	 that	 influence	 the	 selection	 of	 a
method.	The	 selection	depends	on	 the	phase	of	 the	process	and	on	a	number	of	 influencing	 factors,	 such	as	 the
motivation	for	the	study,	type	of	results	required,	type	of	information	available	to	perform	the	study,	characteristics
of	the	analysis	problem,	perceived	risk,	and	resource	availability.

Table	11-4	Factors	That	Influence	the	Selection	of	a	Hazard	Identification/Evaluation	or	Risk	Analysis	Method

1.	 Motivation	for	the	study

a.	 What	is	the	necessity	for	the	study	in	the	first	place?

b.	 Is	the	study	being	chartered	as	part	of	an	existing	policy?

c.	 Are	insights	needed	to	make	risk	management	decisions	concerning	the	improvement	of	an	existing,	mature	
process?

d.	 Is	the	study	being	done	for	regulatory	or	legal	requirements?

2.	 Type	of	results	needed

a.	 List	of	hazards

b.	 List	of	potential	incident	situations



c.	 List	of	alternatives	for	reducing	risk	or	areas	needing	study

d.	 Prioritization	of	results

e.	 Input	for	quantitative	risk	analysis	(QRA)

3.	 Type	of	information	available	to	perform	the	study

a.	 Current	stage	of	life	of	the	process	or	activity	when	the	study	is	performed

b.	 Availability,	quality,	and	current	status	of	the	information

4.	 Characteristics	of	the	analysis	problem

a.	 Complexity	and	size	of	the	problem

b.	 Type	of	process

c.	 Types	of	unit	operations	included	in	the	process

d.	 Nature	of	the	hazards

e.	 Incidents	or	situations	of	concern

5.	 Perceived	risk	associated	with	the	subject	process	or	activity—depends	on	the	amount,	nature,	and	
relevance	of	experience

6.	 Resource	availability	and	analysts/management	preference

a.	 Availability	of	skilled	and	knowledgeable	personnel

b.	 Target	dates	for	completion	of	the	study

c.	 Financial	resources

d.	 Preference	of	the	hazard	analysts

e.	 Preference	of	the	manager(s)	that	charters	the	study

Source:	 Adapted	 from	 AICHE/CCPS.	Guidelines	 for	 Hazard	 Evaluation	 Procedures,	 3rd	 ed.	 (Hoboken,	 NJ:	 Wiley
Interscience,	2008).

11-2	Non-Scenario-Based	Hazard	Identification/Evaluation
Methods
Non-scenario-based	methods	depend	on	the	experience	of	the	review	team.



Checklist	Analysis
A	checklist	analysis	uses	a	list	of	possible	problems,	hazards,	or	procedural	steps	to	be	reviewed	and	verified.	The
analysis	reminds	the	reviewers	to	consider	specific	issues	to	decide	if	they	are	addressed	appropriately.
The	checklist	review	is	most	suitable	during	the	conceptual	design,	pilot	plant,	detailed	engineering,	construction
and	startup,	routine	operation,	process	modification	or	plant	expansion,	and	decommissioning	stages	of	a	plant	life
cycle,	as	shown	in	Table	11-3.	However,	 the	checklist	analysis	 is	best	applied	 in	 the	preliminary	stages	of	hazard
identification;	it	should	not	be	used	as	a	replacement	for	a	more	detailed	hazards	identification/evaluation	method.
The	checklist	used	varies	widely	in	detail	and	may	include	hundreds	or	even	thousands	of	items.	Checklist	analysis
can	be	used	to	evaluate	materials,	equipment,	or	procedures.	Checklists	can	be	customized	for	specific	processes,
specific	types	of	process	equipment	(e.g.,	heat	exchangers,	pumps,	distillation	columns),	and	different	stages	in	the
lifetime	of	a	plant.
A	typical	checklist	is	shown	in	Figure	11-2.	This	checklist	has	three	checkoff	columns.	The	first	column	is	used	to
indicate	those	areas	that	have	been	thoroughly	investigated.	The	second	column	is	used	for	those	items	that	do	not
apply	to	the	particular	plant.	The	last	column	is	used	to	mark	those	areas	requiring	further	investigation.	Extensive
notes	on	individual	areas	are	kept	separate	from	the	checklist.



Figure	11-2	A	typical	process	safety	checklist.	A	list	of	this	type	is	frequently	used	before	a	more	complete
analysis.	

Checklist	analysis	includes	three	steps:2
2AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Hazard	Evaluation	Procedures,	3rd	ed.	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2008).

1.	 Select	and	develop	an	appropriate	checklist.	Experienced	team	members	start	with	available	checklists,	such
as	Figure	11-2.	These	checklists	are	enhanced	with	industrially	available	checklists.	Available	checklists	from
previous	or	other	studies	can	be	updated	to	include	the	latest	codes,	standards,	regulations,	and	practices.	If
an	appropriate	checklist	cannot	be	identified,	one	can	be	developed	using	the	experience	of	the	team.

2.	 Perform	the	checklist	analysis.	The	review	is	conducted	using	plant	tours,	interviews,	and	document	reviews.
During	these	activities,	the	analysts	compare	the	process	equipment	and	operations	to	the	checklist	items.	The
recognized	deficiencies	are	discussed	by	the	team	to	develop	recommendations.

3.	 Document	 the	 results.	 The	 final	 report	 includes	 the	 checklists	 used	 in	 the	 review,	 the	 noted	 deficiencies,
recommendations,	and	justifications.

Checklist	analysis	can	also	be	used	to	enhance	other	hazard	evaluation	methods,	such	as	the	what-if	method.

Safety	Reviews
The	safety	review	was	perhaps	the	earliest	hazard	evaluation	method.	It	can	be	used	for	laboratory,	pilot	plant,	and
large	process	 scale	 equipment.	 It	 can	be	used	 for	new	processes,	 substantial	 changes	 in	 existing	processes,	 and
processes	that	have	not	been	reviewed	recently.	The	success	of	the	safety	review	strongly	depends	on	the	expertise
of	a	safety	review	committee.
Safety	 reviews	 are	 typically	 performed	 during	 the	 following	 phases	 in	 a	 plant’s	 lifetime	 (see	 Table	 11-3):
construction/startup,	routine	operation,	process	modification	or	plant	expansion,	and	decommissioning.	They	have
the	following	purposes:

Identify	and	alert	operating	personnel	to	the	presence	of	process	hazards



Review	operating	procedures
Identify	equipment	or	process	changes	that	may	have	introduced	new	hazards
Evaluate	the	design	basis	of	control	systems,	instrumented	protective	systems,	and	emergency	relief	systems
Review	the	application	of	new	technology	to	existing	hazards

Review	the	adequacy	of	maintenance	and	safety	systems2

Often	 a	 safety	 review	will	 identify	 the	 need	 for	 a	more	 detailed	 review,	 such	 as	 other	methods	 described	 in	 the
scenario-based	methods	shown	in	Table	11-1.
After	startup,	safety	reviews	should	be	conducted	on	a	periodic	basis	or	whenever	changes	are	made	to	the	process,
procedures	are	modified,	a	“near	miss”	occurs,	or	if	leading	or	lagging	indicators	reveal	a	deficiency.
The	safety	review	process	includes	the	following	steps:3
3AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Hazard	Evaluation	Procedures,	3rd	ed.	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2008).

1.	 Prepare	for	the	review.	A	team	is	formed	and	given	the	responsibility	for	the	review.	The	review	team	should
include	 operators,	 maintenance	 workers,	 process	 engineers,	 and	 instrument	 specialists.	 Other	 specialists
should	be	available	for	answering	specific	technical	questions.	One	or	more	of	the	team	members	are	assigned
the	responsibility	 to	gather	relevant	 information,	 including	sketches;	process	 flow	diagrams	 (PFDs);	process
and	 instrument	 diagrams	 (P&IDs);	 equipment	 specifications;	 process	 chemicals	 and	 their	 hazardous
properties;	 codes,	 standards,	 and	procedures	 for	operation;	maintenance;	emergency	procedures;	and	other
available	information.	Recommendations	from	previous	safety	reviews	are	also	obtained,	if	available.

2.	 Make	 additional	 preparations	 and	 perform	 the	 review.	 Team	 members	 are	 assigned	 to	 tour	 the	 facility;
interview	 people	 with	 detailed	 knowledge	 of	 the	 chemistry,	 engineering	 requirements,	 plant	 controls,	 and
equipment	(including	reaching	out	to	other	sites	and	companies);	review	inspection	results	and	the	status	of
previous	 safety	 review	 recommendations;	 review	 incident	 investigation	 reports	 and	 the	 status	 of
recommendations;	and	gather	and	evaluate	other	relevant	and	available	information.	When	this	is	completed,
the	team	meets	to	review	these	results.	This	meeting	is	used	to	identify	hazards,	evaluate	the	outcomes,	and
decide	how	the	hazards	are	addressed.

3.	 Document	 the	 results.	 After	 the	 review,	 the	 team	develops	 a	 report	 and	 recommendations	with	 appropriate
justifications.	Prior	to	publication,	 the	recommendations	are	reviewed	with	management.	The	final	approved
recommendations	are	included	in	the	final	safety	review	document.

Inherent	Safety	Reviews
Inherent	safety	was	discussed	in	Section	1-13.	Inherent	safety	reviews	evaluate	the	plant	to	identify	ways	to	prevent
incidents	by	eliminating	or	reducing	hazards	rather	than	by	adding	more	control	systems,	interlocks,	redundancy,
and	special	operating	procedures.
Inherent	safety	reviews,	as	shown	 in	Table	11-3,	are	most	 suitable	during	 research	and	development,	 conceptual
design,	 detailed	 engineering,	 routine	 operation,	 and	process	modification	 or	 plant	 expansion	 stages	 of	 a	 process
lifetime.
The	steps	in	an	inherent	safety	review	are	as	follows:

1.	 Collect	and	review	available	information.
2.	 Define	the	major	hazards.
3.	 Systematically	review	the	process	at	each	process	step	to	identify	hazards	and	to	determine	creative	ways	to

improve	the	process	by	applying	principles	of	inherently	safer	design.
4.	 Document	the	review	and	follow-up	actions.

Inherent	safety	reviews	can	be	included	with	other	PHA	methods	or	part	of	a	much	larger	hazard	evaluation.

Preliminary	Hazard	Analysis
A	preliminary	hazard	analysis	(not	to	be	confused	with	the	acronym	PHA	used	for	process	hazard	analysis)	focuses
in	a	general	way	on	the	hazardous	materials	and	major	process	areas	in	the	plant.	It	formulates	a	list	of	hazards	and
incident	scenarios	by	considering	various	process	characteristics.	It	can	also	identify	alternative	design	criteria	that
could	 eliminate	 or	 reduce	 the	 hazards.	 It	 is	 specifically	 intended	 to	 discover	 hazards	 early	 in	 the	 plant’s	 life,	 so
information	may	be	 limited.	The	review	team	must,	at	 least,	have	a	written	general	description	of	the	conceptual
design,	some	chemistry	and	reactions,	and	major	equipment.
Preliminary	hazard	analysis	 is	suitable	 for	 the	research	and	development,	conceptual	design,	pilot	plant,	detailed
engineering,	and	process	modification	or	plant	expansion	of	a	process	lifetime,	as	shown	in	Table	11-3.	It	includes
the	following	steps:

1.	 Prepare	for	the	review.	Form	the	team,	drawing	on	available	experience	from	many	sources.	Gather	available
information	about	the	process,	including	information	and	operating	experience	from	a	similar	plant.

2.	 Perform	the	review.	Consider	hazardous	materials	and	plant	equipment	(e.g.,	fuels,	reactive	chemicals,	high-
pressure	 systems);	 safety-related	 interfaces	 between	 the	 plant	 equipment	 and	 materials	 (human	 error);
environmental	factors	(e.g.,	earthquakes,	floods);	operating,	testing,	maintenance,	and	emergency	procedures;
facility	support;	and	safety-related	equipment.

3.	 Document	the	results.	The	resulting	preliminary	hazard	analysis	worksheet	has	the	following	columns:



a.	 Hazards	identified
b.	 Initiating	 causes	 (e.g.,	 mechanical	 failure,	 procedural	 error,	 external	 force,	 raw	material	 variation,	 or

environmental	condition)
c.	 Major	effects	or	consequences	(e.g.,	potential	for	injuries	or	fatalities)
d.	 Hazard	category	or	a	priority	using	the	following	scale:	Hazard	Category	I	(negligible),	Hazard	Category

II	(marginal),	Hazard	Category	III	(critical),	and	Category	IV	(catastrophic)
e.	 Corrective/preventive	measures,	such	as	the	application	of	inherently	safety	design	(eliminate	or	reduce

hazards);	safeguards,	both	preventive	and	mitigative

Relative	Ranking
Relative	 ranking	methods	 calculate	 a	 number	 or	 index	 that	 is	 indicative	 of	 the	hazards	 in	 the	process.	 They	 are
excellent	choices	for	comparing	various	process	alternatives	or	deciding	if	a	more	rigorous	PHA	method	is	required.
These	 methods	 are	 most	 suitable	 during	 the	 research	 and	 development,	 conceptual	 design,	 and	 process
modification	or	plant	expansion	phases	of	a	process	lifetime,	as	shown	in	Table	11-3.
The	most	popular	relative	ranking	methods	are	 the	Dow	Fire	and	Explosion	 Index	 (F&EI)	and	 the	Dow	Chemical
Exposure	Index	(CEI).	Both	of	these	approaches	use	formal	systematized	approaches	based	on	a	rating	form,	similar
to	an	income	tax	form.	The	final	number	provides	a	relative	ranking	of	the	hazard.
The	 F&EI	 is	 designed	 for	 rating	 the	 relative	 hazards	 with	 the	 storage,	 handling,	 and	 processing	 of	 flammable
materials.	The	procedure	begins	with	a	material	factor,	which	is	a	function	only	of	the	chemical.	The	material	factor
is	 first	 adjusted	 for	 general	 and	 special	 process	 hazards—for	 example,	 storage	 above	 the	 flash	 or	 boiling	 point,
endothermic	or	exothermic	reactions,	and	fired	heaters.	Credits	for	various	safety	systems	and	procedures	are	then
applied	 for	estimating	 the	consequences	of	 the	hazard.	The	F&EI	 is	also	capable	of	estimating	a	dollar	value	 for
property	damage.
The	 CEI	 is	 a	 relative	 ranking	 method	 for	 rating	 the	 acute	 health	 hazard	 potential	 for	 people	 in	 neighboring
communities	or	plants	arising	from	possible	chemical	release.	The	procedure	begins	with	identification	of	possible
release	 incidents,	 such	 as	 releases	 from	 pipes	 and	 hoses;	 pressure	 relief	 devices	 relieving	 directly	 to	 the
atmosphere;	 releases	 from	 vessels;	 and	 tank	 overflows	 and	 spills.	 The	 incidents	 are	 used	 with	 a	 number	 of
simplified	 source	 models	 provided	 in	 the	 CEI	 guide	 to	 estimate	 the	 release	 rate	 of	 material.	 The	 Emergency
Response	Planning	Guidelines	(ERPG)	are	then	used	with	a	simplified	dispersion	model	to	determine	the	CEI	value
and	downwind	hazard	distances	resulting	from	the	release.
The	sum	of	both	the	F&EI	and	CEI	numbers	for	a	specific	process	can	be	used	to	decide	 if	a	more	rigorous	PHA
method	is	required.

Example	11-1
Consider	 the	 laboratory	 reactor	 system	 shown	 in	 Figure	 11-3.	 This	 system	 is	 designed	 to	 react	 phosgene
(COCl2)	 with	 aniline	 to	 produce	 isocyanate	 and	HCl.	 The	 reaction	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 11-4.	 The	 isocyanate
product	is	used	for	the	production	of	foams	and	plastics.



Figure	11-3	Original	design	of	phosgene	reactor	before	safety	review.	

Phosgene	is	a	colorless	vapor	with	a	normal	boiling	point	of	46.8°F.	Thus,	it	is	usually	stored	as	a	liquid	in	a
container	under	pressure	above	its	normal	boiling	point	temperature.	The	TLV-TWA	for	phosgene	is	0.1	ppm,
and	its	odor	threshold	is	0.55	ppm,	well	above	the	TLV-TWA.
Aniline	is	a	liquid	with	a	boiling	point	of	364°F.	Its	TLV-TWA	is	2	ppm.	It	is	absorbed	through	the	skin.
In	the	process	shown	in	Figure	11-3,	phosgene	is	fed	from	the	supply	container	through	a	valve	into	a	fritted
glass	bubbler	in	the	reactor.	The	reflux	condenser	condenses	the	aniline	vapors	and	returns	liquid	aniline	to
the	reactor.	A	caustic	scrubber	is	used	to	remove	the	phosgene	and	HCl	vapors	from	the	exit	vent	stream.	The
complete	process	is	contained	in	a	hood.
Conduct	a	safety	review	of	this	process.





Figure	11-4	Reaction	stoichiometry	for	the	phosgene	reactor.

Solution
The	 safety	 review	 was	 completed	 by	 two	 individuals—the	 process	 is	 simple	 and	 small	 enough	 that	 a	 full
committee	 review	 is	 not	 necessary.	 The	 final	 process	 design	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 11-5.	 The	 changes	 and
additions	to	the	process	are	as	follows:

1.	 A	flow	indicator	provides	a	visual	indication	of	the	flow.	This	is	a	simple	bubbler.
2.	 A	relief	system	composed	of	a	glass	U-tube	filled	with	liquid	is	added	with	an	outlet	to	the	scrubber.	This

prevents	pressure	hazards	resulting	from	a	possibly	plugged	fritted	glass	bubbler.	This	relief	will	operate
at	a	few	inches	of	water	gauge	pressure.

3.	 The	trap	catches	any	liquid	phosgene	that	may	come	from	the	tank.
4.	 The	existing	scrubber	is	not	very	effective	at	absorbing	vapors	from	a	single	open	tube.	This	is	replaced	by

two	bubblers	with	caustic	and	ammonium	hydroxide	to	absorb	any	phosgene	or	HCl	vapor.
5.	 Vacuum	is	added	to	reduce	the	boiling	point	temperature.
6.	 A	pail	of	caustic	is	added	(the	phosgene	cylinder	would	be	dumped	into	this	pail	in	the	event	of	a	cylinder

or	valve	leak;	the	caustic	would	absorb	the	phosgene).



Figure	11-5	Final	design	of	phosgene	reactor	after	safety	review.	

In	addition,	 the	reviewers	made	 the	 following	recommendations:	 (1)	Hang	phosgene	 indicator	paper	around
the	hood,	room,	and	operating	areas	(this	paper	is	normally	white	but	turns	brown	when	exposed	to	0.1	ppm	of
phosgene);	(2)	develop	and	use	a	safety	checklist	daily,	before	the	process	is	started;	and	(3)	post	an	up-to-date
process	sketch	near	the	process.

11-3	Scenario-Based	Hazard	Identification/Evaluation	Methods
Scenario-based	methods	use	predictive	and	analytical	methods	to	define	the	incident	scenarios.	These	methods	are
relatively	 complex	and	are	performed	by	experienced	personnel.	All	 scenario-based	hazard	methods	use	 incident
scenarios	to	determine	what	can	go	wrong.
Although	industry	uses	many	different	methods,4	this	chapter	will	only	cover	four	methods:	hazard	and	operability
studies	(HAZOP),	failure	modes	and	effects	analysis	(FMEA),	what-if	analysis,	and	what-if/checklist	analysis.
4AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Hazard	Evaluation	Procedures,	3rd	ed.	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2008).

Hazard	and	Operability	Studies
The	objective	of	a	HAZOP	is	to	systematically	identify	and	evaluate	scenario-based	hazards	in	a	chemical	plant	and
to	 identify	 operability	 problems	 that	 could	 impact	plant	productivity.	 This	method	 results	 in	 recommendations	 to
reduce	the	risk.	The	basic	idea	is	to	let	the	mind	go	free	in	a	controlled	fashion	so	as	to	consider	all	the	possible
ways	 that	plant	 and	operational	 failures	might	occur.	The	HAZOP	method	 is	 suitable	 for	 the	pilot	plant,	 detailed
engineering,	 routine	 operation,	 process	 modification	 or	 plant	 expansion,	 and	 incident	 investigation	 stages	 of	 a
process	lifetime,	as	shown	in	Table	11-3.



Before	the	HAZOP	study	is	started,	detailed	information	on	the	process	must	be	gathered.	This	includes	up-to-date
process	 flow	 diagrams	 (PFDs),	 piping	 and	 instrumentation	 diagrams	 (P&IDs),	 detailed	 equipment	 specifications,
materials	of	construction,	a	list	of	all	chemicals	and	process	materials	including	safety	data	sheets	(SDSs),	and	mass
and	energy	balances,	to	name	a	few.	Other	information	may	be	important	depending	on	the	process.	All	information
must	be	current	and	reliable.
The	 full	 HAZOP	 study	 requires	 a	 committee	 composed	 of	 personnel	 from	 the	 plant,	 laboratory,	 engineering,
maintenance,	instrument,	and	safety	departments,	to	name	a	few.	One	individual	must	be	a	trained	HAZOP	leader
and	serves	as	the	committee	chair.	This	person	leads	the	discussion	and	must	be	experienced	with	both	the	HAZOP
procedure	and	the	chemical	process	under	review.	One	individual	must	also	be	assigned	the	task	of	recording	the
results;	a	number	of	vendors	provide	software	to	assist	with	this	function.
The	committee	meets	on	a	regular	basis	for	a	few	hours	at	a	time.	The	meeting	duration	must	be	short	enough	to
ensure	continuing	 interest	and	 input	 from	all	committee	members.	A	 large	process	might	 take	several	months	of
twice-weekly	 meetings	 to	 complete	 the	 HAZOP	 study.	 Obviously,	 a	 complete	 HAZOP	 study	 requires	 a	 large
investment	 in	time	and	effort,	but	 the	result	 is	worth	the	effort.	Definitions	 for	HAZOP	study	terms	are	shown	in
Table	11-5.

Table	11-5	Definitions	for	HAZOP	Study	Terms

Node:	A	location	on	a	process	diagram	at	which	process	parameters	are	investigated	for	deviations.	Node	
examples	are:

A	pipeline	transferring	material	between	two	units

A	specific	tank	or	vessel
Design	intent:	Defines	how	the	system	is	expected	to	operate	at	the	nodes.	It	provides	a	point	of	reference	for	
developing	deviations.	All	nodes	have	design	intents.	The	design	intents	can	be	imbedded	in	the	HAZOP	table	or	
in	the	HAZOP	description	(see	Example	11-2).
Parameter:	A	characteristic	of	the	process	that	describes	it	physically,	chemically,	or	in	terms	of	what	is	
happening:

Specific	parameters:	flow,	temperature,	pressure,	etc.

General	parameters:	addition,	reaction,	maintenance,	relief,	etc.
Guidewords:	See	Tables	11-6	through	11-9.
Deviations:	These	irregularities	are	discovered	by	systematically	applying	the	guidewords	to	each	parameter	at	
each	node	(e.g.,	more	+	temperature	=	higher	temperature).
Causes:	The	reasons	why	deviations	may	occur.	Causes	can	be	equipment	failure,	human	error,	or	external	
events.
Consequences:	Documented	as	impacts	resulting	from	the	loss	event.
Recommendations:	Suggested	actions	to	prevent	or	mitigate	the	consequence	of	deviations,	or	to	obtain	
further	information.
Safeguards:	The	systems	in	place	that	reduce	the	probability	of	the	deviation	occurring	or	mitigate	the	severity	
of	the	consequences.	See	Section	1-11.

Source:	Adapted	from	AICHE	CCPS	Faculty	Workshop.	“Hazard	Identification	and	Evaluation.”	(Freeport,	TX:	Dow
Chemical	Company,	June	2017).
The	HAZOP	procedure	uses	the	following	steps	to	complete	an	analysis:

1.	 Begin	with	a	detailed	flow	sheet.	Divide	the	flow	sheet	into	a	number	of	process	units.	Thus,	the	reactor	area
might	be	one	unit,	and	the	storage	tank	area	another.	Select	a	unit	for	study.

2.	 Choose	 a	 study	 node,	 such	 as	 vessel,	 line,	 or	 operating	 instruction.	HAZOPs	 are	 also	 used	 for	 procedures,
especially	 when	 human	 factors	 may	 be	 important—including	 procedures	 such	 as	 startup,	 shutdown,
emergency	operations,	and	sampling.

3.	 Describe	 the	 design	 intent	 of	 the	 study	 node.	 For	 example,	 vessel	 V-1	 is	 designed	 to	 store	 the	 benzene
feedstock	and	provides	it	on	demand	to	the	reactor.

4.	 Pick	a	process	parameter:	flow,	level,	temperature,	pressure,	concentration,	pH,	viscosity,	state	(solid,	liquid,
or	gas),	agitation,	 volume,	 reaction,	 sample,	 component,	 start,	 stop,	 stability,	power,	or	 inert.	Other	process
parameters	might	be	valid	for	your	particular	process.

5.	 Apply	 a	 guide	 word	 to	 the	 process	 parameter	 to	 suggest	 possible	 deviations.	 Table	 11-6	 lists	 some	 guide
words.	Note	that	some	of	the	guide	word	process	parameter	combinations	are	meaningless,	as	shown	in	Table
11-7	 for	 process	 lines	 and	 in	 Table	 11-8	 for	 vessels.	 Guidelines,	 associated	 parameters,	 and	 deviations	 are
listed	in	Table	11-9.

Table	11-6	Guide	Words	Used	for	the	HAZOP	Procedure

Guide	
words Meaning Comments



no,	not,	
none

The	complete	
negation	of	the	
intention

No	part	of	the	design	intention	is	achieved,	but	nothing	else	happens.

more,	
higher,	
greater

Quantitative	
increase

Applies	to	quantities	such	as	flow	rate	and	temperature	and	to	activities	
such	as	heating	and	reaction.

less,	lower Quantitative	
decrease

Applies	to	quantities	such	as	flow	rate	and	temperature	and	to	activities	
such	as	heating	and	reaction.

as	well	as Qualitative	increase All	the	design	and	operating	intentions	are	achieved	along	with	some	
additional	activity,	such	as	contamination	of	process	streams.

part	of Qualitative	decrease Only	some	of	the	design	intentions	are	achieved;	some	are	not.
reverse The	logical	opposite Most	applicable	to	activities	such	as	flow	or	chemical	reaction.	Also	

applicable	to	substances—for	example,	poison	instead	of	antidote.
other	than Complete	

substitution
No	part	of	the	original	intention	is	achieved;	the	original	intention	is	
replaced	by	something	else.

sooner	than Too	early	or	in	the	
wrong	order

Applies	to	process	steps	or	actions.

later	than Too	late	or	in	the	
wrong	order

Applies	to	process	steps	or	actions.

where	else In	additional	
locations

Applies	to	process	locations,	or	locations	in	operating	procedures.

	

Table	11-7	Valid	Guide	Word	and	Process	Parameter	Combinations	for	Process	Lines

Process	
parameters

No,	not,	
none

More,	higher,	
greater

Less,	
lower

As	well	
as

Part	
of

Rever
se

Other	
than

Sooner,	
faster

Later,	
slower

Where	
else

Flow x x x x x x x x x 	
Temperature 	 x x 	 	 	 	 x x 	
Pressure 	 x x x 	 	 	 x x 	
Concentration x x x x x 	 x x x 	
pH 	 x x 	 	 	 	 x x 	
Viscosity 	 x x 	 	 	 	 x x 	
State 	 	 	 x 	 	 	 x x 	

Note:	x’s	represent	valid	combinations.
	

Table	11-8	Valid	Guide	Word	and	Process	Parameter	Combinations	for	Process	Vessels

Process	
Parameters

No,	Not,	
None

More,	Higher,	
Greater

Less,	
Lower

As	
Well	
As

Part	
of

Reve
rse

Other	
Than

Sooner,	
Faster

Later,	
Slower

Where	
Else

Level x x x x x 	 x x x x
Temperature 	 x x 	 	 	 	 x x 	
Pressure 	 x x x 	 	 	 x x 	
Concentration x x x x x 	 x x x 	
pH 	 x x 	 	 	 	 x x 	
Viscosity 	 x x 	 	 	 	 x x 	
Agitation x x x 	 x x 	 x x 	
Volume x x x x x 	 	 x x x
Reaction x x x 	 	 	 x x x 	
State 	 	 	 x 	 	 x x x 	
Sample x 	 	 x x 	 x x x 	

Note:	x’s	represent	valid	combinations.
	

Table	11-9	HAZOP	Deviations	for	Different	Guidewords	and	Parameters

Guidewords



Parameters

↓
More Less None Reverse Part	of As	well	as Other	than

Flow High	Flow Low	Flow No	flow Backflow 	 	 Loss	of	
containment

Pressure High	pressure Low	pressure Vacuum 	 Partial	pressure 	 	
Temperature High	

temperature
Low	
temperature

	 	 	 Cryogenic 	

Level High	level Low	level No	level 	 	 	 Loss	of	
containment

Composition	or	
state

Additional	
phase

Loss	of	phase 	 Change	of	
state

Wrong	
concentration

Contamina
nts

Wrong	material

Reaction High	reaction	
rate

Low	reaction	
rate

No	
reaction

Reverse	
reaction

Incomplete	
reaction

Side	
reaction

Wrong	reaction

6.	 If	the	deviation	is	applicable,	determine	possible	causes	and	note	any	protective	systems.
7.	 Evaluate	the	consequences	of	the	deviation	(if	any).
8.	 Recommend	action	(what?	by	whom?	by	when?).
9.	 Record	all	information.

10.	 Repeat	steps	5	through	9	until	all	applicable	guide	words	have	been	applied	to	the	chosen	process	parameter.
11.	 Repeat	steps	4	through	10	until	all	applicable	process	parameters	have	been	considered	for	the	given	study

node.
12.	 Repeat	steps	2	through	11	until	all	study	nodes	have	been	considered	for	the	given	section	and	proceed	to	the

next	section	on	the	flow	sheet.

Since	 the	 HAZOP	 method	 is	 scenario	 based,	 multiple	 scenarios	 are	 defined	 in	 steps	 1	 through	 7,	 and	 the
recommendations	are	developed	in	step	8.
Note	that	there	are	18	process	parameters	listed	and	10	guide	words,	so	that	180	total	combinations	are	possible
for	each	study	node.	Thus,	the	HAZOP	procedure	produces	a	huge	amount	of	combinations	to	consider.
The	guide	words	AS	WELL	AS,	PART	OF,	and	OTHER	THAN	can	sometimes	be	conceptually	difficult	to	apply.	AS	WELL	AS
means	that	something	else	happens	in	addition	to	the	intended	design	intention.	This	could	be	boiling	of	a	liquid,
transfer	of	some	additional	component,	or	transfer	of	some	fluid	somewhere	else	than	expected.	PART	OF	means	that
one	of	the	components	is	missing	or	the	stream	is	being	preferentially	pumped	to	only	part	of	the	process.	OTHER
THAN	applies	 to	situations	 in	which	a	material	 is	substituted	 for	 the	expected	material,	 is	 transferred	somewhere
else,	 or	 solidifies	 and	 cannot	 be	 transported.	 The	 guide	 words	 SOONER	 THAN,	 LATER	 THAN,	 and	 WHERE	 ELSE	 are
applicable	to	batch	processing.
An	important	part	of	the	HAZOP	procedure	is	the	process	required	to	record	and	use	the	results.	Many	methods	can
be	used	to	accomplish	this,	and	most	companies	customize	their	approach	to	fit	their	way	of	doing	things.
Table	11-10	presents	one	type	of	basic	HAZOP	form.	The	first	column,	denoted	“Item,”	is	used	to	provide	a	unique
identifier	for	each	case	considered.	The	numbering	system	used	comprises	a	number–letter	combination.	Thus,	the
designation	“1A”	 indicates	 the	 first	 study	node	and	 the	 first	guide	word.	The	second	column	 lists	 the	study	node
considered.	The	third	column	lists	the	process	parameter,	and	the	fourth	column	lists	the	deviations	or	guide	words.
The	next	three	columns	are	the	most	 important	results	of	 the	analysis.	The	first	column	lists	the	possible	causes,
which	are	determined	by	the	committee	and	are	based	on	the	specific	deviation	guide	word	combination.	The	next
column	lists	the	possible	consequences	of	the	deviation.	The	next	column	lists	the	safeguards	that	currently	exist.
The	final	column	lists	the	action	required	to	prevent	the	hazard	from	resulting	in	an	incident.	Notice	that	the	items
listed	 in	 these	 four	 columns	 are	 numbered	 consecutively.	 Additional	 columns	 can	 be	 added	 to	 track	 the	 work
responsibility	and	the	completion	of	the	work.

Example	11-2
Consider	the	reactor	system	shown	in	Figure	11-6.	The	reaction	is	exothermic,	so	a	cooling	system	is	used	to
remove	the	excess	energy	of	reaction	(this	is	the	design	intent).	In	the	event	that	the	cooling	function	is	lost,
the	 temperature	of	 the	 reactor	would	 increase.	This	would	 lead	 to	an	 increase	 in	 reaction	 rate,	 resulting	 in
additional	 energy	 release.	 The	 ultimate	 result	 would	 be	 a	 runaway	 reaction	 with	 pressures	 exceeding	 the
bursting	pressure	of	the	reactor	vessel.





Figure	11-6	An	exothermic	reaction	controlled	by	cooling	water.

The	temperature	within	the	reactor	is	measured	and	is	used	to	control	the	cooling	water	flow	rate	with	a	valve.
Perform	a	partial	HAZOP	study	on	this	unit	to	improve	the	safety	of	the	process.	Use	the	cooling	coil	as	a	study
node,	a	process	parameter	of	flow,	and	the	guide	words	of	NO,	HIGH,	and	LOW.

Solution
The	guide	words	are	applied	 to	 the	study	node	of	 the	cooling	coils	with	 the	process	parameter	of	 flow.	The
HAZOP	results	are	shown	in	Table	11-10	(though	the	table	does	not	contain	the	complete	results	of	the	HAZOP
study).

Table	11-10	HAZOP	Study	Applied	to	the	Exothermic	Reactor	of	Example	11-2

Project	name:	Example	11-4 Date:	July	18,	2019 Page	1	of	2
Process:	Reactor	of	
Example	11-4 	 	

Section:	Reactor	shown	in	
example	11-2 Reference	drawing: 	

Ite
m

Stu
dy	
no
de

Proce
ss	
para
meter
s

Deviati
ons	
(Guide	
words)

Possible	
causes

Possible	
consequences Existing	safeguards Action	required

1A Co
olin
g	
coil
s

Flow No 1.	
Control	
valve	
fails	
closed

1.	Loss	of	cooling,	
possible	runaway.

1	&	2.	Flow	transmitter	
with	low-flow	alarm	and	
high-temperature	alarm	on	
reactor.

1.	Select	valve	to	
fail	open.

	 	 	 	 2.	
Plugged	
cooling	
coils

2.	Same	as	1. 	 2.	Install	filter	
with	
maintenance	
procedure.

Install	cooling	
water	flow	meter	
and	low-flow	
alarm.

Install	high-
temperature	

alarm	to	alert	
operator.

	 	 	 	 3.	
Cooling	
water	
service	

3.	Same	as	1. 3,	4,	5.	No	safeguards. 3.	Check	and	
monitor	
reliability	of	
water	service.



service	
failure.

water	service.

	 	 	 	 4.	
Controlle
r	fails	
and	
closes	
valve.

4.	Same	as	1. 	 4.	Place	
controller	on	
critical	
instrumentation	
list.

	 	 	 	 5.	Air	
pressure	
fails,	
closing	
valve.

5.	Same	as	1. 	 5.	See	1A.1.

1B 	 	 High 1.	
Control	
valve	
fails	
open.

1.	Reactor	cools,	
reactant	
concentration	builds,	
possible	sleeping	
reactor.

1.	No	safeguards. 1.	Instruct	
operators	and	
update	
procedures.

	 	 	 	 2.	
Controlle
r	fails	
and	
opens	
valve.

2.	Same	as	1. 2.	Flow	transmitter	with	
high-flow	alarm.

1.	Place	
controller	on	
critical	
instrumentation	
list.	See	1A.4

1C 	 	 Low 1.	
Partially	
plugged	
cooling	
coils.

1.	Diminished	cooling,	
possible	runaway.

1.	See	1A.1 1.	See	1A.2

	 	 	 	 2.	Partial	
water	
source	
failure.

2.	Same	as	1. 2.	See	1A.1 2.	See	1A.2

	 	 	 	 3.	
Control	
valve	
fails	to	
respond.

3.	Same	as	1. 3.	No	safeguard. 3.	Place	valve	on	
critical	
instrumentation	
list.

Some	of	the	process	modifications	resulting	from	the	more	detailed	study	are	as	follows:

Select	the	control	valve	to	fail	open.
Install	a	filter	to	prevent	plugging	of	the	cooling	coils.	Add	the	filter	to	the	maintenance	schedule.
Install	 a	 cooling	water	 flow	meter	 and	 a	 low-flow	 alarm	 (which	will	 provide	 an	 immediate	 indication	 of
cooling	loss).
Install	redundant	temperature	indicators	and	controllers,	and	include	equipment	from	different	vendors	to
prevent	common-cause	failures.
Install	a	high-temperature	alarm	to	alert	the	operator	in	the	event	of	cooling	loss.
Install	a	high-temperature	shutdown	system.	This	system	would	automatically	shut	down	the	process	in	the
event	 of	 a	 high	 reactor	 temperature.	 The	 shutdown	 temperature	 would	 be	 higher	 than	 the	 alarm
temperature	 to	 provide	 the	 operator	 with	 the	 opportunity	 to	 restore	 cooling	 before	 the	 reactor	 is	 shut
down.
Install	a	check	valve	in	the	cooling	line	to	prevent	reverse	flow.	A	check	valve	could	be	installed	before	and
after	the	reactor	to	prevent	the	reactor	contents	from	flowing	upstream	and	to	prevent	the	backflow	in	the
event	of	a	leak	in	the	coils.
Periodically	inspect	the	cooling	coil	to	ensure	its	integrity.
Study	the	cooling	water	source	to	consider	possible	contamination	and	interruption	of	supply.
Consider	redundant	water	and	air	sources.	Nitrogen	can	be	a	backup	for	air	and	a	storage	tank	of	water
would	back	up	the	water	supply.

In	the	event	that	the	cooling	water	system	fails	(regardless	of	the	source	of	the	failure),	the	high-temperature
alarm	and	emergency	shutdown	system	should	prevent	a	runaway	reaction.	The	review	committee	performing
the	HAZOP	study	decided	that	the	installation	of	a	backup	controller	and	control	valve	was	not	necessary.	The
high-temperature	alarm	and	shutdown	system	already	prevent	a	runaway	reaction	in	this	event.
Similarly,	a	loss	of	coolant	water	source	or	a	plugged	cooling	line	would	be	detected	by	either	the	alarm	or	the
emergency	 shutdown	 system.	 The	 review	 committee	 suggested	 that	 all	 coolant	 water	 failures	 be	 properly
reported	and	 that	 if	 a	particular	 cause	occurred	 repeatedly,	 then	additional	process	modifications	would	be
warranted.



A	key	advantage	of	the	HAZOP	approach	is	that	it	provides	a	more	complete	identification	of	the	hazards,	including
information	on	how	hazards	can	develop	as	a	result	of	operating	procedures	and	operational	upsets	in	the	process.
Companies	that	perform	detailed	HAZOP	studies	find	that	their	plants	operate	better	and	have	less	downtime,	their
product	quality	 is	 improved,	 less	waste	 is	produced,	and	 their	employees	are	more	confident	 in	 the	safety	of	 the
process.	The	disadvantages	are	that	the	HAZOP	approach	is	tedious	to	apply	and	requires	considerable	staff	time
and	effort.

Failure	Modes	and	Effects	Analysis
FMEA	 was	 one	 of	 the	 first	 highly	 structured,	 systematic	 techniques	 for	 failure	 analysis.	 It	 was	 developed	 by
reliability	engineers	in	the	late	1950s	to	minimize	malfunctions	of	military	systems.	This	method	is	used	to	identify
how	equipment	can	fail	(or	be	improperly	operated)	and	its	effects	on	the	process.	Current	safeguards	to	prevent
these	failures	and	the	level	of	risk	for	each	failure	are	also	identified.
The	benefits	of	FMEA	include	reduced	failures	by	identification	and	elimination	of	potential	failure	modes.	FMEA	is
most	suitable	for	pilot	plant,	detailed	engineering,	routine	operation,	process	modification	or	plant	expansion,	and
incident	investigation	stages	of	a	process	lifetime,5,6	as	shown	in	Table	11-3.
5AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Hazard	Evaluation	Procedures,	3rd	ed.	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2008),	p.
134.
6R.	McDermott,	R.	Mikulak,	and	M.	Beauregard.	The	Basics	of	FMEA,	2nd	ed.	(London,	UK:	Taylor	&	Francis	Group,	2009).

An	FMEA	study	includes	four	steps:

1.	 Assemble	 a	 cross-functional	 team	 of	 three	 to	 six	 knowledgeable	 people,	 from	 functions	 such	 as	 design,
research,	operations,	and	maintenance.	Select	team	members	who	really	know	and	understand	the	details	of
the	process.

2.	 Define	the	systems	to	be	studied,	including	the	boundaries	and	the	appropriate	level	of	resolution.	A	P&ID	and
other	plant	descriptions	will	assist	with	this	step.	If	a	plant-level	hazard	is	being	addressed,	the	FMEA	should
focus	on	the	failure	modes	of	individual	systems	and	their	effects.	This	could	include	the	plant’s	feed	system,
mixing	system,	separation	systems,	and	support	systems.	When	a	system-level	hazard	is	being	addressed,	the
FMEA	should	focus	on	the	failure	modes	of	individual	equipment	and	their	effects	on	the	overall	system.	This
could	 include	 the	 feed	 pump,	 mixing	 motor,	 control	 valves,	 or	 temperature	 sensors.	 Maintenance	 records
providing	information	on	equipment	failures	and	modes	are	very	useful.

3.	 Conduct	a	deliberate	and	systematic	review	by	using	a	worksheet	like	Table	11-11	for	Example	11-3.

Identification:	A	unique	identifier	that	relates	to	the	P&ID,	process,	or	location.
Equipment	description:	Include	characteristics	that	may	influence	failure	modes	(e.g.,	the	air-operated
control	valve	to	control	cooling	water	flow	fails	open).
Failure	modes:	List	all	failure	modes	for	each	component	(e.g.,	fails	open,	fails	closed,	leaks	out,	leaks
internally).
Failure	mode	causes:	Causes	may	include	residue	in	line,	loss	of	air	or	nitrogen,	corrosion	failures,	and
so	on.
Effects:	 Include	 local	 effects	 and	 anticipated	 effects	 on	 other	 equipment	 or	 the	 system	 (e.g.,
temperature	increases	and	pressure	rises).
Existing	safeguards:	Existing	safety	features	that	decrease	the	likelihood	or	mitigate	the	consequences.
Actions/recommendations:	Corrective	actions	may	 focus	on	effects	or	causes	of	effects	 (e.g.,	 consider
adding	 a	 high-pressure	 alarm	 and	 consider	 a	 shutdown	 system	 for	 high	 pressures).	 Actions	 would
include	new	safeguards	 (preventive,	mitigative),	 steps	 such	as	 training,	and	more	 reliable	controls	 to
prevent	common	cause	failures.
Risk	level:	A	knowledgeable	team	can	rate	the	risk	level	for	each	failure	mode.	This	information	is	used
later	when	deciding	which	actions	should	be	taken.	The	risk	level	is	assigned	using	a	scale	from	1	=	low
level	to	10	=	high	level.

4.	 Document	 the	 results.	 After	 the	 FMEA	worksheet	 is	 completed,	 the	 team	 evaluates	 the	 results	 and	makes
decisions	 to	 reduce	 the	consequences	or	 likelihood	of	each	of	 the	 failure	modes.	The	actions	are	prioritized
based	on	the	risk	level.

Example	11-3
Conduct	an	FMEA	for	a	control	valve	that	adjusts	the	cooling	water	flow	to	control	the	temperature	of	a	batch
reactor	containing	an	exothermic	reaction	that	has	the	potential	to	become	a	runaway	reaction.

Solution
The	team	would	recognize	that	this	is	just	one	portion	of	a	system	to	be	analyzed.	They	would	then	develop	the
table	of	results,	shown	here	as	Table	11-11.	After	the	table	is	developed,	the	team	would	analyze	the	results
and	include	them	in	a	results	document.

Table	11-11	FMEA	Worksheet	for	Example	11-3
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The	 team’s	 evaluation	 of	 Table	 11-11	 would	 result	 in	 the	 following	 recommendations	 (prioritized	 with	 risk
level):	 (1)	Add	 redundant	 temperature	 readings	 (i.e.,	 two	 from	different	manufacturers	 to	prevent	 common-
cause	failures);	 (2)	provide	a	backup	air	source	with	nitrogen	that	 is	activated	with	the	 loss	of	air	pressure;
and	(3)	add	another	source	of	water	that	is	activated	when	the	flow	of	water	decreases.

What-If	Analysis
The	what-if	method	is	a	brainstorming	method	to	ask	questions	or	voice	concerns	about	possible	undesirable	events.
This	 method	 is	 suitable	 for	 the	 conceptual	 design,	 pilot	 plant,	 detailed	 engineering,	 construction	 and	 startup,
routine	operation,	process	modification	or	plant	expansion,	decommissioning,	and	incident	investigation	stages	of	a
process	lifetime,	as	shown	in	Table	11-3.
The	 purpose	 of	 the	 what-if	 analysis	 is	 to	 use	 what-if	 questions	 to	 facilitate	 discussions	 to	 (1)	 find	 abnormal
situations,	 (2)	 identify	 existing	 safeguards	 that	 prevent	 and	 mitigate	 incidents,	 and	 (3)	 develop	 actions	 and
recommendations	to	improve	controls	and	safeguards	to	eliminate,	contain,	or	minimize	hazards.	The	success	of	this
method	strongly	depends	on	the	experience	level	of	the	review	team.
This	what-if	method	has	three	steps:

1.	 Gather	 information.	 Detailed	 P&IDs	 are	 acquired	 from	 engineering,	 and	 process	 details	 are	 obtained	 from
plant	personnel	including	written	plant	descriptions.	Maintenance	records	on	specific	equipment	are	valuable.
Additional	information	is	acquired	using	tours,	inspections,	and	interviews.

2.	 Conduct	the	review.	The	team	first	tours	a	section	of	the	plant	(e.g.,	the	reactor)	with	the	P&ID	and	develops
what-if	questions	to	facilitate	discussions	to	develop	improved	controls	and	safeguards.	The	what-if	question
table	could	include,	for	example:	What	if	the	monomer	feed	valve	fails	open?	What	if	control	air	fails	off?	What
if	valve	A	is	plugged?	What	if	agitation	stops?	What	if	the	nitrogen	feed	valve	fails	closed?	What	if	valve	B	fails
open?
The	 what-if	 analysis	 table	 contains	 six	 columns:	 What-If	 Questions,	 Hazards,	 Consequences,	 Existing
Safeguards,	Actions/Recommendations,	and	Levels	of	Risk.	It	is	similar	to	Table	11-11.
Actions/recommendations	 can	 also	 include	 corrective	 actions	 to	 reduce	 consequences	 (e.g.,	 adding	 either	 a
high-pressure	alarm,	a	shutdown	system	for	high	pressures,	additional	training,	using	other	hardware	and/or
replacing	hardware	with	more	reliable	devices).	In	addition,	they	can	include	consideration	of	new	safeguards
(preventive	 or	mitigative),	more	 reliable	 controls,	 redundant	 controls,	 or	 controls	 from	different	 vendors	 to



prevent	common	cause	failures.
3.	 Document	the	results.	The	documented	results	are	developed	after	a	thorough	review	of	the	what-if	analysis

table.	The	final	results	should	include	three	tables:	the	two	tables	mentioned	earlier	(what-if	questions	table
and	what-if	analysis	table)	and	a	results	table	with	the	prioritized	actions	using	the	level	of	risk	developed	by
the	team.

What-If/Checklist	Analysis
What-if/checklist	analysis	 is	a	hybrid	method	 that	combines	a	what-if	analysis	method	with	 the	checklist	method.
The	idea	is	to	combine	the	creative,	brainstorming	features	of	the	what	if	analysis	with	the	systematic	features	of
the	 checklist	 method.	 The	 what-if/checklist	 analysis	 method	 is	 suitable	 for	 the	 conceptual	 design,	 pilot	 plant,
detailed	 engineering,	 construction	 and	 startup,	 routine	 operations,	 process	modification	 or	 plant	 expansion,	 and
decommissioning	stages	of	a	process	lifetime,	as	shown	in	Table	11-3.
The	what-if/checklist	 analysis	 has	 four	 steps:	 (1)	 prepare	 for	 the	 review;	 (2)	 develop	 the	 tables	 described	 in	 the
what-if	analysis	(including	incident	scenarios);	(3)	use	the	checklists	to	make	sure	all	areas	and	issues	are	covered
adequately;	and	(4)	document	the	results	(include	tables	with	recommendations,	the	checklists,	and	a	summary	of
results).

11-4	Documentation	and	Actions	Required	for	Hazard
Identification	and	Evaluation
All	documentation	should	have	the	characteristics	of	an	excellent	technical	report:

Clear:	Easy	to	understand.
Concise:	Keep	it	as	short	as	possible.
Accurate:	Recognize	that	errors	will	discredit	the	entire	report.
Emphatic:	Emphasize	the	issues	that	are	most	important.
Technical:	Use	technical	language.

These	qualities	are	achieved	with	a	very	thorough	editing	and	revision	process.
Safety	 documents	 must	 be	 (1)	 audited	 periodically,	 (2)	 updated	 after	 changes	 are	 made	 to	 the	 process	 or
procedures,	 and	 (3)	 reviewed	 periodically	 to	 improve	 the	 quality	 of	 the	 report.	 The	 audit	 must	 verify	 that
documentation	 is	 updated	 when	 changes	 are	 made	 to	 P&IDs,	 PFDs,	 and	 plant	 descriptions	 or	 when	 hazard
identification/evaluations	are	reviewed	or	updated.

Suggested	Reading
AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Chemical	Process	Quantitative	Risk	Analysis,	2nd	ed.	(New	York,	NY:
AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety,	2000).

AICHE	 Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety.	Guidelines	 for	 Developing	 Quantitative	 Safety	 Risk	 Criteria	 (Hoboken,	 NY:	 Wiley
Interscience,	2009).

AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Risk-Based	Process	Safety	(Hoboken,	NY:	Wiley	Interscience,	2008).

S.	Mannan,	ed.	Lees’	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries,	4th	ed.	(London,	UK:	Butterworth	Heinemann,	2012).

Problems
11-1.	In	a	pilot	plant,	toluene	is	transferred	from	a	drum	to	an	open	bucket.	Develop	a	checklist	for	this
procedure.	Include	inerting/purging,	ventilation,	grounding,	and	bonding,	along	with	any	other	safety
procedures.
11-2.	Perform	a	HAZOP	study	for	the	reactor	in	Example	11-2.	The	reaction	is	exothermic,	so	cooling	coils
removes	the	heat	of	reaction.	The	temperature	is	controlled	by	controlling	the	flow	of	cooling	water.	Use	as	a
study	node	the	cooling	coil	(process	parameters:	flow	and	temperature)	and	the	stirrer	(process	parameter:
agitation).
11-3.	If	the	monomer	in	Example	11-2	is	ethylene	oxide,	identify	the	hazards	by	developing	a	list	of	material
hazards	and	a	list	of	process	hazards.
11-4.	The	“fail	safe”	concept	is	used	to	specify	the	position	(fail	closed	or	fail	open)	of	all	process	valves	in	the
event	of	a	utility	failure.	The	specified	fail	open	or	fail	closed	puts	the	process	in	a	safe	mode	of	operation.
Specify	the	proper	fail-safe	position	for	the	following	situations:
a.	 A	process	valve	regulates	the	flow	of	steam	that	heats	a	solvent	in	a	heat	exchanger.
b.	 A	valve	controls	the	flow	of	a	reactant	(exothermic	reaction)	to	a	reactor.
c.	 A	valve	controls	the	flow	of	a	reactant	(endothermic	reaction)	to	a	reactor.
d.	 A	valve	controls	the	flow	of	natural	gas	to	a	furnace.
e.	 A	remote	valve	is	connected	to	a	storage	tank	drain	line.
f.	 A	remote	valve	is	connected	to	a	fill	line	to	a	storage	tank.



g.	 A	valve	controls	the	combustion	air	to	a	furnace.
h.	 A	valve	releases	excessive	pressures	in	a	steam	header.
11-5.	Conduct	a	safety	review	for	the	design	of	the	system	described	in	Example	11-2.	This	reactor	is	used	to
polymerize	ethylene	oxide	to	form	polyols.
11-6.	An	operator	needs	to	charge	5	kilograms	of	a	catalyst	into	a	batch	reactor	(Reactor	A)	3	hours	after	the
start	of	the	batch.	List	10	or	more	ways	the	operator	can	fail	to	perform	this	task	correctly,	and	state	your
recommendations	to	prevent	this	type	of	problem.
11-7.	A	good	management	practice	is	to	set	objectives	before	safety	reviews	are	conducted.	The	objectives
should	include	the	timing	for	completing	the	objectives.	Develop	objectives	for	a	safety	review	for	the	design	of
a	polyether	reactor	described	in	Example	11-2	and	Problem	11-5.	As	stated	earlier,	this	reactor	is	used	to
polymerize	ethylene	oxide	to	form	polyether	or	polyols.
11-8.	For	each	equipment	item	listed	below,	clearly	state	the	design	intent	of	each	piece	of	equipment	and
identify	at	least	five	failure	modes.
a.	 Manually	operated	gate	valve
b.	 Manually	operated	ball	valve
c.	 Check	valve
d.	 Automatic	control	valve
e.	 Centrifugal	pump
f.	 Piston	pump
g.	 Shell	and	tube	heat	exchanger
11-9.	A	heat	exchanger	is	used	to	heat	flammable,	volatile	solvents,	as	shown	in	Figure	11-7.	The	temperature
of	the	outlet	stream	is	measured	by	a	thermocouple,	and	a	control	valve	manipulates	the	amount	of	steam	to
the	heat	exchanger	to	achieve	the	desired	set	point	temperature.
a.	 Identify	the	HAZOP	study	nodes	of	the	process.
b.	 Perform	 a	HAZOP	 study	 on	 the	 design	 intent	 of	 “hot	 solvent	 from	heat	 exchanger.”	 Recommend	 possible

modifications	to	improve	the	safety	of	the	process.



Figure	11-7	Temperature	control	using	a	heat	exchanger.

11-10.	For	the	heat	exchanger	system	shown	in	Figure	11-7,	identify	at	least	five	failure	modes	and	explain
how	these	failures	would	affect	the	downstream	process.
11-11.	Interlocks	are	used	to	ensure	that	operations	in	a	chemical	plant	are	performed	in	the	proper	sequence.
Interlocks	can	be	mechanical	or	electronic.	In	many	cases.	they	can	be	as	simple	as	a	lock	and	key.	Specify	the
simplest	mechanical	interlock	capable	of	achieving	the	following	functions:
a.	 A	valve	cannot	be	closed	until	a	furnace	is	shut	down.
b.	 Two	valves	cannot	both	be	closed	at	the	same	time.
c.	 A	valve	must	be	closed	before	a	pump	is	started.
d.	 The	feed	to	a	reactor	cannot	be	started	until	the	reactor	vessel	stirring	motor	is	activated.
11-12.	Liquid	levels	in	storage	tanks	are	frequently	determined	by	measuring	the	pressure	at	the	bottom	of	the
tank.	In	one	such	tank,	the	material	stored	in	the	tank	was	changed	and	an	overflow	resulted.	Why?
11-13.	An	operator	was	told	to	control	the	temperature	of	a	reactor	at	60°C.	He	set	the	set	point	of	the
temperature	controller	at	60.	The	scale	actually	indicated	0	to	100%	of	a	temperature	range	of	0	to	200°C.	This
caused	a	runaway	reaction	that	overpressurized	the	vessel.	Liquid	was	discharged	and	injured	the	operator.
What	was	the	set	point	temperature	that	the	operator	actually	set?	How	would	you	prevent	this	problem?
11-14.	A	light	in	the	control	room	of	a	chemical	plant	was	supposed	to	indicate	whether	a	valve	was	closed	or



not.	In	reality,	it	indicated	only	the	status	of	the	signal	being	sent	to	the	valve.	The	valve	did	not	close	when	it
should	have,	and	the	plant	exploded.	Why?	How	would	you	prevent	this	problem?
11-15.	A	coffee	maker	has	a	reservoir	where	a	quantity	of	clean	water	is	poured.	A	small	heater	percolates	the
water	up	to	the	top	of	the	coffee	maker,	where	it	drips	down	through	the	coffee	grounds	and	filter	assembly.
The	coffee	product	is	collected	in	the	coffee	pot.
a.	 Draw	 a	 sketch	 of	 the	 coffee	machine,	 including	 the	 water	 reservoir,	 heater,	 coffee	 holder	 and	 filter,	 and

sketch	the	coffee	pot.
b.	 Perform	an	FMEA	analysis	to	identify	all	the	failure	modes	and	the	consequences.
11-16.	A	sump	pump	process	is	shown	in	Figure	11-8.	This	system	required	a	lot	of	maintenance	because	the
level	sensor,	control	system,	or	pump	frequently	failed.	Perform	an	inherent	safety	review	on	this	system	and
develop	a	much	simpler	system	to	achieve	the	same	function.



Figure	11-8	A	sump	pump	control	system.

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	12.	Risk	Analysis	and	Assessment
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to	learn	and	understand	concepts	that	are	commonly	used	by	industry	to
conduct	risk	analysis	and	assessment.	This	includes:

Probability	theory.
Event	tree	and	fault	tree	analysis.
Risk	analysis	and	assessment	methods,	including	quantitative	risk	analysis	(QRA),	layer	of	protection	analysis
(LOPA)	and	bow-tie	methods.
Societal	and	individual	risk,	and	how	these	are	quantified.
Risk	tolerance	criteria.

Risk	is	a	measure	of	human	injury,	environmental	damage,	or	economic	loss	in	terms	of	both	the	likelihood	and	the
magnitude	 of	 the	 loss.	 Risk	 analysis	 determines	 all	 the	 incident	 scenarios	 of	 a	 plant	 having	 a	 consequence	 of
concern	 and	 their	 corresponding	 risks,	 and	 then	 sums	 the	 risks	 to	 establish	 the	 total	 risk	 for	 the	 plant.	 Risk
assessment	considers	the	risks	and	the	tolerable	risk	criteria	to	make	decisions	regarding	risk	reduction.
The	 first	 part	 of	 this	 chapter	 explains	 how	 to	 determine	 the	 frequency	 of	 incident	 scenarios	 and	 how	 this
information	 is	used	 in	 event	 and	 fault	 trees.	The	 last	part	 explains	how	 the	 frequencies	are	used	 in	QRA,	LOPA,
qualitative,	and	bow-tie	methods.

12-1	Review	of	Probability	Theory
Equipment	failures	or	faults	in	a	process	occur	as	a	result	of	complex	interactions	of	the	individual	components.	The
overall	probability	of	a	failure	in	a	process	depends	on	the	nature	of	these	interactions.	In	this	section,	we	define
the	various	types	of	interactions	and	describe	how	to	compute	failure	probabilities.
Data	are	 collected	on	 the	 failure	 rate	of	 a	particular	hardware	component.	With	adequate	data,	 it	 can	be	 shown
that,	on	average,	 the	component	 fails	after	a	certain	period	of	 time.	This	 is	called	the	average	failure	rate	and	 is
represented	by	μ	with	units	of	faults/time.	The	probability	that	the	component	will	not	fail	during	the	time	interval
(0,	t)	is	given	by	a	Poisson	distribution:1

R(t)=e−μt(12-1)
1B.	Roffel	and	J.	E.	Rijnsdorp.	Process	Dynamics,	Control,	and	Protection	(Ann	Arbor,	MI:	Ann	Arbor	Science,	1982),	p.	381.

where	R	 is	the	reliability.	Equation	12-1	assumes	a	constant	failure	rate	μ.	As	t	→	∞,	the	reliability	goes	to	0.	The
speed	at	which	this	occurs	depends	on	the	value	of	the	failure	rate	μ.	The	higher	the	failure	rate,	the	more	rapidly
the	 reliability	 decreases.	 Other,	 more	 complex	 distributions	 are	 also	 available,	 but	 this	 simple	 exponential
distribution	is	most	commonly	used	because	it	requires	only	a	single	parameter,	μ.
The	complement	of	the	reliability	is	called	the	failure	probability	(or	sometimes	the	unreliability),	P,	and	it	is	given
by

P(t)=1−R(t)=1−e−μt(12-2)
The	failure	density	function	is	defined	as	the	derivative	of	the	failure	probability:

f(t)=dP(t)dt=μe−μt(12-3)
The	area	under	the	complete	failure	density	function	is	1.
The	failure	density	function	is	used	to	determine	the	probability	P	of	at	least	one	failure	in	the	time	period	t0	to	t1:

P(to→t1)=∫t0t1f(t)dt=μ∫t0t1e−μtdt=e−μt0−e−μt1(12-4)
The	integral	represents	the	fraction	of	the	total	area	under	the	failure	density	function	between	time	t0	and	t1.
The	time	interval	between	two	failures	of	the	component	 is	called	the	mean	time	between	failures	(MTBF)	and	is
given	by	the	first	moment	of	the	failure	density	function:

E(t)=MTBF=∫0∞tf(t)dt=1μ(12-5)
Typical	plots	of	the	functions	μ,	f,	P,	and	R	are	shown	in	Figure	12-1.



Figure	12-1	Typical	plots	of	(a)	the	failure	rate	μ,	(b)	the	failure	density	f	(t),	(c)	the	failure	probability	P(t),
and	(d)	the	reliability	R(t).	



Equations	12-1	through	12-5	are	valid	only	for	a	constant	failure	rate	μ.	Many	components	exhibit	a	typical	bathtub
failure	rate,	shown	 in	Figure	12-2.	 In	 this	pattern,	 the	 failure	 rate	 is	highest	when	 the	component	 is	new	 (infant
mortality)	and	when	it	is	old	(old	age).	Between	these	two	periods	(denoted	by	the	lines	in	Figure	12-2),	the	failure
rate	is	reasonably	constant	and	Equations	12-1	through	12-5	are	valid.



Figure	12-2	A	typical	bathtub	failure	rate	curve	for	process	hardware.	The	failure	rate	is	approximately
constant	over	the	midlife	of	the	component.	

Interactions	between	Process	Units
Incidents	in	chemical	plants	are	usually	the	result	of	a	complicated	interaction	of	a	number	of	process	components.
The	overall	process	failure	probability	is	computed	from	the	individual	component	probabilities.
Process	components	interact	in	two	different	fashions.	In	some	cases,	a	process	failure	requires	the	simultaneous
failure	of	a	number	of	components	 in	parallel.	This	parallel	structure	 is	represented	by	the	 logical	AND	function.
This	means	that	the	failure	probabilities	for	the	individual	components	must	be	multiplied:

P=∏i=1nPi(12-6)
where
n	is	the	total	number	of	components	and
Pi	is	the	failure	probability	of	each	component.
This	rule	is	easily	memorized	because	for	parallel	components	the	probabilities	are	multiplied.
The	total	reliability	for	parallel	units	is	given	by

R=1−∏i=1n(1−Ri)(12-7)
where	Ri	is	the	reliability	of	an	individual	process	component.
Process	 components	 also	 interact	 in	 series.	 This	 means	 that	 a	 failure	 of	 any	 single	 component	 in	 the	 series	 of
components	 will	 result	 in	 failure	 of	 the	 process.	 The	 logical	 OR	 function	 represents	 this	 case.	 For	 series
components,	the	overall	process	reliability	is	found	by	multiplying	the	reliabilities	for	the	individual	components:

R=∏i=1nRi(12-8)
The	overall	failure	probability	is	computed	from

P=1 −∏i=1n(1−Pi)(12-9)
For	a	system	composed	of	two	components	A	and	B,	Equation	12-9	is	expanded	to

P(A	or	B)=P(A)+P(B)−P(A)P(B)(12-10)
The	cross-product	 term	P(A)P(B)	compensates	 for	counting	 the	overlapping	cases	 twice.	Consider	 the	example	of
tossing	a	single	die	and	determining	the	probability	that	the	number	of	points	is	even	or	divisible	by	3.	In	this	case,

P(even	or	divisible	by	3)=P(even)+P(divisible by 3)−P(even	and	divisible by 3).
The	last	term	subtracts	the	cases	in	which	both	conditions	are	satisfied.
If	 the	 failure	 probabilities	 are	 small	 (a	 common	 situation),	 the	 term	 P(A)P(B)	 is	 negligible,	 and	 Equation	 12-10
reduces	to

P(A or B)=P(A)+P(B)(12-11)
This	result	is	generalized	for	any	number	of	components.	For	this	special	case,	Equation	12-9	reduces	to

P=∑i=1nPi(12-12)
Failure	rate	data	for	a	number	of	typical	process	components	are	provided	in	Table	12-1.	These	are	average	values
determined	at	a	typical	chemical	process	facility.	Actual	values	would	depend	on	the	manufacturer,	the	materials	of
construction,	the	design,	the	environment,	and	other	factors.	The	assumptions	in	this	analysis	are	that	the	failures
are	independent,	hard,	and	not	intermittent,	and	that	the	failure	of	one	device	does	not	stress	adjacent	devices	to
the	point	that	the	failure	probability	is	increased.



Table	12-1	Failure	Rate	Data	for	Various	Selected	Process	Components

Instrument Faults/Year
Controller 0.29
Control	valve 0.60
Flow	measurement	(fluids) 1.14
Flow	measurement	(solids) 3.75
Flow	switch 1.12
Gas–liquid	chromatograph 30.6
Hand	valve 0.13
Indicator	lamp 0.044
Level	measurement	(liquids) 1.70
Level	measurement	(solids) 6.86
Oxygen	analyzer 5.65
pH	meter 5.88
Pressure	measurement 1.41
Pressure	relief	valve 0.022
Pressure	switch 0.14
Solenoid	valve 0.42
Stepper	motor 0.044
Strip	chart	recorder 0.22
Thermocouple	temperature	measurement 0.52
Thermometer	temperature	measurement 0.027
Valve	positioner 0.44

Source:	Selected	from	Frank	P.	Lees.	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries	(London,	UK:	Butterworths,	1986),
p.	343.
A	summary	of	computations	for	parallel	and	series	process	components	is	shown	in	Figure	12-3.



Figure	12-3	Computations	for	various	types	of	component	linkages.	

Example	12-1
The	flow	of	water	to	a	chemical	reactor	cooling	coil	is	controlled	by	the	system	shown	in	Figure	12-4.	The	flow
is	measured	by	a	differential	pressure	(DP)	flow	meter,	the	controller	is	designed	to	control	the	flow,	and	the
control	 valve	 manipulates	 the	 flow	 of	 coolant.	 Determine	 the	 overall	 failure	 rate,	 the	 unreliability,	 the
reliability,	and	the	MTBF	for	this	system.	Assume	a	1-year	period	of	operation.





Figure	12-4	Flow	control	system.	The	components	of	the	control	system	are	linked	in	series.	

Solution
These	process	components	are	related	 in	series.	Thus,	 if	any	one	of	 the	components	 fails,	 the	entire	system
fails.	The	reliability	and	failure	probability	are	computed	for	each	component	using	Equations	12-1	and	12-2.
The	results	are	shown	in	the	following	table.	The	failure	rates	are	from	Table	12-1.

Component Failure	rate	μ	(faults/yr) Reliability	(R	=	e−μt) Failure	probability	(P	=	1	−	R)
Control	valve 0.60 0.55 0.45
Controller 0.29 0.75 0.25
DP	cell 1.41 0.24 0.76

The	overall	reliability	for	components	in	series	is	computed	using	Equation	12-8.	The	result	is
R	=	Πi=13Ri=(0.55)(0.75)(0.24)=0.10

The	failure	probability	is	computed	from	Equation	12-2:
P=1−R=1−0.10=0.90/yr

The	overall	failure	rate	is	computed	using	the	definition	of	the	reliability	(Equation	12-1):
R=0.10=e−μμ=−ln(0.10)=2.3 failures/yr

The	MTBF	is	computed	using	Equation	12-5:
MTBF=1μ=0.43yr

This	system	is	expected	to	fail,	on	average,	once	every	0.43	yr.

Example	12-2
A	diagram	of	the	safety	systems	for	a	chemical	reactor	is	shown	in	Figure	12-5.	This	reactor	contains	a	high-
pressure	 alarm	 to	 alert	 the	 operator	 in	 the	 event	 of	 dangerous	 reactor	 pressures.	 It	 consists	 of	 a	 pressure
switch	on	the	reactor	connected	to	an	alarm	light	indicator.	For	additional	safety,	an	automatic	high-pressure
reactor	shutdown	system	is	installed.	This	system	is	activated	at	a	pressure	somewhat	higher	than	the	alarm
system	 and	 consists	 of	 a	 pressure	 controller	 connected	 to	 a	 solenoid	 valve	 in	 the	 reactor	 feed	 line.	 The
automatic	system	stops	the	flow	of	reactant	in	the	event	of	high	pressure.	Compute	the	overall	failure	rate,	the
failure	 probability,	 the	 reliability,	 and	 the	 MTBF	 for	 a	 high-pressure	 condition.	 Assume	 a	 1-year	 period	 of
operation.	 Also,	 develop	 an	 expression	 for	 the	 overall	 failure	 probability	 based	 on	 the	 component	 failure
probabilities.





Figure	12-5	A	chemical	reactor	with	an	alarm	and	an	inlet	feed	solenoid	valve.	The	alarm	and	feed
shutdown	systems	are	linked	in	parallel.	

Solution
Failure	rate	data	are	available	from	Table	12-1.	The	reliability	and	failure	probabilities	of	each	component	are
computed	using	Equations	12-1	and	12-2:

Component Failure	rate	μ	(faults/yr) Reliability	(R	=	e−μt) Failure	probability	(P	=	1	–	R)
1.	Pressure	switch 0.14 0.87 0.13
2.	Alarm	indicator 		0.044 0.96 0.04
3.	Pressure	controller 0.14 0.87 0.13
4.	Solenoid	valve 0.42 0.66 0.34

A	dangerous	high-pressure	reactor	situation	occurs	only	when	both	the	alarm	system	and	the	shutdown	system
fail.	These	 two	components	are	 in	parallel.	For	 the	alarm	system,	 the	components	are	 in	 series.	Thus,	 from
Equation	12-8:

R=∏i=12Ri=(0.87)(0.96)=0.835P=1−R=1−0.835=0.165μ=−lnR=
−ln(0.835)=0.180	faults/yrMTBF=1μ=	5.56	yr

For	the	shutdown	system,	the	components	are	also	in	series.	From	Equation	12-8	and	12-5:
R=∏i=12Ri=(0.87)(0.66)=0.574P=1−R=1−0.574=0.426μ=−ln R=

−ln(0.574)=0.555	faults/yrMTBF=1μ=	1.8	yr
The	two	systems	are	combined	using	Equation	12-6:

P=∏i=12Pi=(0.165)(0.426)=0.070R=1−P=0.930μ=−ln	R=−ln(0.930)=0.073	faults/yrMTBF=1μ=	13.7	yr
For	the	alarm	system	alone,	a	failure	is	expected	once	every	5.6	yr.	Similarly,	for	a	reactor	with	a	high-pressure
shutdown	system	alone,	a	failure	is	expected	once	every	1.80	yr.	However,	with	both	systems	in	parallel,	the
MTBF	is	significantly	improved	and	a	combined	failure	is	expected	every	13.7	yr.
The	overall	failure	probability	is	given	by	Equation	12-6:

P=P(A)P(S)
where	P(A)	is	the	failure	probability	of	the	alarm	system	and	P(S)	is	the	failure	probability	of	the	emergency
shutdown	system.	An	alternative	procedure	is	to	use	Equation	12-9	directly.	For	the	alarm	system,

P(A)=P1+P2−P1P2
For	the	shutdown	system,

P(S)=P3+P4−P3P4
The	overall	failure	probability	is	then

P=P(A)P(S)=(P1+P2−P1P2)(P3+P4−P3P4)
Substituting	the	numbers	provided	in	the	example,	we	obtain

P=[0.13+0.04−(0.13)(0.04)][0.34+0.13−(0.34)(0.13)]=(0.165)(0.426)=0.070
This	is	the	same	answer	as	before.
If	the	products	P1P2	and	P3P4	are	assumed	to	be	small,	then



P(A)=P1+P2
and

P=P(A)P(S)=(P1+P2)(P3+P4)	=	0.080
The	difference	between	this	answer	and	the	answer	obtained	previously	is	14.3%.	The	component	probabilities
are	not	small	enough	in	this	example	to	assume	that	the	cross-products	are	negligible.

Revealed	and	Unrevealed	Failures
Example	12-2	assumes	that	all	failures	in	either	the	alarm	or	the	shutdown	system	are	immediately	obvious	to	the
operator	and	are	repaired	in	a	negligible	amount	of	time.	Emergency	alarms	and	shutdown	systems	are	used	only
when	a	dangerous	situation	occurs.	It	is	possible	for	the	equipment	to	fail	without	the	operator	being	aware	of	the
situation—an	 event	 called	 an	 unrevealed	 failure.	 Without	 regular	 and	 reliable	 equipment	 testing,	 alarm	 and
emergency	systems	can	fail	without	notice.	Failures	that	are	immediately	obvious	are	called	revealed	failures.
As	an	example,	consider	that	a	flat	tire	on	a	car	is	immediately	obvious	to	the	driver.	In	contrast,	the	spare	tire	in
the	trunk	might	also	be	flat	without	the	driver	being	aware	of	the	problem	until	the	spare	is	needed.
Figure	12-6	shows	the	nomenclature	for	revealed	failures.	The	time	that	the	component	is	operational	is	called	the
period	of	operation	and	is	denoted	by	τo.	After	a	failure	occurs,	a	period	of	time,	called	the	period	of	inactivity	or
downtime	 (τr),	 is	 required	 to	 repair	 the	 component.	 The	 MTBF	 is	 the	 sum	 of	 the	 period	 of	 operation	 and	 the
downtime.



Figure	12-6	Component	cycles	for	revealed	failures.	A	failure	requires	a	period	of	time	for	repair.	

For	revealed	failures,	the	period	of	inactivity	or	downtime	for	a	particular	component	is	computed	by	averaging	the
inactive	period	for	a	number	of	failures:

τr≅1n∑i=1nτri(12-13)
where
n	is	the	number	of	times	the	failure	or	inactivity	occurred	and
τri	is	the	period	for	repair	for	a	particular	failure.
Similarly,	the	time	before	failure	or	period	of	operation	is	given	by

τ0≅1n∑i=1nτoi(12-14)
where	τoi	is	the	period	of	operation	between	a	particular	set	of	failures.
The	MTBF	is	the	sum	of	the	period	of	operation	and	the	repair	period:

MTBF=1μ=τr+τo(12-15)
It	is	convenient	to	define	the	availability	and	the	unavailability.	The	availability	A	is	simply	the	probability	that	the
component	or	process	is	found	functioning.	The	unavailability	U	is	the	probability	that	the	component	or	process	is
found	not	functioning.	It	is	obvious	that

A+U=1(12-16)
The	quantity	τo	 represents	 the	period	 that	 the	process	 is	 in	operation,	 and	τr	+	τo	 represents	 the	 total	 time.	By
definition,	it	follows	that	the	availability	is	given	by

Α=τoτr+τo(12-17)
Similarly,	the	unavailability	is

U=τrτr+τo.(12-18)
By	 combining	Equations	12-17	 and	12-18	with	 the	 result	 of	 Equation	 12-15,	 we	 can	write	 the	 equations	 for	 the
availability	and	unavailability	for	revealed	failures:



U=μτrA=μτo(12-19)
For	 unrevealed	 failures,	 the	 failure	 becomes	 obvious	 only	 after	 regular	 inspection.	 This	 situation	 is	 depicted	 in
Figure	12-7.	 If	τu	 is	 the	average	period	of	unavailability	during	 the	 inspection	 interval	and	 if	 τi	 is	 the	 inspection
interval,	then

U=τuτi(12-20)



Figure	12-7	Component	cycles	for	unrevealed	failures.	

The	average	period	of	unavailability	is	computed	from	the	failure	probability:
τu=∫0τiP(t)	dt(12-21)

Combining	with	Equation	12-20,	we	obtain
U=1τi∫0τiP(t) dt(12-22)

The	failure	probability	P(t)	 is	given	by	Equation	12-2.	This	 is	substituted	 into	Equation	12-22	and	 integrated.	The
result	is

U=1−1μτi(1−e−μτi)(12-23)
An	expression	for	the	availability	is

A=1μτi(1−e−μτi)(12-24)
If	the	term	uτi	≪	1,	then	the	failure	probability	is	approximated	by

P(t)≈μt(12-25)
and	Equation	12-22	is	integrated	to	give,	for	unrevealed	failures,

U=12μτi(12-26)
This	 is	 a	 useful	 and	 convenient	 result.	 It	 demonstrates	 that,	 on	 average,	 for	 unrevealed	 failures	 the	 process	 or
component	is	unavailable	during	a	period	equal	to	half	the	inspection	interval.	A	decrease	in	the	inspection	interval
is	shown	to	increase	the	availability	of	an	unrevealed	failure.
Equations	12-20	through	12-26	assume	a	negligible	repair	time.	This	is	usually	a	valid	assumption	because	online
process	equipment	is	generally	repaired	within	hours,	whereas	the	inspection	intervals	are	usually	monthly.

Example	12-3
Compute	the	availability	and	the	unavailability	for	both	the	alarm	and	the	shutdown	systems	of	Example	12-2.
Assume	that	a	maintenance	inspection	occurs	once	every	month	and	that	the	repair	time	is	negligible.

Solution
Both	systems	demonstrate	unrevealed	failures.	For	the	alarm	system,	the	failure	rate	is	μ	=	0.18	faults/yr.	The
inspection	period	is	1/12	=	0.083	yr.	The	unavailability	is	from	Equation	12-26:

U=12μτi=(12)(0.18 faults/yr)(0.083 yr)=0.0075A=1−U=0.992
The	alarm	system	is	available	99.2%	of	the	time.	For	the	shutdown	system,	μ	=	0.55	faults/yr.	Thus,

U=12μτi=(12)(0.55 faults/yr)(0.083 yr)=0.023A=1−0.023=0.977
The	shutdown	system	is	available	97.7%	of	the	time.

Probability	of	Coincidence



All	process	components	demonstrate	unavailability	as	a	result	of	a	failure.	For	alarms	and	emergency	systems,	it	is
unlikely	that	these	systems	will	be	unavailable	when	a	dangerous	process	episode	occurs.	The	danger	results	only
when	a	process	upset	occurs	and	the	emergency	system	is	unavailable—a	scenario	that	requires	a	coincidence	of
events.
Assume	 that	a	dangerous	process	episode	occurs	pd	 times	 in	a	 time	 interval	Ti.	 The	 frequency	of	 this	 episode	 is
given	by

λ=pdTi(12-27)
For	 an	 emergency	 system	with	unavailability	U,	 a	 dangerous	 situation	will	 occur	 only	when	 the	 process	 episode
occurs	and	the	emergency	system	is	unavailable—that	is,	every	pdU	episodes.	The	average	frequency	of	dangerous
episodes	λd	is	the	number	of	dangerous	coincidences	divided	by	the	time	period,	Ti:

λd=pdUTi=λU(12-28)
For	small	failure	rates,	U=12μτi	and	pd	=	λTi.	Substituting	into	Equation	12-28	yields

λd=12λμτi(12-29)
The	mean	time	between	coincidences	(MTBC)	is	the	reciprocal	of	the	average	frequency	of	dangerous	coincidences:

MTBC=1λd=2λμτi(12-30)

Example	12-4
For	 the	 reactor	 of	Example	12-3,	 a	 high-pressure	 incident	 is	 expected	 once	 every	 14	months.	 Compute	 the
MTBC	 for	 a	 high-pressure	 excursion	 and	 a	 failure	 in	 the	 emergency	 shutdown	 device.	 Assume	 that	 a
maintenance	inspection	occurs	every	month.

Solution
The	frequency	of	process	episodes	is	given	by	Equation	12-27:

λ=(1	episode14	months)(1	yr12	months)=0.857/yr
The	unavailability	is	computed	from	Equation	12-26:

U=12μτi=(12)  (0.55	faults/yr)(0.083	yr)=0.023
The	average	frequency	of	dangerous	coincidences	is	given	by	Equation	12-28:

λd=λU=(0.857/yr)(0.023)=0.020/yr
The	MTBC	is	(from	Equation	12-30)

MTBC=1λd=10.02/yr=50	yr											
It	 is	expected	that	a	simultaneous	high-pressure	 incident	and	failure	of	the	emergency	shutdown	device	will
occur	once	every	50	yr.
If	the	inspection	interval	τi	is	halved,	then	U	=	0.023,	λd	=	0.010/yr,	and	the	resulting	MTBC	is	100	yr.	This	is	a
significant	improvement	and	shows	why	a	proper	and	timely	maintenance	program	is	important.

Redundancy2
2S.	S.	Grossel	and	D.	A.	Crowl.	eds.	Handbook	of	Highly	Toxic	Materials	Handling	and	Management	(New	York,	NY:	Marcel	Dekker,	1995),	p.
264.

Systems	are	designed	to	function	normally	even	when	a	single	instrument	or	control	function	fails.	This	is	achieved
with	redundant	controls,	including	two	or	more	measurements,	processing	paths,	and	actuators	intended	to	ensure
that	the	system	operates	safely	and	reliably.	The	degree	of	redundancy	depends	on	the	hazards	of	the	process	and
on	 the	 potential	 for	 economic	 losses.	 An	 example	 of	 a	 redundant	 temperature	 measurement	 is	 an	 additional
temperature	 probe.	 An	 example	 of	 a	 redundant	 temperature	 control	 loop	 is	 an	 additional	 temperature	 probe,
controller,	and	actuator	(for	example,	a	cooling	water	control	valve).

Common-Cause	Failures
Occasionally,	 an	 incident	 occurs	 that	 results	 in	 a	 common-cause	 failure:	 a	 single	 event	 that	 affects	 a	 number	 of
pieces	of	hardware	simultaneously.	For	example,	consider	several	flow	control	loops	similar	to	those	in	Figure	12-4.
A	common-cause	failure	might	involve	the	loss	of	electrical	power	or	a	loss	of	instrument	air.	A	utility	failure	of	this
type	can	cause	all	the	control	loops	to	fail	at	the	same	time.	The	utility	is	connected	to	these	systems	via	logical	OR
gates,	which	increases	the	failure	rate	substantially.	When	working	with	control	systems,	one	needs	to	deliberately
design	the	systems	to	minimize	common	cause	failures.

12-2	Event	Trees
Event	trees	begin	with	an	initiating	event	and	work	toward	a	final	result;	that	is,	they	take	an	inductive	approach.
The	analytical	method	provides	information	on	how	a	failure	can	occur	and	the	probability	of	its	occurrence.
When	an	incident	occurs	in	a	plant,	various	safety	systems	come	into	play	to	prevent	the	incident	from	propagating.
These	 safety	 systems	 either	 fail	 or	 succeed.	 The	 event	 tree	 approach	 includes	 the	 effects	 of	 an	 event	 initiation
followed	by	the	impact	of	the	safety	systems.
The	typical	steps	in	an	event	tree	analysis	are	as	follows:3



1.	 Identify	an	initiating	event	of	interest.
2.	 Identify	the	safety	functions	designed	to	handle	the	initiating	event.
3.	 Construct	the	event	tree.
4.	 Describe	the	resulting	incident	event	sequences.

3AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Hazard	Evaluation	Procedures,	3rd	ed.	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2009).

If	appropriate	data	are	available,	the	procedure	is	used	to	compute	frequencies	for	the	various	events.	This	is	used
effectively	 to	 determine	 the	 probability	 of	 a	 certain	 sequence	 of	 events	 and	 to	 decide	 which	 improvements	 are
required.
Consider	the	chemical	reactor	system	shown	in	Figure	12-8.	A	high-temperature	alarm	has	been	installed	to	warn
the	operator	of	a	high	temperature	within	the	reactor.	The	event	tree	for	a	loss-of-coolant	initiating	event	is	shown
in	Figure	12-9.	 Four	 safety	 functions	 are	 identified.	 The	 first	 safety	 function	 is	 the	 high-temperature	 alarm.	 The
second	safety	 function	 is	 the	operator	noticing	 the	high	reactor	 temperature	during	normal	 inspection.	The	 third
safety	 function	 is	 the	operator	reestablishing	the	coolant	 flow	by	correcting	the	problem	in	 time.	The	 final	safety
function	is	invoked	by	the	operator	performing	an	emergency	shutdown	of	the	reactor.	These	safety	functions	are
written	across	the	top	of	the	sheet	in	the	order	in	which	they	logically	occur.



Figure	12-8	Reactor	with	high-temperature	alarm	and	temperature	controller.	



Figure	12-9	Event	tree	for	a	loss-of-coolant	incident	for	the	reactor	of	Figure	12-8.	



The	event	tree	is	written	from	left	to	right.	The	initiating	event	is	written	first	in	the	center	of	the	page	on	the	left.	A
line	 is	 drawn	 from	 the	 initiating	 event	 to	 the	 first	 safety	 function.	 At	 this	 point,	 the	 safety	 function	 can	 either
succeed	or	 fail.	By	 convention,	 a	 successful	 operation	 is	 drawn	by	a	 straight	 line	upward	and	a	 failure	 is	 drawn
downward.	Horizontal	lines	are	drawn	from	these	two	states	to	the	next	safety	function.
If	a	safety	function	does	not	apply,	the	horizontal	line	is	continued	through	the	safety	function	without	branching.
For	 this	 example,	 the	upper	branch	 continues	 through	 the	 second	 function,	where	 the	 operator	 notices	 the	high
temperature.	 If	 the	 high-temperature	 alarm	 operates	 properly,	 the	 operator	 will	 already	 be	 aware	 of	 the	 high-
temperature	condition.	The	sequence	description	and	consequences	are	indicated	on	the	extreme	right-hand	side	of
the	 event	 tree.	 The	 open	 circles	 indicate	 safe	 conditions,	 and	 the	 circles	 with	 the	 crosses	 represent	 unsafe
conditions.
The	lettering	notation	in	the	sequence	description	column	is	useful	for	identifying	the	particular	event.	The	letters
indicate	the	sequence	of	failures	of	the	safety	systems.	The	initiating	event	is	always	included	as	the	first	letter	in
the	notation.	An	event	tree	for	a	different	initiating	event	in	this	study	would	use	a	different	letter.	For	the	example
here,	the	lettering	sequence	ADE	represents	initiating	event	A	followed	by	failure	of	safety	functions	D	and	E.
The	event	tree	can	be	used	quantitatively	if	data	are	available	on	the	failure	rates	of	the	safety	functions	and	the
frequency	of	the	initiation	event.	For	this	example,	assume	that	a	 loss-of-cooling	event	occurs	once	a	year.	Let	us
also	assume	that	the	hardware	safety	functions	fail	1%	of	the	time	when	they	are	placed	in	demand.	This	is	a	failure
rate	of	0.01	failure/demand.	Also	assume	that	the	operator	will	notice	the	high	reactor	temperature	3	out	of	4	times,
and	 that	 3	 out	 of	 4	 times	 the	 operator	will	 be	 successful	 at	 reestablishing	 the	 coolant	 flow.	Both	 of	 these	 cases
represent	 a	 failure	 rate	 of	 1	 time	 out	 of	 4,	 or	 0.25	 failure/demand.	 Finally,	 it	 is	 estimated	 that	 the	 operator
successfully	shuts	down	the	system	9	out	of	10	times.	This	is	a	failure	rate	of	0.10	failure/demand.
The	failure	rates	for	the	safety	functions	are	written	below	the	column	headings.	The	occurrence	frequency	for	the
initiating	event	is	written	below	the	line	originating	from	the	initiating	event.
The	 computational	 sequence	 performed	 at	 each	 junction	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 12-10.	 Again,	 the	 upper	 branch,	 by
convention,	 represents	 a	 successful	 safety	 function	 and	 the	 lower	 branch	 represents	 a	 failure.	 The	 frequency
associated	with	the	lower	branch	is	computed	by	multiplying	the	failure	rate	of	the	safety	function	times	the	failure
frequency	of	the	incoming	branch.	The	frequency	associated	with	the	upper	branch	is	computed	by	subtracting	the
failure	rate	of	the	safety	function	from	1	(giving	the	success	rate	of	the	safety	function)	and	then	multiplying	by	the
frequency	of	the	incoming	branch.



Figure	12-10	The	computational	sequence	across	a	safety	function	in	an	event	tree.	

The	net	frequency	associated	with	the	event	tree	shown	in	Figure	12-9	is	the	sum	of	the	frequencies	of	the	unsafe
states	(the	states	with	the	circles	and	x’s).	For	this	example,	the	net	frequency	is	estimated	at	0.025	failure	per	year
(sum	of	failures	ADE,	ABDE,	and	ABCDE).
This	event	tree	analysis	shows	that	a	dangerous	runaway	reaction	will	occur	on	average	0.025	times	per	year,	or
once	every	40	 years.	This	 is	 considered	 too	 frequent	 for	 this	 installation.	A	possible	 solution	 is	 to	 install	 a	high-
temperature	reactor	shutdown	system.	This	control	system	would	automatically	shut	down	the	reactor	in	the	event
that	the	reactor	temperature	exceeds	a	fixed	value.	The	emergency	shutdown	temperature	would	be	higher	than	the
alarm	value	to	provide	an	opportunity	for	the	operator	to	restore	the	coolant	flow.
The	event	tree	for	the	modified	process	is	shown	in	Figure	12-11.	The	additional	safety	function	provides	a	backup
in	the	event	that	the	high-temperature	alarm	fails	or	the	operator	fails	to	notice	the	high	temperature.	The	runaway
reaction	 is	 now	 estimated	 to	 occur	 0.00025	 times	 per	 year,	 or	 once	 every	 4000	 years.	 This	 is	 a	 substantial
improvement	obtained	by	the	addition	of	a	simple	redundant	shutdown	system.





Figure	12-11	Event	tree	for	the	reactor	of	Figure	12-8.	This	includes	a	high-temperature	shutdown	system.	

The	 event	 tree	 is	 useful	 for	 providing	 scenarios	 of	 possible	 failure	modes.	 If	 quantitative	 data	 are	 available,	 an
estimate	can	be	made	of	the	failure	frequency.	This	is	used	most	successfully	to	modify	the	design	to	improve	the
safety.	The	difficulty	is	that	for	most	real	processes	the	method	can	be	extremely	detailed,	resulting	in	a	huge	event
tree.	 If	 a	 frequency	 computation	 is	 required,	 failure	 rate	 data	must	 be	 available	 for	 every	 safety	 function	 in	 the
event	 tree.	 Also,	 an	 event	 tree	 begins	 with	 a	 specified	 failure	 and	 terminates	 with	 a	 number	 of	 resulting
consequences.	 Thus,	 if	 an	 engineer	 is	 concerned	 about	 a	 particular	 consequence,	 there	 is	 no	 certainty	 that	 the
consequence	 of	 interest	will	 actually	 result	 from	 the	 selected	 failure.	 This	 is	 perhaps	 the	major	 disadvantage	 of
event	trees.

12-3	Fault	Trees
Fault	trees	originated	in	the	aerospace	industry	and	have	been	used	extensively	by	the	nuclear	power	industry	to
qualify	and	quantify	the	hazards	and	risks	associated	with	nuclear	power	plants.	This	approach	is	also	applicable	in
the	chemical	process	industries,	mostly	as	a	result	of	the	experiences	of	the	nuclear	industry.
A	fault	tree	for	anything	but	the	simplest	of	plants	can	be	large,	involving	thousands	of	process	events.	Fortunately,
this	approach	lends	itself	to	computerization,	with	a	variety	of	computer	programs	being	commercially	available	to
draw	fault	trees.
Fault	 trees	are	a	deductive	method	 for	 identifying	ways	 in	which	hazards	can	 lead	 to	an	 incident.	This	approach
starts	with	a	well-defined	incident,	or	top	event,	and	works	backward	toward	the	various	scenarios	that	can	cause
the	incident.
For	 instance,	 a	 flat	 tire	 on	 an	 automobile	may	 be	 caused	 by	 two	possible	 events.	 In	 one	 case,	 the	 flat	 is	 due	 to
driving	over	debris	on	the	road,	such	as	a	nail.	In	the	other	case,	the	cause	is	tire	failure.	The	flat	tire	is	identified	as
the	 top	event.	The	 two	contributing	causes	are	either	basic	or	 intermediate	events:	Basic	events	are	events	 that
cannot	be	defined	further,	whereas	intermediate	events	are	events	that	can.	For	this	example,	driving	over	the	road
debris	is	a	basic	event	because	no	further	definition	is	possible.	In	contrast,	the	tire	failure	is	an	intermediate	event
because	it	results	from	either	a	defective	tire	or	a	worn	tire.
The	flat	tire	example	is	pictured	using	a	fault	tree	logic	diagram,	shown	in	Figure	12-12.	The	circles	denote	basic
events	 and	 the	 rectangles	 denote	 intermediate	 events.	 The	 fishlike	 symbol	 represents	 the	 OR	 logic	 function.	 It
means	that	either	of	the	input	events	will	cause	the	output	state	to	occur.	As	shown	in	Figure	12-12,	the	flat	tire	is
caused	by	either	debris	on	the	road	or	tire	failure.	Similarly,	the	tire	failure	is	caused	by	either	a	defective	tire	or	a
worn	tire.





Figure	12-12	A	fault	tree	describing	the	various	events	contributing	to	a	flat	tire.	

Events	 in	 a	 fault	 tree	 are	 not	 restricted	 to	 hardware	 failures.	 They	 can	 also	 include	 software,	 human,	 and
environmental	factors.
For	reasonably	complex	chemical	plants,	a	number	of	additional	logic	functions	are	needed	to	construct	a	fault	tree.
A	detailed	list	is	given	in	Figure	12-13.	The	AND	logic	function	is	important	for	describing	processes	that	interact	in
parallel.	This	means	that	the	output	state	of	the	AND	logic	function	is	active	only	when	both	of	the	input	states	are
active.	The	inhibit	function	is	useful	for	events	that	lead	to	a	failure	only	part	of	the	time.	For	instance,	driving	over
debris	in	the	road	does	not	always	lead	to	a	flat	tire.	The	inhibit	gate	could	be	used	in	the	fault	tree	of	Figure	12-12
to	represent	this	situation.



Figure	12-13	The	logic	transfer	components	used	in	a	fault	tree.	

Before	the	actual	fault	tree	is	drawn,	a	number	of	preliminary	steps	must	be	taken:

1.	 Define	precisely	the	top	event.	Events	such	as	“high	reactor	temperature”	or	“liquid	level	too	high”	are	precise
and	appropriate.	Events	such	as	“explosion	of	reactor”	or	“fire	 in	process”	are	too	vague,	whereas	an	event
such	as	“leak	in	valve”	is	too	specific.

2.	 Define	the	existing	event.	Which	conditions	are	sure	to	be	present	when	the	top	event	occurs?
3.	 Define	 the	unallowed	events.	These	events	are	unlikely	or	are	not	under	consideration	at	 the	present.	They

could	include	wiring	failures,	lightning,	tornadoes,	and	hurricanes.
4.	 Define	the	physical	bounds	of	the	process.	Which	components	are	to	be	considered	in	the	fault	tree?



5.	 Define	 the	 equipment	 configuration.	Which	 valves	 are	 open	 or	 closed?	What	 are	 the	 liquid	 levels?	 Is	 this	 a
normal	operation	state?

6.	 Define	 the	 level	of	 resolution.	Will	 the	analysis	consider	 just	a	valve,	or	will	 it	be	necessary	 to	consider	 the
valve	components?

The	next	step	in	the	procedure	is	to	draw	the	fault	tree.	First,	draw	the	top	event	at	the	top	of	the	page.	Label	it	as
the	top	event	to	avoid	confusion	later	when	the	fault	tree	has	spread	out	to	several	sheets	of	paper.
Second,	 determine	 the	 major	 events	 that	 contribute	 to	 the	 top	 event.	 Write	 these	 down	 as	 intermediate,	 basic,
undeveloped,	or	external	events	on	the	sheet.	If	these	events	are	related	in	parallel	(all	events	must	occur	for	the
top	event	to	occur),	they	must	be	connected	to	the	top	event	by	an	AND	gate.	If	these	events	are	related	in	series
(any	event	can	occur	for	the	top	event	to	occur),	they	must	be	connected	by	an	OR	gate.	If	the	new	events	cannot	be
related	to	the	top	event	by	a	single	logic	function,	the	new	events	are	probably	improperly	specified.	Remember,	the
purpose	of	the	fault	tree	is	to	determine	the	individual	event	steps	that	must	occur	to	produce	the	top	event.
Next	consider	any	one	of	the	new	intermediate	events.	Which	events	must	occur	to	contribute	to	this	single	event?
Write	 these	down	as	 either	 intermediate,	 basic,	 undeveloped,	 or	 external	 events	 on	 the	 tree.	 Then	decide	which
logic	function	represents	the	interaction	of	these	newest	events.
Continue	 developing	 the	 fault	 tree	 until	 all	 branches	 have	 been	 terminated	 by	 basic,	 undeveloped,	 or	 external
events.	All	intermediate	events	must	be	expanded.

Example	12-5
Consider	again	the	alarm	indicator	and	emergency	shutdown	system	of	Figure	12-5.	Draw	a	fault	tree	for	this
system.

Solution
The	first	step	is	to	define	the	problem.

1.	 Top	event:	Damage	to	reactor	as	a	result	of	overpressuring.
2.	 Existing	event:	High	process	pressure.
3.	 Unallowed	 events:	 Failure	 of	 mixer,	 electrical	 failures,	 wiring	 failures,	 tornadoes,	 hurricanes,	 electrical

storms.
4.	 Physical	bounds:	The	equipment	shown	in	Figure	12-5.
5.	 Equipment	configuration:	Solenoid	valve	open,	reactor	feed	flowing.
6.	 Level	of	resolution:	Equipment	as	shown	in	Figure	12-5.

The	top	event	is	written	at	the	top	of	the	fault	tree	and	is	indicated	as	the	top	event	(see	Figure	12-14).	Two
events	must	 occur	 for	 overpressuring	 the	 reactor	 to	 occur:	 failure	 of	 the	 alarm	 indicator	 and	 failure	 of	 the
emergency	shutdown	system.	These	events	must	occur	together,	so	they	must	be	connected	by	an	AND	gate.
The	alarm	indicator	can	fail	by	a	failure	of	either	the	pressure	switch	or	the	alarm	indicator	light.	These	must
be	 connected	 by	 an	OR	 gate.	 The	 emergency	 shutdown	 system	 can	 fail	 by	 a	 failure	 of	 either	 the	 pressure
controller	or	the	solenoid	valve.	These	must	also	be	connected	by	an	OR	gate.



Figure	12-14	Fault	tree	for	Example	12-5.	

The	complete	fault	tree	is	shown	in	Figure	12-14.



Determining	the	Minimal	Cut	Sets
Once	 the	 fault	 tree	 has	 been	 fully	 drawn,	 a	 number	 of	 computations	 can	 be	 performed.	 The	 first	 computation
determines	the	minimal	cut	sets	(min	cut	sets).	The	minimal	cut	sets	are	the	various	sets	of	events	that	could	lead	to
the	top	event.	In	general,	the	top	event	could	occur	through	several	different	combinations	of	events.	The	unique
sets	of	events	leading	to	the	top	event	are	the	minimal	cut	sets.
The	minimal	cut	sets	are	useful	for	determining	the	various	ways	in	which	a	top	event	could	occur.	Some	of	these
minimal	cut	sets	have	a	higher	probability	than	others.	For	instance,	a	set	involving	just	two	events	is	more	likely
than	 a	 set	 involving	 three	 events.	 Similarly,	 a	 set	 involving	 human	 interaction	 is	 more	 likely	 to	 fail	 than	 one
involving	hardware	 alone.	Based	 on	 these	 simple	 rules,	 the	minimal	 cut	 sets	 are	 ordered	with	 respect	 to	 failure
probability.	The	higher	probability	sets	are	examined	carefully	to	determine	whether	additional	safety	systems	are
required.
The	minimal	cut	 sets	are	determined	using	a	procedure	developed	by	Fussell	and	Vesely.4	The	procedure	 is	best
described	using	an	example.
4J.	B.	Fussell	and	W.	E.	Vesely.	“A	New	Methodology	for	Obtaining	Cut	Sets	for	Fault	Trees.”	Transactions	of	the	American	Nuclear	Society	15,
no.1	(1972):	262-263.

Example	12-6
Determine	the	minimal	cut	sets	for	the	fault	tree	of	Example	12-5.

Solution
The	 first	 step	 in	 the	procedure	 is	 to	 label	 all	 the	gates	using	 letters	 and	 to	 label	 all	 the	basic	 events	using
numbers.	This	is	shown	in	Figure	12-14.	The	first	logic	gate	below	the	top	event	is	written:

A
AND	gates	increase	the	number	of	events	in	the	cut	sets,	whereas	OR	gates	lead	to	more	sets.	Logic	gate	A	in
Figure	12-14	has	two	inputs:	one	from	gate	B	and	the	other	from	gate	C.	Because	gate	A	is	an	AND	gate,	gate
A	is	replaced	by	gates	B	and	C:

A	B            C
Gate	B	has	inputs	from	event	1	and	event	2.	Because	gate	B	is	an	OR	gate,	gate	B	is	replaced	by	adding	a	new
row	below	the	present	row.	First,	replace	gate	B	by	one	of	the	inputs,	and	then	create	a	second	row	below	the
first.	Copy	into	this	new	row	all	the	entries	in	the	remaining	column	of	the	first	row:

A		B 1		 C2												C
Note	that	the	C	in	the	second	column	of	the	first	row	is	copied	to	the	new	row.
Next,	replace	gate	C	in	the	first	row	by	its	inputs.	Because	gate	C	is	also	an	OR	gate,	replace	C	by	basic	event
3	and	then	create	a	third	row	with	the	other	event.	Be	sure	to	copy	the	1	from	the	other	column	of	the	first
row:

A 		B 1		 C 32									     C1										    4
Finally,	replace	gate	C	in	the	second	row	by	its	inputs.	This	generates	a	fourth	row:

A		B 1	 	C32	 									  C31									    42									  	 4
The	cut	sets	are	then

1,	32,	31,	42,	4
This	means	that	the	top	event	occurs	as	a	result	of	any	one	of	these	sets	of	basic	events.
The	procedure	does	not	always	deliver	the	minimal	cut	sets.	Sometimes	a	set	might	be	of	the	following	form:

1,2,2
This	is	reduced	to	simply	1,	2.	On	other	occasions,	the	sets	might	include	supersets.	For	instance,

1,21,2,41,2,3
The	 second	 and	 third	 sets	 are	 supersets	 of	 the	 first	 basic	 set	 because	 events	 1	 and	 2	 are	 in	 common.	 The
supersets	are	eliminated	to	produce	the	minimal	cut	sets.	For	this	example,	there	are	no	supersets.

Quantitative	Calculations	Using	the	Fault	Tree
The	fault	tree	can	be	used	to	perform	quantitative	calculations	to	determine	the	probability	of	the	top	event.	This	is
accomplished	in	two	ways.
With	the	first	approach,	the	computations	are	performed	using	the	fault	tree	diagram	itself.	The	failure	probabilities
of	all	the	basic,	external,	and	undeveloped	events	are	written	on	the	fault	tree;	then	the	necessary	computations	are
performed	across	the	various	logic	gates.	Remember	that	probabilities	are	multiplied	across	an	AND	gate	and	that
reliabilities	are	multiplied	across	an	OR	gate.	The	computations	are	continued	in	this	fashion	until	the	top	event	is
reached.	Inhibit	gates	are	considered	a	special	case	of	an	AND	gate.
The	results	of	this	procedure	are	shown	in	Figure	12-14.	In	this	figure,	the	letter	“P”	represents	the	probability	and
“R”	represents	the	reliability.	The	failure	probabilities	for	the	basic	events	were	obtained	from	Example	12-2.
With	the	second	approach,	you	use	the	minimal	cut	sets.	This	procedure	approximates	the	exact	result	only	if	the
probabilities	 of	 all	 the	 events	 are	 small.	 In	 general,	 this	 result	 provides	 a	 number	 that	 is	 larger	 than	 the	 actual
probability.	This	approach	assumes	that	the	probability	cross-product	terms	shown	in	Equation	12-10	are	negligible.
The	minimal	cut	sets	represent	the	various	failure	modes.	For	Example	12-6,	events	1,	3	or	2,	3	or	1,	4	or	2,	4	could



cause	 the	 top	 event.	 To	 estimate	 the	 overall	 failure	 probability,	 the	 probabilities	 from	 the	 cut	 sets	 are	 added
together.	For	this	case,

P(1	AND	3)=(0.13)(0.13)=0.0169P(2	AND	3)=(0.04)(0.13)=0.0052P(1	AND	4)=(0.13)(0.34)=0.0442P(2	AND	4)=
(0.04)(0.34)=0.0136                                                                           Total							0.0799¯    

This	compares	to	the	exact	result	of	0.0702	obtained	using	the	actual	 fault	tree.	The	cut	sets	are	related	to	each
other	by	the	OR	function.	For	Example	12-6,	all	the	cut	set	probabilities	were	added.	This	is	an	approximate	result,
as	shown	by	Equation	12-10,	because	 the	cross-product	 terms	were	neglected.	For	small	probabilities,	 the	cross-
product	terms	are	negligible	and	the	addition	will	approach	the	true	result.

Advantages	and	Disadvantages	of	Fault	Trees
The	main	 disadvantage	 of	 using	 fault	 trees	 is	 that	 for	 any	 reasonably	 complicated	 process	 the	 fault	 tree	will	 be
enormous.	 Fault	 trees	 involving	 thousands	 of	 gates	 and	 intermediate	 events	 are	 typical.	 Fault	 trees	 of	 this	 size
require	a	considerable	amount	of	time,	measured	in	years,	to	complete.
Furthermore,	 the	developer	of	a	 fault	 tree	can	never	be	certain	 that	all	 the	 failure	modes	have	been	considered.
More	complete	fault	trees	are	usually	developed	by	more	experienced	engineers.
Fault	trees	also	assume	that	failures	are	“hard,”	meaning	that	a	particular	item	of	hardware	does	not	fail	partially.	A
leaking	valve	is	a	good	example	of	a	partial	failure.	Also,	the	approach	assumes	that	a	failure	of	one	component	does
not	stress	the	other	components,	resulting	in	a	change	in	the	component	failure	probabilities.
Fault	trees	developed	by	different	individuals	are	usually	different	in	structure.	The	different	trees	generally	predict
different	failure	probabilities.	This	inexact	nature	of	fault	trees	is	a	considerable	problem.	Fault	trees	developed	by
experienced	risk	analysts	are	much	more	consistent.
If	the	fault	tree	is	used	to	compute	a	failure	probability	for	the	top	event,	then	failure	probabilities	are	needed	for
all	the	events	in	the	fault	tree.	These	probabilities	are	not	usually	known	or	are	not	known	accurately.
A	major	advantage	of	the	fault	tree	approach	is	that	it	begins	with	a	top	event.	This	top	event	is	selected	by	the	user
to	be	specific	to	the	failure	of	 interest.	In	contrast,	 in	the	event	tree	approach,	the	events	resulting	from	a	single
failure	might	not	be	the	events	of	specific	interest	to	the	user.
Fault	trees	are	also	used	to	determine	the	minimal	cut	sets.	The	minimal	cut	sets	provide	enormous	insight	into	the
various	ways	that	top	events	might	occur.	Some	companies	adopt	a	control	strategy	to	have	all	 their	minimal	cut
sets	 be	 a	 product	 of	 four	 or	 more	 independent	 failures.	 This,	 of	 course,	 increases	 the	 reliability	 of	 the	 system
significantly.
Software	 is	 available	 for	 graphically	 constructing	 fault	 trees,	 determining	 the	 minimal	 cut	 sets,	 and	 calculating
failure	probabilities.	Reference	libraries	containing	failure	probabilities	for	various	types	of	process	equipment	can
also	be	included.

12-4	Bow-Tie	Diagrams
Event	 trees	begin	with	an	 initiating	event	and	work	 toward	 the	 top	event	 (induction).	By	comparison,	 fault	 trees
begin	with	 a	 top	event	 and	work	backward	 toward	 the	 initiating	event	 (deduction).	 The	 initiating	events	 are	 the
causes	of	the	incident	and	the	top	events	are	the	final	outcomes.	The	two	methods	are	related	in	that	the	top	event
for	a	fault	tree	is	the	initiating	event	for	an	event	tree.	Both	are	used	together	to	produce	a	complete	picture	of	an
incident,	from	its	initiating	causes	all	the	way	to	its	final	outcome,	including	the	effects	of	safeguards.	Probabilities
and	frequencies	are	attached	to	these	diagrams.
A	bow-tie	diagram	is	created	by	connecting	the	top	event	of	a	fault	tree	to	the	initiating	event	of	an	event	tree,	as
shown	in	Figure	12-15.	Visually,	Figure	12-15	looks	like	a	bow-tie	used	in	clothing.





Figure	12-15	Diagram	for	bow-tie	analysis.	See	Table	1-1	for	definitions.	(Sources:	Adapted	from	AICHE/CCPS
SACHE	Faculty	Workshop.	“Functional	Strategy	for	Protective	Functions”	(Freeport,	TX:	Dow	Chemical,
Freeport,	2016);	AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Enabling	Conditions	and
Conditional	Modifiers	in	Layer	of	Protection	Analysis	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2014),	p.	79.)	

The	 bow-tie	 diagram	 is	 also	 called	 barrier	 analysis	 since	 this	method	 identifies	 safeguards	 that	 can	prevent	 and
mitigate	hazards.	It	is	suitable	for	the	pilot	plant,	detailed	engineering,	routine	operation,	process	modification	or
plant	expansion,	and	incident	investigation	stages	of	a	process	lifetime,	as	shown	in	Table	11-3.
The	bow-tie	diagram	provides	a	good	visualization	of	 the	 relationships	between	 the	 initiating	events,	 safeguards,
and	the	final	consequences.	See	Section	1-11	for	additional	details.
The	bow-tie	diagram	can	be	used	to	facilitate	a	range	of	studies,	from	simple	to	complex.	On	the	complex	side,	it
can	be	used	to	guide	a	more	detailed	quantitative	risk	analysis	(QRA)	study,	and	to	clearly	display	the	results.	On
the	 simple	 side,	 just	 a	 portion	 of	 the	 diagram	 can	 be	 used.	 For	 example,	 one	 can	 study	 how	 the	 initiating
frequencies	are	affected	by	different	preventive	and	mitigative	safeguards.
The	advantages	to	a	bow-tie	diagram	are	that	 the	results	are	 (1)	clearly	displayed,	 (2)	easily	understood,	and	(3)
used	to	effectively	determine	the	appropriate	safeguards	to	achieve	the	desired	results.

12-5	Quantitative	Risk	Analysis
Until	the	late	1990s,	quantitative	risk	analysis	(QRA)	was	the	dominant	method	used	to	perform	risk	analysis.	QRA
is	a	very	rigorous	method	using	source	models,	dispersion	models,	and	effect	models	to	calculate	risk	estimates	for
every	possible	scenario.	The	problem	with	this	approach	is	that	the	scenarios	are	typically	very	numerous,	requiring
a	huge	amount	of	computation	to	estimate	the	likelihood	and	consequences	of	each	scenario.
The	major	steps	of	a	QRA	study	are	as	follows:

1.	 Define	the	initiating	events	and	the	incident	sequence.	For	example,	a	cooling	water	failure	causes	a	runaway
reaction	that	overpressures	the	reactor	vessel,	causing	the	relief	to	open,	discharging	the	reactor	contents.

2.	 Use	source	models	to	estimate	the	discharge	rate.	For	the	reactor	example,	this	would	require	a	source	model
to	estimate	the	discharge	rate	through	the	relief.	(See	Chapter	4.)

3.	 Use	a	dispersion	model	to	estimate	the	chemical	concentrations	downwind	of	the	release.	(See	Chapter	5.)
4.	 Estimate	the	incident	consequences	for	people,	environment,	and	property	using	effect	models.	(See	Chapter

3.)
5.	 Estimate	the	potential	incident	frequencies	using	event	trees	and	fault	trees.
6.	 Estimate	the	risk	by	combining	the	consequences	and	frequencies.
7.	 Combine	the	risk	estimates	for	all	the	scenarios	to	estimate	the	overall	risk.
8.	 Decide	if	the	risk	is	tolerable.	(See	Sections	1-9	and	12-7.)

QRA	 is	 a	 complex	 procedure	 that	 requires	 expertise	 and	 a	 substantial	 commitment	 of	 resources	 and	 time.
Commercial	computer	codes	are	available	to	assist	with	these	calculations.

12-6	Layer	of	Protection	Analysis5
5Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety.	 Layer	 of	 Protection	 Analysis:	 Simplified	 Process	 Risk	 Assessment,	 ed.	 D.	 A.	 Crowl.	 (New	 York,	 NY:
American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	2001).

In	the	late	1990s,	risk	analysts	decided	that	performing	a	detailed	QRA	on	each	of	the	numerous	scenarios	was	very
arduous.	The	layer	of	protection	analysis	(LOPA)	method	was	developed	as	a	simplified	QRA.	Originally,	LOPA	was
used	only	by	corporate	risk	analysts,	but	today	it	is	routinely	used	by	plant	process	engineers.
LOPA	is	a	semi-quantitative	and	simplified	form	of	quantitative	risk	analysis	using	order	of	magnitude	categories	for
determining	 event	 frequency,	 consequence	 severity,	 and	 likelihood	 of	 failure	 of	 safeguards	 or	 protection	 layers.
Protection	layers	are	then	added	to	lower	the	frequency	of	the	undesired	consequences.	The	combined	effects	of	the
protection	layers	and	the	consequences	are	then	compared	against	risk	tolerance	criteria.	LOPA	is	suitable	for	the
conceptual	design,	pilot	plant,	detailed	engineering,	routine	operation,	and	process	modification	or	plant	expansion
stages	of	a	process	lifetime,	as	shown	in	Table	11-3.
In	 LOPA,	 the	 consequences	 and	 effects	 are	 approximated	 by	 categories,	 and	 both	 the	 frequencies	 and	 the
effectiveness	of	the	protection	layers	are	estimated.	The	approximate	values	and	categories	are	selected	to	provide
conservative	results.	Thus,	the	results	of	a	LOPA	should	always	be	more	conservative	than	those	from	a	much	more
detailed	QRA.	If	the	LOPA	results	are	unsatisfactory	or	if	there	is	any	uncertainty	in	the	results,	then	a	full	QRA	may
be	justified.
The	most	 important	part	of	LOPA	 is	 to	determine	 the	protection	 layers.	For	LOPA,	 the	protection	 layers	must	be
independent	 protection	 layers	 (IPLs).	 IPLs	 are	 a	 special	 type	 of	 safeguard	 and	 must	 meet	 all	 of	 the	 following
criteria:

1.	 Independence—performance	 of	 the	 IPL	must	 not	 be	 affected	 by	 the	 initiating	 cause	 or	 the	 failure	 of	 other
protection	layers.

2.	 Functionality—must	perform	the	required	response	to	a	specific	abnormal	condition.
3.	 Integrity—must	be	able	to	deliver	the	expected	risk	reduction.
4.	 Reliability—must	operate	as	intended	under	stated	conditions	for	a	specified	time	period.



5.	 Auditability—must	be	capable	of	review	to	determine	the	adequacy	of	the	IPL.
6.	 Access	 security—must	 have	management	 systems	 to	 reduce	 the	 potential	 for	 unintentional	 or	 unauthorized

changes.
7.	 Management	of	change—must	have	management	systems	to	review,	document,	and	approve	any	modifications

to	the	IPL.

LOPA	does	have	some	limitations:

1.	 LOPA	is	not	a	scenario	identification	tool.	A	method	must	be	available	to	identify	accident	scenarios,	initiating
causes,	and	safeguards.

2.	 LOPA	is	not	a	replacement	for	a	detailed	QRA.	Complex	scenarios	warrant	a	QRA.
3.	 LOPA	 requires	 more	 time	 to	 reach	 a	 risk	 decision	 than	 HAZOP	 or	 what-if	 analysis.	 The	 value	 of	 LOPA	 for

simple	decisions	is	minimal.
4.	 Risk	comparisons	are	valid	only	if	(a)	the	same	methods	are	used	to	select	failure	data	and	(b)	comparisons	are

based	on	the	same	risk	tolerance	criteria.
5.	 LOPA	 cannot	 generally	 be	 compared	 between	 organizations	 due	 to	 differences	 in	 risk	 tolerance	 and	 LOPA

implementation.

The	primary	purpose	of	LOPA	is	to	determine	whether	the	process	includes	sufficient	layers	of	protection	against	a
specific	incident	scenario.	As	illustrated	in	Figure	12-16,	many	types	of	protective	layers	are	possible.	Figure	12-16
does	not	 include	all	possible	 layers	of	protection,	and	many	of	these	 layers	might	not	be	 independent.	A	scenario
may	require	one	or	many	layers	of	protection,	depending	on	the	plant’s	complexity	and	the	potential	severity	of	an
incident.	Note	that	for	a	given	scenario,	only	one	layer	must	work	successfully	for	the	consequence	to	be	prevented.
However,	because	no	layer	is	perfectly	effective,	sufficient	layers	must	be	added	to	the	process	to	reduce	the	risk	to
a	tolerable	level.



Figure	12-16	Layers	of	protection,	with	examples,	to	lower	the	frequency	of	a	specific	incident	scenario.	Not
all	of	these	are	likely	to	be	independent.	(Source:	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Layer	of	Protection
Analysis:	Simplified	Process	Risk	Assessment,	ed.	D.	A.	Crowl.	(New	York,	NY:
American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	2001).)	

The	major	steps	in	LOPA	are	as	follows:

1.	 Identify	 a	 single	 consequence	 to	 screen	 the	 scenarios	 (a	 method	 to	 determine	 consequence	 categories	 is
described	later	in	this	section).

2.	 Identify	 an	 incident	 scenario	 and	 cause	 associated	with	 the	 consequence	 (the	 scenario	 consists	 of	 a	 single
cause–consequence	pair).

3.	 Identify	 the	 initiating	 event	 for	 the	 scenario	 and	 estimate	 the	 initiating	 event	 frequency	 (a	 method	 to
determine	 the	 frequency	 is	 described	 later	 in	 this	 section).	 The	 initiating	 cause	 assumes	 failure	 of	 all	 the
preventive	safeguards.

4.	 Identify	the	IPLs	available	for	this	particular	consequence	and	estimate	the	probability	of	failure	on	demand
(PFD)	for	each	IPL.

5.	 Calculate	the	scenario	frequency	by	combining	the	initiating	event	frequency	with	the	probabilities	of	failure
on	demand	for	the	IPLs.



6.	 Evaluate	the	risk	for	tolerability	(if	not	tolerable,	additional	layers	of	protection	are	required).

This	procedure	is	repeated	for	other	consequences	and	scenarios.

Estimating	the	LOPA	Consequence
In	LOPA,	the	consequences	or	severity	of	an	incident	is	estimated	using	the	risk	matrix	shown	in	Table	1-14.	Here,
the	consequences	are	categorized	by	either	human	health	impact,	direct	dollar	loses	due	to	a	fire	or	explosion	or
chemical	impact.	The	chemical	impact	is	based	on	the	threshold	quantity	(TQ)	provided	in	Table	1-15.
Some	 companies	 require	 semi-quantitative	 or	 even	 quantitative	 measures	 if	 the	 risk	 is	 above	 the	 company’s
threshold	criteria.	See	Section	12-7	for	details.
Notice	that	the	LOPA	technique	does	not	differentiate	between	sparsely	or	densely	populated	areas	for	releases.	All
releases	are	considered	the	same	risk.

Estimating	the	LOPA	Frequency
When	conducting	a	LOPA	study,	several	methods	can	be	used	to	determine	the	frequency.	One	of	the	less	rigorous
methods	includes	the	following	steps:

1.	 Determine	the	failure	frequency	of	the	initiating	event.	Typical	failure	frequencies	are	provided	in	Table	12-2.

Table	12-2	Typical	Failure	Frequency	Values	Assigned	to	Initiating	Eventa

Initiating	event
Frequency	range	

from	literature	(per	
year)

Example	of	a	value	chosen	by	a	
company	for	use	in	LOPA	(per	

year)
Pressure	vessel	residual	failure 10–5	to	10–7 10–6

Piping	residual	failure,	100	m,	full	breach 10–5	to	10–6 10–5

Piping	leak	(10%	section),	100	m 10–3	to	10–4 10–3

Atmospheric	tank	failure 10–3	to	10–5 10–3

Gasket/packing	blowout 10–2	to	10–6 10–2

Turbine/diesel	engine	overspeed	with	
casing	breach

10–3	to	10–4 10–4

Third-party	intervention	(e.g.,	external	
impact	by	backhoe	or	vehicle)

10–2	to	10–4 10–2

Crane	load	drop 10–3	to	10–4/lift 10–4/lift
Lightning	strike 10–3	to	10–4 10–3

Safety	valve	opens	spuriously 10–2	to	10–4 10–2

Cooling	water	failure 1	to	10–2 10–1

Pump	seal	failure 10–1	to	10–2 10–1

Unloading/loading	hose	failure 1	to	10–2 10–1

Basic	process	control	system	(BPCS)	
instrument	loop	failure

1	to	10–2 10–1

Regulator	failure 1	to	10–2 10–1

Small	external	fire	(aggregate	causes) 10–1	to	10–2 10–1

Large	external	fire	(aggregate	causes) 10–2	to	10–3 10–2

LOTO	(lock-out/tag-out)	procedure	failure	
(overall	failure	of	a	multiple	element	
process)

10–3	to	10–4/opportunity 10–3/opportunity

Operator	failure	(to	execute	routine	
procedure;	well	trained,	unstressed,not	
fatigued)

10–1	to	10–3/opportunity 10–2/opportunity

aIndividual	companies	choose	their	own	values,	consistent	with	the	degree	of	conservatism	or	the	company’s	risk	tolerance
criteria.	Failure	rates	can	also	be	greatly	reduced	by	preventive	maintenance	routines.

Source:	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Layer	of	Protection	Analysis,	Simplified	Process	Risk	Assessment,
ed.D.	A.	Crowl.	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	2001).

2.	 Adjust	this	frequency	to	include	the	demand.	For	example,	a	reactor	failure	frequency	is	divided	by	12	if	the
reactor	is	used	only	1	month	during	the	entire	year.	The	frequencies	are	also	adjusted	(reduced)	to	include	the
benefits	of	preventive	maintenance.	If,	for	example,	a	control	system	is	given	preventive	maintenance	4	times
each	year,	then	its	failure	frequency	is	divided	by	4.

3.	 Adjust	the	failure	frequency	to	include	the	PFD	for	each	independent	layer	of	protection.	Table	12-3	contains
typical	PFD	values	for	passive	IPLs.	Table	12-4	contains	PFDs	for	active	IPLs	and	human	interactions.

Table	12-3	PFDs	(per	year)	for	Passive	IPLs



Passive	IPLs Comments	(assuming	an	adequate	design	basis,	inspections,	
and	maintenance	procedures)

PFDs	
from	
industrya

PFDs	
from	
CCPSa

Dike Reduces	the	frequency	of	large	consequences	(widespread	spill)	
of	a	tank	overfill,	rupture,	spill,	etc.

10–2	to	
10–3

10–2

Undergroun
d	drainage	
system

Reduces	the	frequency	of	large	consequences	(widespread	spill)	
of	a	tank	overfill,	rupture,	spill,	etc.

10–2	to	
10–3

10–2

Open	
vent(no	
valve)

Prevents	overpressure 10–2	to	
10–3

10–2

Fireproofing Reduces	rate	of	heat	input	and	provides	additional	time	for	
depressurizing,	firefighting,	etc.

10–2	to	
10–3

10–2

Blast	wall	or	
bunker

Reduces	the	frequency	of	large	consequences	of	an	explosion	by	
confining	blast	and	by	protecting	equipment,	buildings,	etc.

10–2	to	
10–3

10–3

Inherently	
safer	design

If	properly	implemented,	can	eliminate	scenarios	or	significantly	
reduce	the	consequences	associated	with	a	scenario

10–1	to	
10–6

10–2

Flame	or	
detonation	
arrestors

If	properly	designed,	installed,	and	maintained,	can	eliminate	the	
potential	for	flashback	through	a	piping	system	or	into	a	vessel	or	
tank

10–1	to	
10–3

10–2

aCenter	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Layer	of	Protection	Analysis,	Simplified	Process	Risk	Assessment,	ed.	D.	A.	Crowl.	(New
York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	2001).

Table	12-4	PFDs	(per	year)	for	Active	IPLs	and	Human	Actions

Active	IPL	or	
human	action

Human	action	[assuming	an	adequate	design	basis,	inspections,	
maintenance	procedures	(active	IPLs),	adequate	documentation,	
training,	and	testing	procedures]

PFDs	
from	
industry
a

PFDs	
from	
CCPS
a

Relief	valve Prevents	system	from	exceeding	specified	overpressure.	
Effectiveness	of	this	device	is	sensitive	to	service	and	experience.

10–1	to	
10–5

10–2

Rupture	disc Prevents	system	from	exceeding	specified	overpressure.	
Effectiveness	of	this	device	can	be	sensitive	to	service	and	
experience.

10–1	to	
10–5

10–2

Basic	process	
control	
system	
(BPCS)

Can	be	credited	as	an	IPL	if	not	associated	with	the	initiating	event	
being	considered.	See	IEC	(1998,	2001).b,c

10–1	to	
10–2

10–1

Safety	
instrumented	
functions	
(SIF)

See	IEC	61508	(IEC,	1998)	and	IEC	61511	(IEC,	2001)	for	life-cycle	
requirements	and	additional	discussion.b,c

Human	action	
with	10-min	
response	time

Simple	well-documented	action	with	clear	and	reliable	indications	
that	the	action	is	required.

1	to	10–
1

10–1

Human	action	
with	40-min	
response	time

Simple	well-documented	action	with	clear	and	reliable	indications	
that	the	action	is	required.

10–1	to	
10–2

10–1

aCenter	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Layer	of	Protection	Analysis,	Simplified	Process	Risk	Assessment,	ed.	D.	A.	Crowl.	(New
York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	2001).
bInternational	Electrotechnical	Commission.	IEC	61508,	Functional	Safety	of	Electrical/Electronic/Programmable	Electronic
Safety-Related	Systems,	Parts	1–7	(Geneva,	Switzerland:	International	Electrotechnical	Commission,	1998).
cInternational	 Electrotechnical	Commission.	 IEC	 61511,	 Functional	 Safety	 Instrumented	 Systems	 for	 the	 Process	 Industry
Sector,	Parts	1–3	(Geneva,	Switzerland:	International	Electrotechnical	Commission,	2004).

Estimating	 frequencies	 from	 historical	 data	 can	 be	 challenging	 because	 there	may	 be	 protection	 layers	 in	 place
influencing	the	failure	rates.	The	LOPA	team	needs	to	clarify	what	is	included	in	the	frequencies.	For	instance,	if	a
company	requires	a	high-level	interlock	on	every	storage	tank,	should	that	company	consider	a	high-level	interlock
to	be	 a	protection	 layer	 or	merely	 the	 company’s	 requirement	 for	 the	 initiating	 event	 frequency?	The	procedure
must	 ensure	 that	 common	 protection	 layers	 are	 not	 “double	 counted.”	 This	 problem	 emphasizes	 the	 reason	 for
including	experienced	team	members	for	LOPA.
The	frequency	of	a	consequence	of	a	specific	scenario	endpoint	is	computed	using

fic=fiI×Πj=1iPFDij(12-31)
where

fic	is	the	mitigated	consequence	frequency	for	a	specific	consequence	C	for	an	initiating	event	i,



fiI	is	the	initiating	event	frequency	for	the	initiating	event	i,	and

PFDij	is	the	probability	of	failure	of	the	jth	IPL	that	protects	against	the	specific	consequence	and	the	specific
initiating	event	i.

When	 there	 are	 multiple	 scenarios	 with	 the	 same	 consequence,	 each	 scenario	 is	 evaluated	 individually	 using
Equation	12-31.	The	frequency	of	the	consequence	is	subsequently	determined	using

fc=∑i=1Ific(12-32)
where

fic	is	the	frequency	of	the	Cth	consequence	for	the	ith	initiating	event	and

I	is	the	total	number	of	initiating	events	for	the	same	consequence.
Example	12-7	shows	that	the	failure	frequency	is	easily	determined	using	LOPA.

Example	12-7
Determine	the	consequence	frequency	for	a	cooling	water	failure	if	the	system	is	designed	with	two	IPLs.	The
IPLs	are	human	interaction	with	a	10-min	response	time	and	a	basic	process	control	system	(BPCS).

Solution
The	frequency	of	a	cooling	water	failure	is	taken	from	Table	12-2;	that	is,	fiI=10−1/yr.	The	PFDs	are	estimated
from	 Tables	 12-3	 and	 12-4.	 The	 PFD	 for	 the	 BPCS	 is	 10–1	 and	 the	 human	 response	 PFD	 is	 10–1.	 The
consequence	frequency	is	found	using	Equation	12-31:

fiC=fiI×∏j=1iPFDij=(10−1	failures/yr)×(10−1)×(10−1)=13−3	failures/yr

The	PFD	concept	 is	also	used	when	designing	emergency	shutdown	systems	called	safety	 instrumented	 functions
(SIFs).	A	SIF	achieves	low	PFD	values	in	the	following	ways:

Using	redundant	sensors	and	final	redundant	control	elements
Using	multiple	sensors	with	voting	systems	and	redundant	final	control	elements
Testing	the	system	components	at	specific	intervals	to	reduce	the	PFD	by	detecting	unrevealed	failures
Using	a	deenergized	trip	system	(i.e.,	a	relayed	shutdown	system)

Three	safety	integrity	levels	(SILs)	are	generally	accepted	in	the	chemical	process	industry	for	emergency	shutdown
systems:

SIL	1	(PFD	=	10–1	to	10–2):	These	SIFs	are	usually	implemented	with	a	single	sensor,	a	single	logic	solver,	and
a	single	final	control	element,	and	they	require	periodic	proof	testing.

SIL	2	(PFD	=	10–2	to	10–3):	These	SIFs	are	typically	fully	redundant,	including	the	sensor,	logic	solver,	and	final
control	element,	and	they	require	periodic	proof	testing.

SIL	3	(PFD	=	10–3	to	10–4):	These	SIFs	are	typically	fully	redundant,	including	the	sensor,	logic	solver,	and	final
control	 element;	 the	 system	 requires	 careful	 design	 and	 frequent	 validation	 tests	 to	 achieve	 the	 low	 PFD
figures.	 Many	 companies	 find	 that	 they	 have	 a	 limited	 number	 of	 SIL	 3	 systems	 because	 of	 the	 high	 cost
typically	associated	with	this	architecture.

IPLs	typically	have	a	well-defined	hierarchy.	Figure	12-17	shows	a	typical	hierarchy,	along	with	the	response	limits
for	each	layer.	This	hierarchy	includes	the	following	layers:

1.	 Basic	 Process	 Control	 System	 (BPCS):	 The	 BPCS	 normally	 keeps	 the	 process	 under	 control.	 If	 a	 process
deviation	exceeds	the	control	limits,	then	an	alarm	alerts	the	operator.

2.	 Operator	Response	to	an	Alarm:	The	operator	should	respond	but	may	not.





Figure	12-17	Typical	hierarchy	of	independent	protection	layers	(IPLs).	(Source:	Adapted	from
AICHE/CCPS	SACHE	Faculty	Workshop.	“Protective	Functions”	(Freeport,	TX:	Dow	Chemical,	June
2016).)	

3.	 BPCS:	If	the	operator	doesn’t	respond,	then	the	BPCS	has	a	high-high	level	interlock	to	shut	the	system	down.
4.	 Safety	 Instrumented	 System	 (SIS):	 The	 SIS	 is	 separate	 from	 the	 BPCS	 and	 consists	 of	 multiple	 Safety

Instrumented	 Functions	 (SIF)	 designed	 to	 achieve	 a	 specific	 SIL.	 The	 SIS	 consists	 of	 the	 SIFs	 and	 all
associated	field	sensors,	logic	solver,	final	control	elements,	etc.	The	purpose	of	the	SIF	is	to	isolate	the	threat
and	put	the	unit	in	a	safe	state—	this	may	or	may	not	include	shutting	down	the	process.

5.	 Pressure	Relief	Device	(PRD):	If	the	SIS	doesn’t	work,	then	the	PRD	mitigates	the	pressure	within	the	process
equipment.

6.	 Loss	of	Primary	Containment	(LOPC):	If	the	PRD	does	not	have	a	secondary	containment	system,	the	process
material	is	discharged	to	the	atmosphere,	resulting	in	an	LOPC.

7.	 Bad	 Outcome:	 If	 this	 last	 IPL	 fails,	 then	 a	 major	 incident	 occurs,	 such	 as	 a	 ruptured	 vessel	 or	 ruptured
pipeline.

An	enabling	condition	is	a	probability	that	adjusts	the	initiating	event	frequency	to	account	for	the	time-at-risk	due
to	the	presence	of	specific	circumstances.	The	enabling	condition	probability	adjusts	the	initiating	frequency	to	give
a	frequency	without	IPLs.	Examples	included	the	following	probabilities:

1.	 The	probability	that	a	reactor	is	used	for	a	hazardous	reaction	(e.g.,	one	week	in	a	month	or	a	probability	of
0.25)

2.	 The	probability	that	a	reactor	is	in	a	hazardous	condition	(e.g.,	when	it	is	in	a	recycle	mode	that	occurs	only	10
hours	per	year	or	a	probability	of	10/(52	×	7	×	24)	or	10/8736	or	0.0011)

3.	 The	hazardous	condition	occurs	only	3	weeks	each	year,	giving	a	probability	of	0.058.

A	conditional	modifier	is	a	probability	that	adjusts	the	initiating	event	frequency	to	account	for	the	probability	of	a
specific	hazardous	event.	The	conditional	modifier	probability	adjusts	the	LOPA	initiating	frequency	(together	with
enabling	conditions)	to	give	a	frequency	without	IPLs.	Examples	of	conditional	modifiers	include	(1)	probability	of	a
hazardous	atmosphere,	(2)	probability	of	ignition,	(3)	probability	of	an	explosion,	(4)	probability	of	the	presence	of
personnel,	(5)	probability	of	injury	or	fatality,	and	(6)	probability	of	a	financial	loss.
Enabling	conditions	and	conditional	modifiers	are	primarily	based	on	a	specific	company’s	experience	and	represent
the	fraction	of	the	time	the	equipment	is	in	a	hazardous	condition.	Some	examples	include	the	following	factors:

1.	 A	company	has	found	that	the	temperature	in	the	hazardous	region	exceeds	the	flash	point	for	4	months	per
year,	giving	a	probability	of	0.333.

2.	 A	company’s	historical	experience	 indicates	 that	 ignition	of	a	 flammable	material	 release	will	 occur	once	 in
every	10	spills,	giving	a	probability	of	0.1.

3.	 The	fraction	of	 the	time	(probability)	 that	a	vessel	has	a	pressure	when	a	deflagration	pressure	exceeds	the
ultimate	strength	of	the	vessel.

4.	 The	fraction	of	the	time	that	people	are	in	the	affected	area.

The	LOPA	method	offers	many	advantages:

1.	 Requires	less	time	than	a	QRA



2.	 Helps	resolve	conflicts	in	decision	making	by	providing	a	consistent,	simplified	framework	to	make	better	risk
decisions

3.	 Improves	hazard	evaluations	by	providing	a	tool	to	arrive	at	risk	decisions	quickly
4.	 Improves	scenario	identification	by	providing	more	precise	cause–consequence	pairs
5.	 Provides	a	means	to	compare	risk	between	process	units
6.	 Provides	a	more	defensible	comparative	risk	judgment	than	do	qualitative	methods
7.	 Helps	decide	if	the	risk	is	“as	low	as	reasonably	possible”	(ALARP)
8.	 Helps	identify	operations	and	practices	that	were	thought	to	have	sufficient	safeguards
9.	 Provides	a	clear,	functional	specification	of	IPLs

10.	 Helps	focus	on	IPLs
11.	 Can	be	applied	by	process	engineers	at	the	plant	level

Example	12-8
Perform	a	LOPA	analysis	for	two	of	the	following	major	scenarios	involving	a	storage	and	reactor	vessel.	The
flammable	 liquid	 is	maintained	 above	 its	 normal	 boiling	 point	 temperature	 by	 its	 own	 vapor	 pressure.	 The
threshold	quantity	(TQ)	for	the	release	of	this	liquid	is	1000	lb.	The	two	scenarios	are:

1.	 A	 fire	 external	 to	 a	 storage	 vessel	 containing	 50,000	pounds	 of	 the	 liquid.	 The	probability	 of	 personnel
being	in	the	affected	area	is	0.50.	Multiple	employee	fatalities	are	likely	from	this	incident.	A	dike	exists
around	the	storage	vessel	to	contain	the	liquid	and	fire.

2.	 A	control	loop	failure	for	a	reactor	vessel	containing	20,000	pounds	of	the	liquid.	This	results	in	a	runaway
reaction,	with	a	major	release	of	the	reactor	contents	through	a	relief	device.	The	reactor	is	operated	100
days	per	year.	The	material	released	is	expected	to	be	15	times	the	TQ.

Solution
The	LOPA	results	are	shown	in	Table	12-5.	The	initiating	event	frequencies	are	from	Table	12-2.

1.	 Table	12-2	is	used	to	estimate	the	initiating	event	frequency.	For	scenario	1	this	is	once	every	100	years
and	for	scenario	2	it	is	once	every	10	years.

2.	 The	 risk	 matrix	 from	 Table	 1-14	 is	 used	 to	 estimate	 the	 severity	 level.	 For	 scenario	 1,	 since	 multiple
employee	fatalities	are	expected,	this	is	classified	as	“Catastrophic”	and	the	safety	severity	level	is	4.	For
scenario	2,	since	the	release	is	15	times	the	TQ,	the	incident	is	classified	as	“Very	Serious”	with	a	safety
severity	level	of	3.

3.	 Next,	the	likelihood	is	determined	from	the	risk	matrix	of	Table	1-14.	For	scenario	1,	since	this	occurs	once
every	100	years,	it	is	classified	as	“Improbable.”	Scenario	2	is	expected	to	occur	once	every	10	years,	so	it
is	classified	as	“Unlikely.”

4.	 The	 severity	 level	 and	 likelihood	 are	 combined	 using	 Table	 1-14	 to	 determine	 the	 risk	 level.	 For	 both
scenarios	 1	 and	 2,	 this	 is	 risk	 level	 B.	 From	 the	 legend	 at	 the	 bottom	 of	 Table	1-14,	 risk	 level	 B	 is	 an
undesirable	risk	and	requires	that	additional	safeguards	must	be	implemented	within	3	months.

5.	 The	severity	level	from	Step	3	is	used	with	Table	1-14	to	determine	the	target	mitigated	event	frequency
(TMEF).	For	scenario	1	this	is	10–6	per	year	and	for	scenario	2	this	is	10–5	per	year.

6.	 For	scenario	1	there	are	no	enabling	conditions	since	the	storage	vessel	contains	the	flammable	liquid	all
the	time.	For	scenario	2	the	reactor	is	operated	only	100	days	per	year	which	is	100/365	=	0.27.

7.	 The	conditional	modifier	for	scenario	1	is	given	as	0.5	for	people	being	present	in	the	area	only	50%	of	the
time.	There	are	no	conditional	modifiers	for	scenario	2.

8.	 The	 initiating	event	 frequency	 from	row	1	 is	 then	multiplied	by	 the	enabling	conditions	 (row	6)	and	 the
conditional	modifiers	(row	7)	to	estimate	the	adjusted	initiating	event	(IE)	frequency	in	row	8.

9.	 This	 row	 shows	 the	 existing	 layers	 of	 protection	 for	 both	 scenarios	 and	 the	 probability	 of	 failure	 on
demand	(PFD)	from	Table	12-4.

10.	 Row	8	is	multiplied	by	row	9	to	arrive	at	the	frequency	with	the	existing	layers	of	protection.
11.	 Row	10	is	divided	by	the	TMEF	from	row	5	to	arrive	at	row	11.	Row	11	represents	the	additional	layers	of

protection	required	to	meet	the	TMEF.	Scenario	1	would	require	a	single	SIL	2	to	achieve	this.	Scenario	2
would	require	a	SIL	3.	Other	combinations	of	SIL	levels	or	additional	equipment	from	Table	12-4	could	be
used.

Table	12-5	LOPA	for	Example	12-8

LOPA	worksheet Scenario	1 Scenario	2
Description	of	event Large	external	fire	to	storage	

vessel
Reactor	runaway—
major	release

Initiating	event	(cause) External	fire

10–2/yr	=	once/100	years

BPCS	failure

10–1/yr	=	once/10	years



1.	 Initiating	event	(IE)	frequency	(Table	
12-2)

2.	 Severity	level	(Table	1-14)

CATASTROPHIC	due	to	multiple	
employee	fatalities.

VERY	SERIOUS	due	to	
the	TQ	release.

3.	 Likelihood	(from	1	and	Table	1-14)

100	years	=	IMPROBABLE 10	years	=	UNLIKELY

4.	 Risk	level	(from	2	and	3	and	Table	1-14)

B B

5.	 Target	mitigated	event	frequency	
(TMEF)	(Table	1-14)

10–6/yr 10–5/yr

6.	 Enabling	conditions

N/A Probability	of	100/365	=	
0.27

7.	 Conditional	modifiers

Probability	of	0.5 None

8.	 Adjusted	IE	frequency	(Multiply	1	×	6	
×	7)

5	×	10–3/yr 2.7	×	10–2/yr

9.	 Existing	layers	of	protection	(type	and	
PFD	from	Table	12-3	)

Dike	10–2/yr None

10.	 Frequency	with	existing	layers	of	
protection:	(Multiply	8	×	9)

5	×	10–5/yr 2.7	×	10–2/yr

11.	 Additional	layers	of	protection	required	
(Divide	5	by	10)

2.0	×	10–2 3.7	×	10–4

12-7	Risk	Assessment
Risk	assessment	involves	applying	the	estimated	risk	from	risk	analysis	to	make	decisions.	Usually	this	requires	a
method	to	decide	if	the	risk	is	tolerable.	Risk	tolerance	is	discussed	in	general	in	Section	1-9.	Most	companies	have
established	guidelines	for	risk	tolerance.



Consequence	versus	Frequency	Plot
The	simplest	method	for	determining	risk	tolerance	is	shown	in	Figure	12-18.	The	consequences	are	plotted	versus
the	frequency,	and	a	boundary	is	drawn	between	acceptable	and	not	acceptable	risk.	Note	that	tolerable	risk	occurs
with	either	low-frequency	or	low-consequence	events.



Figure	12-18	General	description	of	tolerable	risk.	

Individual	Risk:	Risk	Contours
Individual	risk	is	the	risk	to	an	individual	person	in	the	vicinity	of	a	hazard.	A	plot	showing	individual	risk	contours
is	shown	in	Figure	12-19.



Figure	12-19	Individual	risk	contours.	The	contours	have	units	of	1/year,	where	the	number	is	the	risk	of
fatality	per	year	to	an	individual	located	on	the	spot	24	hours	per	day	per	year.	

The	procedure	for	determining	the	individual	risk	contours	is	as	follows:

1.	 Identify	all	the	incidents	and	incident	outcome	cases.
2.	 Estimate	the	frequency	for	all	incident	outcome	cases.
3.	 Determine	the	effect	zone	and	probability	of	fatality	at	every	location	for	all	incident	outcome	cases.
4.	 Estimate	the	individual	risk	at	every	location	by	summing	the	risk	for	all	incident	outcome	cases.
5.	 Plot	individual	risk	estimates	on	the	map.



6.	 Draw	individual	risk	contours	connecting	points	of	equal	risk.

Societal	Risk:	F-N	Plots
Societal	risk	is	a	measure	of	risk	to	a	group	of	people.	An	F-N	plot	 is	one	way	to	show	societal	risk.	The	F	 is	 the
cumulative	frequency	of	experiencing	N	or	more	fatalities.	A	typical	F-N	curve	is	shown	in	Figure	12-20.



Figure	12-20	F-N	curve	showing	societal	risk	tolerance	curves	for	several	countries.	

An	F-N	curve	is	drawn	using	the	following	procedure:

1.	 Identify	all	incidents	and	incident	outcome	cases.
2.	 Estimate	the	frequency	for	each	incident	outcome	case.	This	is	done	using	any	number	of	methods	presented

in	this	chapter.
3.	 Estimate	the	impact	zones	and	the	probability	of	fatality	at	every	location	in	the	effect	zone.	This	is	done	using

source	models	(Chapter	4),	dispersion	models	(Chapter	5),	and	effect	models	(Chapter	3).
4.	 Superimpose	the	impact	zone	for	each	incident	outcome	case	over	the	population	distribution.
5.	 Determine	the	total	number	of	fatalities	(N)	for	each	incident	outcome	case.
6.	 Create	the	F-N	plot	using	the	results	of	step	5	and	the	procedure	shown	in	Example	12-9.

Figure	12-20	contains	several	F-N	plots	for	tolerable	risk	from	several	countries.	The	plots	are	identified	as	follows:

A:	United	Kingdom’s	Health	Safety	Executive	(HSE)	Criteria—Maximum	tolerable	societal	risk
B:	Dutch—Maximum	tolerable	societal	risk
C:	U.K.	HSE—Negligible	risk	to	workers	and	public
D:	New	South	Wales—Negligible	societal	risk
E:	Hong	Kong—Acceptable	societal	risk

Example	12-9
Use	the	data	provided	in	Table	12-6	to	draw	an	F-N	curve.

Table	12-6	Data	for	an	F-N	Curve

Incident	outcome	case Frequency,	Fi	(per	year) Estimated	number	of	fatalities,	N
1 1	×	10–6 13
2 1	×	10–3 0
3 1	×	10–5 6
4 1	×	10–5 3
5 1	×	10–4 1

Solution
The	incident	outcome	case	with	the	smallest	number	of	fatalities	is	selected	first.	This	is	case	5,	which	has	one
fatality.	Case	2	is	not	selected	because	it	has	zero	fatalities.	Next,	all	incident	outcome	cases	with	one	or	more
fatalities	are	selected.	These	are	cases	1,	3,	4,	and	5.	The	frequencies	for	these	cases	are	added	together	to
create	the	top	entry	in	Table	12-7.



Table	12-7	F-N	Analysis	for	Example	12-9

Estimated	Number	of	Fatalities,	N Incident	Outcome	Cases	Included Total	Frequency	FN	(per	year)
1+ 1,	3,	4,	5 F1	+	F3	+	F4	+	F5	=	1.2	×	10–4

3+ 1,	3,	4 F1	+	F3	+	F4	=	2.1	×	10–5

6+ 1,	3 F1	+	F3	=	1.1	×	10–5

13+ 1 F1	=	1.0	×	10–6

>13 None 0

Next,	the	case	with	the	next	highest	number	of	fatalities	is	selected.	This	is	case	4,	with	three	fatalities.	The
frequencies	for	all	cases	with	three	or	more	fatalities	are	added	together,	as	shown	in	Table	12-7.
This	procedure	is	repeated	for	6+,	13+,	and	greater	than	13	fatalities.	The	results	are	shown	in	Table	12-17.
The	data	are	plotted	in	Figure	12-21.	The	results	of	Figure	12-21	are	extrapolated	to	N	=	1.	The	vertical	lines
are	drawn	at	the	actual	number	of	fatalities.	Note	that	the	results	exceed	many	of	the	societal	risk	criteria	in
Figure	12-20.



Figure	12-21	F-N	curve	for	Example	12-9.	
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Problems
12-1.	For	the	reactor	shown	in	Figure	12-5,	sketch	a	fault	tree	and	determine	the	overall	failure	rate,	the
failure	probability,	the	reliability,	and	the	MTBF.
12-2.	For	the	reactor	shown	in	Figure	12-5,	sketch	a	fault	tree	with	redundant	alarm	and	shutdown	loops,	and
determine	the	overall	failure	rate,	the	failure	probability,	the	reliability,	and	the	MTBF.
12-3.	For	the	figure	and	failure	rates	shown	below,	determine	for	the	top	event	the	probability	of	failure,	the
reliability,	and	the	MTBF.

	

Faults	per	year,	μ,	for	the	given	basic	events:

Basic	event Faults	per	year
1 0.6
2 1.1
3 3.7
4 1.7
5 2.0
6 1.4
7 0.42

12-4.	Determine	the	minimum	cut	sets	for	the	fault	tree	provided	in	Problem	12-3.
12-5.	Modify	the	event	tree	of	Figure	12-9	to	determine	the	runaways	per	year	if	the	loss	of	cooling	initiating
event	is	reduced	to	0.02	occurrence	per	year.
12-6.	Modify	the	event	tree	of	Figure	12-11	to	determine	the	runaways	per	year	if	the	loss	of	cooling	initiating
event	is	reduced	to	0.80	occurrence	per	year.
12-7.	A	toxic	liquid	is	pumped	into	a	storage	vessel.	The	vessel	is	equipped	with	a	high-level	sensor	to	stop	the
flow	and	sound	an	alarm	if	the	level	is	too	high.	If	the	level	sensor	and	alarm	fail,	the	vessel	will	overflow	and
the	toxic	material	will	be	released	into	the	operating	environment.	Use	the	LOPA	method	to	determine	if	this
system	requires	additional	safeguards.	Assume	a	threshold	quantity	for	the	liquid	of	5	lb.	The	pumping	rate	is	1
lb/min	and	it	will	take	20	min	for	the	operator	to	notice	the	spill	and	stop	the	flow	manually.	Make	suggestions
for	improvement	if	additional	safeguards	are	required.
12-8.	A	reactor	experiences	trouble	once	every	16	months.	The	protection	device	fails	once	every	25	years.
Inspection	takes	place	once	every	month.	Calculate	the	unavailability,	the	frequency	of	dangerous	coincidences,
and	the	MTBC.
12-9.	A	starter	is	connected	to	a	motor	that	is	connected	to	a	pump.	The	starter	fails	once	in	50	years	and
requires	2	hours	to	repair.	The	motor	fails	once	in	20	years	and	requires	36	hours	to	repair.	The	pump	fails
once	per	10	years	and	requires	4	hours	to	repair.	Determine	the	overall	failure	frequency,	the	probability	that
the	system	will	fail	in	the	coming	2	years,	the	reliability,	and	the	unavailability	for	this	system.

12-10.	If	a	regulator	has	a	consequence	frequency	of	10–1	failure/yr,	what	will	be	the	frequency	if	this	regulator
is	given	preventive	maintenance	once	per	month?
12-11.	Draw	an	F-N	curve	using	the	following	data:

Incident	outcome	case Frequency,	Fi	(per	year) Estimated	number	of	fatalities,	N
1 1	×	10–6 20

2 1	×	10–4 5



1	×	10–4

3 1	×	10–5 7
4 1	×	10–5 3
5 1	×	10–4 2

12-12.	The	peak	overpressure	expected	as	a	result	of	the	explosion	of	a	tank	in	a	plant	is	approximated	by	the
following	equation:

log	P=6.0−1.8	log r
where	P	is	the	overpressure	in	psi	and	r	is	the	distance	from	the	blast	in	feet.	The	plant	employs	50	people	who
work	in	an	area	from	10	to	500	ft	 from	the	blast.	Assume	that	the	population	density	 is	constant	 in	the	work
area.
a.	 Estimate	the	fraction	of	fatalities	at	10,	100,	250,	and	500	ft	using	a	probit	equation.

b.	 Calculate	the	individual	risk	at	each	location	in	part	(a)	in	yr–1.	Assume	a	frequency	of	the	initiating	event	of
10–4	per	year.

c.	 Plot	the	risk	contours.

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	13.	Safety	Strategies,	Procedures,	and	Designs
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to:

Discuss	process	safety	strategies,	including	the	hierarchy	of	safety.
Describe	safe	operating	procedures	and	safe	work	practices.
Explain	designs	for	process	safety.

This	 chapter	 also	 shows	 how	 to	 build	 management	 systems	 to	 improve	 safety	 performance.	 These	 important
systems	 include:	 best	 practices,	 human	 factors,	 incident	 investigations	 including	 root	 cause	 analysis,	 permit
systems	 for	 non-routine	 operations	 that	 are	 potentially	 hazardous,	 key	 design	 features	 for	 preventing	 safety
problems,	designs	for	preventing	runaway	reactions,	and	designs	for	preventing	dust	explosions.

13-1	Process	Safety	Strategies
Process	Safety	Hierarchy
When	 new	 chemical	 plants	 are	 designed	 or	 existing	 plants	 are	 modified,	 a	 safety	 hierarchy	 must	 be	 applied.	 A
detailed	hierarchy	is	shown	in	Table	1-21.	The	hierarchy—in	order	of	preference—is	to	use	(1)	inherent	safety	(see
Section	1-13),	(2)	passive,	(3)	active,	and	(4)	procedural	strategies.
The	process	 safety	 strategies	discussed	 in	 this	 chapter	 include	 (1)	human	 factors,	 (2)	managing	 safety	using	 the
CCPS	20	elements	of	risk-based	process	safety	(RBPS),	(3)	incident	investigations,	and	(4)	root	cause	analysis.

Human	Factors
Operators	sometimes	make	mistakes,	and	the	consequences	of	those	errors	may	be	serious.	A	critical	task	analysis
is	one	method	to	 identify	problems	and	develop	appropriate	safeguards	to	minimize	the	risks.1	When	designing	a
system,	human	factors	should	also	be	considered.2	A	few	issues	related	to	human	factors	include	the	following:

Ergonomics:	Can	the	operator	reach	what	needs	to	be	reached	to	work	safely?
Operability:	Is	the	workflow	designed	to	minimize	taking	shortcuts?
Procedures:	 Are	 the	 procedures	 clear	 and	 easy	 to	 follow,	 and	 do	 they	 clearly	 explain	 the	 consequences	 of
deviations?
Maintenance:	Is	there	access	and	capability	to	maintain	equipment?
Simplify:	Are	 the	equipment	designs,	computer	operating	screens,	operating	procedures,	 safety	 instructions,
safety	requirements,	and	so	forth,	designed	to	facilitate	comprehension	and	understanding	to	minimize	hazards
and	risks?

1Center	 for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	 for	Engineering	Design	 for	Process	Safety.	 (New	York,	NY:	American	 Institute	of	Chemical
Engineers,	2012),	p.	104.
2SACHE	Faculty	Workshop,	Dow	Presentation,	“Human	Errors	and	Human	Factors,”	2017.

Operators	 make	 fewer	 errors	 when	 they	 are	 appropriately	 trained,	 not	 under	 stress,	 not	 fatigued,	 and	 not
overloaded	with	work;	when	they	have	enough	time	for	the	task;	and	when	they	receive	active	feedback.	With	active
feedback,	operators	know	when	they	are	doing	well,	and	when	mistakes	are	made.	Table	13-1	shows	the	frequency
of	 operator	 errors	 as	 a	 function	 of	 the	 work	 environment.	 Clearly,	 without	 active	 feedback	 the	 mistake	 rate
increases	by	a	factor	of	10.

Table	13-1	How	Often	Do	Operators	Make	Mistakes?

Operator	environment Errors	when	operating	a	system

a.	 Trained

b.	 Not	under	stress

c.	 Not	fatigued

d.	 Not	overloaded	with	work

e.	 Adequate	time	for	the	task

1	error	in	every	1000	times	the	operation	is	done.



f.	 Active	feedback

All	of	the	above	EXCEPT	active	feedback 1	error	in	every	100	times	the	operation	is	done.
Only	trained	and	not	under	stress 1	error	in	every	10	times	the	operation	is	done.

a.	 Not	trained

b.	 Under	stress

c.	 Overloaded	with	work

d.	 Inadequate	time	for	the	task

An	error	occurs	50%	of	the	time	the	operation	is	done.

Source:	 “Incident	 Investigation:	 Overview,”
https://www.osha.gov/dcsp/products/topics/incidentinvestigation/index.html.

Managing	Safety
The	 20	 elements	 of	 RBPS	 discussed	 in	 Section	 1-12	 provides	 a	 comprehensive	 management	 system	 for	 process
safety.3	The	20	elements	provide	guidance	on	how	to	(1)	design	a	process	safety	management	system,	(2)	correct	a
deficient	system,	and	(3)	improve	process	safety	management	practices.	This	management	system	must	include	an
understanding	of	the	following	factors:4

The	hazards	and	risk	of	the	facilities	and	their	operations
The	demand	for,	and	resources	used	in,	process	safety	activities
How	process	safety	activities	are	influenced	by	the	process	safety	culture	within	the	organization

3AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2007).
4AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2007).

The	management	system	must	also	include	effectiveness	measures,	such	as	methods	to	measure	performance	and
efficiency,	so	that	resources	can	be	applied	in	a	prioritized	manner	to	a	large	number	of	process	safety	needs.

Incident	Investigations
Incident	 investigation	 is	 one	 of	 the	20	 elements	 of	RBPS	discussed	 in	Section	1-12.	 It	must	 include	 (1)	 a	 formal
process	 for	 investigating	 incidents,	 including	 staffing,	performing,	documenting,	 and	 tracking	 investigations;	 and
(2)	a	method	to	identify	incidents	that	are	recurring.5	This	method	also	manages	the	resolution	and	documentation
of	recommendations	resulting	from	the	investigation.
5AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2007).

For	any	incident,	experience	has	shown	that	many	of	the	20	elements	of	RBPS	are	involved.	Incidents	almost	always
stem	 from	 a	 failure	 of	 the	 management	 system.	 Thus,	 by	 improving	 the	 management	 system,	 incidents	 can	 be
significantly	reduced.
The	 objectives	 of	 incident	 investigations	 are	 to	 identify	 the	 causes	 of	 incidents,	 understand	 the	 interrelationship
between	causes,	and	develop	actions	to	prevent	the	recurrence	of	similar	incidents.6,7	Investigations	should	include
“near	misses”	or	“close	calls”	that	do	not	result	in	an	incident	but	could	have	if	the	circumstances	had	been	slightly
different.
6“Incident	Investigation:	Overview,”	https://www.osha.gov/dcsp/products/topics/incidentinvestigation/index.html.
7“A	Step-by-Step	Guide:	Incident	Investigations,”	https://www.osha.gov/dte/grant_materials/fy11/sh-22246-11/IncidentInvestigationGuide.pdf.

Root	Cause	Analysis8

8W.	Wilson.	“Root	Cause	Analysis,”	http://www.bill-wilson.net/root-cause-analysis.

An	important	tool	in	incident	investigation	is	root	cause	analysis	(RCA).	It	is	in	the	evaluation	of	root	causes	where
the	team	discovers	systemic	changes	that	can	help	prevent	future	incidents.
A	root	cause	is	an	underlying	cause	of	an	incident	that	is	not	itself	caused	by	more	important	underlying	causes.	In
the	very	early	days	of	 incident	 investigations,	most	 accidents	were	attributed	 to	a	 single	 root	 cause.	Since	 then,
experience	 has	 shown	 that	 most	 incidents	 have	 multiple	 root	 causes.	 More	 recently,	 some	 incident	 investigators
have	redefined	root	causes	as	immediate	causes.
Understanding	root	causes	is	important	because	they	have	the	following	characteristics:



Are	frequently	not	directly	observable
Relate	to	origins	and	sources
Are	established	and	entrenched
Can	spread	out	further	than	expected
Are	difficult	to	find	and	remove
May	expand	if	not	identified
Are	often	dirty	since	they	soil	everything	they	touch,	meaning	they	have	a	widespread	effect

When	 RCA	 practitioners	 discuss	 root	 causes,	 they	 are	 essentially	 talking	 about	 causes	 that	 have	 all	 of	 these
characteristics.
The	term	underlying	cause	is	frequently	used	to	provide	more	detail	related	to	causes.	An	underlying	cause	is	a	less
obvious	system	or	organizational	reasons	for	an	incident.	The	differences	between	underlying	and	root	causes	are
shown	in	Table	13-2.

Table	13-2	Differences	between	Underlying	and	Root	Causes	of	an	Incident

Examples	of	Hazardous	Conditions:	Underlying	Causes

Missing	guard

Poor	housekeeping

Defective	tools

Equipment	failure

No	Safety	Data	Sheet	(SDS)

Examples	of	Hazardous	Practices:	Underlying	Causes

Horseplay

Ignored	safety	rules

Didn’t	follow	procedures

Didn’t	report	hazard

Didn’t	know	how

Examples	of	Root	Causes:

Poor	work	procedures

No	follow-up	and	feedback

Lack	of	training

Poor	safety	management

Purchasing	unsafe	equipment

Lack	of	supervision

Rules	not	enforced

Lack	of	safety	leadership

Poor	safety	leadership

Understanding	 the	 reasons	 for	 failed	RCAs	can	help	 teams	conduct	more	effective	RCAs.	Reasons	 for	 failed	 root
cause	analysis	are	shown	in	Table	13-3.	Tables	13-2	and	13-3	demonstrate	that	strong,	substantive,	comprehensive,
and	well-managed	actions	and	corrective	action	plans	are	essential.	Effective	leadership	is	the	difference	between
failure	and	success.

Table	13-3	Reasons	for	Failed	Root	Cause	Analyses	or	Failed	Leadership	of	a	RCA



Wrong	basis:	Root	causes	are	not	all	identified	along	with	corresponding	corrective	actions.

Bad	solutions:	Weak,	incomplete	or	misdirected	corrective	actions.

Poor	execution:	Corrective	actions	not	carried	out.	The	actions	are	not	appropriately	managed.

Lessons	forgotten:	Corrective	actions	are	rolled	back	or	overridden	with	time.

Other	changes:	Problems	return	with	unrelated	plant	changes.

An	RCA	discovers	the	underlying	or	systemic	causes	of	an	event,	rather	than	just	its	immediate	causes.	Correcting
only	 a	 single	 root	 cause	 may	 eliminate	 a	 symptom	 of	 a	 problem,	 but	 not	 the	 problem	 itself.	 If	 all	 the	 root	 and
underlying	 causes	 are	 not	 identified	 and	 corrected,	 then	 the	 incident	 is	 likely	 to	 recur.	 Thus,	 a	 successful	 RCA
identifies	all	root	and	underlying	causes.
The	 tools	 used	 to	 conduct	 an	 RCA	 include	 brainstorming,	 checklists,	 logic/event	 trees,	 Five	 Why	 technique,
timelines,	 sequence	 diagrams,	 and	 underlying	 cause	 determination.	 For	 simple	 incidents,	 brainstorming	 and
checklists	 are	 sufficient,	 but	 for	 more	 complex	 incidents,	 the	 other	 tools	 are	 preferred.	 These	 tools	 are	 used	 to
answer	four	questions:	What	happened?	How	did	it	happen?	Why	did	it	happened?	What	needs	to	be	corrected?
The	Five	Why	technique	is	an	iterative	method	to	explore	the	cause-and-effect	relationships	underlying	a	incident.	It
involves	asking	a	minimum	of	five	“why”	questions.	No	hard	rules	exist	for	forming	these	questions.	For	a	chemical
plant	incident,	the	questions	could	include	“Why	did	this	occur?”,	“Why	did	that	occur?”,	and	so	on.	This	procedure
is	continued	until	a	root	cause	is	clearly	identified.	A	rule	of	thumb	is	that	five	iterations	are	required,	but	more	or
less	may	be	possible.

13-2	Safe	Operating	Procedures9

9AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2007).

Operating	 procedures	 are	 one	 of	 the	 20	 elements	 of	 RBPS	 discussed	 in	 Section	1-12.	 Operating	 procedures	 are
written	instructions—including	procedures	that	are	usually	stored	electronically—that	(1)	list	the	steps	required	for
a	given	task	and	(2)	describe	the	manner	in	which	these	steps	are	performed.10

10AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley	Interscience,	2007).

Operating	procedures	are	designed	and	managed	to	help	operators	run	a	plant	or	facility	with	no	mishaps.	These
procedures	 should	 include	 initial	 startup,	 normal	 operations,	 temporary	 operations,	 emergency	 shutdown,
emergency	 operations,	 normal	 shutdown,	 startup	 after	 normal	 and	 emergency	 shutdowns,	 operating	 limits	 and
consequences	 of	 deviations,	 safety	 and	 health	 considerations,	 hazardous	 properties	 of	 the	 chemicals,	 exposure
precautions,	 engineering	 and	 administrative	 controls,	 quality	 control	 specifications	 for	 all	 chemicals,	 special	 or
unique	hazards,	and	safety	control	systems	and	functions.	Additionally,	procedures	should	(1)	include	engineering
and	administrative	controls	for	preventing	exposures,	(2)	describe	the	controls	that	are	needed	for	safe	operation,
and	(3)	highlight	the	permits	that	are	used	to	control	the	safety	of	the	environment.

13-3	Safe	Work	Practices11

11AICHE	Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety	(Hoboken,	NJ:	Wiley-Interscience,	2007),	Chapter	11.

Safe	 work	 practices	 are	 used	 to	 control	 nonroutine	 activities	 that	 are	 conducted	 in	 potentially	 hazardous
environments.	These	practices	 involve	a	permit	(either	paper	or	electronic)	to	do	the	work	described.	The	permit
includes	 a	 description	 of	 the	 hazards	 and	 the	 actions	 taken	 to	 prevent	 incidents.	 It	 communicates	 relevant
information	 between	 the	 people	 doing	 the	work	 and	 other	 operating	 personnel	 in	 the	 area.	 The	 required	 permit
actions	 include	 those	by	 the	workers	and	the	operators,	encompassing	both	actions	before	 the	work	 is	permitted
and	actions	after	the	work	is	completed	to	transition	from	the	permitted	environment	to	the	normal	operating	mode.
Companies	implement	many	types	of	safe	work	practices.	Each	company	customizes	the	safe	work	practice	to	work
with	 its	particular	culture.	The	 following	examples	suggest	a	 few	of	 the	safe	work	practices	 that	companies	may
perform:

Safe	work	permits—an	umbrella	term	for	working	in	the	process	area,	such	as	replacing	a	valve	or	installing
insulation
Energy	isolation—sometimes	called	lock-out/tag-out	(LOTO)	or	lock,	tag,	and	try.	See	below.
Confined-space	entry.	See	below.
Hot	work.	See	below.
Line	breaking
Elevated	work/fall	protection
Lifting—over	process	equipment
Excavations—near	process	equipment
Hot-tapping	active	pipelines
Isolation	of	pressure	relief	devices



Bypassing	safety	systems—safety	instrumented	systems	(SIS),	other	interlocks,	deluge	systems,	alarms,	and	so
on
Facility	access—access	through	the	facility	fence	line/main	gate	and	access	into	a	specific	process	unit

The	following	permit	descriptions	give	the	key	features	of	a	few	safe	work	practices.	Note,	however,	that	they	do	not
include	all	of	the	requirements.	Each	plant	will	modify	these	features	for	different	work	environments.

Hot	Work
Hot	work	permits	minimize	the	chances	of	ignition	of	flammable	or	combustible	materials	in	a	work	environment.
Hot	work	 operations	 include	welding,	 grinding,	 torch	 cutting,	 soldering,	 and	use	 of	 any	 other	 ignition-producing
sources.	Hot	work	permits	are	valid	for	only	one	shift	at	a	time.	The	procedure	includes	the	following	steps:

1.	 Ensure	equipment	is	cleared	of	hazardous	materials	and	isolated	from	the	running	process.
2.	 Take	the	necessary	precautions	to	protect	combustible	or	flammable	materials	from	ignition	by	removing	them

or	covering	them	with	fire	blankets.
3.	 Check	for	flammable	vapors	within	35	feet	(10.7	m)	of	work	areas	using	a	flammable	gas	detection	meter.
4.	 If	flammable	vapors	are	present	in	the	area,	then	a	hot	work	permit	is	denied	until	the	flammable	vapors	are

removed.
5.	 Post	a	fire	watch	in	the	area.
6.	 Ensure	that	a	fire	extinguisher	is	available	in	the	area,	and	check	to	ensure	that	smoke	detection,	sprinkler,

and	alarm	systems	are	working.
7.	 Inform	operations	and	everyone	in	the	area.
8.	 Obtain	the	necessary	approvals	and	signatures	and	post	the	signed	permit.

At	the	completion	of	the	hot	work,	the	operations	supervisor	confirms	that	all	hot	work	is	stopped	and	it	is	safe	to	go
back	to	normal	operations,	and	then	signs	a	formal	approval.

Energy	Isolation	(Lock-Out/Tag-Out—LOTO;	Lock,	Tag,	Try)
Energy	 isolation	 prevents	 injuries	 or	 damage	 due	 to	 the	 release	 of	 stored	 energy	 from	 equipment.	 The	 stored
energy	 may	 take	 numerous	 forms—chemical,	 electrical,	 gravitational,	 mechanical,	 pressure,	 or	 thermal.	 This
practice	 is	 intended	 to	prevent	 equipment	 from	unexpectedly	being	 set	 into	motion	and	endangering	workers	 or
releasing	hazardous	chemicals	into	the	work	area.
Typical	 activities	 that	 require	 this	 practice	 include	 hot	 work	 on	 process	 equipment,	 vessel	 entry,	 cleaning
equipment,	entering	a	dangerous	environment	(rotating	equipment	or	a	vessel	with	an	agitator),	repairing	electrical
circuits,	maintaining	machinery	with	moving	parts,	clearing	 jammed	mechanisms,	and	removing	guards	or	safety
devices.
The	energy	isolation	procedure	includes	the	following	steps:

1.	 De-energize	 the	 equipment	 by	 isolating	 the	 energy	 source(s),	 which	 may	 require	 installing	 blind	 flanges;
closing	 valves;	 draining	 chemicals;	 disconnecting	 electrical	 connections;	 releasing	 pressured	 lines	 such	 as
hydraulic	fluid,	air,	steam,	gas,	and	water;	and	releasing	spring-loaded	devices.

2.	 Lock	the	de-energized	equipment	or	electrical	device	to	prevent	reactivation.	A	gang	lock	device	may	be	used
to	allow	the	device	to	be	locked	out	by	several	maintenance	trades	and	operations	personnel.

3.	 Tag	the	equipment	or	device	to	warn	against	re-energizing	the	equipment.	Tags	alone	can	be	used	only	when
the	equipment	cannot	be	physically	locked	out—for	example,	some	valves.

4.	 Try	to	re-energize	the	equipment	to	verify	that	the	locking	process	works.

At	the	completion	of	the	work	procedure	requiring	the	energy	isolation,	the	operations	supervisor	is	the	last	one	to
remove	 their	 lock	 after	making	 certain	 that	 the	 device	 or	 equipment	 is	 safe	 to	 re-energize.	 The	 supervisor	 then
signs	a	formal	approval.

Confined-Space	Entry	(Vessel	Entry)
This	practice	is	used	to	prevent	injuries	to	someone	who	is	working	in	a	confined	space.	The	confined	space	could
be	a	vessel,	a	diked	area,	or	even	reaching	into	a	large	pipe	opening.	Potential	injuries	include	being	overcome	by	a
gas	 (e.g.,	 nitrogen,	 carbon	 monoxide),	 being	 entangled	 with	 moving	 equipment,	 or	 being	 engulfed	 by	 fluids	 or
powder	entering	the	space.	The	procedure	includes	the	following	steps:

1.	 The	equipment	is	isolated	following	a	defined	energy	isolation	procedure.
2.	 Clean/decontaminate	the	equipment.
3.	 An	 attendant	 (entry	 watch)	 must	 be	 present	 in	 the	 area	 at	 the	 point	 of	 entry	 at	 all	 times	 to	 help	 with

emergencies.
4.	 Ensure	that	proper	emergency	equipment	is	present	in	the	area	(e.g.,	a	fire	extinguisher,	winches,	harnesses).
5.	 Continuously	monitor	the	oxygen	concentration	in	the	confined	space	to	ensure	that	it	is	at	least	19.5%.
6.	 Add	ventilation	to	the	confined	space	or	vessel	 to	ensure	the	concentration	of	oxygen	is	maintained	and	the

temperature	is	not	extreme.



7.	 Provide	a	light	with	ground-fault	circuit	interruption	(GFCI)	to	assist	the	person’s	visibility	in	the	vessel.
8.	 Provide	a	two-way	radio	for	the	attendant	to	summon	help	if	required.
9.	 Provide	an	attendant’s	log	with	sign-in	and	sign-out	required	to	ensure	accountability	of	persons	entering	and

leaving	the	confined	space.

At	the	completion	of	the	confined-space	entry,	the	operations	supervisor	confirms	that	it	is	safe	to	go	back	to	normal
operations	and	then	signs	a	formal	approval.

13-4	Designs	for	Process	Safety
The	following	safety	design	features	are	only	examples	intended	to	illustrate	some	key	safety	features	that	are	used
in	plants.	Many	more	safety	designs	are	described	in	books	and	standards.12,13

12Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Design	Solutions	for	Process	Equipment	Failures	 (New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	1998).
13NFPA	 654,	 Standard	 for	 the	 Prevention	 of	 Fire	 and	 Dust	 Explosions	 from	 the	 Manufacturing,	 Processing,and	 Handling	 of	 Combustible
Particulates	Solids	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	2000).

Inherently	Safer	Designs
Inherent	 safety	 is	 discussed	 in	 Section	 1-13.	 A	 simple	 design	 feature	 includes	 the	 mechanical	 configurations	 of
vessels,	pumps,	and	pipelines.	A	simple	design	versus	a	complex	design	is	illustrated	in	Figure	13-1.



Figure	13-1	A	simple	design	versus	a	complex	design.	

Controls:	Emergency	Isolation	Valves
Emergency	isolation	valves,	sometimes	called	block	valves,	are	installed	throughout	plants	to	isolate	and	shut	down
a	process	during	unusual	circumstances.	These	valves	can	be	manually	operated	or	operated	by	a	control	system	or
field	 analyzer.	 Emergency	 isolation	 valves	 are	 typically	 (1)	 installed	 in	 lines	 in	 and	 out	 of	 vessels	 containing
hazardous	materials,	and	activated	when	a	line	or	hose	develops	a	leak;	(2)	installed	in	sewer	lines	to	prevent	major
leaks	from	contaminating	a	treatment	facility;	and	(3)	installed	using	double	block	and	bleed	systems	as	described
in	the	next	subsection.	In	addition,	they	are	sometimes	installed	in	plants	so	that	materials	can	be	transferred	from
a	hazardous	environment	to	a	safe	one.	For	example,	when	a	vessel	is	exposed	to	fire,	a	normally	closed	isolation
valve	would	be	opened	to	transfer	the	material	to	a	safe	location	away	from	the	fire.
Block	valves	are	used	 in	a	process	 to	 isolate	a	 system	 for	maintenance.	 In	 contrast,	 emergency	block	valves	are
used	to	isolate	a	system	or	shut	down	the	process	in	emergencies.

Controls:	Double	Block	and	Bleed
Double	block	and	bleed	systems	are	 installed	to	provide	assurance	that	materials	cannot	 flow.	These	systems	are
frequently	 used	 in	 vessel	 entry	 procedures	 to	 ensure	 that	 flow	 of	 a	 hazardous	 material	 will	 not	 occur	 during
employees’	entry	into	the	vessel.	They	are	also	used	to	prevent	unsafe	situations.	For	example,	a	double	block	and
bleed	system	is	used	in	the	monomer	feed	lines	between	the	monomer	storage	vessel	and	the	reactor	depicted	in
Figure	 13-2.	 This	 prevents	 the	 reactor	 contents,	 including	 catalysts,	 from	 inadvertently	 backing	 up	 into	 the
monomer	tank.	The	reaction	normally	requires	pumping	the	monomer	from	a	storage	vessel	at	low	pressure	into	a
reactor	operating	at	a	much	higher	pressure.	If	the	monomer	pump	fails,	then	the	reactor	contents	with	the	catalyst



will	 back	 up	 through	 the	 pump	 into	 the	 monomer	 storage	 vessel.	 This	 will	 result	 in	 a	 catalyzed	 reaction	 in	 the
storage	vessel,	leading	to	a	runaway	reaction.	The	storage	vessel	is	not	equipped	to	handle	this	situation.



Figure	13-2	Double	block	and	bleed	system.	

The	problem	 is	 eliminated	by	 installing	 a	 double	block	 and	bleed	 system	 in	 the	monomer	 feed	 line,	 as	 shown	 in
Figure	13-2.	 If	 the	pump	fails,	 the	double	block	and	bleed	 is	activated,	and	 it	 is	physically	 impossible	 for	reactor
contents	to	flow	back	to	the	monomer	storage	tank.	Notice	that	the	monomer	lines	may	also	include	check	valves,
but	they	are	not	as	reliable—check	valves	may	leak.

Controls:	Safeguards	and	Redundancy
Safeguards	 are	 discussed	 in	 Section	 1-11	 and	 are	 classified	 as	 either	 preventive	 or	 mitigative.	 For	 example,	 a
reactor	 that	 controls	 a	 rapid	 exothermic	 reaction	 should	 have	 a	 number	 of	 redundant	 safeguards	 to	 prevent	 a
runaway	 reaction,	 as	 shown	 in	Figure	13-3.	 Redundancy	 also	 increases	 the	 reliability	 of	 the	 control	 system;	 the
quantitative	effects	of	redundancy	are	computed	using	fault	tree	analysis,	as	discussed	in	Chapter	12.



1.	 Temperature	or	pressure	too	high:	open	cooling	valves	and	close	monomer	valves.
2.	 Motor	or	agitation	fails:	the	same.
3.	 Heat	balance	off:	the	same.
4.	 In	all	cases,	the	double	block	and	bleed	valves	in	the	monomer	lines	would	be	activated.

Figure	13-3	Safeguards	and	redundancy.

Controls:	Explosion	Suppression
As	illustrated	in	Figure	13-4,	an	explosion	suppression	system	detects	a	flame	or	combustion	at	the	incipient	phase
of	 an	 explosion	 or	 fire.	 This	 detection	 system	 operates	 quick-acting	 valves	 to	 inject	 a	 combustion-quenching
substance	into	the	burning	volume.	The	explosion	suppression	system	illustrated	in	Figure	13-4	would	prevent	the
explosion	of	 the	spray	dryer.	Explosion	suppression	systems	can	be	 installed	 in	 (1)	process	equipment	 to	prevent
damage	to	the	equipment	and	(2)	pipelines	to	prevent	the	combustion	from	propagating	through	the	pipe	to	another
place	in	the	process.





Figure	13-4	Active	explosion	suppression.	

Flame	Arrestors
Figure	13-5	shows	 flame	arrestors	placed	 inline	and	at	 the	end	of	a	 line	 to	quench	a	combustion,	preventing	 the
combustion	from	propagating	down	a	pipe	or	duct	containing	flammable	material.	The	two	types	of	flame	arrestors
have	different	design	characteristics.	The	end-of-line	flame	arrestor	prevents	a	burning	gas	from	propagating	back
to	 the	vessel	 from	an	external	 fire.	These	 two	 types	of	 flame	arrestors	have	different	design	characteristics.	The
inline	arrestor	prevents	a	fire	or	explosion	from	propagating	through	a	pipe	from	one	vessel	to	another	vessel.



Figure	13-5	Passive	flame	arrestors.	

Containment
A	relief	system	discharging	a	hazardous	material	should	have	a	containment	system,	as	shown	in	Figure	13-6.	(Also
see	 Section	 9-7	 on	 relief	 effluent	 handling.)	 The	 containment	 system	 collects	 the	 relief	 effluent	 and	 prevents
discharge	into	the	working	areas	and	environment.	It	is	also	important	that	a	management	system	is	used	to	ensure
the	containment	system	is	properly	maintained	and	operational.	The	Bhopal,	India,	plant	had	a	containment	system
similar	 to	 the	 one	 shown	 in	 Figure	13-6,	 but	 due	 to	 poor	 management,	 including	 poor	 mechanical	 integrity,	 the
system	did	not	work	when	it	was	required,	with	catastrophic	results.





Figure	13-6	Relief	and	containment	system.	

An	 alternative	 is	 to	 add	 safeguards	 and	 redundancy	 to	 the	 reactor	 to	 prevent	 a	 high-pressure	 release	 from	 the
reactor,	thereby	ensuring	that	operation	of	the	relief	will	not	occur.	In	this	case,	the	safeguard	system	would	require
an	 acceptable	 reliability,	 with	 the	 reliability	 being	 determined	 through	 a	 fault	 tree	 or	 other	 detailed	 analysis.
Another	 alternative	 is	 to	 contain	 the	 hazard	 in	 the	 reactor	 vessel	 by	 increasing	 the	MAWP	of	 the	 reactor	 to	 the
maximum	pressure	under	all	scenarios,	including	operating	and	incidental	pressures.

Materials	of	Construction
Corrosion	occurs	due	to	incompatibilities	between	process	equipment	materials	of	construction	and	process	fluids.
Corrosion	failures	can	occur	without	warning,	resulting	in	large	incidents.	The	risk	of	such	failures	is	reduced	by
fully	understanding	the	 internal	and	external	environment	of	 the	process,	by	specifying	use	of	corrosion-resistant
materials	of	construction,	and	by	including	a	corrosion	allowance.14	Corrosion	rates	are	determined	experimentally
in	 laboratory	 tests.	 Companies	 must	 monitor	 construction	 to	 ensure	 that	 the	 correct	 materials	 are	 used	 and
construction	standards	are	followed.
14Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Design	Solutions	for	Process	Equipment	Failures	 (New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	1998).

In	one	notable	incident	that	occurred	in	an	oil	refinery,	an	error	in	the	welding	process	was	to	blame:	The	welder
used	a	weld	material	that	was	less	noble	than	the	tower’s	material	of	construction.	The	corrosion	transferred	the
less	noble	weld	material	to	the	tower.	The	weld	seam	around	the	entire	tower	eventually	failed,	and	the	tower	fell
with	major	adverse	consequences—17	fatalities	and	a	$100	million	loss.15

15“Union	Oil	Amine	Absorber	Tower	Accident.”	TWI	Services	Company.	www.twi.co.uk/content/oilgas_casedown29.html.

Process	Vessels
Process	 vessels	 must	 be	 designed	 to	 withstand	 the	 temperatures,	 pressures,	 and	 corrosion	 environments	 of	 the
process.	Normally,	the	thickness	of	the	vessel	is	chosen	to	withstand	the	pressure,	and	the	thickness	is	increased	for
a	corrosion	allowance.
All	process	vessels	that	are	designed	to	withstand	a	pressure	should	also	be	designed	for	full	vacuum.	This	vacuum
requirement	allows	for	vacuum	purging	and	incidental	process	vacuums—for	example,	steam	cleaning	of	a	vessel
that	is	entirely	blocked	(no	vents).
Deflagrations.	Deflagrations	are	combustion	fronts	that	move	at	speeds	less	than	the	speed	of	sound.	See	Section
6-10.	Deflagrations	in	pipes	or	vessels	without	pressure	protection	result	in	pipe	tears	with	lengths	no	longer	than	a
few	pipe	diameters.	The	resulting	pressure	in	a	vessel	or	pipe	having	a	contained	deflagration	is	estimated	using
the	following	equations:

P2P1≈8		for	hydrocarbon−air	mixtures(13-1)
P2P1≈16		for	hydrocarbon−oxygen	mixtures(13-2)

Detonations.	 Detonations	 are	 reactions	 fronts	 that	 move	 at	 the	 speed	 of	 sound	 or	 faster.	 See	 Section	 6-10.
Detonation	failures	usually	occur	in	pipelines	or	vessels	with	large	length-to-diameter	ratios.
For	a	vessel	with	an	internal	detonation,	the	pressure	increases	significantly:16

16Lees.	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industry,	4th	ed.,	pp.	509–617	(Elsevier,	2012).

P2P1≈20(13-3)
When	a	pipe	network	is	involved,	because	of	pressure	piling,	P2	can	increase	by	as	much	as	another	factor	of	20.
Detonation	failures	in	pipe	networks	always	occur	downstream	from	the	ignition	source—usually	at	pipe	elbows	or
other	 pipe	 constrictions,	 such	 as	 valves.	 Blast	 pressures	 can	 shatter	 an	 elbow	 into	 many	 small	 fragments.	 A
detonation	 in	 light-gauge	 ductwork	 can	 tear	 the	 duct	 along	 its	 seams	 and	 produce	 a	 large	 amount	 of	 structural
distortion	in	the	torn	ducts.
In	piping	systems,	explosions	can	begin	as	deflagrations.	The	flame	front	may	then	accelerate	by	pressure	piling	to
detonation	speeds.

Miscellaneous	Designs	for	Preventing	Fires	and	Explosions



Many	 other	 design	 features	 can	 be	 implemented	 to	 prevent	 deflagrations	 and	 detonations,	 as	 well	 as	 fires	 and
explosions	 in	general.	CCPS	has	published	many	reference	books	that	can	help	 in	selecting	the	most	appropriate
design	for	a	plant	and	process.1720

17Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety.	 Guidelines	 for	 Chemical	 Reactivity	 Evaluation	 and	 Application	 to	 Process	 Design	 (New	 York,	 NY:
American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	1995).
18Center	 for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	 for	Facility	Siting	 and	Layout	 (New	York,	NY:	American	 Institute	 of	Chemical	 Engineers,
2003).

19Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Performing	Effective	Pre-Startup	Reviews	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical
Engineers,	2007).
20Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Guidelines	for	Safe	and	Reliable	Instrumented	Protective	Systems	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	2007).

13-5	Designs	for	Runaway	Reactions
Requirements	to	prevent	runaway	reactions	include	the	following:

Understanding	the	concepts	and	hazards	of	runaway	reactions	(see	Chapter	8)
Obtaining	experimental	data	to	characterize	all	possible	runaway	reactions	(see	Chapter	8)
Applying	this	knowledge	to	design	the	equipment	and	controls	to	avoid	runaways

Other	design	features	used	to	prevent	runaway	reactions	include	the	following:21

21R.	Johnson.	“Chemical	Reactivity	Hazard.,”	Safety	and	Chemical	Engineering	Education	Committee	of	AICHE’s	Center	for	Chemical	Process
Safety,	2005.	www.SACHE.org.

1.	 Design	to	consume	the	reactants	rapidly	to	avoid	the	accumulation	of	reactants.
2.	 Design	to	remove	the	heat	generated	by	the	reaction	and	the	gaseous	products	produced	by	the	reaction.
3.	 Use	 a	 semi-batch	 reactor	 instead	 of	 a	 batch	 reactor,	 and	 add	 the	 reactant	 at	 a	 rate	 that	 maintains	 a	 low

reactant	concentration	within	the	reactor.
4.	 Add	safeguards	and	redundant	controls	to	prevent	runaways	due	to	equipment	and	control	failures.

Knowledge	and	experience	with	runaway	reactions	 is	essential	since	this	assists	process	designers	recognize	and
prevent	potential	problems.
Runaway	 reactions	 may	 also	 occur	 in	 storage	 vessels,	 tank	 trucks,	 and	 tank	 cars—in	 which	 case	 the	 events	 are
classified	as	unintended	reactions.	A	different	set	of	design	features	is	used	to	prevent	these	incidents,22	including
the	 following	 features:	 (1)	 train	personnel	 to	be	aware	of	 these	potential	problems,	 (2)	cool	 the	materials	 to	safe
margins	below	the	self-accelerating	decomposition	temperature	(SADT),	(3)	include	redundant	controls	to	monitor
temperatures	and	activate	alarms,	(4)	design	the	system	to	separate	incompatible	materials,	(5)	store	materials	in
areas	remote	from	the	process	areas,	and	(6)	label	vessels	and	pipelines	that	contain	reactive	materials.
22R.	Johnson.	“Chemical	Reactivity	Hazard.,”	Safety	and	Chemical	Engineering	Education	Committee	of	AICHE’s	Center	for	Chemical	Process
Safety,	2005.	www.SACHE.org.

13-6	Designs	and	Practices	for	the	Safe	Handling	of	Dusts
A	large	quantity	of	chemical	products	are	solids,	which	are	frequently	produced	and	shipped	in	powder	form.	The
powder	 may	 form	 a	 very	 fine	 dust	 during	 the	 processing	 and	 shipping	 steps.	 Although	 engineers	 and	 chemists
usually	understand	the	hazards	of	flammable	liquids	and	gases,	they	often	fail	to	recognize	the	hazards	of	handling
solids	and	the	resulting	dust.	Dusts	have	flammability	characteristics	similar	to	those	of	gases,	and	they	can	burn
and	explode	as	deflagrations	and	detonations	(see	Sections	6-5	and	6-9).	An	additional	problem	with	dusts	is	that	a
primary	 explosion	 may	 initiate	 a	 secondary	 explosion.	 The	 explosion	 forces	 and	 turbulence	 from	 the	 primary
explosion	 may	 disperse	 additional	 dusts	 that	 may	 have	 accumulated	 on	 floors,	 on	 ducts,	 or	 above	 false	 ceilings.
Once	the	additional	dust	is	airborne,	a	secondary	explosion	will	result.
Flammable	gases	have	a	three-sided	fire	triangle	(see	Figure	6-1)	that	illustrates	the	three	necessary	conditions	for
their	combustion	or	explosion:	(1)	a	flammable	gas,	(2)	an	ignition	source,	and	(3)	oxygen	or	an	oxidizer.	Flammable
dusts,	 in	contrast,	have	a	five-sided	fire	pentagon	that	 includes	(1)	fuel,	(2)	an	ignition	source,	(3)	an	oxidant,	(4)
confinement,	and	(5)	dust	suspension.	Some	practitioners	add	two	more	sides	to	the	pentagon	to	create	a	seven-side
figure:	(6)	a	concentration	above	the	lower	flammable	limit	and	(7)	dust	of	adequate	dryness.
Dusts	burn	relatively	slowly	when	ignited	on	a	surface,	but	they	explode	when	they	are	ignited	as	suspensions	in	air.
Many	of	the	design	and	management	practices	mentioned	in	this	section	are	based	on	this	pentagon.23

23J.	 F.	 Louvar	 and	 R.	 Schoeff.	 “Dust	 Explosion	 Control.”	 Safety	 and	 Chemical	 Engineering	 Education	 Committee	 of	 AICHE’s	 Center	 for
Chemical	Process	Safety,	2006.	www.SACHE.org.

Requirements	to	prevent	dust	explosions	include	the	following:

Understanding	the	hazards	of	dusts	(see	Section	6-5)
Characterizing	the	properties	of	dusts	for	the	specific	system	being	used	or	designed	(see	Chapters	6	and	7)
Applying	this	knowledge	to	design	the	equipment
Adding	management	systems	to	prevent	dust	explosions



Preventing	Dust	Explosions

Key	design	features	that	are	used	to	prevent	dust	explosions	include	the	following:24

24U.S.	 Chemical	 Safety	 and	 Hazard	 Investigation	 Board.	 “Combustible	 Dust	 Safety.”	 2018.
https://www.csb.gov/assets/1/6/csb_2018_factsheet_combustibledust_05.pdf.

1.	 Use	containment,	inerting	and	purging	to	remove	oxygen	(see	Chapter	7).
2.	 Eliminate	 ignition	sources	due	 to	 tramp	metal,	mechanical	 failure,	overheating,	electrical	 sparks,	and	static

electricity.	The	tramp	metal	problem	can	be	solved	by	adding	magnetic	traps	that	collect	metal	contaminants.
To	address	mechanical	 failure	problems,	add	detectors	 to	 identify	 failures,	activate	alarms,	and	 initiate	safe
shutdowns.	Any	overheating	problems	can	be	solved	by	monitoring	the	temperature	of	bearings	and	belts	(e.g.,
belts	 slipping),	 and	 activating	 alarms	 and	 shutdowns.	 To	 eliminate	 electrical	 sparks,	 use	 all	 explosion-proof
rated	 electrical	 fittings	 (Class	 III	 and	 appropriate	 division;	 see	 Chapter	 7).	 To	 prevent	 buildup	 of	 static
electricity	charges,	use	grounding	and	bonding.

3.	 Prevent	 the	 accumulation	 of	 dusts.	 High	 dust	 concentrations	 in	 equipment	 and	 in	 equipment	 vents	 can	 be
reduced	 by	 using	 pneumatic	 dust	 collection	 systems	 (sometimes	 called	 bag	 houses).	 In	 addition,	 high	 dust
concentrations	 outside	 of	 equipment	 due	 to	 leaks	 from	 flanges	 or	 equivalent	 can	 be	 prevented	 by	 adding
gaskets	and	tightening	the	gasket	flanges.

4.	 Mitigate	dust	explosions	using	vent	panels	and	explosion	suppression	as	described	in	Chapter	7.
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Problems
13-1.	For	a	large	semi-batch	polyether	reactor	(add	ethylene	and/or	propylene	oxide	to	a	hydrocarbon	alcohol),
use	the	hierarchy	concept	to	make	recommendations	for	improving	the	safety	of	this	process.
13-2.	For	the	polyether	reactor	described	in	Problem	13-1,	list	a	few	of	the	most	important	safeguards	that
should	be	in	place.
13-3.	Human	factors	must	be	addressed	during	all	phases	of	an	operation.	Expand	the	descriptions	given	in	the
“Human	Factors”	subsection	in	Section	13-1.
13-4.	As	shown	in	Table	13-1,	operators	make	mistakes	that	are	related	to	the	operators’	environment.	List	the
six	items	in	this	list	in	order	of	importance.
13-5.	Use	the	CSB	website	to	(a)	describe	the	T2	Laboratories	incident	that	occurred	on	December	19,	2007,
and	(b)	list	the	CSB	recommendations	following	this	incident.
13-6.	Use	the	T2	Laboratories	incident	of	Problem	13-5	to	list	the	details	of	this	incident	investigation:	(a)	the
underlying	and	root	causes	of	the	incident	and	(b)	the	first	and	other	recommendation	layers.
13-7.	Many	incidents	are	due	to	the	failure	to	apply	codes,	standards,	and	other	Recognized	and	Generally
Accepted	Good	Engineering	Practices	(RAGAGEP).	Read	the	West	Pharmaceutical	Services	Dust	Explosion	and
Fire	(2003)	incident	(CSB	report)	and	(a)	describe	the	incident,	(b)	list	the	major	recommendations,	and	(c)	cite
the	RAGAGEP	that	is	used	most	frequently.
13-8.	Summarize	the	content	of	NFPA	Standard	654.
13-9.	The	double	block	and	bleed	system	shown	in	Figure	13-2	is	a	design	feature	often	added	to	all	monomer
feed	lines.	However,	it	has	one	problem:	It	creates	another	tank	with	a	hazardous	monomer.	Develop	a	new
design	of	the	double	block	and	bleed	system	that	is	inherently	safer	than	the	one	shown	in	Figure	13-2.
13-10.	The	LOTO	permit	is	one	that	is	used	often	in	an	industrial	environment.	Search	the	Internet	for	a	more
thorough	procedure.



Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Chapter	14.	Case	Histories	and	Lessons	Learned
The	learning	objectives	for	this	chapter	are	to:

1.	 Discuss	the	consequences	of	inadequately	addressing	the	20	elements	of	risk-based	process	safety	(RBPS).
2.	 Describe	other	lessons	learned	from	case	histories.

The	 AICHE	 Center	 for	 Chemical	 Process	 Safety	 (CCPS)	 developed	 the	 risk-based	 process	 safety	 (RBPS)
management	system	to	assist	chemical	companies	in	implementing	effective	process	safety	management	systems.1
The	RBPS	approach	recognizes	that	all	hazards	and	risks	in	an	operation	or	facility	are	not	equal	and	shows	how
resources	can	be	effectively	apportioned	based	on	greater	hazards	and	higher	risks.	This	RBPS	approach	prioritizes
efforts	focusing	on	risk	information	and	risk	reduction.	See	Section	1-12	for	more	detailed	information	on	RBPS.
1Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Introduction	to	Process	Safety	for	Undergraduates	and	Engineers	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	2016).

This	chapter	will	present	several	case	histories	based	on	the	20	RBPS	elements.	For	each	element,	we	present	one
or	more	case	histories	showing	how	an	 inadequacy	 in	 that	RBPS	element	contributed	 to	 the	 incident,	along	with
additional	lessons	learned	from	that	incident.	Although	each	case	history	is	coupled	with	a	specific	RBPS	element,
all	incidents	always	involve	many	of	the	20	elements.
Learning	from	the	past	with	case	histories	is	important	to	prevent	future	incidents.	As	Santayana	said,	“Those	who
cannot	learn	from	history	are	doomed	to	repeat	it.”2

2“Learning	from	History:	Famous	Quotes”.	2017.	http://www.age-of-the-sage.org/philosophy/history/learning_from_history.html.

14-1	Process	Safety	Culture
A	good	process	 safety	 culture	 is	 a	 positive	 environment	where	 employees	 at	 all	 levels	 are	 committed	 to	 process
safety.	This	starts	at	the	highest	levels	of	the	organization	and	is	shared	by	all.	Process	safety	leaders	nurture	this
culture.

Case	History:	Explosions	at	a	Refinery	Due	to	Inadequate	Process	Safety	Culture
A	very	large	oil	refinery	experienced	a	series	of	explosions	in	March	2005,	leading	to	15	fatalities	and	180	injuries.
The	 dollar	 losses	 were	 also	 significant:	 $1.6	 billion	 to	 compensate	 victims,	 a	 fine	 of	 $87	 million	 from	 the	 U.S.
Occupational	 Safety	 and	 Health	 Administration	 (OSHA),	 and	 a	 $50	 million	 fine	 for	 violations	 of	 environmental
regulations.
This	incident	was	due	to	a	major	tower	release	of	gasoline	that	resulted	in	a	vapor	cloud	explosion.3	The	discharge
from	a	relief	flowed	to	a	disposal	system	with	an	atmospheric	vent,	expelling	the	material	to	the	atmosphere.	The
U.S.	Chemical	Safety	Board	(CSB)	found	that	the	company’s	inadequate	process	safety	culture	was	the	root	cause	of
this	incident,	which	resulted	in	many	fatalities	and	large	facility	and	environmental	losses.4	See	Section	1-3.
3“Texas	City	Refinery.”	2017.	http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texas_City_Refinery_(BP)#Legal_action.

4“BP	Texas	City	Incident:	Baker	Review.”	www.hse.gov.uk/leadership/bakerreport.pdf.

The	CSB	found	that	the	company	had	(1)	a	work	environment	that	encouraged	operations	personnel	to	deviate	from
established	 procedures,	 (2)	 a	 lack	 of	 emphasis	 on	 effective	 communication	 for	 shift	 changes	 and	 hazardous
operations,	 (3)	 ineffective	 supervisory	 oversight	 and	 technical	 assistance	 during	 unit	 startup,	 (4)	 insufficient
staffing,	(5)	inadequate	operator	training,	and	(6)	a	failure	to	establish	safe	operating	limits.

Lessons	Learned
The	following	requirements	are	practiced	to	prevent	incidents	related	to	the	lack	of	process	safety	culture:

1.	 Establish	safety	as	a	major	element	in	job	performance	and	a	critical	factor	when	making	salary	and	promotion
decisions.

2.	 Provide	effective	leadership	and	training	in	the	area	of	process	safety.
3.	 Establish	and	implement	a	management	system	that	continuously	identifies	and	reduces	safety	risks.
4.	 Train	to	develop	a	positive,	trusting,	and	open	attitude	toward	process	safety.
5.	 Maintain	 a	 high	 awareness	 of	 process	 hazards	 and	 potential	 consequences	 of	 incidents	 and	 continuously

search	for	and	correct	weaknesses.
6.	 Empower	employees	to	successfully	fulfill	their	safety	responsibilities.
7.	 Emphasize	training	and	knowledge,	and	bring	in	outside	experts	when	specific	expertise	is	required.
8.	 Create	 an	 environment	 of	 open	 and	 effective	 two-way	 communications	 so	 all	 employees	 know	 the	 process

information	relevant	to	their	work.
9.	 Develop	 a	 trusting	 environment	 where	 employees	 and	 supervisors	 accept	 and	 encourage	 constructive

criticisms.
10.	 Manage	employment	decisions	to	focus	on	process	safety.



Notice	that	improvements	in	all	of	these	areas	are	made	by	measuring	results	and	making	appropriate	adjustments
as	guided	by	the	measured	results.	In	other	words,	you	can’t	improve	what	you	don’t	measure.	Measured	results	are
used	continuously	to	identify	and	reduce	process	safety	culture	deficiencies.

14-2	Compliance	with	Standards
The	organization	must	appropriately	use	applicable	regulations,	standards,	codes	and	company	requirements	that
are	 developed	 by	 national,	 state/provincial,	 local	 governments,	 professional	 organizations,	 and	 companies.	 See
Section	1-10.	Train	and	retrain	to	correctly	understand	and	use	these	requirements.

Case	History:	Dust	Explosions	at	a	Pharmaceutical	Plant	Due	to	Inadequate	Training	on
the	Use	of	Standards
In	January	2003,	an	explosion	in	a	pharmaceutical	plant	killed	6	employees	and	injured	38,	including	2	fire	fighters
who	responded	to	the	incident.5	Primary	and	secondary	dust	explosions	ignited	fires	throughout	the	facility.
5“Dust	Explosion	at	West	Pharmaceutical	Services.”	2017.	www.csb.gov/assets/document/West_Digest.pdf.

The	 CSB	 investigation	 found	 that	 a	 major	 dust	 hazard	 had	 developed	 in	 the	 plant	 over	 a	 period	 of	 years.6
Combustible	dust	had	accumulated	on	hidden	surfaces	above	the	production	area,	creating	the	fuel	for	the	massive
explosions	and	fires.	Due	to	a	poor	design	of	the	ventilation	system,	the	dust	was	drawn	above	a	false	ceiling	where
the	dust	accumulated.	The	dust	gradually	accumulated	to	a	thickness	of	about	one-half	inch	on	the	ceiling	tiles.
6Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Introduction	to	Process	Safety	for	Undergraduates	and	Engineers	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	2016),	p.	16.

The	 root	 cause	 of	 the	 incident	 was	 a	 lack	 of	 compliance	 with	 standards.	 The	 designers	 and	 operators	 were
inadequately	 trained	 in	 compliance	 to	 standards.	 Several	 organizations	 provide	 readily	 available	 standards	 to
identify	and	control	hazards	due	to	dusts.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Train	operators	and	designers	 to	understand	and	use	available	codes	and	standards	 for	handling	hazardous
materials,	 including	 Recognized	 and	 Generally	 Accepted	 Good	 Engineering	 Practices	 (RAGAGEP)	 and	 the
National	Fire	Protection	Association	(NFPA)	fire	codes	and	standards;	see	Section	1-10.

2.	 Regularly	 train	and	retrain	operators,	maintenance	personnel,	and	engineers	about	 the	dangers	of	handling
hazardous	materials.

3.	 Ensure	that	standards	are	followed	with	frequent	audits.	Examples	of	compliance	with	standards	include	(1)
using	explosion	proof	electrical	fixtures	when	handling	flammable	materials,	(2)	designing	ventilation	systems
to	prevent	the	accumulation	of	dust,	and	(3)	cleaning	to	remove	collected	dusts,	including	above	false	ceilings.

14-3	Process	Safety	Competency
All	companies	must	have	skills	and	resources	in	the	right	places	to	manage	its	process	hazards.	The	company	must
also	 verify	 these	 skills	 and	 resources	 and	 must	 use	 this	 information	 in	 succession	 planning	 and	 management	 of
organizational	changes.

Case	History:	An	Explosion	of	a	Blender	Due	to	Inadequate	Knowledge	of	Chemical
Process	Safety
In	April	1995,	a	blender	containing	a	mixture	of	reactive	chemicals	exploded	at	a	specialty	chemical	plant	in	Lodi,
New	Jersey.7	Five	employees	were	killed,	and	more	were	 injured.	Property	damage	was	about	$20	million.	Three
hundred	residents	of	the	neighboring	community	were	evacuated,	and	other	businesses	in	the	area	were	destroyed.
The	cause	of	 the	 incident	was	 the	 inadvertent	addition	of	water	 to	a	water-activated	 reactive	chemical.	The	 root
cause	was	the	lack	of	process	safety	competency	since	the	operators	were	not	aware	of	this	hazard	and	did	not	have
the	correct	information	to	handle	it	properly.
7“EPA/OSHA	Joint	Chemical	Accident	Investigation	Report.”	https://archive.epa.gov/emergencies/docs/chem/web/pdf/napp.pdf.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Train	and	retrain	all	employees	regarding	the	hazards	in	their	plant.
2.	 Continuously	improve	knowledge	and	competency.
3.	 Ensure	that	all	the	information	needed	is	available	to	all	employees.
4.	 Continuously	apply	the	knowledge	that	is	learned.	This	includes	an	understanding	of	(a)	the	detailed	process

and	chemical	hazards,	(b)	conditions	for	failures	and	safeguards,	(c)	operating	limits	and	conditions	that	will
cause	incidents	when	exceeded,	(d)	consequences	of	exceeding	limits,	(e)	how	to	conduct	a	hazards	analysis,
(f)	normal	operating	conditions,	 (g)	how	to	safely	handle	abnormal	conditions,	 (h)	startups	after	normal	and
emergency	 shutdowns,	 (i)	 emergency	 evacuation	 conditions	 and	 procedures,	 (j)	 limitations	 of	 process
equipment,	 (k)	 communication	 methods	 for	 on-site	 and	 off-site	 personnel	 including	 responders,	 and	 (l)
conditions	necessary	for	reentering	a	plant	after	emergency	evacuations.



14-4	Workplace	Involvement
Broad	involvement	of	operating	and	maintenance	personnel	in	process	safety	activities	is	necessary	to	ensure	that
lessons	learned	by	the	people	closest	to	the	process	are	considered	and	addressed.

Case	History:	A	Fatality	in	a	Ribbon	Blender	Due	to	an	Inadequate	Lock-Out/Tag-Out
Permit	System

Two	 maintenance	 workers	 were	 replacing	 part	 of	 a	 ribbon	 in	 a	 large	 ribbon	 mixer.8	 The	 main	 switch	 was	 left
energized;	the	mixer	was	stopped	with	one	of	three	start–stop	buttons.	As	one	mechanic	was	completing	his	work
inside	the	mixer,	another	operator	on	an	adjoining	floor	pushed,	by	mistake,	one	of	the	other	start–stop	buttons.	The
mixer	started,	killing	the	mechanic	between	the	ribbon	flight	and	the	shell	of	the	vessel.
8Case	Histories	of	Accidents	in	the	Chemical	Industry,	Vol.	2	(Washington,	DC:	Manufacturing	Chemists’Association,	January	1969),	p.	225.

Lock-out/tag-out	 (LOTO)	procedures	were	developed	 to	prevent	 incidents	 of	 this	 kind.	A	padlocked	 switch	at	 the
starter	box	disconnect,	with	 the	key	 in	 the	mechanic’s	pocket,	can	prevent	 this	 type	of	 incident.	After	 the	switch
gear	 lock-out,	 the	 mechanic	 should	 also	 verify	 the	 dead	 circuit	 by	 testing	 all	 switches.	 The	 root	 cause	 of	 this
incident	was	a	lack	of	workplace	involvement,	since	other	workers	in	adjacent	areas	were	not	aware	of	how	their
operations	might	affect	other	units.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Develop	a	plan	to	involve	all	employees	in	the	process	safety	program.
2.	 Include	employees	of	all	types	and	at	all	levels.	In	this	incident,	employees	lacked	the	appropriate	knowledge,

including	 supervisors,	mechanics,	 and	operators.	Clearly,	 they	were	not	appropriately	 involved	 in	 the	 safety
program.

3.	 Involve	 employees	 and	 contractors	 in	 the	 development,	 implementation,	 and	 continuous	 improvement	 of	 all
RBPS	elements.

4.	 Include	all	employees	who	are	directly	involved	in	the	work	to	protect	their	own	safety.

14-5	Stakeholder	Outreach
A	 process	 is	 necessary	 for	 identifying,	 engaging,	 and	 maintaining	 good	 relationships	 with	 appropriate	 external
stakeholder	 groups.	 This	 would	 include	 the	 surrounding	 community,	 suppliers	 of	 raw	 materials,	 customers,
government	agencies	and	regulators,	professional	societies,	and	contractors,	among	others.

Case	History:	Increased	Consequences	in	an	Adjacent	Community	Due	to	Inadequate
Outreach
In	December	2007,	an	explosion	of	a	2450-gallon	chemical	reactor	killed	4	four	employees	and	injured	32,	including
4	 employees	 and	 28	 members	 of	 the	 public	 who	 were	 working	 in	 adjacent	 companies.	 The	 explosion	 damaged
buildings	within	one-quarter	mile	of	the	facility.	It	occurred	during	the	production	of	the	175th	batch	of	MCMT,	a
gasoline	 additive.	 The	 direct	 cause	 of	 this	 incident	 was	 a	 loss	 of	 sufficient	 cooling	 during	 the	 reaction	 process,
which	 resulted	 in	 an	 uncontrolled	 runaway	 reaction	 leading	 to	 excessive	 temperatures	 and	 pressures.9	 Adjacent
companies	 were	 not	 aware	 of	 the	 hazards	 associated	 with	 this	 operation	 and	 did	 not	 have	 proper	 protection	 or
emergency	response.
9T2	Laboratories.	“Runaway	Reaction.”	2017.	http://www.csb.gov/t2-laboratories-inc-reactive-chemicalexplosion/.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Increase	communications	with	local	communities;	other	plants	on	the	site	and	off	the	site;	and	local,	state,	and
federal	 authorities,	 to	 inform	 them	 of	 the	 hazardous	 chemicals	 handled	 in	 the	 plant.	 Also	 discuss	 possible
incidents,	and	develop,	together	with	stakeholders,	actions	to	minimize	problems.

2.	 Work	 with	 other	 companies	 that	 make	 the	 chemical	 to	 share	 information	 and	 hazards	 and	 develop	 and
implement	best	practices.

14-6	Process	Knowledge	Management
The	company	must	ensure	assembly	and	management	of	all	information	needed	to	perform	process	safety	activities.
This	includes	verification	of	the	accuracy	of	this	information	and	confirmation	that	this	information	is	correct	and
up-to-date.	This	information	must	be	readily	available	to	those	who	need	it	to	safely	perform	their	jobs.

Case	History:	A	Runaway	Reaction	and	Explosion	Due	to	Inadequate	Process	Knowledge
Management
The	 previous	 case	 history	 on	 stakeholder	 outreach	 is	 also	 relevant	 to	 this	 element.	 The	 CSB	 found	 that	 the
company’s	 management	 (including	 one	 chemist	 and	 one	 chemical	 engineer)	 did	 not	 understand	 the	 runaway
reaction	 hazards	 associated	 with	 producing	 MCMT.	 The	 major	 technical	 deficiencies	 were	 the	 dependence	 on	 a



single	 temperature	 controller	 and	 an	 undersized	 pressure	 relief.	 These	 professionals	 did	 not	 understand	 and
appreciate	the	 importance	of	redundant	controls	when	controlling	potential	runaway	reactions,	nor	did	they	have
the	necessary	knowledge	regarding	properly	sizing	pressure	relief	 for	 runaway	reactions.	Three	of	 the	engineers
who	 designed	 this	 plant	 had	 MS	 degrees	 in	 chemical	 engineering,	 but	 no	 industrial	 experience	 or	 education	 on
process	hazards	and	their	control.	The	CSB	recommended	that	undergraduate	programs	 in	chemical	engineering
include	hazard	recognition	as	part	of	the	curriculum.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 CSB	recommended	 that	 the	American	 Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers	 (AICHE)	and	 the	Accreditation	Board
for	 Engineering	 and	 Technology	 (ABET)	 should	 work	 together	 to	 add	 reactive	 hazard	 awareness	 to	 the
baccalaureate	chemical	engineering	curricula	requirements.

2.	 AICHE	should	also	inform	all	student	members	about	the	AICHE’s	SACHE	Process	Safety	Certificate	Program
and	encourage	participation.

This	 RBPS	 Process	 Knowledge	 Management	 element	 includes	 (1)	 gathering	 of	 process	 information	 and	 (2)
interpretation	and	understanding	of	this	information.	Specifically,	the	process	information	includes	design	drawings,
equipment	specifications,	chemistry	including	reactivity	and	flammable	properties,	process	conditions	with	limits	of
temperature	 and	 pressure,	 calculation	 methods	 including	 those	 for	 sizing	 reliefs,	 process	 hazard	 reviews,	 and
emergency	conditions	and	responses.

14-7	Hazard	Identification	and	Risk	Analysis
This	element	consists	of	the	identification	of	process	hazards	and	their	potential	consequences.	It	includes	(1)	the
definition	 of	 the	 risk	 posed	 by	 these	 hazard	 scenarios	 and	 (2)	 recommendations	 to	 reduce	 or	 eliminate	 hazards,
reduce	 potential	 consequences,	 and	 reduce	 frequency	 of	 occurrence.	 Analysis	may	 be	 qualitative	 or	 quantitative
depending	on	the	level	of	risk.

Case	History:	A	Chemical	Release	and	Fire	Due	to	Inadequate	Identification	of	Brittle
Metal	Failure

In	September	1998,	a	gas	plant	at	Longford	in	Victoria,	Australia,	suffered	a	major	fire.10-12	Two	men	were	killed
and	 the	 state’s	 gas	 supply	 was	 interrupted	 for	 two	 weeks,	 causing	 chaos	 in	 the	 local	 industry	 and	 considerable
hardship	in	homes	that	were	dependent	on	the	plant’s	gas.	A	valve	on	a	warm	liquid	(known	as	the	“lean	oil”)	failed
to	close,	allowing	a	metal	heat	exchanger	to	become	very	cold	and	therefore	brittle.	When	operators	reintroduced
the	warm	lean	oil,	 the	cold	metal	 fractured	and	released	a	 large	quantity	of	gas	that	found	an	ignition	source.	In
2004,	the	company	was	ordered	to	distribute	$32.5	million	to	businesses	that	suffered	property	damage	during	this
incident.	The	major	reason	for	this	incident	was	the	lack	of	hazard	identification	and	risk	analysis.	A	risk	study	was
planned	for	three	years	prior	to	this	incident	but	not	conducted.
10A.	 Hopkins.	 “Lessons	 from	 Esso’s	 Gas	 Plant	 Explosion	 at	 Longford.”	 2017.
http://www.futuremedia.com.au/docs/Lessons%20from%20Longford%20by%20Hopkins.PDF.
11Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Introduction	to	Process	Safety	for	Undergraduates	and	Engineers	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	2016),	p.	22.
12Wikipedia.	“Esso	Longford	gas	explosion.”	2017.	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esso_Longford_gas_explosion.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Identify	hazards	and	risks,	and	eliminate	risks	with	improved	controls,	equipment,	and	procedures.
2.	 Update	and	revalidate	hazards	 identification	and	risk	analysis	 (HIRA)	studies	on	a	regular	basis	 (U.S.	OSHA

PSM	requires	HIRA	studies	to	be	completed	and	validated	every	5	years).
3.	 Include	in	the	HIRA	study	low-frequency	and	high-consequence	incidents.
4.	 Include	in	the	HIRA	study	knowledgeable	people	who	have	experience	and	understand	(a)	previous	incidents,

near	 misses,	 leaks,	 and	 alarms;	 (b)	 conditions	 exceeding	 limits;(c)	 consequences	 of	 exceeding	 limits;	 (d)
maintenance	records;	(e)	work	practices;	(f)	normal	and	emergency	procedures;	and	(g)	conditions	negatively
effecting	equipment.

14-8	Operating	Procedures
The	 company	 needs	written	 instructions	 for	 a	manufacturing	 operation	 that	 describe	 how	 the	 operation	 is	 to	 be
carried	 out	 safely,	 explaining	 the	 consequences	 of	 deviation	 from	 procedures,	 describing	 key	 safeguards,	 and
addressing	unusual	situations	and	emergencies.

Case	History:	A	Fatality	from	a	Runaway	Reaction	Due	to	Inadequate	Training	on	the	Use
of	Procedures

In	August	1997,	a	plant	experienced	a	runaway	reaction	with	a	phenol–formaldehyde	polymerization	reactor.13	The
result	was	one	fatality	and	seven	injuries,	along	with	environmental	damage.	The	runaway	reaction	was	triggered
when,	contrary	to	standard	operating	procedures,	all	the	raw	materials	and	catalyst	were	charged	to	the	reactor	at
once,	resulting	 in	all	 the	charged	material	reacting	almost	 instantaneously.	The	procedure	correctly	specified	the



use	of	a	semi-batch	reaction	procedure	in	which	the	reactants	are	added	slowly	to	the	reactor,	controlling	the	rate
of	heat	release.	The	root	cause	of	this	incident	was	the	lack	of	administrative	controls	to	ensure	that	operators	are
trained	to	use	standard	operating	procedures	appropriately.
13Environmental	Protection	Agency.	How	to	Prevent	Runaway	Reactions,	Report	550-F99-004.	August	1999.	www.epa.gov.

Case	History:	Runaway	Reaction	and	Explosion	Due	to	Inadequate	Procedures

A	plant	manufactured	a	dye	by	mixing	and	reacting	two	chemicals.14	On	April	8,	1998,	a	runaway	reaction	caused
an	explosion	and	flash	fires	that	injured	nine	workers.	The	resulting	high	temperature	led	to	a	secondary	runaway
decomposition	 reaction,	 causing	 the	explosion.	The	 runaway	 reaction	was	 triggered	by	 starting	 the	 reaction	at	a
temperature	higher	than	specified	in	the	normal	operating	procedure.	In	scaling	up	the	process	from	the	laboratory
phase	to	production	scale,	 this	company	also	changed	the	process	 from	a	semi-batch	process	 to	a	batch	process.
Operating	 procedures	 were	 inadequate—that	 is,	 they	 did	 not	 cover	 the	 safety	 consequences	 of	 deviations	 from
normal	 operating	 limits,	 such	 as	 runaway	 reactions,	 or	 specify	 steps	 to	 be	 taken	 to	 avoid	 or	 recover	 from	 such
deviations.
14U.S.	Chemical	Safety	Board.	Chemical	Manufacturing	Incident,	Report	1998-06-I-NY.	www.chemsafety.gov/reports/2000/morton/index.htm.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Train	and	 retrain	operators	and	maintenance	personnel	 to	understand	 the	procedures,	 such	as	 the	 limits	of
conditions,	and	consequences	of	deviations	from	the	norm.

2.	 Make	periodic	and	precise	audits	of	procedures.
3.	 Use	procedures	effectively,	such	as	lock-out/tag-out,	hot	work,	vessel	entry,	emergency,	operating,	startup,	and

other	safety	procedures.
4.	 Use	 HIRA	 procedures	 during	 the	 design	 phases	 of	 projects,	 including	 new	 installations	 or	 modifications	 to

existing	systems.
5.	 Use	a	permit	procedure	for	opening	vessels	that	are	normally	under	pressure.
6.	 Add	cautions	to	the	procedures.
7.	 Communicate	operating	changes	to	other	operations	that	may	be	affected	by	the	change.
8.	 Recognize	that	batch	reactors	can	be	very	hazardous,	whereas	semi-batch	are	less	hazardous.	In	a	semi-batch

reactor,	 the	 reactants	 are	 added	 slowly	 over	 a	 period	 of	 time,	 controlling	 the	 heat	 generation	 from	 the
reaction.	In	a	batch	reactor,	all	of	the	reactants	are	added	at	the	same	time,	causing	the	entire	heat	release	to
occur	almost	instantaneously.

9.	 Write	procedures	for	troubleshooting	systems	when	they	are	not	operating	normally.

14-9	Safe	Work	Practices
Each	 company	 needs	 adequate	 safe	 work	 practices	 to	 safely	 maintain	 and	 repair	 equipment,	 such	 as	 permits	 to
work,	line	breaking,	and	hot	work	permits.	This	applies	to	nonroutine	operations.

Case	History:	An	Explosion	Due	to	a	Missing	Hot-Work-Permit	System

On	July	17,	2001,	an	explosion	occurred	at	a	plant	in	Delaware	City,	Delaware.15,	16	A	crew	was	welding	a	grating
on	a	catwalk	in	a	sulfuric	acid	storage	tank	farm	when	a	spark	from	the	welding	ignited	flammable	vapors	in	one	of
the	adjacent	storage	tanks.	A	maintenance	contractor	was	killed,	and	eight	others	were	injured.	The	incident	also
resulted	in	significant	damage	to	nearby	aquatic	life.
15“Motiva	Enterprises	Accident.”	2001.	http://www.csb.gov/assets/1/19/Motiva_Final_Report.pdf.
16Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Introduction	to	Process	Safety	for	Undergraduates	and	Engineers	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	2016),	p.	26.

This	incident	was	the	result	of	inadequate	safe	work	practices—in	particular,	no	hot	work	permit	to	control	ignition
sources.	Hazards	 in	areas	adjacent	to	the	welding	should	have	been	 identified,	evaluated,	and	controlled	prior	to
the	start	of	the	welding.

Lessons	Learned
Document	and	use	safe	work	practices	to	eliminate	hazards	when	working	in	potentially	hazardous	process	areas.

1.	 Include	safety	practices	such	as	 lock-out/tag-out,	hot	work,	 line	breaking,	vessel	entry,	confined-space	entry,
and	others.	These	practices	are	requirements	for	safely	conducting	maintenance,	inspections,	and	operations.

2.	 Train	 and	 retrain	 operators	 and	maintenance	personnel	 to	 understand	 safe	work	practices	 and	procedures,
such	as	the	mechanical	integrity	checks,	limits	of	conditions,	consequences	of	deviations	from	the	norm,	and
the	flammable	and	reactive	hazards	of	the	chemicals	being	used	in	the	process.

3.	 Use	HIRA	procedures	during	all	phases	of	a	project,	 including	new	 installations	or	modifications	 to	existing
systems.

4.	 Use	management	of	change	procedures	and	safe	work	practices	for	all	plant	modifications.
5.	 Use	frequent	mechanical	integrity	checks	on	all	equipment	and	controls.



6.	 Conduct	frequent	audits	to	ensure	safe	work	practices	are	used	as	intended.

14-10	Asset	Integrity	and	Reliability
Each	 company	 must	 manage	 activities	 that	 ensure	 that	 important	 equipment	 remains	 suitable	 for	 its	 intended
purpose	 throughout	 its	 service.	 This	 element	 includes	 proper	 selection	 of	 materials	 of	 construction;	 inspection,
testing,	and	preventive	maintenance;	and	design	for	maintainability.

Case	History:	A	Catastrophic	Pipe	Rupture	Due	to	an	Inadequate	Asset	Integrity
Program

On	August	6,	2012,	a	refinery	in	Richmond,	California,	experienced	a	catastrophic	pipe	rupture.17	The	ruptured	8-
inch	pipe	 released	 flammable	 light	gas	oil,	which	 then	partially	 vaporized	 into	a	 large	vapor	cloud.	Two	minutes
following	 the	 release,	 an	 explosion	 occurred.	 Six	 employees	 suffered	 minor	 injuries	 during	 the	 incident	 and
subsequent	 emergency	 response	 efforts.	Approximately	 15,000	people	 from	 the	 surrounding	 communities	 sought
medical	treatment	at	nearby	medical	facilities.	The	rupture	was	due	to	the	failure	of	a	short	pipe	section	due	to	a
corrosion	mechanism	known	as	sulfidation	corrosion.	The	plant	was	aware	of	the	hazard	and	did	have	an	ultrasonic
testing	program	to	measure	pipe	wall	 thicknesses.	However,	 the	pipe	 that	 failed	was	a	short	 length	 that	was	not
tested.
17Chevron	U.S.A.	2017.	file:///C:/Users/Owner/Downloads/Chevron_Final_Investigation_Report_2015-01-28%20(1).pdf.

The	main	cause	of	this	incident	was	the	failure	of	the	plant’s	program	for	verifying	asset	integrity	and	reliability.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Document	and	utilize	procedures	to	verify	asset	integrity	and	reliability,	such	as	frequent	inspections	and	tests
to	verify	and	record	 the	 integrity	of	equipment	 in	relation	 to	specifications,	and	 include	a	system	to	correct
deficiencies	promptly.

2.	 Include	requirements	that	assure	the	equipment	is	correctly	designed	and	installed	according	to	specifications
and	remains	fit	for	use	until	decommissioned.

3.	 Use	audits	to	verify	that	this	requirement	is	conducted	as	intended.

14-11	Contractor	Management
Practices	are	needed	to	ensure	that	contract	workers	can	perform	their	jobs	safely,	and	that	contracted	services	do
not	add	to	or	increase	facility	operational	risks.

Case	History:	Fire	and	Fatalities	in	a	Tunnel	Due	to	Poor	Management	of	Contractors
On	 October	 2,	 2007,	 five	 people	 were	 killed	 and	 three	 others	 injured	 when	 a	 chemical	 fire	 occurred	 1000	 feet
underground	 in	 a	 tunnel.	 The	 fire	 started	 when	 industrial	 painting	 contractors	 were	 recoating	 a	 portion	 of	 an
enclosed	tunnel	with	a	highly	flammable	epoxy	coating	product.	The	fire	trapped	five	workers	who	were	killed	by
smoke	inhalation	inside	the	tunnel.	The	CSB	report18	stated	that	contractors	did	not	receive	comprehensive	formal
safety	 training—specifically,	 training	 on	 company	 policies	 and	 practices,	 site-specific	 instruction	 addressing
confined	space	safety,	and	the	handling	of	flammable	liquids.
18U.S.	Chemical	Safety	and	Hazard	Investigation	Board.	“Contractor	Safety	Digest.”	2018.

Lessons	Learned
Incidents	due	to	failures	in	managing	contractors	can	be	prevented	by	using	the	following	practices:

1.	 Check	 the	 contractor’s	 safety	 performance	 records	 before	 selecting	 contractors.	 This	 should	 be	 a	 major
condition	for	employment.

2.	 Provide	detailed	training	to	all	contractors	about	process	hazards.	Their	training	should	be	equivalent	to	the
training	provided	to	employees.

3.	 Verify	the	contractors	have	the	knowledge	necessary	for	working	safely	on	this	site.

The	 contractor	 selection	 process	 should	 include	 criteria	 and	 procedures	 for	 prequalifying	 or	 disqualifying
contractors	 based	 on	 specific	 safety	 performance	 measures.	 It	 should	 also	 require	 a	 comprehensive	 review	 and
evaluation	of	contractor	safety	policies,	procedures,	and	safety	performance,	including	working	in	confined	spaces.
Company	 policy	 should	 also	 include	 periodic	 safety	 audits	 of	 contractor	 selection	 and	 oversight	 to	 ensure
continuous	adherence	to	safety	policies,	procedures,	and	practices.

14-12	Training	and	Performance	Assurance
The	 company	 must	 provide	 practical	 instruction	 in	 job	 and	 task	 requirements	 and	 methods	 for	 operation	 and
maintenance	workers,	supervisors,	engineers,	leaders,	and	process	safety	professionals.	It	must	also	verify	that	the
trained	skills	are	being	practiced	proficiently.



Case	History:	An	LPG	Leak	and	BLEVE	Due	to	Inadequate	Training

On	January	4,	1966,	operators	were	attempting	to	drain	water	out	of	the	bottom	of	a	liquid	propane	tank.19,20	They
partially	opened	two	valves	in	series	at	the	bottom	of	the	tank.	As	a	result	of	propane	evaporation,	the	temperature
was	cold	enough	to	 freeze	open	both	valves.	The	subsequent	continuous	release	of	 liquified	petroleum	gas	 (LPG)
caught	 fire	and	created	conditions	 for	a	boiling	 liquid	expanding	vapor	explosion	 (BLEVE),	and	a	 large	explosion
occurred.	Eighteen	people	were	killed	and	81	were	injured.	The	major	cause	of	the	incident	was	the	lack	of	training
and	performance	assurance:	The	operators	were	not	trained	to	properly	handle	this	situation.
19Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Introduction	to	Process	Safety	for	Undergraduates	and	Engineers	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	2016),	p.	32.
20“Fire	and	Explosion	of	LPG	Tanks	at	Feysin,	France.”	2017.	http://www.sozogaku.com/fkd/en/hfen/HC1300001.pdf.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Train	 operators	 and	maintenance	personnel	 about	 the	 hazards	 of	 the	 plant	 so	 they	 can	 conduct	 their	 tasks
without	creating	safety	problems.

2.	 Include	classroom	training	and	training	in	the	field.
3.	 Train	and	retrain	to	have	workers	meet	documented	performance	standards.
4.	 Conduct	training	and	performance	checks	before	workers	are	allowed	to	work	in	the	plant.
5.	 Periodically	check	performance,	and	conduct	retaining	when	deficiencies	are	noted.

14-13	Management	of	Change
The	 company	 needs	 a	 process	 for	 reviewing	 and	 authorizing	 proposed	 changes	 to	 facility	 design,	 operations,
organization,	 procedures,	 personnel	 changes,	 activities	 prior	 to	 implementing	 them,	 and	 for	 ensuring	 that	 the
process	safety	information	is	updated	when	changes	are	made.

Case	History:	An	Explosion	Due	to	Missing	Management	of	Change	Procedure

An	incident	occurred	in	Flixborough,	England,	on	June	1,	1974.21	The	Flixborough	plant	produced	caprolactam,	a
basic	raw	material	for	the	production	of	nylon.	The	process	in	which	the	incident	occurred	consisted	of	six	reactors
in	series.	In	these	reactors,	cyclohexane	was	oxidized	to	cyclohexanone	and	then	to	cyclohexanol	using	injected	air
in	the	presence	of	a	catalyst.	Prior	to	this	incident,	 it	was	discovered	that	the	fifth	reactor	needed	to	be	removed
due	to	a	crack	in	the	vessel	wall.	It	was	decided	to	continue	operating	by	connecting	reactor	4	directly	to	reactor	6
in	 the	 series.	 The	 connection	 was	 made	 temporarily	 with	 readily	 available	 20-inch	 pipe	 stock	 and	 with	 flexible
bellows	sections	at	both	ends.
21“Flixborough	Explosion	1st	June	1974.”	http://www.hse.gov.uk/comah/sragtech/caseflixboroug74.htm.

This	temporary	piping	also	had	an	inadequate	support	that	allowed	flexing	as	a	result	of	internal	fluctuating	reactor
pressures.	After	a	short	period,	the	bypass	connection	failed.	An	estimated	30	tons	of	cyclohexane	volatilized	and
formed	a	large	vapor	cloud;	this	cloud	was	then	ignited	by	an	unknown	source.	The	resulting	explosions	leveled	the
entire	plant.	Twenty-eight	people	died,	and	36	others	were	injured.	The	major	cause	of	this	incident	was	the	lack	of
using	a	management	of	change	(MOC)	safety	procedure.	The	design	for	the	temporary	pipe	section	was	drawn	on
the	floor	of	the	machine	shop	without	further	review.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Conduct	a	MOC	review	for	any	changes	in	plants	that	are	not	“like	for	like”	or	“in-kind”	changes.
2.	 Use	a	review	procedure	that	is	proportional	to	the	magnitude	of	the	potential	hazards.	If	the	hazards	are	large,

then	the	review	should	be	a	HAZOP	or	equivalent.
3.	 Use	people	with	the	appropriate	expertise	and	with	supervisors.
4.	 Ascertain	that	the	changes	do	not	inadvertently	add	hazards.
5.	 Design	changes	with	an	engineering	designer	with	the	appropriate	knowledge	of	design	standards.
6.	 Notify	all	operators	and	maintenance	personnel	of	the	details	of	the	recommended	changes.
7.	 Confirm	that	the	documented	MOC	process	specifies	that	anyone	at	any	time	can	initiate	an	MOC.
8.	 Add	 to	 the	 MOC	 procedure	 a	 follow-up	 requirement	 to	 update	 process	 information,	 operating	 conditions,

procedures,	maintenance	requirements,	drawings,	and	training,	as	required.

14-14	Operational	Readiness
Evaluation	of	 the	process	must	 occur	before	 startup	or	 restart	 to	 ensure	 the	process	 can	be	 safely	 started.	This
element	 applies	 to	 restart	 of	 facilities	 after	 being	 shut	 down	 or	 idled	 as	 well	 as	 after	 process	 changes	 and
maintenance.	It	also	applies	to	startup	of	new	facilities.

Case	History:	A	Fatality	in	a	Ribbon	Blender	Due	to	an	Inadequate	Pre-Startup	Safety
Review



This	 case	 history	 is	 the	 same	 as	 that	 in	 Section	 14-4	 for	 workplace	 involvement.	 In	 this	 case	 history,	 a	 ribbon
blender	 was	 being	 repaired	 by	 a	 maintenance	 worker	 inside	 the	 unit.	 The	 blender	 was	 activated	 by	 another
operator	on	another	floor.	This	case	highlights	additional	requirements	before	startups	to	ensure	that	the	system	is
safe	prior	to	startup.
Oftentimes	 inadequacies	 in	 two	 or	 more	 RBPS	 elements	 are	 needed	 to	 initiate	 incidents.	 In	 the	 ribbon	 blender
incident,	the	fatality	could	have	been	prevented	with	the	adequate	practices	of	any	one	of	the	following	three	RBPS
elements:	safe	work	practices	(use	the	LOTO	practice	to	prevent	startup	problems),	workplace	involvement	(include
workers	 in	reviews	and	decisions	to	emphasize	practices	to	protect	their	safety),	and	operational	readiness	(walk
the	line	to	identify	pre-startup	problems	before	initiating	startup).

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Perform	a	pre-startup	safety	review	(PSSR)	prior	to	startup.
2.	 Include	in	the	review	startups	after	normal,	emergency,	and	maintenance	shutdowns.
3.	 Confirm	that	the	system	utilizes	the	specific	design	standards	for	this	plant.
4.	 Verify	that	the	operating,	maintenance,	and	emergency	procedures	are	in	place.
5.	 Assure	that	all	controls	are	operational	and	in	the	proper	condition	for	startup.
6.	 Confirm	that	all	maintenance	on	equipment	and	instruments	is	completed	and	ready	for	startup.
7.	 Confirm	 that	 all	 training	 and	 retraining	 are	 completed,	 and	 verify	 that	 the	 skills	 and	 competence	 are

satisfactory.
8.	 Ensure	that	all	action	items	from	reviews,	audits,	and	inspections	are	completed	before	startup.
9.	 Instruct	operators	 to	“walk	 the	 line,”	so	as	 to	be	sure	 the	piping,	equipment,	controls	and	valves	are	 in	 the

appropriate	status	before	startup.
10.	 Supervision	 must	 verify	 that	 all	 responsibilities	 of	 the	 operational	 readiness	 review	 are	 completed

(documented	completions),	before	giving	the	operators	written	approval	for	startups.

14-15	Conduct	of	Operations
This	element	includes	means	by	which	management	and	operational	tasks	required	for	process	safety	are	carried
out	in	a	deliberate,	faithful,	and	structured	manner.	Managers	ensure	that	workers	carry	out	the	required	tasks	and
prevent	deviations	from	required	and	expected	performance.

Case	History:	Explosions	in	a	Refinery	Due	to	Inadequate	Conduct	of	Operations
On	January	21,	1997,	an	explosion	and	fire	occurred	at	the	hydrocracker	unit	of	a	refinery	in	Martinez,	California,
resulting	 in	 one	 death,	 46	 worker	 injuries,	 and	 precautionary	 sheltering-in-place	 for	 the	 surrounding
community.22,23	 The	 incident	 involved	 the	 release	 and	 autoignition	 of	 a	 mixture	 of	 flammable	 hydrocarbons	 and
hydrogen	that	were	under	high	temperature	and	pressure.	An	overheated	pipe	ruptured.
22“EPA	Report:	Tosca	Avon	Refinery	in	Martinez,	California.”	November	1998.
23Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Introduction	to	Process	Safety	for	Undergraduates	and	Engineers	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	2016),	p.	37.

Prior	to	the	incident,	a	temperature	excursion	occurred,	but	readings	were	ignored	because	temperature	readings
were	 historically	 unreliable.	 Radio	 communications	 from	 the	 field	 were	 ignored	 because	 they	 were	 routinely
inaudible.	The	operators	continued	to	run	the	plant,	even	when	the	process	information	was	unreliable.

Case	History:	A	Toxic	Release	Due	to	Inadequate	Conduct	of	Operations
On	December	3,	1984,	a	pesticide	plant	in	Bhopal,	India,	released	an	estimated	40	metric	tons	of	methyl	isocyanate
(MIC)	 into	 the	atmosphere.24,	 25	An	estimated	3000	 local	community	 residents	died,	and	more	 than	10,000	were
injured.
24	Wikipedia.	“Bhopal	disaster.”	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhopal_disaster.
25Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Introduction	to	Process	Safety	for	Undergraduates	and	Engineers	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	2016),	p.	110.

The	Bhopal	 incident	was	caused	by	water	entering	a	MIC	storage	tank.	This	 influx	 led	 to	an	exothermic	reaction
between	the	MIC	and	water,	heating	the	contents,	causing	the	pressure	to	increase,	and	releasing	the	MIC	vapor.
Significant	maintenance	deficiencies	contributed	to	this	release:	(1)	a	failed	pressure	and	temperature	alarm	on	the
storage	 tank	 could	 have	 initiated	 corrective	 actions;	 (2)	 a	 refrigeration	 system	 that	 was	 not	 in	 operation	 on	 the
storage	tank	could	have	prevented	or	mitigated	the	accumulated	heat	and	the	magnitude	of	the	release;	(3)	a	relief
vent	scrubber	was	not	operating	and	could	have	absorbed	the	MIC;	(4)	an	existing	flare	that	would	have	burned	the
exiting	MIC	was	not	operating;	and	(5)	a	water	curtain	at	the	exit	of	the	flare	was	not	designed	correctly	to	absorb
the	gas	from	the	flare.	These	were	all	conduct	of	operations	issues.

Lessons	Learned

1.	 Assign	supervisors	and	managers	to	plants	who	accept	the	responsibility	to	operate	and	maintain	their	plants
safely.



2.	 Supervisors	 and	 managers	 must	 manage	 a	 documented	 system	 to	 be	 sure	 (a)	 operators	 and	 maintenance
workers	 are	 trained	 and	 retrained;	 (b)	 procedures	 are	 developed,	 updated,	 and	 maintained;	 (c)	 process
hazards	 analysis	 (PHAs)	 are	 updated	 and	 adequate;	 and	 (d)	 operators	 and	 maintenance	 workers	 have	 an
appropriate	safety	culture	that	prevents	cutting	corners	that	may	jeopardize	safety.

3.	 Use	 operating	 procedures	 and	 maintain	 controls	 and	 equipment	 to	 operate	 as	 intended	 and	 shut	 down	 the
plant	when	the	controls	or	equipment	are	not	operating	satisfactorily.

14-16	Emergency	Management
The	company	needs	plans	for	possible	emergencies	that	define	actions	in	an	emergency;	resources	to	execute	those
actions;	 practice	 drills;	 continuous	 improvement,	 training,	 appropriate	 and	 frequent	 communications	 with
employees,	 contractors,	 neighbors,	 and	 local	 authorities;	 and	 communications	 with	 stakeholders	 in	 the	 event	 an
incident	does	occur.

Case	History:	An	Ammonium	Nitrate	Explosion	Due	to	Inadequate	Emergency
Management

On	April	16,	1947,	a	large	explosion	occurred	in	a	cargo	ship	containing	1400	tons	of	ammonium	nitrate.26,	27	A	fire
occurred,	possibly	caused	by	a	cigarette,	and	the	fire	was	not	properly	extinguished.	The	resulting	explosion	killed
581	people,	 including	all	 but	 one	member	of	 the	Texas	City	 fire	department.	The	 root	 cause	of	 the	 incident	was
attributed	to	a	grossly	deficient	emergency	management	plan.	The	fire	 fighters	were	not	aware	of	the	hazards	of
ammonium	nitrate	and	were	not	trained	to	properly	handle	the	situation.
26“Texas	City	Disaster.”	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texas_City_disaster.
27Center	for	Chemical	Process	Safety.	Introduction	to	Process	Safety	for	Undergraduates	and	Engineers	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of
Chemical	Engineers,	2016),	p.	38.

Case	History:	An	Explosion	in	a	Pesticide	Plant	Due	to	Inadequate	Emergency
Management
On	 August	 28,	 2008,	 a	 large	 explosion	 occurred	 that	 killed	 2	 people	 and	 injured	 8;	 40,000	 area	 residents	 were
requested	to	shelter-in-place	following	the	event.28,	29	A	root	cause	was	poor	emergency	management	due	to	poor
communications	between	the	plant,	responders,	and	community	leaders.	During	the	incident,	the	company	refused
to	 share	 critical	 safety	 information	with	 the	 surrounding	 community.	 The	CSB	 investigation	 found	 that	 operators
were	poorly	 trained,	startup	procedures	were	 inadequate,	and	operators,	with	management	approval,	bypassed	a
critical	control	loop	that	resulted	in	a	violent	runaway	reaction.
28“Animation	of	Bayer	Crop	Science	Pesticide	Waste	Tank	Explosion”	[Video].	https://www.csb.gov/videos/.
29“CSB	Issues	Report	on	2008	Bayer	Crop	Science	Explosion:	Finds	Multiple	Deficiencies	Led	to	RunawayChemical	Reaction;	Recommends
State	Create	Chemical	Plant	Oversight	Regulation.”	https://www.csb.gov/csbissues-report-on-2008-bayer-cropscience-explosion-finds-multiple-
deficiencies-led-to-runaway-chemical-reactionrecommends-state-create-chemical-plant-oversight-regulation/.

Lessons	Learned
Companies	must	develop	an	emergency	management	plan,	including	the	following	steps:

1.	 Identify	incident	scenarios	based	on	hazards.
2.	 Plan	response	actions	for	each	credible	incident	scenario.
3.	 Verify	that	communications	are	adequate.
4.	 Specify	duties	and	responsibilities.
5.	 Update	procedures	including	decontamination.
6.	 Specify	areas	for	emergency	equipment	and	purchase	equipment	and	tools	for	responding	appropriately.
7.	 Train	and	retrain,	including	field	drills.
8.	 Periodically	review	the	emergency	plans	and	continuously	make	improvements.
9.	 Assign	supervisors	and	managers	the	responsibility	to	manage	this	RBPS	element.

Emergency	responses	need	to	be	discussed	with	the	community,	and	positive	actions	taken	before,	during,	and	after
emergencies.

14-17	Incident	Investigation
A	process	 is	 needed	 for	 reporting,	 tracking,	 and	 investigating	 incidents	 and	near	misses	 to	 identify	 root	 causes;
taking	corrective	actions;	evaluating	incident	trends;	and	communicating	lessons	learned.

Case	History:	Space	Shuttle	Fatalities	Caused	by	Inadequate	Incident	Investigations

On	January	16,	2003,	a	space	shuttle	had	an	in-flight	failure	that	resulted	in	the	deaths	of	the	seven-member	crew.30

The	root	cause	of	this	incident	was	the	failure	to	adequately	investigate	abnormal	results	in	previous	space	shuttle



flights.
30“Columbia	Accident	Investigation	Board	Report.”	http://s3.amazonaws.com/akamai.netstorage/anon.nasa-global/CAIB/CAIB_lowres_full.pdf.

Case	History:	Explosions	in	a	Sugar	Refinery	Due	to	Inadequate	Incident	Investigations
On	February	7,	 2008,	 huge	explosions	 and	 fires	 occurred	at	 a	 sugar	 refinery,	 causing	14	deaths	 and	 injuring	38
workers.31,	32	The	company	had	not	taken	effective	actions	over	many	years	to	control	dust	explosion	hazards—even
as	smaller	 fires	and	explosions	continued	 to	occur	 in	 its	plants.	The	company	clearly	had	an	 inadequate	 incident
investigation	process	that	should	have	 identified	and	eliminated	the	causes	of	 these	previous	 incidents,	 including
managed	 follow-up	 actions	 to	 ensure	 recommendations	 were	 completed.	 Correcting	 the	 causes	 of	 the	 previous
incidents	would	have	prevented	this	incident.
31“Imperial	Sugar	Company	Dust	Explosion	and	Fire.”	https://www.csb.gov/imperial-sugar-companydust-explosion-and-fire/.
32“CSB	Report:	Sugar	Dust	Explosion	and	Fire.”	https://www.csb.gov/assets/1/20/imperial_sugar_report_final_updated.pdf?13902.

The	 facility	 management	 was	 aware	 of	 sugar	 dust	 explosion	 hazards,	 the	 importance	 of	 properly	 designed	 dust-
handling	equipment	and	good	housekeeping	practices	 to	minimize	dust	accumulation.	However,	management	did
not	 take	 appropriate	 actions	 to	 minimize	 and	 control	 sugar	 dust	 hazards.	 A	 root	 cause	 of	 this	 incident	 was	 the
failure	to	adequately	investigate	incidents	and	eliminate	abnormal	results	that	had	caused	previous	incidents.

Lessons	Learned
Develop	and	document	an	incident	investigation	process,	including	the	following	steps:

1.	 Investigate	and	evaluate	all	incidents	and	near	misses.
2.	 Identify	the	causes	of	the	incidents.
3.	 Manage	the	investigation	and	recommendation	processes	to	eliminate	the	causes.
4.	 Include,	 as	 members	 of	 the	 investigation	 team,	 people	 with	 the	 investigation	 skills	 and	 competence	 in	 the

process	being	investigated.
5.	 Include,	in	the	documented	incident	investigation	description,	a	follow-up	method	to	be	sure	the	investigation

is	adequate	and	recommended	responses	are	completed	rapidly.

14-18	Measurement	and	Metrics
Leading	and	lagging	indicators	of	process	safety	performance	should	include	incident	and	near-miss	rates	as	well	as
metrics	 that	 show	 how	 well	 key	 process	 safety	 elements	 are	 being	 performed.	 This	 information	 is	 used	 to	 drive
continuous	improvements	in	process	safety.

Case	History:	Flight	Failure	of	Mars	Orbiter	Due	to	Inadequate	Analysis	of	Flight	Path
Deviations

On	September	23,	1999,	 the	Mars	Climate	Orbiter	was	 lost	during	 its	attempt	to	enter	 into	orbit	around	Mars.33

During	the	nine-month	flight,	the	flight	path	had	to	be	adjusted	ten	times.	The	navigation	team	recognized	that	the
results	of	the	maneuvers	were	not	mathematically	accurate;	that	is,	actual	results	were	not	as	predicted.	After	the
incident	 they	 discovered	 that	 one	 of	 the	 maneuvering	 calculations	 was	 done	 using	 the	 wrong	 units—specifically,
English	units	versus	SI	units.	The	incident	could	have	been	prevented	if	the	team	had	evaluated	the	reasons	for	the
abnormal	deviations	during	the	flight.	The	purpose	of	the	measurement	and	metrics	element	is	to	identify	process
problems	while	operating	a	plant	and	adjust	performance	to	prevent	incidents.	This	deficiency	was	the	major	cause
of	the	Mars	Climate	Orbiter	incident.
33“Mars	Mishap	Investigation	Board	Report.”	http://sunnyday.mit.edu/accidents/MCO_report.pdf.

Case	History:	Explosions	in	an	Oil	Refinery	Due	to	Inadequate	Focus	on	Process	Safety
Metrics

On	March	23,	2005,	an	incident	occurred	during	the	startup	of	a	refinery’s	octane-boosting	isomerization	unit.34,	35

Explosions	 and	 fires	 killed	15	people	 and	 injured	 another	 180,	 alarmed	 the	 community,	 and	 resulted	 in	 financial
losses	exceeding	$1.5	billion.	A	tower	was	overfilled	and	a	pressure	relief	device	opened,	resulting	in	a	flammable
liquid	geyser	 from	a	stack	that	was	not	equipped	with	a	 flare.	The	release	of	 flammables	 led	to	an	explosion	and
fire.	All	of	the	fatalities	occurred	in	or	near	office	trailers	located	close	to	the	stack.
The	company	had	responded	to	previous	incidents	with	a	variety	of	metrics	aimed	at	improving	safety.	However,	the
focus	 of	 these	 initiatives	was	 on	 improving	 procedural	 compliance	 and	 reducing	 occupational	 injury	 rates,	while
catastrophic	safety	risks	remained	unaddressed.	Unsafe	and	antiquated	equipment	designs	were	left	in	place,	and
unacceptable	deficiencies	in	preventive	maintenance	were	tolerated.	The	company’s	focus	was	on	slips,	trips,	and
falls,	 rather	 than	management	 systems,	 equipment	design,	 and	preventive	maintenance	programs	 to	prevent	 the
risk	of	major	process	accidents.
34“CSB	Investigation	of	BP	Texas	City	Refinery	Disaster	Continues	as	Organizational	Issues	Are	Probed.”

https://www.csb.gov/csb-investigation-of-bp-texas-city-refinery-disaster-continues-as-organizational-issues-
areprobed/.
35“BP	Refinery	Explosion	and	Fire.”	file:///C:/Users/Owner/Downloads/CSBFinalReportBP%20(1).pdf.



Lessons	Learned
To	 improve	 safety	 performance,	 plants	 need	 to	 measure	 a	 combination	 of	 leading	 and	 lagging	 indicators.	 The
purpose	of	 this	element	 is	 to	measure	process	 indicators,	evaluate	deviations,	and	adjust	results	when	deviations
are	unacceptable.	See	Section	1-6	and	Table	1-5	for	additional	information	on	leading	and	lagging	indicators.

14-19	Auditing
Periodic	 critical	 reviews	 of	 process	 safety	 management	 system	 performance	 must	 be	 performed	 by	 auditors	 to
identify	gaps	in	performance	and	identify	improvement	opportunities,	with	closure	of	these	gaps	being	tracked	to
completion.

Case	History:	Explosion	in	a	Gas	Plant	Due	to	an	Inadequate	Audit	of	Asset	Integrity	and
Reliability
This	 is	 the	 same	 case	 history	 used	 in	 Section	 14-7	 on	 hazard	 identification	 and	 risk	 assessment.	 Following	 the
Longford	explosion,	the	Australian	Royal	Commission	criticized	the	company’s	management	system	and	its	auditing
process.36	Although	the	company	completed	an	audit	of	 its	management	system	one	year	before	the	incident,	the
audit	failed	to	uncover	the	fact	that	the	critical	hazard	identification	procedure	(HAZOP)	had	not	been	carried	out.
The	audit	also	failed	to	identify	the	problems	that	caused	this	explosion.
36A.	 Hopkins.	 “Lessons	 Learned	 from	 the	 Longford	 Explosion.”
http://www.futuremedia.com.au/docs/Lessons%20from%20Longford%20by%20Hopkins.PDF.

Lessons	Learned
The	audit	process	is	very	important:	It	assures	that	the	plant	practices	the	RBPS	requirements	as	intended.	A	good
audit	process	includes	the	following	components:

1.	 Conduct	frequent	and	thorough	audits	to	identify	and	eliminate	problems	before	an	incident	occurs.
2.	 Audit	all	elements	of	the	RBPS	process	to	ensure	all	requirements	are	fulfilled	as	documented.
3.	 Conduct	audits	with	teams	of	knowledgeable	workers	–	both	outside	and	inside	the	facility	being	audited.	Also

include	outside	consultants	with	specific	skills	in	this	audited	area.
4.	 Use	the	results	to	correct	problems	and	to	improve	the	documented	audit	process.
5.	 Verify	that	training,	maintenance,	and	other	periodic	tasks	are	scheduled	and	completed	appropriately.

14-20	Management	Review	and	Continuous	Improvement
Managers	at	all	levels	must	set	RBPS	process	safety	expectations	and	goals	with	their	staff	and	review	performance
and	progress	toward	those	goals.	This	activity	may	take	place	in	a	staff	or“leadership	team”	meeting	or	on	a	one-on-
one	basis.	It	may	be	facilitated	by	a	process	safety	leader	but	is	owned	by	the	line	manager.

Case	History:	An	Explosion	Due	to	the	Failure	of	Many	RBPS	Elements
The	 incident	 presented	 in	 Section	14-9	 on	 operating	 procedures	 had	 failures	 in	 other	 RBPS	 elements,	 including
management	of	change,	asset	integrity	and	reliability,	and	operating	procedures.37,	38

37Chemical	Safety	Board	Investigations.	http://www.csb.gov/investigations/completed-investigations/?Type=2.

38Chemical	Safety	Board	Video	Room.	http://www.csb.gov/videos/.

Lessons	Learned
Identify	problems	with	the	entire	RBPS	management	process	by	frequently	reviewing	or	auditing	the	entire	RBPS
system	for	the	following	purposes:

1.	 Find	problems	and	deficiencies	with	the	documented	process	and	make	corrections	and	improvements	when
the	performance	is	not	as	intended.

2.	 Conduct	these	audits	with	knowledgeable	workers	and,	occasionally,	skilled	consultants.
3.	 Update	(as	soon	as	possible)	all	documented	elements	of	the	RBPS	system	to	include	the	recommendations	of

this	review.
4.	 Study	the	improved	system	to	ensure	new	problems	have	not	been	inadvertently	added.
5.	 Communicate	the	details	of	the	improved	system	with	all	workers	in	the	plant.
6.	 Verify	that	training,	maintenance,	and	other	tasks	are	scheduled	appropriately,	and	not	waiting	to	be	initiated

by	audits.

14-21	Summary
The	20	RBPS	elements	are	an	effective	management	system	to	prevent	incidents.	The	effectiveness	of	the	RBPS	20



elements	was	illustrated	in	this	chapter	using	case	histories.

Suggested	Reading
Case	Histories	of	Accidents	in	the	Chemical	Industry,	Vol.	1	(Washington,	DC:	Manufacturing	Chemists’	Association,	July	1962).

Case	Histories	of	Accidents,	Vol.	2	(January	1966).

Case	Histories	of	Accidents,	Vol.	3	(April	1970).

Case	Histories	of	Accidents,	Vol.	3	(April	2013).

T.	A.	Kletz.	“Friendly	Plants.”	Chemical	Engineering	Progress	(July	1989):	8–26.

T.	Kletz.	Learning	from	Accidents,	3rd	ed.	(Boston,	MA:	Butterworth-Heinemann,	2011).

T.	A.	Kletz.	Plant	Design	for	Safety	(New	York,	NY:	Hemisphere	Publishing,	1991).

T.	Kletz.	What	Went	Wrong?	Case	Histories	of	Process	Plant	Disasters	and	How	They	Could	Have	Been	Avoided,	5th	ed.	(Boston,
MA:	Butterworth-Heinemann,	2009).

S.	Mannan,	ed.	Lees’	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries,	4th	ed.	(London,	UK:	Butterworth-	Heinemann,	2012).

S.	Mannan,	ed.	Lees’	Loss	Prevention	in	the	Process	Industries,	8th	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	2017).

R.	E.	Sanders.	Chemical	Process	Safety:	Learning	from	Case	Histories	(London,	UK:	Butterworth-Heinemann,	2015).

Problems
14-1.	All	20	RBPS	elements	are	equally	important	and	cannot	be	prioritized.	Based	on	your	personal	and/or
company	experiences,	what	are	two	elements	you	have	found	to	be	inadequately	addressed?	State	the
background	and	reasons	for	these	inadequacies.
14-2.	As	a	follow-up	to	Problem	14-1	and	based	on	your	personal	and/or	company	experiences,	list	several
additional	RBPS	elements	that	you	have	personally	found	to	be	inadequately	addressed	and	state	the
background	and	reasons	for	these	inadequacies.
14-3.	Review	the	CSB	video	on	the	October	21,	2016,	MGPI	Processing	facility	incident	and	describe	(a)	the
incident	and	(b)	the	RBPS	elements	that	were	inadequately	addressed.	Explain	why	those	elements	were	not
addressed	properly.
14-4.	Review	the	CSB	video	on	the	December	2007	T2	Laboratories	incident:	“Runaway:	Explosion	at	T2
Laboratories.”	(a)	Describe	the	incident.	(b)	Summarize	the	CSB	recommendations.
14-5.	Review	the	CSB	video	on	the	February	2008	Imperial	Sugar	Refinery	explosions	incident:	“Combustible
Dust:	An	Insidious	Hazard.”	(a)	Describe	the	incident.	(b)	Summarize	the	CSB	recommendations.
14-6.	Review	the	CSB	video	on	the	ExxonMobil	Refinery	2013	incident:	“Dangerously	Close:	Explosion	in	West
Texas.”	(a)	Describe	the	incident.	(b)	Identify	which	RBPS	elements	were	inadequately	addressed	and	why.
14-7.	Review	the	CSB	video:	“CSB	Video	Excerpts	from	Dr.	Trevor	Kletz.”	Describe	Dr.	Kletz’s	major	teachings.
14-8.	Review	the	CSB	Video:	“Fire	in	Baton	Rouge.”	Describe	(a)	the	incident	and	(b)	the	CSB	findings.
14-9.	It	is	recommended	to	show	training	videos	to	engineers	and	students	to	encourage	them	to	recognize
that	safety	is	especially	important.	Review	the	Internet	information	concerning	the	video	“Remember	Charlie.”
Describe	the	video	and	give	your	conclusions.
14-10.	On	the	Internet,	you	will	find	a	case	history	about	a	“Gas	Station	Fire.”	Describe	the	incident	and	make
recommendations	to	prevent	this	type	of	incident.

Additional	homework	problems	are	available	in	the	Pearson	Instructor	Resource	Center.



Appendix	A.	Unit	Conversion	Constants1

1Selected	from	David	M.	Himmelblau,	Basic	Principles	and	Calculations	in	Chemical	Engineering,	4th	ed.	(Englewood	Cliffs,	NJ:	Prentice	Hall,
1982).

Volume	Equivalents

in3 ft3 U.S.	gal L m3

1 5.787	×	10−4 4.329	×	10−3 1.639	×	10−2 1.639	×	10−5

1728 1 7.481 28.32 2.832	×	10−2

231 0.1337 1 3.785 3.785	×	10−3

61.03 3.531	×	10−2 0.2642 1 1.000	×	10−3

6.102	×	104 35.31 264.2 1000 1

Mass	Equivalents

avoirdupois	oz. lbm grains g kg
1 6.25	×	10−2 437.5 28.35 2.835	×	10−2

16 1 7000 453.592 0.453592
2.286	×	10−3 1.429	×	10−4 1 6.48	×	10−2 6.48	×	10−5

3.527	×	10−2 2.20	×	10−3 15.432 1 0.001
35.27 2.20 15,432 1000 1

Linear	Measure

m in ft mi
1 39.37 3.2808 6.214	×	10−4

2.54	×	10−2 1 8.333	×	10−2 1.58	×	10−5

0.3048 12 1 1.8939	×	10−4

1609 6.336	×	104 5280 1

Power	Equivalents

HP kW ft–lbf	/s Btu/s J/s
1 0.7457 550 0.7068 745.7
1.341 1 737.56 0.9478 1000
1.818	×	10−3 1.356	×	10−3 1 1.285	×	10−3 1.356
1.415 1.055 778.16 1 1055
1.341	×	10−3 1.000	×	10−3 0.7376 9.478	×	10−4 1

Heat,	Energy,	or	Work	Equivalents

ft–lbf kW	hr HP	hr Btu cal J
1 3.766	×	10−7 5.0505	×	10−7 1.285	×	10−3 0.3241 1.356

2.655	×	106 1 1.341 3412.8 8.6057	×	105 3.6	×	106

1.98	×	106 0.7455 1 2545 6.4162	×	105 2.6845	×	106

778.16 2.930	×	10−4 3.930	×	10−4 1 252 1055
3.086 1.162	×	10−6 1.558	×	10−6 3.97	×	10−3 1 4.184
0.7376 2.773	×	10−7 3.725	×	10−7 9.484	×	10−4 0.2390 1

Pressure	Equivalents

mm	Hg in	Hg bar atm kPa psia
1 3.937	×	10−2 1.333	×	10−3 1.316	×	10−3 0.1333 1.934	×	10−2

25.40 1 0.03387 3.342	×	10−2 3.387 0.4912
750.06 29.53 1 0.9869 100.0 14.504

760.0 29.92 1.013 1 101.3 14.696



7.502 0.2954 0.01000 9.872	×	10−3 1 0.1450
51.71 2.036 6.893	×	10−2 6.805	×	10−2 6.893 1

Ideal	Gas	Constant,	Rg

1.9872	cal/mole	K
1.9872	BTU/lb-mole	°R
8.3143	J/mol	K	=	0.0083143	kJ/mol	K
10.731	psia	ft3/lb-mole	°R
8.3143	kPa	m3/kg-mole	K
8.3143	×	10−2	bar	m3/kg-mole	K	=	8.3143	×	10−5	bar	m3/mol	K
82.057	cm3	atm/mol	K	=	8.2057	×	10−5	m3	atm/mol	K
0.082057	L	atm/mol	K	=	0.082057	m3	atm/kg-mole	K
21.9	(in	Hg)	ft3/lb-mole	°R
0.7302	ft3	atm/lb-mole	°R
1545.3	ft	lbf	/lb-mole	°R

8.314	×	103	kg	m2/kg-mole	s2	K	=	8.314	×	103	N	m/kg-mole	s2	K
8.314	N	m/mol	K

Gravitational	Constant,	gc

32.174	ft-lbm/lbfs2

1	kg	m/s2	N	=	1	kg/Pa	m	s2	=	1	J	s2/kg	m2	=105	kg/bar	m	s2

1	g	cm/s2	dyne

Acceleration	Due	to	Gravity,	g

32.174	ft/s2	=	9.80665	m/s2

Miscellaneous

1	N	=	1	kg	m/s2

1	J	=	1	N	m	=	1	kg	m2/s2

1	Poise	=	100	centipoise	(cp)	=	0.1	kg/m	s	=	0.1	Pa	s	=	0.1	N	s/m2

1	centipoise	(cp)	=	1	×	10−3	kg/m	s	=	2.4191	lbm/ft	hr	=	6.7197	×	10−4	lbm/ft	s

1	atm	=	760	mm	Hg	=	101,325	Pa	=	1.013	bar	=	29.92	in	Hg	=	33.91	ft	of	water	=	10.33	m	of	water

Avogadro’s	number	=	6.02214	×	1023	/mol

1	U.S.	gal	=	0.8327	Imperial	gal



Appendix	B.	Flammability	Data	for	Selected
Hydrocarbons
Table	AB-1	Flammability	Data	for	Selected	Hydrocarbons

	 	
Heat	of	

combustion	
(kJ/mol)

Flammability	limita	(vol.	
%	fuel	in	air) Flash	point	

temperaturea	°C
Autoignition	

temperaturea	°C
Compound Form

ula Lowera Upperb LFL UFL

Paraffin	
hydrocarbons

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Methane CH4 −802.3 −890.3 5.0 15.0 −188 600
Ethane C2H6 −1428.6 −1559.8 3.0 12.5 −135 515
Propane C3H8 −2043.1 −2219.9 2.1 9.5 −104 450
Butane C4H1

0

−2657.5 −2877.5 1.8 8.5 −60 405

Isobutane C4H1
0

−2649.0 −2869.0 1.8 8.4 −83 460

Pentane C5H1
2

−3245.0 −3536.6 1.4 7.8 −40 260

Isopentane C5H1
2

−3240.3 −3527.6 1.4 7.6 −57 420

Neopentane C5H1
2

−3250.4 −3514.1 1.4 7.5 −65 450

Hexane C6H1
4

−3855.2 −4194.5 1.2 7.5 −23 234

Heptane C7H1
6

−4464.9 −4780.6 1.0 7.0 −4 223

2,3-
Dimethylpen
tane

C7H1
6

−4460.7 −4842.3 1.1 6.7 −15 337

Octane C8H1
8

−5074.1 −5511.6 0.8 6.5 13 220

Nonane C9H2
0

−5685.1 − 0.7 5.6 31 206

Decane C10H
22

−6294.2 −6737.0 0.8 5.4 46 208

Olefins 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Ethylene C2H4 −1322.6 −1411.2 2.7 36.0 −136 450
Propylene C3H6 −1925.7 −2057.3 2.0 11.0 −108 455
1-Butene C4H8 −2541.2 −2716.8 1.6 9.3 −79 384
2-Butene C4H8 −2534.4 −2708.2 1.8 9.7 −74 324
1-Pentene C5H1

0

−3129.7 −3361.4 1.5 8.7 −18 273

Acetylenes 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Acetylene C2H2 −1255.6 −1299.6 2.5 80.0 −18 305
Aromatics 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Benzene C6H6 −3135.6 −3301.4 1.4 7.1 −11 562
Toluene C7H8 −3733.9 −3947.9 1.2 7.1 4 536
o-Xylene C8H1

0

−4332.8 −4567.6 1.0 6.0 17 464

Cyclic	
hydrocarbons

	 	 	 	 	 	

Cyclopropan

e

C3H6 −1959.3 −2091.3 2.4 10.4 −94 498



Cyclohexane C6H1
2

−3655.8 −3953.0 1.3 8.0 −20 260

Methylcyclo
hexane

C7H1
4

−4257.1 −4600.7 1.2 7.2 −4 285

Phenol C6H6
O

−2921.4 	 1.8 8.6 79 715

Terpenes 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Turpentine C10H

16

– – 0.8 6.8 51 252

Alcohols 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Methyl	
alcohol

CH4O −638.1 −764.0 7.5 36.0 11 463

Ethyl	alcohol C2H6
O

−1235.5 −1409.2 4.3 19.0 13 422

Allyl	alcohol C3H6
O

−1731.9 −1912.2 2.5 18.0 21 378

n-Propanol C3H8
O

−1843.8 −2068.9 2.0 12.0 15 371

Isopropyl	
alcohol

C3H8
O

−1830.0 −2051.0 2.0 12.0 12 399

n-Butyl	
alcohol

C4H10
O

−2456.0 −2728.3 1.4 11.2 29 343

Isoamyl	
alcohol

C5H12
O

−3062.3 – 1.2 9.0 43 350

Aldehydes 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Formaldehyd
e

CH2O −519.4 −570.8 7.0 73 −53 430

Acetaldehyd
e

C2H4
O

−1104.6 	 1.6 10.4 −38 185

Acrolein C3H4
O

−1553.5 	 2.8 31.0 −26 234

Methacrolei
n

C4H6
O

−2150.0 −2268.1 2.1 14.6 2 234

Furfural C5H4O
2

−2249.7 −2340.9 2.1 19.3 60 316

Paraldehyde C6H12
O3

−3125.2 – 1.3 16.2 36 238

Ethers 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Diethyl	ether C4H10

O
−2503.5 −2751.1 1.9 48.0 −45 180

Divinyl	ether C4H6
O

−2260.0 −2416.2 1.7 27.0 −47 360

Disopropyl	
ether

C6H14
O

−3702.3 −4043.0 1.4 21.0 −28 443

Ketones 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Acetone C3H6

O
−1659.2 −1821.4 2.6 12.8 −18 538

Methyl	ethyl	
ketone

C4H8
O

−2261.6 −2478.7 1.8 10.0 −6 516

2-Pentanone C5H10
O

−2880.0 −3137.6 1.5 8.2 7 457

2-Hexanone C6H12
O

−3490.0 −3796.3 1.2 8.0 25 424

Acids 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Acetic	acid C2H4O

2

−786.4 −926.1 5.4 16.0 43 427

Hydrogen	
cyanide

HCN – – 6.0 41.0 −18 538

Esters 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Methyl	
formate

C2H4O −920.9 −1003.0 5.9 20.0 −19 456



formate 2
Ethyl	
formate

C3H6O
2

−1507.0 −1638.8 2.7 13.5 −4 455

Methyl	
acetate

C3H6O
2

−1461.0 −1628.1 3.1 16.0 −10 502

Ethyl	acetate C4H8O
2

−2061.0 −2273.6 2.2 11.4 −4 427

Propyl	
acetate

C5H10
O2

−2672.0 – 2.0 8.0 15 450

Isopropyl	
acetate

C5H10
O2

−2658.1 −2907.0 1.8 7.2 2 479

Butyl	acetate C6H12
O2

−3283.0 −3587.8 1.7 7.6 22 421

Isopentyl	
acetate

C7H14
O2

−3889.9 −4361.7 1.0 7.5 25 360

Inorganic 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Hydrogen H2 −241.8 −285.8 4.0 75.0 – 400
Ammonia NH3 – −382.6 16.0 25.0 – 651
Oxides 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Carbon	
monoxide

CO −283.0 – 12.5 74.0 – 609

Ethylene	
oxide

C2H4
O

−1218.0 −1264.0 3.0 – −55 429

Propylene	
oxide

C3H6
O

−1785.3 – 2.1 21.5 −37 465

Dioxane C4H8O
2

−2178.8 – 2.0 22.0 12 180

Sulfur	
containing

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Carbon	
disulfide

CS2 −1104.2 −1104.2 1.3 50.0 −30 90

Hydrogen	
sulfide

H2S − −562.6 4.3 45.0 – 260

Chlorine	
containing

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Methyl	
chloride

CH3C
l

−675.4 −687.0 10.7 17.4 −66 632

Ethyl	
chloride

C2H5
Cl

−1284.9 −1325.0 3.8 15.4 −50 519

Propyl	
chloride

C3H7
Cl

−1864.6 −2001.3 2.8 10.7 −32 593

Butyl	
chloride

C4H9
Cl

−2474.2 – 1.8 10.1 −28 460

sec-Butyl	
chloride

C4H9
Cl

−2465.2 – 1.9 9.1 −5 –

Amyl	
chloride

C5H11
Cl

−3085.2 – 1.6 8.6 13 260

Vinyl	
chloride

C2H3
Cl

−1158.0 – 3.6 33.0 −78 472

Chlorobenze
ne

C6H5
Cl

−2976.1 – 1.3 7.1 32 638

Ethylene	
dichloride

C2H2
Cl2

−994.5 −1133.8 5.6 12.8 4 460

Propylene	
dichloride

C3H6
Cl2

−1704.6 – 3.4 14.5 16 557

Bromides 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Methyl	
bromide

CH3B
r

−705.4 −768.9 10.0 16.0 −44 537

Ethyl	
bromide

C2H5 −1284.4 −1424.6 6.7 11.3 −33 511



bromide Br
Amines 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Methyl	
amine

CH5N −975.1 −1085.1 4.9 20.7 −58 430

Ethyl	amine C2H7
N

−1587.4 −1739.9 3.5 14.0 −46 384

Dimethyl	
amine

C2H7
N

−1614.6 −1768.9 2.8 14.4 −50 400

Propyl	amine C3H9
N

−2164.8 −2396.6 2.0 10.4 −12 318

Diethyl	
amine

C4H11
N

−2800.3 −3074.3 1.8 10.1 −26 312

Trimethyl	
amine

C3H9
N

−2244.9 −2443.0 2.0 11.6 −7 190

Triethyl	
amine

C6H15
N

−4044.5 −4134.5 1.2 8.0 −12 –

Miscellaneous 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Acrylonitrile C3H3

N
−1690.0 −1789.1 2.4 17.3 0 481

Aniline C6H7
N

−3238.5 – 1.3 11 70 617

Diborane B2H6 – – 0.8 98 −90 52
Methyl	
methacrylate

C5H8O
2

−2546.8 	 2.1 12.5 11 –

Styrene C8H8 −4219.3 −4438.8 1.1 6.1 32 490
Gasoline 	 	 	 1.4 7.6 −43 	

aCarl	L.	Yaws.	Chemical	Properties	Handbook	(New	York,	NY:	McGraw-Hill,	1999).
bT.	Suziki.	“Note:	Empirical	Relationship	between	Lower	Flammability	Limits	and	Standard	Enthalpies	of	Combustion	of	Organic
Compounds,”	Fire	and	Materials	18	(1994):	333–336,	393–397.



Appendix	C.	Saturation	Vapor	Pressure	Data1

1Selected	from	David	Himmelblau.	Basic	Principles	and	Calculations	in	Chemical	Engineering,	7th	ed.	(Upper	Saddle	River,	NJ:	Prentice	Hall,
2003),	p.	1057.

ln(Psat)=A−BC+T
where

Psat	is	the	saturation	vapor	pressure	(mm	Hg),
T	is	the	temperature	(K),	and
A,	B,	C	are	constants	given	below.

Species Formula Range	(K) A B C
Acetone C3H6O 241–350 16.6513 2940.46 −35.93
Benzene C6H6 280–377 15.9008 2788.51 −52.36
Carbon	tetrachloride CCl4 253–374 15.8742 2808.19 −45.99
Chloroform CHCl3 260–370 15.9732 2696.79 −46.19
Cyclohexane C6H12 280–380 15.7527 2766.63 −50.50
Ethyl	acetate C4H8O2 260–385 16.1516 2790.50 −57.15
Ethyl	alcohol C2H6O 270–369 18.9119 3803.98 −41.68
n-Heptane C7H16 270–400 15.8737 2911.32 −56.51
n-Hexane C6H14 245–370 15.8366 2697.55 −48.78
Methyl	alcohol CH4O 257–364 18.5875 3626.55 −34.29
n-Pentane C5H12 220–330 15.8333 2477.07 −39.94
Toluene C6H5CH3 280–410 16.0137 3096.52 −53.67
Water H2O 284–441 18.3036 3816.44 −46.11



Appendix	D.	Special	Types	of	Reactive	Chemicals
Reactivity	 information	 is	 from	 R.	 W.	 Johnson,	 S.	 W.	 Rudy,	 and	 S.	 D.	 Unwin,	 Essential	 Practices	 for	 Managing
Chemical	Reactivity	Hazards	(New	York,	NY:	American	Institute	of	Chemical	Engineers,	2003).

Table	AD-1	A	Few	Pyrophoric	and	Spontaneously	Combustible	Categories	and	Chemicals	 (Note:	These	materials
combust	on	exposure	to	air.)

Category Examples
Finely	divided	metals	(without	oxide	film) Aluminum,	calcium,	cobalt,	iron,	magnesium,	manganese,	

palladium,	platinum,	titanium,	tin,	zinc,	zirconium
Many	hydrogenation	catalysts	containing	
adsorbed	hydrogen	(before	and	after	use)

Raney	nickel	catalyst	with	adsorbed	hydrogen

Alkali	metals Potassium,	sodium
Metal	hydrides Germane,	lithium	aluminum	hydride,	potassium	hydride,	

sodium	hydride
Partially	or	fully	alkylated	metal	hydrides Butyllithium,	diethylaluminum	hydride,	triethylbismuth,	

trimethylaluminum
Arylmetals Phenylsodium
Alkylmetal	derivatives Diethylethoxyaluminum,	dimethylbismuth	chloride
Analogous	derivatives	of	nonmetals Diborane,	dimethylphosphine,	phosphine,	triethylarsine
Carbonylmetals Pentacarbonyliron,	octacarbonyldicobalt
Grignard	reagents	(RMgX) Ethylmagnesium	chloride,	methylmagnesium	bromide
Metal	sulfides Iron	sulfide
Miscellaneous Phosphorus	(white),	titanium	dichloride

Table	 AD-2	 Some	 Chemical	 Structures	 Susceptible	 to	 Peroxide	 Formation	 (Note:	 The	 peroxides	 formed	 may
become	unstable	and	explode	when	disturbed.)

Chemical	structure	
(not	all	bonds	are	
shown)

Examples/explanation

Organic	substances
CH2–O–R Ethers	with	alpha	hydrogen	atoms,	especially	cyclic	ethers	and	those	containing	

primary	and	secondary	alcohol	groups,	form	dangerously	explosive	peroxides	on	
exposure	to	air	and	light

CH(–O–R)2 Acetals	with	alpha	hydrogen	atoms
C=C–CH Allyl	compounds	(olefins	with	allylic	hydrogen	atoms),	including	most	alkenes
C=C–X Halo-olefins	(e.g.,	chloroolefins,	fluoroolefins)
C=CH Vinyl	and	vinylidene	esters,	ethers,	styrenes
C=C–C=C 1,3-Dienes
C=CH–C–CH Alkylacetylenes	with	alpha	hydrogen	atoms
C=CH–C=CH Vinylacetylenes	with	alpha	hydrogen	atoms,	tetrahydronaphthalenes
(R)2CH–Ar Alkylarenes	with	tertiary	hydrogen	atoms	(e.g.,	cumene)
(R)3CH Alkanes	and	cycloalkanes	with	tertiary	hydrogen	atoms	(e.g.,	t-butane,	isopropyl	

compounds,	decahydronaphthalenes)
C=CH–CO2R Acrylates,	methacrylates
(R)2CH–OH Secondary	alcohols
O=C(R)–CH Ketones	with	alpha	hydrogen	atoms
O=CH Aldehydes
O=C–NH–CH Substituted	ureas,	amides,	and	lactams	that	have	a	hydrogen	atom	on	a	carbon	atom	

attached	to	nitrogen
CH–M Organometallic	compounds	with	a	metal	atom	bonded	to	carbon
	 Inorganic	substances

Alkali	metals,	especially	
potassium,	rubidium,	and	
cesium
Metal	amides	(e.g.,	
NaNH2)
Metal	alkoxides	(e.g.,	
sodium	t-butoxide)



sodium	t-butoxide)

Table	AD-3	Chemical	Categories	Susceptible	to	Water	Reactivity

Category Examples
Alkali	and	alkaline-earth	metals Calcium,	potassium,	sodium,	lithium
Anhydrous	metal	halides Aluminum	tribromide,	germanium	tetrachloride,	titanium	tetrachloride
Anhydrous	metal	oxides Calcium	oxide
Chlorosilanes Methyldichlorosilane,	trichlorosilane,	trimethylchlorosilane
Epoxides	(e.g.,	with	acid	present) Butylene	oxide,	ethylene	oxide,	diepoxy	butane,	epibromohydrin
Finely	divided	metals,	no	oxide	film Aluminum,	cobalt,	iron,	magnesium,	titanium,	tin,	zinc,	zirconium
Grignard	reagents;	organometallics Ethylmagnesium	chloride,	methylmagnesium	bromide
Inorganic	acid	halides Phosphoryl	chloride,	sulfuryl	chloride,	chlorosulfuric	acid
Inorganic	cyanides Barium	cyanide,	calcium	cyanide,	cyanogen	chloride,	silver	cyanide
Isocyanates n-Butyl	isocyanate,	methyl	isocyanate,	toluene	diisocyanate
Metal	alkyls Aluminum	alkyls,	lithium	alkyls
Metal	amides Lead	amide,	potassium	amide,	silver	amide,	sodium	amide
Metal	hydrides Calcium	hydride,	lithium	aluminum	hydride,	sodium	borohydride
Nitrides,	phosphides,	carbides Aluminum	phosphide,	calcium	carbide,	gallium	phosphide
Nonmetal	hydrides Boron	trifluoride,	phosphorus	trichloride,	silicon	tetrachloride
Nonmetal	oxides Phosphorus	pentoxide,	sulfur	trioxide
Organic	acid	halides/anhydrides Acetic	anhydride,	acetyl	chloride

Table	AD-4	Common	Water-Reactive	Chemicals	(Note:	This	is	not	an	exhaustive	list.	Reaction	with	water	may	be
slow	to	violent.	Reaction	products	may	be	toxic,	corrosive,	or	flammable.	Products	may	be	gaseous	and	of	sufficient
quantity	to	rupture	unrelieved	containment.)

Acetic	anhydride
Acetyl	chloride
Alkylaluminums
Allyl	trichlorosilane
Aluminum	chloride,	anhydrous
Aluminum	phosphide
Amyl	trichlorosilane
Benzoyl	chloride
Boron	tribromide
Boron	trifluoride
Boron	trifluoride	etherate
Bromine	pentafluoride
Bromine	trifluoride
n-Butyl	isocyanate
Butyllithium
Butyric	anhydride
Calcium
Calcium	carbide
Chlorine	trifluoride
Chlorosilanes
Chlorosulfonic	acid
Chromium	oxychloride
Cyanamide
Decaborane
Diborane
Dichloroacetyl	chloride
Dichlorosilane
Diethylaluminum	chloride
Diethylaluminum	hydride
Diethyl	carbamyl	chloride
Diethyl	telluride
Diethylzinc
Diisobutylaluminum	hydride
Dimethyldichlorosilane



Diphenyldichlorosilane
Dipropylaluminum	hydride
Ethylaluminum	dichloride
Ethylaluminum	sesquichloride
Ethyldichlorosilane
Ethyltrichlorosilane
Fluorine
Gallium	arsenide
Gallium	phosphide
Germane
Isobutyric	anhydride
Isophorone	diisocyanate
Lithium
Lithium	aluminum	hydride
Lithium	hydride
Methyl	isocyanate
Methylaluminum	sesquibromide
Methylaluminum	sesquichloride
Methyldichlorosilane
Methylene	diisocyanate
Methylpentaldehyde
Methyltrichlorosilane
Monochloro-s-triazinetrione	acid
Mono-(trichloro)-tetra	(mono-potassium	dichloro)-penta-s-triazinetrione,	dry
Octadecyltrichlorosilane
Phenyl	trichlorosilane
Phosphorus	oxychloride
Phosphorus	pentachloride
Phosphorus	pentasulfide
Phosphorus	tribromide
Phosphorus	trichloride
Potassium
Potassium–sodium	alloys
Propionyl	chloride
Silicon	tetrachloride
Silicon	tetrafluoride
Sodium
Sodium	dichloro-s-triazinetrione	dihydrate
Sodium	hydride
Sodium	hydrosulfite
Sulfur	chlorides
Sulfuric	acid
Sulfuryl	chloride
Tetraethyl	lead
Tetramethyl	lead
Thionyl	chloride
Titanium	tetrachloride
Toluene	diisocyanate
Trichlorosilane
Triethylaluminum
Triethylborane
Triisobutylaluminum
Trimethylaluminum
Trimethylchlorosilane
Tripropyl	aluminum
Vanadium	tetrachloride
Vinyl	trichlorosilane
Zirconium	tetrachloride



Table	AD-5	Typical	Oxidizers

Ammonium	dichromate
Ammonium	nitrate
Ammonium	perchlorate
Ammonium	permanganate
Ammonium	persulfate
Amyl	nitrate
Barium	bromate
Barium	chlorate
Barium	hypochlorite
Barium	perchlorate
Barium	permanganate
Barium	peroxide
Bromine	pentafluoride
Bromine	trifluoride
1-Bromo-3-chloro-5,5-dimethylhydantoin	(BCDMH)
Calcium	chlorate
Calcium	chlorite
Calcium	hypochlorite
Calcium	perchlorate
Calcium	permanganate
Calcium	peroxide
Chloric	acid	(10%	maximum	concentration)
Chlorine
Chlorine	trifluoride
Chlorosulfonic	acid
Chromium	trioxide	(chromic	acid)
Copper	chlorate
Guanidine	nitrate
Halane	(1,3-dichloro-5,5-dimethylhydantoin)
Hydrogen	peroxide	solutions
Lead	dioxide
Lead	perchlorate
Lithium	chlorate
Lithium	hypochlorite
Lithium	perchlorate
Lithium	peroxide
Magnesium	bromate
Magnesium	chlorate
Magnesium	perchlorate
Magnesium	peroxide
Manganese	dioxide
Mercurous	chlorate
Monochloro-s-triazinetrione	acid
Mono-(trichloro)-tetra-(monopotassium	dichloro)-penta-s-triazinetrione
Nitric	acid	and	fuming	nitric	acid
Nitrites,	inorganic
Nitrogen	oxides	(NOx)
Oxygen
Peracetic	acid
Perchloric	acid	solutions
Potassium	bromate
Potassium	chlorate
Potassium	dichloro-striazinetrione	(potassium	dichloroisocyanurate)
Potassium	dichromate
Potassium	percarbonate
Potassium	perchlorate
Potassium	permanganate



Potassium	peroxide
Potassium	persulfate
Potassium	superoxide
n-Propyl	nitrate
Silver	peroxide
Sodium	bromate
Sodium	carbonate	peroxide
Sodium	chlorate
Sodium	chlorite
Sodium	dichloro-striazinetrione	(sodium	dichloroisocyanurate)
Sodium	dichloro-s-triazinetrione	dihydrate
Sodium	dichromate
Sodium	perborate	(anhydrous)
Sodium	perborate	monohydrate
Sodium	perborate	tetrahydrate
Sodium	percarbonate
Sodium	perchlorate
Sodium	perchlorate	monohydrate
Sodium	permanganate
Sodium	peroxide
Sodium	persulfate
Strontium	chlorate
Strontium	perchlorate
Strontium	peroxide
Tetranitromethane
Thallium	chlorate
Trichloro-s-triazinetrione	(trichloroisocyanuric	acid	all	forms)
Urea	hydrogen	peroxide
Zinc	bromate
Zinc	chlorate
Zinc	permanganate
Zinc	peroxide

Table	AD-6	Some	Polymerizing	Compounds	(Note:	These	chemicals	may	polymerize	rapidly	with	release	of	 large
amounts	of	heat.)

Acrolein
Acrylamide
Acrylic	acid
Acrylonitrile
1,3-Butadiene
Butylacrylate
1,2-Butylene	oxide
Butyraldehyde
Crotonaldehyde
Dichloroethylene
Diketene
Divinylbenzene
Epichlorohydrin
Ethyl	acrylate
Ethylene
Ethylene	cyanohydrin
Ethyleneimine
Ethylene	oxide
2-Ethylhexylacrylate
Hydrogen	cyanide
Isoprene
Methacrylic	acid
Methyl	acrylate



Methylchloromethyl	ether
Methyl	isocyanate
Methyl	methacrylate
Methyl	vinyl	ketone
Propargyl	alcohol
Propionaldehyde
Propylene	oxide
Styrene
Tetrafluoroethylene
Tetrahydrofuran
Toluene	diisocyanate
Trimethoxysilane
Vinyl	acetate
Vinyl	acetylene
Vinyl	chloride
Vinyl	ether
Vinylidene	chloride
Vinyl	toluene



Appendix	E.	Hazardous	Chemicals	Data	for	a	Variety	of
Chemical	Substances
Table	AE-1	Hazardous	Chemicals	Data	for	a	Variety	of	Chemical	Substances

	 	 Threshold	limit	valuea	
(TLV) 	 NFPA	ratingsc

Compound Molecular	
weight

TWA	
(ppm)

STEL	
(ppm)

C	
(ppm)

OSHAb	8-hour	
PEL	(ppm)

Heal
th

Flammab
ility

Instabi
lity

Acetaldehyde 44.05 	 	 25 200 2 4 2
Acetic	acid 60.00 10 15 	 10 3 2 0
Acetic	anhydride 102.9 5 	 	 5 3 2 1
Acetone 58.05 500 750 	 1000 1 3 0
Acrolein 56.06 	 	 0.1 0.1 4 3 3
Acrylic	acid 72.06 2 	 	 	 3 2 2
Acrylonitrile 53.05 2 	 	 1910.1045R 4 3 2
Alkane	gases,	C1-C4 – 1000 	 	 	 	 	 	
Ammonia 17.03 25 35 50 50 3 1 0
Aniline 93.12 2 	 	 5S 2 2 0
Arsenic 74.92 0.01	

mg/m3
	 	 1910.1010R 	 	 	

Arsine 77.95 0.005 	 	 0.05 4 4 2
Benzene 78.11 0.5 2.5 	 1910.1028R 1 3 0
Biphenyl 154.20 0.05 0.15 	 0.2 1 1 0
Bromine 159.81 0.1 0.2 	 0.1 3 0 0OX

1,3-Butadiene 54.09 2 	 	 1910.1051R 2 4 2
n-Butanol 74.12 20 	 	 100 3 3 0
sec-Butanol 74.12 100 	 	 150 	 	 	
tert-Butanol 74.12 100 	 	 100 	 	 	
Butene 56.11 250 	 	 	 1 4 0
Butyraldehyde 72.1 	 	 	 	 3 3 2
Butyric	acid 88.1 	 	 	 	 3 2 0
Calcium	carbide 64.1 	 	 	 	 3 3 2W

Caprolactum 113.16 5	mg/m3 	 	 	 	 	 	
Carbon	dioxide 44.01 5000 	 	 5000 	 	 	
Carbon	disulfide 76.14 1 	 	 	 3 4 0
Carbon	monoxide 28.01 25 	 	 50 2 4 0
Carbon	tetrachloride 153.84 5 	 	 	 3 0 0
Chlorine 70.91 0.5 1 	 1 4 0 0OX

Chlorine	dioxide 67.46 0.1 0.3 	 0.1 	 	 	
Chlorobenzene 112.56 10 	 	 75 3 3 0
Chloroform 119.38 10 	 	 (C)	50 2 0 0
Chlorosulfonic	acid 116.5 	 	 	 	 4 0 2W,OX

Crotonaldehyde 70.09 	 	 0.3 2 4 3 2
Cumene 120.90 50 	 	 50S 2 3 1
Cyclohexane 84.16 100 	 	 300 1 3 0
Cyclohexanol 100.16 50 	 	 50 1 2 0
Cyclohexanone 98.14 20 50 	 50 1 2 0
Cyclohexene 82.14 300 	 	 300 1 3 0
Cyclopentane 70.13 600 	 	 	 1 3 0
Diborane 27.69 0.1 	 	 0.1 4 4 3W

1,1-Dichloroethane 98.97 100 	 	 100 1 3 0
1,2-Dichloroethylene 96.95 200 	 	 200 2 4 2
Dichloromethane	=	
methylene	chloride

84.93 50 125 	 25 2 1 0

Diesel	fuel – 100	 	 	 	 1 2 0



Diesel	fuel – 100	
mg/m3

	 	 	 1 2 0

Diethylamine 73.14 5 15 	 25 3 3 0
Diethyl	ether 74.1 	 	 	 	 1 4 1
Diethyl	ketone 86.13 200 300 	 	 1 3 0
Dimethylamine 45.08 5 15 	 10 3 4 0
1,4-Dioxane 88.10 20 	 	 100 2 3 1
Epichlorohydrin 92.53 0.5 	 	 5 4 3 2
Ethyl	acetate 88.10 400 	 	 400 1 3 0
Ethyl	alcohol 46.07 	 1000 	 1000 2 3 0
Ethylamine 45.08 5 15 	 10 3 4 0
Ethyl	benzene 106.16 100 125 	 100 2 3 0
Ethyl	bromide 108.98 5 	 	 200 3 3 0
Ethyl	chloride 64.52 100 	 	 1000 2 4 0
Ethylene 28.05 200 	 	 	 2 4 2
Ethylene	dichloride 98.96 10 	 	 3 2 3 0
Ethylene	glycol 62.07 	 	 100	

mg/m3
(C)	0.2 2 1 0

Ethylene	oxide 44.05 1 	 	 1910.1047R 3 4 3
Ethyl	ether 74.12 400 500 	 400 1 4 1
Ethyl	mercaptan 62.13 0.5 	 	 (C)	10 2 4 1
Fluorine 38.00 1 2 	 0.1 4 0 4W

Formaldehyde 30.03 	 	 0.3 1910.1048R 3 4 0
Formic	acid 46.02 5 10 	 5 3 2 0
Furfural 96.08 2 	 	 5 3 2 1
Gasoline – 300 500 	 	 1 3 0
Heptane,	all	isomers 100.20 400 500 	 500 1 1 3
Hexachloroethane 236.74 1 	 	 1 	 	 	
n-Hexane 86.18 50 	 	 500 1 3 0
Hexane,	other	isomers 86.18 500 1000 	 	 	 	 	
Hydrazine 32.05 0.01 	 	 1 4 4 3
Hydrogen	bromide 80.92 	 	 2 3 	 	 	
Hydrogen	chloride 36.47 	 	 2 (C)	5 3 0 1
Hydrogen	cyanide 27.03 	 	 4.7 10 4 4 2
Hydrogen	fluoride 20.01 0.5 	 2 	 4 0 1
Hydrogen	peroxide 34.02 1 	 	 1 	 	 	
40%	to	60% 	 	 	 	 	 3 0 1OX

>60% 	 	 	 	 	 3 0 3OX

Hydrogen	sulfide 34.08 10 15 	 10 4 4 0
Iodine 	 0.01 0.1 	 (C)	0.1 	 	 	
Isobutyl	alcohol 74.12 50 	 	 100 2 3 0
Isopropyl	ether 102.17 250 310 	 500 2 3 1
Kerosene 	 200	

mg/m3
	 	 	 2 2 0

Ketene 42.04 1.5 	 	 0.5 	 	 	
Maleic	anhydride 98.06 0.1 	 	 0.25 3 1 1
Methacrylic	acid 86.1 	 	 	 	 3 2 2
Methyl	acetate 74.08 200 250 	 200 2 3 0
Methyl	acetylene 40.07 1000 	 	 1000 	 	 	
Methyl	alcohol 32.04 200 250 	 200 1 3 0
Methylamine 31.06 5 15 	 10 3 4 0
Methyl	bromide 94.05 1 	 	 (C)	20S 3 1 0
Methyl	chloride 50.49 50 100 	 	 2 4 0
Methyl	ethyl	ketone 72.10 200 300 	 200 1 3 0
Methyl	formate 60.05 100 150 	 150 2 4 0
Methyl	isocyanate 57.05 0.02 	 	

0.02S
4 3

2W

Methyl	mercaptan 48.11 0.5 	 	 (C)	10 4 4 1
Naphthalene 128.19 10 15 	 10 2 2 0



Naphthalene 128.19 10 15 	 10 2 2 0
Nitric	acid 63.02 2 4 	 2 	 	 	
Nitric	oxide 30.01 25 	 	 25 	 	 	
Nitrobenzene 123.11 1 	 	 1S 3 2 1
Nitrogen	dioxide 46.01 3 5 	 (C)	5 	 	 	
Nitromethane 61.04 20 	 	 100 2 3 4
Nitrogen	oxides 	 	 	 	 	 3 0 0OX

Nitrous	oxide 44.02 50 	 	 	 	 	 	
Nonane 128.26 200 	 	 	 1 3 0
Octane,	all	isomers 114.22 300 	 	 500 1 3 0
Oxalic	acid 90.04 1	mg/m3 2	mg/m3 	 1	mg/m3 3 1 0
Ozone 48.00 	 	 	 0.1 	 	 	
Heavy	work: 	 0.05 	 	 	 	 	 	
Moderate	work: 	 0.08 	 	 	 	 	 	
Light	work: 	 0.10 	 	 	 	 	 	
<	2	hours: 	 0.20 	 	 	 	 	 	
Pentane,	all	isomers 72.15 600 	 	 1000 1 4 0
Phenol 94.11 5 	 	 5S 4 2 0
Phosgene 98.92 0.1 	 	 0.1 4 0 1
Phosphine 34.00 0.3 	 	 0.3 4 4 2
Phosphoric	acid 98.00 1	mg/m3 3	mg/m3 	 1	mg/m3 3 0 0
Phthalic	anhydride 148.11 1 	 	 2 3 1 0
Picric	acid 229.11 0.1	

mg/m3
	 	 0.1	mg/m3 3 4 4

Polyvinyl	chloride 	 1	mg/m3 	 	 	 	 	 	

Propylene 42.08 500 	 	 	 1 4 1
Propylene	oxide 58.08 2 	 	 100 3 4 2
Pyridine 79.10 1 	 	 5 3 3 0
Sodium 22.9 	 	 	 	 3 3 2W

Sodium	cyanide 49.0 	 	 	 	 3 0 0
Sodium	hydroxide 40.0 	 	 2	

mg/m3
2	mg/m3 3 0 1

Styrene,	monomer 104.16 20 40 	 2	mg/m3 2 3 2
Sulfur	dioxide,	liquid 64.07 	 0.25 	 5 3 0 0
Sulfuric	acid,	aqueous – 0.2	

mg/m3
	 	 1	mg/m3 3 0 2W

Tetrachloroethylene 165.80 25 100 	 2	mg/m3 2 0 0
Toluene 92.13 20 	 	 2	mg/m3 2 3 0
Trichloroethylene 131.40 10 25 	 2	mg/m3 2 1 0
Triethylamine 101.19 1 3 	 	 3 3 0
Trimethylamine 59.1 5 15 	 	 3 4 0
Turpentine ~136 20 	 	 100 1 3 0
Vinyl	acetate 86.09 10 15 	 	 2 3 2
Vinyl	bromide 106.96 0.5 	 	 	 2 4 1
Vinyl	chloride 62.50 1 	 	 1910.1017R 2 4 2
Vinyl	fluoride 46.05 1 	 	 	 2 4 2
Xylene 106.16 100 150 	 100 2 3 0
aThreshold	limit	value	(TLV)	data	from	American	Conference	of	Governmental	Industrial	Hygienists	(ACGIH),	2009	TLVs	and	BEIs
(Cincinnati,	OH:	ACGIH,	2009).	Please	check	ACGIH	for	updated	values.
bU.S.	Occupational	Safety	and	Health	Administration	(OSHA),	www.osha.gov.
cNFPA	ratings	from	National	Fire	Protection	Association,	Fire	Protection	Guide	to	Hazardous	Materials	(Quincy,	MA:	National	Fire
Protection	Association,	2002).

Notes:
(C):	Ceiling	limit.
OX:	Oxidizer.
R:	These	chemicals	have	a	specific	OSHA	regulation.	See	the	OSHA	document	referenced	at	www.osha.gov.



S:	These	chemicals	have	an	OSHA	skin	designation.	This	means	that	these	chemicals	can	be	absorbed	through	the
skin.
W:	Water-reactive.
The	absence	of	data	does	not	indicate	nonhazardous	properties,	just	that	data	are	not	reported.



Appendix	F.	Process	Diagrams
The	main	 reference	 for	 this	 appendix	 is	 from	 the	 International	Society	 for	Automation	 (ISA)	 and	 is	 found	 in	 ISA
S5.1.
Two	major	types	of	process	diagrams	are	used	by	the	chemical	industry	to	represent	a	chemical	plant:

1.	 Process	 flow	 diagram	 (PFD):	 This	 shows	 how	 the	 process	 units	 are	 connected	 and	 how	 the	 process	works.
Various	symbols	are	used	for	each	unit	operation.	Pipes	are	indicated	by	lines	connecting	the	units.

2.	 Process	or	piping	and	 instrumentation	diagram	(P&ID):	This	shows	 the	various	sensor,	control	 systems,	and
final	control	elements.	It	uses	symbols	and	circles	to	represent	how	they	are	connected.

The	symbols	used	are	not	universal	and	have	changed	over	time.	They	are	used	in	a	flow	diagram	as	follows:
Manual	valve:	

Control	valve:	

Solenoid	valve:	

Check	valve:	 	Arrow	points	in	direction	of	flow

Relief	valve:	

Rupture	disc:	

Pump:	

Flowmeter:	

Vessel:	

Heat	exchanger:	

Furnace:	

Agitator:	

Packed	column:	



Distillation	column:	

Air	blown	cooler:	

Process	 instrumentation	 has	 tags	 that	 consist	 of	 letters	 and	 numbers	 placed	 within	 or	 near	 the	 instrument	 to
identify	 the	 type	 and	 function.	 The	 following	 tag	 identifies	 this	 equipment	 as	 a	 TRC	 =	 temperature	 recording
controller	and	is	associated	with	control	loop	100.



The	tag	identification	lettering	is	shown	in	the	following	table:

First	Letter Succeeding	Letters
	 Measured	or	Initiating	Variable Modifier Readout	Function Output	Function Modifier
A Analysis 	 Alarm 	 	
C 	 	 	 Control Closed
D Density Differential 	 	 	
F Flow Ratio 	 	 	
H Hand 	 	 	 High
I Current 	 Indicate 	 	
L Level 	 Light 	 Low
P Pressure,	vacuum 	 	 	 	
Q Quantity Totalize 	 	 	
R Radiation 	 Record 	 	
S Speed Safety 	 Switch 	
T Temperature 	 	 Transmit 	
V Vibration 	 	 Valve,	damper 	
Z Position 	 	 Actuator 	

Typical	examples	for	chemical	plants	for	these	tags	are	shown	here:
TI:	temperature	indicator
TR:	temperature	recorder
TT:	temperature	transmitter
TC:	temperature	controller
TRC:	temperature	recorder	controller
LT:	level	transmitter
LIC:	level	indicator	controller
FC:	flow	controller
PV:	pressure	valve
PSV:	pressure	safety	valve
PAL:	pressure	alarm	low
PAH:	pressure	alarm	high
HV:	hand	valve	or	manual	valve
FT:	flow	transmitter
FRC:	flow	recorder	controller
PT:	pressure	transmitter
A	line	in	the	middle	of	the	tag	circle	denotes	the	location:

No	line:	The	instrument	is	mounted	in	the	field	near	the	process.





Solid	line:	The	instrument	is	mounted	in	the	control	room	and	is	accessible	to	the	operator.



Dashed	line:	The	instrument	is	mounted	out	of	sight	and	is	not	accessible	by	the	operator.



There	are	 also	 symbols	 to	 identify	how	 the	 instruments	 are	 connected	 to	 each	other	 and	which	 type	of	 signal	 is
being	used	(electrical,	pneumatic).

Piping:	thick	line

Process	connection:	thin	line

Electrical	signal:	dashed	line

Pneumatic	signal:	



Index
ABET	(Accreditation	Board	for	Engineering	and	Technology),	557
Absorption	through	skin,	58
Accelerating	Rate	Calorimeter	(ARC),	348–350
Acceptance	of	risk,	27–31
Access	security,	516
Accidents
accident	pyramid,	15
definition,	3,	5
statistics,	17–27
suggested	reading,	50

Accreditation	Board	for	Engineering	and	Technology	(ABET),	557
Accumulated	charges	in	electrostatic	ignition	sources,	304
Accumulation
electrostatic	charge,	289,	300
relief	sizing,	413–415
reliefs,	382

ACGIH	(American	Conference	of	Governmental	Industrial	Hygienists)
dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	199
threshold	limit	values,	207
toxicology	threshold	limit	values,	75

Actions	required	in	hazards	identification/evaluation	and	risk	analysis,	483
Active	IPLs	in	LOPA	method,	519–521
Active	methods	for	reactive	hazard	controls,	373
Active	strategy	for	inherently	safer	design,	45
Active	systems	for	fire	and	explosion	prevention,	333
Acute	exposure	guideline	levels	(AEGLs)	in	dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	198,	204–206
Acute	toxicity
dose	curves,	68
Safety	Data	Sheets,	86
toxicology	studies,	62

Adiabatic	compression	for	fires,	245–247
Adiabatic	flow	in	gases	and	vapors	through	pipes,	145–152
Adiabatic	mode	in	APTAC	devices,	350
Advanced	Reactive	System	Screening	Tool	(ARSST),	348–350
Advection	equation	in	neutrally	buoyant	dispersion	models,	183
AEGLs	(acute	exposure	guideline	levels)	in	dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	198,	204–206
Aerosol	droplets	in	flashing	liquids,	167
Agitators	in	process	diagram	symbol,	600
AICHE.	See	American	Institute	for	Chemical	Engineers	(AICHE)
AIHA	(American	Industrial	Hygiene	Association),	198–202
Air	blower	coolers	process	diagram	symbol,	600
Airflow	velocity	in	local	ventilation,	113
AIT	(autoignition	temperature)
definition,	222
selected	hydrocarbon	data,	578–582
vapors,	244–245

Alcoa	(Aluminum	Company	of	America),	1–2
Alveoli	as	toxicant	route	into	bodies,	58–59
Ambient	temperature	issue	in	worst-case	releases,	170
American	Conference	of	Governmental	Industrial	Hygienists	(ACGIH)
dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	199
threshold	limit	values,	207



toxicology	threshold	limit	values,	75
American	Industrial	Hygiene	Association	(AIHA),	198–202
American	Institute	for	Chemical	Engineers	(AICHE)
Bhopal,	India	response,	48
Chemical	Reactivity	Worksheet	from,	345
engineering	ethics,	6–7
fire	and	explosion	prevention,	332
process	safety	definitions,	2–5
toxicology	definitions,	56

American	Petroleum	Institute	(API)
fire	and	explosion	prevention	standards,	332
relaxation	guidelines,	317
relief	pressure	requirements,	383–385
standards,	32
two-phase	relief	sizing,	428
vents	for	fires	external	to	processes,	442

American	Society	for	Testing	and	Materials	(ASTM)	standards,	32
American	Society	of	Mechanical	Engineers	(ASME),	32,	416,	418
Ammonia	in	refrigeration	systems,	46
Ammonium	nitrate	explosion	from	emergency	management	failure,	566–567
AND	logic	functions
fault	trees,	506,	508,	512
process	failures,	489–490

Anti-static	additives	for	static	electricity,	321
Anticipating	hazardous	workplace	exposures,	80–83
Antifreeze	sprinkler	systems,	330
API.	See	American	Petroleum	Institute	(API)
APTAC	(Automatic	Pressure	Tracking	Adiabatic	Calorimeter),	348–353
ARC	(Accelerating	Rate	Calorimeter),	348–350
Area	classifications	in	explosion-proof	equipment	and	instruments,	324–325
Arrhenius	equation	for	calorimeters,	358,	364
ARSST	(Advanced	Reactive	System	Screening	Tool),	348–350
ASME	(American	Society	of	Mechanical	Engineers),	32,	416,	418
Asset	integrity	and	reliability
case	history	and	lessons	learned,	560–561
RBPS	approach,	38,	41

ASTM	(American	Society	for	Testing	and	Materials)	standards,	32
Atmospheric	stability
dispersion,	180–181,	212
Pasquill–Gifford	model,	185

Auditability	for	independent	protection	layers,	516
Auditing
case	history	and	lessons	learned,	570
RBPS	approach,	39,	42

Auto-oxidation	for	fires,	245
Autoignition	temperature	(AIT)
definition,	222
selected	hydrocarbon	data,	578–582
vapors,	244–245

Automatic	Pressure	Tracking	Adiabatic	Calorimeter	(APTAC),	348–353
Availability	in	revealed	and	unrevealed	failures,	497–498
Average	discharge	velocity	in	flow	of	liquid	through	holes,	124
Awareness	of	reactive	chemical	hazards,	340–346

Backflow	preventers	for	pilot-operated	reliefs,	397
Backpressure



relief	sizing	for	liquid	service,	417–418,	420
relief	sizing	for	vapor	and	gas	service,	422,	424
reliefs,	382–383
spring-operated	reliefs,	393–394

Baker–Strehlow–Tang	method,	269–270
Balanced	bellows	relief	devices,	394
Barrier	analysis,	513
Basic	events	in	fault	trees,	506–507
Basic	process	control	system	(BPCS)
high	pressure	prevention,	36
IPLs,	522

Benzene	flow	through	holes	in	tanks,	128–130
Best-in-class	safety	programs,	11
Bhopal,	India	chemical	plant	tragedy
conduct	of	operations,	565–566
containment	system,	544
overview,	46–49
suggested	reading,	50

Binary	interactions	in	reactive	chemical	hazards,	344–345
Black	powder,	281
Blasius	approximation	for	flow	of	liquid	through	pipes,	134
Blast	sources	in	TNO	multi-energy	method,	266–267
Blast	strength	in	TNO	multi-energy	method,	267
Blast	waves	in	explosions
damage	from	overpressure,	261–265
damage	to	people,	274–276
description,	259

Blast	winds	in	explosions,	262
Blenders
LOTO	permit	problem,	555
process	safety	competency	failure,	554–555
safety	review	failure	fatality,	564–565

BLEVEs	(boiling-liquid	expanding-vapor	explosions)
definition,	222–223
overview,	277–278
training	and	performance	assurance	failure,	562–563

Blood	counts,	toxicant	effect	on,	61
Bloodstream,	toxicants	in,	56–58
Blowdown
definition,	383
description,	385
spring-operated	reliefs,	392,	403–405

Blowout	panels	for	deflagration	venting,	434
BLS	(Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics)	accident	statistics,	17–18,	23
Boiling-liquid	expanding-vapor	explosions	(BLEVEs)
definition,	222–223
overview,	277–278
training	and	performance	assurance	failure,	562–563

Boiling	liquids,	168–169
Boiling	point	temperature	in	flashing	liquids,	162
Bonding	for	static	electricity,	317–320
Bourne,	Doug,	1
Bow-tie	analysis	and	diagrams
hazard	identification/evaluation	and	risk	analysis,	456
probability	theory,	513–514



Box-type	enclosed	hoods	for	local	ventilation,	113
BP	Deepwater	oil	spill,	12–13
BPCS	(basic	process	control	system)
high	pressure	prevention,	36
IPLs,	522

Britter	and	McQuaid	model,	198
Brittle	metal	fatigue,	fire	due	to,	557–558
Brode’s	method	in	energy	of	mechanical	explosions,	272,	274
Bronchial	disease	from	toxicant	effects,	60
Bronchial	tubes	as	toxicant	route	into	bodies,	58
Brush	discharges
electrostatic	discharges,	301–302
preventing,	316–317

Buckling	pin	reliefs
advantages	and	disadvantages,	401
overview,	395–396
sizing,	425

Buoyancy
dispersion,	181,	183–184
Pasquill–Gifford	model,	193–194

Bureau	of	Labor	Statistics	(BLS)	accident	statistics,	17–18,	23
Burning	parameters	for	gases,	437–438
Burns	from	thermal	radiation,	96–97
Bypass	hoods	for	local	ventilation,	112

Calorimeters
application	of	data	from,	371–372
estimation	of	parameters	from	data,	364–369
exothermic	reactions,	346–347
heat	capacity	data,	369–370
heat	of	reaction	data,	370
introduction,	347–353
overview,	346–347
pressure	data,	370–371
theoretical	analysis	of	data,	353–364

Canopies	for	local	ventilation,	114
Capacitance
of	bodies,	312–315
electrostatic	ignition	sources,	304

Capacitors,	energy	of,	308–312
Capacity	correction	factors
relief	sizing	for	liquid	service,	417–418,	420
relief	sizing	for	vapor	and	gas	service,	423

Carbon	dioxide	for	inerting,	284
Carbon	tetrachloride,	46
Case	histories	and	lessons	learned
asset	integrity	and	reliability,	560–561
auditing,	570
compliance	with	standards,	553–554
conduct	of	operations,	565–566
contractor	management,	561–562
emergency	management,	566–567
hazard	identification	and	risk	analysis,	557–558
incident	investigation,	567–568
management	of	change,	563–564
management	review	and	continuous	improvement,	570–571



measurement	and	metrics,	569–570
operating	procedures,	558–559
operational	readiness,	564–565
overview,	551
problems,	572
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Free	expansion	releases	in	flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	holes,	140
Free-field	overpressure,	explosions	from,	262
Free-hanging	canopies	for	local	ventilation,	114
Frequency	estimation	in	LOPA	method,	518–525
Frequency	plots	vs.	consequence	plots,	526
Frictional	charging	in	static	electricity,	300
Frictional	losses
flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	pipes,	146–147
flow	of	liquid	through	holes,	124
flow	of	liquid	through	pipes,	131–133

Froth	in	pressure–time	plots,	381
FTA	(fault	tree	analysis),	456
Fuels
fire	triangle,	220–221
flammability	diagram,	295

Functionality	in	independent	protection	layers,	516
Furnaces,	process	diagram	symbol,	600
FVC	(forced	vital	capacity)	in	respiratory	problems	diagnosis,	60

Gas	and	vapor	mixtures	flammability	characteristics,	227–229
Gas	dispersion,	197–198
Gas	expansion	factor	in	flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	pipes,	150–151
Gas	mass	transfer	coefficients,	101
Gas-phase	diffusion	coefficients,	102
Gas	plant	chemical	release
auditing	failures,	570
brittle	metal	failure,	557–558

Gas	station	injury	statistics,	24
Gases
burning	parameters,	437–438
calorimeters	pressure	data,	371
experimental	characterization	of	explosions,	251–254,	258
flow	through	holes,	140–145
flow	through	pipes,	145–162
relief	sizing,	422–427
toxic	endpoints,	207–208
vents	for,	436–438

Gastrointestinal	tract	as	toxicant	route	into	bodies,	57
Gaussian	dispersion,	195,	198
Gaussian	distribution	in	response	to	exposure	to	a	toxicant,	62–66
Gibbs	energy	of	formation	in	explosions,	270



Globally	Harmonized	System	(GHS)
labeling,	87–88
overview,	83
Safety	Data	Sheets,	83–87

Good	housekeeping	for	exposure	prevention,	107
Gravitational	unit	conversion	constants,	575
Ground	conditions	in	dispersion,	181–182
Ground-level	concentration	in	puff	dispersion,	189–191
Grounding	for	static	electricity,	317–320
Groups	for	explosion-proof	equipment	and	instruments,	325
Guidelines	for	Risk	Based	Process	Safety,	36
Guidewords	in	HAZOP	studies,	472–475

Hazard	and	operability	(HAZOP)	studies,	455–456,	471–478
Hazard	classes	in	Globally	Harmonized	System,	84–85
Hazard	evaluation/analysis,	definition,	3,	6
Hazard	identification,	definition,	3
Hazard	Identification	and	Risk	Analysis	(HIRA)
case	history	and	lessons	learned,	557–558
checklist	analysis,	462–467
documentation	and	actions	required,	483
FMEA,	479–481
HAZOP	study,	471–478
inherent	safety	reviews,	467–468
introduction,	455–462
non-scenario-based	methods,	462–467
overview,	453–455
preliminary	hazard	analysis,	468
problems,	483–486
RBPS	approach,	38,	40
relative	ranking,	469–471
safety	reviews,	466–467
scenario-based	methods,	471–482
suggested	reading,	483
what-if	analysis,	482
what-if/checklist	analysis,	483–484

Hazardous	chemicals,	data	for,	592–597
Hazardous	exposures,	anticipating	and	identifying,	80–83
Hazardous	material	dispersion.	See	Dispersion
Hazards
definition,	3,	5
GHS	labels,	88

HAZOP	(hazard	and	operability)	studies,	455–456,	471–478
HCFCs	(hydrochlorofluorocarbons)	in	refrigeration	systems,	46
Heads	in	sprinkler	systems,	329
Health	rating	in	NFPA	diamond,	116
Heat	capacity	data	for	calorimeters,	369–370
Heat	capacity	ratios
flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	holes,	142–144
unit	conversion	constants,	574

Heat	exchangers
process	diagram	symbol,	600
relief	design,	388

Heat	flux	in	vents	for	fires	external	to	processes,	442
Heat	losses	in	two-phase	relief	sizing,	429
Heat	of	combustion



in	explosions,	270
fuel	in	flammability	limit	estimating,	231

Heat	of	reaction	data	for	calorimeters,	370
Heat	release	rate	in	two-phase	relief	sizing,	433
Heat	transfer	in	evaporating	pools,	168–169
Height	of	release	issue	in	worst-case	releases,	170
HEM	(homogeneous	equilibrium	model)	for	two-phase	relief	sizing,	429
Herbert,	Ralph,	1
Hierarchy	in	process	safety,	8–9,	533
High	standards	as	safety	culture	feature,	11
HIRA.	See	Hazard	Identification	and	Risk	Analysis	(HIRA)
Histograms	for	response	to	exposure	to	a	toxicant,	65
Holes
gases	and	vapors	flow	through,	140–145
liquid	flow	through,	123–126
liquid	flow	through	in	tanks,	126–130

Holland	formula	for	smokestack	releases,	193
Homogeneous	equilibrium	model	(HEM)	for	two-phase	relief	sizing,	429
Hoods	for	local	ventilation,	111–113
Horizontal	knockout	drums	in	reliefs,	403,	405
Hoses	in	release	guidelines,	170
Hot	work	system
explosion	case	history	and	lessons	learned,	560
safe	work	practices	for,	539

Hours-based	fatal	injury	rate
calculations,	19
by	industry,	21
statistics,	19–20

Housings,	explosion-proof,	323–324
Huddle	chambers	in	spring-operated	reliefs,	392
Human	factors	in	process	safety,	533–534
Human	health	impacts	risk	matrix,	28–29
Humidity	issue	in	worst-case	releases,	170
Hybrid	mixtures,	vents	for,	439–440
Hybrid/nontempered	reactions	in	calorimeters	pressure	data,	371
Hybrid/tempered	reactions	in	calorimeters	pressure	data,	371
Hydrocarbon	combustion	explosions,	270
Hydrocarbon	plant	losses	from	fires	and	explosions,	219
Hydrocarbons	flammability	data,	578–582
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons	(HCFCs)	in	refrigeration	systems,	46
Hydrogen	halides
lower	respiratory	toxicants,	59
upper	respiratory	toxicants,	59

Hydrogen	in	flammability	diagrams,	243
Hydroxides	as	upper	respiratory	toxicants,	59
Hygiene,	industrial.	See	Industrial	hygiene

Ideal	gas	constant,	575
Ideal	gas	law	in	flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	holes,	141
Identification
hazardous	workplace	exposures,	80–83
HIRA.	See	Hazard	Identification	and	Risk	Analysis	(HIRA)
reactive	chemical	hazards,	340–346

IDLH	(immediately	dangerous	to	life	and	health)	levels
dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	198–199,	202,	207
toxicology	threshold	limit	values,	76



IEC	(International	Electrochemical	Commission)	standards,	32
Ignition,	definition,	221
Ignition	energy	in	fires	and	explosions,	248–249
Ignition	sources
electrostatic,	304
fire	triangle,	220–221
fires	and	explosions,	250

Illness,	definition,	20
Immediately	dangerous	to	life	and	health	(IDLH)	levels
dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	198–199,	202,	207
toxicology	threshold	limit	values,	76

Impacts,	definition,	3
Imperial	Sugar	Company	refinery	explosion
dusts,	247
incident	investigation	failures,	568

Impure	nitrogen,	inerting	with,	291–292
In-service	oxygen	concentrations	(ISOCs)	in	flammability	diagram,	296–298
Incidence	rates
calculations,	19
by	industry,	21

Incident	investigations
case	history	and	lessons	learned,	567–568
hazard	identification/evaluation	and	risk	analysis,	461
RBPS	approach,	39,	41
safety	strategies,	535

Incident	outcome	cases,	definition,	4
Incident	outcomes,	definition,	3
Incidents
definition,	3
quantitative	risk	analysis,	515
risk	matrix,	28–29

Incompatible	materials
chemical	hazards,	343
runaway	reactions,	547

Independence	in	independent	protection	layers,	516
Independent	protection	layers	(IPLs)
hazard	identification/evaluation	and	risk	analysis,	456
LOPA	method,	516–524

Individual	risks
definition,	4
description,	13
risk	assessment,	526–527

Induction	charging	in	static	electricity,	300
Industrial	hygiene
anticipating	and	identifying	hazardous	workplace	exposures,	80–83
exposure	prevention,	106–115
Globally	Harmonized	System,	83–89
introduction,	78–79
magnitude	of	exposures	and	responses,	89–106
NFPA	diamond,	115–116
online	resources,	116
problems,	117–118
suggested	reading,	117

Industries
injury	rates	by,	21



property	damage	by,	25
Industry	strategy	for	fire	and	explosion	prevention,	332–334
Inerting
flammability	diagrams,	240,	293–298
with	impure	nitrogen,	291–292
limiting	oxygen	concentration,	234–236
overview,	284
pressure	purging,	288–289
pressure-vacuum	purging,	289–290
siphon	purging,	293
static	electricity,	316
sweep-through	purging,	292–293
vacuum	purging,	285–287

Information	analysis	in	what-if	analysis,	482
Infrastructure	in	fire	and	explosion	prevention,	333–334
Ingestion	as	toxicant	route	into	bodies,	56–57
Inhalation
Safety	Data	Sheets,	86
as	toxicant	route	into	bodies,	56–57

Inherent	methods	in	reactive	hazard	controls,	372
Inherent	safety	area	in	dispersion	release	prevention	and	mitigation,	211
Inherent	safety	reviews,	455–456,	467–468
Inherent	strategy	in	inherently	safer	design,	45
Inherently	safer	design
overview,	42–46
simple	design,	541
suggested	reading,	50

Initiating	events
event	trees,	502
in	incident	sequence,	33
LOPA	method,	517–518
quantitative	risk	analysis,	515

Injection
calorimeters,	352
toxicant	route	into	bodies,	56–57

Injuries,	definition,	20
Injury	Facts	accident	statistics,	18
Inline	flame	arrestors,	544
Inspection	intervals	for	unrevealed	failures,	497
Instability	rating
hazardous	chemical,	592–597
NFPA	diamond,	116

Installation	practices	for	reliefs,	400–403
Instruments,	explosion-proof,	323–325
Integrity	for	independent	protection	layers,	516
Intentional	chemical	operations,	reaction	hazards	in,	339
Interactions	between	process	units,	489–496
Interlocks,	485
Intermediate	events	in	fault	trees,	506–507,	509
International	Electrochemical	Commission	(IEC)	standards,	32
Inversions	in	dispersion,	181
Involuntary	risk,	14
IPLs	(independent	protection	layers)
hazard	identification/evaluation	and	risk	analysis,	456
LOPA	method,	516–524



Isentropic	expansion	method	in	energy	of	mechanical	explosions,	272,	274
ISOCs	(in-service	oxygen	concentrations)	in	flammability	diagram,	296–298
Isolation,	energy,	539–540
Isolation	valves,	emergency,	541
Isopleths
Pasquill–Gifford	model,	192
worst-case	dispersion	conditions,	194

Isothermal	expansion	method	in	energy	of	mechanical	explosions,	272
Isothermal	flow	in	gases	and	vapors	through	pipes,	145,	152–162

Job	safety	assessment	(JSA),	9

Kidneys
toxicant	effect	on,	61
toxicant	elimination	from	bodies,	59–60

Labeling	in	Globally	Harmonized	System,	87–88
Laboratory	hoods	for	local	ventilation,	111–112
Laboratory	safety	vs.	process	safety,	8
Lagging	metrics	in	accident	pyramid,	15–17
Laminar	flow	of	liquid	through	pipes,	132
Layer	of	protection	analysis	(LOPA)	method
consequence	estimation,	518
frequency	estimation,	518–525
hazard	identification/evaluation	and	risk	analysis,	456,	458
overview,	515–518
TMEF	for,	28

LC	(lethal	concentration)	in	dose	vs.	response,	68
LD	(lethal	dose)	curves
dose	vs.	response,	67–68
relative	toxicity,	74

Le	Châtelier’s	equation	in	flammability	characteristics	of	gas	and	vapor	mixtures,	228
Lead,	damage	from,	56–57
Leadership	as	safety	culture	feature,	11
Leading	metrics	in	accident	pyramid,	15–17
LELs	(lower	explosion	limits),	222
Lethal	concentration	(LC)	in	dose	vs.	response,	68
Lethal	dose	(LD)	curves
dose	vs.	response,	67–68
relative	toxicity,	74

Lethality	in	dose	vs.	response,	67–68
Lettering	notation
event	trees,	502
piping	and	instrumentation	diagrams,	601

Leung	method	in	two-phase	relief	sizing,	428–429,	441,	443
Level	of	concern	(LOC)	in	dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	207
Levels
accident	pyramid,	15
process	safety,	8–9
resolution	in	fault	trees,	507

LFLs.	See	Lower	flammable	limits	(LFLs)
Lightning-like	discharges
electrostatic	discharges,	302
preventing,	317

Likelihood,	definition,	4
Limited-aperture	releases



flow	of	liquid	through	holes,	124
source	models,	121

Limiting	oxygen	concentrations	(LOCs)
flammability	diagrams,	237–239,	241–242,	296
inerting,	234–236,	284

Linear	measure	unit	conversion	constants,	574
Liquefied	natural	gas	(LNG)	heat	transfer,	169
Liquid	ammonia	in	flashing	liquids,	165
Liquids
flammability	characteristics,	224–227
flashing,	162–167
flow	through	holes,	123–126
flow	through	holes	in	tanks,	126–130
flow	through	pipes,	130–139
pool	evaporation	and	boiling,	168–169,	172
relief	sizing,	415–421
thermal	expansion	coefficients,	445–446
toxic	endpoints,	208–209
vaporization	rate,	100–103

Liquified	petroleum	gas	(LPG)	leak,	training	and	performance	assurance	failure	from,	562–563
Liver
toxicant	effect	on,	61
toxicant	elimination	from	bodies,	59–60

LNG	(liquefied	natural	gas)	heat	transfer,	169
LOC	(level	of	concern)	in	dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	207
Local	ventilation
fire	and	explosion	prevention,	106,	326
overview,	111–114

Lock-Out/Tag-Out	(LOTO),	9
ribbon	blender	fatality,	555
safe	work	practices,	539–540

LOCs	(limiting	oxygen	concentrations)
flammability	diagrams,	237–239,	241–242,	296
inerting,	234–236,	284

Logic	functions
common-cause	failures,	501
fault	trees,	506,	508,	512
process	failures,	489–490

Longford	gas	plant	chemical	release	and	fire
auditing	failures,	570
brittle	metal	fatigue,	557–558

LOPA	method.	See	Layer	of	protection	analysis	(LOPA)	method
Loss	coefficients	in	flow	of	liquid	through	pipes,	135
Loss	of	Primary	Containment	(LOPC)	in	IPLs,	523
Loss	prevention,	definition,	5
Losses
gas	plant	chemical	release	and	fire,	557–558
statistics,	17–27
Texas	City	Refinery	explosion,	552,	569–570
weld	corrosion,	546

Lost	time	injury	(LTI),	definition,	20
LOTO	(Lock-Out/Tag-Out),	9
ribbon	blender	fatality,	555
safe	work	practices,	539–540

Lower	explosion	limits	(LELs),	222



Lower	flammable	limits	(LFLs)
description,	222–223
flammability	diagrams,	241–242,	294–298
flammability	limit	dependence	on	pressure,	229–230
flammability	limit	dependence	on	temperature,	229
flammability	limit	estimation,	230–233
gases	and	vapors	mixtures,	227–228
mists,	248

Lower	oxygen	limits	(LOLs)	in	flammability	limit	estimation,	232–233
Lower	respiratory	system	as	toxicant	route	into	bodies,	58–59
LPG	(liquified	petroleum	gas)	leak,	training	and	performance	assurance	failure	from,	562–563
LTI	(lost	time	injury),	definition,	20
Lungs	for	toxicant	elimination	from	bodies,	59–60

MAC	(maximum	allowable	concentration)	in	toxicology,	75
Mach	(Ma)	number	for	flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	pipes,	145,	147–150,	154
Magnitude	of	exposures	and	responses
exposure	prevention.	See	Control	techniques	to	prevent	exposures
exposure	to	thermal	radiation,	96–97
exposure	to	toxic	vapors,	97–100
exposures	to	dusts,	93–94
exposures	to	noise,	94–96
exposures	to	volatile	toxicants,	90–93
overview,	89–90
vaporization	rate	of	liquids,	100–103
during	vessel	filling	operations,	103–105

Maintenance
metrics,	16
process	safety,	534

Management
dispersion	release	prevention	and	mitigation,	211
safety	strategies,	534–535

Management	of	change	(MOC)
case	history	and	lessons	learned,	563–564
independent	protection	layers,	516
level	3	safety	program,	9
RBPS	approach,	39,	41

Management	review	and	continuous	improvement
case	history	and	lessons	learned,	570–571
RBPS	approach,	39,	42

Manual	valves,	process	diagram	symbol,	599
Manufacturer	information	on	GHS	labels,	88
Mars	Climate	Orbiter	flight	failure,	569–570
Martin,	Charles,	1
Martinez,	California,	refinery	explosion,	565–566
Mass	balance	for	volatile	vapors,	98
Mass	discharge	rate	for	releases,	171
Mass	flow	rate
flashing	liquids,	164,	167
flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	holes,	141,	144
flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	pipes,	152,	157
flow	of	liquid	through	holes,	125
flow	of	liquid	through	holes	in	tanks,	127
flow	of	liquid	through	pipes,	137
sweep-through	purging,	292

Mass	flux



flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	pipes,	147–149,	153–154
two-phase	relief	sizing,	429,	433

Mass	transfer	coefficients	for	vaporization	rate	of	liquids,	101–102
Mass	unit	conversion	constants,	573
Mass	velocity	in	flashing	liquids,	165–166
Material	balance	in	sweep-through	purging,	292
Materials
explosion-proof	equipment	and	instruments,	324–325
HAZOP	study,	472
in	process	safety	design,	545–546
thermal	radiation	effects	on,	96–97

Maurer	discharge,	300
MAWP	(maximum	allowable	working	pressure)
relief	sizing,	413–415
reliefs,	382–386
sprinkler	systems,	329

MAWT	(maximum	allowable	working	temperature),	382
Maximum	allowable	concentration	(MAC)	in	toxicology,	75
Maximum	allowable	relief	pressure,	383
Maximum	allowable	working	pressure	(MAWP)
relief	sizing,	413–415
reliefs,	382–386
sprinkler	systems,	329

Maximum	allowable	working	temperature	(MAWT),	382
Maximum	pressure
experimental	characterization	of	dusts,	255
experimental	characterization	of	gases	and	vapors,	251–254
explosions,	259
vents	for	dusts	and	hybrid	mixtures,	439

Maximum	safe	oxygen	concentration	(MSOC)	in	fires,	234
MDMT	(minimum	design	metal	temperature)	in	reliefs,	382
Mean	response	to	exposure	to	a	toxicant,	62–67
Mean	time	between	coincidences	(MTBC),	500
Mean	time	between	failures	(MTBF)
description,	488
revealed	and	unrevealed	failures,	496–498

Measurements	and	metrics
case	history	and	lessons	learned,	569–570
RBPS	approach,	39,	42
safety	overview,	15–17
unit	conversion	constants,	573–575

Mechanical	energy	balance
flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	holes,	140
flow	of	gases	and	vapors	through	pipes,	146,	153–154
flow	of	liquid	through	holes,	123
flow	of	liquid	through	holes	in	tanks,	127

Mechanical	explosions
definition,	222
energy	of,	272–274

Metal	fatigue	case	history	and	lessons	learned,	557–558
Methane	in	flammability	diagrams,	241
Methyl	ethyl	ketone	odor	thresholds,	82
Methyl	isocyanate	(MIC)	vapor	in	Bhopal,	India	chemical	plant	tragedy,	46–47
Metrics.	See	Measurements	and	metrics
MIE	(minimum	ignition	energy)



electrostatic	ignition	sources,	304
ignition	energy,	248–249
static	charge,	299

Minimal	cut	sets	in	fault	trees,	509–511
Minimize	strategy	in	inherently	safer	design,	43–44
Minimum	design	metal	temperature	(MDMT)	in	reliefs,	382
Minimum	ignition	energy	(MIE)
electrostatic	ignition	sources,	304
ignition	energy,	248–249
static	charge,	299

Minimum	oxygen	concentration	(MOC)	in	fires,	234
Missile	damage	in	explosions,	274
Mists
fires	and	explosions,	248
vents	for,	436–438

Mitigation	for	dispersion,	210–211
Mitigative	safeguards,	34–36
Mixing	factors
dilution	ventilation,	114
dispersion,	181
reaction	hazards,	339
runaway	reactions,	559

Mixtures
flammability	diagrams,	238–240
vents	for,	439–440

MOC	(management	of	change).	See	Management	of	change	(MOC)
MOC	(minimum	oxygen	concentration)	in	fires,	234
Moderate	strategy	in	inherently	safer	design,	43–44
Mole	balance	in	calorimeters,	354–355
Mole	weight	in	hazardous	chemicals,	592–597
Molecular	weight	factor	in	dispersion,	182–183
Momentum
dispersion,	181–182
Pasquill–Gifford	model,	193–194

Monitoring
exposures	to	volatile	toxicants,	90–93
safety	culture	features,	12

Monitors	in	sprinkler	systems,	330–331
Monomers	as	upper	respiratory	toxicants,	59
Motivation	factor	in	hazard	identification/evaluation	and	risk	analysis,	461
Motor	starters,	explosion-proof,	323–324
Motor	vehicle	deaths,	25
MSOC	(maximum	safe	oxygen	concentration)	in	fires,	234
MTBC	(mean	time	between	coincidences),	500
MTBF	(mean	time	between	failures)
description,	488
revealed	and	unrevealed	failures,	496–498

Mutual	trust	as	safety	culture	feature,	12
Myths	in	process	safety,	7–10

National	Academy	of	Sciences/National	Research	Council	(NRC)	dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	198,	202–204
National	Board	of	Boiler	and	Pressure	Vessel	Inspectors,	416
National	Electrical	Code	(NEC)
electrical	installations	safety	practices,	323
NFPA	relationship,	115

National	Fire	Protection	Association	(NFPA)



fire	codes,	32,	332
hazardous	chemical	ratings,	592–597
hazards	diamond,	115–116
inerting	recommendations,	284
pharmaceutical	plant	explosion,	554
sprinkler	systems,	329
standards,	32
vent	design,	436–437
vents	for	dusts	and	hybrid	mixtures,	439

National	Institute	of	Occupational	Safety	and	Health	(NIOSH)
dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	198,	202
respirators,	109

National	Oceanic	and	Atmospheric	Administration	(NOAA),	Chemical	Reactivity	Worksheet	from,	345
National	Safety	Council	(NSC)	accident	statistics,	18
Near	misses
accident	pyramid,	15
incident	investigations,	535

NEC	(National	Electrical	Code)
electrical	installations	safety	practices,	323
NFPA	relationship,	115

Negative-pressure	ventilation	systems,	110
Nervous	system	disorders	diagnosis,	61
Net	frequency	in	event	trees,	504
Neutral	atmospheric	conditions	in	dispersion,	181
Neutrally	buoyant	dispersion	models,	183–184
NFPA.	See	National	Fire	Protection	Association	(NFPA)
NIOSH	(National	Institute	of	Occupational	Safety	and	Health)
dispersion	toxic	effect	criteria,	198,	202
respirators,	109

Nitrogen
flammability	diagrams,	241–243,	294,	297–298
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